USE OF DICTIONARY
Use of this dictionary is like any other dictionary, in that every work is in alphabetical order. Following is the order in which the
Arabic letters occur, you will also notice that we have shown the style of the letter when alone or in the middle of a word. The letters
start at the top of the left column and go downwards and switch over to the top of the right column and go downwards. We hope that
this will facilitate the use of this dictionary.
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PRONUNCIATION OF ARABIC LETTERS
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LE - LA

give/bring

¤BKE - ¤BKA

gave him

~¡BKE - ~¡BKA

he gave them

B}¢KA - B}¡BKA

he gave them (b)

LKE - LKA

she gave/she brought/it

z
Ä GC - z
Ä ®C

are you (s/m)

z
Ê GC - z
Ê ®C

are you (s/f)

~yGC - ~y®C

are you (p)

YUKCC - YUKC

do I take

BIE - BIA

fathers

zBKE - zKA

gave you (s/m)

z®BIE - zBIA

your (s/m) fathers/your

~yBKE - ~yKA

gave you (p)/he gave you

forefathers

§
Ø KA - §
Ø BKE - áKA

gave/it brought

gave me/brought

~yBIE - ~yBIA

your (p) fathers

BBIE - BBIA

our fathers

BBKE - BKA

gave us/he gave us

B»BIE - BÅBIA

our fathers

BÊKE - BÊKA

give us/bring us

~¡BIE - ~¡BIA

their fathers

áKA - §BKE - §KA

§®BIE - ¨BIA

my fathers/my

B¡BKE - B¢KA

he gave it

B¢KC - B¢KC

gave her/gave it/he gave

forefathers

z®BIE - z®BIA

your (s/m) fathers/your
forefathers

me

gave me/brought me

her/he gave it

~¡BKC - ~¢ÒKA

came to them/they got

forefathers

~¡BKE - ~¢ÊKA

he gave them

B®BIE - B®BIA

our fathers/our forefathers

~¢KE - ~¢KA

give them/bring them

~¢®BIC - ~¢®BIA

their fathers/their

B}¡BKE - B}¢KA

he gave them (b)

forefathers

A¥KE - A¥KA

gave/brought/give/bring/

~y®BIE - ~y®BIA

your (p) fathers/your

á¢®BIE - á¢®BIA

their (f) fathers

~y»BIE - ~y»BIA

your (p) fathers/your

§¥KE - §¥KA

give me/bring me

forefathers

¤¥KE - ¤¥KA

they gave him

B»BIE - B»BIA

our fathers

~¡¥KE - ~¡¥KA

give them/bring them

~¡»BIE - ~¡»BIA

their fathers

had given/had brought (p)


á¡¥KE - á¡¥KA

give them (f)/bring them

§KE - §KA

came/brought/gave

LA - LE - §KA

is coming(e)/came/
brought/gave/bring/give

L¦KE - L¦KA

you (s/m) gave/you brought
to

ª¦KE - ª¦KA

is coming

zK¦KE - zK¦KA

I gave you (s/m)/I brought
you

~yK¦KE - ~yK¦KA

á¡¥}K¦KE - á¡¥}K¦KA

(f)

BK¦KE - BK¦KA

you (s/m) gave us

§K¦KE - §K¦KA

you (s/m) gave me

á¢K¦KE - á¢K¦KA

you (s/m) gave them (f)

z¦KE - z¦KA

coming to you (s/m)/I come

á¦KE - á¦KA
B¦KE - B¦KA
z¦KC - zB¦KE - zB¦KA

we gave it/we brought it/we
gave her/we brought her

~¢¦KA - ~¡B¦KE - ~¡B¦KA we gave them/
we brought them/we came
with -- them/we give them/
we bring them

~yB¦KE - ~yB¦KA - ~y¦KA we gave you (p)/
we brought you

¤B¦KA - ¤B¦KE - £¦KA

we gave it/we
brought it/we gave him/we
brought him

~¡B¦KA - ~¡B¦KE - ~¢¦KA we gave them/
we brought them/we came
with -- them/we give
them/we bring them

B}¡B¦KE - B}¢¦KA

we gave them (b)/we
brought them

£¦KE - £¦KA

(are) coming to him

~¢¦KE - ~¢¦KA

is coming to them

you/I am coming to you/I
come to you

AZBME - AZBMA

tracks/marks/signs/

they (f) gave/they

ZBME - ZMA

tracks/marks/signs

brought/give/bring (p/f)

ZME - ZMA

preferred/chose

zZME - zZMA

preferred you (s/m)/chose

to you/I bring to you

~y¦KE - ~y¦KA

B¡B¦KE - B¡B¦KA

you (p) gave/you brought
you (p) gave them

we gave him/we
brought him/we gave it/we
brought it

I gave you (p)/I brought
you

~K¦KE - ~K¦KA

£¦KA - ¤B¦KE - ¤B¦KA

coming to you/is coming to

we gave/we brought to

historical remains/remnants

we gave you (s/m)/we
brought you

~y¦KA - ~yB¦KE - ~yB¦KA we gave you (p)/
we brought you

you

~¡ZME - ~¡ZMA

their tracks/their
marks/their signs


B}¡ZBME - B}¡ZBMA

their (b)'s tracks/their

A¥YE - A¥YA

marks/their signs

~ME - ~MA
B}ME - B}MA

harmed/harmed mildly/
harmed (p)

sinner/criminal/sinning/
committing a crime

they harmed mildly/they

B¥}K¦YE - B¥}K¦YA

you (p) harmed us
mildly

a sinner/a criminal/sinning/
committing a crime

JBIZCC - JBIZC

are lords

á¦YUE - á¦YUA

taking (p)

Z`E - Z`A

Azar (Prophet Abraham's

ZUE - ZÄUA

other/another

ZUE - ZÊUA

last

XOaCC - XOaC

do I prostrate

áAZUE - áAZUA

two others

B¥taE - B¥taA

they made us

BZUE - BZUA

our last/our end

¤ZUE - ¤ZUA

its end/its last

á¥ZUE - á¥ZUA

others

á¦ZUE - á¦ZUA

others

~XE - ~XA

Adam (first man on Earth
and genetor father of the
human race)

father)

sorrowful/they made us
angry/they made us
sad

~K}{aCC - ~K}{aC

did you (p) submit/did
you surrender

áaE - áaA

changing colour, smell and
taste/stagnant

§aE - §aA

I grieve/I sadden for/I
sorrow for

áAYE - áAYA

ears

BAYE - BAYA

our ears

~¢AYE - ~¢AYA

their ears

áAYE - áYA

I permit

~yKYE - ~yKYA

I announced to you (p)/I

ZycCC - ZycC

do I thank/do I be grateful

made known to you/I
informed you

§}OkÔAC - §}OkA

is a non-Arab/is a

zBYE - zYA

~KwtcCC - ~KwtcC

of/have you been guarding
against/have you been
afraid of/have you been
scared of

non-Arabic/is a Persian
(appears to be an example
of different accents)

we announced to you
(s/m)/we make known to
you/we informed you/we
took your (s/m) leave/we
took your pardon

have you (p) been cautious

~KZZvC

did you (p) confess/did you
acknowledge/did you


admit/did you establish/did
you accept/did you
affix/(did you decide)

|E - |A

family (of)/family

¼C - ¼A

blessings

á®{A - áÀA - á®{A

now

£{C - ¤¼G

is a god

X{CC - X{C

do I give birth

á¦ZyY{E - á¦ZyY{A

are the two males

§w{CC - §w{C - §w{C

£{{CC - £{{A - £{{E

I (s/m) believed/believed
(s/m)

ª}E - ª}A

safe/secure (f)

~K}E - ~K}A

you (p) believed

~K}CC - ~ÓK}C

did you (p)
become safe/did you
become secure/(did you
trust)

~y}E - ~y}A

I (s/m) trust you (p)/I
entrust you

was the -- thrown/is
the -- thrown

£{{CC - £{{E - £{{A

L}E - L}A

did God/is God
did God/is God

~¢}E - ~¢}A

secured them

A¥}E - A¥Ê}A

believe (p)

A¥}E - A¥Ä}A

believed (p)

ª¢{E - ª¢{A

gods

á¥}E - á¥}A

safe/secure (p)

zK¢{E - zK¢{A

your (s/m) gods

á¦}E - á¦}A

safe/secure (p)

~yK¢{E - ~yK¢{A

your (p) gods

~y}B}C á¦}E - á¦}A

BK¢{C - BK¢{E

are our gods

BK¢{E - BK¢{C

heading to/making
-- infront (p)

are our gods

áE - áA
¨BA - BE - BA

blazing/glowing
hours

BK¢{E - BK¢{A

our gods

hours

~¢K¢{E - ~¢K¢{A

BA - BE - ¨BA

their gods

do I inform you (p)

§K¢{E - §K¢{A

~yI»C - ~y®IC

my gods

did you (s/m/f)

¤Z}E - ¤Z}A

LC

I order him/I command him

~KCC - ~KC

are you (p)/did you/do you

á
Æ }Ê E - á}A

believe

á}E - á}A

~¢KZYCC - ~¢KZYC

believed

B}E - BÚ}A

we believed

B}E - BÕÊ}A

safe/secure

had you (s/m) warned
them/had you given them
notice

|`C

is -- descended

bE - bA

he perceived/he heard and


felt/he saw

LaE - LaA

I perceived/I heard and
felt/I saw

~KaE - ~KaA

you (p) perceived/you
heard and felt/you saw

BtE - BtA

previously/from a short
while/disdainfully/hatefully
/arrogantly

ª¦E - ª¦A

present/near/ripe/slow/
patient/(boiling)

A¥¥E - A¥¥A

sheltered/gave refuge (p)

¨¥E - ¨Ø¥A

I take shelter/I retire to/I

zKB¦E - zK¦A

verses/your evidences

take refuge

¨¥E - ¨
Ä ¥Ä A

he sheltered/he gave refuge/

zK¦E - zK¦A

we

sheltered them (b)/we gave
them refuge

B}¢¦¥E - B}¡B¦¥A - B}¢¦¥A

BKB¦E - BK¦A

LB¦E - L¦A

signs/verses/evidences

ª¦E - ª¦A

a sign/a verse/an evidence

our signs/our verses/our
evidences

£KB¦E - £K¦A

his signs/his verses/his
evidences

we

sheltered them
(b)/we gave them refuge

your (s/m) sign/your
verse/your evidence

(he hosted)

B}¢¦¥A - B}¡B¦¥E - B}¡B¦¥A

your (s/m) signs/your

B¢KB¦E - B¢K¦A

her signs/her verses/her
evidences/its signs/its
verses/its evidences

§KB¦E - §K¦A

my signs/my verses/my
evidences

á¦K¦E - á¦K¦A

two signs/two verses/two
evidences

example of different accents)

+

Byt®C - BysGC

are falsified

X{C - X{CC

do I give birth

£{{E - £{{A - £{{CC did God/is God
¤¼G - £{GC - £{C is a god

¤¼G - £{C - £{GC is a god

BGC - B®C - BC are

~K}C - ~K}CC

L®A

come/bring

BK®A

come to us/bring to us

A¥K®A

come/bring (p)

§¥K®A - §¥K®G come to me/bring to me
§¥K®G - §¥K®A come to me/bring to me
áY®A

permit/allow (s/m)

BGC - BC - B®C are we

did you (p) become
safe/did you become secure/(did
you trust)

á®C - áGC

is/are

B®C - BC - BGC are we
~KC - ~KCC

are you (p)/did you/do you

~¢KZYA - ~¢KZYCC had you (s/m) warned
them/had you given them notice

z®C - z
Ä GC

are you (s/m)

z
Ä GC - z
Ä ®C

are you (s/m)

z®C - z
Ê GC

are you (s/f)

z
Ê GC - z
Ê ®C

are you (s/f)

~y®C - ~yGC

are you (p)/that you are

~yGC - ~y®C

are you (p)/that you are

BÎIC

grass/hay/herbs

YUKC - YUKCC

do I take

BÕIC

a father

AYA - AYGC

is (it that) if

BIA - BIE

fathers

JBIZC - JBIZCC are lords
XOaC - XOaCC do I prostrate (bow with the
forehead on the ground with
humbleness and humility)

~K}{aC - ~K}{aCC did you (p) submit/did you
surrender

~KwtcC - ~KwtcCC have you (p) been cautious
of/have you been guarding
against/have you been afraid
of/have you been scared of

~yBIA - ~yBIE your (p) fathers
BBIA - BBIE our fathers
~¡BIA - ~¡BIE their father
z®BIA - z®BIE

your (s/m) fathers/your forefathers

~y®BIA - ~y®BIE your (p) fathers/your forefathers
B®BIA - B®BIE

our fathers/our forefathers

~¢®BIA - ~¢®BIE their fathers/their forefathers
á¢®BIA - á¢®BIE their (f) fathers

ZycC - ZycCC do I thank/do I be grateful

¨BIA - §®BIE my fathers/my forefathers

§}OkA - §}OkÔAC is a non-Arab/is a non-Arabic/is

x¦ZBIC

a Persian (appears to be an

jugs (containers with handles and
spouts)

+
ZRIC

~yBIC

your (p) father

BBIC

our father

¤BIC

his father

never/ever (e)

~¡BIC

AXIC

their father

eternally/forever

|¦IBIC

AXIC

flocks/groups feathered and

£{XIC

I exchange it/I replace it/I

following eachother

£{{BIC

is with God/is by God

~y»BIA - ~y»BIE your (p) fathers/your forefathers

salty/seas/oceans/long or wide
rivers

substitute it/I change it

~¡ZIG - ~¦¡ZIG - ~¦¡AZIG

§KIC - LIC

my father

B¡¥kXKIA

they invented it/they innovated

TZIC

I leave/I depart/I leave/I quit

A¥}ZIC

they conspired and determined/
they confirmed and affirmed/they
planned and assured

it/they designed it/they fashioned it

qKIA

ask/wish/desire

BpKIA

asking/wishing/desiring

~y»BpKIA

your (p) asking/your wishing/your
desiring

AÅ¥pÒKIA

ask/wish/desire (p)

AÆ¥pÒKIA

they asked/they wished/they

~¦¡ZIG - ~¦¡ZIG - ~¡ZIG Abraham ( father of all
religions unifying God, and the
first Moslem and grandfather of all
believers)

~¡ZIG - ~¦¡AZIG - ~¦¡ZIG

Abraham ( father of all

religions unifying God, and the
first Moslem and grandfather of all
believers)

desired

§ÒpKIA

Abraham (father of all

religions unifying God, the first
Moslem, and the grandfather of all
believers)

B»BIA - B»BIE our fathers
~¡»BIA - ~¡»BIE their fathers

large bodies of water usually

he asked/he wished/he desired/

¨ZIA

I cure and heal/I purify/I acquit

asked/wished/desired

A¥{aIC

were exposed/they were made to

§
Ø pKIC

I ask/I wish/I desire

L¦pKIA

you (s/m) asked/you wished/you

ZcIC

is a human/are humans

desired

§¥}KZcIC

did you (p) announce good news to

£{KIA - ¤½KIA

he tested him/tested him

¤½KIA - £{KIA

he tested him/tested him

A¥{KIA

test (p)

§
Ä {ÒKIA

he tested

§
Ä {ÊKÓ IÆ A

were tested

surrender to destruction (p)

me (s/m)

A¥ZcIC

be announced good news
to/rejoice/be chearful (p)

ZeIC - ZBeIC

eye sights

AZBeIC

eye sights

+
~yZeIC - ~yZBeIC your (p) eye sights/your
understanding

BZeIC - BZBeIC our eye sights/our understanding

§pIC

I ask/I wish/I desire

~y¦pIC

I ask (for) you (p)/I wish (for)
you/I desire (for) you

B¡ZeIC - B¡ZBeIC its (their) eye sight/its (their)

x
Ä IÄ C

escaped/took shelter

understanding

§ÒwIÆ C

left/protected/had mercy

§ÒwIÆ C

more remaining/lasting/continuing

~¡ZeIC - ~¡ZBeIC their eye sights/their
understanding

á¡ZeIC - á¡ZBeIC their (p/f) eye sights

(everlasting)

AZByIC

first borns/virgins

ZÄ e
Ä IÆ C

saw/understood/knew

is mute (can not speak)

ZÆ e
Ä IÆ C

~yIC

more seeing/more knowing/more

§yIC

he made to weep/their eyes water

looking

from sadness

ZÆ e
Ê IÆ C

see/look/understand/know

you (s/f) swallow

ZÊeIÆ C

§l{IA

make (to) see/to make (to) look/to

qÓ{IÆ C

I reach

~yKp{IC

I communicated to you (p)/I

make (to) understand/to make (to)
know

ZBeIC - ZeIC

AZBeIC - AZeIC eye sights
~yZBeIC - ~yZeICyour (p) eye sights/your
understanding

BÆZe
Ä IÆ C

we saw/we looked/we knew/we
undertood

BZBeIC - BZeIC our eye sights/our understanding
B¡ZBeIC - B¡ZeIC its eye sight/its understanding
~¡ZeIC

delivered to you/I informed you

eye sights

~yp{IC

I communicate to you (p)/I deliver
to you/I inform you

£p{IC

you (s/m) deliver him/you make
him reach

A¥p{IC

they communicated/they delivered
to/they informed

b¦{IG

Satan/evil creature orders by bad
against good

make them see/make them

áIA

son

understand

§IA - áIA

build/construct

|¦Ia{A áIA

the travellor/the stranded travellor

A»IC - BIC

sons

~yBIC

your (p) sons

revived

BBIC

our sons

N
Ò lÄ IÆ C

he sent

~¡BIC

their sons

N
Ò lÄ IÄ C

did -- send

~y®BIC

your (p) sons

~¡ZBeIC - ~¡ZeIC their eye sights/their
understanding

NlIA

you (s/m) send/send

N
Ô lÄ IÆ CÓ

I be sent/I be resurrected/I be

+
B®BIC

our sons

£¦¥IC

his parents

á¢®BIC

their (f) sons

§
Ä IC

refused/hated/he refused/he hated

~y»BIC

your (p) sons

§
Ø IC

my father

LIA

daughter

J¢{ §IC

father of the flame of a smokeless

§KIC

my two daughters

zIA

your (s/m) son

£IA

his son

Lg¦IA

whitened

B¢IA

her son

~y¦IC

your (p) father

A¥IA

you (p) build/you

B¦IC

our father

construct/build/construct (p)

his father

BIC - A»IC

£¦IC

sons

~¢¦IC

their father

§ÊIÊA

my son

LA - LE

give/bring

§
Æ Ò IÆ A

two sons of

á¥KDKC

do you (p) come/do you do/do you

áIA - §IA

build/construct

A¥IC

they refused/they hated

£¥YUDKC

do you (p) take it/do you receive it

J¥IC - JA¥IC

doors/entrances

zKC - zBKC

come to you (s/m)/you got/come to

BI¥IC - BIA¥IC

doors/entrances

fire/smokeless rising dust (he was
historically known as Prophet
Mohammad's uncle)

commit

you

B¢I¥IC - B¢IA¥IC its doors/its entrances

zKA - zBKE

gave you (s/m)

¤A¥IC

his parents

~yKC - ~yBKC

came to you (p)/you (p) got/gave

JA¥IC - J¥IC

doors/entrances

BIA¥IC - BI¥IC

doors/entrances

B¢IA¥IC - B¢I¥IC its doors/its entrances

you (p)

~yKA - ~yBKE

gave you (p)/he gave you (p)

á¥Z}DKC

do you (s/m) order/do you
command

§y¥IC - z¥IC

your (s/f) father

BKC - BBKC

came to us/we got

B¥IC

our father

BKA - BBKE

gave us/he gave us

~¡¥IC

their father

áKA - §KA - §BKE gave me/he gave me

B}¡¥IC

their (b)'s father

¤BKA - ¤BKE

gave him

z¦¥IC

your (s/m) fathers/(your

B¢KC - B¡BKC

came to her/came to it/she got/it

forefathers)

~y¦¥IC

your (p) parents

got/destroyed her/destroyed it

B¢KA - B¡BKC

he came to it

+
B¢KA - B¡BKE

gave it/he gave her

A¥lÄIKÚ AÊ

they followed/followed (p)

B¢KA - B¡BKE

he gave it

A¥lØIKÔ AÓ

were followed (p)

A¥lØIKÚ A

follow (p)

gave them

they followed you (s/m)

~¢KC - ~¡BKC

z¥lIKA

came to them/they got

~¢KA - ~¡BKE

§¥lIKA - á¥lIKA follow me

he gave them

¤¥lÄIKÚ AÊ

~¢KC - ~¢KA - ~¡BKC came to them/they got/he

B}¢KA - B}¡BKE he gave them (b)

they followed him/they followed
it/followed him/followed it (p)

nBIKA

following

¤¥lØIKÚ AÊ

follow it/follow him

mÄIKÔ C

he followed

~¡¥lIKA

they followed them/followed them

mØIKÚ C

I follow

mÄ IÄ KÒ A

followed

á¥IKC

do you (p) build/do you construct

mÆ IØ KA

follow

LKC

it came/it brought

LlIKA

I followed/you (s/m) followed

LKA - LKE

she gave/she brought/it gave/it

~KlIKA

you (p) followed

§KlIKA

you (s/m) followed me

~¢ÒKlÄIKÒ A

you (s/m) followed them

~Å¢KÔ lÄ IÄ KÒ AÊ

followed them

z
Ä lÄ IÄ KÒ AÊ

followed you (s/m)

zÆlIØ KÒ AÒ

I follow you (s/m)

B}ylIKA

followed you (b)

§lIKA - álIKA

followed me

BlIKA

we followed

(p)

brought

~¢lIKC - ~¡BlIKC we made them be followed

§¥{XOKC - §¥{XBOKC do you (p) argue with
me/do you dispute with me

§¥{XBOKC - §¥{XOKC do you (p) aruge with
me/do you dispute with me

|lOKC

create/do you put/do you
manipulate

B¥OBRKA

§¥OBRKC - §¥OBRKC do you (p) aruge with me/do
you quarrel with me/do you dispute
with me

§¥OBRKC - §¥ORKC do you (p) argue with me/do

(by)

álIKA - §lIKA

followed me

£lIKC

I follow him/I follow it

A¥lØIKÛ A

they were followed (by)

do you (p) aruge with us/do you
quarrel with us/do you dispute with
us

(by)

~¡BlIKC - ~¢lIKC we made them be followed

do you (s/m) make/do you

you quarrel with me/do you dispute
with me

~¢¥MXRKC

do you (p) tell them/do you inform
them

YUKA

he took/he received/it took/it

+
received/took/received

YUKA

he -- take/he -- receive

YUKC

I take/take

LYUKA

you (s/m) took/you received/I
took/I received/she took/she
received/it took/it received

~KYUKC

did you (p) take/do you receive

~KYUKA

you (p) took/you received

¤¥}KYUKA

you (p) took him/you received him

X¦ZKC

do you (s/m) want/do you will/do
you intend

á¥X¦ZKC

do you (p) want/do you will/do you
intend

á¥{XIKaKC

do you (p) exchange/do you
replace/do you substitute/do you
change

xaKA

it organized/it evened/it gathered/it
completed

~¢YUKA - ~¡BYUKA we took them
~¡BUKA - ~¢YUKA we took them

á¥ZIeKC

would you (p) be patient

á¥XIlKC

do you (p) worship

á¦IOlKC

are you (s/f) wondering/are you

B¡YUKA

he took it

A¥YUKA

they took/took (p)

§AXlKC

do you (b) promise me

§¥YUKA

take me

á¥}Þ{lÄ KÓ C

do you (p) teach/do you

¤¥YUKA

they took it

B¡¥YUKA

they took it

á¥}Ò{lÆ KC

do you (p) know

~¡¥YUKA

they took them

§wKA - xKA

fear and obey (s/m)

¨YUKA

take/receive (f)

~ywKC - ~yBwKC

your (p) most fearing and obeying

~¢¥cUKC

do you (p) fear them

á¥{KwKC

do you (p) kill

á¥kXKC

do you (p) call

~yBwKC - ~ywKC

your (p) most fearing and obeying

ZYKC

do you (s/m) leave

áwKC

perfected/did thoroughly

JAZKC

same age/not aging (p)

AÆ¥wÒKA

feared and obyed (p)

BIAZKC

same age/not aging (p)

AÅ¥wÒKA

you (p) fear and obey

~KsZKC

you (p) were luxuriated ungrateful

A¥ÓwKA

fear (and avoid)

and arrogant

á¥{¥wKC

do you (p) say/are you (p) saying

we blessed them/we luxuriated

§¥wKA - á¥wKA

them

á¥wKA - §¥wKA fear and obey me (p)

they were luxuriated ungrateful and

¤¥wKA

fear and obey him

§wÔKC

more fearing

~¡BsZKC
A¥sZKC

arrogant

zZKA

leave

astonished/are you surprised

instruct/do you inform

fear and obey me (p)

+
§
Ä wÚKAÊ

feared and obeyed

B¢KA - B¢KC

he gave it

xKA - §wKA

fear and obey

B¡BKC - B¢KC

came to her/came to it/she got/it

áK¦wKA

you (f) feared and obeyed/feared

got/destroyed her/destroyed it

and obeyed (p/f)

B¡BKC - B¢KC

á¦wKA

fear and obey (p/f)

B¢KC - BB¢KC

zBKE - zKC

came to you (s/m)/you got/come to
you

he came to it
do you (s/m) forbid us/do
you prevent us

BB¢KC - B¢KC

do you (s/m) forbid us/do
you prevent us

~yBKC - ~yKC

came to you (p)/you (p) got

|Å KÔ CÒ

I read/I recite/I follow

¨XK¢KC

is she to be guided

|KA

you (s/m) read/you recite/you

By{¢KC

do you perish us/do you make us

follow/read/recite/follow (s/m)

A¥{KC - ¥{KC
¥{KC - A¥{KÒC

die/do you destroy us

I read/I recite/I follow/read

~¢KA - ~¢KE

give them/bring them

/recite/follow (s/m)

~¡BKC - ~¢KC

came to them/they got

I read/I recite/I follow/read

~¡BKC - ~¢KC

he gave them

/recite/follow (s/m)

AÆ¥KÒ CÒ

they got/they were given

A¥KÒC

they did/they came/they passed by

A¥KA - A¥KE

gave/brought/give/bring/had

§¥X}KC - á¥X}KC do you (p) extend me/do
you spread me

á¥X}KC - §¥X}KC do you (p) extend me/do
you spread me

A¥Z}KC

you (p) consult eachother

~}KC

you (s/m) complete

L}}KC

you (s/m) completed/I completed

B¢}}KC - B¡B}}KC we completed it
B¡B}}KA - B¢}}KC we completed it

given/had brought

A¥eA¥KC

do -- direct/do -- command/do -entrust/do -- recommend/do -influence/do -- bid/do -- bequeath
(p)

~¢¦{k J¥KC - J¥KC I forgive (on them)
z¥KC

they came to you (s/m)

B¢}KC

he completed it

A»y¥KC - Dy¥KC

I lean myself on/I support myself

A¥}KC

you (p) complete/complete (p)

Dy¥KC - A»y¥KC

I lean myself on/I support myself

BKA - BKE

give us/bring us

§¥KC

give me/bring me

BBKC - BKC

came to us/we got

§¥KA - §¥KE give me/bring me

á¥®IKC

do you (p) inform

¤¥KC

they came to him/came to him

¤¥KA - ¤¥KE

they gave him

§¥®IKC - á¥®IKC do you (p) inform me

~¡¥KA - ~¡¥KE give them/bring them

+
á¡¥KA - á¡¥KE give them (f)/bring them
§KC

he came/he destroyed/
came/destroyed/(did)

§
Ù KA - §
Ø KE

is coming (e)

§
Ä KA - §
Ä KE

came/brought/gave

§
Ø KA - §
Ø KE

bring/give

B¦KC

they (b) came

L¦KC

you (s/m) came/you brought/you

you/we brought you

~y¦KA - ~yB¦KA - ~yB¦KE

(p)/we brought you

£¦KA - ¤B¦KA - ¤B¦KE

you (s/m) gave/you brought to

ª¦KA - ª¦KE

is coming

zK¦KA - zK¦KE

I gave you/I brought you (s/m)

~yK¦KA - ~yK¦KE I gave you (p)/I brought you
~K¦KA - ~K¦KE

you (p) gave/you brought

á¡¥}K¦KA - á¡¥}K¦KE you (p) gave them (f)
BK¦KA - BK¦KE
§K¦KA - §K¦KE

B¡B¦KA - B¡B¦KE we gave her/we brought
her/we gave it/we brought it

~¢¦KA - ~¢¦KC - ~¡B¦KC we came with
-- them/we brought to them/we
gave them/we give them/we bring
them

~¢¦KA - ~¡B¦KA - ~¡B¦KE we gave them/
we brought them

B}¡B¦KA - B}¡B¦KE we gave them (b)/we
brought them

z¦KA - zB¦KC - z¦KC we came with to you
(s/m)/we brought to you/we gave
you/we brought you

you (s/m) gave us
you (s/m) gave me

we gave him/we

brought him/we gave it/we brought
it

gave

L¦KA - L¦KE

we gave you

~¢¦KA - ~¡B¦KC - ~¢¦KC

we came with

-- them/we brought them/we gave
them/we give them/we bring them

á¢K¦KA - á¢K¦KE you (s/m) gave them (f)
z¦KA - z¦KE

coming to you (s/m)

£¦KA - £¦KE

are coming to him

z¦KA - z¦KE

I come to you/I bring to you (s/m)

~¢¦KA - ~¢¦KE

is coming to them

~y¦KA - ~y¦KE

coming to you (p)/is coming to

~¢IMC - ~¢IBMC

you (p)/I am coming to you (p)/I
come to you

he flooded them/he filled
them/he rewarded them/he
replaced them/he compensated
them

á¦KC

came with/committed

á¦KA - á¦KE

they (f) gave/they brought/

BMMC - BMBMC

home effects/money/woven wool

give/bring

ZMA - ZBME

tracks/marks/signs

B¦KC

we came with/we brought

AZBMA - AZBME

tracks/marks/signs/ historical

B¦KA - B¦KE

we gave/we brought to

z¦KA - z¦KC - zB¦KE we came with to you
(s/m)/we brought to you/we gave

remains/remnants

©ZMC - ©ZBMC

a track/a mark/a sign/a historical
remain/a historical remnant

+
~¡ZMA - ~¡ZBME their tracks/their marks/their
signs

B}¡ZBMA - B}¡ZBME their (b)'s tracks/their
marks/their signs

A¥ZBMC

they erupted and spread/they
stirred and arose/they agitated/they
enraged/they plowed

~K{vBMC

you (p) became heavy/you
burdened

B}BMC

is there/is then/is it then/is it there

~ÔMG

sin/crime

~MA - ~ME

sinner/criminal/sinning/committing
a crime

B}MA - B}ME

he flooded them/he filled
them/he rewarded them/he
replaced them/he compensated
them

a sinner/a ciminal/sinning/
committing a crime

B}MG

a sin/a crime

Z}MC

bear/yield/produce fruit/bore its
fruit

sin's punishment/sin's
compensation/crime's
punishment/crime's compensation

~¢IBMC - ~¢IMC

~Ì MÓ CÒ

z}MG

your (s/m) sin/your crime

£}MG

its sin/its crime/his sin/his crime

B}¢}MG

their (b)'s sin/their crime

áBMA

two

Zck §KMA - Zck BKMA twelve

BMBMC - BMMC

home effects/money/woven wool

©Zck §KMA - ©Zck BKMA twelve (f)

~¡¥}KUMC

you (p) exceeded in killing

á¦KMA

them/you weakened them

©Zck BKMA - ©Zck §KMA twelve (f)

ZMC

trace/mark/sign

ZMA - ZME

prefered/chose

zZMA - zZME

prefered you (s/m)/chose you (s/m)

¨ZMC

my track/my trail

¼BwMC

loads/belongings/weights

~y{BwMC

your (p) loads/your belongings/
your weights

two (f)

Zck BMA - Zck §MA twelve
á¦MA

two

~¦MC

sinner/criminal

B}¦MC

a sinner/a criminal

BK®OC

did you (s/m) come to us

QBOC

salty and bitter
salty and bitter

B¢{BwMC

its loads/its belongings/its weights

BOBOC

~¢{BwMC

their loads/their belongings/their

~yIKOA - ~yBIKOA he chose you (p)/he purified you

weights

£IKOA - ¤BIKOA

L{wMC

she became heavy/it became heavy

~yBIKOA - ~yIKOA he chose you (p)/he purified you

|MC

a tree growing in sand near water

B¢K¦IKOA

you (p) chose it/you purified it

with fine leaves and inedible fruit
(lote tree?)

B¦IKOA

we chose/we purified

he chose him/he purified him

+
~¢¦IKOA - ~¡B¦IKOA we chose them/we purified
them

~¡B¦IKOA - ~¢¦IKOA we chose them/we purified
them

~¡ZOC

their reward/their wage/their fee

¨ZOC

my reward/my wage/my fee

Bk`OC

if we become grievous worried and
impatient

LMKOA

was uprooted/was cut down

their bodies

A¥RZKOA

~¢}BaOC

they earned/they committed/

|lOA

make/create/put/manipulate

|ÄlOÄ CÒ

did he make/did he create/did he

earned/committed (p)

Ll}KOA

gathered/collected/unified/
accumulated/combined

A¥l}KOA

they gathered/they collected/they
unified/they accumulated/they
combined

A¥IÒKÒ OA

they avoided/they distanced
themselves/avoided/distanced
themselves (p)

A¥IÊKÒ OA

put/did he manipulate

|ÄlOÆ C

I make/I create/I put/I manipulate

~K{lOC

did you (p) make/did you create/
did you put/did you manipulate

BÔ{lÄ OÆ A

make us/create us/put us/
manipulate us

BÔ{lÄ OÄ CÒ

you (p) avoid and distance

did we make/did we create/did we
put/did we manipulate

(yourselves)/avoid/distance
(yourselves) (p)

§{lOA

¤BIKOA - £IKOA

he chose him/he purified him

£{lOA

XOC

I find

ZXOC

more worth/more suited/more

make me/create me/put
me/manipulate me
make him/create him/put
him/manipulate him/make it/create
it/put it/manipulate it

worthy

A¥{lOA

make/create/put (p)

reward/wage/fee/a reward/a wage/a

|ÆOC

because of that

fee

|ÄOC

term/time/a term/a time

AZOC

a reward/a wage/a fee

½OC

a term/a time

§}AZOG

my criminality/my committing sins

J{OA

bring/gather/collect/make

B}ZOC

we committed a crime/we

ZOC

uproar/drive out/urge

committed a sin

L
Ä {Ô OÌ A

you (s/m) delayed

they committed crimes/they

L
Æ {ÒOÐ AÓ

it was delayed/was delayed

committed sins/committed
crimes/committed sins (p)

B{OC

our term/our time

¤ZOC

his reward/his wage/his fee

£{OC

his term/his time/its term/its time

B¡ZOC

her reward/her wage/her fee

B¢{OC

its term/its time/her term/her time

A¥}ZOC

+
~¢{OC

their term/their time

JÊRC

I love/I like

á¢{OC

their (f) term/their time

J
Æ RÄ C

more loveable/more likeable

A¥l}OC

they all unanimously agreed

~¡ZBIRC

their religious scholars/their good

á¥l}OC

all/all together (p/e)

learned knowledegeable men

á¦l}OC

all/all together (p/e)

¤»IRC - ¤»BIRC his most loved/his most liked

§IOA

distance me/make me avoid

LIIRC

ªOC

hidden/embryos/fetuses

ªROC

¤»BIRC - ¤»IRC his most loved/his most liked

wings/sides

A¥Z¢OA

|}KRA

you (p) publicize/you declare/you

liked

raise (voice)

~yZ¥OC

you (s/m) loved/you liked/I loved/I

carried/lifted/bore/endured/
burdened

A¥{}KRA

your (p) rewards/your wages/your

they carried/they lifted/they
bore/they endured/they burdened

fees

anyone (anybody)/any/one

~¡Z¥OC

XRC

their rewards/their wages/their fees

eleven

á¡Z¥OC

Zck XRC

their (f) rewards/their wages/their

AXRC

anyone (anybody)/any

fees (dowries/alimony/maintenance
fees)

B}¡XRG - B}¡AXRG one (f) of them (b)

J¦OC

I answer/I reply

á¡XRG - á¡AXRG one of them (f)

LI¦OC

is answered/is replied to/was

NXRC

I initiate/I inform/I tell/I cause/I
originate/I invent

answered/was replied to

A¥I¦OC

answer/reply (p)

~yXRC

any of you (p)

N¦XBRC

information/speeches

B}yXRC

any of you (b)

iBRC

he protected/he took care of/he

BXRC

any of us

surrounded/he encircled/ he
comprehended/he enveloped/he
was aware/he maneuvered to
outsmart/protected/took care
of/surrounded/encircled/
comprehended/enveloped/was
aware/maneuvered to outsmart

~¡XRC

any of them

B}¡XRC

any of them (b)/one of them

LiRC - LiBRC protected/took care of/
surrounded/encircled/
comprehended/enveloped/was
aware/maneuvered to outsmart

B}¡AXRG - B}¡XRG one (f) of them (b)
á¡AXRG - á¡XRG one of them (f)
¨XRG

one/any

~¡ZYRA

be warned of them/be cautious of
them/be fearing of them

A¥ZYRA

be warned/be cautious/be fearing

+
(p)

fZRC

most holding stingily and desiring

were besieged

A¥ZeRÓC

strongly (careful)

bRC
áBaRA

did -- think/did -- suppose/did -count/did -- calculate

á
Äa
Ä RC

it did good/it beautified/he did
good/he beautified/did good deeds
(gave charity)

áÊaRÆ C

~¡¥ZÊeRA
áeRC

BBaRG - BaRG a goodness

they married/remained chaste
(protected) (f)

LeRC

remained chaste (protected) (f)

¤BeRC - £eRC he counted it/he controlled it/he
computed it

B¡BeRC - B¢eRC it counted it/it controlled it/it
computed it/he counted it/he
controlled it/he computed it

do good deeds (give charity)/do
good/do best/do better

restrict them/confine them/
surround them/besiege them

goodness

BaRG - BBaRG a goodness
JaRC

confined/they were surrounded/
they were besieged

he felt with one of his five physical
senses

they were restricted/they were

~¡BeRC - ~¢eRC he counted them/he controlled
them/he computed them

~KaRC

you (p) did good

count/calculate (p)

£aRC

A¥eRC

its best

he counted/he controlled/he

A¥ÄaRÆ C

§eRC

they did good/did good (p)

A¥ÊaRÆ C

you (p) do good/do good (p)

A¥aRC

they felt with one of their five
physical senses

A¥ZcRA

§eRC

computed it

B¢eRC - B¡BeRC it counted it/it controlled it/it
computed it/he counted it/he
controlled it/he computed it

~¢eRC - ~¡BeRC he counted them/he controlled
them/he computed them/it counted
them/it controlled them/it
computed them
you (p) were restricted/you were
confined/you were surrounded/you

more counting/more
controlling/more computing

£¦eRC - ¤B¦eRC we counted it/we controlled
it/we computed it

gather

£eRC - ¤BeRC he counted it/he controlled it/he

~KZeRC

computed

¤B¦eRC - £¦eRC we counted it/we controlled
it/we computed it

LZgRÓC

were brought/were made to be
present/were made to attend

LÄZg
Ä RÆ C

it presented/it brought

LiRC

I comprehended/I enveloped/I
encircled/I became aware/I
protected/I took care of/I
maneuvered to outsmart

LiBRC - LiRC protected/took care of/
surrounded/encircled/

+
comprehended/enveloped/was
aware/maneuvered to outsmart (f)

BiRC

A¥jtRA
xRC

BIBwRC

we comprehended/we

~½RC - ~{RC

~¢}½RC - ~¢}{RC their minds/their brains/their
intelligence/their patience and
power/their dreams

enveloped/we encircled/we are
aware/we protected/we took care
of/we manuevered to outsmart

B{RC

placed us/made us occupy

you (p) protect/you observe/you

A¥{RC

they placed --/they made -- occupy

guard/you safekeep

X}RC

Ahmad (a name could be for

more worthy/more deserving/more

Prophet Mohammad)

correct/more true/more real/more
truthful/more dutiful/more
factful/more righteous/more
certain/more definite/more just/is -correct/is -- true/is -- real/is -truthful/is -- dutiful/is -- factful/is
-- righteous/is -- certain/is -definite/is -- just

|}RC

I carry/I lift/I bear

|}RA

carry/load/lift/bear

~y{}RC

I carry you (p)

¨¥RC

green with blackness/red with

§¦RC - §RC

I revive/I make alive

long periods of time eighty or more

B¦RC

revived/he revived/gave life/he

years/years/periods of time/
centuries

~Æ yÓ RÆ A

you (s/m) judge/you rule

~ÒyRÆ CÒ

most judicious

L}yRC

was perfected/was tightened/was
confirmed

|Ì RÄ C

he permitted/he allowed

|Ì RÊ CÓ

is permitted/is allowed/becmae

blackness

gave life

B¦RC

alive (p)

~y¦RC - ~yB¦RC

revived you (p)/gave you life

B¡B¦RC

he revived her/he revived it

~¡B¦RC - ~¡B¦RC he revived them
i¦RC

dreams

~¢}{RC - ~¢}½RC their minds/their brains/their
intelligence/their patience and
power/their dreams

L{RC

was permitted/was allowed/is
permitted/is allowed

|{RA

untie/undo/unbind

B{{RC

we permitted/we allowed

was surrounded/was encircled/was
enveloped/was comprehending/was
aware/was maneuvered to
outsmart/was protected/was taken
care of/is surrouned/is encircled/is
enveloped/is comprehending/is
aware/is maneuved to outsmart/is
protected/is taken care of/are
surounded/are encicled/are
comprehending/are aware/are
maneuvered to outsmart/are
protected/are taken care of

permitted/became allowed

~{RC - ~½RC

dreams

~yB¦RC - ~y¦RC

revived you (p)/gave you life

+
~¡B¦RC - ~¢¦RC he revived them

x{KUA - x½KUA creations/inventions

§RC - §¦RC

I revive/I make alive

i{KUA

BK¦¦RC

you (s/m) revived us/you gave us

Bs½KUA - Bt{KUA difference/disagreement/dispute

life

~Kt{KUA

B¦¦RC

we revived

B¢¦¦RC - B¡B¦¦RC we revived her/we revived

mixed/mingled/associated

you (p) differed/you disagreed/you
disputed

A¥t{KUA

it

they differed/they disagreed/they
disputed

B¡B¦¦RC - B¢¦¦RC we revived her/we revived

u½KUA - u{KUA difference

it

WC

x½KUA - x{KUA creations/inventions

a brother

his sister

BÄUCÒ

£KUC

--'s brother

friends/lovers/secret friends

uBUC

áAXUC

I fear

he took/he received/he punished

~yt{BUC

YÒ UÄ C

I differ with you (p)/I disagree with

YÔ UÆ C

taking/receiving/punishing

YÒ UÊ CÓ

was taken

YUE

taking (s/m)

AYUC

taking/receiving/punishing

LÒYUÄ C

she took/she received/she

you/I dispute with you

BBUC

our brother

¤BUC

his brother

~¡BUC

their brother

~yZBIUC

your (p) news/your

punished/it took/it received/it
punished

information/your knowledge

B¡ZBIUC

her news/her information/her
knowledge/its news/its
information/its knowledge

A¥KIUC

LÔYUÄ C

I took/I received/I punished

©YUC

a spellbinding punishment
(devastating or violent)

they became humble/they became
tranquil/they became secure/they
became safe

LUC

a sister

zKZKUC

I chose you (s/m)

~ÓyKÔ YÒ UÄ C

took you (p)/punished you

~ÓyKÓ YÔ UÄ C

I took you (p)/I received you/I
punished you

~KYUC

you (p) took/you punished

~¢ZKUA - ~¡BZKUA we chose them

£Å KÔ YÒ UC

took him/punished him (s)

~¡BZKUA - ~¢ZKUA

B¢KYUC

I took it/I punished it

u{KUA - u½KUA difference

~¢ÔKYÒ UÄ C

punished them/took them

Bt{KUA - Bs½KUA difference/disagreement/dispute

~¢ÓKYÔ UÄ C

I punished them/I took them

we chose them

+
áYUC

they (f) took

QZUA

get out/appear/emerge

BYUC - áYUC

we took/we received/we punished

Q
Ä ZÄ UÆ C

he brought out/he made appear/he

áYUC - BYUC

we took/we received/we punished

~¢YUC - ~¡BYUC we took them/we received
them/we punished them

~¡BYUC - ~¢YUC we took them/we received
them/we punished them

made emerge

QØZUÆ C

bring out

Q
Æ ZÄ UÓC

I will be brought out

LOZUC

it brought out/brought out

zKOZUC

brought you (s/m) out/drove you

¤YUC

his taking/his punishing

~¡ÒYUÆ C

their taking/their receiving

~KOZUC

you (p) were brought out

A¥YUC

they were taken/they were

zOZUC

he brought you (s/m) out

punished/they were captured

~ÓyOÄ ZÄ UÆ CÒ

á¦YUA - á¦YUE taking (p)

out

it brought you (p) out/he
brought you out

ZÄUC

others (f)

BOØZUÆ C

bring us out

ZÌUC

delayed/he delayed

BÆOZØ UÆ CÓ

we were brought out/we were

ZUA - ZUE

other/another

ZUC - ZUE

last

he brought us out

QAZUG

BÄOZÄ UÆ C

bringing out/forcing out

bring me out

BOAZUG

§ÆOZØ UÆ C

bringing out/forcing out/driving

£OZUC

brought him out/drove him out

bringing you (p) out/forcing you

B}¢OZUC

he brought them (b) out

out/driving you out

A¥OÅZUA

get out/appear/emerge (p)

bringing them out/forcing them

A¥OØZUÆ CÓ

they were brought out/they were

out

~yOAZUG
~¢OAZUG

brought out/we were made (to)
appear/we were made (to) emerge

out/driving them out

~yZUC - ~yAZUC your (p) end/your back/your last
áAZUA - áAZUE two others
~¡ZUC - ~¡AZUC
LZUC

their last (f)

A¥OØZUÆ CÒ

bring out/get -- out/drive out

~y¥OZUC

they brought you (p) out/they
drove you (p) out

delayed (f)

§KZUC - áKZUC you (s/m) delayed me
BKZUC

driven out/were brought out/were
driven out

you (s/m) delayed us

áKZUC - §KZUC you (s/m) delayed me

§¥OZUC

bring me out (p)

~¡¥OØZUÆ C

bring them out/drive them out

~¡¥OÄZUÆ C

they brought them out

B¢KvZUC

did you (s/m) make a hole (in)

+
it/did you make an opening (in) it
(word has many meanings)

~yAZUC - ~yZUC your (p) end/you back/your last
BZÌUC

we delayed

BÆZUÐ C

you (s/m) delay us

~¡AZUC - ~¡ZUC

htUA

be lenient/be comforting/lower --

its end/its last

§ÒtUÆ C

more hidden

their last (f)

§ÊtUÆ C

I hide

~K¦tUC

you (p) hid

B¢¦tUC

I hide it

X{UC

became immortal/become

other/(others)/another

more shameful/more

eternal/become everlasting/become
perpetuated/become
eternlized/become immortalized

scandalous/more disgraceful

£K¦`UC

you (s/m) shamed him/you
scandalized him/you disgraced him

A»aUA - A¥®aUA you (p) be despised/you be
humilliated/you be lowly/you be
disgusting/you be dispicable/you
be expelled/you be ousted/you be
cast out/you be deminished/you be
decreased

¤X{UC

lowly/be disgusting/be despicable/
be expelled/be ousted/be cast
out/be deminished/be decreased (p)

~¢e{UC - ~¡Be{UC

~¡Be{UC - ~¢e{UC

fear (p)

we cleared them/we

purified them/we rescued them/we
distinguished them/we made them
become clear/we made them
become faithful/ we made them
become purified/we made them
become distinguished

A¥®aUA - A»aUA you (p) be despised/you be

A¥cUA

we cleared them/we

purified them/we rescued them/we
distinguished them/we made them
become clear/we made them
become faithful/we made them
become purified/we made them
become distinguished

cause to loose/cause to spoil

humilliated/you be lowly/you be
disgusting/you be dispicable/you
be expelled/you be ousted/you be
cast out/you be deminished/you be
decreased

made him immortal/made him
eternal/made him everlasting

A»aUA - A¥®aUA be despised/be humilliated/be

ZaUC

you (p) mistook/you erred/you
we mistook/we erred/we wronged

á¦ZUA - á¦ZUE others
¨`UC

~KDiUC
BDiUC

á¥ZUA - á¥ZUEothers
¨ZUC

á¥cUA - §¥cUA fear me
wronged

BZUA - BZUE our last/our end
¤ZUA - ¤ZUE

§¥cUA - á
Ø ¥cUA fear me

A¥e{UC

they became clear/they became
faithful/they became pure/they
became distinguished/clarified/
purified (p)

+
~yKt{UC

I broke the promise to you (p)

~¢A¥UG - ~¢¥UG their brothers

Bt{UC

we broke

á¢A¥UG - á¢¥UG their (f) brothers

§t{UA

be my successor/succeed me

¤¥UC

his brother

A¥t{UC

they broke (the promise)/they

~¡¥UC

their brother

contradicted/they reneged

your (p) two brothers

x{UC

~y¦¥UC

I create

my brother

~yw{UC

§UC

is your (p) creation

his brother

£UC

£¦UC

I betray him/I become unfaithful to

AÕXG

blasphemous/disastrous

AXC

discharge/fulfillment/(paying/

him

~yK¥UC - ~yKA¥UC your (p) sisters
á¢K¥UC - á¢KA¥UC their (f) sisters
~y{A¥UC - ~y{A¥UC your (p) maternal uncles
á¥UG - áA¥UG brothers of
B¥UG - BA¥UG

giving)

zZXA - zZAXA

caught up/overtook/reached

A¥yZAXA

they caught up (with)
eachother/they overtook
eachother/they reached eachother

brothers

~y¥UG - ~yA¥UA your (p) brothers
~¢¥UG - ~¢A¥UG their brothers
á¢¥UG - á¢A¥UG their (f) brothers

ZIXG - ZBIXG

backs/ends/passings/what
follows/(settings)

ZIXC - ZBIXC

backs/ends/passings/what
follows/(settings)

©¥UG

brothers/brethren

~yZBIXC

your (p) backs/your ends

zK¥UG

your (s/m) brothers

B¡ZBIXC

its backs/its ends

~yK¥UG

your (p) brothers

~¡ZIXC - ~¡ZBIXC their backs/their ends

~yKA¥UC - ~yK¥UC your (p) sisters
£K¥UG

ZIXC

passed/it gave its back/it ended/it
passed/gave his back/ended/
passed/gave its back

his brothers

á¢KA¥UC - á¢K¥UC their (f) sisters
§K¥UG

my brothers

z¥UC

your (s/m) brother

~y{A¥UC - ~y{¥UC your (p) maternal uncles
áA¥UG - á¥UG

brothers of

BA¥UG - B¥UG

brothers

~yA¥UG - ~y¥UG your (p) brothers

he gave his back/he ended/he

ZBIXG - ZIXG

backs/ends/passings/what follows/
(settings)

ZBIXC - ZIXC

backs/ends/passings/what follows/
(settings)

~¡ZBIXC - ~¡ZIXC their backs/their ends
|UXC

enter (s/m)/made to enter/were
made to enter

+
|UXA

enter

~y¥kXC

I call you (p)

½UXA

enter (b)

§¥kXA

call me (s/m)

B{UXC

enter us

¤¥kXA

call him/call it

~¡¥kXA

call them/name them (p)

~yB¦kXC

those named after you (p) but are

£{UXC - ¤B{UXC

we entered him

~¢{UXC - ~¡B{UXC we entered them
¤B{UXC - £{UXC

not your children by birth/your
(adopted) children

we entered him

~¡B{UXC - ~¢{UXC we entered them

~¢®B¦kXC

their (adopted) or ones called after

§{UXC

enter me

~¢{UXC

enter them

A¥{UXA

enter (p)

B¡¥{UXA

enter it (p)

A¥lsXA

you (p) pay/you push/you repell

§{UXA

enter (s/f)

ZyXA

he remembered

¨ZXC - ZXC

I know

z{XC

I guide you (s/m)/I lead you

zAZXC

make you (s/m) know/informed

~y{XC

I guide you (p)/I lead you

you/makes you know

~XA - ~XE

Adam (first man on Earth and

~yZXC - ~yAZXC

them (p)

msXA

you (s/m) pay/you push/you
repell/pay/push/repell (s/m)

genetor father of the human race)

makes you (p) know/informs
you/he informed you/he made you
know

§XC

zZAXA - zZXA

caught up/overtook/reached

§¡XC

more disastrous/more catastrophic

~yAZXC - ~yZXC

he informed you (p)

A¥XC

you (p) discharge/you fulfill/(you

£yZXC

caught up (with) him/overtook

nearer/nearest/weaker/weakest/
poorer/poorest

give/you pay)

him/reached him

YG

when/where/if

ZXC - ¨ZXC

I know

AÒYG

if/where/when

b¦ZXG

Idris (a prophet)

AÕYG

then/therefore

nXA

call

A¥kAYC

they spread/they circulated

á¢kXA

call them (f)

~¢vAYC

he made them taste/he made them

A¥kXA

call (p)

A¥kXC

I call

~¡¥}K¥kXC

if you (p) called them/did you (p)
call them

experience

áYC - áAYC

announcement/knowledge/
information

áAYA - áAYE

ears

+
BAYA - BAYE
~¢AYA - ~¢AYE

information

our ears
their ears

~¡YC - ~¡AYC

their mild harm/their harm

zRIYC

I slaughter you (s/m)/I cut your

áYA - á
Ä YÒ E
zYA - zBYE

£vYC - ¤BvYC

we made -- taste/we made --

L
Ä Ô YÊ CÒ

you (s/m) permitted/you allowed

experience

L
Ä Ô YÊ C

you (s/m) listened/you heard

L
Æ Ò YÊ C

listened/heard

we made him taste/we made
him experience

¤BvYC - £vYC

we announced to you (s/m)/we
made known to you/we informed
you/we took your (s/m) leave/we
took your pardon

throat

BvYC

I permit/I allow

we made him taste/we made
him experience

~yKYA - ~yKYE

I announced to you (p)/I made
known to you/I informed you

mention/remember/recite/

£Ê Ê YÔ G

his permission/his pardon

praise/glorify

£¦YC

his two ears

~yZyYC

I remember you (p)

J¡YA

go/go away/take away

áZyYA

mention/remember/recite (p/f)

J¡YC

took away/eliminated/wiped

§ZyYA

mention me/remember me

¤ZyYC

I mention him/I remember him/I

ZyYA

mention it/I glorify it

A¥ZyYA

mention/remember/recite/

off/made -- go/made -- go away

BI¡YA

you (b) go/you go away/you take
away

~KI¡YC

you (p) took away/you
eliminated/you wiped off/you
made -- go/you made -- go away

praise/glorify (p)

¤¥ZyYA

mention him/remember him

go/go away/take away (p)

ª{YC

A¥I¡YA

humilliated/disgraced/humble/

~¡AYC - ~¡YC

their mild harm/their harm

weak

z{YC

is that

A¥YA - AÆ¥YE

they harmed mildly/they harmed

á
Ä YÚ CÒ

he permitted/he allowed

A¥YA - A¥YE

harmed mildly/harmed (p)

á
Ä YÊ C

was permitted/was allowed

¨
Ç YC

mild harm/harm

á
Æ YÚ C

announced/made known/informed

B¥}K¦YA - B¥}K¦YE you (p) harmed us mildly

áÞYCÒ

announce/make known/inform

L¦CZC - L¦ZC did you (s/m) see/did you

á
Å YÓ CÓ

ear/hear/hearing/listen

AÕYG - áYG

then/therefore

áAYC - áYC

announcement/knowledge/

understand

~yK¦CZC - ~yKZC

did I show you (p)/did I make
you (p) understand

zK¦CZC - zK¦ZC

did I show you (s/m)/(should I

+
show you)

~K¦CZC - ~K¦ZC
XAZC

did you (p) see/did you

~yXZC - ~yXAZC

§XAZC

lords

it wanted/it willed/it intended/he

mIZC

four

ªlIZC

four

intended

á¦lIZC

forty

he wanted him/he willed him/he

§ÄIZC

more grown/more increased

intended him/he wanted it/he
willed it/he intended it

LIBKZA

became doubtful/became

it wanted me/it willed me/it

A¥IBKZA

they (b) wanted/they willed/they

they wanted/they willed/they
intended

B{YAZC

understand

BÕIBIZC

intended me/he wanted me/he
willed me/he intended me

A¥XAZC

our meanest/our lowest/our most
despised

ák JoAZC - JoAZC are -- shunning/are -- turning

suspicious

I see you (s/m)/I understand you/I
showed you (s/m)/I made you
understand

~yZC - ~yAZC
~yZC - ~yAZC
~¢yZC - ~¢yAZC
§ZC - §AZC

~KIKZA

you (p) became doubtful/you
became suspicious

A¥XKZA

returned (p)

§gKZA

he accepted/he approved

A¥IwKZA

you (p) observe/you expect/you
watch

B¢®BOZC

its directions/its boundaries/its
vastnesses

mÊOZA

return

he showed you (p)/he made you

mÄOZC

I return

understand

A¥lOZA

you (p) return/return (p)

I see you (p)/I understand you
he showed them to you (p)
I see myself

L¦ZC - L¦CZC did you (s/m) see/did you
understand

zK¦ZC - zK¦CZC

they became doubtful/they became
suspicious

away (from)

zZC - zAZC

did you (p) see/did you

understand
wanted/he willed/he intended

AXAZC

~K¦ZC - ~K¦CZC

did I show you (s/m)/(should I
show you)

~yK¦ZC - ~yK¦CZC did I show you (p)/did I make
you (p) understand

§¥lOZA - á¥lOZA return me
§lOZA

return (s/f)

|OZC

feet

~y{OZC

your (p) feet

~¢{OZC

their feet

á¢{OZC

their (f) feet

£OZC

delay him/postpone him

A¥OZA

hope/expect (p)

+
~BRZC

wombs/uteruses

B¢aZC - B¡BaZC he anchored it/he fixed it firmly

~y}BRZC

your (p) relations/your wombs/

|Æ a
Ê ZÆ C

send

your uteruses

was sent/were sent/sent/is sent

á¢}BRZC

|Ä a
Ê ZÆ C

their (f) wombs/their uteruses

she sent

~ÊRZÆ A

L
Æ {Òa
Ä ZÆ C

have mercy

you sent

~ÄRZÆ C

L
Ä {Ô a
Ä ZÆ C

most merciful

I was sent

B}RZA

L
Å {Ô a
Ê ZÆ CÓ

have mercy upon us

you (p) were sent

B}¢}RZA

~K{aZC

have mercy upon them (b)

we sent/we send/sent

~yXZC - ~yAXZC

BÔ{a
Ä ZÆ CÒ

he made you (p) fall/he made you

BÔ{a
Ê ZÆ CÓ

we were sent

be destroyed/he made you ruin/he
made you perish

z{aZC - zB{aZC we sent you (s/m)/we -- send you

LXZC

I wanted/I willed/I intended

¤B{aZC

~KXZC

you (p) wanted/you willed/you

zB{aZA - z{aZC we sent you (s/m)

intended

£{ÊaZÆ CÓ

I send him

he wanted him/he willed him/he

£Å {Ô a
Ê ZÆ AÒ

send him

intended him/he wanted it/he
willed it/he intended it

A¥{aZC

were sent

they (f) wanted/they willed/they

B¡BaZC - B¢aZC he anchored it/he fixed it firmly

intended

AXBeZG

~yXAZC - ~yXZC

áXZC
BXZC
£XZC - ¤BXZC

we wanted/we willed/we intended

ambushcade/(ambush place)
ground/earth/land

BÕgZC

a ground/an earth/a land

LlgZC

she breast fed

álgZC

they (f) breast fed

~ylgZC

they (f) breast fed you (p)

worst part of/meanest part

£¦lgZC

you (s/f) breast feed him

of/despised part of

~ygZC

your (p) ground/your earth/your

we wanted him/we willed
him/we intended him/we wanted
it/we willed it/we intended it

|YZC

a watch/an observation/an

hZC

we wanted him/we willed
him/we intended him/we wanted
it/we willed it/we intended it

¤BXZC - £XZC

we sent him

x`ZA

provide for

Bv`ZA

provide for us

BgZC

our ground/our earth/our land

~¢v`ZA

provide for them

~¢gZC

their ground/their earth/their land

~¡¥v`ZA

provide for them (p)

§gZC

my ground/my earth/my land

land

+
~K¦gZC

did you (p) accept/did you become
content/did you approve/did you
become satisfied/did you become
pleased

§¥ZC

you (p) show me/you make me
understand/show me/make me
understand (p)

¨ZC

I see/I understand

A¥kZA

graze/pasture (p)

I want/I will/I intend

zAZC - zZC

XÆ ¦Ø ZC

I see you (s/m)/I understand you/I

XÄ ¦ZC

wanted/willed/intended

~y¦ZC

I show you (p)/I make you (p)

showed you (s/m)/I made you
(s/m) understand

JyZA

ride/embark/board

A¥IyZA

ride/embark/board (p)

~¢ayZC

he set them back/he returned

A¥aÊyZÆ CÓ

understand

z¦ZC - zB¦ZC

we showed you (s/m)

£¦ZC - ¤B¦ZC

we showed him/we made
him understand

them/he reversed them/he replaced
them

zB¦ZC - z¦ZC

we showed you (s/m)

they were made to set back/they

¤B¦ZC - £¦ZC

we showed him/we made

were returned/they were
reversed/they were replased

him understand

A`C

boiling and buzzing/penetrating of

hyZA

run/move your (s/m) leg/push

A¥lyZA

bow (p) (bend the upper body

rA`C

he deviated/he turned away

forward and lower the head)

A¥XAX`A

they increased/they were

§lyZA

bow (f) (bend the upper body
forward and lower the head)

~yAZC - ~yZC
~yAZC - ~yZC
~¢yAZC - ~¢yZC
~ZG

their minds/influence

increased/you (p) increase

ZOX`A

he showed you (p)/he made you

he was prevented/he was driven
away/he was ousted

understand

Z`A - Z`E

Azar (Prophet Abraham's father)

I see you/I understand you

¨Z`C

my strength/my power/my support

Ls`C

it approached/it

he showed them to you (p)
Iram/could be the city or religion
for the tribe of Aad

neared/approached/neared

§y`C

more pure/more correct/more

§ZC - áZC

show me

BZC

show us

Lt{`C

was advanced/was brought near (f)

áZC - §ZC

show me (s/m)/make me

Bt{`C

we advanced/we brought near

understand

Q¥`C - QA¥`C

pairs/couples/spouses/kinds/

§AZC - §ZC

I see myself

§i¡ZC

is my tribe/is my group

righteous/more commendable

husbands/wives/males/females

BO¥`C - BOA¥`C spouses/pairs/couples/wives/

+
husbands/kinds/males/females

zO¥`C - zOA¥`C your (s/m) wives/your spouses
~yO¥`C - ~yOA¥`Cyour (p) wives/your
husbands/your spouses

BO¥`C - BOA¥`C our wives/our spouses
£O¥`C - £OA¥`C

A¥BaC - A¥®aC they did bad/they did evil/they did
harm/did bad/did evil/did harm

BaC

their spouses

á¢O¥`C - á¢OA¥`C their (f) husbands/their

did bad/did evil/did harm

A¥®aC - A¥BaC they did bad/they did evil/they did
harm/did bad/did evil/did harm (p)

his wives/his spouses

~¢O¥`C - ~¢OA¥`C their wives/their husbands/

QA¥`C - Q¥`C

question them

~KDaC

you (p) did bad/you did evil/you
did harm

¨ZaC - ¨ZBaC captives/prisoners

spouses

Z¦iaC - Z¦iBaC myths/mythology/baseless stories

pairs/couples/spouses/kinds/

z{®aC - z{DaC

husbands/wives/males/females

BOA¥`C - BO¥`C spouses/pairs/couples/wives/

I ask you (s/m)/I question you/I
demand of you/I beg you

~y{®aA - ~y{DaC

husbands/kinds/males/females

I ask you (p)/I question you/I
demand of you/I beg you

zOA¥`C - zO¥`C your (s/m) wives/your spouses

A¥{®aA - A¥{DaA ask/question/beg (p)

BOA¥`C - BO¥`C our wives/our spouses

Z¥BaC

bracelets

~yOA¥`C - ~yO¥`C your (p) wives/your

JIaA - JBIaC

reasons/causes/motives/
connections

husbands/your spouses

£OA¥`C - £O¥`C

his wives/his spouses

~¢OA¥`C - ~¢O¥`C their wives/their husbands/
their spouses

á¢OA¥`C - á¢O¥`C their (f) husbands/their
spouses

BiBIaC

grandchildren/branches/Jewish
tribes

JBIaC - JIaC

reasons/causes/motives/
connections

qIaC

he completed/he completed
lavishly

X¦`C

I increase

L¦`A

it became decorated/it became

LZODKaA - LZO®KaA you (s/m) hired

beautified

¤ZODKaA - ¤ZO®KaA hire him

|®a - |®aA

ask/question

áYDKaA - áY®KaA asked for permission/asked for

z{DaC - z{®aC

I ask you (s/m)/I question you/I
demand (of) you/I beg you

~y{DaA - ~y{®aC

I ask you (p)/I question you/I
demand (of) you/I beg you

~¢{®aA¥ - ~¢{®aA and you (s/m) ask them/and you

pardon

zYDKaA - zY®KaA asked for permission from you
(s/m)/asked for pardon from you

z¥YDKaA - z¥Y®KaA they ask for your (s/m)
permission/ they asked for your
pardon

+
LZO®KaA - LZODKaA you (s/m) hired

£e{UKaC

I choose him/I select him

¤ZO®KaA - ¤ZODKaA hire him

u{UKaA

made successor(s)/he made

áY®KaA - áYDKaA asked for permission/asked for
pardon

zY®KaA - zYDKaA asked for permission from you
(s/m)/asked for pardon from you

z¥Y®KaA - z¥YDKaA they asked for your (s/m)
permission/they asked for your
pardon

|AXIKaA

exchanging/replacing/substituting/
changing

xZIKaA

silk and gold fabric/brocade

BwIKaA

they (b) raced eachother/they

zZBOKaA

B}liKaA

they (b) asked -- to be fed

BliKaA

we were able

xZKaA

eavesdropped/stole a hearing

~¡¥I¡ZKaA

they terrorized them/they terrified
them

~¢{`KaA

fall/he made them sin

£waKaA - ¤BwaKaA they asked him for drink/asked
¤BwaKaA - £waKaA they asked him for drink/asked
him for drink (p)

§waKaA

asked for drink

answered/replied (p)

A¥X¢cKaA

call a witness (p)

seeked your (s/m) protection/

A¥tlgKaA

were weakened/were made weak

they answered/they replied/

(p)

seeked your defence

JOKaC

I answer/I reply

J¦OKaA

was answered/was replied

A¥I¦OKaA

answer/reply (p)

A¥IRKaA

they love/loved -- more/(they

A¥jtRKaA

he made them slip/he mad them

him for drink (p)
surpassed eachother/they preceded
eachother

A¥IBOKaA

successors

§¥tlgKaA

they weakened me/weakened me
(p)

nBiKaA

was able/is able

A¥kBiKaA

they were able

preferred)

LliKaA

you (s/m) were able/I was able

they memorized/they

~KliKaA

you (p) were able

protected/they observed/they
guarded/they safekept

A¥kBiKaA - A¥liKaA they were able

xRKaA

deserved/(committed)

BwRKaA

they (b) deserved/(they committed)

B¦RKaA

shame/shyness

A¥¦RKaA

shame/keep alive (p)

B¢OZUKaA

he brought it out

~¢{BOlKaA

their hurrying/their hastening/their
rushing/their urging

~K{OlKaA

you (p) hurried/you hastened/you
rushed

§{lKaA

defeated/overcame and became
dignified

+
~yZ}lKaA
A¥¦lKaA
A¥cpKaA

he made you (p) inhabit/he made

~KZIyKaA

you (p) became arrogant

you populate

A¥ZIyKaA

became arrogant (p)/they became

seek help/seek support/seek

arrogant/were arrogant

assistance (p)

~KZMyKaA

you (p) became more

they covered themselves/they

mK}KaA

lived long/enjoyed

~KlK}KaA

you (p) lived long/you enjoyed

za}KaA

held fast/grasped/clung to/seized

mÆ }Ê KÒ aA

hear/listen

mÄ }Ä KÒ a
Æ A

heard/listened

¤¥l}KaA

they heard it/they listened (to)

darkened themselves

ZBtpKaA

asking for forgiveness

ZÒtpÔ KÒ a
Æ A

he asked for forgiveness

ZÊtpÔ KÒ aA

ask for forgiveness

A¥ZtpKaA

ask for forgiveness (p)

¤¥ZtpKaA

you (p) ask him for forgiveness/ask

it/they heard him/they listened (to)
him

him for forgiveness (p)

¨ZtpKaA

ask for forgiveness (f)

§pKaA

sufficed/satisfied/enriched/availed/
he sufficed/he satisfied/he
enriched/he availed

``tKaA

¤ZeKaA

seeked victory from him/seeked
aid from him

~y¥ZeKaA

they asked you (p) to save
them/they asked you to give them
victory/they asked you to aid
them/they seeked you (p) to save
them/they seeked you to give
victory to them/ they seeked you to
give aid to them

harrass/disturb/annoy/scare to
drive away

A¥}wKaA - A¥}BwKaA they became straight/they became
direct

ZwKaA

it settled/it established/it affixed

~wKaA

be straight/be direct (s/m)

A¥}¦wKaA

be straight/be direct (p)

A¥®`¢KaA - A¥`¢KaA

A¥ByKaA

they became humilliated/they

A¥`¢KaA - A¥®`¢KaA

became disgraced/become
humilliated/became disgraced (p)

¨`¢KaA

mocked/made fun of

£K¥¢KaA

she allured him/she infatuated

A¥ByKaA

yield/be humilliated/be humble

AZBIyKaA

arrogance/arrogantly

ZIyKaA

became arrogant/he became
arrogant

LZIyKaA

you (s/m) became arrogant

LZIyKaC

did you (s/m) become arrogant

A¥tyKaA

they refused/they rejected/they
were arrogant/they were disdainful
mock/make fun (p)
mock/make fun (p)

him/she tempted him/she enticed
him/she hypnotized him/allured
him/infatuated him/tempted
him/enticed him/hypnotized
him/allured it/infautated it/tempted
it/enticed it/hypnotized it

+
L¥KaA

it straightened/it levelled

ZAZaG

secretly

Xv¥KaA

ignited/lit/kindled

~¡ZAZaG

their secrets

¨¥KaA

he aimed to/he tended to/he sat

BÕsAZaG

spoilage/neglect/ignorance/excess

on/he straightened/he levelled (he
matured/he throned)

L¦¥KaA

of the limit/extravagance

BsAZaG

you (s/m) sat on/you tended to/you

ignorance/our mistake/our
wastefulness/our excess of the
limit/our extravagance

straightened/you levelled

~K¦¥KaA

you (p) sat on/you tended to/you
straightened/you levelled

our spoilage/our neglect/our

áyRZaC

I divorce you (p/f)/I release you/I
free you

b®¦KaA

despaired/became hopeless

A¥a®¦KaA

they despaired/they became

LZZaC

I confided/I spoke in secret

hopeless

nZaC

quicker/(quickest)/speedier/

Za¦KaA

became easy/became possible

B¢Kw¦KaA

their -- became sure of it/their --

(speediest)/faster/(fastest)

uZaC

ignored/he mistook/he wasted/he
exceeded the limit/he extravagated

became certain of it

A¥XOaA

prostrate (p)/you (p) prostrate

¨XOaA

prostrate (s/f)

A¥sZaC

Abraham 19:49)
is magic/is sorcery

xBRaG - xRaG Isaac (a prophet and son of Prophet

they spoiled/they neglected/they
ignored/they mistook/they
wasted/they exceeded the limit/
they extravagated/spoiled/
neglected/ignored/mistook/wasted/
exceeded the limit/extravagated (p)

xRaG - xBRaG Isaac (a prophet and son of Prophet
ZRaC

he spoiled/he neglected/he

~¡ZaC

Abraham 19:49)

their bone structure/their ties and
joints/their body altogether

iUaC

hated/angered --/dissatisfied --

A¥ZÊaC

keep secret (p)

ZÌ aC

confided/entrusted/concealed/kept

A¥ZÄaC

they kept secret/they kept -- secret

a secret/he confided/he
entrusted/he concealed/he kept a
secret

¤¥ZaC

they kept him secret

¨ZaC

captives/prisoners

ZaC - ¨ÄZaC

he went/he walked/he

¨ØZa
Æ C - ZØ a
Æ C

go/you walk/you move/you
travel/you depart by night

moved/he travelled/he departed by
night

|¦®AZaG - |¦ZaG Israel (the name used to refer to
the twelve ancient tribes)

|¦ZaG - |¦®AZaG Israel (the name used to refer to
the twelve ancient tribes)

ZØ aC - ¨ØZaC

go/walk/move/travel/depart by
night

+
captives/prisoners

Lt{aC

it advanced

b
Ä a
ÄC

founded/(established)

~Kt{aC

you (p) advanced

b
Ä a
Ê CÓ

was founded/(was established)

z{aA

you (s/m) enter/you pass

~Ò{a
Æ C

submitted/surrendered/became

¨ZBaC - ¨ÄZa
Ä CÓ

A¥liaA - A¥kBiaA rise/diffuse/spread over (p)
Z¦iBaC - ZiaC myths/mythology/baseless stories
A¥kBiaA - A¥liaA rise/diffuse/spread over (p)
BÕtaC

sorrowfully/angrily/sorrow/anger

AZBtaC

books/big books/portions of the

~Ê{a
Æ C

surrender/submit/become Moslem

B}{aC

they (b) submitted/they
surrendered

Torah

BZBtaC

our journies/our trips/our voyages

ZtaC

it unveiled/it uncovered/it

L}{aC

I submitted/I surrendered

A¥}Ò{a
Æ C

they submitted/they surrendered
/they became Moslem

appeared/it lit/it shined

|taC

Moslem

lowest/lower/bottom/bottom
most/more lowly/more mean

B¥taA - B¥taE they made us sorrowful/they
made us angry/they made us sad

~y¦waC - ~yB¦waC
~yB¦waC - ~y¦waC

we gave you (p) drink
we gave you (p) drink

A¥}Ê{aC

submit/surrender/become Moslem

B}{aC

we submitted/we surrendered/we
became Moslem

B{aC

we made flow/we made run/we
made dissolve/we made melt

~aA

name

£®B}aC - £®}aC

his names

áyaA

reside/inhabit

B}aC

LyaC

I resided/I inhabited

£®}aA - £®B}aC his names

A¥yaA

reside/inhabit (p)

|¦l}aG - |¦kB}aG

~¡¥yaA

you (p) make them reside/you

names

Ishmael/Samuel (son of Prophet

Abraham)
make them inhabit

mÄ}a
Æ C

I hear/I listen

á¡¥yaA

reside them (f)/make them inhabit

mÊ}a
Æ C

make (to) hear/make listen

~y}½aG

your (p) Islam/your submission/

mÊ}a
Æ A

hear/listen

your surrender (to God)

~Å¢lÄ }Ä a
Æ C

~¢}½aG

he made them hear/he
made them listen

their Islam/their submission/their
surrender (to God)

A¥l}aA

~yKR{aC

your (p) weapons/your arms

|¦kB}aG - |¦l}aG

~¢KR{aC

their weapons/their arms

hear/listen (p)
Ishmael/Samuel (son of Prophet

Abraham)

£}aA

his name

+
áaA - áaE

changing colour smell and
taste/stagnant

B}¡XcC

their (b)'s maturity/their strength

ZÆ c
Ê CÒ

joyful and lively/ungrateful and

C¥aC

worst deeds

©¥aC

an example/a model (to follow)

ZÄcC

is bad/is evil/is harm

LX¥aA

blackened

B¢iAZcC

its signs/its introductions/its

©Z¥aC

bracelets

b
Ø A - §aE

I grieve/I sadden for/I sorrow for

drink (p)/you (p) drink

AÕZ¦aC

A¥IZcA

a captive/a prisoner

they were made to drink/they

BcC

A¥IØZc
Æ CÓ

I will/I want

BKBKcC

separately

LXKcA

strengthened/it strengthened

arrogant

indications/its preparations/its
conditions/its prerequisites

mixed/they saturated/(they
implanted)

§IZcA

drink (s/f)/you (s/f) drink

¤ZKcA - ¤AZKcA he bought him/he bought it

TZcA

delight/expand/please/explain

¤AZKcA - ¤ZKcA

LvZcC

brightened/shined/beamed/gleamed

zÄZc
Æ C

shared (with God)/made partners

A¥ZÒKc
Æ A

¨ZKcA

he bought him/he bought it
they bought/they volunteered

(with God)

(themselves)/they bought
(themselves)/they volunteered
(themselves)

zØZc
Æ C

bought

LyZcC

(with God)

BI¦c bCZ{A |lKcA hair turned white (an expression)
|}KcA

contained/comprised/included

L{}KcA

it contained/it comprised/it
included

L¢KcA

desired/craved

ªRcC

miser/careful/stingy (p)

XcC

stronger/strongest

AXcC

strong (p)

XXcA

you (s/m) strengthen/you
support/you stamp/you hit

~yXcC

your (p) maturity/your strength

¤XcC

his maturity/his strength

I share (with God)/I make partners
you (s/m) shared (with God)/you
made partners (with God)

~KyZcC

you (p) shared (with God)/you
made partners (with God)

§¥}KyZcC - á¥}KyZcC you (p) made me a partner
(with God)/you shared me (with
God)

á¥}KyZcC - §¥}KyZcC you (p) made a partner
(with God)/you shared me (with
God)

ByZcC

we shared (with God)/we made
partners (with God)

£yZcC

share him/make him a partner

A¥yZcC

they shared (with God)/they made
partners (with God)/shared (with

+
God)/made partners (with God) (p)

things

B¡ZBlcC

B¦cC

its hair/its fur

their things

áwtcC

~¡B¦cC

they were cautious of/they were

~ykB¦cC

your (p) groups/your parties/your

guarding against/they were afraid
of/they were scared of

x
Æ c
ÄC

harder/more difficult/more tedious

x
Æ c
Å CÒ

I make hardship/I make difficulty/I
make tediousness

B¢wcA - B¡BwcC its most miserable/its unhappy
B¡BwcC - B¢wcC its most miserable/its unhappy

followers/your supporters

JBeC

he struck/he hit/he marked/it
struck/it hit/it marked/struck/
hit/marked

LIBeC

it struck/it hit/it marked

~yKIeC - ~yKIBeC it struck you (p)/it hit you/it
marked you

ZycA

thank/be grateful

ZycC

I thank/I be grateful

A¥ZycA

you (p) thank/you be grateful

A¥ycC - ¥ycC

I complain

¥ycC - A¥ycC

I complain

mIBeC

L`D}cA

became uptight/shrank

~¢lIeC - ~¢lIBeC their fingers

from/became repulsed/became
disgusted

zIBeC

£KIBeC

it struck him/it hit him/it marked
him/struck him/hit him/marked
him

~¢KIeC - ~¢KIBeC it struck them/it hit them/it
marked them
fingers

it struck you (s/m)/it hit you/it
marked you/struck you (s/m)/hit
you/marked you

XØ¢cC

make a witness/make a testifier

XÄ¢cC

I witness/I testify

~yIeC - ~yIBeC struck you (p)/hit you/marked you

X¢cA

witness/testify/be a witness/be a

£IBeC

testifier

it struck him/it hit him/it marked
him/struck him/hit him/marked
him

~¢KX¢cC

I make them witness/I testify

~¡X¢cC

made them witness/made them

B¢IBeC

it struck it/it hit it/it marked it

testify

~¢IBeC

it struck them/it hit them/it marked

A¥X¢cA

them/struck them/hit them/marked
them

witness/testify/you (p) witness/you
(p) testify

A¥XØ¢c
Æ C

call a witness (p)

A¥XØ¢c
ÄC

did they witness

A¥XÄ¢c
Æ C

they call a witness

Z¢cC

months/(lunar months)

J
Å e
Æ C

I long for/I crave/I desire/I incline
to/(I give up to)

~yKIBeC - ~yKIeC it stuck you (p)/it hit you/it marked
you/struck you (p)/hit you/marked
you

+
~KIeC

you (p) struck/you hit/you marked

~¢KIBeC - ~¢KIeC struck them/hit them/marked
them/it struck them/it hit them/it
marked them

ZIeA

patient/be patient

~¡ZIeC

made them be patient

A¥ZIeA

be patient/you (p) be patient

~¢IeC - ~¡BIeC we struck them/we hit
them/we marked them

¨ZeG

my promise/my covenant/my
agreement

ZIieA

endure/patience/you (s/m)
endure/you have patience

ztieA - zBtieA he chose you (s/m/f)/he purified
you

£tieA - ¤BtieA he chose him/he purified him
zBtieA - ztieA he chose you (s/m/f)/he purified
you

SIeC

became/became in the morning

¤BtieA - £tieA he chose him/he purified him

A¥RIeC

they became/they became in the

§tieA

he chose/he purified

morning

zK¦tieA

I chose you (s/m)/I purified you

~¢lIBeC - ~¢lIeC their fingers

B¦tieA

we chose/we purified

~yIBeC - ~yIeC hit you (p)/struck you/marked

£¦tieA - ¤B¦tieA we chose him/we purified him

you/struck you (p)/hit you/marked
you (p)

~¡BIeC - ~¢IeC we struck them/we hit them/

¤B¦tieA - £¦tieA we chose him/we purified him
zKlieA

I made you (s/m)/I did you /I
performed you/I produced you/I
manufactured you/I looked after
you

we marked them

JReC - JBReC owners/company/friends
~¢IReC - ~¢IBReC their company/their friends

ZpeC

JBReC - JReC owners/company/friends

~yteC - ~yBteC he chose you (p)/he purified

~¢IBReC - ~¢IReC their company/their friends

smaller/littler

you/(he specialized you)

x
Æ XÊ e
Ç C

I give charity

SteA

you (s/m) forgive/you pardon

x
Æ XÄ e
Æ C

more truthful

A¥RteA

you (p) forgive/you pardon

LvXeC

had you (s/m) been truthful

~yBteC - ~yteC he chose you (p)/he purified

AZÆeG

a weight/a crime a burden

A¥ZeC

|eC

they persisted/they insisted

uZeA

~yI{eC - ~yI½eC your (p) back bones/your

send away/divert/return/

you/(he specialized you)

misguide/spend/push

~¡ZeG

their weight/their crime/their
burden

source/root

geneological relations

zKA¥{eC - zK¥eC - zK½eC do your (s/m) prayers/are
your prayers

S{eG - T½eG correction/repair/reconcilliation

+
BR{eG - BR½eG correction/repairment/

~y}eC - ~y}BeC your (p) idols/your statues

reconcilliation

pictures and images worshipped,
idolized or used as an
approachment to God

B¢R{eG - B¢R½eG its correction/its repairment
~yI½eC - ~yI{eC your (p) back bones/your
geneological relations

SÊ{e
Æ C

correct/repair/reconcilliate

S
Ä {Òe
Æ C

he corrected/he repaired/he

meA

perform/you produce/you
manufacture

~y}BeC - ~y}eC your (p) idols/your statues

reconcilliated

pictures and images worshipped,
idolized or used as an
approachment to God

T½eG - S{eG correction/repair/reconcilliation
BR{eC

they (b) corrected/they
repaired/they reconcilliated

BR½eG - BR{eG correction/repairment/
reconcilliation

you (s/m) make/you do/you

~yKA¥eC

your (p) voices

~¢KA¥eC

their voices/their sounds/their
noises

we corrected/we repaired/we

B¢sA¥eC

its wool/its animal hair

reconcilliated

B¢{¥eC

its roots/its origins/its sources

B¢R½eG - B¢R{eG its correction/its repairment

J¦eC

I strike/I hit/I mark

A¥RÒ{e
Æ C

½¦eC

evening to sunset/time between

BR{eC

they corrected/they repaired/they
reconcilliated

A¥RÊ{e
Æ C
B¢{eC

you (p) correct/you repair/you

BgC

it lit/it shined/it illuminated

recocilliate

LBgC

it lit/it shined/it illuminated

its root/its origin/its source

A¥kBgC

they lost/they wasted/they

zK½eC - zK¥{eC - zKA¥{eC do your (s/m) prayers/are
your prayers

zKA¥{eC - zK½eC - zK¥{eC do your (s/m) prayers/are
your prayers

B¡¥{eA
~BeC

destroyed

zRgC

made laugh

JZgA

give/beat/strike/move/knock/

(from) it

blow/ring/impose/mix/stamp/
sharpen/migrate/palpitate/fire
at/sting/incline to/reside ... (refer

idols/statues pictures and images

to JZg)

roast (from) it/suffer (from) it/burn

worshipped, idolized or used as an
approachment to God

B}BeC

Asr and Esha

idols/statues pictures and images
worshipped, idolized or used as an
approachment to God

A¥IZgA

strike/beat/move/knock/blow/ring/
sharpen/mix/stamp/push/give/
migrate/palpitate/fire at/
sting/incline to/reside ... (refer to

+
JZg) (p)
¤¥IZgA

~¢pgC - ~¢BpgC their hatred/their grudge/their
spite/their malice/their bitterness

you (p) beat him/you strike
him/you move him/you reside
him/you disregard him/you mix
him/you give him/you compell
him/you migrate him/you sting
him/you force him/you impose
him/you multiply him/you
palpitate him/you fire at him/you
sting him/you (p) beat it/you strike
it/you move it/you reside it/you
disregard it/you mix it/you give
it/you compell it/you migrate
it/you sting it/you force it/you
impose it/you multiply it/you
palpitate it/you fire at it/you sting it

NBpgC - NpgC a confused mixture/a mixture of -with no basis

~yBpgC - ~ypgC your (p) hatred/your grudge/
your spite/your malice/your
bitterness

~¢BpgC - ~¢pgC their hatred/their grudge/their
spite/their malice/their bitterness

|Å g
Ê CÓ

I misguide

|Æ g
Ä C

more misguided

|Ì g
Ä CÒ

he misguided

B½gC

(b) who misguided us

... (refer to JZg)

~K{{gC

you (p) misguided

ignore them (p/f)/disregard

á{{gC

they (f) misguided

them/push them/separate
them/distance them/beat
them/strike them/migrate
them/incline to them/reside them ...

B{gC

misguided us

§{gC

he misguided me

£{gC

misguided him

(refer to JZg)

~¢{gC

misguided them

ZigA

was forced

A¥{gC

they misguided

~KZZigA

you (p) were forced

B¥{gC

misguided (p) us/they misguided

¤ZigC

I force him

BsBlgC

doubles/multiples

á¡¥IZgA

~}gA

gather/join/(fold)

m¦gC

I loose/I waste/I destroy

doubles)

nBiC

obey/obeyed

weaker

B¥kBiC

they obeyed us

uAZiC

ends/edges

B¢sAZiC

its ends/its edges

¤¥RZiA

you (p) throw him/you (p) cast him

ªtkBg} BsBlgC doubled doubles (multiplied
ulgC

us

NpgC - NBpgC a confused mixture/a mixture of -with no basis

~ypgC - ~yBpgC your (p) hatred/your grudge/
your spite/your malice/your
bitterness

away/throw him/cast him away

+
uproot/you destroy

~liG - ~BliG

feeding

~BliG - ~liG

feeding

m}iC

I wish/I desire/I hope/I covet

£}liC

he fed him

Z¢iC

purer/cleaner mentally and

~¢}liC

fed them

A¥}liC

feed (p)/you (p) feed

~KliC

you (p) obeyed

~¡¥}KliC

you (p) obeyed them

áliC

obey (s/f)

A¥l¦iC

BliC

we obeyed

§¥l¦iC - á¥l¦iC obey me

~yliC

they (f) obeyed you (p)

á¥l¦iC - §¥l¦iC obey me

§piC

more tyrant/more exceeding the

~yZtjC

physically

limit/more arrogant

£K¦piC

I make him a tyrant/I make him
exceed the limit/I make him
arrogant

B¡DtiC

he extinguished it/he put it out

mÊ{iÔ C

I look/I see

mÄ {ÒiÚ A

has he seen/has he been informed

Ll{iA

you (s/m) saw/you looked/you
knew

áD}iA

~KD}iA

A¥D}iA
b}iA

AZA¥iC

parallels/stages/conditions/
varieties/times

BZ¦iA

we had a bad omen (you are a bad
omen to us)
obey (p)

he gave you (p) victory/he gave
you triumph

~Æ {ÒjÔ C

more unjust/more oppressive

~Ä {ÒjÔ C

darkened

ájC

I think/I assume/I suppose/I
doubt/I suspect

¤Z¢jC

he made him see and know of it/he
made it apparent/he made it visible

£BkC

helped him/supported him/assisted
him

XÅIk
Æ CÒ

I worship

tranquil/became secured/was
assured/was tranquil/was
secured/he became assured/he
became tranquil/he became secured

XÅIk
Æ AÓ

worship (s/m)

A¥XIkA

worship (p)

§¥XIkA

worship me

you (p) became assured/you

¤¥XIkA

worship him

became tranquil/you became
secured

L
Å XÆ KÒ kC

I prepared/I made ready

LÄXKÒ k
ÆC

she prepared/she made ready

tranquil/they became secured

BXKkC

we prepared/we made ready

you (s/m) wipe out/you efface/you

A¥XKkA

they transgressed/they violated/

became assured/became

they became assured/they became

exterminate/you blot out/you

they broke

+
¨XKkA

dismissed themselves from
you/they withdrew themselves
from you (p)

transgressed/violated/broke/he
transgressed/he violated/he broke

B¦XKkA

we transgressed/we violated/we
broke/we -- transgress/we -violate/we -- break

zZKkA - zAZKkA struck you (s/m)/touched

A¥sZKkA

A¥}ÄeKÒ kA

protection/they took shelter

A¥}ÊeKÒ kA

shelter

Z}KkA

headed to/visited

confessed/acknowledged/they

BZMkC

we made -- be stumbled upon/we

zAZKkA - zZKkA struck you (s/m)/touched
you/afflicted you/seeked a favour
of you
you (p) separated yourselves from
them/you isolated yourselves from
them/you set yourselves aside from
them/you removed yourselves from
them/you dismissed yourselves
from them/you withdrew
yourselves from them

~y{`KkA

I separate myself from you (p)/I
isolate myself from you/I set
myself aside from you/I remove
myself from you/I dismiss myself
from you/I withraw myself from
you (p)

~¢{`KkA

he separated himself from them/he
isolated himself from them/he set
himself aside from them/he
removed himself from them/he
dismissed himself from them/he
withdrew himself from them

~y¥{`KkA

holdfast/take protection/take

you/afflicted you/seeked a favour
of you
confessed/they acknowledged

~¡¥}K{`KkA

they held fast/they took

they separated themselves from
you (p)/they isolated themselves
from you/they set aside themselves
from you/they removed
themselves from you/they

made -- be happened upon (found)

§}OkC

non-Arab/non-Arabic/Persian

`BOkC

ends

JOkC

admired/pleased

~yKIOkC

she pleased you (p)/she marvelled
you/it pleased you/it marvelled you

zIOkC

it pleased you (s/m)/it marvelled
you/pleased you/marvelled you

~yIOkC

he pleased you (p)/he marvelled
you

L`OkC

have I been unable/have I been
frustrated

~K{OkC

did you (p) hurry/did you
hasten/did you rush

z{OkC

made you (s/m) hurry/made you
hasten/made you rush

B¦}OkC

a non-Arab/a non-Arabic/a Persian

XkC

prepared/he prepared

AXkC

enemies

LXkC

was prepared/is prepared

A¥{XkA

you (p) be just/you be equitable

A¥XÊkC

prepare (p)/you (p) prepare

£IYkC

I torture him/I torture it

+
BgAZkG

objection/opposition/turning away

~¢gAZkG

their objection/their opposition/

hØZk
ÆC
h
Ä ZÄ k
ÆC

`kC

©`kC

greater

you (s/m) object/you oppose/you

ukA

forgive/pardon (s/m)

turn away

~yIwkC - ~yIBwkC your (p) heels

he objected/he opposed/he turned

BIBwkC

you (p) objected/you opposed/you

more knowing/more
knowledgeable

~Ò{k
Æ AÊ

know (s/m)

dearer/more glorious/more

~Æ {Òk
Æ CÒ

I know

mighty/more powerful/more
dignified/more honoured/more
undefeated

A¥}{kA

know (p)

L{kC

I declared/I publicized/I announced

~K{kC

you (p) declared/you

more glorious/more mighty/more

publicized/you announced

|}kC - |B}kC

makings/doings/works/deeds

a twister/a tornado/a whirl wind/a

½}kC - ¼B}kC

makings/doings/works/deeds

funnel shaped column of air
revolving at enormous speed
causing devastation in its path

B{}kC - B{B}kC our makings/our doings/our

I press/I squeeze

§ekC

I disobey

A¥ikC

they were given/they were
handed/they were granted
gave/handed/granted

z¦ikC - zB¦ikC we gave you (s/m)/we handed

works/our deeds

~y{}kC - ~y{B}kC your (p) makings/your
doings/your works/your deeds

~¢{}kC - ~¢{B}kC their makings/their doings/
their works/their deeds

~y}}kC - ~y}B}kC your (p) paternal uncles
(brothers of the father)

|Ä}k
ÆC

I make/I do/I work

|}kÊA

make/do/work

|B}kC - |}kC

makings/doings/works/deeds

I preach to you (p)/I advise you/I

¼B}kC - ½}kC

makings/doings/works/deeds

warn you

~y{B}kC - ~y{}kC your (p) makings/your

you/we granted you

zB¦ikC - z¦ikC we gave you (s/m)/we handed
you/we granted you

zjkC

~Ò{kC

turned away

ZekC

§ikC

our heels

~yIBwkC - ~yIwkC your (p) heels

they objected/they opposed/they

powerful/more dignified/more
honoured

ZBekG

warn you

~jkC

turned away

A¥gZkC

I preach to you (p)/I advise you/I

their turning away

away

~KgZkC

~yjkC

doings/your works/your deeds

+
B{B}kC - B{}kC our makings/our doings/our

~¢vZoC - ~¡BvZoC we drowned them/we sunk

works/our deeds

~¢{B}kC - ~¢{}kC their makings/their doings/

them

~¡BvZoC - ~¢vZoC we drowned them/we sunk

their works/their deeds

A¥{}kA

make/do/work (p)

~y}B}kC - ~y}}kC your (p) paternal uncles
(brothers of the father)

§}kC

them

A¥vØZo
Ô CÓ

sunken

LÄ¦c
Êo
Ô CÓ

misguided
grapes

BIkC - BIBkC

grapes

xBkC

necks

became covered/became
darkened/became
unconscious/became afflicted/came
upon

blind/blinded/confused/puzzled/

JkC - JBkC

they were drowned/they were

LÆ¦c
Äo
ÔC

covered/darkened/became
unconscious/afflicted/came upon

hgoA

lower/diminish/humble

~¢wkC - ~¢vBkC their necks

d
Ä iÒ o
ÔC

he darkened

JBkC - JkC

grapes

ZtoA

forgive

BIBkC - BIkC

grapes

B{toC

we ignored/we neglected/we

¤XkC

is at him (preposition of place)

disregarded

~¢vBkC - ~¢wkC their necks

½{oC - ¼½oC

leather or iron collars or handcuffs

XÄ¢k
ÆC

j{oA

be hard/be strong/be thick/be

I entrust/I recommend/I take a
promise/I make a contract

rough/be rude/be coarse

Y¥kC

I seek protection

¼½oC - ½{oC

B¢I¦kC

I fault it/I defect it

~¢oC - ~¡BoC enriched them

A¥X¦kC

they were returned

LoC

B¡Y¦kC

I seek protection for her

á¦kC

eyes/sights

~y¦kC

your (p) eyes/you sights

~¢¦kC

their eyes/their sights

§Òo
ÔC

enriched/satisfied/sufficed

á¢¦kC

their (f) eyes/ their sights

§oC

enrich/satisfy/suffice

uZKoA

scooped

§Êo
Ô CÓ

I enrich/I satisfy/I suffice

A¥XoA

go early (p)

B¦oC

rich (p)

BvZoC

we drowned/we sunk

§K¦¥oC

you (s/m) misguided me/you failed

leather or iron collars or handcuffs

enriched/satisfied/sufficed/
availed/enrich/satisfy/suffice/avail

~¡BoC - ~¢oC enriched them
§Òo
ÔC

richer/more enriched/sufficed/
satisfied

+
me/you enticed me/you lured
me/you seduced me

B¦¥oC

we misguided/we failed/we
enticed/we lured/we seduced

~¢¦¥oC - ~¡B¦¥oC we misguided them/we
failed them/we enticed them/we
lured them/we seduced them

~¡B¦¥oC - ~¢¦¥oC we misguided them/we
failed them/we enticed them/we
lured them/we seduced them

Z¦oC

is other than

uC

ugh/expression of resentment and

á¦HsC - áHsC

so if

~y®IDsC

shall I inform you (p)

LDsC

so do you (s/m)

~KDsC

so are you (p)

áHsC - á¦HsC

so if

|iI{BIsC - |iBI{BIsC is it with the falsehood
BIAYlIsC

are -- with our torture/is -- with our
torture

ª}lIsC

so are they with --'s blessings/so do
they with --'s goodness/so do they
with --'s comfort and ease/so do
they with --'s praise

hate

©X®sC

hearts/could be minds

AY¢IsC

so is it with that/so is with this

~¢KX®sC

their hearts/could be their minds

á¥KDKsC

do you (p) do/so do you bring

BsC

bestowed upon/gave goodness

á¥}DKsC

do you (p) believe

£¥YUKKsC

do you (p) take him

SKsA

you (s/m) judge/you open/you

upon/gave spoils of war to

|iI{BIsC - |iBI{BIsC is it with the falsehood
~KYUKBsC

so did you (p) take/so did you

teach and inform/you defeat/you
disclose/you judge

receive

~yteDsC - ~yBteDsC did he choose you (p)/did he

LXKsA

purify you/(did he specialize you)

~yBteDsC - ~yteDsC did he choose you (p)/did he

it ransomed/it compensated/she
ransomed/she comepensated

¨XKsA

purify you/(did he specialize you)

it ransomed/it compensated/he
ransomed/he compensated

hBsC

flowed/streamed/spread

AZKsA

fabrication/cutting and splitting

xBsC

he recovered/he woke up

¤ZKsA - ¤AZKsA

he fabricated it/he cut and split it

zBÚsC

liar/falsifier (exagerated)

¤AZKsA - ¤ZKsA

he fabricated it/he cut and split it

á}DsC

did they entrust/did they trust/did --

¨ZKsC

did he fabricate/did he cut and split

become safe/did -- become
secure

¨ZKsA

he fabricated/he cut and

~K}DsC
A¥}DsC

so did you (p) become safe/so did

split/fabricated/cut and split

you become secure

£K¦ZKsA

I fabricated it/I cut and split it

did they become safe

B¦ZKsA

we fabricated/we cut and split

+
á¥l}iKsC

invalidated it/they deprived it/they
rotted it/they voided it/they broke it
down/they corrupted her/they
disordered her/they decomposed
he /they invalidated her/they
deprived her/they rotted her/they
voided her/they broke her down

do you (p) wish/do you desire/do
you hope/do you covet

á¥XIlKsC

do you (p) worship

£¥Z}KsC - £¥ZB}KsC so do you (p) argue with
him/so do you discuss with him

£¥ZB}KsA - £¥Z}KsC so do you (p) argue with
him/so do you discuss with him

BKsC

give us your (s/m) opinion/give us
your decision/clarify for us/solve
for us

By{¢KsC
§¥KsC

JaRsC
~KIaRsC

SesC

more pronouncing/more eloquent

~KgsA

you (p) flowed/you streamed/you
spread

§gsC

led/revealed/went into an empty
space/secluded

do you (s/m) perish us/do you
make us die/do you destroy us

|BisC

did -- become long/did -- last long

give me your (p) opinion/give me

L¦elsC

did you (s/m) disobey

your decision/clarify for me/solve
for me

|lsA

make/do

did -- think/did -- suppose/did --

A¥{lsA

make/do (p)

count/did -- calculate

B¦¦lsC

have we been failing/have we been
incapable/have we been worn
out/have we been fatigued

did you (p) think/did you
suppose/did you count/did you
calculate

Z¦psC

so is other than

is judgment/is rule

zsG

lies/falsehood

z
Ä sÊ CÓ

was lied to/was turned away

BÕysG

lies/falsehood

B}{ysC

so if whenever (question)

~¢ysG

their lies/their falsehood

|sC

it set/it disappeared

½sC

so do -- not/so does -- not

understand

L{sC

it set/it disappeared

rZsC

pour/I pour

S{sC

succeeded/won

ZRasC

so is -- magic/so is -- sorcery

~{sC

did -- not/was -- not/is -- not/are --

B¡¥XasC

they corrupted it/they disordered

~yRsC

L¦CZsC - L¦ZsC so did you (s/m) see/did you
understand

~K¦CZsC - ~K¦ZsC did you (p) see/did you
understand

L¦ZsC - L¦CZsC so did you (s/m) see/so did you
understand

~K¦ZsC - ~K¦CZsC did you (p) see/did you

it/they decomposed it/they

not/were -- not

B}sC

so are -- not

+
á
Æ }Ä sÒ C

is who/is whom

L{IvC

she approached/she came to

á
Æ }Ê sÒ C

is it from

B{IvC

we apporached/we came

áBsC

branches

A¥{IvC

approached/came to (p)

|lOsC

do we make/do we create/do we

LKvC

were appointed a time

put/do we manipulate

|KKvA

fought eachother/killed eachother

do we disregard/do we ignore/do

A¥{KKvA

fought eachother (p)/killed

JZgsC

we beat/do we strike/do we
move/do we migrate/do we
palpitate/do we fire at/do we
sting/do we incline to/do we
reside/do we knock/do we blow/do
we ring/do we siege/do we erect
(refer to JZg)

~¢sC

I authorize/I leave/I entrust/I
empower

~¢¡A¥sC - ~¢¡¥sC their mouths
§sC

is there in/is there -- in

A¥g¦sC

flow/stream/spread/flow/over flow

he burst (himself) into/he plunged
(himself) into/he rushed (himself)
into/he stormed (himself) into/he
forced (himself) into

¤XKvA

follow (their) example/immitate
(their) example

¤XKvC

I follow (their) example/I imitate
(their) example

groups/crowds/bands

~¢¡¥sC - ~¢¡A¥sC their mouths
h¥sC

~RKvA

so they/so those/so are they/so are
those/so do they/so do those

BOA¥sC

eachother

JØZKÒ vA

near/approach

J
Ä ZÄ KÒ vÔ A

neared/approached

LIZKvA

neared/approached (f)

B¡¥}KsZKvA

you (p) committed it/you
perpetrated it/you did it

|KvC

I kill

(p)

L{KvC

did you (s/m) kill

standing/keeping up/starting/

A¥{KvA

kill/fight (p)

calling for/getting up/taking care of

¤¥{KvA

kill him

~BvC

stood/kept up/took care of/raised

~¡¥{KvA

kill them/fight them

~yK}BvG

your (p) residency/your residing

~y}AXvC

your (p) feet

A¥}BvC

they stood/they kept up/they took

B}AXvC

our feet

care of/they started/they raised/
they called for/they performed (p)

£¦sYvA

throw him/hurl him

|ØIvC

approach/come

A¥»ZvA - A¥ZvA read (p)/you (p) read

|Ä IÄ vC

approached/came

CZvA

~BvG

read (s/m)/you (s/m) read

+
JZvC

nearer/closer

~¢IZvC

their nearest/their closest

~KZZvC

you (p) confessed/you
acknowledged/you admitted/you
established/you accepted/you
affixed/(you decided)

BZZvC

B¡ZBivC

its sides/its directions/its regions/in
geometry: its circumferences/its
diagonals/its closures

A¥XlvA

you (p) sit/you remain/you be
concerned and perpared/you beset

B¢{BtvC

its locks/its closures

we confessed/we acknowledged/we

|Æ vÒ CÒ

less/fewer

admitted/we established/we
accepted/we affixed/(we decided)

|Æ vÓ CÒ

I said/I say

~½vC

writing utensils/pens/small arrows

~KgZvC

you (p) lent/you advanced

A¥gÄZvC

they lent/they advanced

A¥gØZvÔ C

lend (p)/advance (p)/you (p)

used for gambling draws

~¢}½vC

their writing utensils/their
pens/their small arrows used for
gambling draws

lend/you (p) advance

A¥ZvA - A¥»ZvA read (p)/you (p) read

LÚ{vC

it carried/it raised

J¦ZvC

is -- near/is -- close

§l{vA

pull out/uproot/uncover/appear/

iavC

more just/more equitable

A¥iavC

be just/be equitable (p)

~ÊavÔ CÓ

I swear/I make oath

~K}avC

you (p) swore/you made oath

A¥}avC

they swore/they made oath

§evC - BevC

farthest of

XevA

be moderate/be straight in the
middle range

BevC - §evC

farthest of

A¥gvA

pass judgment/order/execute/carry
out/accomplish/destroy/end (p)

ZBivC

sides/directions/regions/in
geometry: circumferences/
diagonals/diameters/chords/angles
of planets or stars as seen from the
centre of another/(atmospheres/
borders/outer limits)

clear up/rise/undress/cease/stop
(s/f)

~ÊvC

stand/keep up/start/call for/take
care of

~K}vC

you (p) started/you kept up/you
stood/you called for/you took care
of (p)

á
Ä }Æ vÒ C

stand/keep up/start/call for/take
care of (p/f)

§vC

he made content/he satisfied/he
enriched/he created

§KvA

obey humbly/hold the
prayer/prolong the prayer/worship
humbly (s/f)

B¢K¥vC - B¢KA¥vC its provision (requirements for
livelihood)

B¢KA¥vC - B¢K¥vC its provision (requirements for
livelihood)

+
|¥vC

I say

~¥vC

more just/more upright/more
standing straight/more direct

~¦vC

stand/keep up

A¥}¦vC

stand/keep up/start/call for/take

áIaKyA

they (f) earned/they won/they
gained/they gathered/they
acquired/they carried

A¥IaKyA

they earned/they won/they
gained/they gathered/they
acquired/they carried

care of (p)

ZMyC

more/most of/most

greatest/biggest/most magnified/

~yZMyC

most of you (p)

I am about to/I am almost/(could

~¡ZMyC

most of them

be: I want to)

¨XyC

skimped/stinged

á¥{yC - á¥{ByC eating exaggerated/gluttons/

~KIYyC

did you (p) lie/did you deny/did

ZIyC - ZIByC

leaders and chiefs

XByC

eating exaggeratedly

you falsify

áByC

was it/were it

¤AZyG

ZIyC

greater/bigger/magnified

á¢¡ZyG - á¢¡AZyG their (f) having been

ZIByC - ZIyC

greatest/biggest/most
magnified/leaders and chiefs

compelled/their having been forced

~y}ZyC

A¥{BKyA

they (f) greatened him/they
magnified him/they enlarged
him/they exalted him/they revered
him

§}ZyC - á}ZyC honoured me

they took by measure of weight for

§}ZyC

á}ZyC - §}ZyC honoured me

themselves

JKyA

write/dictate/order/decree

B¢IKKyA

he wrote it

JaKyA

he earned/he won/he gained/he

you (s/f) honour/you be
generous/you be kind/you be
hospitable

¤Ä ZØ yÔ CÓ

was compelled/was forced/is
compelled/is forced

gathered/he acquired/he carried/it
earned/it won/it gained/it gathered/
it acquired

LIaKyA

most honoured of you (p)/most
generous of you/most kind of
you/most forgiving of you/most
hospitable of you

ZIyC £{{A - ZIyC God is greater/God is magnified
£ZIyC

compulsion/force

BK¡ZyC

us

á¢¡AZyG - á¢¡ZyG their (f) having been
compelled/their having been forced

she earned/she won/she gained/she
gathered/she acquired/she carried/it
earned/it won/it gained/it
gathered/it acquired/it carried

you (s/m) compelled us/you forced

~¡¥ayA

dress them/clothe them

ucyA

remove/uncover/(relieve)

~yØZBÚtyÓ CÒ

are your (p) disbelievers

+
ZÒtyÔ C

more disbelieving

~KyC

ZÓtyÔ CÒ

I disbelieve

ZtyÓA

disbelieve

LZtyC

did you (s/m) disbelieve

I be/I will be

~KZtyC

á¥yC

did you (p) disbelieve

I plot/I conspire/I deceive/I cheat/I

¤ÄZtÒ yÒC

X¦yC

made him disbelieve (expression of

you (p) concealed/you covered/you
hid/you protected

JA¥yC

cups/round containers to drink
from having no handles

fight/I embattle/I manipulate

wonderment)

the (a prefix)

A¥ZtyA

|A

disbelieve (p)

family (of)/family

B¢¦{tyC

|A - |E

let me sponsor it/let me support

á¦aB¦{G - á¦a B¦ |G Elias (a messenger)

it/let me maintain it/let me sponsor
her/let me support her/let me
maintain her

áÀA - á®{A

now

§®½{A - §®{A

who/those/which/those who (p/f)

|Ä yÒ CÒ

he ate/it ate

the thicket/the dense tangled trees

|ÓyCÓ

ªy¦¾A - ªy¦®{A

food/fruits

are/is -- not/that -- not/that do

½ÔyCÒ

¼C

eating exaggerated/gluttony

~{yC

I converse/I speak/I talk

£Å {ÒyÒ CÒ

it ate him/ate him

£Å {ÓyÓ CÓ

its food/its fruits

B¢{ÓyCÓ

its food/its fruits

~¢Ó{yÔ AÒ

their eating

á¥{yC

eating exaggerated/eating gluttons

á¥{ByC - á¥{yC eating exaggerated/gluttons/
eating exaggeratedly

B¢}B}yC

not/that not/that no/that -- do
not/do -- not/is not/are not/does -not

¼Ü G

covenant/a promise/an animosity/a
blessing/a generosity

¼Ú GØ

L
Å {}yC

I completed

áyC

I was/I be/I will be

ByC - BByC

covers/shelters/homes

ªyC

covers/protections

BByC - ByC

covers/shelters/homes

except/unless/if -- not/if -- do
not/not

¼A - ¼C

blessings

ZKI¾A

the amputated/the cut off/the one
with a cut off tail/the of no
good/the mean and despised

its covers from which fruits and
flowers emerge/its buds

a relationship/a contract/a

ZAZI¾A

the righteous/the charitable/the
truthful/the obedient (p)

fZI¾A

the leper (one afflicted by leprocy,
a chronic contagious disease of the
skin tissue and nerves that results
in horrible mutilation)

ZeI¾A - ZBeI¾A the eye sights/the knowledge

+
ZBeI¾A - ZeI¾A the eye sights/the knowledge

LU¾A

the sister

ZyIÂA - ZByIÂA

the daybreaks the early mornings

á¦KU¾A

the two sisters

ZByIÂA - ZyIÂA

the daybreaks/the early mornings

X¥XU¾A

the geological rift - fault line/the

|IÂA

the camels

rectangular crack or groove in the
ground/(could be a Yemenian
Jewish tribe who persecuted
believers)

J¥I¾A - JA¥I¾A the doors/the entrances
JA¥I¾A - J¥I¾A the doors/the entrances
h¦I¾A

the white

§wK¾A

the most fearing and obeying

~MÂA

the sin/the crime

ZU¾A - ZUÀA

the last/the end/the other (God's
name)

ZUÀA - ZU¾A

the last/the end/the other (God's
name)

á¦}M¾A - á¦}MÀA the sinners/the criminals

©ZU¾A - ©ZUÀA the end (other life)/the last

á¦}MÀA - á¦}M¾A the sinners/the criminals

¨ZU¾A

~¦M¾A

the sinner/the criminal

á¦ZU¾A - á¦ZUÀA the ends/the lasts/the others

NAXO¾A

the graves

á¦ZUÀA - á¦ZU¾A the ends/the lasts/the others

|O¾A

the term/the time

á¥ZaU¾A

the most losers

á¦{O¾A

the two terms/the two times

á¦ZaU¾A

the most losers

N¦XBR¾A

the information/the speeches (in

ZgU¾A

the green

other languages or accents or
professional languages)

Ú½UÊ ¾A

the faithful - close friends

f½UÂA

the faithfulness/the loyalty/the

ZBIR¾A

the religious scholars/the good
learned knowledgeable men

JA`R¾A

the groups/the parties

áaRÂA - áBaRÂA the goodness
áBaRÂA - áaRÂA the goodness
~{R¾A - ~½R¾A the dreams
~½R¾A - ~{R¾A the dreams
|B}R¾A

the other (f)

devotion

ZB¦U¾A

the good/the better/the
generous/the honoured/the wealthy

ZIX¾A - ZBIX¾A

the backs/the ends

ZBIX¾A - ZIX¾A

the backs/the ends

§X¾A

the nearer/the nearest the weaker/
the weakest/the poorer/the poorest

the pregnant/the loads/the

áBvY¾A

the chins/the beards

weights/the burdens (p)

|Y¾A

the most humilliated/the

B¦R¾A

the alive (p)

W¾A

the brother

disgraced/the weakest

á¦{Y¾A

the most humilliated/the
disgraced/the weakest (p)

+
áY¾A

the ear

¨Y¾A

the harm/the mild harm

z®AZ¾A

the luxurious beds/the couches

ªIZÂA

the need/the desire/the intelligence

~{aÂA - ~½aÂA the Islam/the submission/the
surrender (to God)

~½aÂA - ~{aÂA the Islam/the submission/the
surrender (to God)

~aÂA

the name

the wombs/the uteruses/the

B}a¾A

the names

relations

xA¥a¾A

the markets

á¥{YZ¾A

the mean/the low/the despised (p)

X¥a¾A

the black

hZ¾A

the earth/the Planet Earth/the land

Zc¾A

the joyful and lively/the ungrateful

ªs`¾A - ªs`ÀA

the resurrection

ªs`ÀA - ªs`¾A

the resurrection

and resourcefulness

~BRZ¾A

~{`¾A - ~¼`¾A the featherless arrows (used by
Arabs in Era of Ignorance as a
form of draw to guide their
decisions in daily life)

~¼`¾A - ~{`¾A the featherless arrows (used by
Arabs in Era of Ignorance as a
form of draw to guide their
decisions in daily life)

Q¥`¾A - QA¥`¾A the pairs/the couples/the
spouses/the kinds/the husbands/the
wives/the males/the females

QA¥`¾A - Q¥`¾A the pairs/the couples/the
spouses/the kinds/the husbands/the
wives/the males/the females

JIa¾A - JBIa¾A the reasons/the causes/the motives
iBIa¾A

the grandchildren/the branches/the
Jewish tribes

JBIa¾A - JIa¾A the reasons/the causes/the motives

and arrogant

ZAZc¾A

the bad/the evil/the harmful (p)

xAZcÂA

the sun rise

§wc¾A

the most miserable/the unhappy

X¢c¾A - XB¢c¾A the witnesses/the testifiers/(the
angels)

XB¢c¾A - X¢c¾A the witnesses/the testifiers/(the
angels)

Z¢c¾A

the (lunar) months

|Be¾A

the evenings to sunsets/the times
between Asr and Esha

TBIeÂA

the mornings/the daybreaks

XBte¾A

the ties/the shackles/the chains/the
fetters

T½eÂA

the correction/the repair/the
reconcilliation

~e¾A

the deaf (not hearing)

~Be¾A

the idols/the statues pictures and
images worshipped, idolized or
used as an approachment to God

¨Za¾A

the captives/the prisoners

|ta¾A

the lowest/the bottom most

LA¥e¾A

á¦{ta¾A

the lowest/the meanest

|ti¾A - |Bti¾A the children

the voices/the sounds/the noises

+
|Bti¾A - |ti¾A the children

á¦{s¾A

the setting/the disappearing

á¦}Ok¾A

the non-Arabs/the non-Arabic/the

|¦¥Bv¾A

the sayings/the beliefs/the opinions

Persians

the feet

AXk¾A

~AXv¾A

the enemies

the eldest/the most ancient/the

JAZk¾A

á¥}Xv¾A

the Arabs (often mistranslated to:

uAZk¾A

bedouins)

á¥IZv¾A

the nearest/the relations (p)

the fence (between heaven and

á¦IZv¾A

the nearest/the closest

hell)/the highiest tips or points or
beginnings of anything/a certain
type of palm tree

QZk¾A

the lame/the limper

`k¾A

the more glorious/the mighty/the
powerful/the dignified/the
honoured

~½k¾A

old/the ancient (p)

the signs/the identification

§ev¾A - Bev¾A the farthest/the remotest/the most
distant

Bev¾A - §ev¾A the farthest/the remotest/the most
distant

ZIy¾A

magnified/the exalted/the revered

~AZyÂA

the defeating/the overcoming and
becomming dignified

§{k¾A
§}k¾A

the honour/the generosity/the
kindness/the forgiveness/the
hospitality

marks/the banners/the mountains

á¥{k¾A

the greatest/the biggest/the

~Zy¾A

the most honoured/the geneous/the
kind/the forgiving/the hospitable

the highest/the mightiest/the most
dignified

|y¾A

the food/the fruits

the blind

~B}y¾A

the covers from which fruits and

Jk¾A - JBk¾A the grapes
xBk¾A

the necks

á¦k¾A

the eyes/the sights

flowers emerge/buds

£}y¾A

JI{¾A - JBI{¾A the pure minds/the hearts/the
intelligences/the purest and best of
everything (word is said to be of
Asyrian and Hebrew origin and
meaning heart)

|{o¾A - |½o¾A the leather or iron collars or
handcuffs

|½o¾A - |{o¾A the leather or iron collars or
handcuffs

B¦o¾A

the rich (p)

u¼E

thousands

©X®s¾A

the hearts/could be the minds

xBs¾A

the horizons/the directions

the blind/the born blind

JBI{¾A - JI{¾A the pure minds/the hearts/the
intelligences/the purest and best of
everything (word is said to be of
Asyrian and Hebrew origin and
meaning heart)

ª¢{¾A - ª¢{ÀA

the gods

+
ª¢{ÀA - ª¢{¾A

the gods

TA¥{¾A

the tablets/the boards/the plates/the

~¦{¾A

possessions/the wealths

§}¾A

the illiterate (unable to read and
write)/the belonging to a nation

sheets/the planks/the surfaces of
everything long and wide made of
any material

á¦}¾A

the painful

á¦¦}¾A - á¦}¾A the illiterates/the

L}¾A - LBB}¾A the deposits/the securities/the

the faithful/the loyal/the secure/the
safe
belongers to a nation (p)

trusts

á¦}¾A - á¦}ÀA the safe/the secure

ªB}¾A

the deposit/the security/the trust

á¦}ÀA - á¦}¾A the safe/the secure

§B}¾A

the wishes/the desires/the lies

á¦}¾A - á¦¦}¾A the illiterates/the

|BM}¾A

the examples/the proverbs/the

X}¾A

similar/the equal/the alike (p)

á®{A - á®{A - áÀA now

the time (figure of speech)/the

|}B¾A

duration/the limit/the extent/the
period

Z}¾A

belongers to a nation (p)

the matter/the affair/the order/the
command

á¥Z}¾A - á¥Z}ÀA the ordering/the
commanding (p)

á¥Z}ÀA - á¥Z}¾A the ordering/the

the fingertips/the last knuckle of a
finger, it has the finger nail

BI¾A

the information/the news

B¦I¾A

the prophets

§M¾A

the female

á¦¦M¾A

the two females

|¦OÂA

the holy book descended on Jesus
Son of Mary, also known as the
New Testament, Bible, and Gospel
(Greek word meaning: Good

commanding (p)

|}¾A

the hope

~}¾A

the nations

á}¾A

the safety/the security

LBB}ÀA - L}¾A the deposits/the securities/the
trusts

á¦}¾A - á¦}ÀA the safe/the secure (p)
LA¥}¾A

áaÂA - áBaÂA the human/the mankind
bÂA

possessions/the wealths

xBwcÂA

the splitting/the cracking/the
splitting away/the cutting open/the
rupturing

JBe¾A

the monuments/the slaughter
places

the matters/the affairs

|A¥}¾A - |¥}¾A the properties/the

the human/the mankind

áBaÂA - áaÂA the human/the mankind

the deads

|¥}¾A - |A¥}¾A the properties/the
Z¥}¾A

News)

ZBe¾A

the victoriors/the saviours/the
supporters/the Medina residents

+
~l¾A - ~Bl¾A

that helped Prophet Mohammad

£¢{G - £¡¼G

his god

the camels/the livestock,

á¦¢{G - á¦¡¼G

two gods

XBK¥¾A

the stakes/the pegs/the nails/the

includes cattle, sheep, goats, and
camels

~Bl¾A - ~l¾A

includes cattle, sheep, goats and
camels

u¾A

hooks/(the anchors)

the camels/the livestock

the nose/the organ for breathing

áM¥{A - áBM¥¾A the idols/the idolized statues
áBM¥¾A - áM¥¾A the idols/the idolized statues
§s¥¾A

the most fulfilling/the completing

|¥¾A

the first/the beginning

running out (poverty or need)

X{¥¾A - X¼¥¾A

the children

the spoils/the gifts/the increase

X¼¥¾A - X{¥¾A

the children

over the share or requirement

á¥{¥¾A

the first (p)/the beginners

the selves - invisible energy of

§{¥¾A

the first/the beginning

creatures, other than body energy,
wrongly referred to as "soul and
spirit"/(the people)

áB¦Ò{¥Æ ¾A

the more worthy/the deserving (b)

á¦Ê{¥Ì ¿{A

the first (p)/the beginners

the split/the crack/the cleave

áÆ¦{¥¾A

the first two

Z¢¾A - ZB¢¾A the rivers/the water ways

L¦¾A - LB¦ÀA

the signs/the verses/the evidences

ZB¢¾A - Z¢¾A the rivers/the water ways

~B¦¾A

the days/the times

ª¢{¾A - ª¢{ÀA

the gods

§}¦¾A - §}B¦¾A the widows/the widowers/

£{G - ¤¼G

God/everything worshipped

B¢{G - B¡¼G

a god/God

z¢{G - z¡¼G

your (s/m) god

~y¢{G - ~y¡¼G

your (p) god

ª¦¾A - ª¦ÀA

the sign/the verse/the evidence

ªÚ{¡Ê ¾A

the crescents/new moons/the

X¦¾A

the connections/the power/the

and smelling

xBtÂA
|Bt¾A
bt¾A

ZBitÂA

the spending/the expenditure/the

half-moons/could be upto the 2nd
to the 7th night at the beginning,
and the two nights at the end of a
lunar month, or the 26th and 27th
night of a lunar month/the
rainfalls/the first rainfalls

B¢{G - B¡¼G

our god

the men or women whose spouse
died

LB¦ÀA - L¦¾A the signs/the verses/the
evidences

strength/the force

¨X¦¾A

the hands

ªy¦®{A - ªy¦¾A

the thicket/the dense tangled trees

á}¦¾A - áB}¦¾A the oaths
á}¦ÂA - áB}¦ÂA the faith/the belief
á}¦¾A

the right (side)

+
áB}¦¾A - á}¦¾A the oaths
áB}¦ÂA - á}¦ÂA the faith/the belief
§}B¦¾A - §}¦¾A the widows/the widowers/
the men or women whose spouse
died

b®BI{A

áXI{A

sacrifice)

¥XI{A

the desert

ZØI{A

the righteous/the charitable/the
truthful/the righteousness/the
charitability/the truthfulness (God's
name)

the miserable/the fallen in
hardships

the fattened camel or cows (for

JBI{A

the door/the entrance

ZÄI{A

the shore/the land

XBI{A

the apparent/the desert deweller

xZI{A

the lightning

(visitor)

Q¥ZI{A

the constillations/the towers/the
palaces/the fortresses

¨ZBI{A

the creator/the curer (God's name)

bDI{A

the war/the hardship/the courage/

ª¦ZI{A

the creation

the power

iaI{A

the spreading/the expansion/the

BaDI{A

widening/the extension/the
opening

the misery/the hardships/the
hardships in war/the fear

|iI{A - |iBI{A

the falsehood

ZcI{A

the human

áiBI{A

the hidden/the inside (God's name)

¨ZcI{A

the good news

Z¦cI{A

the announcer of good news

L¦wI{A - LB¦vBI{A the remainders (f)
á¦vBI{A

the remainders/the remaining

ZeI{A

the eye sight/the knowledge

ªp{I{A - ªp{BI{A

the reaching/the eloquent/(the

Z¦eI{A

the seer/the seeing/the knower/the
knowing/the understanding (God's
name)

decided)

ZBRI{A

the large bodies of water usually
salty/the seas/the oceans/the long
or wide rivers

ZRI{A

attack
the falsehood

á¥iI{A

the bellies/the insides

NlI{A

the resurrection/the revival

X¦lI{A

the distant/the far

BpI{A

the prostitution

the two large bodies of water

|BpI{A

the mules

usually salty/the two seas/the two
oceans/the two long or wide rivers

BgpI{A

the intense hatred/the animosity

the two large bodies of water
usually salty/the two seas/the two
oceans/the two long or wide rivers

á¦ZRI{A

the violent destruction/the violent

|iBI{A - |iI{A

the large body of water usually
salty/the sea/the ocean/the long or
wide river

áAZRI{A

ªciI{A

+
§
Ø pÔ IÄ {A
ZwI{A

the oppression/the transgression/

m¦I{A

the corruption

L¦I{A - LB¦I{A the evidences

the cows (male and female)/the

LB¦I{A - L¦I{A the evidences

large animals with hooves i.e)
buffalo and moose

ªlwI{A

the spot/the place

the selling/the trading

ª¦I{A

the evidence

L¥¦I{A

the houses/the homes

LB¦vBI{A - L¦wI{A the reaminders (f)

á¥I®BK{A - á¥I®K{A the repentant (p)

~yI{A

the mute (unspeaking)

á¥I®K{A - á¥I®BK{A the repentant (p)

A»{I{A - ½I{A

the test

á¦lIK{A - á¦lIBK{A the followers/the servants

X{I{A - X½I{A

the countries/the lands/the

L¥IBK{A

cities/the towns/the places

©ZOK{A - ©ZBOK{A the commercial trade/the buying

X{I{A

the country/the land/the city/the
town/the place

X½I{A - X{I{A
©X{I{A

©ZBOK{A - ©ZOK{A the commercial trade/the buying
and selling

cities/the towns/the places

©ZyYK{A

the reminder

the country/the land/the city/the

J®AZK{A

the rib bones

JAZK{A

the dust/the earth

NAZK{A

the inheritance

§vAZK{A

the collar bones/the verge of death

utlK{A

the purity/the chastity/the

q{I{A - r½I{A

the information/the communication

r½I{A - q{I{A

the information/the communication

ªp{BI{A - ªp{I{A

the reaching/the eloquent/(the
decided)

½I{A - A»{I{A

the test

LI{A - LBI{A

the girls/the daughters

LBI{A - LI{A

the girls/the daughters

á¥I{A

the sons/the sons and daughters

á¦I{A

the sons/the sons and daughters

ZA¥I{A

the destruction/the perishment/the
failure

refrainment/the restriction

áIBpK{A

the house/the home

the hoarding for future/the
hiding/the forgetfulness/the
mistakeness/the not recognizing/
the weakness/the mental
slowness/the cheating in business

L
Æ tÚ KÒ {Ô AÊ

turned around/coiled/wrapped/
interwoven/encircled

BwK{A

the evidence/the logic/the
distinction

L¦I{A

and selling

the countries/the lands/the

town/the place (f)

áB¦I{A

the box/the chest

they (b) received/they met/they
found

BKwK{A

they (b) received eachother/they
met eachother/they found
eachother

+
¨¥wK{A

the fear and obedience (of God)

§wK{A

received (p)/met/found/they

~ÓK¦Æ wÒ KÒ {Ô AÊ

ZMByK{A

§K{A

who/whom

received/they met/they found

§K½{A - §K{A

who/those/which/those who (p/f)

you (p) received

á¦K{A

the figs

eachother /you met eachother/you
found eachother

LIBM{A

the steadfast/the courageous/the
affirmed/the confirmed/the
established/the strengthened

the multiplication

§v½K{A ~¥¦ - §v½K{A - x½K{A the meeting's

JvBM{A

day/Resurrection Day

§v½K{A ~¥¦ - §v½K{A the meeting's
day/Resurrection Day

|¦MB}K{A

the images/the statues/the pictures

¨XBK{A - XBK{A

the calling

~¢K{C - ~¡BK{C we reduced them/we
diminshed them/we reduce
them/we diminish them

Z¥K{A

Elten'noor/the hollow clay oven/the
furnace/the kiln put in the ground
used for baking (could be the
Lebanese city called Batroun)
(word is of Syriac origin)

ªy{¢K{A
JA¥K{A

who/which/that/what/it who/she

the perishment/the death/the

the lit/the ignited/the penetrating/
the piercing

ªM{BM{A

the third

¨ZM{A

the dew/the moist dust/the moist
earth

|BwM{A

the heavy/the loaded

á½wM{A

the humans and Jinns/(the two
weights)

ªM{M{A - ªM½M{A

the three

N{M{A

the third

áBM{M{A

the two thirds

ªM½M{A - ªM{M{A

the thre

LZ}M{A - LAZ}M{A the fruits

destruction

LAZ}M{A - LZ}M{A the fruits

the forgiver/the forgiving (God's

áÆ}MÓ {A

the eighth

name)

JA¥M{A

the reward/the replacement/the

á¦I¥K{A - á¦IA¥K{A the repentants/the repenting
(p)

J¥K{A

the repentances

ªI¥K{A

the repentance/the forgiveness

á¦IA¥K{A - á¦I¥K{A the repentants/the repenting

compensation

ª¦MBO{A

knees/the standing on to

ZBO{A

the neighbour

ª¦ZBO{A

the flowing/the running/the
ship/the sun/the star/the
passing/the orbiting (s/f)

(p)

©AZ¥K{A - ©Z¥K{A the Torah/the Old Testament (holy
book descended on Prophet Moses)

the kneeling/the sitting on

áBO{A - áFO{A

the Jinn/the intelligent free willing
creature created before man

+
áFO{A - áBO{A

creature created before man

|¡BO{A

instead of Zakat charity which
Moslems pay

the Jinn/the intelligent free willing
the ignorant/the foolish

á¥{¢O{A - á¥{¡BO{A the lowly/the ignorant/the
ignoring/the rough/the foolish (p)

~aO{A

the body (height/width/depth)

½O{A

the departure/the moving out

|{O{A - |½O{A

the glory/the splendor/the
magnificense/the grandeur/the
greatness/the majesty

ª¦{¢O{A - ª¦{¡BO{A the pre-Islamic paganism/the
ignorance

á¦{¢O{A - á¦{¡BO{A the lowly/the ignorant/the

|½O{A - |{O{A

magnificense/the grandeur/the
greatness/the majesty

ignoring/the rough/the foolish (p)

JO{A

the well/the deep well/the wide
well/the hole

ZBIO{A

the almighty/the arrogant/the
giant/the tyrant/the defeator

|BIO{A

the mountains/the elevated ground
higher than a hill/the creations/the
moulds

|IO{A

the mountain/the elevated ground
higher than a hill/the creation/the
mould

ª{IO{A

the nature/the rigidity/the
composition/the roots

~¦RO{A

the place of intense heat/the
roaring fire/the hell (word is of
Hebrew origin)

the glory/the splendor/the

X¥{O{A

the skins

m}O{A

the gathering/the collection/the
group

áBl}O{A

the two groups/the two gatherings

ªl}O{A

the Friday/the gathering

|}O{A

the camel

|¦}O{A

the beautiful/the graceful/the
lovely

áO{A

the Jinns/the intelligent free willing
creature created before man

LBO{A

the treed gardens

JO{A

the distant/the foreign

ªÚOÄ {A

the paradise/the treed garden

ªÚOÊ {A

the Jinns/the intelligent/free willing

ZAXO{A

the wall

XAZO{A

the grasshoppers/the locusts

`ZO{A

the eaten up/the barren/the infertile

á¦KO{A

the two treed gardens

T¥ZO{A

the wounds/the cuts

X¥O{A

the soldiers/the warriors

A`O{A

the reward (good or bad)/the

Z¢O{A

the publicized/the declared/the

reimbursement/the substitution/the
replacement/the compensation

ª¦`O{A

the fee paid by non-Moslems living
in a Moslem society, it is paid

creatures created before man

loud/the publicity/the
declaration/the loudness

ª¦{¡BO{A - ª¦{¢O{A the pre-Islamic paganism/the
ignorance

+
á¦{¡BO{A - á¦{¢O{A the lowly/the ignorant/the
ZØ A¥O{A

ignoring/the rough/the foolish (p)

JR{A

the seed/the grain

the flowing/the running/the

zIR{A

the paths/the ways/the courses/(the

passing/the orbitting/the ships/the
suns/the stars

TZA¥O{A

the predatory animals, hunting
birds and hunting dogs/human
limbs particularly hands

¨X¥O{A

thankful (p)

the Joody/Judi, the landing place

movements/the orbits)

PR{A

the pilgrimage

ZIy¾A PR{A

the greatest pilgrimage

©ZBOR{A

the stones

ZÆORÊ {A

the mind/the confinement/the
forbidden/Elhejr/the certain place
(could be a valley between Arabia
and Syria of ancient cities)

with conflicting opinions
regardingits location (it is most
probably in Turkey)

n¥O{A

the starvation/the hunger

ZÄORÄ {A

BsBR{G

persistantly

LZOR{A - LAZOR{A the rooms/the chambers

XB¦O{A

the necks/the beautiful necks/the

LAZOR{A - LZOR{A the rooms/the chambers

fast (horses)

ªOR{A

the proof/the argument

QBR{A

the pilgrim

N¦XR{A

the information/the speech

á¦IaBR{A

the counting/the calculating/the

X¦XR{A

the iron

ZÄR{A

the heat

ZÅR{A

the free/the liberated/the

counters/the calculators

BsBR{G

persistantly

©ZsBR{A

the dip of ground/the first creation

LjtR{A - LBjsBR{A the protecting/the observing/the

generous/the best

~AZR{A

guarding/the safe keeping (p/f)

á¥jtR{A - á¥jsBR{A the protectors/the observors/the
guards/the safe keepers

á¦jtR{A - á¦jsBR{A the protecting/the observing/the
guarding/the safe keeping (p)

ªvBR{A

the forbidden/the respected/the
sacred

JZR{A

the battle/the war/the fight

NZR{A

the agricultural land/the plants

~ZR{A Z¢c¾A - ~ZR{A the months the forbidden/the
months the respected/the months
the sacred

the disaster/the catastrophe/the
reality the/inevitability/the Day of
Resurrection/the complete truth/the
no argument in it

the stone

L}ZR{A - LB}ZR{A the God's ordered prohibitions
LB}ZR{A - L}ZR{A the God's ordered prohibitions

á¦}yR{A - á¦}yBR{A the judges/the rulers

Z¥ZR{A

the hot wind/the sun's heat/the fire

á¥X}R{A - á¥X}BR{A the praising/the grateful/the

x¦ZR{A

the burning

+
á¦I`R{A

make me join/you make me
reach/you make me follow

the two groups/the two parties/the
two groups with common goals

á`R{A

the sadness/the grief

~ByR{A

the judges/the rulers/the governors

JBaR{A

the counting/the calculating/the

~yR{A

the judgment/the rule

account/the calculation

ª}yR{A

the wisdom (agreeing and speaking
the truth/the philosophy/the
justice/the knowledge/the patience)

LaR{A - LBaR{A the goodnesses
ªaR{A

the good/the goodness

LBaR{A - LaR{A the goodnesses
§aR{A

~¦yR{A

and speaking the truth/the
philosophy/the justice/the
knowledge/the patience) (God's
name)

the best/the most beautiful/the
goodness

á¦¦aR{A

the two bests/the two goods/the
winning and martyrdom

ZcR{A

the gathering

X¦eR{A

the crop/the harvest

JiR{A

the fire wood/the fuel/the thorn

ª}iR{A

á¦}yBR{A - á¦}yR{A the judges/the rulers
~¥w{R{A

the throat/the pharnyx/the pipe
through which food and water
passes to the stomach (refer to a
diagram of the human body)

branches

~Ó{RÅ {A

the puberty/the sexual maturity

the intense fire/the hell

ª¦{R{A

the jewel/the ornament/the

LBjsBR{A - LjtR{A the protecting/the observing/the
guarding/the safe keeping (p/f)

decoration

~¦{R{A

á¥jsBR{A - á¥jtR{A the protectors/the observors/the
guards/the safe keepers

á¦jsBR{A - á¦jtR{A the protecting/the observing/the
guarding/the safe keeping (p)

xR{A

the wise/the judicious (agreeing

the clement/the patient powerful
and capable

ZB}R{A

the donkey

X}R{A

the praise/the gratitude/the thanks

á¥X}BR{A - á¥X}R{A the praising/the grateful/the

the correct/the real/the truth/the

thankful (p)

deserved/the duty/the fact/the
right/the certain/the definite/the
just/the imminent/the share/the
death (God's name)

ª¦}R{A
X¦}R{A

the praiseworthy/the commendable

~KwR{C

you (p) joined

Z¦}R{A

the donkeys

BwR{C

we made -- catch up/we made --

~¦}R{A

the hot water/the cold water/the

join/we made -- reach/we made -follow

§wR{C

you (s/m) make me catch up/you

the heat/the excitement/the
protection/the intensity

sweat/the red hot coal

ZOBR{A

the larnyxes/the voice boxes/

+
(throats)

NÔRÄ {A

the sin

á¦Z¥R{A - á¥¦ZA¥R{A the faithful and pure
friends/the victoriors/the Jesus'
supporters and deciples

á¦Z¥R{A - á¦¦ZA¥R{A the faithful and pure
friends/the victoriors/the Jesus'
supportors and desciples

B¦A¥R{A

silent/the quiet/the lowering eye
sights (p/f)

á¦lcU{A - á¦lcBU{A the humble/the submissive/the
quiet/the lowering eye sights

á¥®iU{A - á¥®iBU{A the sinners/the mistaken/the
erroneous/the wrong

á¦®iBU{A

the intestines/the bowels/the
guts/the contents of belly

L¥R{A

LlcU{A - LBlcBU{A the humble/the submissive/the

erroneous/the wrong

á¥X{U{A - á¥X{BU{A the immortals/the eternals/the

the fish/the large fish/the whale(s)

á¦¦ZA¥R{A - á¦Z¥R{A the faithful and pure
friends/victoriors/the Jesus'
supporters and desciples

the sinners/the mistaken/the

everlasting (p)

á¦X{BU{A

the immortals/the eternals/the
everlasting (p)

f{BU{A

the clear/the pure

|¥R{A

the year

§R{A

á¦t{U{A - á¦t{BU{A the remaining behind (p)

the live/the alive (God's name)

x{U{A - x{BU{A

B¦X{A ©¥¦R{A - ©B¦R{A the life the present/the
worldly life/the survival/the
growth/the existence/the usefulness

©B¦R{A - áA¥¦R{A the life
B¦X{A ©B¦R{A - ©¥¦R{A

the life the present/the

worldly life/the survival/the
growth/the existence/the usefulness

á¦g®BU{A

the plunging into/the engaging in
conversation/the wading
through/the engagers in
conversation (p)

á¦®BU{A

the betrayers/the unfaithfuls

á¥w{U{A - á¥w{BU{A the creators
á¦w{BU{A

the creators

ª¦{BU{A

the past/the left/the expired

ªa}U{A - ªa}BU{A the fifth
DIU{A - JU{A

the hidden/the concealed

JU{A - DIU{A

the hidden/the concealed

N®IU{A - N®BIU{A the bad/the spoiled/the
forbidden/the dirty/the cheators/the
malicious/the wicked (p)

N®BIU{A - N®IU{A the bad/the spoiled/the
forbidden/the dirty/the cheators/the
malicious/the wicked (p)

á¥ZaU{A - á¥ZaBU{A the losers/the misguided and
perished/the loosing/the
misguiding and perishing (p)

á¦ZaU{A - á¦ZaBU{A the losers/the misguiders and
perishing/the loosing/the
misguiding and perishing (p)

the creator (God's name)

N¦IU{A

the bad/the spoiled/the
forbidden/the dirty/the cheating/the
malicious/the wicked

LM¦IU{A - LBM¦IU{A the cheators/the malicious/the
wicked (p/f)

+
LBM¦IU{A - LM¦IU{A the cheators/the malicious/wicked

JBiU{A

(p/f)

á¥M¦IU{A
Z¦IU{A

ªtiU{A

wicked (p)

x{U{A - xÚ½UÄ {A the creator (e) (God's name)

the expert/the experienced

X{U{A

á¥eAZU{A - á¥eZU{A the liars/the speculators

Q¥ZU{A

the getting out/the exit

¨`U{A

the shame/the scandal/the
disgrace/the shamful/the
scandalous/the disgraceful

á¥X{BU{A - á¥X{U{A the immortals/the eternals/the
everlasting

Bi{U{A

the associates/the neighbours/the
friends/the company/the
partners/the spouses

á¦t{BU{A - á¦t{U{A the remaining behind (p)
xÔ{UÄ {A

the creation

xÚ½UÄ {A - x{U{A the creator (e)

perishment

x{BU{A - x{U{A the creator (e) (God's name)

perished/the loosing/the
misguiding and perishing

á¦ZaBU{A - á¦ZaU{A the losers/the misguided and
perished/the losing/the misguiding
and perishing (p)

LBlcBU{A - LlcU{A the humble/the submissive/the
quiet/the silent/the lowering eye
sights (p/f)

á¥w{BU{A - á¥w{U{A the creators
X¥{U{A

silent/the quiet/the lowered eye
sight
the dispute/the controversy/the

Z}U{A

ªa}BU{A - ªa}U{A the fifth
Z¦`BU{A

the pigs/the swine (scientific
evidence is proving that pigs and
humans have similarities in habit
and genetic composition)

bBU{A

the devil

Z¦`U{A

the pig/the swine (refer to 5:60
scientific evidence is proving that
pigs and humans have similarities
in habit and genetic composition)

the disputers/the adversaries/the
arguers
wrong

the intoxicants/the substances
affecting the brain

argument

á¥®iBU{A - á¥®iU{A the mistaken/the erroneous/the

the immortality/the eternity/the
everlasting

á¦lcBU{A - á¦lcU{A the humble/the submissive/the

~ÆeUÄ {A

the immortality/the eternity/the

the loss/the misguidance and

á¥ZaBU{A - á¥ZaU{A the losers/the misguided and

~BeU{A

the one snatch

everlasting

the nose/the trunk/the snout
(usually used for elephants)

áAZaU{A

conversation

the cheators/the malicious/the

á¥eZU{A - á¥eAZU{A the liars/the speculators
~¥iZU{A

the speech/the address/the

u{A¥U{A

the remaining behind (p)

u¥U{A

the fear/the fright

+
iB¦U{A

the needle/the sewing needle

~B¦U{A

the tents/the houses constructed

Z¦U{A

the tears

the good/the better/the

B¦X{A

the present world/the near

generosity/the honour/the
wealth/the goodness

B¦X{A ©B¦R{A - B¦X{A the life the present/the

the best choice/the best

LAZ¦U{A - LZ¦U{A the goodnesses/the generosity
(good deeds)

X{C

worldly life

B¦X{A ©B¦R{BI - B¦X{A with the life the present/
with the worldly life

B¦X{A ~yKB¦R - B¦X{A your (p) life the present/
your worldly life

B¦X{A BKB¦R - B¦X{A our life the present/our

the thread/the wire/the clear black

worldly life

colour/the clear white colour

Z¡X{A

the long time

harshest disputer/most violent

Z®A¥X{A

the circles/the disasters

JA¥X{A

the walkers/the creepers/the

disputer

á¦{UX{A - á¦{UAX{A the entering (p)
ZAX{A

throughout the body)

m}X{A

(good deeds)

i¦U{A

crawlers/the moving on the earth
(the animals usually used for
riding)

the home/the house/the country/the
tribe/the yard/the place

©ZU¾A ZAX{A

the blood (p) (red fluid running

mainly of fabric and branches

LZ¦U{A - LAZ¦U{A the goodnesses/the generosity
©Z¦U{A

B}X{A

the home (of) the end (other

ZB¦X{A

life)/the house (of) the end (other
life)

nAX{A

the caller/the requester

§kAX{A

the caller/the requester

BkX{A

the call/the request/the prayer

ZIX{A

the back/the end

the homes/the houses/the
countries/the tribes/the yards/the
places

á¦ÊX{A

the religion/the debt/the rule/the
domain/the might/the judgement

áÆ¦XÄ {A

the debt/the rule/the domain/the
might/the judgement

á¦{UAX{A - á¦{UX{A the entering (p)
LOZX{A - LBOZX{A the steps/the stages/the degrees
LBOZX{A - LOZX{A the steps/the stages/the degrees
zZX{A

the lowest stage/bottom

BkX{A

the call/the request/the prayer

~X{A

the blood (the red fluid running
throughout the body)

J®Y{A

the wolf

L¦ZY{A - LB¦ZAY{A the scattering/the spreading/the
scatterers/the spreaders (p/f)

LZyY{A - LAZyAY{A the mentioning/the
remembering/the reciting/the
praising/the glorifying (p/f)

á¦ZyY{A - á¦ZyAY{A the mentioning/the
remembering/the reciting/the

+
praising/the glorifying (p)

Z | C - Z{A

A L R/Arabic letters found in verse

áAY{{A - áAY{A

who/those/which/those who (b/m)

JBIY{A

the fly (an insect)/the insanity/the

B¦»Z{A - B¦Z{A

the dream

plague/the bad omen/the
continuous harm

ªtOAZ{A

the first blow of horn/the Day of

LB¦ZY{A - L¦ZY{A the scattering/the spreading/the
scatterers/the spreaders (p/f)

ZÔyYÊ {A

the reminder/the

1 of chapters 10,11,12,14 and 15

Resurrection

á¦}RZ{A - á¦}RAZ{A the merciful (p)
ªsXAZ{A

the followed closely behind/riding
behind/the successive (f)

rememberance (could also be a
sacred scripture or the Koran)

á¦v`Z{A - á¦v`AZ{A the providers

ZÒyYÚ {A

the male

bCZ{A

áAZyY{A

the two males

LAZyAY{A - LZyY{A the mentioning/the
remembering/the reciting/the
praising/the glorifying (p/f)

¨ZyY{A

the rememberance/the reminder

á¦ZyY{A - á¦ZyY{E are the two males
á¦ZyAY{A - á¦ZyY{A the mentioning/the
remembering/the reciting/the
praising/the glorifying (p)

Z¥yY{A

the males

|Y{A

the humility/the humbleness/the

everything

á¥UaZ{A - á¥UaAZ{A the affirmed
á¥XcZ{A - á¥XcAZ{A the correctly guided/the rightly
guided

á¥lyZ{A - á¥lyAZ{A the bowing (p) (bending upper
body forward and lowering head)

á¦lyZ{A - á¦lyAZ{A the bowing (p) (bending upper
body forward and lowering head)

¨CZ{A

the opinion/the belief/the
thought/the view

A¥IZ{A - BIZ{A

the growth/the increase/the any
excess or increase paid by
borrower to lender over original
principle/the any interest paid/the
usury

weakness

ª{Y{A

the head/the top/the beginning of

the humilliation/the disgrace/the
humility

á¥¦IZ{A - á¥¦BIZ{A the knowledgeable lord

JY{A

the crime

J¥Y{A

the crimes

J¡Y{A

the gold

mIZ{A

the quarter

¨Y{A

who/which/that/what/he who/it

zIZ{C

is to your (s/m) lord

who/whom

á¥¦BIZ{A - á¥¦IZ{A the knowledgeable lord

áÆ¦YÒ {ÚA

those (b) who

á¦Y{A

whose/whom/those
who/those/those whom

worshippers (p)

worshippers (p)

BIZ{A - A¥IZ{A

the growth/the increase/the any
excess or increase paid by

+
borrower to lender over original
principle/the any interest
paid/usury

|¥aZ{A

the messenger

¼¥aZ{A

the two messengers/the messenger

|BOZ{A

the men

XBcZ{A

the correct guidance/the right

`OZ{A

the filth/the torture/the
paganism/the idol worship/the
sin/the crime

bOZ{A

mOZ{A

the obscenity/the filth/the evil

guidance

XcZ{A

the correct guidance/the right
guidance

á¥XcAZ{A - á¥XcZ{A the correctly guided/the rightly
guided

influence/the cursed act/the
atrocious act/the punishment and
torture

X¦cZ{A

the answer to the message/the rain

ªlgZ{A - ªkBgZ{A the lactation/the breast feeding

the correctly guided/the rightly
guided

after rain/the benefit

period

§lOZ{A

the return

ªkBgZ{A - ªlgZ{A the lactation/breast feeding period

ªtOZ{A

the tremble and shake/the

BkZ{A

the shephards/the protectors

JkZ{A

the terror/the fright

XkZ{A

the thunder

NsZ{A

the obscenity/the indescency/(the

quake/the agitation

~¦OZ{A

the cursed/the expelled

á}RZ{A - áB}RZ{A the merciful
ª}RZ{A

the mercy

áB}RZ{A - á}RZ{A the merciful

sexual intercourse)

XsZ{A

á¦}RAZ{A - á¦}RZ{A the merciful (p)

the giving/the support/the
assistance/the aid/the help

~¦RZ{A

the merciful/the most merciful

JBvZ{A

the necks/the (freeing of) slaves

xA`Z{A

the provider (God's name)

J¦vZ{A

the observer/the watcher/the guard

x`Z{A

the provision/the rain/the
everything of benefit or value/the
means of livelihood

(God's name)

~¦vZ{A

inscription/the brand (could be a
tablet or inscription of the Cave

á¦v`AZ{A - á¦v`Z{A the providers
bZ{A

á¥UaAZ{A - á¥UaZ{A the affirmed
|aZ{A

People's u¢y{A |¡C story)

the Riss/the Rass/the old well/the
metal/the beginning of/the verge of
(could be a nation that denied and
buried their messenger in a well)

the messengers

the book/the written/the

JyZ{A

the riders/the caravan/the
convoys/the processions

myZ{A

the bowing (p) (bowing upper body
forward and lowering head)

á¥lyAZ{A - á¥lyZ{A the bowing (p) (bending upper

+
body forward and lowering head)

á¦lyAZ{A - á¦lyZ{A the bowing (p) (bending upper
body forward and lowering head)

áB}Z{A

the pomegranate

J¡Z{A

the terror/the fright

áBI¡ÅZ{A

the monks

T¥Z{A

the Soul/the Spirit

bXw{A T¥Z{A

the Holy Soul/the Holy Spirit/the

XI`{A

the foam

ZÆ IÅ `Å {A

the Books

Z¥I`{A

the Book (Prophet David's
scripture)

Sactimonious Soul/the
Sanctimonious Spirit

n¥Z{A

the fear/the fright/the scare

~¥Z{A

the Romans (refer to history of
Western and Eastern Roman
Empires)

ªOBO`{A

the clear and transparent piece of
glass/the clear and transparent
glass container

uZU`{A

the ornament/the decoration

nAZÅ`{A

the sowers/the seeders/the
planters/the cultivators/the growers

nZ`{A

the plant/the plants/the crop/the
crops

á¥kZA`{A - á¥kZ`{A the sowers/the seeders/the
planters/the cultivators/the growers

B¦Z{A - B¦»Z{A

the dream

~¥v`{A

S¦Z{A - TB¦Z{A

the winds/the breezes

©¥y`{A - ©By`{A the charity/the purification/the

S¦Z{A

the wind/the breeze

TB¦Z{A - S¦Z{A

the winds/the breezes

áBR¦Z{A

the fragrant plants/the basil

XA`{A

the provision

correction/the monies or properties
paid in God's path (an Islamic
order on all Moslems)

©By`{A - ©¥y`{A the charity/the purification/the
correction/the monies or properties
paid in God's path (an Islamic
order on all Moslems)

á¥kZ`{A - á¥kZA`{A the sowers/the seeders/the
planters/the cultivators/the growers

§A`{A

ª¦A`{A

£}`{C - ¤B}`{C we obligated him/we

the adulterer/the fornicator/the doer
of sexual intercourse between
unmarried people or not married to
eachother (s/m)

adhered him/we affixed him/we
necessitated him/we compelled
him

¤B}`{C - £}`{C we obligated him/we

the adultress/the fornicatress (s/f)

adhered him/we affixed him/we
necessitated him/we compelled
him

á¦X¡`{A - á¦X¡A`{A the indifferent/the
uninterested/the abstaining from
worldly pleasures (p)

ª¦BI`{A

the strong ones/Elzabaneya (name)
angels/the patrol force

the deadly food

~¢}`{C

he obligated them/he adhered
them/he affixed them/he
necessitated them/he compelled
them

+
§`{A

the adultry/the fornication/the

ZRBa{A

the magician/the sorceror

sexual intercourse between people
unmarried or not married to
eachother

á¥ZRBa{A

the magicians/the sorcerors

á¦ZUa{A - á¦ZUBa{A the humilliators/the
mockers/the pokers of fun/the
rediculers/the underminers

á¦X¡A`{A - á¦X¡`{A the indifferent/the
uninterested/the abstaining from
worldly pleasures (p)

xZBa{A

the male thief/the male robber

Q¥`{A

the spouse/the pair/the couple

ªvZBa{A

the female thief/the female robber

á¦O¥`{A

the pairs/the couples/the two

ªkBa{A

the hour/the present time/the time
piece/the Resurrection/the time of
Resurrection

opposites i.e.) male and female

Z¥`{A

the lie/the falsehood/the false
testimony/the sharing with God/the
gathering or assembly for singing

á¥K¦`{A

the olives

ª¦`{A

the decoration/the beauty/the
ornament

á¥R®Ba{A - á¥R®a{A the travellors/the tourists for
knowledge/the secluded in
mosques fasting and worshipping

á¥R®a{A - á¥R®Ba{A the travellors/the tourists for
knowledge/the secluded in
mosques fasting and worshipping

|®Ba{A

á¦{®Ba{A

xBa{A

the shin/the leg/the hardship/the
severity

¨Z}a{A - ¨Z}Ba{A Elsamerey/Samerey (name of a
man from the Samera or Somra
tribes of the Israelites)

LIa{A

the Saturday/the Sabbath/the
seventh day of the week

LBRIBa{A - LRIa{A the ships/the stars/the
swimmers/the fast (p/f)

á¥wIBa{A - á¥wIa{A the racing/the surpassing/the
preceding

the asker/the questioner/the

mÆIa{A

the beast or bird of prey

beggar/the asking/the
questioning/the begging

mÄIa
Ä {A

the seven

|Ia{A

the ways/the roads/the paths/the

the askers/the questioners/the
beggars/the asking/the
questioning/the begging (p)

LRIa{A - LBRIBa{A the ships/the stars/the

means/the methods

|¦Ia{A

the way/the road/the path/the sake

½¦Ia{A

the way/the road/the path/the
means/the method/the two
ways/the two roads/the two
paths/the two means/the two
methods

swimmers/the fast (p/f)

á¥wIa{A - á¥wIBa{A the racing/the surpassing/the
preceding

LXOa{A - LAXOBa{A the prostarating (p/f)

La{C

am I not

á¥XOa{A - á¥XOBa{A the prostrating (p)

©XOa{A

the prostration

+
á¥XOBa{A - á¥XOa{A the prostrating (p)
á¦XOBa{A - á¦XOa{A the prostrating (p)

Z¦la{A

the blazing/the inflamed/(the
inferno)

the record/the register/the rule/the

B¢ta{A

the ignorant/the foolish/the stupid

contract book

ª¦ta{A

the ship/the boat

áOa{A

the prison/the jail

ª¦Bwa{A

the drinking place/the cup/the

X¥Oa{A

the prostrating (p)/the prostrations

JBRa{A

the clouds

uwa{A

the roof/the ceiling

LRa{A

the forbidden/the possessions

ª¦ya{A

the tranquility/the calm/the

|Oa{A

drink giving/(the water carrying)

satisfaction

through cheatery/the scandal/the
wickedness

|a{a{A - |a½a{A the chains

ZRa{A

the magic/the sorcery

~{a{A - ~½a{A

©ZRa{A

the magicians/the sorcerors

security/the peace/the
submission/the surrender (God's
name)

á¦ZUBa{A - á¦ZUa{A the humilliators/the
mockers/the pokers of fun/the
rediculers/the underminers

the greeting/the safety/the

|a½a{A - |a{a{A the chains

©ZXa{A

Elsedrata/the lote-tree

§t{a{A

the lowest/the bottom most (f)

bXa{A

the sixth

~Ä {Òa
Ì {A

the peace/the security/the

á¦Xa{A

the two barriers/the obsticles

safety/the submission/the surrender
between two --/the two
mountains/two barriers between
two -- with a controlled opening

Za{A

the secret

AZa{A

the prosperity/the happy and easy

~Ô{a
Ð {A

the peace/the security/the safety

~Ô{a
Ì {A

the submission/the surrender/the
Islam

~½a{A - ~{a{A

security/the peace/the
submission/the surrender (God's
name)

life

Z®AZa{A

the secrets/the personal secrets/the
intentions

XZa{A

the weaving/the piercing/the
puncturing/the beading the
leather/the following in discipline

ªla{A

the wealth/the abundance

§la{A

the struggle/the endevour/the
hastiness/the quick movement/the
quick walking

the greeting/the safety/the

¨¥{a{A

the quail/the amusement

B}a{A

the sky/the space (over and around
the earth)

LA¥}a{A - L¥}a{A - LA¥B}a{A the skies/the space (p)
(over and around earth)

LA¥B}a{A - L¥}a{A - LA¥}a{A the skies/the space (p)
(over and around the earth)

LA¥B}a{A - LA¥}a{A - L¥}a{A the skies/the space (p)

+
(over and around the earth)

ZOc{A

the trees

©ZOc{A

the tree

Sc{A

the miser/the careful/the stingy

the hearing/the listening/the sense

X¦Xc{A

the strong (severe)

of hearing

Zc{A

the bad/the evil/the harm

~¥}a{A

the severe hot/the burning wind

JAZc{A

the drink

m¦}a{A

the hearing/the listening

TZc{A

the delight/the expansion/the

áa{A

the tooth

~yKa{C

your (p) tongues/your

¨Z}Ba{A - ¨Z}a{A Elsamerey/Samerey (name of a
man of the Samera or Somra tribes
of the Israelites)

m}a{A

pleasure/the explanation

zZc{A

God)

languages/your speeches

~¢Ka{C
á¦a{A

the sharing/the parnership (with

their tongues/their languages/their

ZÆlc
Ê {A

the poetry

speeches

AZlc{A

the poets

the years

¨Zlc{A

the star (the Dog Star)

¨C¥a{A - ¥a{A the bad/the evil/the harm/the fire

ªltc{A - ªkBtc{A the mediation

¥a{A - ¨C¥a{A the bad/the evil/the harm/the fire

mtc{A

¨¥a{A

ªkBtc{A - ªltc{A the mediation

the straight/the just

the double/the even number

LF¦a{A - LB®¦a{A the sins/the crimes

á¦lsBc{A - á¦ltc{A the mediators

LB®¦a{A - LF¦a{A the sins/the crimes

xc{A

the tiredness/the burden

©ZB¦a{A

ªwc{A

the hard to reach distance

Z¥yc{A

the thankful/the grateful (e)

ride/the manipulation

|®B}c{A

the lefts

|¦a{A

the flowage/the flood/the torrent

|B}c{A

the left

ª®¦a{A

the sin/the crime

b}c{A

the sun/the centre of our solar

§¦a{A

the bad/the evil/the harm

the caravan/the people often
walking/the moving/the riding

Z¦a{A

the walking/the movement/the

á¦ltc{A - á¦lsBc{A the mediators
á¦ZyBc{A

the thankful/the grateful (p)

á¦X¢c{A - á¦X¡Bc{A the witnessing/the
testifying/the present

BKc{A

the winter/the drought/the hunger

system

©X¢c{A - ©XB¢c{A the testimony/the certification/the
presence

AX¢c{A

the witnessing/the testifying/the
present/the witnesses/the
testifiers/the present/those killed in
God's sake (martyrs)

+
deeds, sex, speaking badly, etc.
from dawn to sunset (p/f)

á¦X¡Bc{A - á¦X¢c{A the witnessing/the
testifying/the present

Z¢c{A

the (lunar) month

á¦}®e{A - á¦}®Be{A the fasters/the refrainers from
eating, drinking, smoking, bad
deeds, sex, speaking badly, etc.
from dawn to sunset

LA¥¢c{A - L¥¢c{A the lusts/the desires/the cravings
Z¥¢c{A

the months/(the lunar months)

¨Z¥c{A

the consultation/the advise

ªy¥c{A

the thorn/the power and might/the

á¦®Ie{A - á¦®IBe{A the Sabians/the converts/the
ones who changed their religion
(could be worshippers of the sun
and stars)

weapon's sharpness

§c{A

the thing

á¦i¦c{A - á¦iB¦c{A the devils/the evil creatures
order by bad and against good/evil
humans and Jinns ordering by evil
and against good/the snakes

LZIe{A - LAZIBe{A the patient (p/f)
á¥ZIe{A - á¥ZIBe{A the patient (p)
á¦ZIe{A - á¦ZIBe{A the patient (p)
á¦®IBe{A - á¦®Ie{A the Sabians/the converts/the

ái¦c{A - áBi¦c{A the devil/the evil creature orders
by bad and against good/evil
human and Jinn ordering by evil
and against good/the snake

áBi¦c{A - ái¦c{A the devil/the evil creature orders

ones who changed their religion
(could be worshippers of the sun
and stars)

LAZIBe{A - LZIe{A the patient (p/f)
á¥®Ie{A - á»IBe{A the Sabians/the converts/the ones

by bad and against good/evil
human and Jinn ordering by evil
and against good/the snake

á¦iB¦c{A - á¦i¦c{A the devils/the evil creatures
order by bad and against good/evil
humans and Jinns ordering by evil
and against good/the snakes

LB}®Be{A - L}®e{A the fasters/the refraining from
eating, drinking, smoking, bad
deeds, sex, speaking badly, etc.
from dawn to sunset (p/f)

á¦}®Be{A - á¦}®e{A the fasters/the refrainers from
eating, drinking, smoking, bad
deeds, sex, speaking badly, etc.
from dawn to sunset

L}®e{A - LB}®Be{A the fasters/the refrainers from
eating, drinking, smoking, bad

who changed their religion (could
be worshippers of the sun and
stars)

JRBe{A

the companion/the friend

ªUBe{A

the deafening noise/the deafening
scream/the Resurrection Day/the
Resurrection Day's defeaning noise

LvXe{A - LBvÄXBe{A the truthful (p/f)
LvXe{A - LBvÊXBe{A the charities
á¥vXe{A - á¥vXBe{A the truthful (p)
á¦vXe{A - á¦vXBe{A the truthful (p)
ªwle{A - ªwkBe{A the fire falling from the sky
accompanied by thunderous
noise/the death/the destructive
torture/the cry of torture

+
á¦Zpe{A - á¦ZoBe{A the submissive/the
subservient/the menial/the
yielding/the low/the lowly/the
humilliated (p)

Lte{A - LBsBe{A the expanded and motionless
wings in a row

Lte{A - LBsBe{A the horses standing on three legs
and the edge of the fourth hoof
touching the ground/the arranged
to stamp feet (f)

á¥sBe{A

the liners/the arrangers

S{Be{A

the correct deed/the righteous
deed/the correct person/the
righteous person

LR{e{A - LBR{Be{A the correct deeds/the righteous
deeds/the correct females/the
righteous females

á¥R{e{A - á¥R{Be{A the correct people/the
righteous people

á¦R{e{A - á¦R{Be{A the correct people/the

á¦sXe{A

two mountain sides/the two
mountain directions

xXe{A

the truthful (p/f)

LBvÄXBe{A - LvXe{A

the charities

á¥vXBe{A - á¥vXe{A the truthful (p)
á¦vXBe{A - á¦vXe{A the truthful (p)
Z¥Xe{A

the chests (innermosts)

x¦Xe{A

the always very truthful

á¥w¦Xe{A

the always very truthful (p)

á¦w¦Xe{A

the always very truthful (p)

iZe{A - iAZe{A the road/the way
TZe{A

iAZe{A - iZe{A the road/the way
ªwkBe{A - ªwle{A the fire falling from the sky
accompnied by thundrous noise/the
death/the destructive torture/the cry
of torture

á¦ZoBe{A - á¦Zpe{A the submissive/the
subservient/the menial/the
yielding/the low/the lowly/the
humilliated (p)

the morning/the daybreak

á¥ZIBe{A - á¥ZIe{A the patient (p)

Bte{A

á¦ZIBe{A - á¦ZIe{A the patient (p)
uRe{A

the written leaves/the sheets/the
pages/(the books/the scriptures)

ZUe{A

the rock/the rocky mountain

©ZUe{A

the rock

nXe{A

the split/the separation/the
crack/the geological rift-fault line

the palace/the tall palace/the
towering building/the tower

á»IBe{A - á¥®Ie{A the sabians/the converts/the ones

SIe{A

the truth

LBvÊXBe{A - LvXe{A

righteous (p)
who changed their religion (could
be worshippers of the sun and
stars)

the two sides/the two directions/the

the Saffa/the rock (derived from
Syriac language, could be a
mountain or rock in Baca??)

LBsBe{A - Lte{A the expanded and motionless
wings in a row

Ste{A

the forgiveness/the pardon

LBsBe{A - Lte{A the horses standing on three legs
and the edge of the fourth hoove
touching the ground/the arranged

+
to stamp feet (p/f)

©¥{e{A - ©½e{A the prayers
J{e{A

S{e{A

torture/the cry of torture

~B¦e{A

eating, drinking, smoking, bad
deeds, sex, speaking badly, etc.
from dawn to sunset

the spine/the back bone/the
geneological substance remains
constant under ordinary
circumstances

ªR¦e{A

the loud strong cry/the torture raid

the correction/the repairment/the

X¦e{A

the hunt/the fishing/the trapping

reconcilliation

u¦e{A

the summer

á¥{Bg{A

the misguided (p)

á¦{Bg{A

the misuided (p)

áDg{A

the sheep

§Rg{A

the sunrise/the daybreak/the

S{Be{A - S{e{A the correct deed/the righteous
deed/the correct person/the
righteous person

LBR{Be{A - LR{e{A the correct deeds/the righteous
deeds/the correct females/the
righteous females

forenoon/the day light/the sun/the
evidence

á¥R{Be{A - á¥R{e{A the correct people/the
righteous people

á¦R{Be{A - á¦R{e{A the correct people/the
righteous people

L¥{e{A - LA¥{e{A the prayers
LA¥{e{A - L¥{e{A the prayers
©½e{A - ©¥{e{A the prayers
~e{A

the deaf (not hearing)

X}e{A

the lord/the master/the needed for
everything/the eternal/the
everlasting/the intended/the
steadfast/the depended on

xk¥e{A - xkA¥e{A the fires falling from the sky
accompanied by thundrous
noise/the death/the destructive
torture/the cry of torture

Z¥e{A

the fasting/the refraining from

the horn/the bugle/the instrument

xkA¥e{A - xk¥e{A the fires falling from the sky
accompanied by thundrous
noise/the death/the destructive

Zg{A

the harm

AZg{A

the calamity/the disastrous distress

ZZg{A

the difficult circumstances

ulg{A

the double

A»tlg{A - Btlg{A the weak (p)
Btlg{A - A»tlg{A the weak (p)
nXBtg{A

the frogs

|{g{A - |½g{A the misguidance
ª{{g{A - ª{½g{A the misguidance
|½g{A - |{g{A the misguidance
ª{½g{A - ª{{g{A the misguidance
á¦Kt®Bi{A

the two groups

xZBi{A

the Night Comer/the star/(the
Morning Star)

L¥pi{A - L¥oBi{A the aggressor/the habitually
tyrant/the head of corruption and
misguidance/the devil/the

+
enjoyable/the goodnesses/the
allowed (p/f)/the permitted (p/f)

everything worshipped other than
God/the idols/the statue

ª}Bi{A

the calamity/the greatest

á¥I¦i{A

the good/the beautiful/the pure/the
enjoyable/the allowed/the
permitted (p)

disaster/the Resurrection Day

J{Bi{A
uZi{A

the seeker/the wanter/(the
requester)

Z¦i{A

the birds/the bird

the eye/the eye lid/the

á¦i{A

the mud/the clay/the sand and dust

honourable/the edge of
anything/the end of anything

ªw¦Zi{A

~Bli{A

~{Bj{A

the unjust/the oppressor/the

the way/the path/the method/the

oppressive

religious approach/the habit/the
creed

á¥}{j{A - á¥}{Bj{A the unjust/the

the food

á¦}{j{A - á¦}{Bj{A the unjust/the

L¥oBi{A - L¥pi{A the aggressor/the habitually
tyrant/the head of corruption and
misguidance/the devil/the
everything worshipped other than
God/the idols/the statue

|ti{A

mixed with water

the child/the children

x{i{A - x½i{A the divorce
x½i{A - x{i{A the divorce

oppressors/the opprressive (p)
oppressors/the oppressive (p)

á¦Bj{A

the thinkers/the assumers/the
supposers/the doubters/the
suspicious

Z¢j{A - Z¡Bj{A the apprent/the visible (God's
name)

|j{A

the shade/the water shaded by
trees/the prosperity/the wealth

Z¥i{A

the mountain

L}{j{A - LB}{j{A the darknesses

áBs¥i{A

the deadly flood/the great flood/the

LB}{j{A - L}{j{A the darknesses

iminent sweeping death/the excess
of a thing

ª{j{A

|¥i{A

the wealth/the arrogance/the
ease/the might/the power/the
capability/the grave/the generosity

J¦i{A

áF}j{A - áB®}j{A the thirsty
áB®}j{A - áF}j{A the thirsty
á¥}{Bj{A - á¥}{j{A the unjust/the oppressors/

the good/the beautiful/the pure/the
enjoyable/the alowed/the permitted

the oppressive (p)

á¦}{Bj{A - á¦}{j{A the unjust/the oppressors/

LI¦i{A - LBI¦i{A the good/the beautiful/the pure/the
enjoyable/the goodnesses/the
allowed (p/f)/the permitted (p/f)

LBI¦i{A - LI¦i{A the good/the beautiful/the pure/the

the shade

the oppressive (p)

áj{A

the thought/the assumption/the
supposition/the doubt/the suspicion

B¥j{A

the thoughts/the assuptions/the

+
suppositions/the doubts/the
suspicions

Z¡Bj{A - Z¢j{A the apparent/the visible (God's
name)

©Z¦¢j{A

are owned by God)

á¥XIBl{A - á¥XIl{A the worshippers/worshipping
(p)

X¦Il{A

the noon/the midday

á¥XIl{A - á¥XIBl{A the worshippers/the

the worshippers/God's slaves/the
servants/God's servants

x¦Kl{A

the honoured/the best/the ancient

worshipping (p)

the (m) calf

á¦XIBl{A

|Ol{A

the worshippers/the worshipping

ª{OBl{A

©¥Xl{A - ©¥AXl{A the animosity

the worldly life/the present

á¥XBl{A

á¥Xl{A - áA¥Xl{A the transgression/the

the transgressing/the violating/the
breaking/the transgressors/the
violators/the breakers (p)

L¦Xl{A - LB¦XBl{A the attacking forces/the horses

injustice/the aggression

©Xl{A

the menstrual cycle/the term/the
number/the count

¥Xl{A

the enemy

á¦XBl{A

the counting (p)

á¦sBl{A

©¥AXl{A - ©¥Xl{A the animosity

the forgiving/the pardoning (p)

áA¥Xl{A - á¥Xl{A the transgression/the

ªIwl{A - ªIvBl{A the end/(the result)
uyl{A - uyBl{A the devoted/the dedicated/the
occupied with

á¦tyl{A - á¦tyBl{A the devoting/the dedicating/the
occupying with (p)

á¥}{Bl{A

injustice/the aggression

LB¦XBl{A - L¦Xl{A the attacking forces/the horses
JAYl{A

the torture

dZl{A

the throne/the royal bed/the palace
(God's throne is unimaginable to
us)

the knowers/the knowing

á¦}{l{A - á¦}{Bl{A the creations all together/

~Zl{A

(universes)

á¦{Bl{A

intolerable (could be the name of a
valley)

the high and mighty

á¥{}l{A - á¥{}Bl{A the making/the doing/the
working/the makers/the doers/the
workers

©`l{A

XBIl{A

the worshippers/God's slaves/the
servants/God's servants

XIl{A

the slave/the servant (every
creature including humnas as all

the glory/the might/the power/the
dignity/the honour

~`l{A

the decisiveness/the
determination/the seriousness/the
patience

á¦{}l{A - á¦{}Bl{A the makers/the doers/the
workers

the dam/the strong rain/the

¨`l{A ¥ L½{A¥ - ¨`l{A Elozza - the name of an
idol statue

`¦`l{A

the glorious/the mighty/the
powerful/the dignified/the

+
honoured (God's name)

`¦`l{A

Elaziz/the (title of) the Egyptian
ruler (term is used in verses 12:30,
12:51, 12:78, 12:88)

Zal{A

uyBl{A - uyl{A the devoted/the dedicated/the
occupied with

á¦tyBl{A - á¦tyl{A the devoting/the dedicating/the

the difficulty/the hardship/the
poverty/the strained circustances

©Zal{A

and of no good in it

occupying with (p)

ªw{l{A

the difficulty/the hardship/the

blood sucking worm)/the mud/the
anything that catches and sticks/the
sperm/the semen

poverty/the strained
circumstances/the distress

Bcl{A

the evening/the first darkness

ZBcl{A

the female camels and other
livestock over ten months pregnant

§cl{A
Z¦cl{A

uel{A

A»}{l{A - B}{l{A the learned ones/the
knowledgeable (p)

B}{l{A- A»}{l{A the learned ones/the
knowledgeable (p)

á¦}{Bl{A - á¦}{l{A the creations all together/
(universes)

Elasr/the time/the era/the
period/the end of day to dusk/the
day/the night/the early/the morning
and evening/the gift/the tribe
the husk/the chaff/the external
cover of seeds

the knowledge/the knowledge of
anything through facts

the associate/the friend/the
companion

Zel{A

~Ô{lÊ {A

the evening/the first darkness/the
dinner time

the blood clot/the leech (little black

~¦{l{A

the knowledgeable

§
Æ {ÊlÄ {A

the high/the elevated/the high and
mighty/the dignified (God's name)

B¦{l{A

the high/the elevated

XB}l{A

the pillars/the posts/the

áB¦el{A

the disobedience

~jl{A - ~Bjl{A

the bones

the lifetime

~Bjl{A - ~jl{A

Z}l{A

the bones

the visiting of God's House in other

~¦jl{A

©Z}l{A

the great (God's name)

¥tl{A

the grace/the goodness/the best/the

supports/the columns

excess over expense

JBwl{A

the punishment

Xwl{A

the knots

ªÄIwÒ lÄ {A

the high mountain path/the road

ªIvBl{A - ªIwl{A the end/(the result)
~¦wl{A

the infertile/the sterile/the strong

than the four sacred months

|}l{A

the making/the doing/the work/the
deed

á¥{}Bl{A - á¥{}l{A the making/the doing/the
working/the makers/the doers/the
workers (p)

á¦{}Bl{A - á¦{}l{A the makers/the doers/the
workers

+
§
Ä }Ä lÄ {A

the blindness/the confusion/the

L{tp{A - L½sBp{A the ignoring/the neglecting/the

puzzlement/the misguidance

§
Ø }Æ lÅ {A
Ll{A

disregarding (p/f)

the blind/the confused/the

á¥{tp{A - á¥{sBp{A the ignoring/the neglecting/the

puzzled/the misguided (p)

disregarding (p)

the exertion/the burden/the

á¦{tp{A - á¦{sBp{A the ignoring/the neglecting/the

hardship/the harm/the suffering/the
corruption

disregarding

á¥I{p{A - á¥I{Bp{A the defeators/the conquerers

L¥Iyl{A

the spider

~Å¢Ô lÄ {Ô AÊ

á¦I{p{A - á¦I{Bp{A the defeators/the conquerers

curse them/humilliate

á¥p{A - á¥¥Bp{A the misguiding/the failing/the

them/expell them

X¢l{A

enticing/the luring/the seducing/the
misguiders/the failures/the
enticers/the lurers/the seducers (p)

the promise/the contract/the
treaty/the era/the time/the will/the
testament/the meeting/the
appointment

á¦l{A

the eye

Z¦l{A

the caravan/the caravan of donkies

á¦¥Bp{A

the misguided/the failed/the
enticed/the lured/the seduced/the
misguiding/the failing/the
enticing/the luring/the seducing (p)

(caravan carrying food supplies)

LAZIBp{A - á¦ZIp{A the remaining behind (p)

á¥¦l{A

the water springs/the water wells

JAZp{A

the crow (black bird)

á¦I®Bp{A

the absent (p)

§IZp{A

the western

i®Bp{A

the safe and hidden depression in

LsZp{A - LBsZp{A the chambers/the elevated/(the

the ground used for human
discharge (toilet)

á¦ZIp{A - á¦ZIBp{A the remaining behind (p)
ZBp{A

the cave/the depression in the

stages/the places)

ªsZp{A

stage/the place)

LBsZp{A - LsZp{A the chambers/the elevated/(the

ground

á¦}Zp{A - á¦}ZBp{A the obligated/the indebted
(those pressured by creditors in
time and space)

stages/the places)

xZp{A

á¦Ztp{A - á¦ZsBp{A the forgiving (p)

the drowning/the sinking

á¦}ZBp{A - á¦}Zp{A the obligated indebtors (those
pressured by creditors in time and
space)

ª¦cp{A - ª¦cBp{A the cover/the pericardium
(membraneous sac enclosing the
heart muscle)/the resurrection/the
disaster

the chamber/the elevated/(the

J¥Zp{A

the sunsets/the wests/the sunset

Z¥Zp{A

the deceit/the temptation

ª¦cBp{A - ª¦cp{A the cover/the pericardium
(membraneous sac enclosing the

+
heart muscle)/the resurrection/the
disaster

invisible/the supernatural/(the
future)

Jgp{A

the anger

N¦p{A

the rain

Ztp{A - ZBtp{A

the forgiving often/the forgiver

j¦p{A

the anger/the rage

(God's name)

J¥¦p{A

the unseens/the absents/the

ZBtp{A - Ztp{A

the forgiving often/the forgiver

hiddens/the covers/the
invisibles/the supernaturals/(the
unknowns)

(God's name)

á¦ZsBp{A - á¦Ztp{A the forgiving (p)
L½sBp{A - L{tp{A the ignoring/the neglecting/the
disregarding (p/f)

áBK®t{A

the two groups

u
Ä {ÚC

he united/he joined/he made
friendship/he put love/he made
familiarity/united/joined/made
friendship/put love/made
familiarity

á¥{sBp{A - á¥{tp{A the ignoring/the neglecting/the
disregarding

á¦{sBp{A - á¦{tp{A the ignoring/the negelcting/the
disregarding (p)

a thousand

Z¥tp{A

Bt{C

the forgiving/the forgiver

the winners/the successful/the

~{p{A - ~½p{A

á¥`®Bt{A

the slave/the servant/the boy

á¥I{Bp{A - á¥I{p{A the defeators/the conquerors/

triumphant/the saved (p)

á¦RKt{A - á¦RKBt{A the openers/the victoriors/the

á¦I{Bp{A - á¦I{p{A the defeators/the conquerors
~½p{A - ~{p{A

the slave/the servant/the boy

~p{A

the grief/the sadness/the depression

~}p{A - ~B}p{A

the clouds

~B}p{A - ~}p{A

the clouds

~p{A

the sheep and goats

§
Æ Ê pÒ {A

the rich (God's name)

A¥pÔ{A

cancel/abolish/nullify (p)

á¥¥Bp{A - á¥p{A the misguiding/the failing/the
enticing/the luring/the seducing/the
misguiders/the failures/the
enticers/the lurers/the seducers (p)

§p{A

the misguidance/the failure

J¦p{A

the unseen/the absent/the
hidden/the covered/the

teachers and informers/the
defeators/the disclosers/the judges

ªcRt{A - ªcRBt{A the enormous deed/the atrocious
deed/the ugly deed/the ugly
saying/the adultry/the fornication/
the homosexuality/the incest

á¥wat{A - á¥waBt{A the debauchers/the
dissoluters/the disobeyers of God's
orders i.e.) corrupting, seducing,
leading away from virtue (p)

á¦wat{A - á¦waBt{A the debauchers/the
dissoluters/the disobeyers of God's
orders i.e.) corruptors, seducers,
leading away from virtue (p)

á¦{et{A - á¦{eBt{A the judges/the deciders/the
separators/the partitioners

BÕsBt{A

turned around/coiled/wrapped/

+
interwoven/encircled

Lt{C

TBÚKt{A

you (s/m) united/you joined/you

b¥XZt{A

the opener/the victorior/the teacher

áBvZt{A

the opening/the victory/the
teaching and information/the
defeat/ the disclosure/the
judgement

á¦RKBt{A - á¦RKt{A the openers/the victoriors/the
teachers and informers/the
defeators/the disclosers/the judges

ªKt{A

the treason/the charm/the
misguidance/the seduction/the
scandal/the infatuation/the
allurement/the misleading/the
torture

ZBÌOtÓ {A

the debauchers/the corruptors

ZÆOtÒ {A

the dawn/the appreance of daylight
the debauchers/the corruptors

BcRt{A

the enormous/the atrocious/the

ªg¦Zt{A

the escape/the flight/the running
away

xAZt{A

the separation

the duty/the divine precept/the
order/the command/the
specification/the imposition/the
stipulation

á¦w¦Zt{A

the two groups/the two parties/the
two flocks

n`t{A

the fright/the terror/the panic

XBat{A

the corruption/the disorder/the
disrepair/the decompostion/the
invalidation/the deprivation/the
rotting/the voidance/the break
down/the drought

á¥waBt{A - á¥wat{A the debauchers/the
dissoluters/the disobeyers of God's
orders i.e) corruptors, seducers,
leaders away from virtue

á¦waBt{A - á¦wat{A the debauchers/the
dissoluters/the disobeyers of God's
orders i.e.) corruptors, seducers,
leaders away from virute

x¥at{A

deed/the ugly deed/the ugly saying/
the adultry/the fornication/the
homosexuality/the incest

ZAZt{A

the separator of right and
wrong/the Koran/the Torah/the
proof/the evidence

ugly deeds/the ugly saying/the
adultry/the fornication/the
homosexuality/the incest (p)

ªcRBt{A - ªcRt{A the enormous deed/the atrocious

Elfirdowse is the name of one of
the paradises/the garden/the
paradise

from the night's darkness

©ÄZOÄ tÒ {A

the happy/the rejoiced/the
delighted (p)

put friendship/you made love/you
made familiarity/you made
association
and informer/the defeator/the
discloser/the judge (God's name)

SKt{A

á¦RZt{A

the debauchery/the dissolution/the
disobedience of God's orders i.e.)
corruption, seduction, leading
away from virtue

|et{A

the judgment/the decision/the
separation/the partition

á¦{eBt{A - á¦{et{A the judges/the deciders/the
separators/the partitioners

+
ªgt{A

the silver

§w{C - x{C

throw/throw away

|gt{A

the grace/the favour/the blessing

á¦{®Bw{A

the saying/the sayers/the speekers

Zwt{A

the poverty/the neediness/the

á¥}®Bw{A

the standing/the keeping up/the

deprivation/the hardship/the grief

AZwt{A

the poor/the needy/the deprived/the

starting/the calling to prayer (p)

á¦}®Bw{A

stricken by hardship/the grieving

Z¦wt{A

the poor/the needy/the deprived/the

starting/the calling to prayer (p)

ZXBw{A

stricken by hardship/the grieving

x{t{A

the daybreak/the creation/the
truth's appeance/the hell/the crack
in mountain/the split/the crack

z{t{A

their friendship/their love/their
familiarity/their association

A¥t{C

found (p)/they found

dR¥t{A - dRA¥t{A the enormous deeds/the
atrocious deeds/the ugly deeds/the
ugly sayings/the adultry/the
fornication/the homosexuality/the
incest

dRA¥t{A - dR¥t{A the enormous deeds/the
atrocious deeds/the ugly deeds/the
ugly sayings/the adultry/the
fornication/the homosexuality/the
incest (p)

`¥t{A

á¥ZXw{A - á¥ZXBw{A the capable/the able/the
overpowering/the powerful (p)

ªkZBw{A

XA»t{A

the heart/could be the mind

B¦t{C

they (b) found

B¦t{C

we found

|¦t{A

the elephant

áÆ¦tÒ {C

two thousand

the resurrection/the disaster/the
calamity

á¥iaBw{A

the deviators/the hardened/the
rough/the miser

ª¦aBw{A

the cruel/the hard/the merciless

ª¦gBw{A

the end/the death

á¥Xlw{A - á¥XkBw{A the sitting/the remaining (p)
á¦Xlw{A - á¦XkBw{A the sitting/the remaining (p)
á¦{Bw{A

the hating/the hitting on the head

LKw{A - LBKBw{A the obeying humbly/the holding
the prayer/the prolonging the
prayer/the worshipping humbly
(p/f)

á¦Kw{A - á¦KBw{A the obeying humbly/the
holding the prayer/the prolonging
the prayer/the worshipping humbly

the winning/the success/the
triumph/the salvation

the capable/the able/the
overpowering/the powerful

the ship/the ships

~¢s½¦G - ~¢t{G their unification/their joining/

the standing/the keeping up/the

á¦iw{A - á¦iBw{A the despaired/the despairing
mBw{A

the humble asker that is content
with little or much/the
servant/the hired hand

¤Bw{C

threw it away/he threw it
away/threw him away/he threw
him away

+
B¢w{C - B¡Bw{C

he threw her away/he threw it

TZw{A

away

Z¡Bw{A

the wound/the ulcer/the wound
caused by a weapon (pain)

the defeator/the conqueror/the

©XZw{A

the apes/the monkeys

mighty/the strong (God's name)

á¦Zw{A

the two horns/the two powers/the

ª{Iw{A

the direction

Z¥Iw{A

the graves/the burial places

Lw{C

it threw/it threw away/she
threw/she threw away

two glories (could be Alexander
the Great)

á¥Zw{A

the generations/the peoples of
eras/the centuries

|Kw{A

the killing/the fighting/the murder

¨Zw{A

the villages/the urban cities

§{Kw{A

the killed/the murdered

ª¦Zw{A

the village/the urban city

bXw{A

the Holy/the Sanctimonious

á¦K¦Zw{A

the two villages/the two urban

b¥Xw{A

the Holy/the Sanctimonious/the

cities
glorified (God's name)

ZXw{A ª{¦{ - ZXw{A the predestined night/the destiny
night/the capability and power
night/the wealth night

á¥ZXBw{A - á¥ZXw{A the capable/the able/the

á¦Zw{A

spouse/the friend

iaw{A

the just/the equitable

ª}aw{A

the apportionment/the division

fBew{A

the revenge/the punishment equal

overpowering/the powerful

Z¦Xw{A

the capable/the able/the
overpowering/the powerful (God's
name)

~¦Xw{A

to crime

few{A
¨¥ew{A

ZAZw{A

recitation silent or

Ziw{A

the molten copper/the brass/the
iron

á¥XkBw{A - á¥Xlw{A the sitting/the remaning (p)

aloud or reading silent or aloud)

á¦XkBw{A - á¦Xlw{A the sitting/the remaining (p)

the settlement/the establishment/

X®½w{A - X®{w{A

the affixation/the decision
of life, law and religion) (root of
the word is CZv

recitation silent or

aloud or reading silent or aloud)
the relations/the near

the necklaces (description of
animal's decoration around its
necks signifying its destiny to be
an offering or sacrifice)

áAZw{A - áEZw{A the Koran (Islamic sacred book

§IZw{A

the farthest (f)/the edge of the
valley

life, law and religion) (root of the
word is CZv

the narraration/the information
(nonfiction)

the old/the old time

áEZw{A - áAZw{A the Koran (Islamic sacred book of

the companion/the mate/the

X®{w{A - X®½w{A

the necklaces (description of
animal's decoration around its
necks signifying its destiny to be

+
an offering or sacrifice)

J{w{A
~{w{A

the heart/the mind/the centre/the

A¥wÔ{CÓ

they were thrown/thrown away

core

A¥wÔ{C

they threw/they threw away

the writing utensil/the pen/the

Xk¥w{A - XkA¥w{A the foundations/the bases/the

small arrow used for gambling
draws

J¥{w{A

©¥w{A

the moon (a secondary body
revolving around a larger planet)

|Ì}wÓ {A

unconcerned about marriage/the
menopausal/the non-child bearing
(p)

the hearts/the minds/the centres/the
cores

Z}w{A

throw/you throw away

mental and natural)

XkA¥w{A - Xk¥w{A the foundations/the bases/the

the lice

Z¦iw{A - Z¦iBw{A the measures used as tons/the
plenty/the measures changing
according to time and place

LBKBw{A - LKw{A the obeying humbly/the holding
the prayer/the prolonging the
prayer/the worshipping humbly
(p/f)

á¦KBw{A - á¦Kw{A the obeying humbly/the
holding the prayer/the prolonging
the prayer/the worshipping humbly

Z¦iBw{A - Z¦iw{A the measures used as tons/the

the power/the strength (physical,

unconcerned about marriage/the
menopausal/the non-child bearing

|¥w{A

the saying/the words/the opnion
and belief/the statement/the
declaration

~¥w{A

the nation

¤¥w{C

throw him/throw him away/throw
it/throw it away

¨Ä¥wÓ {A

the powers/the strengths

¨
Æ ¥Ø wÒ {A

the powerful/the strong (God's
name)

plenty/the measures changing
according to time and place

§
Ä w{C

threw away/threw/he threw

§
Ä wÊ {Ô CÒ

throw away/throw

á¦iBw{A - á¦iw{A the despaired/the despairing

§
Ä wÊ {Ô CÓ

they were thrown/thrown

(p)

away/were thrown/is thrown/was
thrown (p)

B¢Êw{C

throw it away/threw her away

B¡Bw{C - B¢Òw{C

he threw it away/he threw her

§
Ä wÊ {Ô C

he was thrown/you throw away

away

B¦w{A

you (b) throw/throw away

the defeator/the conqueror/the

ª}¦w{A - ª}B¦w{A the Resurrection (from death)

Z¢w{A - ZB¢w{A

mighty/the strong (God's name) (e)

ZB¢w{A - Z¢w{A

the defeator/the conqueror/the
mighty/the strong (God's name) (e)

A¥Ów{Ô CÒ

throw (p)/throw away (p)/you (p)

L¦w{C

I threw/I threw away

~¦w{A

the taking care of/the straight/the
valuable/(the guardian)

ª}¦w{A

the taking care of/the straight/the

+
valuable/(the guardian) (f)

ª}B¦w{A - ª}¦w{A the Resurrection (from death)

JAYy{A

the liar/the denier/the falsifier

JYy{A

the lies/the lie/the defiance/the

B¦w{C

we threw/we threw away

~¥¦w{A

the of no begining and self

JZy{A

the grief, hardship and suffering

sufficient (used only for God)
(God's name)

©Zy{A

the return/the repeat/the second

the liars/the deniers/the falsifiers

~¦Zy{A

á¥IYBy{A

á¦IYy{A - á¦IYBy{A the liars/the deniers/the

falsehood

time/the repitition
the honoured/the generous/the
kind/the forgiving/the hospitable
(God's name)

falsifiers

á¦}jy{A - á¦}jBy{A the holding/the quieting/the

á¦}jBy{A - á¦}jy{A the holding/the quieting/the

suppressing (p)

suppressing (p)

ZsBy{A

the disbeliever/the disbelieving

á¥Zty{A - á¥ZsBy{A the disblelieving/the
disbelievers (p)

á¦Zty{A - á¦ZsBy{A the disbelieving/the disbelivers

ªIly{A

the Kaaba/the cubicle shaped
structure (God's Sacred House)

á¦Ily{A

the two joints/the two ankle bones

Zty{A - ZBty{A

the disbelievers/the disbelieving
(p)

(p)

ZÄIyÊ {A

the old age

Zty{A

the disbelief

ZÄIyÓ {A

the greatest/the biggest/the

ZBty{A - Zty{A

the disbelievers/the disbelieving

magnified

©Zty{A

the disbelievers (p)

the greatest/the biggest/the

|ty{A AY - |ty{A the cloth saddle/the harness

¨ZIy{A

magnified (p/f)

B¦ZIy{A

the arrogancy/the greatness

Z¦Iy{A

the old/the big/the great/the
large/the exalted/the revered (God's
name)

JKy{A - JBKy{A

Z¥tÒy{A

the book/the holy book/the holy
scripture/the decree/the rite/the
destiny/the fate/the term/the
judgment/the record/the register

the (insisting) disbeliever

á¥ZsBy{A - á¥Zty{A the disbelieving/the disbelievers

the book/the holy book/the holy
scripture/the decree/the rite/the
destiny/the fate/the term/the
judgment/the record/the register

JBKy{A - JKy{A

protection/the shedding and growth
of camel hair (could be a prophet's
description)

(p)

á¦ZsBy{A - á¦Zty{A the disbelieving/the disbelievers
(p)

ª{{y{A - ª{½y{A

the man or women without a son or
father/the tiredness/the weakness

J{y{A

the dog

ª{½y{A - ª{{y{A

the man or women without a son or
father/the tiredness/the weakness

+
~{y{A

the words/the expressions

~y{C

are for you (p)

by{A

the orbiting or sweeping
planets/the stars

`¥y{A

the treasures/the buried treasures

u¢y{A

the home carved in the mountain/

enjoying/the joking/the mocking
(p)

ªl{{A

the curse/the torture

á¥k½{A - á¥l{{A the cursors/the humilliators/
the expellors

the cave/the shelter

ZsA¥y{A

the (insisting) disbelievers (f)

ZÒM¥Æ yÒ {A

the abundance of goodness/the
generosity (could be a river in
paradise)

JyA¥y{A

the stars/the planets

|¦y{A

the weighing device/the measuring
device/the measurement/the weight

§®{A - §®½{A

who/those/which/those who (p/f)

L{{A - L½{A

the idol stature/the most famous
goddess in pre-Islamic ignorance
known as Hashtaroot

§K{A - §K½{A

á¦Ik½{ - á¦Il{{A the playing/the amusing/the

¥p{{A

talk/the useless talk

~}{{A

enjoying/the joking/the mocking
(p)

á¥l{{A - á¥k½{A the cursors/the humilliators/
the expellors

áBK{{A

who/those/which (b/f)

áAY{A - áAY{{A

who/those/which/those who (b/m)

á¥Y{{A

who/those/which (p)

á¦ÊY{{A

who/those/which (p)

áÆ¦YÒ {{A

who/those/which (b/m)

u¦i{{A

the most kind/the gracious/the
courteous/the soothing (God's
name)

the mild insanity/the minor sins/the
act of approaching minor sins but
not carrying them out

£{{A

God

ZIyC £{{A - £{{A God is greatest/God is
magnified

J¢{{A

the flame of a smokeless fire/the
smokelike rising dust

~¢{{A

oh you God (a prayer or call to
God)

¥¢{{A

who/those/which/those who (p/f)

á¦Il{{A - á¦Ik½{A the playing/the amusing/the

the nonsence talk/the senseless

the play things/the amusement/the
fun/the games/(attractions)

ª}A¥{{A

the often blaming/the reprimanding
(s/f)

A»{»{{A

the pearls

|¦{A - |¦{{A

the night/the period between sunset
to dawn or sunrise

~ | C - ~{C

A L M/Arabic letters found in
verses: 1:2, 1:3, 1:29, 1:30, 1:31,
and 1:32

~Æ {ÒCÒ

did -- not/was -- not/were --not/did
not

JF}{A - JB®}{A the return
B}{A

the water

JB®}{A - JF}{A the return

+
á¥kB}{A

the rain/the water/the useful

á¦wK}{A

the fearing and obeying (p)

household utensils, tools and
furnishings to be lent out/the
obedience/the kindness and
goodness/the charity

ZIyK}{A

the arrogant/the greatened/the

á¦Zy}{A - á¦ZyB}{A the cheators/the deceivors/the

proud (God's name)

á¦ZIyK}{A

the arrogant (p)

áB¦w{K}{A

the two receivers/the two
meeters/the two finders

schemers

|B}{A

the property/the possession/the

á¥atK}{A - á¥asBK}{A the compeditors/the
rivals

wealth

á¥X¢}{A - á¥X¡B}{A the levellers/the preparers
¨¥D}{A

ªyZBI}{A - ªyZI}{A the blessed

á¦ZYI}{A

the wasters/the squanderers

á¥{iI}{A

the annullers/the cancellors/the
falsifiers

á¦eIZK}{A

á¦{y¥K}{A
á¦K}{A

the solid/the tough/the strong/the
sturdy

§BM}{A

the doubles/the folds/the bends/the
Koranic verses/the strength/the
capacity/the curves of a valley/the
doubles of twos

the clear/the evident/the shown/the

|M}{A

explained

L{M}{A - L½M}{A the punishments and tortures/the

the fallen (to death)/the
destroyed/the perished

the example

punishments and tortures of
previous centuries to be taken as an
avoidable example

the waiting/the remaining/the
stopping

ª¦XZK}{A

the reliant/the dependent/the
trustors in/the surrenderers to

the scattered/the distributed/the
ravished/the violently carried away

á¦I}{A

rivals

the shelter/the refuge

ªyZI}{A - ªyZBI}{A the blessed (s/f)
N¥MI}{A

á¥asBK}{A - á¥atK}{A the compeditors/the

L½M}{A - L{M}{A the punishments and
tortures/punishments and tortures
of previous centruries to be taken
as an avoidable example

LvXeK}{A - LBvXeK}{A the charity givers (p/f)
LBvXeK}{A - LvXeK}{A the charity givers (p/f)
á¦vXeK}{A

the charity givers (p)

§{M}{A

the best example

á¦Z¢iK}{A

the purifying themselves/the

ª{XBO}{A

the argument/the dispute

cleaning themselves/the washing
themselves mentally and physically

§{BlK}{A - |BlK}{A the most high, mighty exalted
and dignified (God's name)

á¥wK}{A

the fearing and obeying (p)

b{O}{A - b{BO}{A the seats/the sitting places
á¥X¢O}{A - á¥X¡BO}{A the struggling/the
defending for the faith (p)

á¦X¢O}{A - á¦X¡BO}{A the struggling/the

+
sacred

defending for the faith (p)

á¥}ZO}{A

the criminals/the sinners/the

~¥ZR}{A

the deprived

committing crimes/the committing
sins (p)

á¦aR}{A

the good doers

~ZO}{A

the criminal sinner

á¦}ZO}{A

the ciminals/the sinners/the

preserved)/the married (p/f)
committing crimes/the committing
sins (p)

b{BO}{A - b{O}{A the seats/the sitting places
á¥X¡BO}{A - á¥X¢O}{A the struggling/the
defending for the faith (p)

á¦X¡BO}{A - á¦X¢O}{A the struggling/the
defending for the faith (p)

b¥O}{A

the answering/the replying/the
answerers/the repliers (p)

X¦O}{A

the most glorious/the
praiseworthy/the exalted/the
eminent/the honoured/the
magnified (God's name)

|BRÊ}{A

ZjKR}{A ~¦c¢y - ZjKR}{A as the dried and broken
plants/the trees (used by) the
livestock pen/the enclosure builder
the center of the assembly/the
center of the house/the prayer
direction/the prayer's niche

~ÌZRÄ }Å {A

preserving)/the married (p/f)

á¦ZgR}{A

the forbidden/the respected/the

the present/the attending/the made
present/the made attending (p)

h¦R}{A

the menstruation/the monthly
discharge from the female's uterus

hBU}{A

the labour and childbirth/the pain
of childbirth/baby's movement
within the womb

á¦KIU}{A

the humble/the tranquil/the
secure/the safe (p)

á¦OÄZUÆ }Å {A

the brought out/the driven out/the
forced out

á¦ZÄaUÆ }Å {A

the reducers/the decreasers/the
causers of loss to others/(the
cheators)

á¦e{U}{A

the faithful/the loyal/the devoted
(p)

the impenetrable/the plotter/the
deceitor/the argumentative/the
punisher and torturer/the powerful
and mighty/the destructive/the
enemy

JAZR}{A

LBeR}{A - LeR}{A the chaste (the protecting/the

the Magians/the sun and fire
worshippers (Persian origin
meaning: person of small ears, also
Greek origin meaning: magician )

á¥I¦O}{A

LeR}{A - LBeR}{A the chaste (the protecting/the

á¥tÚ{UÄ }Å {A

the remaining behind (p)

á®AX}{A

the cities/the towns

ZMX}{A

the wrapped/the covered for
warmth in a robe

á¦gRX}{A

the annulled/the slipped

ª¦X}{A

the city/the town

Z ~ | A - Z}{A

A L M R/Arabic letters found in
13:1

CZ}{A - Z}{A

the human/the man

Z}{A - CZ}{A

the human/the man

+
mgAZ}{A

the breast feeders/the wet nurses

xsAZ}{A

the elbows/the joints between the
upper arms and fore-arms

áBOZ}{A

the coral/the corals

á¥tOZ}{A

the spreaders of agitating rumours
and bad news to provoke people

á¦}¥ÅOZÄ}{A

the stoned (p)

L{aZ}{A - L½aZ}{A the messengers/the sent/the
angels/the horses/the winds/the
verses/the evidences (p/f) (there is
much disagreement on the meaning
of this word)

L½aZ}{A - L{aZ}{A the messengers/the sent/the
angels/the horses/the winds/the
verses/the evidences (p/f) (there is
much disagreement on the meaning
of this word)

XOa}{A - XOBa}{A the mosques/the places of
worshipping God

xBa}{A

the drive/the market/(the
destination)

á¦ya}{A - á¦yBa}{A the poorest of poor/the poor
oppressed (p)

á¦RÐIa
Ä }Å {A

the praising/the glorifying
(p)

á¦ZUDKa}{A

the delayed/the lagging behind (p)

á¦IÒKa
Æ }Å {A

the clear/the evident/the shown/the
explained

á¦tlgKaK}{A

the weakened/the weak ones (p)

áBlKa}{A

the seeked help from/the seeked
support from/the seeked assistance
from

á¦ZtpKa}{A

the ones aking for forgiveness

á¦}XwKa}{A

the advanced/the preceded/the

á¥{aZ}{A

the messengers

á¦{aZ}{A

the messengers

§gZ}{A

the sick/the diseased (p)

§kZ}{A

the pasture

the straight/the direct/the balanced

X¥sZ}{A

~¦wKa}{A

the given/the supported/the

á¦ZIyKa}{A

the arrogant (p)

front (p)

ZwKa}{A

the settlement/the establishment/
the affixation

assisted/the aided/the helped/the
(desired) support/the (desired)
assitance/the (desired) aid/the
(desired) help

n¥sZ}{A

the raised

©¥Z}{A

Elmarwa/the flint stones (could be
a mountain in Baca)

h¦Z}{A

the sick/the diseased

|}`}{A

the hiding/the wrapped in clothes

áÆ`}Å {A

the clouds/the rain clouds

b}{A

the madness

á¦`¢K}{A - á¦®`¢Ka}{A the mocking/the
making fun/the mockers (p)

XOa}{A

the mosque/the place of
worshipping God

~AZR{A XOa}{A

the Mosque the Forbidden/the
Mosque the Respected/the Mosque
the Sacred

§ev¾A XOa}{A the Mosque the Farthest (could be
the Aksa Mosque in Jerusalem)

XOBa}{A - XOa}{A the mosques/the places of
worshipping God

+
Z¥Oa}{A

the filled and overflowed/the

S¦a}{A

scattered and regulated

á¦¥Oa}{A

the imprisoned/the prisoners (p)

á¦ZRa}{A

the bewitched/the enchanted

ZUa}{A

the manipulated/the subjugated/the
enslaved/the utilized/the made to
submit/the made to be enslaved
involuntarily

Xa}{A
á¦sZa}{A

controllers/the dominating/the
controlling (p)

ª}Dc}{A - ª}®c}{A the bad omen/the left side/the
evil omen/the misfortune

xZc}{A - xZBc}{A the sun rises/the easts

the spoilers/the neglectors/the

ª}®c}{A - ª}Dc}{A the bad omen/the left side/the

the poverty/the oppression

oppressed (p)

evil omen/the misfortune

á¥Rc}{A

the full/the loaded

xZc}{A

the sun rise/the east

xZBc}{A - xZc}{A the sun rises/the easts
áÆ¦vØZc
Æ }Ä {A

the submitters/the surrenderers/the
Moslems (p/f)

á¥}{a}{A

á¥Zi¦e}{A - á¥Zi¦a}{A the dominators/the

the iron ring

á¦yBa}{A - á¦ya}{A the poorest of poor/the poor
LB}{a}{A

oiled or greased/the friend/the
silver piece/the one eyed/the
handsome/the faceless/the
wanderer/the sweat

the palm fibre tightly woven rope/

ignorers/the mistakers/the wasters/
the exceeders of the limit/the
extravagators

ªya}{A

LyZc}{A - LByZc}{A the sharers (with God)/the

the submitters/the surrenderers/the

takers of partners (with God)/the
sharing (with God)/the taking
partners (with God) (p/f)

the submitters/the surrenderers/the
Moslems

m}a}{A

á¦ya}{A

LByZc}{A - LyZc}{A the sharers (with God)/takers of
partners (with God)/the sharing
(with God)/the taking partners
(with God) (p/f)

the one who makes others hear/the
one who makes others listen/the
one who makes others obey
the poorest of poor/the poor

á¥yZc}{A

á¦®`¢Ka}{A - á¦`¢Ka}{A the mocking/the
ª}¥a}{A

á¦yZc}{A

the marked/the identified/the

the sharers (with God)/the takers of
partners (with God)/the sharing
(with God)/the taking partners
(with God) (p)

distinguished

§Êa}Å {A

the sharers (with God)/the takers of
partners (with God)/sharing (with
God)/the taking partners (with
God) (p)

oppressed
making fun (p)

the two sun rises/the two
easts

Moslems

á¦}{a}{A

the Messiah Jesus son of Mary/the

the sinner/the criminal

~AZR{A Zlc}{A

the forbidden/the respected/the

+
sacred place of worship

f ~ | A - f}{A A L M S/C/Arabic letters found in

divorcees (p/f)

J¥{i}{A

7:1

TBIe}{A

the light/the lamp

LvXe}{A - LBvÄXe
Ä }{A the charity givers (p/f)
LBvXe}{A - LvÄXe
Ä }{A the charity givers (p/f)
á¦vÄXe
Ä }{A

the confirming (p)

á¦vÊXeÅ}{A

the charity givers (p)

á¦tie}{A

the chosen/the purified (p)

S{e}{A

the correcting/the repairing/the
reconcilliating (p)

á¦R{e}{A

the correcting/the repairing/the

requested)

ª®}i}{A

the praying (p)

Z¥e}{A

the shaper/the former/the image

á¥Z¢i}{A

á¦Z¢i}{A

controllers/the dominating/the
controlling (p)

mOBg}{A

the places of lying down (beds)

Zig}{A

the compelled into/the forced into

á¥tÊlg
Æ }Å {A

the doublers/the multipliers

ªpg}{A

the piece of something chewable of
flesh or other

á¦{g}{A

the misuiding/the misguiders

á¦tti}{A

the ones giving insufficient or
difficient measures/the miserly/the
trifling/the scimpers

Lw{i}{A - LBw{i}{A the divorced/the freed/the
divorcees (p/f)

LBw{i}{A - Lw{i}{A the divorced/the freed/the

the pure/the clean/the washed/the
purifying/the cleaning/the washing
mentally and physically (p)

á¦k¥i}{A

the volunteering/the volunteers

QZBl}{A

the methods of ascent/the stairs/the
elevators/the lifts/the hoists/the
zigzagging/the hobbling/the
bending/the curving

á¦IKl}{A

the permitted to offer
reconcilliation/the permitted to
offer appeasement/(the permitted
to offer to make up) (p)

the end/the destination

á¥Zi¦a}{A - á¥Zi¦e}{A the dominators/the

the pure/the clean/the washed/the
purifying/the cleaning/the washing
mentally and physically (p)

maker (God's name)

Z¦e}{A

the assured/the tranquil/the secured
(s/f)

reconcilliating

á¦{e}{A

the sought after/the wanted/(the

á¥XKl}{A

the transgressors/the violators/the
breakers

á¦XKl}{A

the transgressors/the violators/the
breakers

ZKl}{A

the poor/the needy/the poorest

á¦IYl}{A

the tortured ones/the being tortured
(p)

á¥ZYl}{A

the apologizers/the excuse givers

u¥Zl}{A

the kindness/the known/the good
tradition/the goodness/the
generosity/the charity

`Æ lÊ }Ä {A

the goats

LZel}{A - LAZel}{A the raining clouds
LAZel}{A - LZel}{A the raining clouds

+
~¥{l}{A

the known

Z¥}l}{A

the frequently visited/the

á¦Xat}{A

disrepairing/the decomposing/the
invalidating/the depriving/the
rotting/the voiding/the breaking
down (p)

inhabited/the populated

á¦v¥l}{A

the hinderers, obstructors,
disincentivators and delayers/the
incapacitators/the impeders of
goodness/the cowards

JZp}{A - JZBp}{A the sunsets/the departures/the

á¥R{t}{A

the successful/the winners

á¦R{t}{A

the successful/the winners

ZIBw}{A

the cemetaries/the grave yards/the

declines/the wests

JZp}{A

the sunset/the west/the western

JZBp}{A - JZp}{A the sunsets/the departures/the

burial places

ª}Bw}{A

the residence/the position

á¦R¥Iw}{A

the expelled from God's

declines/the wests

á¦IZp}{A

blessings/the turned ugly/the
turned obscene

the two sunsets/the two
departures/the two declines/the two
wests

á¦vZp}{A

the drowned/the sunken (p)

§cp}{A

the unconscious

J¥gp}{A

the angered on/the object of anger

©Ztp}{A

the forgiveness

á¦ZKt}{A

the fabricators/the cuttors and

the corrupting/the disordering/the

ZKw}{A

the miser/the stingy/the tight/the
restricted/(the poor)

á¦}aKw}{A

the apportioners/the dividers/the
distributors (p)

bXw}{A

the holy/hallowed/the sanctified/
the blessed

ªaXw}{A

the holy/the hallowed/the
sanctified/the blessed (f)

splittors

the neared/the close (p)

á¥Kt}{A

á¥IZw}{A

the insane

the neared/the close (p)

Zt}{A

á¦IZw}{A

the escape/the escape to/(the

á¦iaw}{A

the just/the equitable (p)

©Ziw}{A

the vaulted/the arched/the

shelter)

XaÔt}Å {A

the corrupting/the disordering/the
disrepairing/the decomposing/the
invalidating/the depriving/the
rotting/the voiding/the breaking
down

á¥Xat}{A

domed/(the stacked/the piled/the
secured)

á¥IYy}{A

the lying/the denying/the falsifying
(p)

the corrupting/the disordering/the
disrepairing/the decomposing/the
invalidating/the depriving/the
rotting/the voiding/the breaking
down (p)

the liars/the deniers/the falsifiers/

á¦IYy}{A

the liars/the deniers/the
falsifiers/the lying/the denying/the
falsifying (p)

+
Zy}{A

scheming

á¦}Zy}{A

á¥wt}{A - á¥wsB}{A the hypocrites/
(disbelievers showing belief) (p)

the honoured (p)

á¦ZyB}{A - á¦Zy}{A the cheators/the deceivors
á¥y}{A

the protected/the covered

|B¦y}{A

the measuring device/the weighing

á¥X¦y}{A

showing belief) (p/f)

the cheatery/the deceit/the

á¦wt}{A - á¦wsB}{A the hypocrites/
(disbelievers showing belief) (p)

~B}{A

sleep

device

¨XBÅ}{A - XBÅ}{A the caller

the plotteing/the conspiring/the

XB}{A - ¨XB}{A the caller

deceiving/the cheating/the
fighting/the embattling/the wishing
harm for/the manipulating against

ªy®½}{A - ªy®{}{A the angels - a creation whose sole
function is to serve God

ªy®{}{A - ªy®½}{A the angels - a creation whose sole
function is to serve God

ª{}{A

the religion/the faith

©ZUÀA ª{}{A

the last faith/the other faith/the last

á¦ZeK}{A

the victorious

á¦ZjK}{A

the waiting/the expecting/the
watching (p)

§¢K}{A

the ultimate end/the absolute end

ªwU}{A

the strangled/the choked to death

á¦ZÊYÔ }Å {A

the warners of notice/the
givers of notice

religion/the other religion

ª¥l{}{A

the cursed

á¦w{}{A

the throwing/the throwing away

zÔ{}Å {A

the ownership/the kingdom/the

á¦ZÒYÔ }Å {A

the king/the owner/the possessor

á¥{Ø`Ô }Å {A

the angels

á¦y{}{A

the angels

z¥{}{A

the kings

LB}}{A

the death/the time of death

á¦ZK}}{A

the doubting/the arguing (p)

á}{A

the manna/the sap/the sweet tree
juice

LBwt}{A - LBwsB}{A the hypocrites/(disbelievers

the senders of the
descending/the descenders

á¦{Ø`Ô }Å {A

the senders of decenders/
the sent/the descending

LFc}{A - LB®c}{A the created/the originated/the

(God's name)

zÒ{}Ä {A

the warned/the given
notice (to)

possession and free will

zÊ{}Ä {A

the sleep/the dream/the place of

started/the brought up/the
developed/the raised/the formed

á¥®c}{A

the creators/the originators/the
starters/the up-bringers/the
developers/the raisers/the formers

LB®c}{A - LFc}{A the created/the originated/the
started/the brought up/the
developed/the raised/the formed

á¥Z¥e}{A

the victorious (p)

á¦ZÒjÔ }Å {A

the given time/the

+
delayed/the waited for (p)

LBwsB}{A - LBwt}{A the hypocrites/(disbelievers
showing belief) (p/f)

á¥wsB}{A - á¥wt}{A the hypocrites/
(disbelievers showing belief) (p)

á¦wt}{A

the spending/the spenders (p)

á¦wsB}{A - á¦wt}{A the hyporcrites/
(disbelievers showing belief) (p)

d¥t}{A

the carded/(ruffled used for raw
wool)

Zy}{A

the defiance of God and His
orders/awfulness/obscenity

á¥}{A

the death

Z¦}{A

the luminous/the giving light/the
enlighting

á¦ZO¢}{A - á¦ZOB¢}{A the emigrants
XB¢}{A

the beds/the cribs/the low grounds

XÊ K¢}{A

the guided

á¥XK¢}{A

the guided (p)

¨XK¢}{A

the guided

á¦XK¢}{A

the guided (p)

X¢}{A

the crib/the cradle

á¥X¡B}{A - á¥X¢}{A the levelers/the preparers
á¦yÒ{¢Æ }Å {A

the perished/the dead/the
destroyed (p)

á}¦¢}{A

the guardian/the protector/the
watcher of (God's name)

á¦¢}{A

the humilliation/the disgracing/the
degrading/the humilliating

+
©X¥¥}{A - ©X¥}{A the buried alive (s/f)

§{A¥}{A - §{¥}{A the near relatives/the
followers/the friends/the
dependents

©X¥}{A - ©X¥¥}{A the buried alive (s/f)
á¦`¥}{A - á¦`A¥}{A the scales/the measuring
instruments/the weights/the
mathermatical revisionary proof
formulas/the justice

§{¥}{A - §{A¥}{A the near relatives/the
followers/the friends/the
dependents

L¥}{A

the death/the lifelessness

§{¥¾A ªK¥}{A

the first death

§K¥}{A

the deads

Q¥}{A

the waves/the surges

©X¥}{A

the love/the affection

X¥Z¥}{A

the targeted/the objective/the
aimed/the seeked/the neared/the
approached

á¦`A¥}{A - á¦`¥}{A the scales/the measuring
instruments/the weights/the
mathermatical revisionary proof
formulas/the justice

LytK»}{A - LBytK»}{A the variable winds/the overtuned
cities/the destroyed cities

LBytK»}{A - LytK»}{A the variable winds/the overturned
cities/the destroyed cities (p)

ªytK»}{A

the overturned city/the destroyed
city

á¥K»}{A

the giving/the bringing/the
givers/the bringers (p)

ªt{»}{A

the united/the joined/the made
friendship/the love/the
familiarity/the association

á}»}{A

the confirmed/the believer (God's
name)

L}»}{A - LB}»}{A the believing/the believers
(p/f)

LB}»}{A - L}»}{A the believing/the believers
(p/f)

á¥}»}{A

the believing/the believers (p)

ma¥}{A

the enriched/the rich

á¦}»}{A

the believing/the believers (p)

ªjk¥}{A

the sermon/the advice/the warning

L¦}{A

the dead

ªK¦}{A

the animal whose death was caused

X¥k¥}{A ~¥¦{A - X¥k¥}{A the day the

by suffocation or strangulation/the
dead (f)

promised/the Resurrection Day

©Xv¥}{A

the ignited/the lit/the kindled

á¦v¥}{A

xM¦}{A - xBM¦}{A the promise/the covenant

the sure/the certain (p)

©Y¥v¥}{A

xBM¦}{A - xM¦}{A the promise/the covenant

the beaten to death/the dead due to

Za¦}{A

the gambling

áA`¦}{A

the scale/the measuring

sickness

£{ X¥{¥}{A

the born to him/the father

§{¥}{A

the king/the owner and master/the
ally/the patron/the friend/the
protector/the benefactor/the freer

instrument/the weight/the
mathematical revisionary proof
formula/the justice

+
Xl¦}{A - XBl¦}{A the appointment (promise)
XBl¦}{A - Xl¦}{A the appointment (promise)

á¥¡B{A

the forbidding/the preventing/the
forbidders/the preventors (p)

the bend/the lean/the sway/the

DI{A

the information/the news

inclination

©¥I{A

the prophethood

ª}¦}{A

the blessing/the right (side/hand)

§I{A

the prophet/Prophet Mohammad

á{C

is it not

á¦¦I{A - á¦I{A the prophets

~{ áC - á{C

that -- not

á¥¦I{A

BÚ{C

we softened/we flexed/we made

á¦I{A - á¦¦I{A the prophets

flexible/we smoothened

©¥O{A - ©BO{A the salvation/the rescue/the high

|¦}{A

á¦}X{A - á¦}XB{A the regretful/the
sorrowful/the remorseful (p)

ZB{A

land

á¦XO{A

the fire/the mark/the opinion

bB{A

the two choices burden and sadness
or cleverness and guidance or good
and bad/the two paths/the two
highlands

(could be Hell)

Lk`{A - LBk`B{A the stangers/the life extractors/the

the prophets

uprooters/the archers (p/f)

~O{A

the people

©BO{A - ©¥O{A the salvation/the rescue/the high

LZc{A - LAZcB{A the spreading/the spreading
out/the extending/the winds/the
spreaders/the out-spreaders/the
extendors (p/f)

Lic{A - LBicB{A the active/the lively/the

the star/the planet

land

~¥O{A

the stars/the planets

¨¥O{A

the confidential talk/the secret
conversation

|R{A

the bees

|U{A

the palm trees

ª{U{A

the palm tree

á¦Re{A - á¦ReB{A the advisors/the counselors

|¦U{A

the palm trees

á¦Ze{A - á¦ZeB{A the victoriors/the saviours/the

ª}AX{A

the regret/the sorrow/the remorse

energetic/the brisk/the knotters/the
pullers/the major problem with
minor problems within it (p/f)

supporters

á¦Zj{A - á¦ZjB{A the lookers/the seers/the
watchers/the wonderers/the
perceivers/the thinkers/the
considerers/the waiters

á¦}XB{A - á¦}X{A the regretful/the
sorrowful/the remorseful

ZÓYÓ {A

the warners/the givers of notice/the
warnings/the notices (p)

ªvB{A

the female camel

Z¦Y{A

Z¥vB{A

the horn/the bugle/the trumpet

LBk`B{A - Lk`{A the strangers/the life extractors/

the warner/the giver of notice

+
the uprooters/the archers (p/f)

Ba{A

the women

|a{A

the offspring/the descendants/the

ªti{A

secretion/the little water

ªR¦i{A

children/the syrup/the sap/the
latex/the honey

©¥a{A

the women

§a{A

the delayment/the postponment/the
the creation/the up-bringing/the
growth/the origination/the start/the
development/the raise/the
formation

LAZcB{A - LZc{A the spreading/the spreading
out/the extending/the winds/the
spreaders/the out-spreaders/the
extendors (p/f)

LBicB{A - Lic{A the active/the lively/the
energetic/the brisk/the knotters/the
pullers/the major problem with
minor problems within it (p/f)

Z¥c{A

á¦ZjB{A - á¦Zj{A the lookers/the seers/the
watchers/the wonderers/the
perceivors/the thinkers/the
considerers/the waitors

Christ

Je{A

á¦ReB{A - á¦Re{A the advisors/the counselors

Christ

ue{A

~l{A
ª}l{A

the blessings/the goodness/the
comfort and ease/the praise

~¦l{A

the blessing/the goodness/the
comfort and ease/the happiness/the
praise/the blessed

LMt{A - LBMBt{A the female magicians/the
sorceresses/the dischargers (p/f)

xt{A - xBt{A

the hypocracy

LBMBt{A - LMt{A the female magicians/the
sorceresses/the dischargers (p/f)

bt{A

the self - invisble energy of
creatures, other than body energy
wrongly refered to as 'soul and
spirit'

b¥t{A

the selves - invisible energy of
creatures, other than body energy,
wrongly refered to as 'souls and
spirits'

the half

á¦ZeB{A - á¦Ze{A the victoriors/the saviours/the
Z¦e{A

the properties/the camels/the
livestock (p)

the victory/the aid

¨ZBe{A - ¨Ze{A the Christians/the followers of

the slumber/the dozing/the light
sleep/the lethargy/the heaviness
and weakness

the monuments/the slaughter
places

Ze{A

bBl{A

the revival/the resurrection

¨Ze{A - ¨ZBe{A the Christians/the followers of

the animal whose death was caused
by another animal's horns i.e.)
bucks, goats, bulls, mountain sheep

deferment

©Dc{A

the drop/the male's or female's

supporters

TBy{A

the marriage

the victorior/the saviour/the

|}{A

the ants

supporter

+
ZB¢{A

preoccupied you/made you forget/
diverted you

the daytime/the period between
dawn or sunrise to sunset

§Ä¢Ó {A

the minds/the reasoning powers

Z¥{A

the light

~¥{A

the sleep/the slumber/thy quietness

á¦y{B¢{A - á¦y{¢{A the perishing/the dying/the
destroying (p)

©`}¢{A

spurer/the urger/the driver/the
suggester/the pusher/the devilish
whisperer

and stillness

á¥{A AY - á¥{A of the whale/of the fish/of the
sword/of the sword's blade/of the
dimple on the chin (messenger
Jonah's nickname)

¨¥{A

the stone/the seed/the kernal/the
nucleouses/the distance/the
remoteness/the intended direction
of travel

B¡¼G - B¢{G

a god/god

~y¢{C - ~yB¢{C

distracted you (p)/preoccupied

~Å¢{ÒCÒ

are for them/are to them

B¡¼G - B¢{G

our god

áÆ¥¢Ä {A

the humilliation/the disgrace/the
degredation/the humilliating/the
disgraceful/the degrading

¨¥¢{A

love and lust/the love of good and
bad/the deviation from propriety
the extreme thrist

á¦¡¼G - á¦¢{G

two gods

destroying (p)

¥{ áC - ¥{C

that if

your (s/m) gods

T¥{C - TA¥{C

tablets/boards/plates/

á¦y{¢{A - á¦y{B¢{A the perishing/the dying/the

sheets/planks/surfaces of
everything long and wide made of
any material

~yK¢{A - ~yK¢{E your (p) gods
BK¢{A - BK¢{E

the self attraction for desire/the

~¦¢{A

you/made you forget/diverted you

zK¢{A - zK¢{E

the backbiter/the fault finder/the

our gods

~¢K¢{A - ~¢K¢{E their gods

XR¥{A - XRA¥{A

the one (God's name)

§K¢{A - §K¢{E my gods

XA¥{A - ¨XA¥{A

the valley

¨
Ä XÅ¢{A

the guidance

NZA¥{A

the heir/the inheritent

¨
Ø XÆ ¢{A

the offering

á¥MZ¥{A - á¥MZA¥{A the heirs/the inheritents

X¡X¢{A

the hoopoe bird (a crested bird

á¦MZ¥{A - á¦MZA¥{A the heirs/the inheritents

with plumage known for its
clucking sound/the clucking bird)

á¦jk¥{A - á¦jkA¥{A the preachers/the advisors/the

z¡¼G - z¢{G

your (s/m) god

~y¡¼G - ~y¢{G

ªlvA¥{A

your (p) god

~yB¢Ô{CÒ - ~y¢{C

distracted you (p)/

warners
the battle/the disaster/the
resurrection/the event

LX{¥{A - LAX{A¥{A the mothers

+
áAX{¥{A - áAX{A¥{A the parents

bA¥a¥{A

evil suggestions and temptations
(whisperer of evil influences)

á¦X{¥{A - á¦X{A¥{A the parents/the father and
mother/the (b) parents

~y¥{C - ~yA¥{C your (p) colours
£¥{C - £A¥{C

its colours/his colours

B¢¥{C - B¢A¥{C its colours

the inspirer and talker/the giver of

ª{¦a¥{A

the means/the way to approach

ª¦e¥{A

the bequest/the will

Xk¥{A

the promise

á¦jkA¥{A - á¦jk¥{A the preachers/the advisors/the

ZK¥{A

the odd/the singular/the uneven

á¦K¥{A

the aorta/the heart's main artery

the threat

xBM¥{A

X¦k¥{A

the tie/the rope/the chain

thousands

§wM¥{A

u¥{C

the tight/the affirmed

the time

¤¥O¥{A

Lv¥{A

the faces/the fronts

X¥v¥{A

the fuel

d¥R¥{A

the wild beasts

|¦y¥{A

the blessor/the fulfiller/the

TA¥{C - T¥{C

the tablets/the boards/the plates/the

warners

sheets/the planks/the surfaces of
everything long and wide made of
any material

guardian/the protector/the
keeper/the trustee (God's name)

ª¦{¥{A - ª¦¼Ø¥{A the ownership/the might/the
authority/the planning

XRA¥{A - XR¥{A

the one (God's name)

xX¥{A

áX{¥{A - áAXÔ{¥Ø {A the children/the new borns

the rain

X¥X¥{A

áAX{A¥{A - áAXÊ{¥Ä {A the parents

the loving/the affectionate (God's

LAX{A¥{A - LX{¥{A the mothers

name)

á¥MZA¥{A - á¥MZ¥{A the heirs/the inheritents
á¦MZA¥{A - á¦MZ¥{A the heirs/the inheritents
XZ¥{A

the thirst/the share of water/the
water place/the people of camels
arriving water/the army/the flock
of birds/the fever/the approaching
at water

X¦Z¥{A |IR - X¦Z¥{A the jugular vein (carries
deoxygenated blood to the heart)

áAX{A¥{A - áX{¥{A the children/the new borns
á¦X{A¥{A - á¦X{¥{A the parents/the fathers and
mothers/the (b) parents

§{¥{A

the guardian/the patron/the
lover/the friend/the victorior/the
supporter/the neighbour/the ally/
the follower/the relative

ª¦¼¥{A - ª¦{¥{A the ownership/the might/the
authority/the planning

á`¥{A

the weight/the measure

~yA¥{C - ~y¥{C your (p) colours

§ia¥{A

the middle

£A¥{C - £¥{C

its colours/his colours

B¢A¥{C - B¢¥{C

its colours

+
JB¡¥{A
|¦¥{A

the grantor/the presentor (God's

B}¦{C

painful

name)

á¦}¦{A

the right (side)/the blessing

the torture/the hell/the calamity/the

B¦{G

to us

£¦{G

to him/to it

B¢¦{G

to her/to it

~¢¦{G

to them

X¥¢¦{A

the Jews (followers of Moses and

woe/the grief/the distress/the
misfortune/the destruction/the
expression of upcoming
punishment

áC §{G - §{G

until/till

L¥vB¦{A

the corundum/the hardest mineral
after diamond, transparent
chrystalline when red it is ruby,
when blue it is saphire, when
yellow it is topaz

bB¦{G

Elias (a messenger)

the Torah)

~¥¦{A

ZU¾A ~¥¦{A - ZUÀA ~¥¦{A the day the
last/Resurrection Day

ZUÀA ~¥¦{A - ZU¾A ~¥¦{A the day the

á¦a B¦ |G - á¦aB¦{G Elias (a messenger)
§}K¦{A - §}BK¦{A the orphans/the minors that

last/Resurrection Day

X¥k¥}{A ~¥¦{A
~ÓC

mother/origin

lose their father

~ÒC

or/or did

the orphan/the minor that loses his

¨Zw{A ~C

mother (of) the villages/mother (of)

§}BK¦{A - §}K¦{A the orphans/the minors that

or her father

b¦{C

is -- not/is not

Za¦{A

the ease/the flexibility

ma¦{A

Elizja/Alyasha (a messenger and

á¦w¦{A

the day the promised/
Resurrection Day

lose their father

~¦K¦{A

the day/today

the urban cities/origin (of) the
villages/origin (of) the cities

BÌ}CÒ

but/(or) but/as to/as for/as far as -is concerned/however/yet/(or) what

from the righteous)

BÌ}GØ

either/or/if/whenever

the assurance/the certainty/( the

~y®B}G

your (p) owned female slaves

death)

LB}ÒC

made to die/made dead/he made to

z¦{G

to you (s/m)

~y¦{G

to you (p)

£KB}C

he made him die

|¦{{A - |¦{A

the night/the period between sunset

~B}G

a leader/a clear road/an example (a

die/he made dead

model/a guide)

to dawn or sunrise

~¦{A

the body of water (sea/river/lake)

B}B}G

a leader/a clear road/an example

~¦{C

painful

£}B}C

in front of him

+
~yK}C - ~yKBB}C your (p) deposits/your

AX}C

securities/your trusts

£K}C - £KB}C

his deposit/his security/his

limit/extent/period

~yXX}C - ~yBXX}C we extended you/we spread

trusts

§B}C

wishes/desires/lies

~¢¦B}C

their wishes/their desires

ª}ÓC

a nation/a generation/a
century/nation/generation/century/
a constitution/(a set example)

ªÄ}CÒ

owned female slave

BÕK}C

difference in elevation/weakness/
fault/emptiness

time (figure of speech)/duration/

you (p)

~¢XX}C - ~¡BXX}C we extended them/we
spread them

~yBXX}C - ~yXX}C we extended you/we spread
you (p)

~¡BXX}C - ~¢XX}C we extended them/we
spread them

~yXÄ}C

extended you (p)/spread you/he
extended you/he spread you

A¥`BK}A

be distinguished/be separated (p)

áBKCZ}A

two women

áRK}C

tested/examined/tried

ZÆ }Ä CÒ

more bitter/stronger/firmer/tighter

~yÊKlÄ KÊ }Æ CÒ

your (p) belongings

ZÆ}C

an order/a command/order/

á
Ì yÓ lÆ KÞ }Ä CÓ

I make you (p/f)

command/a matter/an affair/matter/
affair

enjoy

he ordered/he commanded

~yK}C

ZÄ }Ä C

your (p) nation

a matter/an affair/an order/a

L
Ê ¿
Ô K}A

AZ}C

you (s/f) fill

BK}C

you (s/m) made us die

AZ}G

strange/denied

A»Z}A - CZ}A

human/man

you/alike to you

LCZ}A - ©CZ}A

woman/a woman (wife)

similar to it/equal to it/alike to it

zKCZ}A

your (s/m) woman (wife)

£KCZ}A

his woman (wife)

§KCZ}A

my woman (wife)

á¦KCZ}A

two women

LÆZ}Ê CÓ

you (s/m) were ordered/you were

~y{M}C - ~y{BM}C similar to you (p)/equal to
B¢{BM}C

~¢{M}C - ~¢{BM}C similar to them/equal to
them/alike to them/equivalent to
them/their examples/their proverbs

~y{BM}C - ~y{M}C similar to you/equal to
you/alike to you (p)

~¢{M}C

command

their best example

~¢{BM}C - ~¢{M}C similar to them/equal to
them/alike to them/their
examples/their proverbs

commanded/I was ordered/I
commanded

LCZ}A

--'s woman (wife)

©CZ}A - LCZ}A

woman/a woman (wife)

+
z
Ä KÓ ZÆ }Ä CÒ

I ordered (s/m)/I commanded you

§KZ}C

you (s/m) ordered me/you
commanded me

~¢KZ}C

~yÅZ}Æ C

your (p) matter/your affair

BÄZ}Ä C

he ordered us/he commanded us

BÅZ}Æ C

our matter/our affair/our order/our

held/grasped/seized/he held/he
grasped/he seized

áÔya
Ä }C

they (f) held/they grasped/they
seized/they clung

Bya}C - áya}C we held/we grasped/we seized/we
clung

B}¢ya}C

held (to) them (b)/seized them/they
grasped/clung (to) them

QBc}C

mixtures

we were ordered/we were

A¥c}A

walk (p)/you (p) walk

commanded

A¥g}A

pass/expire/depart/proceed/

command

BÆZ}Ê CÓ

z
Äa
Ä }C

he ordered you (p)/he commanded
you

you (s/m) hold/you grasp/you
seize/hold/grasp/seize

you (s/m) ordered them/you
commanded them

~yÄZ}Ä C

zÊa}C

complete (p)

BÆZ}Ä C

we ordered/we commanded

¤Å ZÄ }Ä C

he ordered him/he commanded him

¤Z}A - ¤Z}E

I order him/I command him

was rained

¤Å ZÄ }Æ C

LZi}C

his matter/his affair/his order/his

BZi}C

we rained

~¡Bl}C

their intestines/their guts

z}C

your (s/m) mother

A¥My}A

you (p) wait/you remain/you stay

I pass/I expire/I depart/I proceed/I
complete

command

B¡ÅZ}C

§g}C

her matter/her affair/her order/her
command/its matter/its affair/its
order/it command

~¡ÄZ}Æ C

their matter/their affair

hoping/hope

~¡ÄZ}Ä C

½
Õ }C

he ordered them/he commanded

x{}G - x½}G

poverty

x½}G - x{}G

poverty

z{}C

I own/I possess

§Ò{}Æ CÒ

extended in time/extended in

them

A¥ZÊ}CÒ

they ordered/they commanded

A¥ZÊ}CÓ

they were ordered/they were
commanded

CZ}A - A»Z}A

human/man

¨Z}C

my matter/my affair

¨Z}A

human

A¥Ra}A

rub/wipe/pet (p)

life/extended in enjoyment/
delayed/dictated

§Ê{}Æ CÓ

I extend -- in time/I extend -- in
life/I extend -- in enjoyment/I
delayed/I dictated

LÆ¦{Ò}Æ CÒ

I extended in time/I extended in

+
life/I extended in enjoyment/I
delayed/I dictated

~}ÓC

nations

BÕ}}C

nations

á
Ä }Ê CÒ

trusted/entrusted/feel safe/
trust/entrust

A¥Ä}A - A¥Ä}E

believed (p)

A¥Ê}A - A¥Ê}E

believe (p)

á¥}A - á¥}E safe/secure (p)
£K¦}C

his wish/his desire

á¦}A - á¦}E safe/secure/safely/securely
(p)

áÆ}C

safety/security

á
Ä }Ä C

trusted/entrusted

á
Ä }Ä A - á
Ä }Ä E

believed

á
Æ }Ê A - á
Æ }Ê E

believe

á} ~C - á}C

L¢}C - LB¢}C

or who

BÕÆ}CÒ

~yK¢}C - ~yKB¢}C your (p) mothers

safety/security

B}A - BÄ}E

~¢K¢}C - ~¢KB¢}C their mothers

we belived

BÊ}A - BÕ}E

LB¢}C - L¢}C

safe/secure

L}A - LÒ}Ä E

~yKB¢}C - ~yK¢}C your (p) mothers

believed

L}A - LÔ}Ä E

~¢KB¢}C - ~¢K¢}C their mothers

I believed

ª}C

~¢{¢}C

safety/security

ª}A - ª}E
~yK}C
~yKBB}E - ~yK}C

£}C

his mother

B¢}C

its mother/its origin/her mother/her
origin

delay them/give them time/be

safe/secure (f)

L¥}C - LA¥}C

deads

I trusted you (p)

BK¥}C - BKA¥}A

deads

|¥}C - |A¥}C

properties/possessions/

your (p) deposits/you

wealths

you (p) became safe/you became

¼¥}C - ¼A¥}C

~K}A - ~K}E

you (p) believed

£KB}C - £K}C

his deposit/his security/his
trust

~y}A - ~y}E I (s/m) trust you (p)/I entrust
you

~¢}A - ~¢}E secured them

properties/possessions/
wealths

secure

A¥Ó}Ê CÒ

mothers

gentle with them

securities/your trusts

~ÓKÔ }Ä C

mothers

~y{¥}C - ~y{A¥}C your (p) properties/your
possessions/your wealths

B{¥}C - B{A¥}C our properties/our
possessions/our wealths

~¢{¥}C - ~¢{A¥}C their properties/their
possessions/their wealths

they became safe/they became

L¥}C - LA¥}C

deads

secure

BK¥}C - BK¥}C

deads

+
represented

L¥}C

I die

|A¥}C - |¥}C

properties/possessions/

BMG - BMBG

females

wealths

bBC

humans/people/(groups)

§aBC

humans/people

£G - ¤BG

at it

~y®IC

I inform you (p)

~¢®IC

inform them

¼Õ A¥}C - ¼¥}C

properties/possessions/
wealths

~y{A¥}C - ~y{¥}C your (p) properties/your
possessions/your wealths

B{A¥}C - B{¥}C our properties/our
possessions/our wealths

~¢{A¥}C - ~¢{¥}C their properties/their
§
Æ }Ê CÓ

§¥®IC - á
Ø ¥®IC inform me
á
Ø ¥®IC - §¥®IC inform me

possessions/their wealths

~y®BIC

your (p) information/your news

belonging to a nation/illiterate (can

B¢®BIC

her information/her news/its

not read nor write)

information/its news

§Ð}CÓ

my mother

A»IC - BIC

information/news

L¦}C

I make die

zDIC

informed you

á¦}C

faithful/loyal/secure/safe

~¡DIC

informed them

LKIC

sprouted/grew/it sprouted/it grew

~yKIC

sprouted you (p)/grew you

BKIC

we sprouted/we grew

B¢KIC

he sprouted her/he grew her/he

~y}B}C á¦}A - á¦}E

heading to/making --

in front (p)

á¥¦}C

illiterates/belonging to a nation (p)

áC

that (e)

áG

if/that/truly/lest/no/not/none/do
not/have not

áA - áE

blazing/glowing

BG

we are/we have/we were/we
(e)/that we are/that we

BÒC

I/I am/me

BÚC

that we are/that we

¨BA - BA - BE hours
JBC
A¥IBC

returned to God/repented/

sprouted it/he grew it

~¢MBlIA

their resurrection/their revival/their
urging to get out/their urging to
send out

NlIA

is sent/is resurrected/is revived/is
enticed/is urged/is stirred up

BIC

we returned to God/we
repented/we obeyed/we presented

BIC - A»IC

information/news

obeyed/represented

§¥®IC - §»IC inform me

they returned to God/they

B¦IC

repented/they obeyed/they

prophets

+
of Mary - also known as New
Testament, Bible, Gospel (Greek
word for "Good News")

LC

you (s/m/f)/you (s/m/f) are

LZMKA

scattered/spread/sprinkled

ZeKA

became victorious (s/m)

B¦OC

we saved/we rescued

A¥ZeKA

became victorious/they became

ZRA

pray at beginning of due time/be

victorious

perfect/be excellent/be exact/
slaughter (for charity)

ZjKA

wait/expect/watch (s/m)

A¥ZjKA

wait/expect/watch (p)

áRC

did we

~BwKA

revenge/punishment

XAXC

equals (idols)

~KC

you (p)/you (p) are/you

AXAXC

equals (idols)

B}KC

you (b)

A¥kXC

do we call

áKC

you (p/f)

ZÆ YÊ Ô CÓ

warn/give notice

A¥¢KA

they ended/they terminated/you (p)

ZÄ YÊ Ô CÓ

warned/gave notice/given notice

end/you terminate/you stop

~yKZYC

I warned you (p)/I gave you notice

§MC

female/a female

~¢KZYC

I warned them/I gave them notice

BMBG - BMG

females

~yZYC - ~yBZYC we warned you/we gave you

~yOC - ~yBOC

he saved you/he rescued you

BOC - BBOC

(p) notice

(p)

~yZÊYÔ CÓ

he saved us/he resuced us

~yBZYC - ~yZYC we warned you/we gave you

~¢OC - ~¡BOC he saved them/he rescued
them

~yBOC - ~yOC
BBOC - BOC

(p) notice

~¡ÄZYÒ Ô C

(p)

~¡ÆZYÊ Ô C

warn them/give them notice

he saved us/he rescued us

A¥ZÊYÔ CÓ

they were warned/they had been

them
you (s/m) saved us/you rescued us

~y¦OC - ~yB¦OC we saved you/we rescued
you (p)

~yB¦OC - ~y¦OC we saved you/we rescued

warned/they were given notice/
they had been given notice

A¥ZÊYÔ CÒ

warn/give notice (p)

|Ø`Ô C

descend

|Ä `Ä Ô CÒ

he descended

|Ä `Ø Ô CÓ

was descened/were descended/

you (p)

|¦OG

he warned them/he gave them
notice

he saved you/he rescued you

~¡BOC - ~¢OC he saved them/he rescued
BK¦OC

I warn you/I give you (p) notice

holy book descended on Jesus Son

descended

L
Å {Ô `Ä Ô C

I descended

+
L
Ä {Ô `Ä Ô CÒ

you (s/m) descended

LÒ{`Ø Ô CÓ

is descended/was descended

¤¥}K{`C

descend it (p)

B{`C

we descended

£{`C - ¤B{`C

we descended it

DcC

up/developed/rose/formed

BcG

we descended it

B¡B{`C - B¢{`C we descended it (f)
§{`C

descend me

£{`C

he descended it

bG

a human/mankind

bA - bE

he perceived/he heard and felt/he
saw

áBaG - bG

a human/mankind

JBaC

relations/kins

áaG - áBaG

a human/mankind

£¦aC - £Ä¦Ê BaÔCÒ made me forget it
LaA - LaE I perceived/I heard and felt/I saw
~KaA - ~KaE you (p) perceived/you heard and
felt/you saw

XOaC

do we prostrate (bow with the
forehead on the ground with
humbleness and humility)

V{aA

ended/passed/replaced/
detached/separated/uncovered/
broke away/skinned off/peeled
off/replaced

£¦BaC - £¦aC made me forget it
~y¥aC

made you (p) forget/they made you
(p) forget

B¦aG

a human

creation/upbringing/origination/
starting/development/rising/
formation

~KDcC

B¢{`C - B¡B{`C we descended it (f)
¤B{`C - £{`C

created/originated/started/brought

you (p) created/you originated/you
started/you brought up/you
developed/you rose/you formed

~yDcC

he created you (p)/he originated
you/he started you/he brought you
up/he developed you/he rose
you/he formed you

BDcC

we created/we originated/we
started/we brought up/we
developed/we rose/we formed

£DcC - ¤BDcC we created him/we
developed him/we started him/we
brought him up/we rose him/we
formed him/we originated him/we
created it/we deveopled it/we
started it/we brought it up/we rose
it/we formed it/we originated it

á¢DcC - á¡BDcC we created them (f)/we
developed them/we started
them/we brought them up/we rose
them/we formed them/we
originated them

¤BDcC - £DcC we created him/we
developed him/we started him/we
brought him up/we rose him/we
formed him/we originated him we
created it/we deveopled it/we
started it/we brought it up/we rose
it/we formed it/we originated it

á¡BDcC - á¢DcC we created them (f)/we
developed them/we started them/
we brought them up/we rose

+
them/we formed them/we
originated them

B¡DcC

he created her/he originated her/he
started her/he brought her up/he
developed her/he rose her/he
formed her/he created it/her
originated it/he started it/he
brought it up/he devoloped it/he
rose it/he formed it

A¥wÊ{iÒ Ô A

leave/go/set out (p)

ZjÓA

look/see/watch/wonder about/
perceive/consider about/wait for

ZjÔCÒ

I look/I see

BZÊjÔ A

give us time/think about us/wonder
about us/wait for us/delay us/you
(p) give us time/you think about
us/you wonder about us/you wait
for us/you delay us

¤ZcC

he revived him/he resurrected him

A¥`cA

rise/get up from your (p) place

§ZjC

give me time/wait for me/delay me

xcA

split/cracked/split away/cut

A¥ZÊjA

look/see/watch/wonder about/
perceive/think about/consider/wait
(p)

open/ruptured

LwcA

split/cracked/split away/cut
open/ruptured

ZBeC

victoriours/saviours/supporters

AZBeC

victoriors/saviours/supporters

¨ZBeC

my victoriors/my saviours/my
supporters

A¥KeC

listen quietly (p)

A¥sZeA

they went away/they diverted/they
returned/they misguided/they
spent/they pushed

~lC - ~BlC

camels/livestock includes cattle,
sheep, goats, and camels

B}lC - B}BlC

camels/livestock

~y}lC - ~y}BlC your (p) camels/your
livestock

~¢}lC - ~¢}BlC their camels/their livestock
~lC

he blessed/he comforted and
eased/he praised/he gave happiness

~BlC - ~lC

camels/livestock includes cattle,
sheep, goats and camels

BZeA

give us victory/give us aid

§ZeA

give me victory/give me aid

BÆZe
Å Ô A

give (p) victory/give aid

SeC

I advise

~liC

do we feed

x
Ä iÒ Ô CÒ

made -- speak

B}BlC - B}lC

BÒwiÒ Ô CÒ

made us speak

~y}BlC - ~y}lC your (p) camels/your

x{iA

left/went/sent away

~Kw{iA

you (p) left/you went/you set out

L
Å }lC

I blessed/I comforted and eased/I
praised/I gave happiness to

L
Ä }lC

you (s/m) blessed/you comforted
and eased/you praised/you gave
happiness to
camels/livestock

livestock

B}lC

we blessed/we comforted and
eased/we praised/we gave

+
happiness to

B¢}lC

he blessed it/he comforted and
eased it/he blessed her/he
comforted and eased her

~¢}BlC - ~¢}lC their camels/their livestock
BtA - BtE

A¥I{wA

turned around/they turned over

zG

you (s/m/f)/that you (s/m/f)/that
you (s/m/f) are

BMyC - BMByC

previously/from a short

unravelled/frayed/untwisted
strands of yarn or thread

while/disdainfully/hatefully/
arrogantly

¼ByC

A¥UtA

blow (p)

A¥ZtA

BMByC - BMyC

you (p) rush/you hasten/you go
forth/you go away/rush/hasten/go
forth/go away (p)

they turned/they returned/they

strong chains/shackles/exemplary
vengeance
unravelled/frayed/untwisted
strands of yarn

zRyÓC

I marry you (s/m) to

A¥RyC

marry (p)/you (p) marry

LZXyA

became dispersed/became

~yatC

your (p) selves/yourselves

BatC

our selves/ourselves

~¢atC

their selves/themselves

á¢atC

their (f) selves/themselves (f)

~BetA

breaking/cutting

ZyC

most awful/obscene/severe

A¥gtA

they broke (away)/they scattered/

~yG

that you (p) are/you (p)/you (p)

they separated

scattered/became dulled/became
tarnished/became troubled/became
disturbed/became distressed

truly are

LZitA

split/cracked/cleaved

~yC

that you (p) are/that you (p)

xtC

spent/he spent

B¡¥}y}`{C

do we oblige it to you/do we

LwtC

you (s/m) spent

~KwtC

you (p) spent

A¥wÒtC

they spent

B}G

but/truly/indeed (prep.)

A¥wÊtC

spend (p)/you (p) spend

B}C

that/that what

fwA

reduce/decrease/lessen

B} áG - B}G

that truly what

hwC

weighed heavily/burdened

BG

that we truly/that we truly are

J{wA

he turned/he returned/he turned

BC

that we (e)

around/he turned over

§G

I/I am/that I/that I am (e)

you (p) turned/you returned/you

£C

that he is/he is/it is/who is

turned around/you turned over

£Ä Ô GØ

forbid/prevent

~KI{wA

adhere it to you/do we affix it to
you/do we necessitate it to you/do
we compell it to you (p)

+
£ÚG

repent/you obey/you represent/
return to God/repent/obey/
represent

that he truly is/that it truly is/that
he truly/that it truly/that he who
is/that it who is/that who/that truly
who/that it truly/that he truly

AYy¡C - AYyB¡C

¤BG - £G

at it

á¡C - §B¡C - áB¡C humilliated me/

B¢G

that she truly is/that it truly is/that
it truly

is -- like this

disgraced me/degraded me

á¡C - áB¡C - §B¡C humilliated me/
disgraced me/degraded me

B¢C

that she/that it (e)

Z¢C - ZB¢C

rivers/waterways

¼»¡C - ¼»B¡C are those/are these

AZ¢C - AZB¢C

rivers/waterways

iI¡A

~y¢C - ~yB¢C

I forbid you (p)/I prevent

drop/fall/descend/enter/reduce/
deline

you

ZB¢C - Z¢C

rivers/waterways

AZB¢C - AZ¢C

rivers/waterways

~yB¢C - ~y¢C

I forbid you (p)/I prevent you

BiI¡A

reduce/decline

A¥iI¡A

I forbid you (b)/I prevent you

~¢G

that they are/that they truly/that
they truly are

drop/fall/descend/enter/
reduce/decline (p)

§ZO¡A

(p)

B}y¢C

you (b) drop/fall/descend/enter/

you (s/m) desert me/abandon
me/forsake me/leave me/distance
me

~¡ZO¡A

desert them/abandon them/forsake
them/leave them/distance them

á¡¥ZO¡A

you (p) desert them (f)/abandon

~¢C

that they are/that they

B}¢C

that they (b)

á¢G

that they (f) truly

z
Ä X¡C

I guide you (s/m)

á}»C

do we believe

~yX¡C

I guide you (p)

§ÚC

when/where/how/from where

BX¡A

guide us

§G

I/I am/that I/that I am

¨X¡C

more guided/more guiding

§ÞC

I/that I

z
Ä ¦X¡C

I guide you (s/m)

ª¦A - ª¦E

present/near/ripe/slow/patient/

~y¦X¡C

I guide you (p)

(boiling)

AY¡C

is that/is this

d¡C

I hit/I move/I shake/I fluff

AYy¡C

is -- like this

J¦C

I return to God/I repent/I obey/I
represent

A¥I¦ÊCÓ

you (p) return to God/you

them/forsake them/leave
them/distance them

+
|Æ¡CÒ

relations/tribes/people/family

|Ì ¡Ê CÓ

was declared/was praised the name
of whom the sacrifice was made
for

z
Ä {Ò¡Æ C

our families/our relations/our
peoples

§{¡C

my family/my relation/my people

~y¦{¡C

your (p) families/your

he perished/he made to die/he
destroyed

z
Æ {Ò¡Æ C

B¥{¡C

relations/your people

~¢¦{¡C

your (s/m) family/your relation/

their families/their relations/their
people

your people

are they/are those

L
Å y{¡C

~¡C

I perished/I destroyed/I wasted

their -- interested them/

~¢Ky{¡C

~¢ÔK}Ì ¡Ä C

you (s/m) perished them/you made

their -- concerned them/they
interested them/they concerned
them

them die/you destroyed them

By{¡C

we perished/we made die/we
destroyed/we did perish/we did
make die/we did destroy

B¢y{¡C - B¡By{¡C we perished it/we made it

áB¡C - §B¡C - á¡C humilliated me/
disgraced me/degraded me

A¥¡C

die/we destroyed it

~¢y{¡C - ~¡By{¡C we perished them/we
made them die/we destroyed them

lusts/love of good and bad/
deviations from proprieties

~yA¥¡C

die/we destroyed it
made them die/we destroyed them

§y{¡C

your (p) self attractions for
desires/your love and lusts/your
love of good and bad/your
deviations from propriety

B¡By{¡C - B¢y{¡C we perished it/we made it
~¡By{¡C - ~¢y{¡C we perished them/we

self attractions for desires/love and

~¡A¥¡C

their self attractions for
desires/their love and lusts/their
love of good and bad/their
deviations from propriety

he perished me/he made me die/he
destroyed me

B{¡C

our family/our relation/our people

¼»B¡C - ¼»¡C are those/are these

£{¡C

his family/his relation/his people

á¥¡C

easier/lighter

B¢{¡C

her family/her relation/her

¨¥¡C

more falling down/more dropping

people/its family/its relation/its
people

~¢{¡C

¥Æ C

or/even if

¥Ä C

is/are/do/did

their (f) family/their relation/their

¼ ¥Ä C

so -- not

people

~Æ { ¥Ä C

did -- not/do -- not

their family/their relation/their
people

á¢{¡C

down/more tumbling down

+
~{¥C

did/was/do/were/does/is -- not

¥{ ¥C

or even if/even even if/even if even

§
Ä RÆ¥C

inspired/transmitted/revealed/
signalled/he inspired/he
transmitted/he revealed/he
signalled

if/even if

b¦{ ¥C

or is it not

JA¥C

repentant/returning

¤¥C - ¤A¥C

groaner/moaner/complainer

B¡ZBI¥C

its hair/wool/(its fur/its down)

§I¥C

return (p/f)

ª¦X¥C

vallies

L¥C

was given

~¢K¦X¥C

their vallies

AXBK¥C

mountains/stakes/pegs/nails/

A¥Y¥C

were harmed mildly (p)/they were

hooks/(anchors)

A¥K¥C

§K¥C

signalled

B¦R¥C

we inspired/we transmitted/we
revealed/we signalled

harmed mildly/harmed (p)
was harmed mildly/were harmed

á¦Y¥C

were harmed mildly/were harmed

B¦Y¥C

we were mildly harmed

were given it/were brought it/were

B¡¥}KMZ¥C

you (p) were made to inherit it

given him/were brought him

~yMZ¥C

he made you (p) inherit

was given/was brought to/are

BMZ¥C

he makes -- inherit/he made us

given/are brought to

L¦K¥C

I inspired/I transmitted/I revealed/I

¨Y¥C

are given to/were brought to/are
given to/are brought to/they were
given/they were brought/they are
given/they are brought

¤¥K¥C

L¦R¥C

she was given/it was given/are

unherit/we made -- inherit

B¢MZ¥C - B¡BMZ¥C made it be inherited/we made

given/been given

it be inherited/we made -- inherit it

~K¦K¥C

you (p) were given/you are given

£K¦K¥C

I got it

B¦K¥C

we were given

A¥MZ¥C

were made to inherit

BM¥C - BBM¥C

idols/idolized statues

ZA`¥C

sins/loads/weights/burdens

BBM¥C - BM¥C

idols/idolized statues

AZA`¥C

sins/loads/weights/burdens

bO¥C

he felt inner horror/he felt inner

B¡ZA`¥C

its sins/its loads/its weights/its

fear

~KtO¥C

you (p) hurried/you rushed/you -hurry/you -- rush

§
Ä RÊ ¥Å C

B¡BMZ¥C - B¢MZ¥C made it be inherited/we made
it be inherited/we made -- inherit it

burdens

~¡ZA`¥C

their sins/their loads/their
weights/their burdens

was inspired/was transmitted

§k`¥C

inspire me/influence me/attract me

to/was revealed to/was signalled to

ia¥C

middle (average)

+
~¢ia¥C

their most honoured/their most

~yX{¥C - ~yX¼¥C your (p) children

righteous/their most moderate/their
best/their average/their middle

~¡X{¥C - ~¡X¼¥C their children

§e¥C - §Be¥C he directed me/he commanded
me/he entrusted me/he
recommended me/he influenced
me/he bid me/he bequeathed (for)
me

§Be¥C - §e¥C he directed me/he commanded
me/he entrusted me/he
recommended me/he influenced
me/he bid me/he bequeathed (for)
me

LIOk¥C
L
Ä jÔ k
Ä ¥Ä CÒ

á¡X{¥C - á¡X¼¥C their (f) children
B}¢{¥C - B}¡¼¥C their (b)'s first/their
beginning

L¼¥C - L{¥C

(owners) of (prep. of possession)

AX¼¥C - AX{¥C

children

~yX¼¥C - ~yX{¥C you (p) children
á¡X¼¥C - á¡X{¥C their (f) children
~¡X¼¥C - ~¡X{¥C their children

are you (s/m) wondering/are you

B}¡¼¥C - B}¢{¥C their (b)'s their beginning

astonished/are you surprised

A¥{¥C

(owners) of (prep. of possession)

had you (s/m) preached/had you

~BRZ¾A A¥{¥C

of the relations

advised/had you warned

§
Ä {Æ¥CÒ

more worthy/more deserving/a

§s¥C - u¥C

I fulfill/I complete

A¥s¥C

fulfill/complete (p)

§
Ä sÊ ¥C

fulfilled/completed

§
Ø {¥C

(owners) of (prep. of possession)

§Ês¥ÓC

I fulfill/I complete

~y®B¦{¥C

your (p) guardians/your

§Òs¥Æ CÒ

more fulfilling/more completing

A¥Xv¥C

they ignited/they lit/they kindled

|¥C

first/beginning/beginner

z®¼¥C - z®{¥C

those/these/those are/these are

warning/a threat/woe (i.e. "hell to
you")

patrons/your friends/your
lovers/your victorirors/your
supporters/your neighbours/your
allies/your followers

~¢®B¦{¥C

lovers/their friends/their
victoriors/their supporters/their
neighbours/their allies/their
followers/their relations

~y®¼¥C - ~y®{¥C those/these (p)
¼¥C

those/these

z®{¥C - z®¼¥C

those/these/those are/these are

~y®{¥C - ~y®¼¥C those/these (p)
L{¥C - L¼¥C
AX{¥C - AX¼¥C

B¦{¥C

children

guardians/patrons/lovers/friends/
victoriors/supporters/neighbours/
allies/followers/relations

(owners) of (f) (prep. of
possession)

their guradians/their patrons/their

¤B¦{¥C

its guardians/its patrons/its lovers/
its friends/its victoriors/its
supporters/its neighbours/its

+
allies/its followers /its relations/his
guardians/his patrons/his lovers/his
friends/his victoriors/his
supporters/his neighbours/his
allies/his followers/his relations

~y»B¦{¥C

your (p) guardians/your patrons/
your lovers/your friends/your
victoriors/your supporters/your
neighbours/your allies/your
followers/your relations

~y®IC - ~y®I»C shall I inform you (p)/do I
inform you

¨C

which/any/no but

¨G

yes

B}¦C - B} B¦C

whichever/whoever/whatever/
no matter what

~¢IB¦G

their return

L¦A - LB¦E

signs/verse/evidences

its guardians/its patrons/its friends/

£K¦A - £KB¦E

his signs/his verses/his evidences

its lovers/its victoriors/its
supportors/its neighbours/its allies/
its followers/his guardians/his
patrons/his friends/his lovers/his
victoriors/his supportors/his
neighbours/his allies/his followers

BK¦A - BKB¦E

our sings/our verses/our

their guradians/their patrons/their

§K¦A - §KB¦E

my signs/my verses/my evidences

lovers/their friends/their victoriors/
their supporters/their neighbours/
their allies/their followers/their
relations

zB¦G

(only) you (s/m)

~yB¦G

you (p)/(only) you
days/times

¤A¥C - ¤¥C

~B¦C

groaner/moaner/complainer

B}B¦C

days/times

á
Ä ¡Ä ¥Æ CÒ

weakest/most feeble

~yZ}D¦C

does he order you/does he

A¥¥A - A¥¥E

shelterred/gave refuge (p)

¨¥C

took shelter/retired to/took refuge

áB¦C

when

¨¥A - ¨Ø¥C

I take shelter/I retire to/I take

BB¦G

us/(only) us

refuge

¤B¦G

(only) him

he gave shelter/he gave refuge/

~¡B¦G

them/(only them)

we sheltered/we retired to/we took

§¦G - ¨B¦G

me/(only) me

refuge

á¥pKI¦C

do they ask/do they wish/do they

¤»B¦{¥C

~¡»B¦{¥C

¨¥A - ¨Ä¥E

(he hosted)

B¦¥C

B}¢¦¥A - B}¡B¦¥A - B}¡B¦¥E we
sheltered them (b)/we gave them
refuge

á}K»A

was entrusted

evidences

B¢K¦A - B¢KB¦E

her signs/her verses/her
evidences/its signs/its verses/its
evidences

command you (p)

desire

ª¦A - ª¦E

a sign/a verse/an evidence

¨BK¦G - BK¦G

giving/bringing

+
BK¦G - ¨BK¦G

giving/bringing

zK¦A - zK¦E

your (s/m) sign/your verse/your

he hope/does he covet/does --wish/
does -- desire/does -- hope/does -covet

evidence

does he promise you (p)

B¢K¦C

~yXl¦C

you (f)

awake/alert (p)

á¦K¦A - á¦K¦E

BjBw¦C

two signs/two verses/two

~y¦C

which of you (p)

evidences

JR¦C

does -- love/does -- like

JaR¦C

does -- think/does -- suppose/does
-- count/does -- calculate

á¥IaR¦C

~¢t{G - ~¢s½¦G their unification/their joining/
their friendship/their love/their
familiarization/their association

B}B¦C - B}¦C

do they think/do they suppose/do

whichever/whoever/whatever/no
matter

they count/do they calculate

rights/oaths/swearings

X¦C

á}¦C - áB}Æ¦CÒ

hands

faith/belief

zKX¦C

B}¦G - BB}¦ØG

I supported you (s/m)

z
Ä XÄ ¦Ì C

~y}¦G - ~yB}¦ØG your (p) faith/your belief

supported you (s/m)/he supported

~y}¦C - ~yB}Æ¦CÒ your (p) rights (sides/

you

~yX¦C

he supported you (p)

BX¦C

he supported us

£X¦C - ¤BX¦C

we supported him

¤BX¦C - £X¦C

we supported him

¤X¦C

he supported him

~¡X¦C

he supported them

¨X¦C

hands

~y¦X¦C

your (p) hands

B¦X¦C

our hands

~¢¦X¦C

their (p) hands

B}¢¦X¦C

their (b)'s hands

á¢¦X¦C

their (f) hands

á¥yZc¦C

do they share (with God)/do they
made partners (with God)

m}i¦C

does he wish/does he desire/does

hands)/your oaths

£}¦G - £B}¦ØG

his faith/his belief/his
believing

B¢}¦G - B¢B}¦ØG her faith/her belief/its
faith/its belief

~¢}¦C - ~¢B}Æ¦CÒ their rights (sides/
hands)/their oaths

~¢}¦G - ~¢B}¦ØG their faith/their belief
á¢}¦C - á¢B}Æ¦CÒ their (f) rights (sides/
hands)/their oaths

£ya}¦C

does he hold it/does he grasp
it/does he seize it/does he cling to
it

áB}Æ¦CÒ - á}¦C

rights/oaths/swearings

BB}¦G - B}¦G

faith/belief

~yB}¦ØG - ~y}¦G your (p) faith/your belief
~yB}Æ¦CÒ - ~y}¦C your (p) rights (sides/
hands)/your oaths

+
£B}¦ØG - £}¦G

his faith/his belief/his

B¢¦C - £¦C

you/oh you/which/what

believing

£¦C - B¢¦C

you/oh you/which/what

~¢¦C

which of them

J¥¦C

Job (a prophet)

X¥¦C

does he wish/does he love/does it

B¢B}¦ØG - B¢}¦G her faith/her belief/its
faith/its belief

~¢B}¦C - ~¢}¦C

their rights/their sides/
their hands/their oaths

wish/does it love

¨B¦G - §¦G

~¢B}¦ØG - ~¢}¦G their faith/their belief
á¢B}Æ¦C - á¢}¦C their (f) rights (sides/
hands)/their oaths

á¦C

where

B}¦C - B} á¦C

wherever/anywhere/where/
where at

BÍ¦C

which of us

B} á¦C - B}¦C

wherever/anywhere/where/
where at

£Ä ¦Í C

you

me/(only) me

BI

J

resided/settled/he resided/he
settled/returned/he returned

A¥BI - ¥BI

they resided/they settled/they
returned

B®BIFI - B®BIB®I with our fathers/with our

¥BI - A¥BI

they resided/they settled/they
returned

forefathers

£¦YUFI - £¦YUB®I with taking it

JBI

door/entrance/a door/an entrance

á¦ZUFI - á¦ZUB®I with others

BIBI

a door/an entrance

BK¢{FI - BK¢{B®I with our gods

B®BIB®I - B®BIFI with our fathers/with our

ª¦FI - ª¦B®I

BKB¦FI - BKB¦B®I with our signs/with our
verses/with our evidences/with our
sign/with our verse/with our
evidence

LB¦FI - L¦B®I
ª¦FI - ª¦B®I
BKB¦FI - BK¦B®I

£KB¦FI - £K¦B®I

with signs/with verses/with

~¡ZeIDI - ~¡ZBeIDI with their eye sights
~¡ZBeIDI - ~¡ZeIDI with their eye sights
~yYBUKBI

with your (p) taking

§}MHI

with my sin/with my crime

evidences

áaRHI - áBaRHI with goodness

with a sign/with a verse/with an

áaRDI

evidence

áBaRHI - áaRHI with goodness

with our signs/with our

B¢aRDI

with its best

verses/with our evidences/with our
sign/with our verse/with our
evidence

~yRDI

with most judicious

WDI

with a brother

with his signs/with his verses/with

£¦YUB®I - £¦YUFI with taking it

his evidences

QAZUHI

§KB¦FI - §K¦B®I with my signs/with my verses/with
my evidences

Z®I

a well mainly for water

b®I

how bad/what bad

B}a®I

how bad/what bad

L¦B®I - L¦®I

with signs/with verses/with
evidences

b¦®I

forefathers

with drinking cups

strong/severe/hard

with better/with best

with bringing out/with forcing
out/by bringing out/by forcing out

á¦ZUB®I - á¦ZUFI with others
zat mUI - zat mUBI exhausting yourself (s/m) from
anger/destroying yourself (s/m)
from anger/killing yourself (s/m)
from anger

z¦UDI

with your (s/m) brother

á¥XBI

desert dwellers

¨XBI

apparent

J
with permission/with pardon/with

~aI - ~aBI

with --'s name/by --'s name

--'s permission/with --'s pardon

B}aDI

with names/by names

with his permission/with his

~¢®B}aDI

by their names (p)/with their names

BaDI

our courage/our might/our power

pardon

£aDI

his courage his /might/his power

~y®ZBI

your (p) creator

~¢aDI

their courage/their might/their

ªlIZDI

with four (f)

á¢{OZDI

with their (f) feet

XZBI

cool/cold

©`ZBI

emerging/appearing

áYHI
£YHI

pardon

§YHI

with my permission/with my

á¥`ZI - á¥`ZBI emerging/appearing (p)
zZI - zZBI

he blessed

ByZI - ByZBI

we blessed

Bo`BI

rising/emerging/appearing

ªo`BI

rising/emerging/appearing

bDI

courage/might/power

BaDI

might/courage/power

~¢kB¦cDI

parties/with their followers/with
their supporters

JReDI - JBReDI with owners/with company/with
friends

JBReDI - JReDI with owners/with company/with
|iI - |iBI

being concelled

½iI - ½iBI

wastefully/wasting/falsely/
anulling/cancelling

£iBI

its interior/its hidden/its secret

XlI - XkBI

make distant

and son of prophet Abraham)

~y®AXkDI

with your (p) enemies

frowning/gloomy/hurrying/

~{kDI

with more knowing

B¦kDI

with our watchfulness/with our

commencing
spreading/extending/widening/

protection/with our eyes/with our
sights

opening
spreading/extending/widening/
opening (p)

LwaBI - LBwaBI high/tall (p/f)
LBwaBI - LwaBI high/tall (p/f)
~yaDI

is being wasted/is being annulled/is

hidden/secret/interior

xBRaHI - xRaHI with Issac (a messenger)

A¥iaBI

with their groups with their

ªiBI

and son of Prophet Abraham)

iaI - iaBI

á¡¥ZcI - á¡¥ZcBI you (p) touch their (f) outer skin

friends

xRaHI - xBRaHI with Isaac (a messenger)

©ZaBI

power

your (p) hardship in war

rBI

transgressing/corrupting/
oppressing

~y¡¥sDI - ~y¡A¥sDI with your (p) mouths
~¢¡¥sDI - ~¢¡A¥sDI with their mouths

J
~y¡A¥sDI - ~y¡¥sDI with your (p) mouths
~¢¡A¥sDI - ~¢¡¥sDI with their mouths
xBI

remaining/lasting/continuing

ª¦vBI

a remainder/a remnant/
with cups/with round containers to
drink from having no handles

|BI

mind/heart/thought/affair/condition

ZeI¾BI - ZBeI¾BI with the eye sights/with the
knowledge

~MÂBI

with the sin/with the crime

uBwR¾BI

by the long winding sand
(patterns/dunes)/by the long
winding sand (patterns/dunes)

©ZU¾BI - ©ZUÀBI with the end (other life)

breathing and smelling

L¦¾BI - LB¦ÀBI with the signs/with the verses/
LB¦ÀBI - L¦¾BI with the signs/with the verses/
with the evidences

á}¦ØÂBI - áB}¦ØÂBI with the faith/with the
belief

áB}¦ØÂBI - á}¦ÂBI with the faith/with the
belief

BaDI{BI

á¦ZaU¾BI

with the most losers

ZBRa¾BI

at the times at end of night - before
dawn
with the horizon/with the direction/
at the horizon/at the direction

zsÂBI

with the lies/with the falsehood

Jw{¾BI - JBw{¾BI with the surnames/with the
knicknames/with the names used to
compliment or insult with

JBw{¾BI - Jw{¾BI with the surnames/with the

b}¾BI

with the misery/with the
hardship/with the hardships in
war/with the fear

|iI{BI - |iBI{BI by the falsehood/with the
falsehood

|UI{BI

©ZUÀBI - ©ZU¾BI with the end (other life)

xs¾BI

with the nose/with the organ for

with the evidences
remaining/lasting/continuing

JA¥yDI

u¾BI

with the stinginess/with the
miserliness

ZÆ IØ {BI

with the righteousness/with the
charitability/with the truthfulness/
with the obedience

¨ZcI{BI

with the good news

ZeI{BI

with the eye sight

|iBI{BI - |iI{BI by the falsehood/with the
falsehood

á¦I{BI

with the sons/with the sons and
daughters

L¦I{BI

at the house/at the home

knicknames/with the names used to
compliment or insult with

L¦I{BI - LB¦I{BI with the evidences

at the yesterday/at the past/by the

¨¥wK{BI

with the fear and obedience of God

yesterday/by the previous day

LB¦I{BI - L¦I{BI with the evidences

á}¾BI

with the safety/with the security

§K{BI

with which/with who/with those

§M¾BI

with the female

LIO{BI

with the idol/with the statue/with
the sorcery/with the sorcerors/with

J
JO{BI

the of no good or benefit

©¥¦R{BI - ©B¦R{BI with the life

with the side (near or close)/at the

©B¦R{BI - ©¥¦R{BI with the life

side (near or close)

X¥O{BI

with the soldiers/with the
warriors/with the fighters

XBR{HI

with deviation, insult defament of
God/with the apostasy/with the
argument/with the doubt in
God/with the allowment of the
forbidden/by the deviation, insult
and defament of God/by the
apostasy/by the argument/by the
doubt in God/by the allowment of
the forbidden

PR{BI

with the pilgrimage

JBOR{BI

with the divider/with the
partition/with the barrier/with the
protection/at the divider/at the
partition/at the barrier/at the
protection

ZÆ RÅ {BI

with the free/with the liberated/
with the generous/with the best

LaR{BI - LBaR{BI with the goodnesses
ªaR{BI

with the good/with the goodness

ª®iBU{BI

with the sin/with the mistake/with
the error/with the wrong

x{U{BI

with the creation

bU{BI

with the planets/with the orbitting
planets/by the planets/by the
orbitting planets (could be the
orbitting planets Saturn, Jupiter,
Mars, Venus and Mercury)

Z¦U{BI

with the better/with the good/with
the generosity/with the
honour/with the wealth/with the
goodness

LZ¦U{BI - LAZ¦U{BI with the goodnesses/with the
generosity/(with the good deeds)

LAZ¦U{BI - LZ¦U{BI with the goodnesses/with the
generosity/(with the good deeds)

á¡X{BI

with the oil/with the fat/with the
grease

á¦X{BI

with the religion

ZyY{BI

with the rememberance/with the
reminder

LBaR{BI - LaR{BI with the goodnesses

¨Y{BI

with what/with who

§aR{BI

á¦Y{BI

with those who

with the best/with the most
beautiful/with the goodness

xR{BI

with the correct/with the truth/with
the real/with the deserved/with the
duty/with the fact/with the right/
with the certain/with the definite/
with the just/with the
imminent/with the share

ª}yR{BI

with the wisdom (agreeing and
speaking the truth/philosopy/
justice/knowledge/patience)

á}RZ{BI - áB}RZ{BI with the merciful/by the
merciful

áB}RZ{BI - á}RZ{BI with the merciful/by the
merciful

|¥aZ{BI

with the messenger

T¥Z{BI

with the Soul/with the Spirit

ZI`{BI

with the Books

|RBa{BI

by the shore/by the (river) bank/by

J
the coast

ªkBa{BI

with the resurrection/with the time
of resurrection/with the hour

xBa{BI

©XB¢c{BI

witnessing/with the certification

AX¢c{BI

with the shin/with the leg/with the
at the ground/at the earth's
surface/at the flowing stream/at the
moon/with the ground/with the
earth's surface/with the flowing
stream/with the moon

áa{BI

with the tooth

ªa{DI

with the tongues/with the

~yKa{DI

Z¢c{BI

righteous

ZIe{BI

with the patience

xXe{BI

with the truth

languages/with the speeches

©¥{e{BI - ©½e{BI with the prayers

with your (p) tongues/with your

á¦R{Be{BI - á¦R{e{BI with the correct/with the
righteous

with their tongues/with their

©½e{BI - ©¥{e{BI with the prayers

languages/with their speeches

L¥pi{BI - L¥oBi{BI with the agressor/with the

á¦a{BI

with the years/(with the drought)

¥a{BI

with the bad/with the evil/with the

habitually tyrant/with the head of
corruption and misguidance/with
the devil/with the everything
worshipped other than God/with
the idols

harm

x¥a{BI

with the shins/with the legs

ª®¦a{BI

with the sin/with the crime

ª¦oBi{BI

grateful (p)
with the bad/with the evil/with the
harm

xtc{BI

with the twilight/with the red
colour or afterglow following
sunset

L¥oBi{BI - L¥pi{BI with the agressor/with the
habitually tyrant/with the head of
corruption and misguidance/with
the devil/with the everything
worshipped other than God/with
the idols

á¦ZyBc{BI - á¦Zyc{BI with the thankful/with the
grateful (p)

b}c{BI

with the sun/with the center of our
solar system

with the great (f) tyrant/with the
thunder bolt/with the thunder storm
(term used for Roman, Arab and
other tyrant kings)/with the
foolish/by the great (f) tyrant/by
the thunder bolt/by the thunder
storm/by the foolish

á¦Zyc{BI - á¦ZyBc{BI with the thankful/with the
Zc{BI

with the (lunar) month

á¦R{e{BI - á¦R{Be{BI with the correct/with the

languages/with your speeches

~¢Ka{DI

with the witnessing/with the
testifying/with the present/with the
witnesses/with the testifiers/with
the present (p)

hardship/with the severity

©Z¡Ba{BI

with the testimony/with the

J¦i{BI

with the good/with the beautiful/

J
with the pledge/with the
recommendation/with the
knowledge/with the protection/
with the entrustment

with the pure/with the
enjoyable/with the allowed/with
the permitted

á¦}{j{BI - á¦}{Bj{BI with the unjust/with the

á¦l{BI

with the eye

q{I - q{BI

reaching/delivering/accomplishing

oppressors/with the oppressive (p)

ªp{I - ªp{BI

eloquent/reaching

with the worshippers/with the

©¥Xp{BI - ©AXp{BI with the early morning/with the

oppressors/with the oppressive (p)

á¦}{Bj{BI - á¦}{j{BI with the unjust/with the
XBIl{BI

God's slaves/with the servants

XIl{BI

with the slave

|Xl{BI

with the justice/with the equality

©¥Xl{BI

by the elevated place/by the edge
of the valley

JAYl{BI

with the torture

AZl{BI

with the open space/at the open

time between dawn and sunrise/at
the early morning/at the time
between dawn and sunrise

¥Xp{BI

between dawn and sunrise

©AXp{BI - ©¥Xp{BI with the early morning/with the
time between dawn and sunrise/at
the early morning/at the time
between dawn and sunrise

space

uZl{BI
©¥Zl{BI

with the kindness/with the

Z¥Zp{BI

known/with the good tradition

~}p{I - ~B}p{BI with the clouds

with the vine/with the tie/with the

~B}p{BI - ~}p{BI with the clouds

loop/with the evergreen/with the
valuable/with the handle/at the
vine/at the tie/at the loop/at the
evergreen/at the valuable/at the
handle

§cl{BI

¤¥p{I - ¤¥p{BI

with the group/with the band/with
the company

X¥wl{BI

with the contracts

©Z}l{BI

with the visiting of God's house in

J¦p{BI

with the promise/with the contract/

reaching it (p)/they are reaching
with the unseen/with the absent/
with the hidden/with the covered/
with the invisible/with the
supernatural

£¦p{I - £¦p{BI

reaching it (p)/they are
reaching it

u{DI

with one thousand

SKt{BI

with the opening/with the victory/
with the teaching and information/
with the defeat/with the disclosure/
with the judgement

other than the four sacred months

X¢l{BI

with the deceit/with the temptation

it

with the evening/with the first
darkness/with the dinnertime/at the
evening/at the first darkness/at the
dinnertime

ªIel{BI

at the early morning/at the time

BcRt{BI

with the enormous/with the

J
letter/with the message/with the
decree/with the rite/with the
destiny/with the fate/with the
term/with the judgment

atrocious/with the ugly deeds/with
the ugly saying/with the adultry/
with the fornication/with the
homosexuality/with the incest (p)

ªkZBw{BI

with the resurrection/with the

Zty{BI

disaster/with the calamity

á¦ZsBy{BI - á¦Zty{BI with the disbelieving/with the

áEZw{BI - áAZw{BI with the Koran (the Islamic
sacred book of life, law and
religion)

áAZw{BI - áEZw{BI with the Koran (the Islamic

with the disbelief

disbelievers (p)

£{{BI

with God/by God

¥p{{BI

with the nonsence/with the
senseless talk/with the useless
talk/by the nonesence/by the
senseless talk/by the uselsess talk

sacred book of life, law and
religion)

iaw{BI

with the just/with the equitable

bBiaw{BI

with the scale/with the balance

X¥lw{BI

with the sitting/with the remaining

á¦wK}{BI

with the fearing and obeying

behind

á¦}ZO}{BI

with the criminals/with the

~{w{BI

with the saying/with the word/with
the opinion and belief/with the
statement/with the delcaration

sinners/with the committing
crimes/with the sinning

ª}RZ}{BI
á¦XKl}{BI

JBKy{BI - JKy{BI with the book/with the holy
book/with the holy scripture/with
the written literature/with the

with the transgressors/with the
violators/with the breakers

u¥Zl}{BI

with the kindness/with the
known/with the good tradition/with
the goodness/with the
generosity/with the charity

disbelievers (p)
book/with the holy scripture/with
the written literature/with the
letter/with the message/with the
decree/with the rite/with the
destiny/with the fate/with the
term/with the judgment

with the mercy/with the
compassion/with the kindness

á¦Zty{BI - á¦ZsBy{BI with the disblieving/with the
JKy{BI - JBKy{BI with the book/with the holy

with the night/at the night/by
the night

with the writing utensil/with the
pen/with the small arrows used for
gambling draws/by the writing
utensil/by the pen/by the small
arrows used for gambling draws

|¥w{BI

|¦{BI - |¦{{BI

©Ztp}{BI

with the forgiveness

á¦Xat}{BI

with the corrupting/with the
disordering/with the disrepairing/
with the decomposing/with the
invalidating/with the depriving/
with the rotting/with the
voiding/with the breaking down (p)

¿}{BI

with the group/with the
assembly/with the nobles

J
ªy®{}{BI - ªy®½}{BI with the angels
ªy®½}{BI - ªy®{}{BI with the angels
z{}{BI

á}{BI

Zy}{BI

with the ownership/with the

§e¥{BI - §eA¥{BI by the foreheads/by the
forehead's hair

§eA¥{BI - §e¥{BI by the foreheads/by the
forehead's hair

kingdom/with the possession and
free will/with the owned

ZB¢{BI

with the bragging/with the

BK¢{B®I - BK¢{FI with our gods

reminding repiticiously of kind
acts done, that leads to
resentment/with the doing of a
favour and bragging of it

¨X¢{BI

with the guidance

|`¢{BI

with the joke/with the fun/with the

with the defiance of God and His

~¢{BI

orders/with the awfulness/with the
obscenity/by the defiance of God
and His orders/by the awfulness/by
the obscenity

á¦XK¢}{BI

with the guided

©X¥}{BI

with the love/with the affection

á¦}»}{BI

with the believing/with the

play

with the people

ª¦eB{BI

with the forehead/with the

their mind/their heart/their
thought/their affair/their condition

XA¥{BI

with the valley/at the valley

á¦X{¥{BI - á¦X{A¥{BI with the parents/with the
two parents/with the father and
mother/with the (b) parents

§R¥{BI

with the inspiration/with the
transmission/with the revelation/
with the signal/with the message

believers (p)

bB{BI

with the daytime/at the daytime

X¦e¥{BI

with the narrow gap/with the
cave/with the door step/with the
yard/with the mountain/at the
narrow gap/at the cave/at the door
step/at the yard/at the mountain

forehead's hair/by the forehead/by
the forehead's hair

á¦¦I{BI

with the prophets

~O{BI

X¦k¥{BI

with the star/with the planet

ZÔYÒ {BI

á¦X{A¥{BI - á¦X{¥{BI with the parents/with the

with the duty/with the vow on

two parents/with the the father and
mother/with the (b) parents

(oneself)

ZÓYÓ {BI

with the warnings/with the notices

Z¦Y{BI

with the warner/with the giver of
notice

bt{BI

|¦{{BI - |¦{BI

with the night/at the night/by
the night

á¦}¦{BI

with the right (side/hand)/by the
right (side/hand)

with the self - invisible energy of
creatures other than body energy,
wrongly refered to as "soul and
spirit"

with the threat

~¥¦{BI

with the day/with today

~¢}B}HI

with their leader/with their

J
example

~y¦B}DI

are/because they (e)/with that they
were

with your (p) wishes/with your
desires/with your lies

ª¦B®I - ª¦FI

with drinking cups

Z}DI

with --'s order/with --'s command

¨X¡DI

with more guided/with more

BZ}DI

with our order/with our command

¤Z}DI

with his order/with his command

|¥}DI - |A¥}DI with properties/with
possessions/with wealths

~y{¥}DI - ~y{A¥}DI with your (p) properties/
with your possessions/with your
wealths

~¢{¥}DI - ~¢{A¥}DI with their properties/

guiding

z{¡DI

relation/with your people

~y{¡DI
£{¡DI

with your possessions/with your
wealths

~¢{A¥}DI - ~¢{¥}DI with their properties/with
their possessions/with their wealths

áDI

with that (e)

BDI

with that we are

~lDI - ~BlDI

with camels/with livestock

~lDI

with --'s blessings/with --'s
goodnesses/with --'s comfort and
ease (p)/with --'s praises

~BlDI - ~lDI

with camels/with livestock

~¢atDI

with their selves/with themselves

BDI

with that we truly

£DI

with that it/with that it is/with that
he is

~¢DI

with that they are/because they

with his family/with his relation/
with his people

~¢®A¥¡DI

with their self attractions for
desires/with their love and
lusts/with their love of good and
bad/with their deviations from
propriety

|A¥}DI - |¥}DI with properties/with
~y{A¥}DI - ~y{¥}DI with your (p) properties/

with your (p) family/with your
relation/with your people

with their possessions/with their
wealths
possessions/with wealths

with your (s/m) family/with your

~¢K¦k¥DI

with their bags/with their
containers/with their vessels/with
their receptacles

¨DI

with which/at which

L¦®I - L¦B®I - LB¦FI with signs/with verses/with
evidences

BK¦B®I - BKB¦FI

with our signs/with our verses/
with our evidences/with our
sign/with our verse/with our
evidence

£K¦B®I - £KB¦FI

with his signs/with his verses/with
his evidences

§K¦B®I - §KB¦FI with my signs/with my verses/with
my evidences

~¦DI - ~B¦DI

with --'s days/with --'s times

ª¦B®I - ª¦FI

with a sign/with a verse/with an
evidence

¨X¦DI

with hands/by --'s hands

J
~y¦X¦DI

with your (p) hands

B¦X¦DI

with our hands

~¢¦X¦DI

with their hands

~Kl¦BI

you (p) pledged/you promised/you
contracted/you swore to
loyalty/you (p) sold

|IBII

at Babylon/with Babylon (a city
between two rivers, the Tigris and
Eupharetes)

iaBII

with spreading/with extending/with
widening/with opening

£p{BII

with reaching it

~B¦DI - ~¦DI

with --'s days/with --'s times

£¦p{II - £¦p{BII with reaching it

á}¦HI - áB}¦HI

with faith/with belief

ZXII

~y}¦HI - ~yB}¦ØHI with your (p) faith/with
your belief

~y}¦DI - ~yB}Æ¦DÒI with your (p) rights
(sides/ hands)/with your oaths

~¢B}Æ¦DÒI

with their rights (sides/hands)/with
their oaths/at their rights (sides/
hands)/at their oaths

~¢}¦HI - ~¢B}Ø¦HI with their faith/with
their belief/because of their
faith/because of their belief

á¢}¦HI - á¢B}¦ØHI with their (f) faith/with
their belief

áB}¦HI - á}¦HI with faith/with belief
~yB}¦HI - ~y}¦HI with your (p) faith/with your

near city of Medina in Hegaz)

zXII

ªlgII - ªkBgII with goods/with merchandise
ªkBgII - ªlgII with goods/with merchandise
áiII

with inside

hlII

with some/with part

B¢glII

with some of it/with part of it/with
some of her/with part of her

X¦lII

with far/with distant

~¢¦pII

with their oppression/with their
transgression/with their corruption

ªyII

belief/because of their
faith/because of their belief

á¢B}¦HI - á¢}¦HI with their (f) faith/with
their belief

X¦¦DI
~y¦¦DI

£¦p{BII - £¦p{II with reaching it
£¦II

with which of you (p)

with his sons (and daughters)

áK¢II - áBK¢II with falsehood/with made up
lies/with slander

áBK¢II - áK¢II with falsehood/with made up
lies/with slander

with power/with might/with
support

with (in) Bekka/with (in)
Baca/with (in) Bacca (the Bible
and Torah refer to Baca as "Valley
of Balsam Trees")

~yB}Æ¦DÒI - ~y}¦DI with your (p) rights
~¢B}¦HI - ~¢}¦HI with their faith/with their

with your (s/m) body/with your top
set of armour

belief
(sides/hands)/with your oaths

with Badr (name of the location

~yl¦II

with your (p) pledge/with your
promise/with your contract/with
your swearing to loyalty/with your

J
sale/with your trade

nYOI

with --'s trunk/with --'s stem/at --'s

L¦II - LB¦II

with evidences

ª¦II

with an evidence

LB¦II - L¦II

with evidences

mIBKI

with following

á¦KOI

with two treed gardens

§yZBKI

with leaving

~¢¦KOI

with their two treed gardens

|¦¥DKI

with interpreting/with explaining/

X¥OI

with soldiers/with worriors

¤X¥OI

with his soldiers/with his warriors

~¡`B¢OI

with their preparation/with their

with interpretation/with
explanation

£{¦¥DKI
ª¦RKI

with its two wings/with his two
wings

equipment/(with their supplies)

explanation

ª{¢OI - ª{B¢OI with ignorance/with foolishness

with a greeting (salamo alaykom

ª{B¢OI - ª{¢OI with ignorance/with foolishness

he scattered/he distributed/he
ravished/he violently carried away

N{BMI

with a third

ªM{MI - ªM½MI

with three (f)

~¢OI

with Hell/with a place of
punishment (Hebrew origin)

á¦{}RI - á¦{}BRI with carrying/with loading/
with lifting/with enduring

ªM{MI - u¼E ªM½MI with three thousand
ªM½MI - ªM{MI

ª¦RBOI

with its interpretation/with its

[peace on you])

NI

trunk/at --'s stem

|IRI

with --'s rope/with --'s covenant/
with --'s promise/with --'s
agreement/with a rope/with a
covenant/with a promise/with an
agreement

with three (f)

ªM½MI - u¼E ªM{MI with three thousand
¤Z}MI

with his fruit

©ZBORI

with stones

á}MI

with a price

N¦XRI

with an information/with a speech

§MI

my grief/my condition

ZRI

large body of water usually salty/

L¥{BOI

with Goliath (a tyrant king killed
by Prophet David)

JBOI

sea/ocean/long or wide river

JZRI

with a battle/with a war/with a
fight

with --'s side/with --'s direction/at
--'s side/at --'s direction

áBIaRI

with a count/with a calculation

£IBOI

with his side/with his direction

j¦tRI

with a protector/with an observor/

ZBIOI

with a tyrant/with a rebel/with an
oppressor/with an arrogant/with a
powerful/with a merciless/with a
mighty

with a guard/with a safekeeper

xRI

with truth/with real/with true/with
deserved/with duty/with fact/with
right

J
£}yRI

with his judgment/with his rule

X}RI

with --'s praise/with --'s gratitude/
with --'s thanks

zX}RI
¤X}RI

~yw{UI - ~yv½UI with your (p) good luck/with your
fortune

~¢w{UI - ~¢v½UI with their good luck/with their
fortune

with your (s/m) praise/with your
gratitude/with your thanks

x{UI

with his praise/with his gratitude/

~yv½UI - ~yw{UI with your (p) good luck/with your

with his thanks

á¦{}BRI - á¦{}RI with carrying/with loading/

fortune

~¢v½UI - ~¢w{UI with their good luck/with their

with lifting/with enduring

Z¥RI

©Z¦RI

QZBUI

fortune

with intense blackness of pupils

á
Ì ¢Ø wÊ {UI

with their (f) creation

and whiteness of eyes/with dilated
pupils/(pure beautifully contrasted)

A¥{UI

they were stingy/they were miser

á¡Z}UI

with their (f) head covers/with their

a female camel in pre-Islamic

covers

paganism whose ears were split
after five deliveries, and left to
roam for the idols without use

ªa}UI

with getting out

Z¦UI

á¦`UI - á¦`BUI with storing (p)
ªe{BUI

with clear/with pure

ZIUI

with a news/with an information/

with five

u¼E ªa}UI - ªa}UI with five thousand

á¦OZUI - á¦OZBUI with getting out (p)

with good/with goodness/with
better/with generosity/with honour/
with wealth

z{¦UI

with your (s/m) horses/with your
horsemen

with a knowledge

AZIUI

with a creation

~y»XI - ~y¥XI they started -- (with) you/they
began -- (with) you/they initiated -(with) you

with a news/with an information/
with a knowledge

á¦OZBUI - á¦OZUI with getting out (p)

CXI

he started/he began/he created/he
initiated

á¦`BUI - á¦`UI with storing (p)

AXI

appeared/it appeared

bUI

reduced/unjust

AZAXI

hurrying/rushing/hastening

BaUI

reduction/cheatery/injustice

¤ZAXI

with his home/with his house/with
his country/with his tribe/with his
yard/with his place

zat mUBI - zat mUI exhausting yourself from
anger/destroying yourself from
anger/killing yourself from anger

|UI

~yCXI

he started you (p)/he began you/he
created you/he initiated you

was stingy/was miser

BÔCXÄ IÄ

we started/we began/we created/we

J
initiated

precedent

LXI

appeared

áÆ¦XÄ I

with a debt

áBUXI

with smoke/with fumes/(with

ZB¦XI

with a dinar/with an ancient gold

gaseous/with vapour)

currency

BkXI

new innovation/unprecedented

~y¦XI

with your (p) religion

BkXI

with a call/with a request/with a

LAYI

with of/on/in (prep. of ownership)

prayer

with a slaughtered (animal)

z®BkXI

SIYI

with calling you (s/m)

with rememberance/with a

|XI

ZyÊYI

exchanged/replaced/substituted/

reminder/with mentioning/with
remembering/with reciting/with
praising/with glorifying

changed

¼XI

an exchanged/a repalcement/a
susbtitution/a change

B{XI

~¢{XI - ~¡B{XI we exchanged them/we
replaced them/we susbtituted
them/we changed them

~¡B{XI - ~¢{XI we exchanged them/we
replaced them/we susbstituted
them/we changed them
he exchanged it/he replaced it/he
susbtituted it/he changed it

£Å {Ô XÐ I

you (s/m) exchange it/you replace
it/you susbtitute it/you change it

A¥{ÌXI

~XI

with blood (red fluid running
throughout the body)

~y¥XI - ~y¥»XI they started -- (with) you/they
began -- (with) you/initiated -(with) you (p)

m¦XI

z{YI

with that

£IYI

with his crime

~¢IYI

with their crime/because of their
crime

J¥YI

with crimes/with --'s crimes

~yI¥YI

with your (p) crimes/because of
your crimes

BI¥YI

with our crimes

~¢I¥YI

with their crimes/because of their
crimes

they exchanged/they replaced/they
substituted/they changed/
exchanged/replaced/ substituted/
changed (p)

creating marvelously without

with mentioning them/with
remembering them/with reciting
them/with their reminder

we exchanged/we replaced/we
substituted/we changed

£Å {ÒXÌ IÄ

~¡ZyYI

¨YI

with of (prep. of ownership)

A»ZI - AZÅI

innocent/pure/separating (p)

~ya¥»ZI - ~ya¥ZI with your (p) heads
AZÅI - A»ZI

innocent/pure/separating (p)

á¥®ZI - á¥®¦ZI innocent/denouncing/separating/
pure (p)

AZI

righteously/charitably/truthfully/
obediently/righteous/charitable/

J
truthful/obedient

death)

AZI

innocent/pure/separate

BU`ZI

a barrier

©AZI

declaration/innocence/separation/

x`ZI

with a provision/with rain/with

denouncement

¨ÊXAZI

everything of benefit or value/with
means of livelihood

with returning

á¦v`ZI - á¦v`AZI with providing for (p)

á¦v`AZI - á¦v`ZI with providing for (p)
A¥`ZI

they emerged/they appeared/(they

bCZI

with --'s head/with --'s top

§aCZI

with my head

JZI

á¥`ZBI - á¥`ZI emerging/appearing (p)

with lord/with master/with owner/

§K{aZI - §K¼BaZI with my messages

went out)

with --'s lord/with --'s master/with
--'s owner/by --'s lord/by --'s
owner/by --'s master

|aZI

with messengers

§K¼BaZI - §K{aZI with my messages

~yIZI

with your (p) lord/your lord (e)

with a messenger

©¥IZI

|¥aZI

with an elevated ground/with a hill

with his messenger

§IZI

£{¥aZI

with my lord

with their messenger

|BOZI

~¢{¥aZI

with men

with my messenger

z{OZI

§{¥aZI

with your (s/m) foot

with my messengers

ª}RZI

§{aZI

with a mercy

with correct/with right guidance

zK}RZI

X¦cZI

with your (s/m) mercy

lightened/gleamed/glared/confused

BK}RZI

xZI

with our mercy

£K}RZI

with his mercy

£vZI

its lightning

XZI

hail/cold/hail storm

LyZI - LByZI

blessings

AXZI

cool/cold

£KyZI - £KByZI

his blessing

á¡XZI

with their (f) return/with returning

zZBI - zZI

he blessed

them (f)

LByZI - LyZI

blessings

righteous/charitable/truthful/

£KByZI - £KyZI

his blessings

ByZBI - ByZI

we blessed

£yZI

with his corner/with his strong

©ZZI

obedient

L`ZI

was made to emerge/was made to
appear

W`ZI

a barrier/what is in between death
and resurrection (entered upon

and astonished/lightning

support/at his corner/at his strong
support

J
á¡ZI - áB¡ZI

proof/evidence

áB¡ZI - áBB¡ZI two proofs/two evidences
~y¡ZI - ~yB¡ZI your (p) proof/your evidence

LaÅI

was crumbled/was scattered/was
grinded

ZÄRa
ÄI

with time at end of night, before
dawn

T¥ZI

with a soul/with a spirit

with magic/with sorcery

bXw{A T¥ZI

ZÆRa
ÊI

with the Holy Soul/with the

z
Ä ZØ RaI

with your (s/m) magic/with your

Sanctimonious Soul/with the Holy
Spirit/with the Sanctimonious
Spirit

Q¥ZI

towers/castles/constellations (a

sorcery

¤ZRaI

with his magic/with his sorcery

B}¡ZRaI

with their (b)'s magic/with their
sorcery

group of fixed stars)

BO¥ZI

constillations/towers/palaces/

iUaI

dissatisfaction

fortresses

~ya¥ZI - ~ya¥»ZI with your (p) heads
¨ZI
B®¦ZI

pure (p)
with a wind/with a breeze/by a
wind/by a breeze

~¢}k`I

with their claims/with their
doubtful statement/with their
allegation/with their pretention

ª¦`I

iÒ a
ÄI
iaBI - iaI

~¢KRBaI

with their court/with their yard/at

L
Ä iÔ a
Ä IÄ

outspread/outstretched/widened

JIaI

with a reason/with a cause/with a
motive/with a connection

you (s/m) spread/you extended/you
widened/you opened

ªieI - ªiaI outspread/expansion/abundance/
wealth

¨ZyaI - ¨ZByaI with intoxicated/with loss of
mind's normal control/with loss of
judgement/with losing mind's
normal control/with losing
judgement

¨ZByaI - ¨ZyaI with intoxicated/with loss of
mind's normal control/with loss of
judgement/with losing mind's
normal control/with losing
judgement

their court/at their yard (empty
space between their houses)

BiBaI

spreading/extending/widening/
opening

ornament/with --'s decoration/with
--'s beauty/with --'s ornament
crumbling/scattering/grinding

he spread/he extended/he widened/
he opened

with decoration/with beauty/with

BaI

he frowned/he became gloomy/he
commenced/he hurried

an innocent

á¥®¦ZI - á¥®ZI innnocent/renouncing/separating/
S¦ZI

ZaI

innocent/renouncing/separating/
pure

with hatred/with anger/with

~{aI - ~½aI

with safety/with security/with
peace

J
ái{aI - áBi{aI with a proof/with an evidence/with
authority/with power/with control/
with sovereignty

áBi{aI - ái{aI with a proof/with an evidence/with
an authority/with a power/with a
control/with sovereignty

~½aI - ~{aI

~yZcI - ~yAZcI your (p) good news
ZZcI

with sparks

~¢®ByZcI

with their partners (with God)

~yyZcI

with your (p) sharing/with your
making partners (with God)

with safety/with security/with

~yAZcI - ~yZcI your (p) good news

peace

zZcI - zBÆZc
Ì I we announced good news to you

~aBI - ~aI

with --'s name/by --'s name

~¢l}aI

with their hearing/with their

¤BÆZc
ÌI

listening/with their sense of
hearing

zBZcI - zZcI we announced good news to you

¥aI

with bad/with evil/with harm

¤¥ZÐcIÄ

Z¥aI

with a fence/with a wall

á¡¥ZcBI - á¡¥ZcI you (p) touch their outer

©Z¥aI

with a chapter of the Koran

|A»aI

with a request/with a question/with

¨ÄZc
Æ IÅ

a good news/good news

requesting

x
Æ c
Ê IØ

with difficulty/with hardship

£{B}cI

with his left

JB¢cI

with a light from a fire source/with

~¢}¦aI - ~¡B}¦aI with their marks/with their
identifications/with their
expressions/by their marks/by their
identifications/by their expressions

~¡B}¦aI - ~¢}¦aI with their marks/with their
identifications/with their
expressions/by their marks/by their
identifications/by their expressions

ZÄcIØ

with bad/with evil/with harm/with
worse/with more evil/with more
harm

(s/m)
we announced good news to him

(s/m)
they announced good news to him

skin

a star/with a planet/with a flame

~¢KX¢cI - ~¢KAXB¢cI with their testimonies
~¢KAXB¢cI - ~¢KX¢cI with their testimonies
X¦¢cI

with an honest witness/with an
honest testifier

§cI

with a thing/with something

Z¦cI

announcer of good new

ZÆ c
Ð IÄ

announce good news

AZ¦cI

an announcer of good news

ZÄ c
Ð IÅ

was announced good news to/he

Z®eI - Z®BeI

visions/minds/instincts/evidences/

was announced good news to

AÕZÄcIÄ

a human/humans

AÕZÆcIÅ

a good news

witnesses/mental perceptions/clear
sightedness/keennesss

~yIRBeI

with your (p) companion/with your
friend

J
~¢IRBeI

with their companion/with their

mgI

friend

Z®BeI - Z®eI

uBReI

few/some in number between 3 to
9

visions/minds/instincts/evidences/

ªkBgI - ªlgI goods/merchandise

witnesses/mental perceptions/clear
sightedness/keenness

BKkBgI - BKlgI our goods/our merchandise

with platters/with plates/with

á¦gI

bowls

~¢KkBgI - ~¢KlgI their goods/their merchandise
with clinging/(with guarding)/with
suffering/with burdening/with
witholding

ªvXeI

with charity

~¢vXeI

with their truthfulness

B¦gI

with a light/with a shine

~¡XeI

with their objection/with their

B¢®BiI

its lining/its interior

prevention/with their obstruction

XZBiI

with expelling/with driving away/

LZeÄI

I saw/I looked/I knew

¤ZeI

his eyesight/his understanding

ªiaI - ªieI outspread/expansion/abundance/

with forcing out

ªBiI

a confidant

AZiI

ungrateful/arrogantly/taking

wealth

zK¥{eI - zK½eI with your (s/m) prayers
B¢{eI

LZiI

became unappreciated/became
undeserved/became ungrateful

its onions

zK½eI - zK¥{eI with your (s/m) prayers
zK¥eI

blessings lightly and arrogantly

~yKw¦ZiI

with your (p) way/with your
path/with your method/with your
religion/with your approach/with
your habit/with your greed

with your (s/m) voice/with your
sound/with your noise

Z¦eI

seeing/knowing/understanding

diI

violent attack/violent destruction

AZ¦eI

seeing/knowing/understanding

BciI

violently destroying/violently

©Z¦eI

vision/mind/instinct/evidence/
witness/mental perception/clear
sightedness/keenness

~¡ZBgI

with harming them

á¦ZBgI

with harming (p)

ªlgI - ªkBgI goods/merchandise
BKlgI - BKkBgI our goods/our merchandise
~¢KlgI - ~¢KkBgI their goods/their merchandise
ZgI

with harm

attacking/violent destruction/
violent attack

~KciI

you (p) destroyed violently/you
attacked violently

BÓKc
Ä iÔ IÄ

our violent destruction/our violent
attack

B¡¥piI - B¡A¥piI with its tyranny/with its excess of
the limit/with its arrogance

B¡A¥piI - B¡¥piI with its tyranny/with its excess of
the limit/with its arrogance

J
servant

|iI

wasted/annulled/cancelled

|iBI - |iI

is being wasted/is annulled/is

NlI

sent/he sent

cancelled

ZMlI

is scattered/is poured out/is

½iBI - ½iI

overthrown/is strewn

wastefully/wasting/falsely/
annulling/cancelling

LZMlÅI

are scattered/are poured out/are
overthrown/are strewn

áiI

was hidden/is hidden

£iI

its belly/its inside/his belly/his

~yMlI

your (p) resurrection/your revival

inside

BÒMlÄ I

he sent us/he woke us up

á¥iI

bellies/insides

BMÄlIÄ

we sent

£¥iI

its bellies/its insides

~yMlI - ~yBMlI we sent you (p)/we resurrected

B¢¥iI

its bellies/its insides/her bellies/her
insides

~¢¥iI

their bellies/their insides

§iI

my belly/my inside

Z¢jI - Z¡BjI

with apparent/with visible

~Ú½jÒ IØ

with an unjust/with an oppressor

~{jI

with injustice/with oppression

~¢}{jI

with their injustice/with their

you/we revived you

~¢MlI - ~¡BMlI we sent them/we resurrected
them/we revived them

~yBMlI - ~yMlI we sent you (p)/we resurrected you
/we revived you

~¡BMlI - ~¢MlI we sent them/we resurrected
them/we revived them

£ÒMlÄ IÄ

he sent him/he resurrected him/he
revived him

oppression

|OlI

with a (m) calf

Z¡BjI - Z¢jI

with apparent/with visible

XÆlIÄ

after

XBlI

with Aad (an ancient tribe)

XÆlIÅ

a far distance/far distance

á¦}{lI - á¦}{BlI with knowing

XkBI - XlI

make distant

©XBIlI

with worshipping

AXlI

destruction/death/curse

~¢KXBIlI

with their worshipping

LXlI

it became distant/it became far/

¤XBIlI

with his worshippers/with his

¨XBIlI
¤XIlI

destroyed/died/cursed

slaves/with his servants

~¢KXlI

with their number

with my worshippers/with my

zXlI

after you (s/m)

slaves/with my servants

~yXlI

after you (p)

with his worshipper/with his

¤XlI

after him/after it

B¡XlI

after her/after it

slave/with his servant/by his
worshipper/by his slave/by his

J
master

~¡XlI

after them

á¡XlI

after them (p/f)

¨XlI

after me

JAYlI

£}{lI

with a torture

~yIAYlI

á¦}{BlI - á¦}{lI with knowing

with your (p) torture

her husband/her spouse

B¢cZlI

B¢{lI

with her throne/with her royal bed/

§{lI

my husband/my spouse

X¢lI

with a promise/with a contract/with

with --'s glory/with --'s might/with

with a dear/with a glorious/with a
mighty/with a powerful/with a
dignified/with an honoured/with an
undefeatable

ZclI

with ten

zBelI

with your (s/m) stick/with your

~yX¢lI

with ties/with bonds/with
prevention of bad and evil

hlI

some/part

BglI

some/part

~yglI

some of you (p)/part of you

BglI

some of us/part of us

£glI

some of it/some of him/part of it/

¤X¢lI

some if her/part of her/some of it/
part of it

~¢glI

some of them/part of them

~jlI

with bones

½ÆlIÄ

an idol statue/a husband/a lord/a

with his promise/with his making a
contract/with his pledging/with his
recommending/with his knowing/
with his protecting/with his
entrusting

~¡X¢lI

with their promise/with their
contract/ with their pledge/with
their recommendation/with their
knowledge/with their protection/
with their entrustment

part of him

B¢glI

with your (p) promise/with your
making a contract/with your
pledgeing/with your
recommending/with your
knowing/with your protecting/with
your entrusting

cane

~elI

with his knowledge

a pledge/with a recommendation/
with knowledge/with protection/
with entrustment/with --'s promise/
with --'s contract/with --'s pledge/
with --'s recommendation/with --'s
knowldege/with --'s
protection/with --'s entrustment

--'s power/with --'s dignity/with --'s
honour

`¦`lI

with knowledge/with knowledge of
anything with facts

with her tent/with her house/with
her palace/with her shaded
building/with her wooden structure

©`lI

~{lI

¨X¢lI

with my promise/with my making
a contract/with my pledging/with
my recommending/with my
knowing/with my protecting/with
my entrusting

J
©ZÆ¥lÄ IØ

with weakly defended/with

BÕ¦ÔpIÄ

faulty/with defective/(exposed/
feared for)

ªg¥lI

a mosquito

á¢K{¥lI

their (f) husbands/their spouses

X¦lI

distant/far

AX¦lI

a distant/far

Z¦lI

a camel suitable for carrying or

§a¦lI

BÜ¦ÊpIÄ

an adultress/a prostitute/a
fornicatress

§
Ä pÄI

oppressed/transgressed/he

§
Ä pÊ IÅ

he was oppressed upon/he was
transgressed upon

transport from the age of four

~yj¦pI

with your (p) anger/with your rage

with Jesus (a prophet for the

~¢j¦pI

with their anger/with their rage

~y¦pI

your (p) oppression/your

with absent/with hidden/with
covered

|tpI - |sBpI

transgressing/corruption/asking/
wishing/desiring

oppressed/he transgressed

Israelites who came with the Bible
or New Testament/son of Mary,
grandson of Amran (Hebrew
origin)

á¦I®BpI

oppression/transgression/

with ignoring/with neglecting/with
disregarding

transgression/your corruption

á¦KtI - á¦KBtI with testing/with charming/
with misguiding/with
seducing/with scandalizing/with
infatuting/with alluring/with
misleading/with betraying/with
telling false tales

LÒpIÄ

oppressed/transgressed

ªKpI

suddenly/unexpectedly

Z¥ZpI

with deceit/with temptation

JgpI

with anger

|sBtI - |tpI

with ignoring/with neglecting/with

ª¢ytI - ª¢yBtI with fruits

disregarding

á¦KBtI - á¦KtI with testing/with charming/

~{pI - ~½pI

with a slave/with a servant/with a
boy

~½pI - ~{pI

with a slave/with a servant/with a
boy

~ÒpIØ

with grief/with sadness/with
depression

Z¦pI

without

A¥pI

they oppressed/they transgressed/
they corrupted

ªcRtI - ªcRBtI with an enormous deed/with an
atrocious deed/with an ugly deed/
with an ugly saying/with adultry/
with fornication/with
homosexuality/with incest

with misguiding/with
seducing/with scandalizing/with
infatuataing/with alluring/with
misleading/with betraying/with
telling false tales

ªcRBtI - ªcRtI with an enormous deed/with an
atrocious deed/with an ugly
deed/with an ugly saying/with
adultry/with fornication/with
homosexuality/with incest

J
|gtI

with grace/with favour/with

§e¦}wI

with my shirt/with my dress

blessing

ZBiwI

with a measure used as a ton/with

ª¢yBtI - ª¢ytI with fruits
ZXwI - ZXBwI

plenty/with a measure changing
according to time and place

with capable/with able/with
overpowering/with powerful

bIwI

with a fire's flame/with a torch

|¥IwI

with acceptance/with approval/

©¥wI

physical and natural)

|¥wI

with a measure/with a quantity/
with an estimation/with a
predestiny

ZXBwI - ZXwI
B¡ZXwI

with capable/with able/with

~¥wI

with a nation

overpowering/with powerful

B}¥wI

with a nation

with its capability/with its ability/

§wI

remained

ª¦wI - L¦wI

a remainder/a remnant/a

with its power/with its
measurement/with its quantity/with
its predestiny

áEZwI - áAZwI with a Koran/with a reading/with a

rest/remainder/remnant/rest

L¦wI - ª¦wI

recitation (silent or aloud)

LZwI - LAZwI

cows (masculing and feminine)

áAZwI - áEZwI with a Koran/with a reading/with a
recitation (silent or aloud)

áIZwI - áBIZwI with an approachment to God
(action/offering)

áBIZwI - áIZwI with an approachment to God
LAZwI - LZwI

cows (masculine and feminine)

©ZwI

a cow (masculine or feminine)

J¦ZwI

with near/with close

miwI

with parts/with portions

J{wI

with a heart/with a mind/with a
centre/with a core
its vegetables

a remainder/a remnant/a rest/
remainder/remnant/rest

ªl¦wI

at a plain land safer than
surrounding mountains

bDyI

with a cup/with a container to
drink from/with wine

uByI

with sufficing/with protecting

á¦ZtyI - á¦ZsByI with disbelieving/with disbelievers

(action/offering)

B¢{wI

with a saying/with a word/with an
opinion and belief/with a
statement/ with a declaration/with
--'s saying/with --'s word/with --'s
opinion and belief/with --'s
statement/with --'s declaration

with reception

ZXwI

with power/with strength (mental,

(p)

á¡ByI

with a fortune teller/with a highly
ranked priest or rabbi/with an altar
priest

ªyI

Bakka/Baca (the Bible and Torah
refer to Baca as "Valley of Balsam
Trees")

LyI

wept/their eyes watered from
sadness

J
JKyI - JBKyI

with a book/with a holy book/with
a holy scripture/with a written
literature/with a letter/with a
message/with a decree/with a rite/
with a destiny/with a fate/with a
term/with a judgment

~yIKyI - ~yIBKyI with your (p) book/with your
message/with your decree/with
your rite/with your term/with your
judgment

§IKyI - §IBKyI
JBKyI - JKyI

£K}{yI - £KB}{yI with his words/with his
expressions

LB}{yI - L}{yI with words/with expressions
ª}{yI

with words/with a speech/with a
sermon

£KB}{yI - £K}{yI with his words/with his
expressions

§}½yI - §}{yI with my speech/with my

with my book/with my letter/with

conversation/with my languages

my message

~ÔyIÅ

mute (not speaking)

with a book/with a holy book/with

~ÓyIØ

with you (p)/on you/by you/to

a holy scripture/with a written
literature/with a letter/with a
message/with a decree/with a rite/
with a destiny/with a fate/with a
term/with a judgment

you/from you/at you

BÕ}yI

message/with your decree/with
your rite/with your destiny/with
your fate/with your judgment

mutely (not speaking)/mute (not
speaking)

B¦yI

~yIBKyI - ~yIKyI with your (p) book/with your

§IBKyI - §IKyI

with a word/with an expression/

weeping/their eyes watering from
sadness

á¡X¦yI

with their (f) plotting/with their
conspiring/with their
deceiving/with their cheating/with
their fighting/ with their
embattling/with their wishing harm
for another/with their manipulation

with my book/with my letter/with
my message

ZyI

first born/virgin

©ZÔyIÅ

daybreaks/early mornings

zZtyI

with your (s/m) disbelief

~¡ZtyI

with their disbelief

A»{I - ½I

a test

á¦ZsByI - á¦ZtyI with disbelieving/with disbelievers

q{I - r½I

information/communication

(p)

Bo½I

an information/a communication

with all/with each/with every/at

§K¦R{I

with my beard/with my hair on

|yI

|I

changes from one meaning to
another)

all/at every/at each

both cheeks and chin/by my
beard/by my hair on both cheeks
and chin

§}{yI - §}½yI with my speech/with my
conversation/with my languages

L}{yI - LB}{yI with words/with expressions

but/no/rather/not only but (prep.

X{I

a country/a land/a city/a town/a

J
AX{I

place

Bw{I - ¨Bw{I

with meeting

a country/a land/a city/a town/a

B¥{I

we tested

place

©X{I

a country/a land/a city/a town/a
place

áBa{I

with --'s tongue/with --'s language/
with --'s speech

zBa{I

with your (s/m) tongue/with your
language

qÔ {ÞIÄ

~¢¥{I - ~¡B¥{I tested them (p)/we tested
them (p)

~¡B¥{I - ~¢¥{I tested them (p)/we tested
them (p)

½I - A»{I

a test

§{I

yes/certainly (prep. of emphasizing
answer)

you (s/m) communicate/you
deliver/you inform

Bp¦{I

eloquent/sufficient

qÒ {ÒIÄ

he reached/reached

|¦{{BI - |¦{BI

with the night

r½I - q{I

information/communication

B}I

with what/because (of) what

q{BI - q{I

reaching/delivering/accomplishing

B}I

with water/with a compound of

Bp{I

they (b) reached

L
Ä pÔ {ÚIÄ

your (s/m) reached/you
communicated/you delivered/you
informed

LÒp{ÒIÄ

she reached

L
Ä pÔ {ÕIÄ

you (s/m) reached/you

two parts hydrogen and one part
oxygen

|B}I

with property/with possession/with
wealth

á¦M¥lI}I

with being resurrected/with being
revived (p)

communicated/you delivered/you
informed

|ÔM}Ê IØ

with similar/with equal/with alike

£{M}I

with similar to it/with equal to
it/with alike to it

L
Å pÔ {ÒIÄ

I reached

áp{I

they (f) reached

Bp{I

we reached

with mad/with insane

§p{I

á¥O}I

reached me

with being brought out

ªp{BI - £p{I

á¦OZU}I

eloquent/reaching

with removing him/with hurriedly

A¥p{I

£R`R`}I

they reached/they reach

¤¥p{BI - ¤¥p{I

they are reaching it

£¦p{BI - £¦p{I

they are reaching it/reaching it

with similar to it/with equal to
it/with alike to it

(p)

¨Bw{I - Bw{I

B¢{M}I

with meeting

pushing him

á¦v¥Ia}I

with being raced/with being
surpassed/with being preceded

á¦¦w¦Ka}I

with being sure/with being certain
(p)

J
m}a}I

with one who (is) making -- hear/
with one who (is) making -- listen/
with making -- hear/with making -listen

Zi¦e}I - Zi¦a}I with dominating/with controlling
S¦Ie}I - S¦IBe}I with lights/with lamps/with stars
S¦IBe}I - S¦Ie}I with litghts/with lamps/with stars
Ze}I

~yUZe}I

~¡Xwl}I

place (position)

á¡Zy}I

with their (f) cheatery/with their
deceit/with their scheme

By{}I

with our free will

~¥{}I

with being blamed/with being
reprimanded

with a city/with a border/with a

áÄ}IØ

with whom

region/with Egypt/at a city/at a
border/at a region/at Egypt
(NOTE: some translations use
only "Egypt")

á¦Zc}I

with being revived/with being
resurrected (p)

mv¥}I - mvA¥}I with positions/with places/with
sites/with settings/with scenes/at
positions/at places/at sites/at
settings/at scenes

with your (p) aider (saviour)/with
aiding you (p)

§UZe}I

with their seat/with their sitting

with my (s/m) aiders (saviours)/
with aiding me

mvA¥}I - mv¥}I with positions/with places/with
sites/with settings/with scenes/at
positions/at places/at sites/at
settings/at scenes

Zi¦a}I - Zi¦e}I with dominating/with controlling
`Ol}I

with disabling/with frustrating

á¦`Ol}I

with disabling/with frustraing (p)

á¦}»}I

with believing

á¦ØIYÚ lÄ }Å IØ

with being tortured (p)

L¦}I

with dying

u¥Zl}I

with a kindness/with a known/with

á¦K¦}I

with dying (p)

a good tradition/with goodness/
with a generosity/with charity

©Ztp}I

with forgiveness

©`Bt}I

with a winning/with a success/with

~¢wM¦}I - ~¢vBM¦}I with their promise/with their
covenant/because of their
promise/because of their covenant

~¢vBM¦}I - ~¢wM¦}I with their promise/with
their covenant/because of their
promise/because of their covenant

a triumph/with a salvation

~¢K`Bt}I

with their winning/with their

BI

with us

BØI

building/structure

with a value/with an estimation/

BÚIÄ

builder/constructor

with a measure

LI - LBI

daughters/girls

with a seat/with a sitting place

W¾A LBI

the brother's daughters/nieces

zKBI

your (s/m) daughters

success/with their triumph/with
their salvation

ZAXw}I
Xlw}I

(position)

J
~yKBI

your (p) daughters

zatI

with yourself

§KBI

my daughters

~¦}I

with slander/with malice/with

B¢K¦eBI

with its forehead/with its
forehead's hair

áBI

finger tip/finger/last knuckle of
finger

hurtful gossip (a spreader of lies to
cause animosity)

B¡BI - B¢I

built it/constructed it/he built it/he
constructed it

his finger tip/his finger/his last

Z¢I

with a river/with a waterway

knuckle of finger (finger print)

A¥ÓIÄ

descendents

built it/constructed it/he built it/he

AÆ¥Ò IÄ

they built/they constructed

constructed it

with light/from light

BII - DII

Z¥I

with news/with information

with their light

DII - BII

~¡Z¥I

with news/with information

sons/sons and daughters

LBI - LI

á¥I

daughters/girls

built/constructed

|UI

§
Ä I

with palm trees

my son (term of endearment)/sons

JeI

§
Æ Ê I

with hardship/with fatigue/with

£BI
B¢I - B¡BI

and daughters/my sons/sons

disease

building/structure

ZeI

á¦I - áB¦I

with victory/with aid

a building/a structure

¤ZeI

B¦I - BB¦ÔIÅ

with his victory/with his aid

his building/his

ª}lI

£¦I - £B¦ÔIÅ

with a blessing/with goodness/with

ª}lI - L}lI

L}lI - ª}lI

comfort and ease/with praise/with
--'s blessing/with --'s goodness/
with --'s comfort and ease/with --'s
praise

~¢¦I - ~¢B¦ÔIÅ their buildings/their
á¦I

sons/sons and daughters

with --'s blessing/with --'s

áB¦I - á¦I

building/structure

goodness/with --'s comfort and
ease/with --'s praise

BÆ¦Ò IÄ

we built/we constructed

BB¦ÔIÅ - B¦I

a building/a structure

with --'s blessing/with --'s
goodness/with --'s comfort and
ease/with --'s praise

£K}lI

structure

with his blessings/with his
goodness/with his comfort and
ease/with his happiness/with his
praise

structures

B¢¦I - B¡BÆ¦Ò IÄ we built it/we
constructed it/we built her/we
constructed her

£B¦ÔIÅ - £¦I

his building/his
structure

B¡BÆ¦Ò IÄ - B¢¦I

we built it/we

J
constructed it/we built her/we
constructed her

~¢B¦ÔIÅ - ~¢¦I their buildings/their
structures

£¦I

his sons/his sons and daughters

£I

with him/with it

B¢I

with her/by her/with it/by it

X¢I - XB¢I

with guiding

¨X¢I - ¨XB¢I

with guiding

áK¢I - áBK¢I

falsehood/made up lies/slander

BK¢I - BBK¢I

wrongfully/slanderfully/falsehood/

you/he returned you

§KX{¥I - §KX{A¥I with my mother
£¦X{¥I - £¦X{A¥I with his parents
BC¥I

we -- resided/we -- settled/we -established/we -- assigned/we -returned/we resided/we settled/we
established/we assigned/we
returned

£¢O¥I

with his face/with his front/with his
direction

~y¡¥O¥I

with your (p) faces/with your
fronts

slander

©XRA¥I - ©XR¥I with one (f)

áBK¢I - áK¢I

falsehood/made up lies/slander

AZ¥I

destroyed/perished/failed

BBK¢I - BK¢I

wrongfully/slanderfully/falsehood/

~yvZ¥I

with your (p) leaves/with your

slander

paper/with your money

ªO¢I

beauty/splendor/delight

zZ¥I

is blessed/was blessed

XB¢I - X¢I

with guiding

|¦y¥I

with a blessor/with a fulfillor/with

ª¦X¢I

with a present

~yK¦X¢I

with your (p) present

¨XB¢I - ¨X¢I

with guiding

AY¢I

with that/with this/at that/at this

~¢I

with them/because of them

B}¢I

with them (b)/on them/by them/to
them/from them/at them

P¦¢I

delightful/cheering/rejoicing

ª}¦¢I

quardupeds (four legged creatures)

a guardian/with a protector/with a
keeper/with a trustee

¤X{¥I

with his child/with his children

B¡X{¥I

with her child/with her children

§KX{A¥I - §KX{¥I with my mother
£¦X{A¥I - £¦X{¥I with his parents
§I

with me

BK¦I - BKBÄ¦IÄ

at night/suddenly at night/
overnight

áB¦I

evidence/logic/distinction

©XR¥I - ©XRA¥I with one (f)

£B¦I

its clarification/its explanation

XA¥I

at a valley/with a valley

LÆ¦IÄ

house/home

~yC¥I

he resided you (p)/he settled

L
Ä ¦Ì IÄ

schemed at night

you/he established you/he assigned

BK¦I

a house/a home

of land and sea excluding felines

J
BKB¦ÄI - BK¦I

at night/suddenly at night/

z¦I

between you (s/m)

overnight

~y¦I

between you (p)

zK¦I

your (s/m) house/your home

£K¦I

his house/his home

B¢K¦I

her house/her home

§K¦I

my house/my home

§¦R¦I

with Yehya - John

X¦I

with --'s hand

zX¦I

with your (s/m) hand

¤X¦I

with his hand

¨X¦I

with my hands

h¦ØI

white (p)/whites

hÆ¦IÄ

eggs

Bg¦I

white (s/f)

mÆ¦IÄ

selling/trading

B¦I

between us

mÆ ¦Ä IØ

temples (for Jews or Christians)

£¦I

between him/between it

z¦}¦I

with your (s/m) right (hand)/at

¤B¦I - £¦I

we clarified it/we showed it/
we explained it

your right (hand)

£¦}¦I

BÚ¦Ì IÄ

with his right (hand/side)/with its

B¢¦I

between it

right (hand/side)/at his right
(hand/side)/at its right (hand/side)/
by his right (hand/side)/by its right
(hand/side)

~¢¦I

between them

B}¢¦I

between them (b)

á¢¦I

between them (b/f)

we clarified/we showed/we

A¥¦I

they calrified/they showed/they

explained

£¦I - ¤B¦I

we clarified it/we showed it/
we explained it

L¦I - LB¦I

evidences

LB¦I - L¦I

evidences

ª¦I - L¦I

an evidence/evident

L¦I - ª¦I

an evidence/evident

explained

L¥¦I

houses/homes

BK¥¦I

houses/homes

~yK¥¦I

your (p) houses/your homes

áyK¥¦I

your (p/f) houses/your homes

BK¥¦I

our houses/our homes

J
~¢K¥¦I

their houses/their homes

á¢K¥¦I

their (f) houses/their homes

ua¥¦I

with Joseph (son of Jacob and of
the righteous)

L
LBI®BK - LI®K

repentent (p/f)

¨¥»K - ¨¥®K

you (s/m) shelter/you give refuge

£¦¥»K - £¦¥¥®K

shelters him/gives him refuge

YUDK

take/receive/punish

~yYUDK

take you (p)/punish you

BYUDK

take us/receive us/punish us

BYUA»K - BYUFK

excuse us/punish us/blame us/take
us/receive us

§YUA»K - §YUFK excuse me (s/m)/take me/punish
me

LI®K - LBI®BK

repentent (p/f)

¤YUDK

takes him

JBK

repented/he repented/forgave/he

~¡YUDK

takes them/receives them/punishes
them

forgave

BIBK

they (b) repented

A¥YUDK

you (p) take/you receive

A¥IBK

they repented/repented (p)

£¥YUDK

you (p) take it/you receive it

§IDK

refuses/hates

B¢¥YUDK

you (p) take it/you receive it

BKDK

come to us/bring to us/you (s/m)

ZUDK

delayed

come to us/you bring to us

áYDK

he announced/he made known/he

~¢KDK

you (s/m) bring them

A¥KDK

you (p) come

©ZBK

once/again

á¥KDK

you (p) come/you commit

zZBK

you (s/m) are leaving

B¥KDK

you (p) come to us/coming to us

bDK

you (s/m) grieve/you sadden

informed

for/you sorrow for

(p)

§¥KDK

you (p) come to me

á¥ZaDK

you (p) capture/you imprison

§KDK

comes/you (s/m) come

A¥aDK

you (p) grieve/you sadden/you

~y¦KDK

comes to you (p)/coming to you

B¦KDK

you (p) come to us/you bring to
us/comes to us

~¢¦KDK

comes to them/brings to them/it
comes to them/it brings to them/
coming to them

sorrow for

|yDK

she eats/it eats/they eat/eat/eating
(e)

£{yDK

she eats it/it eats it

A¥{yDK

you (p) eat/you annihilate/you
consume

~¦MDK

sinning/committing crimes

á¥{yDK

you (p) eat

B}¦MDK

sinning/committing crimes

¤¥{yDK

you (p) eat it

§ZODK

you (s/m) hire (yourself) to me

B¡¥{yDK

you (p) eat it

L
£{{BK

by God

á¥}{DK

you (p) feel pain/you ache/feeling

b®KIK

be miserable (s/m)/be fallen in
hardship (refer to b®BI{A)

pain/feeling ache (p)

you (p) ask/you wish/you desire

zZ}DK

á¥pKIK

orders you/commands you

you (s/m) ask/you wish/you desire

BZ}DK

§pKIK

you (s/m) order us/you command

|ÚKIÄ KÒ

devote your (s/m) life (to God)

~KIÓK

you (p) repented

them/order them/command them

½¦KIK

devotion of your life (to God)

á¥Z}DK

you (p) order/you command

A¥aUIK

you (p) reduce/you cheat/you cause

B¥Z}DK

you (p) order us/you command us

§¥Z}DK

you (p) order me/you command

us

~¡Z}DK

you (s/m) oder them/you command

injustice

A¥{UIK

you (p) be stingy/you be miser

me

XÄ IÆ KÓ

appears

á¦Z}DK

you (s/f) order/you command

|ÌXIÄ KÓ

is exchanged/is replaced/is

B}DK

trust us/entrust us

£}DK

you (s/m) trust him/you entrust
him/you trust it/you entrust it

|¦¥DK

interpreting/explaining/
interpretation/explanation

½¦¥DK

interpretation/explanation

£{¦¥DK

its interpretation/its explanation

A¥a®¦K - A¥a®¦BK you (p) despair/you be hopeless
JK

destroyed/lost

JBIK

destruction/loss

AZBIK

destruction/ruin/breakage

zZIK - zZBIK

blessed

á¡¥ZcIK - á¡¥ZcBIK you (p) touch their (f) outer
skin

~Kl¦BIK

you (p) sold/you traded

L
Å IÆ KÓ

I repented

L
Æ IÌ KÒ

was destroyed/was lost

susbtituted/will be exchanged/will
be replaced/will be substituted

|Ä XÌ IÄ KÒ

you (s/m) exchange/you replace/
you substitute/you change

A¥XIK

you (p) show

á¥XIK

you (p) show

B¢¥XIK

you (p) show it

¤¥XIK

you (p) show it

|¦XIK

exchange/replacement/substitution

½¦XIK

exchange/replacement/subtitution/
change/an exchange/a replacement/
a substitution/a change

ZÞYIÄ KÓ

waste/squander

AZ¦YIK

wastefully/squanderingly

A»ZIK - A¥ZIK

they declared innocence/they
renounced/they separated

CZIK

declared innocense/he declared
innocense

BCZIK

we declared innocence

L
QZIK

showing off beauty/showing

á¥MÄlIÆ KÓ

decoration

áOZIK

you (p) be resurrected/you be
revived/you are being resurreced/
you are being revived

show -- (f) beauty/show -decoration

zlIK

followed you (s/m)

BÆZIÌ KÒ

we destroyed/we ruined/we broke

§lIK

followed me

A¥ZIÒK

you (p) be righteous/you be

A¥lIK

followed (p)

charitable/you be truthful

qIÒK

ask/wish/desire

you (p) be righteous to them/you

A¥pIK

you (p) oppress/you transgress/

~¡¥ZIÒK

be charitable to them/you be
truthful to them

A¥ZIK - A»ZIK

they delcared innocence/they
renounced/they separated

¨ØZIÆ KÓ

you (s/m) cure and heal

B¢iaIK

you (s/m) spread it/you extend it/
you widen it/you open it

|aIK

be exposed/be made to surrender to
destruction

§¥ZcIK - á¥ZcIK you (p) announce good news to
me

you corrupt

B¢¥pIK

desire it

§
Ø pIK

oppresses/transgresses/corrupts

§wIK

it leave/it protect/it have have
mercy

á¥yIK

á¡¥ZcBIK - á¡¥ZcIK you (p) touch their (f) outer

you (p) weep/your eyes water from
sadness

q{IK

you (s/m) reach

A¥{IK - ¥{IK

will experience/will find it is
foolish/will recognize and be
concerned

á¥ZcIK - §¥ZcIK you (p) announce good news to
me

you (p) ask it/you wish it/you

¥{IK - A¥{IK

will experience/will find it is
foolish/will recognize and be
concerned

skin

©ZeIK

clarification/understanding

be tested

á¥ZeIK

§{IK

you (p) see/you look/you

C¥IK - ¥IK

you (s/m) confess/you reside/you

understand/seeing/looking/
understanding

A¥{iIK

you (p) waste/you annull/you
cancel

mIK

followed

mIK ~¥v - mÆ IÌ KÓ

nation of Tuba (could be in

AÄ¥Ì IÄ KÒ

you (b) return/you reside/you
settle/you establish

A¥¥IK - ¥¥IK

resided/settled/established/
assigned/returned

Yemen)/shade

BlIK

settle/you be equal/you return

following

¥¥IK - A¥¥IK

resided/settled/established/
assigned/returned

¥IK - C¥IK

you (s/m) confess/you reside/you

L
settle/you be equal/you return

you (s/m) leave

Z¥IK

zZKK

it be destroyed/it perish/it fail

you (s/m) leave it/you leave him

¨¥IK

£yZKK

you (s/m) reside/you settle/you

A¥yÄZKÔ KÓ

you be left

á¥yZKK

you (p) leave

establish/you assign/you return

B¦IK - BB¦IK

clarification/explanation

X¦IK

be destroyed/perishes

h¦IK

whiten

Bl¦IK

a victorior/a follower

A¥ZytKK

you (p) think

á¦IK

was clarified/was shown/was

J{wKK

turns/turns around/turns over

explained

to fear and obey (p)

BB¦IK - B¦IK

A¥wKK

clarification/explanation

you (p) fear and obey

L¦IK

á¥wKK

it was clarified to (themselves)/it

ZIyKK

to be arrogant/you (s/m) be

was shown to (themselves)/it was
explained to (themselves)

mIKK

you (s/m) follow

áBlIKK

you (b) follow

§lIKK - álIKK

you (s/m) follow me

álIKK - §lIKK

you (s/m) follow me

B¢lIKK

follows it

A¥lIKK

you (p) follow/follow (p)

á¥lIKK

you (p) follow

B¥lIKK

you (p) follow us

§sBOKK

distances/becomes restless/treats
roughly

á¥{BaK - á¥{BaKK you (p) ask eachother/you
question eachother/you beg
eachother/(you swear to eachother)

arrogant

A¥{KK - ¥{KK

you (s/m) read/you recite/they
read/they recite/read (p)/recite
(p)/you reading/you reciting (p)

¥{KK - A¥{KK

you (s/m) read/you recite/they
read/they recite/read (p)/recite
(p)/reading/reciting (p)

á¥{KK

you (p) read/you recite/you -reading/you -- reciting

§{KK

are read/are recited/is read/is
recited/read/recited/being read/
being recited

¨ZB}KK

you (s/m) argue/you discuss
wish/desire (p)

YUKK

you (s/m) take

A¥}KK

A¥YUKK

you (p) tak/take (p)

A¥OKK - A¥OBKK interchange pleasureable

á¥YUKK

you (p) take

á¥ZyYKK

you (p) mention/you remember/
you recite/you praise/you glorify

AZKK

successively/one after the other/
periodically

conversation

A¥OBKK - A¥OKK interchange pleasureable
conversation

|`KK

descends/descend

BI¥KK

you (b) repent

L
~¢s¥KK - ~¡Bs¥KK make them die
~¡Bs¥KK - ~¢s¥KK make them die

z{XBOK - z{XOK argues with you (s/m)/disputes
with you

A¥{XBOK - A¥{XOK you (p) argue/you dispute/

A¥{¥KK

you (p) turn away/you (p) follow

BK¦IMK

steadfastness/courage

you (p) find

J¦ZMK

A¥XOK

blaming/reproaching/shaming/

¤¥XOK

you (p) find it

©ZBOK - ©ZOK

commercial trade/buying and

argue/dispute (p)

criticizing/blame/reproach/shame/
critisism

~¢twMK

them/you catch up with them

Z¦MK

selling

you (p) defeat them/you overtake

~¢KZBOK - ~¢KZOK their commercial trade/their
buying and selling

it plows/it erupts and spreads/it
stirs and arises/it agitates/it enrages

A¥ZDOK - A¥Z®OK pray/cry aloud and humbly (p)

á¥}ØZOÆ KÓ

you (p) commit a crime/you sin

¨ZOK

it flows/it runs/it passes/it
orbits/she flows/she runs/she
passes/she orbits/flow/run/pass/
orbit (p)

á¥ZDOK - á¥Z®OK you (p) pray/you cry aloud and
humbly

|XOK - |XBOK

to argue/to dispute/argues/disputes

z{XOK - z{XBOK argues with you (s/m)/disputes
with you

A¥{XOK - A¥{XBOÓK you (p) argue/you dispute/

áB¦ZOK

pass/they orbit

á¥`OK

commercial trade/buying and
selling

~¢KZOK - ~¢KZBOK their commercial trade/their
buying and selling

A¥Z®OK - A¥ZDOK pray/cry aloud and humbly (p)

¨`OK

humbly

á¥X¢OK - á¥X¡BOK you (p) struggle/you do your
utmost/you exert/you strain
you (p) avoid/you distance
yourselves

XOK

you (s/m) find/finds

|XBOK - |XOK

to argue/to dispute/argues/disputes

reward (good or bad)/reimburse/
subtitute/replace/compensate/
rewards/reimburses/substitutes/
replaces/compensates/is being
rewarded/is being reimbursed/is
being subtituted/is being
replaced/is being compensated/to
be rewarded/ to be reimbursed/to
be substituted/to be replaced/to be
compensated

á¥Z®OK - á¥ZDOK you (p) pray/you cry aloud and

A¥IKOK

you (p) are being rewarded/you (p)
are being reimbursed/you (p) are
being subtituted/you (p) are being
repalced/you (p) are being
compensated/being rewarded/being
reimbursed/being substituted/being
replaced/being compensated

argue/dispute (p)

©ZOK - ©ZBOK

they (b) flow/they run/they

A¥aaOK

you (p) spy/you seek information
(about others)

L
|lOK

put/you manipulate

B{lOK
§{lOK
A¥{lOK
á¥{lOK
£¥{lOK

you (s/m) make us/you create us/

A¥IRK

you (p) love/you like

you put us/you manipulate us

á¥IRK

you (p) love/you -- like/you --

you put me/you manipulate me

B¢¥IRK

you (p) love it/you like it

you (p) make/you create/you put/

~¢¥IRK

you (p) love them/you like them

you manipulate

iIRK

wastes/invalidates/fails/waste

you (p) make/you create/you

/invalidate/fail

put/you manipulate

LRK

below/beneath/under

you (p) make it/you create it/you

zKRK

below you (s/m)/beneath you/under

uncovered/showed/shined/
revealed/glossed/made -- appear/it
covered/it showed/it shined/it
revealed/it glossed/it made -appear

A¥l}OK

loving/you -- liking

you (s/m) make me/you create me/

put it/you manipulate it

§{OK

withold them/you detain them/you
imprison them

you (s/m) make/you create/you

you

£KRK

below him/beneath him/under him

B¢KRK

below it/beneath it/under it/below
her/beneath her/under her

~¢KRK

you (p) gather/you collect/you

below them/beneath them/under
them

combine

§KRK

below me/beneath me/under me

A¥Z¢OK

publicize/declare/raise (voice) (p)

NXRK

it tells/it informs

á¥{¢OK

you (p) are being lowly/you are

á¥ZYRK

you (p) are cautious of/you are

being ignorant/you are ignoring/
you are being rough/you are being
foolish/being lowly/being
ignorant/ignoring/being
rough/being foolish (p)

n¥OK

you (s/m) starve/you be hungry

á¥OBRK

you (p) argue/you quarrel/you

afraid of/you are fearing

á¥MZRK

plough

fZRK

influence

you (s/m) hold onto stingily and
desire strongly/(you are careful)

zZRK

move/avoid your (s/m) duty/avoid
the truth owed by you

dispute

á¥gRK - á¥gBRK you (p) urge/you insight/you

you (p) cultivate/you plant/you

~ZRK

you (s/m) forbid/you prohibit

A¥}ZRK

you (p) forbid/you prohibit/

B}yZ¥BRK

your (b)'s discussion/your debate

á¥ZIRK

you (p) rejoice/you delight

A¥ZRK

searched/pursued (p)

B}¢¥aIRK

you (p) prevent them (b)/you

Z¦ZRK

freeing/liberating

forbid/prohibit (p)

L
á`RK

A¥`RK

you (s/m) be sad/you be grievous/

~¢¥aRK

you (p) kill them/you uproot them

be sad/be grievous/she be
saddened/she be grieved

á¥ZcRÓK

you (p) are being gathered/be

you (p) be saddened/you be

BeRK

chastity

á¥eRK

you (p) fortify/you protect/you

grievous

á¥`RK

you (p) be sad/you be grieving/be
sad/be grieving

§`RK

you (s/f) be sad/you be grieving

bRK

you (s/m) sense

JaRK

you (s/m) think/you suppose/you

¤¥eRÓK
B¡¥eRÓK

~¢IaRK

influence

iRK

you (s/m) think them (e)/you

envelope/you encircle/you become
aware/you protect/you take care
of/you maneuver to outsmart

~yRK

you (s/m) judge/you rule

it/you count it/you calculate it

A¥}yRK

you (p) judge/you rule

you (s/m) think them/you suppose

á¥}yRK

you (p) judge/you rule

|RK

takes place/descends/she be

A¥w{RK
A¥{RK

you (p) permit/you allow

|}RK

burden/load/bear/carry/endure/ you
burden/you load/you bear/you
carry/you endure/conceives/
pregnant with/it burdens/it loads/it
bears/it carries/it endures

us/you envy us with jealousy
you (p) do good

A¥aRK

you (p) feel with one of your five
physical senses

you (p) shave/you remove
(hair)/you pull (hair)

you (p) eny us/you are jealous of

A¥ÊaRÆ KÓ

expiation/oath undoing dues/oath
dissolution dues

you (p) think it/you suppose it/you
count it/you calculate it/think
it/suppose it/count it/calculate it

B¥XaRK

ªÒ {ÚRÊ K

you (p) think it/you suppose it/you
count it/you calculate it

¤¥IaRK

permitted/she be allowed

you (p) think/you suppose/you
count/you calculate

£¥IaRK

you (s/m) comprehend/you

you (s/m) think it/you suppose

them/you count them/you calculate
them

A¥IaRK

you (p) count it/you control it/you

á¥gBRK - á¥gRK you (p) urge/you insight/you

suppose them/you count them/you
calculate them

B¢IaRK

you (p) count it/you control it/you

compute it

you (p) think/you suppose/you
count/you calculate (e)

~¢IaRK

preserve
compute it

count/you calculate

áIaRK

gathered (p)

BÔ{}Ê RÄ KÓ

make us carry/make us bear/make
us lift/make us load/make us

L
£{}RK

endure/burden us

A¥sBUK

you (p) fear

-- carry it/-- lift it/-- bear it/carrying

á¥sBUK

you (p) fear

~¢¥sBUK

you (p) fear them

~¡¥sBUK

you (p) fear them

§sBUK

you (s/f) fear

~¡¥i{BUK

you (p) mix with them/you mingle

him/lifting him/bearing him

á¥{Ä}RÆ KÓ

be carried/be lifted/be loaded/are
carried/are lifted/are loaded/you (p)
be carried/you be lifted/you be
loaded/you are being carried/you
are being lifted/you are being

with them/you associate with them

loaded

NRK

break oath

|¦¥RK

change condition

½¦¥RK

a change/a removal/a movement/an
alternation

§¦RK - §RK

you (s/m) revive/you make
alive/you make life

á¥BKUK

you (p) betray/you become
unfaithful/betraying/being
unfaithful (p)

A¥}eKUK

dispute (p)/controvert/argue

á¥}eKUK

you (p) dispute/you controvert/you
argue

á¥t{KUK

you (p) differ/you disagree/you

ª¦RK

a greeting

~¢K¦RK

their greeting

X¦RK

you (s/m) -- deviating/you --

ZUK

fall down

turning aside

QÅZUÆ KÒ

it gets out/it appears/it emerges/she

A¥i¦RK

dispute/differing/disagreeing/
disputing (p)

you (p) comprehend/you envelope/
you encircle/you are aware/you
protect/you take care of/you
maneuver to outsmart

á¥¦RK

you (p) live

§RK - §¦RK

you (s/m) revive/you make

gets out/she emerges/gets
out/appears/emerges

QØZUÆ KÓ

appear/you make emerge/you get
out/you appear/you emerge

A¥OZUK

dispute/controvert/argue

á¥OÅZUÆ KÒ

fear/you (s/m) fear

BsBUK

you (b) fear/fear

LsBUK

you (s/m) silence/you lower and
hide

ásBUK

you (p/f) fear

you (p) get out/you appear/you
emerge/you are getting out/you are
appearing/you are emerging

§IiUK - §IiBUK address me/converse with me
uUK - uBUK

you (p) get out/you appear/you
emerge

alive/you make life

~eBUK

you (s/m) bring out/you make

á¥OÄZUÆ KÓ

you (p) are being brought out/you
are being made to appear/you are
being made to emerge/you are
brought out/you are made to
appear/you are made to emerge

L
á¡¥OZUK

bring them (f) out

uUK

you (s/m) fear/fear

á¥eZUK

you (p) lie/you speculate/lying

A¥tUK

you (p) hide

(p)/speculating (p)

á¥tUK

you (p) hide/hiding (p)

you (s/m) reach its end/you tear

¤¥tUK

you (p) hide it

B¡¥tUK

you (p) hide it

xZUK

apart/you make a hole through
from one end to another

J¦ZUK

ruin/destruction/devastation

§tUK

hides/hide/you (s/m) hide

BØ`UÆ KÓ

you (s/m) shame us/you scandalize

u¦tUK

reduction/lightening

us/you disgrace us

L{UK

became free

you (s/m) shame me/you

á¥X{UK

you (p) be immortal/you be

§`UK

scandalize me/you disgrace me

á¥`UK - §¥`UK you (p) shame me/you scandalize

u{UK

you (s/m) break

£t{UK

you (s/m) break it/you break him

me/you disgrace me

x{UK

you (s/m) create

you (p) reduce/you decrease/(you

á¥w{UK

you (p) create

cheat)

£¥w{UK

you (p) create it/you create him

loss/misguidance and perishment

uÍ¥UÄ KÒ

fear/fright

A¥¥UK

you (p) betray/you become

me/you disgrace me

§¥`UK - á¥`UK you (p) shame me/you scandalize
A¥ZaUK
Z¦aUK

£cUK - ¤BcUK you (s/m) fear him
mcUK

eternal/you be everlasting

to humble/to submit/to silence/to

unfaithful/betray (p)/become
unfaithful (p)

quieten/to lower eye sight

¤BcUK - £cUK you (s/m) fear him

Bt¦¥UK

fearing/frightening

A¥cUK

you (p) fear

á¥Z¦UK

you (p) prefer/you choose

á¥cUK

you (p) fear

£yZXK - £yZAXK caught up (with) him/overtook

¤¥cUK

you (p) fear him

~¡¥cUK

you (p) fear them/fear them

§cUK

you (s/m) fear/fear

álgUK

you (p/f) soften/you submit/you

him/reached him

~K¦AXK

á¥ZUYK - á¥ZUXK you (p) hoard/you store/you
stock/you accumulate

|ÊUXÓK

obey

§IiBUK - §IiUK address with me/converse with
me

£iUK

write it/draw it/line it (s/m)

you (p) endebted

you (s/m) make to enter/you (s/m)
enter

A¥{UXK

you (p) enter

¤¥{UXK

you (p) enter it

L
B¡¥{UXK

enter (p) it

á¥aZXK

you (p) study/you memorize/you
read

zZXK
£yZXK

á¡XK

you (s/m) grease/you cheat/you
deceive/you flatter with hypocrisy
(often mistranslated)

catch up/overtake/reach/it catches

Z¥XK

turn/move/roll

up/it overtakes/it reaches

B¢¥Z¦XK

you (p) run it/you manage it

comprehend it/catch up (with)

A¥RIYK

you (p) slaughter/you cut throats

him/reach him

á¥ZUXK - á¥ZUYK you (p) hoard/you store/you

£yZAXK - £yZXK caught up (with) him/overtook

stock/you accumulate

him/reached him

you (s/m) leave/it leaves

á¥ZXK

ZYK

you (p) know

you (p) leave/leave (p/e)

¨ZXK

áZYK

know/you (s/m) know/knows/you

§ZYK

you (s/m) leave me/leave me

~¡ZYK

you (s/m) leave them

á¥ZYK

you (p) leave

¤¥ZYK

you (p) scatter it/you spread it/you

-- knowing

nXK

you (s/m) call/call/she calls/it calls

~¢kXK

you (s/m) call them

A¥kXK - ¥kXK

call (p)/you (p) call/it calls

A¥kXK - A¥kXK

call (p)/you (p) call/it calls

á¥ÅkXÒK

you (p) call

á¥ÅkXÌ KÒ

you (p)wish/you desire

áÆ¥kXÓK

you (p) are being called/are being

©ZyYK

a reminder

called

A¥ZÓyYÔ KÒ

you (p) mention/you remember/

winnow it/scatter it/spread
it/winnow it

ZyYK

you (s/m) mention/you remember/
you recite/remembers

you recite/you praise/ you glorify

B¥kXK

you (p) call us

B¥kXK

you (p) call us

£¥kXK

you (p) call him/you call it

§¥kXK

you (p) call me (s/m/e)

~¡¥kXK

you (p) call them

§kXK

is being called

¨Z¦yYK

my reminding/my mentioning

A¥{XK

you (p) push down (use as a means

|YK

you (s/m) humilliate/you disgrace

to approach)

½¦{YK

manipulation/dangling

Z}XK

it destroys

J¡YK

goes/goes away/takes away/

AZ¦}XK

destruction/destructively

A¥ZÚyYÒ KÒ

they mentioned/they remembered/
they recited/they praised/they
glorified

á¥ZyYK

you (p) mention/you remember/
you recite/you praise/you glorify

eliminates/wipes out/she goes/she
goes away/she takes away/it goes/it

L
goes away/it takes away/go/go
away/take away/eliminate/wipe out

A¥I¡YK

you (p) go/you go away/you take
away

á¥I¡YK

you (p) go/you go away/you take
away

|¡YK

forgets/neglects/is astonished/is
absent minded

áAX¥YK

fIZK

waiting/remaining/stopping

~KeIZK

you (p) waited/you remained/you
stopped

A¥eIZK

stop/wait/remain/stop (p)

á¥eIZK

you (p) wait/you remain/you stop

A¥IBKZK

you (p) be doubtful/you be
suspicious

push (p)/expell/defend/protect/
pushing/expelling/defending/
protecting

you (p) wait/you remain/you

A¥MZK

you (p) inherit

mÄOZÆ KÒ

returns

A¥v¥YK

you (p) taste/you experience

mÄOZÆ KÓ

are returned

¨ZK - ZK

you (s/m) see/you understand

á¥lOZÓK

you (p) are being returned

AAZK - AZK

saw eachother (p)

B¢¥lOZK

you (p) return it/return it

AZK - AAZK

saw eachother (p)

~¡¥lOZK

you (p) return them

LAZK

they saw eachother/saw eachother

á¡¥lOZK

return them (f)

uOZK

trembles and shakes/quakes/

(p)

JAZK

dust/earth

BIZK - BIAZK

dust/earth

§¥}OZK - á¥}OZK you (p) stone me

hAZK

acceptance/approval

á¥}OZK - §¥}OZK you (p) stone me

A¥gZK - A¥gAZK they agreed mutually/they accepted

agitates

A¥OZK

mutually

~K¦gZK - ~K¦gAZK you (p) mutually agreed/you

expecting

á¥OZK

you (p) hope/you expect

B¡¥OZK

you (p) hope it/you expect for it

§OZK

you (s/m) delay/you postpone

them

B}RZK

you (s/m) have mercy upon us

she seduces/she entices/she wants

§}RZK

you (s/m) have mercy upon me

á¥}RZÓK

you (p) attain mercy

XZK

be returned

á
Ä XÆ ZØ KÓ

you (p/f) want/you will/you

accepted

§ZK - §AZK

you (s/m) see me

~¡ZK - ~¡AZK

you (s/m) see them/you understand

X¥ZK - X¥AZÓK

you (s/m) -- hoping/you --

him to do/she makes sinful
advances/she solicites

JAZK - JZK

dust/earth

BIAZK - BIZK

dust/earth

intend/you -- wanting/you --

L
willing/you -- intending

they (f) left

á¥XZÓK

áÔyZÄ KÒ

you (p) be returned

to lean towards/to trust/to entrust/

¨ÌXZÄ KÒ

áÊyZÆ KÒ

he fell/he was destroyed/he was

todepend on

ruined/he perished

xØ`ZÆ KÓ

ByZK

you (s/m) provide for

£Bv`ZK

B¢yZK - B¡ByZK we left it

you (b) will be provided with it

B¡ByZK - B¢yZK we left it

£gZK - ¤BgZK you (s/m) accept it/you approve it
B¢gZK - B¡BgZK you (s/m) accept it/you approve it

A¥yZK

we left

lean towards/trust/entrust/depend
on (p)

¤BgZK - £gZK you (s/m) accept it/you approve it

£yZK

he left it

B¡BgZK - B¢gZK you (s/m) accept it/you approve it

~¢yZK

he left them

A¥gZK

A¥yZK

they left

z¥yZK

they left you (s/m)

mutually accepted

throws

á¥gZK

§}ZK

you (p) accept/you approve

it throws them

B¢¥gZK

~¢¦}ZK

you (p) accept it/you approve it

you (s/m) see me/you understand

§gZK

§ZK - áZK

accept/approve/be satisfied

to accept/to approve (p)

A¥gAZK - A¥gZK they mutually agreed/they

~K¦gAZK - ~K¦gZK you (p) mutually agreed/you

me

§AZK - §ZK

mutually accepted

you (s/m) see me/you understand
me

á¥IoZK

you (p) desire/you wish

á¥I¡ZK

you (p) terrorize/you terrify

msZK

be raised/be honoured

§w¡ZK

you (s/m) burden me/you depress

A¥lsZK

raise (p)

JvZK

you (s/m) observe/you guard/you
expect/you watch

me/you oppress me/burden
me/depress me/oppress me

B¢w¡ZK

burdens it/depresses it/oppresses it

~¢w¡ZK

burdens them/depresses

§vZK

you (s/m) ascend/you climb

zZK

left/he left/leave

á¥IyZK

you (p) ride/you embark/you board

LyZK

I left

A¥ZK

you (p) see/you understand

~KyZK

you (p) left

X¥AZK - X¥ZK

she seduces/she entices/she wants

B¡¥}KyZK

you (p) left it

A¥gyZK

you (p) run

them/oppresses them

~¡AZK - ~¡ZK

you (s/m) see them/you understand
them

-- to do/she makes sinful advances/
she solicites

L
á¥ZK

you (p) see/you understand

r`K

deviate/turn away from truth

B¢¥ZK

you (p) see him/you understand

A¥y`K

you (p) commend/you claim

him/you see it/you understand it

~¢¥ZK

you (p) see them

B¡¥ZK

you (p) see her/you see it

á¥R¦ZK

you (p) come or go in the
evening/you rest/you rush to do
good deeds/you smell

X¦ZK

purity/you claim righteousness/you
claim correctness/(you nominate/
you prepare)/commend/claim
purity/claim righteousness/claim
correctness (p)

§Òy`Ä K

righteous/was commended (was
nominated/was prepared)/is
purified/is corrected/is righteous/is
commended/purifies/corrects/
becomes righteous/commends

you (s/m) want/you will/you
intend/want/will/intend/she
wants/she wills/she intends/
wanting/willing/intending

ZK - ¨ZK

you (s/m) see/you understand

á
Ì ¦Ä ZÄ KÒ

you (s/f) see/you understand

§Þ¦Ä ZØ KÓ

you (s/m) show me

á¥X¦ZK

you (p) want/you will/you intend

|A`K

you (s/m) still/you continue/you

was purified/was corrected/was

§Êy`Ä KÓ

you (s/m) purify/you correct/you
be righteous/you commend

~¢¦y`K

to purify them/to correct them/to
make them righteous/to comend
them (nominate/prepare)

x¡`K

go out/vanish/perish/destroy/
annull/erase

remain

Z¥`K - Z¥A`ÓK

it bends and curves/it visits

A¥X¥Ä`KÒ

be provided (prepared) (p)

X`K

increase

Z¥A`K - Z¥`K

it bends and curves/it visits

XAX`K

it increases/it exceeds

¼¥`K

they (b) vanish/they be removed/

¨ZX`K

despises/belittles/blames/finds
fault

Z`K

carries/loads/bears/sins

á¥kZ`K

you (p) sow/you seed/you
plant/you cultivate

£¥kZ`K

you (p) sow it/you seed it/you plant
it/you cultivate it/sow it/seed
it/plant it/cultivate it (p)

á¥}k`K

you (p) claim/you purport/you
stated doubtfully/you allege/you
pretend/claiming/purporting/stating
doubtfully/alleging/pretending (p)

they cease to exist/they be
terminated

§¥X¦`K

you (p) increase me

A¥{¦`K

they separated/they dispersed

|®aÓK

you (s/m) be asked/you be
questioned

§{DaK - §{®aK - á{®aK you (s/m) ask me/you
question me/ask me/question me

§{DaK - á{®aK - §{®aK you (s/m) ask me/you
question me/ask me/question me

~¢{DaK - ~¢{®aK you (s/m) ask them/you question

L
them

A¥{DaK - A¥{®aK you (p) question/you ask
á¥{DaK - á¥{®aÓK you (p) be asked/you be
questioned

A¥}DaK - A¥}®aK you (p) be bored/you be tired
á¥{BaK

you (p) make oath to eachother/you
question eachother/you ask
eachother/(you say: "By God")

iwaK - ivBaK

it causes -- to fall repeatedly/it

~¢R¦IaK

their praise/their glorification

á¥ZUDKaK

you (p) delay/you lag behind

A¥aDKaK

you (p) perceive/you hear and
feel/you see/(you seek permission)

A¥OZUKaK

you (p) bring out

á¥OZUKaK

you (p) bring out

B¢¥tUKaK

you (p) find it light

A¥lgZKaK

you (p) seek a wet nurse/you seek a
breast feeder

causes -- to drop repeatedly

miKaK

you (s/m) are able/you were able

m¦iKaK

you (s/m) are able/you be able

A¥l¦iKaK

you (p) are able/you be able

á¥l¦iKaK

you (p) are able/you be able

A¥{®aK - A¥{DaK you (p) question/you ask

|OlKaK

hurry/hasten/rush/urge

á¥{®aK - á¥{DaÓK you (p) be asked/you be

á¥{OlKaK

you (p) hurry/you hasten/you

§{®aK - á{®aK - §{DaK you (s/m) question
me/you ask me/ask me/question
me

~¢{®aK - ~¢{DaK you (s/m) ask them/you question
them

rush/you urge/hurrying/hastening/
rushing/urging (p)

questioned

A¥}®aK - A¥}DaK you (p) be bored/you be tired
SIaK

they praise/they glorify/she
praises/she glorifies/it praises/it
glorifies/praises/glorifies

á¥RIaK

you (p) praise/you glorify

¤¥RIaK

you (p) praise him/you glorify him

xIaK

precedes/goes before/races/
precede/go before/race

A¥IaK

you (p) insult/you blaspheme/you
curse/you swear at/you abuse/you
defame/insult (p)/blaspheme (p)/
curse (p)/swear at (p)/abuse
(p)/defame (p)

£R¦IaK

§¥{OlKaK - á¥{OlKaK hurry me/hasten me/rush
me/urge me

á¥{OlKaK - §¥{OlKaK hurry me/hasten me/rush
me/urge me

¤¥{OlKaK

you rush him/you urge him

ZtpKaK

you (s/m) ask for forgiveness

á¥ZtpKaK

you (p) ask for --'s forgiveness/you
ask for forgiveness

á¥M¦pKaK

you (p) seek/you ask for help

LtKaK

you (s/m) take an opinion/you take
a decision/you take a clarification/
you take a solution

its praise/its glorification/his
praise/his glorification

you (p) hurry him/you hasten him/

A¥RKtKaK

you (p) seek victory/you seek
opening/you seek teaching and

L
information/you seek defeat/you
seek disclosure/you seek
judgement

áB¦KtKaK

you (b) ask for an opinion/you ask
for a decision/you ask for a
clarification/you ask for a solution

á¥}XwKaK

you (p) advance/you introduce/you

undermine

ZÅaKÒ

she delights/it delights

á¥RZaK

you (p) go out freely/you depart
freely/you go freely/you go out to
pasture/you send to pasture

A¥sZaK

ignore/you mistake/you waste/you
exceed the limit/you extravagate

present/you precede/you undertake

A¥}awKaK

you (p) seek oath/you seek
apportionment/you seek division/
you seek fate

á¥ZIyKaK
ZMyKaK

á¥ZaK

you (p) keep secret

S¦ZaK

divorcing/releasing/freeing

you (p) are being arrogant/being

miKaK - miaK you (s/m) were able

arrogant (p)

maK

nine

to increase/to have much/doing

BlaK

nine

ªlaK

nine

Zck ªlaK

nineteen

á¥laK

ninety

§laK

it strives/it endevours/it tends to/it

much (repeatedly)

á¥l}KaK

you (p) spoil/you neglect/you

you (p) hear/you listen

á¥®`¢KaK - á¥`¢KaK you (p) mock/you make fun
of/mocking (p)/making fun (p)

á¥`¢KaK - á¥®`¢KaK you (p) mock/you make fun

hastens/it moves quickly/walks
quickly/striving/endevouring/
tending to/hastening/moving
quickly/walking quickly

of/mocking (p)/making fun (p)

¨¥KaK

become equal/become alike

XOaK

to prostrate (bow with the forehead
on the ground with humbleness and
humility)

A¥XOaK

prostrate (bow with the forehead
on the ground with humbleness and
humility)

á¥ZRaK

you (b) be bewitched/you be

á¥ZUaK

you (p) shed

iwaK

falls/drops/you (s/m) drop/you
(s/m) make to fall

ivBaK - iwaK

it causes -- to fall repeatedly/it
causes -- to drop repeatedly

§
Ø waÒK

you (s/m) water/you irrigate

§
Ä wÆaKÓ

being given drink/being watered

you (p) humilliate/you mock/you

áyaK

get inhabited

make fun of/you redicule/you
undermine

á¥yaK

to be tranquill/to be settled/to be

enchanted/you walk away/you
corrupt

A¥ZUaK

á¥ytaK

you (p) humilliate/you mock/you
make fun of/you redicule/you

quiet/become motionless/become
secure

L
A¥}{aK

you (p) greet

á¥}{aK

you (p) submit/you surrender/you

á¥wcK - á¥vBcK you (p) defy/you make
animosity/you revolt/you disobey/
defying /making animosity/
revolting/disobeying (p)

become Moslem

B}¦{aK

submissively/surrenderingly/
submission/surrender/greetings

Z¥BcK

discussion/consultation/
deliberation

mÄ}aÒK

you (s/m) hear/you listen

mÊ}a
Æ KÓ

á¥BcK - á¥»BcK you (p) will/you want/you intend

you (s/m) make -- hear/you make --

£IBcK - £IcK

listen/you make (to) hear/you make
(to) listen

A¥l}aÒK

you (p) hear/you listen

á¥l}aK

you (p) hear/you listen/hearing

looked alike/resembled/became
similar

L¢IBcK - L¢IcK looked alike/resembled/became
similar

(p)/listening (p)

A¥ZKcK

you (p) buy/you volunteer (one
self)

§}aK

it is named

she complains

ª¦}aK

§yKcK

naming

lusts/desires/craves

~¦aK

§¢KcK

paradise's valuable water

lusts it/desires it/craves it

X¥aK

£¦¢KcK

blackness/blacken

stare/gaze/affix on

A¥Z¥ÄaKÒ

fUcK

they climed/they scaled

you (p) drink

¨¥aK

á¥IZcK

be straightened

you (s/m) share (with God)/you

~y»aK

zZcK

it is bad (for) you (p)/it is evil (for)
you /it harms you (p)

~¡»aK
Z¦aK

it moves/moves

á¥}¦aK

you (p) roam freely/you graze/you
put to pasture
you (s/m) will/you want

á¥»BcK - á¥BcK you (p) will/you want/you intend
£IcK - £IBcK

A¥yZcK

it is bad (for) them/it is evil (for)
them/it harms them

BcK

make partners (withGod)

looked alike/resembled/became
similar

L¢IcK - L¢IBcK looked alike/resembled/became
similar

you (p) share (with God)/you make
partners (with God)

á¥yZcK

you (p) share (with God)/you make
partners (with God)/sharing (with
God)/making partners (with God)
(p)

iicK

exceed the limit/exceed the bounds
of justice/be unjust

á¥ZlcK

you (p) feel/you know/you sense

xwcK

splits/cracks/cuts open

á¥vBcK - á¥wcK you (p) defy/you make
animosity/you revolt/you disobey/
defying/making animosity/

L
revolting/ disobeying (p)

A¥ZycK

you (p) thank/you be grateful

á¥ZycK

you (p) thank/you be grateful/you
are grateful

§I L}cK

make -- rejoice at my misfortune of

X¢cK

you (s/m) witness/you testify/she

ª¦XeK

spreads/circulates

confirmation/confirming

uZeK

you (s/m) send away/you divert/
you return/you misguide/you
spend/you push

á¥sZeÓK

ZIeK

you (s/m) be patient

A¥ZIeK

you (p) be patient/be patient

zI¦eK - zIeK strikes you (s/m)/hits you/marks

u¦ZeK

sending away/diverting/returning/
pushing

á¥{ieK

you (p) warm

á¥XleK

you (p) ascend/you rise/you climb/
you have severity/you have
hardship (in a matter or affair)

you
strikes you (p)/hits you (p)/marks

you (p) be sent away (to)/you be
diverted (to)/you be returned
(to)/you be misguided (to)/you be
spent (to)/you be pushed (to)

you (p) become/you become in the
morning

~yIeK

echoing/prolonging/lengthening/

x¦XeK

§IReK - §IRBeK accompany me/befriend me
á¥RIeK

paying attention/raising your (s/m)
head and being alert/being
concerned with

you (p) witness/you testify/
witnessing (p)/testifying (p)

m¦cK

¨XeK

clapping
witnesses/she testifies/witness/
testify

á¥X¢cK

us/you obstruct us

ZlÄeKÓ

turn away/turn away arrogantly

ueK

describes/categorizes

§IRBeK - §IReK accompany me/befriend me

A¥RteK

you (p) forgive/you pardon

xXeK

he gave charity/gave charity

á¥teK

you (p) describe/you categorize

A¥vXeK

they gave charity/you (p) give

|Ð e
Ä KÓ

to pray/pray

charity

|Æ e
Ê KÒ

reaches

you (p) be truthful/you confirm/

A¥R{eK

you (p) correct/you repair/you

you

~¢IeK

á¥vXeK

strikes them/hits them/marks them

you believe

reconcilliate

§¥vXeK - á¥vXeK you (p) believe me

§Ò{e
Æ KÒ

it roasts/it suffers/it burns

á¥vXeK - §¥vXeK you (p) believe me

ª¦{eK

entering into fire/roasting/

á¥XeK

obstruct

B¥XeK

suffering/burning

you (p) object/you prevent/you
you (p) object us/you prevent

£¦{eÓK

it roasts him/it makes him suffer/it
burns him

L
á¥leK
A¥}¥eK

you (p) make/you do/you perform/

á¥lgK

you (p) put/you lay/you raise

you produce/you manufacture

A¥lgK

you (p) put/you lay/you drop

you (p) fast/you refrain from

|gK

to misguide/be misguided (f)/you

eating, drinking, smoking, bad
deeds, sex, speaking badly etc.
from dawn to sunset

(s/m) misguide

A¥{gK

you (p) be misguided

strikes you (s/m)/hits you/marks

|¦{gK

misguidance

you

B¡»iK - B¡¥®iK you (p) step on/you set foot on

áI¦eK

strikes/hits/marks

~¡¥»iK - ~¡¥®iK you (p) invade them/you set foot

BI¦eK

strikes us/hits us/marks us

~¢I¦eK

strikes them/hits them/marks them

XZiK

expell/drive away force out

A¥I¦eK

you (p) strike/you hit/you mark

miK

you (s/m) obey

Z¦eK

ends/destines/end/destine

á¥}liK

you (p) feed

ZBgK

be harmed

£liK

obey him

á¡¥ZBgK

harm them (f)

B}¢liK

obey them (b)

á¥yRgK

you (p) laugh/you wonder/laughing

A¥piK

you (p) tyrannize/you exceed the

zI¦eK

on them

limit/tyronize (p)/exceed the limit
(p)

(p)/wondering (p)

§RgK

be sunstricken/be hurt by the
sun/be exposed to the sun/be
uncovered

A¥IZgK

mÒ{iÔ KÒ

it appears/it ascends/it rises

mÊ{iÚ KÒ

to know/to see/to look/to flood/to

you (p) give/you beat/you
strike/you move/you migrate/you
palpitate/you fire at/you sting/you
incline to/you reside/you knock/
you blow/you ring/you siege/you
erect/you impose (refer to: JZg)

BkZgK

humbly and humilliated

A¥kZgK

they became humble and

overflow

á®}iK

assured/become tranquil/become
secured

áZ¢iÒK

you (p) harm him

¤¥ZgK

you (p) harm him

mgK

gives birth/puts/drops

they (f) became washed/they
became pure/they became cleaned

~¡Z¢ÒiKÓ

to purify them mentally and
physically/to clean them mentally
and physically/to wash them
mentally and physically

humilliated themselves

£¥ZgK

assured/tranquil/secured/become

AZ¦¢iK

purification/cleanliness mentally
and physically

n¥iK

volunteered

L
B¡¥®iK - B¡»iK you (p) step on it/you step on
her/you set foot on it/you set foot
on her

~¡¥®iK - ~¡¥»iK you (p) invade them/you set foot

á¥jK

suppose/you doubt/you suspect

AZ¡BjK - AZ¢jK they (b) cooperated (with)
eachother/they supported
eachother/they helped eachother/
they backed eachother

on them

BZ¦iK

we had a bad omen/(you are a bad
omen to us)

A¥l¦iK

you (p) obey

¤¥l¦iK

you (p) obey him

á¥Z¢jK

á¥Z¢jK - á¥Z¡BjK you (p) cooperate/you

you (p) walk at noon/you appear/
you see and know of/you mount/
you ascend/you defeat/you
conquer/you cooperate/you
support/you help

AZ¢jK - AZ¡BjK they (b) cooperated (with)
eachother/they supported
eachother/they helped
eachother/they backed eachother

you (p) think/you assume/you

á¥Z¡BjK - á¥Z¢jK you (p) cooperate/you
support/you help

á¥Z¡BjK - á¥Z¢jK you (p) declare your wives as
forbidden for you as your mothers
are (forbidden pre-Islamic form of
divorce)

support/you help

á¥Z¢jK - á¥Z¡BjK you (p) delcare your wives as
forbidden for you as your mothers
are (forbidden form of pre-Islamic
divorce)

~KZaBlK

~Ê{jÒK

cause injustice

A¥{BlK

come (p)

~Ò{jÔ KÓ

be caused injustice to/be oppressed

§{lK - §Ò{BlK

high, mighty, exalted and dignified

A¥}{jK

you (p) cause injustice to/you

A¥¥BlK

they helped eachother/they

hardship/you had poverty/you had
strained circustances

oppress/casue injustice/oppress
(p)

á¥}Ê{jÒK

supported eachother/they assisted
eachother/they (cooperated with)
eachother/you (p) help eachother/
you (p) support eacht other/you (p)
assist eachother/you (p) (cooperate
with) eachother

you (p) cause injustice to/you
oppress

á¥}Ò{jÔ KÓ

you (p) be caused injustice to/you
be oppressed

A»}jK - D}jK

you (s/m) be thirsty

D}jK - A»}jK

you (s/m) be thirsty

ájK

thinks/assumes/supposes/doubts/
suspects/think/assume/suppose/
doubt/suspect

you (p) had difficulty/you had

á¥MIlK

playing and mocking/making or
committing something useless in
vanity (p)

XIlK

you (s/m) worship/she worships/
worshiping (f)

A¥XIlK

you (p) worship/worshipping (p)

L
á¥XIlK

worshipping (p)

á¥ZIlK

hZlK
ágZlK

B¢¥XKlK

you (p) count it

B¡¥XKlK

you (p) tansgress it/you violate

A¥gZlK

apologize (p)/excuse (yourselves)/
find excuses (p)

you (p) object/you oppose/you turn
away

á¥gÄZlÆ KÓ

you (p) are being displayed/you are
being exhibited/you are being
shown

it/you break it

A¥ZYKlK

you (s/m) object/you oppose/you
turn away (from them (f))

you (p) transgress/you violate/you
break

you (s/m) object/you oppose/you
turn away

you (p) explain/(you interpret)/
explaining/(interpreting) (p)

A¥XKlK

bend/lean to one side/incline/curve

you (p) worship/worship (p)/

uZlK

you (s/m) know

A¥MlK

you (p) corrupt/corrupt (p)

~¢sZlK

you (s/m) know them

JOlK

astonished/you (s/m) be astonished

¨ZlK

you (s/m) be naked/you be

zIOlK

pleases you (s/m)/marvells you

obscenely harmed/you be left in
open/you be disrobed/you be
left/you be ignored

(s/m)

á¥IOlK

you (p) wonder/you astonish/you

`lK

surprise

you (s/m) empower/you dignify/
you honour

|Ä OÌ lÄ KÒ

hurried/hastened/rushed

|OÆlKÒ

hurry/hasten/rush

XÅ lÆ KÒ

transgress/pass/go by

A¥}`lK

you (p) decide/you determine

|XlK

you (s/m) ransome/you redeem/you

á¡¥{glK

you (p) limit them (f)/you prevent

make equal/it ransomes/it redeems/
it makes equal

A¥{XlK

you (p) be just/you be equitable

BXlK

you (s/m) promise us

A¥XÆlKÒ

transgress/violate/break (p)

A¥XÅlKÓ

you (p) count

á¥XlK

you (p) count

JYlK

you (s/m) torture

~¢IYlK

you (s/m) torture them

QZlK

ascend/climb/limp/hobble/zig zag/

¤¥Z`lK

you (p) support him/you aid
him/you give him victory

them/you restrict them/you oppress
them/you confine them

á¥jlK

you (p) preach/you advise/you
warn

A¥tlK

you (p) forgive/you pardon

á¥{wlK

you (p) reason/you understand/you
comprehend/you -- reasoning/you
-- understanding/you -comprehending

~{lK

you (s/m) know

á}{lK

you will know (e)

L
§Ê}Å {ÞlÄ KÓ - á}{lK you (s/m) teach me/

A¥{¥lK

you instruct me/you inform me

B¢}{lK

be unfair/you wail/you cry and
deplore/you support and maintain
their livelihood

you (s/m) know it/you (s/m) -knowing it

~¢}{lK

you (s/m) know them

A¥}{lK

you (p) know

á¥}Ò{lÆ KÒ

you (p) know/you are knowing

á¥}Þ{lÄ KÓ

you (p) teach/you instruct/you

you (p) side away from justice/you

B¢¦lK

comprehend it/preceive it/
understand it/gather it/accept it

inform/you -- teaching/you -instructing/you -- informing

á}{lK - §Å}{ÞlÄ KÓ you (s/m) teach me/
you instruct me/you inform me

~¢¥}Ò{lÆ KÒ

you (p) know them

á
Ì ¢¥}{lK

you (p) teach them (f)/you instruct

A¥{aKpK

you (p) wash with water/you purify
with water and remove dirt

JZpK

departing/declining/(setting)/
departs/declines/(sets)

~yZpK

deceives you (p)/tempts you/
deceive you/tempt you

B¢cpK - B¡BcpK he covered her/he had sexual
intercourse with her

B¡BcpK - B¢cpK he covered her/he had sexual

them/you inform them

intercourse with her

B¡¥}Ò{lÆ KÒ

you (p) know it

~¡¥}{lK

you (p) know them

á¥{lK

you (p) declare/you publicize/you

ZtpK

you (s/m) forgive

announce

A¥ZtpK

you (p) forgive

you (p) become high, mighty and

á¥{tpK

you (p) ignore/you neglect/you

A¥{lK

dignified/become high, mighty,
and dignified (p)

§Ò{BlK - §{lK

high, mighty, exalted and dignified

LX}lK

made intentionally/made purposely

|}lK

making/doing/working/makes/

§cpK

unconscious/afflicts/comes upon

disregard

J{pK

defeats

á¥I{pK

you (p) defeat/you conquer/you
overcome

A¥{pK

does/works

á¥{}lK

you (p) make/you do/you

A¥g}pK

A¥X¥lK

you (p) return

á¥X¥lK

you (p) return

you (p) obscure/you shut your
eyes/(you undervalue/you find
fault)

blind/confuse/puzzle/misguide/
blinds/confuses/puzzles/misguides

you (p) exaggerate/you exceed the
limit

work/making (p)/doing/working

§}lK

covers/darkens/makes

ápK

be rich/be inhabited/be not in
need/be satisfied/enrich/inhabit
made -- not in need/satisfy/avail

L
§pK

enrich/satisfy/suffice

h¦pK

incomplete creation of embryo or

AZ¦OtK

fetus/miscarriage/miscarries

~¡¥XBtK - ~¡¥XtK you (p) ransome for them/you

Bj¦pK

a rage/an anger

ZUBtK

compitition in pride/compitition in
arrogance/compitition in glory

~¡¥XtK - ~¡¥XBtK you (p) ransome for them/you
compensate for them

L¥tK - L¥BtK

cause -- to overflow/you cause -- to
burst

to enrish/to satisfy/to suffice/

discrepency/inconsistency/

substitute for them

TZtK

you (s/m) still

SKtK

be opened/be taught and informed/

you (s/m) be happy/you rejoice/
you delight

A¥RZtK

you (p) be happy/you rejoice/you
delight/be happy (p)/rejoice/delight

á¥RZtK

you (p) be happy/you rejoice/you
delight/being happy (p)/being
rejoiceful/being delighted

dissimilarity/difference

A»KtK - DKtK

bursting/flowing/overflowing

A¥gZtK

you (p) specify/you impose/you
stipulate

be defeated/be disclosed/be judged

became separated (p)/separate (p)

A¥ZKtK

A¥vZtK

you (p) fabricate/you cut and split

you (p) escape/you flee/you run

á¥ZKtK

á¥ZtK

you (p) fabricate/you cut and split/

á¥KtÓK

fabricating/cutting and splitting (p)

Bw¦ZtK

separation/distinction

you (p) are being tested/you are

A¥RatK

widen/make space (p)

A¥XatK

you (p) corrupt/you disorder/you

being charmed/you are being
misguided/you are being seduced/
you are being scandalized/you are
being infatuated/you are being
allured/you are being misled/you
are being betrayed/you are being
told false tales/you are being
tortured

§KtK

away

disrepair/you decompose/you
invalidate/you deprive/you rot/you
void/you break down

á¥watK

disobey God's orders i.e.)
corruption, seduction, leading
away from virtue/you (p) -debauching/you -- dissolute/you -disobying God's orders

you (s) test me/you charm me/you
misguide me/you seduce me/you
scandalize me/you infatutate me/
you allure me/you mislead me/you
betray me/you torture me

DKtK - A»KtK

you (s/m) still

~¢MtK

their filth/their dirt/their smearing

ZOtK

you (s/m) cause -- to flow/you

you (p) debauch/you dissolute/you

AZ¦atK

interpretation/explanation/
clarification/exposure

½ctK

you (b) weaken and become
cowardly/you become careless/you
become failing/weaken and
become cowardly/become

L
careless/become failing (b)

you protect/you preserve

|¦etK

§wK - xK

detailing/explaining/clarifying

fear/fright

½¦etK

ªwK - ©BwK

detailing/explaining/clarifying

fights/kills (p)

á¥RgtK

|KwK - |KBwK

expose my faults/(you scandalize

£KBwÓK

his fear and obedience

A¥{KwK - A¥{KBwK

you (p) fight/you kill

me) (p)

½¦gtK

prefering/favouring/(preferable/
favourable)/preference/favour

á¥{KwK - á¥{KBwK you (p) fight/you kill

|ltK

you (s/m) make/you do

~¢¥{KwK - ~¢¥{KBwK you (p) fight them you kill

A¥{ltK

you (p) make/you do

á¥{ltK

you (p) make/you do/are making
(p)/are doing (p)

them

~¡¥{KwK - ~¡¥{KBwK you (p) fight them/you kill
them

A¥}aBwK

swear (to eachother)/make oath (to

¤¥{ltK

you (p) make it/you do it

XÄ wÚ tÒ KÒ

he seeked/he searched

accept

á¥XwtK

|ÄIwÔ KÒ

you (p) lose/you miss/you fail to

|ÄIwÔ KÓ

be accepted/be received

A¥{IwK

accept (p)

you (p) understand/you know/you

©BwK - ªwK

fear/fright

learn

|KBwK - |KwK

fights/kills (p)

á¥¢ytK

regretting/wondering (p)

§{KwK

you (s/m) kill me

A¥R{tK

you (p) succeed/you win

A¥{KwK

you (p) kill/kill (p)

á¥R{tK

you (p) succeed/you win

A¥{KBwK - A¥{KwK

you (p) fight/you kill

á¥XtÓK

you (p) prove me wrong/you claim

á¥{KwK

you (p) kill

eachother)

find/you (p) -- losing/you -missing/you -- failing to find

á¥¢wtK

I am senile/you blame me

L¥BtK - L¥tK

discrepency/inconsistancy/

á¥{KBwK - á¥{KwK you (p) fight/you kill

dissimilarity/difference

§¥{KwK - á¥{KwK you (p) fight/you kill

Z¥tK

it boils with anger

~¢¥{KBwK - ~¢¥{KwK you (p) fight them/you kill

§tK

it returns/it returns what was

them

previously taken by force

¤¥{KwK

you (p) kill him/kill him (p)

h¦tK

flow/overflow

~¡¥{KwK

you (p) kill them

á¥g¦tK

you (p) rush/you hurry/you widen/

~¡¥{KBwK - ~¡¥{KwK you (p) fight them/you kill

you go deeply into/(you engage in
detail/you converse in detail)

them

½¦KwK

killing/killingly/(vengefully)

L
A¥ZÊXwÔ KÒ

~XwK

you (p) become capable/you

A¥}awK

you (p) swear/you make oath

become able/you become
overpowering/you become
powerful

ZlcwK

trembles/shivers/roughens/

was advanced/was introduced/was
presented/was preceded/was
undertaken/is advanced/is
introduced/is presented/is
preceded/is undertaken

A¥}ÐXwÒ KÓ

Z¦XwK

shudders/changes colours

A¥ZewK

you (p) shorten/you reduce

fewK

you (s/m) narrarate/you relay/you
inform

§gwK

order/you execute/you carry out/
you accomplish/you destroy/you
end

you (p) advance/you introduce/you
present/you precede/you undertake/
advance(p)/introduce/present/
precede/undertake

miwK

predestination/evaluation/

LliwK

predestination/evaluation/
delight/satisfy/please/cool/delights/

A¥lÒiwÔ K

you (b) approach/you near

~yIZwK

it nears you/it approaches you/she
nears you/she approaches you/near
you (p)/approach you

A¥IZwK

approach/near (p)

you (p) cut off/you cut to pieces/
you separate/you sever

A¥lÚiwÒ KÒ

satisfies/pleases/cools

BIZÔwKÒ

was cut off/was cut to pieces/was
separated

estimation

ZwK

be cut off/be cut to pieces/be
separated

estimation

AZ¦XwK

you (s/m) pass judgment/you

they cut off/they cut to pieces/they
separated/they divided

á¥liwK

you (p) cut off/you cut to pieces/
you separate/you sever

XlwK

you (s/m) sit/you remain

A¥XlwK

sit/remain/become reluctant to
participate (p)

§¥IZwK - á¥IZwK approach (p) me/near me

mwK

it falls/it lands/it comes

á¥IZwK - §¥IZwK approach (p) me/near me

u
Å wÔ KÒ

follow the tracks/accuse of evil

B¡¥IZwK

approach it/near it/approach

deeds

her/near her

|wK

you (s/m) say/say

á¡¥IZwK

approach them (f)/near them

J
Å {ÚwÒ KÓ

will be turned/will be turned

~¢gZwK

you (s/m) parallel them/you cross

over/will be turned around

them/you pass them/it pralells
them/it crosses them/it passes them

JÛ{wÒ KÓ

A¥gZwK

you (p) lend/you advance

zI{wK

A¥iawK

be just/be equitable (p)

turning/turning over/turning
around
your (s/m) turning/your turning
around/your turning over

L
~¢I{wK

their turning/their returning/their

~¦¥wK

chronometry/cartography (methods

turning around/their turning over

á¥I{ÔwKÓ

you (p) are being turned/you are
being returned/you are being
turned around/you are being turned
over

~wK

stand/keep up/start/call for/get
up/take care of

A¥iwK

you (p) despair/despair (p)

Z¢wK

defeat/conquer/humilliate/oblige/
its fear and obedience of God

~¡¥wK - ~¡A¥wK their fear and obedience of God
|¥ÓwKÒ

x
Ø K - §wK

you protect/you preserve

BÕ¦wK

fearing and obeying

~y¦wK

protects you (p)

A¥}¦wK

you (p) start/you keep up/you
stand/you call for/you take care of

force/compell

B¡¥wK - B¡A¥wK

of calculating calenders and
making maps and
charts)/straightness/(formation)

you (s/m) say/she says/it says

B¦{k |¥wK - |Ä ¥Ì wÒ KÒ made false statements
on us/(made false statements on
our behalf)

zK

be/is/was/being

ZMByK

multiplication

XByK

are about to/are almost/is about
to/is almost

AZ¦IyK

greatness/enlargement/
magnification/exaltation/revering

¤¥IKyK

to write it/to dictate it/to order it

B¡¥IKyK

to write it/to dictate it/to order it

A¥}KyK

you (p) hide/you conceal

á¥}KyK

you (p) hide/you conceal/you (p) --

á{¥wK

you say (e)/say (p/e)

£Ò{¥Ì wÒ KÒ

made it up/he made it up

A¥{¥wK

you (p) say

á¥{¥wK

you (p) say/you (p) are saying

you (p) hide it/you conceal it

~¥wK

£¥}KyK

you (s/m) stand/you keep up/you

áBIYyK

you (b) lie/you deny/you falsify

A¥IYyK

you (p) lie/you deny/you falsify

á¥IYyK

you (p) lie/you deny/you falsify/

hiding/you -- concealing

start/you call (for) prayer/you get
up/you take care of/stands/keeps
up/starts/calls (for) prayer/gets
up/takes care of

A¥}¥wK

B¡A¥wK - B¡¥wK
~¡A¥wK - ~¡¥wK
¨¥wK

lying (p)/denying/falsifying

you (p) stand/you keep up/you

J¦YyK

lying/denying/falsification

start/you call for/you get up/you
take care of

á¥}ZyK

you (p) honour/you be generous/

its fear and obedience of God
their fear and obedience of God
God's fearing/God's obedience/
fearing God/obedience to God

you be kind/you be hospitable

¤ZÔyKÓ

you (s/m) compell/you force

A¥¡ÄZyÔ KÒ

you (p) hate

A¥¡ØZyÔ KÓ

force (p)/compell (p)

L
JayK

carries/earn/win/gain/gather/aquire/
carry

á¥IayK

ZtyK

disbelieve/you (s/m) disbelieve

A¥ZtyK

you (p) disbelieve

á¥ZtyK

you (p) disbelieve/disbelieve/

~{yK
B}{yK

á
Å yÊ KÓ

conceals/covers/hides/protects/
conceal/cover/hide/protect

á¥`yK

you (p) treasure/you accumulate/
you hoard/you bury treasure/
treasuring (p)/accumulating/
hoarding/burying treasure (p)

á¥yK

he be/he becomes/she be/she
becomes

B¥yK

you (b) become/you be/you will be

is to be ordered with hardship/is to

á¥yK

be (e)

be burdened/is to be imposed upon/
are to be ordered with hardship/are
to be burdened/are to be imposed
upon

A¥¥yK

be/are/were/being (p)/you (p) be/

B¢{K - B¡½K

it followed it

you (s/m) converse/you speak/you

£K¥½K

its reading/its recitation

talk/converses/speaks/talks

A¥MI{K

they have delayed/they have

you are/you were

it converses to us/it speaks to us/it

it converses to them/it speaks to
them/it talks to them/she converses
to them/she speaks to them/she
talks to them

§¥}{yK - á¥}{yK you (p) converse to me/you
speak to me/you talk to me/
converse to me/speak to me/talk to
me

á¥}{yK - §¥}{yK you (p) converse to me/you
speak to me/you talk to me/
converse to me/speak to me/talk to
me

B}¦{yK

was/be/to be/were

disbelieving (p)

talks to us/she converses to us/she
speaks to us/she talks to us/
converse to us (p)/speak to us
(p)/talk to us (p)

~¢}{yK

á
Æ yÓ KÒ

you (p) earn/you win/you gain/you
gather/you acquire/you
carry/earning (p)/winning/gaining/
gathering/acquiring/carrying

u{yÓK

talkfully/(talkatively/good talk) (e)

earns/wins/gains/gathers/acquires/

conversationally/speechfully/

waited/they have remained

A¥aI{K

you (p) confuse/you mix/you
cover/you dress

á¥aI{K

confuse/mix/cover/dress (p)

B¢¥aI{K

you (p) wear it/you dress it

Y{K

delights/pleases/enjoys

§j{K

blazing/buring/flaming

St{K

scorches/sears/burns

¨Bw{K - Bw{K

towards/in front of

§at ¨Bw{K - §at Bw{K from myself/
spontaneously/willingly

Bw{K - ¨Bw{K

towards/in front ot

§at Bw{K - §at ¨Bw{K from myself/
spontaneously/willingly

uw{K

it snatches/it swallows quickly

L
A¥w{K

you (p) throw/you throw away

á¥w{K

you (p) throw/you throw away

£¥w{K

you (p) receive it/you meet it/you
find it

¤¥w{K

A¥{K - A¥¥{K

you (p) twist/you turn/you bend/
you curve/you do not wait or stop/
you make matters difficult/you
distort

á¥{K - á¥¥{K

you (p) met it/you found it/you met

you (p) twist/you turn/you
bend/ you curve/you do not wait or
stop you make matters
difficult/you distort

him/you found him

§w{K

you (s/m) throw/you throw away

z{K

that/that it/that it is/those are

L¦{K

was read/was recited

~y{K

that/those

á¦{K

becomes lenient/becomes flexible/

B}y{K

that/those

A¥`}{K

backbite/defame/blame/find fault/

softens/tendorizes/smoothens

|¦M}K - |¦MB}K

images/statues/pictures

¨ZB}K - ZB}K

argue/discuss

ZB}K - ¨ZB}K

argue/discuss

him/he followed him/he delayed
him

B}B}K

complete
it dies/she dies/die (f)

B¡½K - B¢{K

LÅ}KÒ

he followed it/it followed it

completed

~y¢{K

LÌ}KÒ

distracts you (p)/preoccupies you/

áZK}K

doubt/argue (e)

á¥ZK}K

doubting/arguing/are doubting/are

wink as a signal of hidden talk (p)

£{K

he pulled him/threw him/he pushed

makes you forget/diverts you

§¢{K

distracted/preoccupied/forgetful/
diverted

~¢¦¢{K
A¥¥{K - A¥{K

arguing (p)

distract them/preoccupy them/

mK}K

lived long/enjoyed/live long/enjoy

make them forget/divert them

A¥lK}K

live long/enjoy (p)

you (p) twist/you turn/you bend/

~¢lK}K

you (s/m) give them long life/you

you curve/you do not wait or stop/
you make matters difficult/you
distort

make them enjoy

á¥lK}K

you (p) live long/you enjoy/you be
living long/you be enjoying

£K¥{K

I read it/I recited it/I followed it

images/statues/pictures

§¥}¥{K

|¦MB}K - |¦M}K

you (p) blame me/you reprimand

áX}K

you (p) extend/you spread

Z}K

passes

á¥RZ}K

being lively and joyful/showing

me

á¥¥{K - á¥{K

you (p) twist/you turn/you
bend/ you curve/you do not wait or
stop/you make matters diffficult/
you distort

superiority, happiness and over
confidence

L
~yaa}K

touches you (p)

£aa}K

touches it/touch it

A¥ya}K

you (p) hold fast/you grasp/you

á¡¥ya}K

B¢}K

you (s/m) brag/remind -repititiously of it, which leads to
resentment/you do a favour and
remind of it

seize/you cling

AÆ¥Ú }Ä KÒ

wished/desired (p)

you (p) hold them (f)/you grasp

A¥Ó}Ä KÒ

wish/desire (p)

A¥Æ}KÓ

brag/remind repititciously of kind

them/you seize them

Ba}K

touches us/touch us

á¥a}ÓK

you (p) enter into the evening

B¡¥a}K

you (p) touch it/touch it

á¡¥a}K

you (p) touch them (f)

d}K

walk

á¥c}K

you (p) walk

§c}K

walks (f)/walking

á¥Zy}K

you (p) cheat/you deceive/you

§
Ì Ä}KÒ

he wished/he desired

scheme

§
Ä Æ}KÓ

ejaculated semen/ejaculated sperm/

z{}K

owns/possesses/own/possess

~¢y{}K

she owns them/she possesses them/

acts done which leads to
resentment

á
Ä ¥Æ Ú }Ä KÒ

you (p) wish/you
desire/you (p) -- wishing/you -desiring

á¥Ó}Æ KÓ

you (p) ejaculate semen/you
ejaculate sperm/you discharge
semen/you discharge sperm

discharged semen/discharged
sperm

she rules them

AÕX¦¢}K

levelness/preparedness/preparation

á¥y{}K

you (p) own/you possess

L¥}K

it dies/she dies

§Ò{}Æ KÓ

is being dictated/is being read

áK¥}K

you (p) die (e)/die (p/e)

aloud to one writing

á¥K¥}K

you (p) die

you (s/m) brag/you remind

Z¥}K

agitates/troubles/moves from side

á}K

repiticiously of kind acts done, that
leads to resentment/you do a
favour and remind of it

~¢l}K

X¦}K

`¦}K

it distinguishes/it separates

A¥{¦}K

you (p) bend/you lean/you
sway/you incline

brag/remind repiticiously of kind
acts done, that leads to resentment/
do a favour and remind of it

it sways and leans/it moves and
unsettles/sway and lean/move and
unsettle

prevents them/protects
them/forbids them/stops them/
preventing them/protecting them/
forbidding them/stopping them

á}K

to side quickly/sways

A¥`IBK

insult eachother/give eachother
insulting nicknames

L
A¥OK - A¥OBK

interchange pleasureable

ZYK

you (s/m) warn/you give notice

conversation (p)

~¡ZYK

you (s/m) warn them/you give

~K¦OK - ~K¦OBK you (p) interchanged
pleasureable conversation

~Kk`K - ~Kk`BK you (p) disputed/you quarreled/you
argued

A¥k`K - A¥k`BK they disputed/they quarreled/they

them notice

|Ø`Ô KÒ

descends/descend/you (s/m)
descend

|Æ `ÒKÓ

to descend/made to descend/be
descended

argued/dispute/quarrel/argue (p)

descended/descend

L{`BK

L{`K

descended (p)

you (s/m) remove/you take away/

á¥ZeBK

n`K

you (p) give victory/you give aid

£{K - £{BK

takes it/receives it/obtains it

A¥{BK

you (p) take/you receive/you
obtain

you pull/you pull away/removes/
takes away/pulls/pulls away/it
removes/it takes away/it pulls/it
pulls away

~Kk`BK - ~Kk`K you (p) disputed/you quarreled/

~¢®IK

to inform them

£¥®IK

you (p) inform him

LIK

sprouts/grows/it sprouts/it grows

A¥KIK

you (p) sprout/you grow

|¦`K

descent

á¥ZcKK

spreading/spreading out/extending

½¦`K

descent/descending/a descent

(p)

b
Ä Ô KÒ

forget

áAZeKK

you (b) become victorious

A¥aK

you (p) forget

§¢KK - £KK

you (s/m) end/you terminate/you

á¥aK

you (p) forget

stop

you (s/m) be forgotten

A¥¢KK

§aÓK

you (p) end/you terminate/you stop

forget

£KK - §¢KK

§aÔKÒ

you (s/m) end/you terminate/you

xcK

splits/cracks/cuts open

interchange pleasureable

A¥ZÊeÔ KÒ

you (p) give victory/you give aid

conversation (p)

á¥ZeÓK

you (p) be given victory/you be

stop

A¥OBK - A¥OK

you argued

A¥k`BK - A¥k`K they disputed/they quarreled/they
argued/dispute/quarrel/argue (p)

given aid/being given victory/being
given aid

~K¦OBK - ~K¦OK you (p) interchanged
pleasureable conversation

~y¦OK

saves you (p)/rescues you (p)

á¥KRK

you (p) carve out/you carve/you

¤¥ZeK

you (p) give him victory/you give
him aid

hew

á¥wiK

you (p) speak

L
á¥ZjK

you (p) look/you see/you

SyK

she marries

watch/you think/you wonder/you
consider/you perceive/looking/
seeing/watching/ thinking/
wondering/considering/perceiving

A¥RyK

you (p) marry/marry (p)

á¡¥RyK

you (p) marry them (f)

á¥ZyK

you (p) become (claim) ignorance

§¥ZjK - á¥ZjK you (p) give me time/you think

of/you become (claim) ignorance
about/you do not recognize/you
deny

about me/you wonder about me/
you wait for me/you delay me

XtK

deplete/run out/exhaust

á¥eyK

returning/withdrawing (p)

A¥YtK

you (p) penetrate/you pierce/you

½¦yK

severe exemplary punishment

break through/you pass through

£{BK - £{K

takes it/receives it/obtains it

penetrate/pierce/break through/pass

Z¢K

yell at/push away/drive away

B}¡Z¢K

deprive them (b)/yell at them/push

á¥YtK

through (p)

A¥ZtK

you (p) rush/you hasten/you go
forth/you go away

them away

á¥Å¢Ô KÒ

you (p) forbid/you prevent

áÆ¥¢ÔKÓ

you are being forbidden/you are

btK

breathed in or out (began)

mtK

benefits/becomes useful

~yltK

benefits you (p)/benefit you (p)

§¢K

it forbids/it prevents/forbid/prevent

B¢ltK

benefits it

B¦ÊKÒ

you (b) weaken/you relax/weaken/

~¢ltK

benefits them/benefit them

A¥wtK

you (p) spend/spend (P)

A¥XK¢K

you (p) will be guided

á¥wtK

you (p) spend

á¥XK¢K

you (p) be guided

YwK

you (s/m) rescue/you

`K¢K

it shakes/it moves

save/rescue/save

á¥ZO¢K

you (p) speak disgustedly/you

fwK

it reduces/it decreases/it lessens

A¥ewK

reduce/decrease/lessen (p)

A¥gwK

you (p) break/you unbind/you

á¥}wK

relax

speak obscenely/you desert/you
abandon/you forsake/you leave/
you distance

A¥X¢K

to guide (p)

¨X¢K

to guide

criticize

A¥¢K

you (p) weaken/you enfeeble

you (p) revenge/you hate/you

¨Ä¥¢Æ KÒ

desire/fall/drop/desires/falls/drops

¨Ø¥¢Æ KÒ

appeals to/fall down/drop down/

destroy/you breach/you undo

~wK

being prevented

you (s/m) revenge/you hate/you

criticize

L
tumble down/desire/attract/appeal
to/desires/attracts

JA¥K

forgiving

BIA¥K

forgiving/forgiver

LZA¥K

it became hidden/it became
concealed/(it disappeared)

~KXkA¥K

you (p) made appointments with

á¥e¥K

entrust/you recommend/you
influence/you bid/you bequeath

ª¦e¥K

you (p/m) make appointments with
them (f)

A¥eA¥K

they were directed/they were
commanded/they were entrusted/
they were recommended/they were
influenced/they were bid/they were
bequeathed/directed eachother/
commanded eachother/entrusted
eachother/recommended eachother/
influenced eachother/bid
eachother/bequeathed eachother

ªI¥K

repentance/a repentance

á¥jk¥K

their repentance

A¥I¥K

repent (p)

|O¥K

be afraid/be apprehensive (p)

£ÌO¥Ä KÒ

he aimed/he turned

X¥K

(it) wishes/(it) loves

á¥X¥K

you (p) wish/you love

©AZ¥K

Torah/Old Testament the holy
book descended on Prophet Moses

á¥Z¥K

you (p) strike/you ignite

b¥a¥K

inspires and talks to/gives evil
suggestions and temptations/
(whispers evil influences)

you (p) are being preached to/you
are being advised/you are being
warned

á¥XÄk¥ÓK

you (p) are being promised

á¥XÊk¥ÓK

you (p) promise

~¢s¥K - ~¡Bs¥K make them die
£Ks¥K

made him die

~¢Ks¥K

made them die

Bs¥K

make us die

§s¥K

make me die

~¡Bs¥K - ~¢s¥K make them die
á¥s¥K

á} ªI¥K - ªI¥K forgiveness (from)
~¢KI¥K

direction/commandment/
entrustment/recommendation/
influence/bid/ bequeathal

eachother

á¡¥XkA¥K

you (p) direct/you command/you

you (p) are being fulfilled/you are
being completed

§Òs¥K

is fulfilled/is completed/be
fulfilled/be completed

§K¦s¥K

you (s/m) made me die

Bw¦s¥K

reconcilliation/harmony

§w¦s¥K

my success/my prosperity/my
inspiration

á¥Xv¥K

you (p) ignite/you lite/you kindle/
igniting (p)/lighting/kindling

¤¥Zv¥K

you (p) glorify him/you dignify
him/you honour him/you respect
him

á¥v¥K

you (p) be sure/you be certain

|y¥K

you (s/m) rely on/you depend on/

L
you trust in/you surrender to

L{y¥K
B{y¥K

I relied/I depended/I trusted in/I

it/got it/got him

B¡¥K»K

you (p) give it/you bring it

we relied/we depended/we trusted

§K»K

you (s/m) give/you (s/m) bring/it

rely/depend/trust in/surrender to/
you (p) rely/you depend/you trust
in/you surrender to

B¡X¦y¥K

you (p) are given it/you are brought

surrendered to
in/we surrendered to

A¥{y¥K

¤¥K»K

gives/it brings

á¥ZM»K

you (p) prefer/you choose

A¥X»K

you (p) discharge/you fulfill/(you
pay/you give)

its confirmation/its assurance/its
assertion/its affirmation

|¥K

turn away

¤¼¥K

followed him

P{¥K

you make -- to enter/you make -- to

A¥Y»K

you (p) harm mildly

§¥Y»K

you (p) harm me (s/m) mildly/harm

penetrate

A¥Ó{¥ÓK

you (p) turn

AÆ¥{Ä¥KÒ

they turned away/turned away/
followed/befriended/supported (p)

á¥{¥K

you (p) turn away

~¡¥Û{¥Ä KÓ
~¡Æ¥{Ú¥Ä KÒ

you follow them
you (p) turn them
away/you turn away -- from them

§{¥K

he turned away/turned away/turn
away/followed

~K¦{¥K

you (p) turned away

BYUFK - BYUA»K excuse us/punish us/blame us/take
us/receive us

§YUFK - §YUA»K excuse me (s/m)/take me/punish

me (s/m)

~¡Í`»ÒK

me

A¥K»K

you (p) give

minds/influence them

á¥ys»K

§¥K»K - á¥K»K you (p) give me/you bring me
á¢¥K»K

you (p) give them (f)/you bring
them

boil and buzz them/penetrate their
you (p) lie/you turn away/you are
being turned away

Z}»K

you (p) are being ordered/you are
being commanded

L
á¥Z}»K

you (p) are being ordered/you are
being commanded

á}»K

believe/she believes/it believes

A¥}»K

believe/you (p) believe

á¥}»K

to believe (p)/you (p) believe/
believing (p)

¨¥®K - ¨¥»K

you (s/m) shelter/you give refuge

£¦¥®K - £¦¥»K

shelters him/gives him refuge

A¥a®¦BK - A¥a®¦K you (p) despair/you be hopeless
Za¦K

easened/became flexible

A¥}}¦K

they intend/they aim/they
specify/(they choose)

strongly flowing/strongly pouring

N
LIBM

áBIlM

snake

¼BwM

heavy/loaded

~¡¥}KtwM

you (p) defeated them/you

steadfast/encouraged/courageous/
affirmed/confirmed/established/
strengthened

overtook them/you caught up with
them

A¥twÓM

they were defeated/they were

ZBM

rise up/wide spread

JvBM

lit/ignited/penetrating/piercing

L{wM

became heavy

N{M - N{BM

third

½¦wM

heavy

~¢}BM

their eighth

N{M - N½ÓM

three threes

§BM

second/folding/bending

N{M - N½ÒM

three

B¦¥BM

residing/dewelling

ª®B} N{M - ª®B} N½M three hundred

LBIM

groups

ªM{M - ªM½M

LIM

affix/make -- firm/encourage/

á¥M{M - á¥M½M thirty

stabilize/make steadfast/make
courageous/establish/strengthen

á¦M{M - á¦M½M

thirty

ª{M

a group

N½ÓM - N{M

three threes

N½ÒM - N{M

three

N{BM - N{M

third

zKIM - zBKIM

we encouraged you (s/m)/we
stabilized you/we confirmed you/
we established you/we
strengthened you/we made you
steadfast

zBKIM - zKIM

B¢K¥IM

AZ¥IM
BÕOBOM

we encouraged you (s/m)/we

overtook/they were caught up with

three (f)

ª®B} N½M - ª®B} N{M three hundred

stabilized you/we confirmed
you/we established you/we
strengthened you/we made you
steadfast

BM{M

two thirds

ªM½M - ªM{M

three

£M{M

its third

its steadfastness/its stability/its

á¥M½M - á¥M{M thirty

encouragement/its courage/its
affirmation/its confirmation/its
establishment/its strength

§M{M

two thirds

á¦M½M - á¦M{M

thirty

destruction and grief/curses/

~Ì MÓ

there/then (prep.)

expulsion/failure

~Ì MÒ

their weakness and power/their

flowing strongly/pouring strongly/

weakness/--'s weakness and

N
power/--'s weakness/there at the
same time or place/corrected or
repaired

§}M - §B}M

eight

ª¦}M - ª¦B}M

eight

á¦}M - á¦B}M

eighty

Z}M

fruit

LZ}M - LAZ}M

fruits

LAZ}M - LZ}M

fruits

JB¦ÊM

clothes/garments/dresses

©Z}M

a fruit

BIB¦ÊM

clothes/garments/dresses

¤Z}M

its fruit/a fruit

LBI¦M - LI¦M

divorced/widowed/married/

B}M

a price

§B}M - §}M

eight

ª¦B}M - ª¦}M

eight

á¦B}M - á¦}M eighty
X¥}M

Thamud/a pre-Islamic Arab tribe

compensation

J
Ä ¥Ø MÓ

rewarded/become replaced/become
made to earn/become reimbursed

non-virgin (p/f)

zIB¦M

reward/replacement/compensation

BIA¥M

a reward/a replacement/a

your (s/m) clothes/your garments/
your dresses

~yIB¦M

your (p) clothes/your garments/
your dresses

LI¦M - LBI¦M

that could have been in Hegaz

JA¥M

become returned/become

divorced/widowed/married/
non-virgin (p/f)

~¢IB¦M

their clothes/their garments/their
dresses

á¢IB¦M

their (f) clothes/their garments/
their dresses

3

§BO

came to me

¤BO

came to him/came to it

B¡BO

came to her/came to it/he came to
her/he came to it

L
Ä ®O

you (s/m) came

L
Ê ®O

you (s/f) came

zK®O

I came to you (s/m)

A¥BO - ¥BO

they came/came (p)

~yK®O

I came to you (p)

¥BO - A¥BO

they came/came (p)

~K®O

you (p) came

zBO - z¥BO they came to you (s/m)

B¥}K®O

you (p) came to us

~y¥BO

they came to you (p)

BK®O

you (s/m) came to us

B¡¥BO

they came to it

~¢K®O

you (s/m) came to them

Z®BO

unjust/unfair/deviatioin

B®O

we came

A¥IBO

made a hole/pierced/penetrated (p)

z®O - zB®O

we came to you (s/m)

á¦}MO - á¦}MBO stuck to the ground (dead)

~yB®O

we came to you (p)

ª¦MBO

~¡BO

came to them

we came to you (s/m)

~¡B®O - ~¢®O we came to them

kneeling/sitting on -- 's knees/
standing on toes/sitting together
with knees touching other's knee

~¢®O - ~¡B®O we came to them
zB®O - z®O

came to them/he came to them/it

~K{XO - ~K{XBO

you (p) argued/you disputed

BK{XO - BK{XBO you (p) argued with us/you

BO

came/did

LBO

came (f)/did (f)/she came/she did

zKBO

came to you (s/m)

~yKBO

came to you (p)

A¥{XO - A¥{XBO

BKBO

came to us

z¥{XO - z¥{XBO they argued with you (s/m)/they

£KBO

came to him/came to it

a neighbour/a saviour/a rescuer

B¢KBO

ZBO

came to it/came to her

flowing/running

~¢KBO

ª¦ZBO

came to them

`Ù BO

substituting/replacing/

zBO

came to you (s/m)

~yBO

came to you (p)

BBO

came to us

disputed with us

~¢{XO - ~¢{ÊXBO argue with them/dispute with
them
they argued/they disputed

disputed with you

compensating/rewarding (good or
bad)

|kBO

making/creating/putting/

3
manipulating

z{kBO

á¥{¢O - á¥{¡BO you (p) are lowly/you are

making you (s/m)/creating you/

ignorant/you are ignoring/you are
rough/you are foolish

putting you/manipulating you

¤¥{kBO

making it/creating it/putting it/
manipulating it/making him/
creating him/putting him/
manipulating him

L¥{BO

Goliath/a tyrant king killed by
Prophet David

¤`¥BO

he crossed it/he passed it/he passed
through it

A¥`¥BO

they (b) went/they crossed/they
passed/they passed through

B`¥O - B`¥BO we made -- cross/we made -pass/we made -- pass through/we
crossed/we passed/we passed
through

©X}BO

hard/solid/(motionless)

mØ }Ê BO

gathering and important

mÅ }Ê BO

gathering/collecting

z¥BO - z»BO they came to you (s/m)

áBO

a Jinn/an intelligent free willing

§O - ¨BO

came

creature created before man

ZBIO

tyrant/rebel/oppressor/arrogant/

JBO

side/direction

X¢O - XÆ ¡Ê BO

you (s/m) struggle/you do your

powerful/merciless/mighty

AZBIO

arrogant/a powerful/a merciless/a
mighty

utmost/you exert/strain

X¢O - XÄ ¡Ä BO

he struggled/he did utmost/he
exerted/he strained/struggled/did
utmost/exerted/strained

zX¢O - zAX¡BO they (b) struggled against you
(s/m)/they did their utmost against
you/they exerted against you/they
strained against you/they (b) made
you (s/m) struggle/they made you
do you utmost/they made you
exert/they made you strain

~¡X¢O - ~¡X¡BO you (s/m) struggle against them/
do your utmost against them/exert
against them/strain against them

á¦ZBIO

exerted/strained/they struggled/
they did their utmost/they
exerted/they strained

tyrants/rebels/oppressors/arrogants/
powerfuls/mercilesses/mighties

|BIO

mountains/creations/moulds

~¢¡BIO

their foreheads

|¦ZIO

Gabriel/an angel

|IO

mountain/elevated ground higher
than a hill/creation/mould

½
Ü IØ OÊ

nations/creations

á¦}MBO - á¦}MO stuck to the ground (dead)
B¦MO

kneeling/sitting on knees/standing
on toes/sitting together with knees
touching other's knees

A¥X¢O - A¥XÊ¡BO you (p) struggle/do your utmost
A¥X¡XO - A¥XÄ¡BO struggled/did their utmost/

a tyrant/a rebel/an oppressor/an

A¥XRO

they disbelieved and denied/they
denied with truth even with
knowledge of it

3
~¦RO
B}¦RO

place of intense heat/roaring fire/

AÆ`OÅ

part/portion/a part/a portion

Hell (Hebrew origin)

A»`O - A`O

reward (good or bad)/

a place of intense/heat/roaring fire/

reimbursement/substitution/
replacement/compensation/a
reward (good or bad)/
reimbursement/substitution/
replacement/compensation

Hell (Hebrew origin)

XÅ OÄ

(of) majestic greatness

AZAXO

a wall

|AXO

arguing/disputing

B{XO - B{AXO

arguing with us/disputing with us

XXO

sides/river banks/sea shores/even
hard ground

ZXO

walls

¼XO

arguing/disputing (e)

BK{XBO - BK{XO you (p) argued with us/you
disputed with us

B{AXÊO - B{XO

~¡`O - ~¡A`O he rewarded (good or bad) them/he
reimbursed them/he substituted
them/he replaced them/he
compensated them

~y»A`O

reimbursement/your substitution/
your replacement/your
compensation

¤»A`O

~¡»A`R

~¢{ÊXBO - ~¢{XO argue with them/dispute with
they argued/they disputed

z¥{XBO - z¥{XO they argued with you (s/m)/they

their reward (good or bad)/their
reimbursement/their substitution/
their replacement/their
compensation

them

A¥{XBO - A¥{XO

his reward (good or bad)/his
reimbursement/his substitution/his
replacement/his compensation

arguing with us/disputing with us

~K{XBO - z{XO you (p) argued/you disputed

your (p) reward (good or bad)/your

~¡A`O - ~¡`O he rewarded (goor or bad) them/he
reimbursed them/he substituted
them/he replaced them/he
compensated them

disputed with you (s/m)

X¦XO

new

XAZO

grasshoppers/locusts

Bk¥`O

worrying, grievous and impatient

~KRZO

you (p) earned/you committed

A`O - A»`O

reward (good or bad)/

A`ZO

destroyed/eaten up/barren/infertile

~ZO ¼ - ~ZO

undoutably/certainly/truly/surely

á¦ZO

flowed/ran/passed/orbitted

á¦ZO - B¦ZO

we flowed/we ran/we passed/we
orbited

Æ`OÅ

part/portion

reimbursment/substitution/
replacement/compensation

~¢K¦`O

I rewarded (good or bad) them/I
reimbursed them/I substituted
them/I compensated them

~¢¦`O - ~¡B¦`O we rewarded (good or bad)
them/we reimbursed them/we
susbtituted them/we replaced them/

3
we compensated them

~¡B¦`O - ~¢¦`O we rewarded (good or bad)
them/we reimbursed them/we
susbtituted them/we replaced them/
we compensated them

AXaO

a body

|ÄlOÄ

he made/he created/he put/he
manipulated

|ÊlOÅ

z{lO - zBl{O we made you (s/m)/we created
you/we put you/we manipulated
you

~y{lO - ~yB{lO we made you (p)/we created
you/we put you/we manipulated
you

zB{lO - z{lO we made you (s/m)/we created
you/we put you/we manipulated
you

was made/was created/was put/was
manipulated

½lO

put them/we manipulated them

they (b) made/they created/they

~yB{lO - ~y{lO we made you (p)/we created
you/we put you/we manipulated
you

put/they manipulated

L
Å {ÄlOÄ

I made/I created/I put/I
manipulated

~K{lO

¤B{lO - £{lO we made it/we created it/we put
it/we manipulated it/we made him/
we created him/we put him/we
manipulated him

you (p) made/you created/you put/
you manipulated

£Å KÔ {ÒlÄ OÄ

she made it/she created it/she put

B¡B{lO - B¢{lO we made it/we created it/we put

it/she manipulated it/she made
him/she created him/she put
him/she manipulated him

~y{lO

he made you (p)/he created you/he

it/we manipulated it/we made her/
we created her/we put her/we
manipulated her

§{lO

put you/he manipulated you

BÒ{lÄ OÄ

he made us/he created us/he put

me/he manipulated me

£{lO

us/he manipulated us

BÔ{lÄ O

manipulated

£{lO - ¤B{lO we made it/we created it/we put
B¢{lO

~¡B{lO

we made them/we created them/we

he made her/he created her/he put
her/he manipulated her/he made
it/he created it/he put it/he
manipulated it

B¢{lO - B¡B{lO we made it/we created it/we put
it/we manipulated it/we made her/
we created her/we put her/we
manipulated her

he made it/he created it/he
manipulated it/he made him/he
created him/he manipulated him/he
put him/made it/created it/put it/
manipulate it/make him/create him/
put him/manipulate him

we made/we created/we put/we

it/we manipulated it/we made him/
we created him/we put him/we
manipulated him

he made me/he created me/he put

~¢{lO

he made them/he created them/he
put them/he manipulated them

A¥{lO

they made/they created/they put/

3
they manipulated

BtO

useless/worthless

áBtO

eye lids/fragments/pieces/small

~yl}O

your (p) gathering/your collecting/
your group/(your large number)

~yl}O - ~yBl}O we gathered you (p)/we

wells

á¢I¦I{O - á¢I¦I½O their (f) shirts/their gowns/

collected you (p)

~¢l}O - ~¡Bl}O we gathered them/we

their wide dresses

B¢{O - B¡½O

uncovered it/showed it/shined it/
glossed it/revealed it/made it
appear/it uncovered it/it showed
it/it shined it/it glossed it/it
revealed it

á¢I¦I½O - á¢I¦I{O their (f) shirts/their gowns/
their wide dresses

©X{O

whip/lash

B¡½O - B¢{O

uncovered it/showed it/shined it/
glossed it/revealed it/made it
appear/it uncovered it/it showed
it/it shined it/it glossed it/it
revealed it

collected them

~yBl}O - ~yl}O we gathered you (p)/we
collected you (p)

~¡Bl}O - ~¢l}O we gathered them/we
collected them

£l}O

gathering it/collecting it/unifying
it/accumulating it/combining it

~¢Êl}Æ OÄ

gathering them/collecting them

A¥lÄ}OÄ

they gathered/they collected

A¥lÊ}OÅ

they were gathered/they were
collected

m¦}O

all/all together

Bl¦}O

all/all together/wholly

|¦}ÄO

beautiful/graceful/lovely

½¦}ÄO

beautifully/gracefully/lovely/

X¥{O

skins

AX¥{O

skins

~yX¥{O

your (p) skins

~¡X¥{O

their skins

B}O

plentiful/very much/excessively

ª{B}ÊO - L{}O

camels

|B}ÄO

beauty/grace/lovliness

LO - LBO

treed gardens/paradises

L{}O - ª{B}ÊO

camels

TBO

an offense/a guilt/a sin/offense/

mÄ }Ä OÄ

he gathered/he collected/he united/
he accumulated/he combined

mÄ }Ê OÅ
Bl}O

(peacefully/quietly)/beautiful/
graceful/lovely/(peaceful/quiet)

guilt/sin/wing/side/(be kind)

zRBO

your (s/m) wing/your side/(your
kindness)

was gathered/was collected/were
gathered/were collected

JÔOÄ

distance/side/direction/right

all/all together/gathering/a group/

BIÓOÅ

distant from God/impure/unlcean/

uniting/accumulating/assembling/
combining (e)

(mentally polluted/contaminated)
(wrongly translated as impurity
after sexual intercourse)

3
ªÚOÄ

a treed garden/a paradise

AXB¢ÊO

ªÚOÊ

insanity/madness

ªÚOÅ

a cover/(a shield)

LBO - LO

treed gardens/paradises

publicly/openly/loudly

áBKO

AZB¢O

two treed gardens

struggle/utmost/exertion/strain

zKO

XÆ¢OÅ

your (s/m) treed garden

he struggled/he did his utmost/he

£KO

X¡BO - XÄ ¢Ä OÄ

his treed garden

§KO

my paradise/my treed garden

á¦KO

two treed gardens

A¥RO

they sided towards/they leaned

for the faith

¤XB¢O

his -- struggle/his -- exertion/his -strain

towards/they inclined towards

XO

soldiers/warriors

AXO

soldiers/warriors

BXO

our soldiers/our warriors/our

exerted/he strained/struggled/did
utmost/exerted/strained

XÊ¡BO - XØ¢OÄ

you (s/m) struggle/do your
utmost/you exert/you strain

zAXB¡BO - zAX¢O they (b) struggled against you
(s/m)/they did their utmost against
you/they exerted against you/they
strained against you/they (b) made
you (s/m) struggle/ they made you
do your utmost/they made you
exert/they made you strain

fighters

BtO

struggling for the faith/defending

deviation/leaning away from
righteousness/injustice

~yI¥O

your (p) sides

B¢I¥O

its sides

~¢I¥O

their sides

X¥O

soldeiers/warriors

AX¥O

soldiers/warriors

¤X¥O

his soldiers/his warriors/his

~¡ÄX¢Æ OÅ

exertion/their strain

~¡XÊ¡BO - ~¡X¢O you (s/m) struggle against
them/you do your utmost against
them/you exert against them/you
strain against them

A¥XÄ¡BO - A¥X¢ÄO struggled/did their utmost/
exerted/strained (p)/they struggled/
they did their utmost/they exerted/
they strained

fighters

B}¡X¥O

their (b)'s soldiers/their warriors/
their fighters

their struggle/their utmost/their

A¥XÊ¡BO - A¥XØ¢OÄ you (p) struggle/do your

§ÒOÄ

harvest/harvesting (fruits)

B¦O

freshly harvested/freshly gathered

Z¢O

publicized/declared/raised (voice)

XB¢O

struggling for the faith/defending

AZ¢O

publicly/openly/loudly

for the faith

©Z¢O

publicly/openly/loudly

utmost/you exert/you strain

3
~yZ¢O

your (p) publicized/your openness/
your loudness

~¡`¢O

he prepared them/he equipped
them/he outfitted them/(he
supplied them)

á¥{¡BO - á¥{¢O you are lowly/you are
ignorant/you are ignoring/you are
rough/you are foolish

~¢O

Hell/place of punishment (Hebrew
origin)

¼Õ ¥¢O

lowly/ignorant/ignoring/rough/
foolish

¨BO - §O

came

zI¦O

your (s/m) collar opening in
clothes/your pocket/your
chest/your heart

B¡X¦O

her neck/her beautiful neck

á¢I¥¦O

their (f) collar opening in clothes/
their pockets/their chests/their
hearts

6
QBR

he argued/he quarelled/he disputed

ªOBR

a need/a necessity

~KOOR - ~KOOBR you (p) argued/you quarreled/you

AZgBR

present

©ZgBR

present/big city

¨ZgBR

present/attending

jsBR

protector/observor/guard/
safekeeper/a protector/an observor/
a guard/a safekeeper

BjtR - BjsBR

safekeeper

disputed

A`OBR

a barrier/a hindrance/an obsticle

á¦`OR - á¦`OBR preventing/hindering/stopping
zOBR

£ÌOBR

he argued with you (s/m)/he

LjtR - LBjsBR protecting/observing/guarding/
safekeeping (p)

A¥jtR - A¥jsBR you (p) protect/you observe/you
guard/you safekeep

quarreled with you/he disputed
with you

á¥jtR - á¥jsBR protecting/observing/guarding/

he argued with him/he quarreled

safekeeping (p)

with him/he disputed with him/
argued with him/quarreled with
him/disputed with him

z¥OBR

they argued with you (s/m)/they

á¦jtR - á¦jsBR protecting/observing/guarding/
safekeeping (p)

á¦sBR

gazing and surrounding/circling (p)

xBR

surrounded/encircled/deserved/

quarreled with you/they disputed
with you

XÌ BR

a protector/an observor/a guard/a

afflicted/was surrounded/was
encircled/was deserved/was
afflicted

angered

á¥ZYR - á¥ZYBR warning/cautious/fearing (p)

|BR

came in between/intervened

JZBR

~BR

a (m) camel who fathered ten

battled/warred/fought

deliveries and was left to roam
without benefit to man

á¦IaR - á¦IaBR counting/calculating (p)
XÊaBR

an envious/an envious with
jealousy/a jealous

£{{ dR - £{{ dBR remoteness to God/fright to
God/strange and wild/prevention/
(God forbid) (an expression of
wonderment)

á¦ZcR - á¦ZcBR gatherers
BIeBR

a violent wind carrying pebbles
and hail/hail laden clouds

X}BR

thanked/praised

ª¦}BR

hot

JÅR

love/like

J
Æ RÄ

seed/grain

BIÅR

loving/liking/lovingly

BÎIRÄ

seeds/grains

~¢{BIR

their ropes/their ties

6
JIR

made -- loveable/made -- likeable

XAXR

sharp/hard

ªIR

a seed/a grain

JXR

hard ground/elevated ground

iIR

wasted/invalidated/failed

£{{A X¥XR

God's limits/God's boundaries/

LiIR

wasted/invalidated/failed

|IR

rope/covenant/agreement

¤X¥XR

his limits/his boundaries/his orders

X¦Z¥{A |IR

the jugular vein, it carries

N¦XR

an information/a speech/

deoxygenated blood to the heart

God's orders

information/speech

£IÅR

his love/his like

BM¦XR

an information/a speech

B}ÔKRÄ

decidedly/positively/definitely

X¦XR

iron/sharp

§KR

till/until/to/even/in order that/so

AX¦XR

iron

that/except/and so on

ZYR

warning/cautioning/fearing

BM¦MR

fastly/quickly/urgently

~yZYR

your (p) caution/your fear

P
Ì RÄ

performed pilgrimage

~¡ZYR

their caution/their fear

P
Æ RÊ

performing pilgrimage

á¥ZYBR - á¥ZYR warning/cautious/fearing (p)

BÕIBOR

a divider/a partition/a barrier/a

AZR

heat

protection

forbidden/respected/sacred

©ZBOR

~AZR

stones

forbidden/prohibited

¥ÌORÅ

B}AZR

a proof/an argument

a battle/a war/a fight

BÓKOÌ RÅ

JZR

our proof/our argument

a cultivation/a plantation/a plough/

~¢KÌORÅ

NZR

their proof/their argument

PÄORÊ

pilgrimages (years)

~ÓKOÆ OÄ BR - ~KOOR you (p) argued/you quarreled/
you disputed

ZOÊR

prohibited/mind/a mind

AZOÊR

obstruction/custody/guardianship/
fortification/stronghold/forbidden/
confinement

á¦`OBR - á¦`OR preventing/hindering/stopping
~yZ¥OR

your (p) custody

x®AXR

fenced gardens

cultivation/plantation/plough

~yMZR

your (p) cultivation/your
plantation/your plough

£MZR

his cultivation/his plantation/his
plough

QZR

tightness/strain/narrowness/
sin/hardship/blame

BOZR

a tightness/a strain/a narrowness/a
sin/a hardship/a blame

XÆZRÄ

anger/aimed/prevention/isolation/
exile/separation

BaÄZRÄ

guards

6
L
Ä eZR

desired strongly/(you were careful)

~KeZR
hÐZRÄ
BgÄZRÄ

they forbade/they prohibited

instigate/urge/encourage/motivate/

Z¦ZR

silk

stimulate

AZ¦ZR

silk

sick and weak/diminished/

f¦ZR

holding onto stingily and desiring

¤¥vZR

burn him (p)

~Ä ZÌ RÄ

he forbade/he prohibited/forbade/
prohibited

strongly/(careful)

J`R

(refer to PR)

~ÐZRÄ

forbid/prohibit

~Ä ZØ RÅ

was forbidden/was prohibited/is
forbidden/is prohibited
forbidden/respected/sacred/in
compliance with pilgrimage
prohibitions
forbidden/repected/sacred

L}ZR - LB}ZR God's ordered prohibitions

£I`R
B`R

we forbade/we prohibited/forbade/
prohibited

B¢}ZR

he forbade it/he prohibited it/he
declared it respected/he declared it

sadness/grief/saddeningly/
grievingly

§`R

my sadness/my grief

JBaR

counting/calculating/account/
calculation

BIBaR

account/calculation/counting

zIBaR

your (s/m) account/your
calculation

£IBaR

his account/his calculation

~¢IBaR

their account/their account

£¦IBaR

my account/my calculation

áBaR

very beautiful

JaR

count/calculate/supposed/think/
suppose

BBIaR

LB}ÅZRÅ - L}ZR God's ordered prohibitions
BÆ}ZÌ RÄ

his group/his party/his every group
with a common goal

was forbidden/was prohibited/is
forbidden/is prohibited

group/party/every group with a
common goal

forbidden for pilgrimage/respecting
for pilgrimage/intending
compliance with pilgrimage
prohibitions/sacred/respecting

L}ÐZRÅ

them

A¥}ÌZR

edge/(brink/verge)

B}ÄZRÄ

he forbade them (b)/he prohibited

desired strongly/(you were careful)

uÆZRÄ

B}ÅZRÅ

B}¢}ZR

you (p) held onto stingily and

exhausted/destroyed/degraded to
the point of death

~ÅZRÅ

sacred

you (s/m) held onto stingily and

thunderstorms/small arrows/
counting/calculating

L
Ä IaR

you (s/m) thought/you supposed/
you counted/you calculated/(have)
you (s/m) thought/(have) you
supposed/(have) you
counted/(have) you calculated

6
~KIaR

(have) you (p) thought/(have) you

á¢aR

their (f) goodness/their beauty

supposed/(have) you counted/
(have) you calculated

B}¥aÅR

decisively/ominously/severing

£Å KÔ IÄ a
Ê RÄ

she thought it/she supposed it

counting/calculating

~¢KIaR

BI¦aR

you (s/m) thought them/you

Z¦aR

grieving/sad/week/uncovered

B¢a¦aR

it sound or noise

supposed them

goodness/(uprooting)

zIaR

enough for you (s/m)

BÅIa
Æ RÄ

enough for us

£IaR

enough for him

~¢IaR

enough for them

ZÄ c
Ê RÅ

was gathered/were gathered

A¥IaR

they thought/they supposed

ZÆcRÄ

gathering

§IaR

enough for me

LZcÅR

were gathered

á¦IaBR - á¦IaR counting/calculating (p)

§KZcR

you (s/m) gathered me

XaR

he envied/he envied with jealousy

BZcR

we gathered

AXaR

envy/envy with jealousy/jealousy

~¢ZcR - ~¡BZcR we gathered them

£{{ dBR - £{{ dR remoteness to God/fright to
God/strange and wild/prevention
(expression of wonderment)

LZRa - LAZaR grief/sorrow

~¡BZcR - ~¢ZcR we gathered them

LAZaR - LZaR grief/sorrow

¤XBeR

its harvest/its gathering

©ZaR

grief/sorrow/eagerness/sadness/

JeR

stones/pebbles/fire fuel

weakness/uncover

fReR

appeared -- after concealment/

BKZaR

our grief/our sorrow

§KZaR

my grief/my sadness/my weakness/

~KXeR

you (p) harvested/you gathered

my uncover

LÄZe
Ê RÄ

restricted/confined/besieged/

clarified -- after concealment

áaÅR

good/beautiful/goodness/beauty

á
Äa
Å RÄ

became good/became beautiful

BÄaRÄ

a good/a beautiful

A¥ZeR

restricted/confined

BÆaRÅ

good/beautiful/goodness/beauty

|eR

happened/obtained/recovered/

LaR - LBaR goodnesses
LÒa
Å RÄ

depressed/were gloomy/(became
uptight)

collected/is recovered/is collected

AZ¥eÄR

became good/became beautiful

himself/controlling himself/
(chaste)

LBaR - LaR goodnesses
ªaR

a good/a goodness

preventing himself/restricting

~¢¥eR

their fortresses/their fortification/

6
their protection/their invincibility

B}¢jtR

their (b)'s protection/their

X¦eR

harvested/killed/uprooted/(cut off)

AX¦eR

harvested/killed/uprooted/(cut off)

observation/their guarding/their
safekeeping

AZ¦eR

restricting/confining/surrounding/

A¥jsBR - A¥jtR you (p) protect/you observe/you

besieging

ZgR

came/became present/attended

¤¥ZgR

they attended it/they came to

guard/you safekeep

á¥jsBR - á¥jtR protecting/observing/guarding/
safekeeping (p)

it/theyattended him/they came to
him

á¦jsBR - á¦jtR protecting/observing/guarding/
safekeeping (p)

B}¢ttR - B}¡BttR we surrounded them (b)/we

B}BiR

broken/debris/crumbs/fragments

BIiR

fire wood/fuel/thorn branches

ªiR

B}¡BttR - B}¢ttR we surrounded them (b)/we

humblenesss/humble/humility/

encircled them

encircled them

forgiveness

B}BiR - B}iR

brokem/debris/crumbs/fragments

jR

luck/fortune/(share)

BjR

a luck/a fortune/(a share)

©XtR

servants/followers/helpers/sons of
your sons

©ZtR

a hole/a pit

jtR

protected/observed/guarded/

§tR

welcoming/joyous/well acquainted/
(knowledgeable/familliar)

x
Æ RÄ

x
Ì RÄ

a protection/an observation/a
a protector/an observor/a guard/a

BwR

safekeeper
safekeeping (p/f)
caretakers/keepers/angels

BIwR

B¡BjtR - B¢jtR we protected it/we observed it/we
guarded it/we safekept it

a long period of time eighty or
more years/a year or years/a period
of time/a century

B¢jtR - B¡BjtR we protected it/we observed it/we
guarded it/we safekept it

correctly/truly/really/truthfully/
deservedly/duitifully/factually/
rightfully/certainly/definitely/justl/
imminently

LBjsBR - LjtR protecting/observing/guarding/
ªjtR

became correct/became true/
became real/became truth/became
deserved/became duty/became fact/
became right/became certain/
became definite/became just/
became imminent/became a share/
became justice

guarding/a safekeeping

BjsBR - BjtR

correct/true/real/truth/deserved/
duty/fact/right/certain/definite/just/
imminent/share/death/justice

safekept

BjtR

asking persistently/generous/

LÚwRÄ

became correct/became true/
became real/became truth/became
deserved/became duty/became

6

LÚwRÅ

fact/became right/became
certain/became definite/became
just/became imeminent/became a
share/became justice/correct/
true/real/truth/deserved/duty/fact/
right/certain/definite/just/imminen/
share

B}¦yR

became correct/became true/

|R

became real/became truth/became
deserved/became duty/became
fact/became right/became
certain/became definite/became
just/became imminent/became a
share/became justice/correct/
true/real/truth/deserved/duty/fact/
right/certain/definite/just/
imminent/share

£wR

its right/its share/its deserved/its
duty/its fact/its just/his right/his
share/his deserved/his duty/his
fact/his just

x¦wR

truthful/righteous/judiciously/
worthy/(careful/faithful)

~Ä yÒ RÄ

judged/ruled

~ÔyRÅ

judgment/rule

B}yÈR

judgment/rule/judging/ruling/
governing

B}ÒyRÄ

a judge/a ruler

L
Ä }yR

you (s) judged/you ruled

ª}yR

wisdom (ageeing and speaking the

wise/judicious (ageeing and
speaking the truth/philosophy/
justice/knowledge/patience)

~y®BIC |®½R - |®{R your (p) sons' allowed (wives)/
your sons' permitted (wives)/(your
daughters in-law)
permitted/allowed/placed
in/occupying

½R

is permitted/is allowed

~y®BIC |®{R - |®½R your (p) sons' allowed (wives)/
your sons' permitted (wives)/(your
daughters in-law)

u½R

habitual swearer

|½R

permitted/allowed

½{R - ¼½R

permitted/allowed

~Kt{R

you (p) swore/you took oath

~K{{R

you (p) finished the pilgrimage
(Ehram)

A¥{RÅ

they were bejewelled/they were
ornamented/they were decorated

ª¦{R

a jewel/an ornament/a decoration

~¦{R

clement/patient, powerful and
capable

B}¦{R

clement/patient, powerful and
capable

~¢¦{R

their jewel/their ornament/their
decoration

truth/philosophy/justice/knowledge
/patience)

~ T - ~R

~K}yR

you (p) judged/you ruled

D}R - H}R

black (foul mud)

~¦yR

wise/judicious (ageeing and

H}R - D}R

black (foul mud)

speaking the truth/philosophy/
justice/knowledge/patience)

zZB}R

your (s/m) donkey

H M/letters found in 1:40, 1:41,
1:42, 1:43, 1:44, 1:45, 1:46
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ª{B}R

endurer (s/f)

Z}R

red/donkeys

|Ä }Ä RÄ

carried/carried out/bore/lifted/he

|Ä }Ð RÅ

BÔ{}Ð RÅ

we were burdened/we were made
to bear

BÔ{}Ä RÄ

he was made to carry/he was

~y{}R - ~yB{}R we carried you (p)/we lifted

|Æ}RÊ

a weight

½}R

a weight/a load/a burden/a

you/we bore you/we (moved)
you/we loaded you

£{}R - ¤B{}R we carried him/we lifted him/
we bore him/we loaded him

~¢{}R - ~¡B{}R we carried them/we lifted

pregnancy

L
Æ {Ò}Ð RÅ

she was carried/she was borne/she
was lifted/she was burdened/she
endured/she was raised/she was
moved/she conceived/she became
pregnant/it was carried/it was
borne/it was lifted/it was burdened/
it endured/it was raised/it was
moved/it conceived/it became
pregnant

~K{}R

you/we bore you/we (moved)
you/we loaded you

¤B{}R - £{}R we carried him/we lifted him/
we bore him/we loaded him

~¡B{}R - ~¢{}R we carried them/we lifted
them/we bore them/we loaded
them

£{}R

she loaded him/she burdened him/

his carrying/his weight/his load/his
burden/pregnancy with him

B¢Ò{}Ä RÄ

carried it/burdened it/bore it/
endured it

B¢Ó{}Æ RÊ

its weight/its load/its burden/its
pregnancy/its off-spring/her
weight/her load/her burden/her
pregnancy/her off-spring

á¢{}R

their (f) loads/their weights/their
off-spring/their pregnancies

you (s/m) burdened it/you loaded
it

£Å KÔ {Ò}Ä RÄ

~yB{}R - ~y{}R we carried you (p)/we lifted

you (p) carried/you were made to
carry/you were made to load/you
were made to lift/you were made to
endure/you were burdened

£Å KÒ {Ô }Ä RÄ

them/we bore them/we loaded
them

she carried/she bore/she lifted/she
burdened/she endured/she raised/
she moved/she conceived/she
became pregnant/it carried/it
bore/it lifted/it burdened/it
endured/it raised/it moved/it
conceived/it became pregnant

we carried/we bore/we loaded/we
lifted

pregnancy/weight/load/offspring/pregnancy

LÒ{}Ä RÄ

we carried/we were made to carry/

carried/he carried out/he bore/he
lifted
burdened

|Æ }Æ RÄ

she carried him/she conceived him/
she was pregnant with him

carrier/loader/lifter/burdener/

A¥{Ð}RÅ

they were made to carry/they were
made to load/they were made to

6
lift/they were made to be burdened/
they we made to endure

ª{¥}R
ª¦}R

carriers/loaders/lifters/burdeners/

|¥R

around/surrounding

endurers

¼¥R

change/removal/movement

heat/excitement/protection/

z{¥R

around you (s/m)/surrounding you

~y{¥R

around you (p)/surrounding you

£{¥R

around it/surrounding it/around

intension

X¦}R

praiseworthy/commendable

AÕX¦}R

praiseworthy/commendable

~¦}R

hot water/cold water/sweat/red hot

him/surrounding him
coal/concerned (relative)/
concerned (friend)

BÕ}¦}R

hot water/cold water/sweat/red hot
coal/concerned (relative)/
concerned (friend)

BBR

whiteness of eyes/dilated
pupils/(pure and beautiful)

B¢{¥R

around it/surrounding it/around
her/surrounding her

~¢{¥R

around them/surrounding them

á¦{¥R

two years

B¦R

alive

©¥¦R - ©B¦R

life/survival/growth/existence/

compassion/kindness/affection/
tenderness

BtR

submitters/Moslems/Unifiers of
God/benders towards correct and
away from wrong/followers of
Prophet Abraham's religion

Y¦R

roasted/well done

Bt¦R

a submitter/a Moslem/a Unifier of
God/a bender towards correct and
away form wrong/a follower of
Prophet Abraham's religion

á¦R

B¦X{A ©¥¦R - B¦X{A ©B¦R life the present/worldly

Hunain/two bends/two valleys with
two bends/two noist arrows/(the
location of the famous battle
between Arab tribes and Moslems
after the opening of Mecca in 630
A.D.)

BI¥R

a sin/a crime

B}¢K¥R

their (b)'s fish/their large fish/their
whale

Z¥R

usefulness

intense blackness of pupils and

life

~yKB¦R

your (p) life

BKB¦R

our life

ª¦R

alive (f)/snake

~¢BK¦R

their fishes/their large fishes/their
whales

N¦R

where/when

B}M¦R - B} N¦R whenever/wherever/anywhere

6
B} N¦R - B}M¦R whenever/wherever/anywhere
áAZ¦R

confused/lost/puzzled/bewildered

|¦R

came between/intervened

ª{¦R

way/solution/(means)

á¦R

time/a time/time of/when/period of
time

Y®¦R

at that time/then

©B¦R - ©¥¦R

life/survival/growth/existence/
usefulness

B¦X{A ©B¦R - B¦X{A ©¥¦R life the present/worldly
life

z¥¦R

they greeted you (s/m)/they said
Salamoa laykom (peace on you)

ªlcBU

9

humble/submissive/quiet/silent/
dried and hardened

á¥lcU - á¥lcBU humbled/submissive/silent/quiet/
lowered eye sight (p)

á¦I®BU

failures/disappointed/despaired (p)

u®BU

afraid/frightened

Bt®BU

afraid/frightened

á¦t®BU

afraid/frightened (p)

ª®BU

a betrayal (s/f/e)/an unfaithfulness/
betrayal (s/f/e)/unfaithfulness

JBU

failed/disappointed/despaired

~ÒKBU

end/conclusion/final (last) (~ÒKBU
khatam is is not the same as
khatem ~ÊKBU meaning seal as often

á¦lcU - á¦lcBU humble/submissive/quiet/silent/
dried and hardened

ªeBU

á¦lgU - á¦lgBU bending/leaning/submitting/
obeying (p)

A¥gBU

B®aBU

despised/humilliated/lowly/
despicable/disgusting/expelled/
ousted/cast out/dimininshed/
decreased

á¦®aU - á¦®aBU despised/humilliated/lowly/

they plunged into/they got into/
they engaged in conversation

ª®iBU

sinning/mistaking/erring/wronging

á¦®iU - á¦®iBU sinners/mistaken/erroneous/wrong
(p)

~¢IiBU

mistaken)

~¢kXU - ~¢kXBU deceiving them

especially/specifically

he addressed them/he conversed
with them

uBU

feared

LsBU

she feared/feared (s/f)

ªgsBU

lowering/reducing

A¥sBU

they feared

§¥sBU - á¥sBU fear me

despicable/disgusting/expelled/
ousted/cast out/dimininshed/
decreased

ª¦sBU

a hidden (thing)

zK{U - zK¼BU

your (s/m) maternal aunts

©ZaBU

a losing/a loss (s/f)

~yK{U - ~yK¼BU your (p) maternal aunts

á¥ZaBU

losers/misguiders and perishing/

X{U - X{BU

immortal/eternal/everlasting

losing/misguiding and perishing
(p)

AX{U - AX{BU

immortally/eternally/everlastingly

á¦ZaU - á¦ZaBU losers/misguiders and
perishing/losing/misguiding and
perishing (p)

BlcU - BlcBU

humble/submissive/quiet/silent/
dried and hardened

á¥X{U - á¥X{BU immortally/eternally/
everlastingly (p)

á¦X{U - á¦X{BU immortally/eternally/
everlastingly/immortal/eternal/
everlasting (p)

9
Be{BU

clear/pure

~¢kXBU - ~¢kXU deceiving them

ªe{BU

clear/pure/clearly/purely

zXU

your (s/m) cheek

x{U - x{BU

creator/creating

YU

take/receive (s/m)

z{BU

your (s/m) maternal uncle

B¡YU

take it/receive it/take her/recieve

á¥X}U - á¥X}BU still/silent/dead (p)
á¦X}U - á¦X}BU still/silent/dead (p)
A¥BU

they betrayed/they became
unfaithful to

ª¦¥BU

fallen/destroyed/empty/void/
unoccupied

¼BIU

degeneration/corruption/paralysis/
madness

LIU

became humble/became tranquil/
became secure/became safe/
(subsided/cooled off)

NIU

became bad/became spoiled/
became forbidden/became
dirty/became wicked

AZIU

her

A¥YU

take/recieve (p)

¼¥YU

an abandoned/a deserter/a
forsaken/a letting down

¤¥YU

take it/receive it/punish it

~¡¥YU

A`IU

bread

ªM¦IU

bad/spoiled/forbidden/dirty/

B¢IAZU

informed/knowledgeable/expert/

its destruction/its demolition/its
ruin/its devastation/its waste/its
spoilage

QZU

got out/brought out

BOZU

royalty/retainer/expense/tribute

LOZU

you (s/m) got out/you appeared/
you emerged

~KOZU

you (p) got out/you appeared/you
emerged

áOZU

cheating/wicked (s/f)

Z¦IU

take them/receive them/punish
them

a news/an information/a
knowledge

take him/receive him/punish him/

they (f) got out/they appeared/they
emerged

A¥OZU

experienced

they got out/they appeared/they
emerged/got out (p)/appeared/
emerged

AZ¦IU

an expert/an experienced

ZBÚKU

traitor/betrayor/double-crosser/

|XZU

mustard/an herb

deceiver/cheator/treacherer

B¢vZU

he made a hole (in) it/he made an

£}KU - £}BKU

its end/its conclusion

~KU

sealed/stamped/sealed off/shut off

£}KU

its end/its conclusion

nXU

deceived

opening (in) it

A¥vZU

they lied/they made a lie/they made
an opening (in) it/they made a hole
(in) it

A¥ZU

they fell down
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Q¥ZU

getting out/exit

á®A`U

safes/storages/(treasures)

£®A`U

its safe keepers

B¢K`U

its safes/its storages/(its treasures)

¨`U

shame/scandal/disgrace

BlÌcUÅ

humble/submissive/quiet/lowering
eye sight

BlcBU - BlcU

humble/submissive/quiet/silent/
dried and hardened

á¦®aBU - á¦®aU despised/humilliated/lowly/
despicable/disgusting/expelled/
ousted/cast out/deminished/
decreased

AZBaU

loss/misguidance and perishment

ZÄ a
Ê UÄ

he lost/he was misguided and

LlcU

humbled/submitted/silenced/
quietened/lowered eye sight

ªlcBU - ªlcU humble/submissive/quiet/silent/
dried and hardened

á¥lcBU - á¥lcU humbled/submissive/silent/
quiet/lowered eye sight (p)

á¦lcBU - á¦lcU humbled/submissive/silent/quiet/
lowered eye sight (p)

perished/lost/misguided and
perished

Bk¥cU

ZÆaUÅ

loss

feared

AZaU

§cU

a loss/a misguidance and

L¦cU

I feared

perishment

humbleness/submission/silence/
quiet/lowered eye sight

BAZaU

loss/misguidance and perishment

ª¦cU

fear/a fear/fearing

A¥ZaU

they lost/they were misguided and

£K¦cU

his fear

ªeBeU

poverty/neediness

perished/lost were misguided and
perished

á¦ZaBU - á¦ZaU losers/misguided and

uaU

JcU

arguers

perishing/losing/misguiding and
perishing (p)

áB}eU - á}eU two disputers/two adversaries/two

sunk down/made to cave in

á¥}eU

eliminated light/eclipsed/made
disappear/punctured/weakened/
humilliated and burdened by -hatred

BtaU

á}eU - áB}eU two disputers/two adversaries/two

we sunk down/we made to cave

arguers
disputing/controverting/arguing/
disputers/adversaries/arguers

~¦eU

disputer/adversary/arguer

B}¦eU

a disputer/an adversary/an arguer

~KgU

you (p) plunged into/you got into/

in/we eliminated light/we eclipsed/
we made disappear/we punctured/
we weakened/we humilliated and
burdened by -- hatred

ZgU

green

AZgU

green (p)

wood (p)

á¦lgBU - á¦lgU bending/leaning/submitting/

you engaged in conversation
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obeying (p)

DiU - B®iU

mistakenly/erroneously/wrongly/

errors/their wrongs

§K®¦iU

wrongfully

á¦®iBU - á¦®iU sinners/mistaken/erroneous/wrong

wrong

~yK®¦iU - ~yKF¦iU your (p) sins/your mistakes/your

(p)

B®iU - DiU

mistakenly/erroneously/wrongly/

errors/your wrongs

~¢K®¦iU - ~¢KF¦iU their sins/their mistakes/their

wrongfully

BIBiU

a speech/an address/a conversation/

errors/their wrongs

~yB¦BiU - ~y¦iU your (p) sins/your mistakes/your

a matter/an affair/a concern

~y¦iU - ~yB¦BiU you (p) sins/your mistakes/your

errors/your wrongs

BB¦BiU - B¦iU our sins/our mistakes/our

errors/your wrongs

B¦iU - BB¦BiU our sins/our mistakes/our errors/

errors/our wrongs

~¡B¦BiU - ~¢¦iU their sins/their mistakes/their

our wrongs

~¢¦iU - ~¡B¦BiU their sins/their mistakes/their

my sin/my mistake/my error/my

errors/their wrongs

BsBtU

lights

errors/their wrongs

I feared

ªIiU

L
Å tÔ UÊ

request for marriage/engagement

you (s/f) feared

zIiU

L
Ê tÔ UÊ

your (s/m) matter/your affair/your

LÚtUÄ

were reduced/were lightened

~yKtU

I feared you (p)

concern

~KtU

you (p) feared

your (b)'s matter/your affair/your

utU

he reduced/he lightened

concern

§tU

hidden

your (p/f) matter/your affair/your

B¦tU

hidden/secret

Bt¦tÄU

light

ª¦tU

hiddenly/secretly

|U

faithful/close/friendship

concern

~yIiU
B}yIiU
áyIiU

your (p) matter/your affair/your

concern

uiU

snatched

L¥iU - LA¥iU footsteps
LA¥iU - L¥iU footsteps
ª®¦iU

a sin/a mistake/an error/a wrong

~yKF¦iU - ~yK®¦iU your (p) sins/your mistakes/your
errors/your wrongs

£K®¦iU

his sin/his mistake/his error/his
wrong

~¢KF¦iU - ~¢K®¦iU their sins/their mistakes/their

u®½U - u®{U caliphs/successors and
replacers/leaders

½U

be alone/be together with/past/
left/expired

u®{U - u®½U caliphs/successors and
replacers/leaders
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u{U - u½U

opposite/behind/opposites

ªt{U

different/succeeding

zt{U - zs½U

behind you (s/m)

§¥}Kt{U

you (p) succeeded me/you

x{U - x½U

share of blessing/good luck/fortune

followed me

zt{U

behind you (s/m)

between

zs½U - zt{U

behind you (s/m)

differences in opinion/splits/rips/

~yt{U

behind you (p)

trails/friendship

behind us

~y{½U

BÓt{Ô UÄ

in between and around you (p)

behind him/behind it

£{{U - £{½U

£t{U

in between and around it

behind her/behind it

B¢{{U - B¢{½U

B¢t{U

in between and around it

behind them

B}¢{½U

~¢t{U

in between and around them (b)

remained behind/left behind (p)

L{U

A¥t{U

past/left/expired

he created/created

ª{U

x
Ä {ÒUÄ

faithful/close/friendship

was created/he was created

zK¼BU - zK{U

x
Ä {ÊUÅ

your (s/m) maternal aunts

xÔ{UÄ

creation

xÓ{UÅ

nature/character

ZB¦X{A |½U - |½U in between and around/gaps in
|{U - |½U

~yK¼BU - ~yK{U your (p) maternal aunts
X{BU - X{U

immortal/eternal/everlasting

share of blessing/good luck/fortune

AX{BU - AX{U

x½U - x{U

immortally/eternally/everlastingly

Bw{U

a creation

L
Ä wÔ {ÒUÄ

you (s/m) created

L
Å wÔ {ÒUÄ

I created

L
Æ wÒ {ÊUÅ

was created (f)/it was created

zKw{U

I created you (s/m)

§Kw{U

you (s/m) created me

£Kw{U

you (s/m) created him

associated

zw{U

he created you (s/m)

u
Ä {ÒUÄ

succeeded/followed

~ÓywÒ {ÒUÄ

he created you (p)

uÔ{UÄ

successions

~ÓywÓ {Ô UÄ

your (p) creation

u½U - u{U

opposite/behind/opposites

BÔw{ÒUÄ

we created

Bt{U

successors and replacers/top

~yw{U - ~yBw{U we created you (p)

á¥X{BU - á¥X{U immortally/eternally/
everlastingly (p)

á¦X{BU - á¦X{U immortally/eternally/
everlastingly/immortal/
eternal/everlasting (p)

A¥e{U

they cleared/they finished/they
pured/(they became confidant)

A¥i{U

they mixed/they mingled/they

leaders
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¤Bw{U

~¢w{U - ~¡Bw{U we created them
B}¡Bw{U

we created them (b)

~yBw{U - ~yw{U we created you (p)
¤Bw{U - £w{U

brain

we created him

we created him

~¡Bw{U - ~¢w{U we created them
§w{U

he created me

£Å wÒ {ÒUÄ

he created him/he created it

£Å wÓ {Ô UÄ

his creation

B¢w{U

he created her/he created it

~Å¢wÒ {ÒUÄ

he created them

~Å¢wÓ {Ô U

their creation

á
Ì ¢Å wÒ {ÒUÄ

he created them (p/f)

A¥wÒ{UÄ

they created/were created (p)

A¥wÊ{UÅ

they were created/were created (p)

|½ÊU - |{U

differences in opinion/splits/rips/

AZ}U

the brain

ªa}U

five

£a}U

its fifth

á¦a}U

fifty

i}U

sour and bitter/a tree's weak
crop/thornless tree

Z¦`U

in between and around it

B¢{½U - B¢{{U

in between and around it

A¥{U

they past/they left/they expired/

ZA¥U

½¦{U

sheep

áAÌ¥UÄ

unfaithful

BAÌ¥UÄ

an often betraying/an often being
unfaithful

hÆ¥UÄ

a plunge/an engagement in
conversation/wading

~¢g¥U

their pluning into/their getting
into/their engaging in conversation/
their plunging

Bs¥U

fearfully/frightfully

a caliph/a successor and replacer/a

~¢s¥U

their fear/their fright

leader

~y{¥U - ~yB{¥U we gave you (p)

a faithful, close friend/weak/
cover/women's head cover

á¥X}BU - á¥X}U still/silent/dead (p)
á¦X}BU - á¦X}U still/silent/dead (p)
ZÆ}UÄ

often betraying/often being

fear/fight

thin/very poor

ZB}ÊU

moo/bellow/sound of cows and

u¥U

they were alone/they were together
with/past/left/expired (p)

ªt¦{U

a pig/a swine (refer to 5:60,
scientific evidence is proving that
pigs and humans have similarities
in habit and genetic composition)

trails/friendship

£{½U - £{{U

an intoxicant/a substance affecting

intoxicants/substances affecting the

generously/we granted you/we
made you own

£{¥U - ¤B{¥U we gave him generously/we
granted him/we made him own

~yB{¥U - ~y{¥U we gave you (p) generously/
we granted you/we made you own
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¤B{¥U - £{¥U we gave him generously/we
granted him/we made him own

£{¥U

he gave him generously/he granted
him/he made him own

ªB¦U

betrayal/unfaithfulness

zKB¦U

your (s/m) betrayal/your
unfaithfulness

Z¦U

good/better/generosity/honour/
wealth/best/goodness

AZ¦U

good/goodness/generous/
generosity/honour/wealth/best/
better

LZ¦U - LAZ¦U good/generous/better (f)
LAZ¦U - LZ¦U good/generous/better (f)
ªt¦U

a fear/a fright/fearfully/frightfully

£Kt¦U

fearing him

|¦U

horses

~yZAX

:
áÆ¦IÄ ®AX

country/your tribe/your yard/your
place

~¡ZAX

their home/their house/their
country/their tribe/their yard/their
place

consistantly/continuously/
dedicated (b)

your (p) home/your house/your

§kAX

caller/requester

B¦kAX

calling

msAX

repeller/pusher

xsAX

pouring forcefully/flowing

©Z®AX

circle/disaster

~®AX

continuous/lasting

á¥}®AX

continuing/lasting (p)

JCX

habit/affair

BICX

habitually/consistantly

L}AX

continued/lasted

ªIAX

a walker/a creeper/a crawler/a

A¥}AX

they continued/they lasted

áAX

near

ª¦AX

near/nearing (f)

creature moving on the earth/
walker/creeper/crawler/creature
moving on the earth/(term is
usually used for riding animals)

ZIAX

root/remainder

ªgRAX

annulled

á¥ZUX - á¥ZUAX they are degraded/they are
mean/they are lowly/they are
manipulated/they are humilliated/
you are degraded/you are
mean/you are lowly/you are
manipulated/you are humilliated/
degraded/mean/ lowly
manipulated/humilliated (p)

á¦ZUX - á¦ZUAX degraded/mean/lowly/manipulated/

forcefully

X¥X - X¥¥AX - X¥AX

king of the Jews between 1010 970 B.C. and father of Prophet
Solomon

X¥X - X¥AX - X¥¥AX David/a prophet and second
king of the Jews between 1010 970 B.C. and father of Prophet
Solomon

ZIX

back/end

¤ZIX

its back/its end

B¢RX - B¡BRÄX

he blew and stretched it/he spread
it

humilliated (p)

á¥{UX - á¥{UAX entering (p)
ZAX

home/house/country/tribe/yard/
place

©ZUÀA ZAX

home (of) the end (other life)/
house (of) the end (other life)

David/a prophet and second

B¡BRX - B¢RX

he blew and stretched it/he spread
it

AZ¥RX

expelled/driven away/forced out/
expelling/driving away/forcing out

áBUX

smoke/fumes/(gaseous/vapor)

á¥ZUAX - á¥ZUX they are degraded/they are

:
mean/they are lowly/they are
manipulated/they are humilliated/
you (p) are degraded/you are mean/
you are lowly/you are manipulated/
you are
humilliated/degraded/mean/
lowly/manipulated/humilliated

|UX

he entered/entered

½
Õ UÄ XÄ

blemishes/deciet/mental and
physical defects and faults/a
shortcoming

LÒ{UÄ XÄ

she entered

LÒ{UÊ XÅ

is entered

L
Ä {Ô UÄ XÄ

you (s/m) entered

~K{UX

you (p) entered

¤¥}K{UX

you (p) entered it

£{UX

he entered it/entered it

A¥{UX

they entered

á¥{UAX - á¥{UX entering (p)

¨
Æ ZØ XÅ

pearly/luminous/glittering/brilliant

B¢aX - B¡BaX

buried it/hid it/concealed it/pushed
it/plotted against it/conspired
against it

ZaX

nails/ship ropes/dowels

B¡BaX - B¢aX

buried it/hid it/concealed it/pushed
it/plotted against it/conspired
against it

n
Æ XÄ

leave/desert/(forget)

BkX

called/he called

BÎkXÄ

repelling/pushing away violently
and roughly

A»kX - BkX

call/request/prayer/(invitation)/
calling/ requesting/praying/
(inviting)

BkX - §®BkX - Ø BkX my call/my request/my
prayer

~yBkX

your (p) call/your request/your
prayer

¤¥{UX

they entered it

¤BkX

~¢KaAZX

their studies/their readings

BkX - §®BkX - ¨BkX my call/my request/my

~¡ZX - ~¡AZX

silver coins/weight measure of
1/12 ounce each (Greek origin:
drachma)

LOZX - LBOZX steps/stages/degrees

his call/his request/his prayer

prayer

~¢®BkX

their call/their request/their prayer

BkX - ¨BkX - §®BkX my call/my request/my
prayer

~yBkX

called you (p)/he called you

LBOZX - LOZX steps/stages/degrees

§BkX - á
Ø BkX

called me

L
Ä a
Æ ZÄ XÄ

you (s/m) studied/you memorized/

BBkX

called us/he called us

you read

á
Ø BkX - §BkX

called me

they studied/they memorized/they

¤BkX

called him/he called him

~y»BkÅX

your (p) call/your request/your

ªOZX

A¥aZX

a step/a stage/a degree

read

ByZX

catching up/overtaking/reaching/
pursuing

prayer

:
A¥kÅX

they were called

~¢{X

guided them/lead them

AÄ¥k
Ä XÄ

they (b) called

¤Ä¥{Ô XÄ

his bucket/his pail

AÆ¥k
Ä XÄ

they called

½¦{X

a proof/an evidence

~X

blood (red fluid running

~¡¥kX - ~¡A¥kX their call/their request/their
prayer

L
Å ¥kX

I called

©¥kX

a call/a request/a prayer

zK¥kX

your (s/m) call/your request/your

throughout the body and
circulating oxygen)

BÕ}X

blood (red fluid running
throughout the body and
circulating oxygen)

prayer

your (p) blood

~yÓK¥Æ k
Ä XÄ

~yB}X

I called you (p)

its (p) blood

B}yÓK¥Ä k
Ä XÄ

B¡»B}X

your (b)'s call/your request/your

L
Å }Æ XÅ

I continued/I lasted

L
Ä }Æ XÅ

you (s/m) continued/you lasted

~K}X

you (p) continued/you lasted

prayer

Z}X

he destroyed

§
Äk
Ê XÅ

was called

BZ}X

we destroyed

uX

warmth

~¢Z}X - ~¡BZ}X we destroyed them

mÔsXÄ

pushing

~¡BZ}X - ~¢Z}X we destroyed them

~KlsX

you (p) paid

BX

he neared/it neared

ByX

crushed/hammered down/

BvB¡X

filled/filled to the rim

destroyed/levelled/flattened/pushed
down/pressured/crushingly/
destroyingly/flatly/pushing down/
pressuringly

X¥AX - X¥¥AX - X¥X David/a prophet and second

ByX

flattened/levelled off/destroyed

a rotation/an alternation/a state

LÚyXÅ

ª{¥X

was hammered down/was

á¥X

other than/inferior to/other/

prayer

~¢ÒK¥Æ k
Ä XÄ

I called them

~¡A¥kX - ~¡¥kX their call/their request/their

destroyed/was levelled/was
flattened/was pushed down/was
pressured/was crushed

ªyX

king to the Jews between 1010 970 B.C. and father of Prophet
Solomon

exclusively from/besides/without

~y¥X

without you/excluding you/with
the exclusion of you/lacking you

a crunch/a press/(a blow)/a
levelling off/a flattening off/a push
down/a destruction

other than you (p)/besides you/

B¥X

other than us/besides us/without
us/excluding us/with the exclusion

:
of us/lacking us

z¥X

other than you (s/m)/besides you/
without you/excluding you/with
the exclusion of you/lacking you

£¥X

other than him/besides him/without
him/excluding him/with the
exclusion of him/lacking him

B¢¥X

other than her/besides her/without
her/excluding her/with the
exclusion of her/lacking her/other
than it/besides it/without it/
excluding it/with the exclusion of
it/lacking it

~¢¥X

other than them/besides them/
without them/excluding them/with
the exclusion of them/lacking them

B}¢¥X

other than them (b)

§¥X

other than me/excluding me/with

your places

BZB¦X - BZ¦X

countries/our tribes/our yards/our
places

the exclusion of me/lacking me

AZBÌ¦XÄ

a resident/an inhabitant/(anyone)

~yZ¦X - ~yZB¦X

your (p) homes/your houses/your

BZ¦X - BZB¦X

countries/their tribes/their yards/
their places

áÆ¦XÄ

a debt/a reimbursement

our homes/our houses/our

á¦ÊX

religion

á¦ÊX

rule/domain/might/judgement/

~¡Z¦X - ~¡ZB¦X their homes/their houses/their

obedience

§¦X - á
Ø ¦X

my religion

B¦X

a religion

compensation for murder victim's

~y¦X

your (p) religion

family

£¦X

his religion

your (p) homes/your houses/your

~¢¦X

their religion/their reimbursement/

countries/their tribes/their yards/
their places

~yZB¦X - ~yZ¦X

~¡ZB¦X - ~¡Z¦X their homes/their houses/their

countries/your tribes/your yards/
your places
countries/our tribes/our yards/our
places

ªÌ¦XÊ

our homes/our houses/our

countries/your tribes/your yards/

their judgement/their account/their
obedience

á¦X - §¦X

my religion

;
AY

universe (smaller than an atom)
capable of entering into a chemical
reaction

BkZY ~¢I xBg - BkZY

them/he had no power to do or
accomplish what ought to be
done/(he became uptight)
(expression)

of that/this/that (prep. of ownership
and indication of near)

§IZw{A AY

the relatives/the relations/the near

á¥{A AY

of the whale/of the fish/of the
sword's blade/of the dimple on the
chin/knickname of Messenger
Johah

ªw®AY

tasting/experiencing (f)

LAY

of/on/once/that of/of that/this/
self/essence/that what is (prep. of
ownership)

he was impatient with

B¢kZY

its measure/(its length)

BÆZYÒ

you (s/m) leave us/leave us

§ZY

leave me

~¡ZY

you (s/m) leave them/leave them

AÕ¥ZY

scattering/spreading

A¥ÅZYÒ

leave (p)

B¥ZY

you (p) leave us/leave us

BvAY

they (b) tasted/they experienced

§¥ZY

you (p) leave me/leave me

A¥vAY

they tasted/they experienced

BKB¦ZY

our descendants

~y{Y - ~y{AY

this/this one/that/that one/that is

~¢K¦ZY - ~¢KB¦ZY their descendants

J¡AY

going/going away

ª¦ZY

descendants

BIBIY

insanity/a fly, an insect/remainder

BK¦ZY

our descendants

(of anything)/plague/continuous
harm

£K¦ZY

his descendants

S
Ä IØ YÓ

was slaughtered/throat was cut

B¢K¦ZY

her descendants

CZY

he created/he seeded

~¢K¦ZY

their descendants

BkAZY

arm/length of arm from shoulder or

~¢KB¦ZY - ~¢K¦ZY their descendants

elbow to tip of the middle finger/
ell/cubit/50 to 70 cm measure

£¦kAZY

its two arms/his two arms

~yCZY

he created you (p)/he seeded you/
created you/seeded you

BCZY

we created/we seeded

©ZY

smallest particle of anything in our

B}¢K¦ZY

their (b)'s descendants

§K¦ZY

my descendants

xY

taste/experience (s/m)

ZÄ yÞ YÓ

was mentioned/was remembered/
was reminded

ZÔyYÊ

mentioning/remembering/a
reminder/a remembrance

;
they recited/they praised/they
glorified

ZÆ yÞ YÒ

mention/remind

ZÄ yÒ YÒ

mentioned/remembered

they were reminded

ZÆ yÒ YÒ

A¥ZÞyYÓ

a male

my remembrance/my reminder/my

AZyÊY

¨ØZyÔ YÊ

mentioning/remembering/
reminder/a reminder/a
remembrance

BAZÔyYÓ

males

B¡ZyY - B¡AZÔyYÊ mentioning it/remembering it/
(bringing it)

~¡ZyY - ~¡AZyY their mentioning/their
remembering/their reminder/their
remembrance

L
Ä ZyY

you (s/m) mentioned/you
remembered/you recited

~KÆZyÞ YÓ

you (p) were reminded

zZyY

your (s/m) remembrance/your
memory/your reputation

~yZyY

¤ÄZyÒ YÒ

your (p) mention/your

~¡ÆZyÞ YÒ

a remembrance/a reminder

BZ¥yY

our males

~K¦yY

you (p) slaughtered

ª{Y

humilliation/disgrace

z{Y

that

~y{AY - ~y{Y

this/this one/that/that one/that is

B} z{Y - B}y{Y

that is what

½{Y

manipulated/dangled low (p)

B¢{{Y - B¡B{{Y

we manipulated it/we eased
it

B¡B{{Y - B¢{{Y

we manipulated it/we eased
it

L{{Y

was manipulated/was dangled low

mentioned it/remembered it/recited

|¥{Y

manipulated/eased

it/praised it/glorified it/mentioned
him/remembered him/recited
him/praised him/glorified him

¼¥{Y

manipulated/eased

ª}Y

promise/contract/safety/security/
guarantee

it/(bringing it)

JY

a crime

mentioning them/remembering

zIY

your (s/m) crime

them/reciting them

£IY

his crime

remind them

J¥Y

crimes

BI¥Y

crimes

remembering/their reminder/their
remembrance

~yI¥Y

your (p) crimes

they mentioned/they remembered/

BI¥Y

our crimes

~¡AZyY - ~¡ÄZyÔ YÊ their mentioning/their

A¥ZÒyYÒ

¨
Ä ZyÊY

remembrance/your recital/your
memory

B¡AZyY - B¡ZyY mentioning it/remembering
~¡ÄZyÔ YÊ

praise/my glorification/mentioning
me/remembering me

;
~¢I¥Y

their crimes

JB¡Y

going/going away/taking away/
eliminating/wiping off

J
Ä ¡Ä YÒ

went/went away/took away/
eliminated/wiped out/he went

J
Æ ¡Ä YÒ

gold

BÕIÄ¡YÒ

gold

LI¡Y

went/went away/took away/she
went/she went away/she took
away/it went/it went away/it took
away

BI¡Y
A¥I¡Y

we went/we went away/we took

A¥Y

of (b) (prep. of ownership)

away

BKA¥Y

of (b/f)/(b/f) of (prep. of

they went/they went away/they
took away

¥Y

ownership)

of/(his/hers/their/theirs) (prep. of

ownership)

§KA¥Y

with of/on/in (prep. of ownership)

A¥v¥Y

you (p) taste/you experience/taste/
experience (p)

¨¥Y

(b) of (prep. of ownership)

¨Y

of (prep. of ownership)

Z

AZ - B®Z

showing off/pretending/appearing

BÕ¦Ô®ZØ

appearance pleasant

A¥iIAZ

you (p) stand firmly on guard/you
be steadfast

B®Z - AZ

showing off/pretending/appearing

AZ - ¨Z - ¨CZ - EZ it saw/it understood/he saw/
he understood/they saw/they
understood/saw/understood

CZ - ¨CZ - AZ it saw/it understood/he saw/he
understood/they saw/they
understood/saw/understood

zEZ - zAZ

he saw you (s/m)/-- (p) saw you

B¡EZ - B¡AZ

their fourth

B¦IAZ

growing/increasing/elevated

ª¦IAZ

grown/increased/elevated (f)

£KCZ

she saw it

~¢KCZ

-- saw them

á¥lOZ - á¥lOAZ are returning/returning (p)
XÌ AZ

returner

he saw it/he understood it/he saw

¤¥XAZ

returning him

him/he understood him

£aCZ

his head

he saw it/he understood it/he saw

§aCZ

my head

her/he understood her

L¦aZ - LB¦aAZ anchors/firm (heavy) fixtures/

(s/m)

¤EZ - ¤AZ

~¢lIAZ

b¥»Z - b¥Z heads of everything/tops of
everything/beginnings of
everything

b¥»Z - ~y{A¥}C b¥Z heads/tops/begining of your
monies/begining of your
properties/(capital/money begun
with)

~ya¥»Z - ~ya¥Z your (p) heads
~¢a¥»Z - ~¢a¥Z their heads/their tops
u¥»Z - u¥Z merciful/compassionate
AZ - EZ - ¨CZ - ¨Z it saw/it understood/he saw/
he understood/they saw/they
understood/saw/understood

z¦Z - zB¦»Z - zB¦Z

your (s/m) dream

zB¦»Z - z¦Z

your (s/m) dream

¨B¦»Z - §¦Z

my dream

mountains/ships/landings (f)

ª¦gAZ

accepting/approving/acceptable/
approved

BkZ - BkAZ

observe us

á¥kZ - á¥kAZ protecting/keeping/observing
á¥IoZ - á¥IoAZ desiring/wishing (p)
ªsCZ

mercy/compassion

ªlsAZ

raising/removing away (f)

zlsAZ

raising you (s/m)

xAZ

ascending/elevating/advancing/
curing/(being saved/being rescued)

zAZ - zCZ

he saw you (s/m)/-- (p) saw you
(s/m)

BlyAZ

bowing (bending upper body
forward and lowering head

Z
forward)

á¥lyZ - á¥lyAZ bowing (p) (bending upper body
forward and lowering head
forward)

áAZ

dominating/overwhelming/seized/
covered

¤AZ - ¤EZ

he saw him/he understood him/he
saw it/her understood it

B¡AZ - B¡EZ

¨ÔCZÄ

AZ - EZ - ¨Z - ¨CZ it saw/it understood/he saw/
he understood/they saw/they
understood/saw/understood (p)

L¦CZ
¤¥}K¦CZ

they saw/they understood

enticed/you wanted -- to do/you
made sinful advances/you
advanced/you solicited

§KX¥Z - §KX¥AZ she seduced me/she enticed me/
she wanted me to do/she made
sinful advances (towards) me/she
solicited me

~¢ÓK¦Æ CÒZÄ

I saw them/I understood them

~¢ÒK¦Æ CÒZÄ

you (s/m) saw them/you
understood them

£¦CZ

they (f) saw him

JZ

lord (supreme creator)

§IZ - J
Ê Z

my lord

~yI®IZI - ~yI®BIZ your (p) step-daughters/your wives'

£KX¥Z - £ÔKXÄ ¥Ä AZ she seduced him/she enticed
him/she wanted him to do/she
made sinful advances (towards)
him/she solicited him

£KX¥Z - £Å KÓ XÆ ¥Ä AZ I seduced him/I enticed
him/I wanted him to do/I made
sinful advances (towards) him

daughters

~yI®BIZ - ~yI®IZ your (p) step-daughters/your wives'
daughters

BÕIÄZ

a lord

BÕIØZ

a growth/an increase/any excess or
increase paid by borrower to lender
over the original principle/any
interest paid/usury

¤¥X¥Z - ¤¥X¥AZ they seduced him/they enticed
him/they wanted him to do/they
made sinful advances (towards)
him/they solicited him

z¥CZ

they saw you (s/m)

¤¥CZ

they saw him/they understood him/

you (p) saw it/you understood it/
you have seen it/you have
understood it/you saw him/you
understood him/you have seen
him/you have understood him

he saw it/he understood it/he saw

áKX¥Z - á
Ì KÓ XÆ ¥Ä AZ you (p/f) seduced/you

you (s/m) saw/you understood/I
saw/I understood

her/he understood her

A¥CZ

sight/vision

iBIZ

ties/bonds/strings/strength/courage

mIZ - nBIZ

fours

á¦IZ - á¦¦BIZ knowledgeable lord
worshippers

they saw it/they understood it

LIZ

it grew/it increased

B¡¥CZ

they saw her/they saw it

LRIZ

profited/gained/profit/gain

~¡¥CZ

they saw them

BiIZ

we bonded/we encouraged/we

Z
strengthened/we braced

quaking

nBIZ - mIZ

fours

|BOZ

men

zIZ

your (s/m) lord

¼BOZ

walking/men

~yIZ

your (p) lord

~y{BOZ

your (p) men

B}yIZ

your (b)'s lord

LOÅZ

shook and moved/trembled and

B}IZ

maybe/perhaps (prep.)

BIZ

our lord

á¦¦BIZ - á¦IZ knowledgeable lord
worshippers

£IZ

his lord

B¢IZ

her lord/its lord

~¢IZ

their lord

B}¢IZ

their (b)'s lord

©¥IZ

an elevated ground/a hill

J
Ê Z - §IZ

my lord

§B¦IZ

they (b) brought me up/they (b)

quaked

`OZ

filth/torture/paganism/idol
worship/sin/crime

A`OZ

filth/torture

bOZ

obscenity/filth/evil influence/
cursed act/atrocious act/
punishment and torture

BaOZ

obscenity/filth/evil influence/
cursed act/atrocious act/
punishment and torture

~¢aOZ

their obscenity/their filth/their evil
influence/their cursed act/their
atrocious act/their punishment and
torture

grew me up

á¥¦IZÊ

knowledgeable lord worshippers

mÄ OÄ ZÄ

he returned

BwKZ

joined/attached/patched

mÆOZ

a return

|KZ

read or recite slowly, distinctly and

L
Å lÆ OÊ ZÅ

I was returned

clearly

~KlOZ

you (p) returned

we composed well/we

z
Ä lÄ OÄ ZÄ

he returned you (s/m)

organized well/we arranged
well/we regulated well/we read or
recited slowly, distinctly and
clearly

BlOZ

we returned

£Ê lÊ OÆ ZÄ

his returning/returning him

A¥lÄOZÄ

they returned (p)

£{KZ - ¤B{KZ

¤B{KZ - £{KZ

we composed well/we
organized well/we arranged
well/we regulated well/we read or
recited slowly, distinctly and
clearly

BÕOZ

shaking and moving/trembling and

á¥lOAZ - á¥lOZ they are returning
|OZ

a man

½OZ

a man

á½OZ

two men

Z
z{OÄZ

your (s/m) walkers/your men

£Å }Ä RÄ ZÄ

he had mercy upon him

áÆ¦{ÒOÅ ZÄ

two men

x¦RZ

pure nectar/perfume/musk/pure

áÆ¦{ÒOÆ ZØ

two feet (some translations use legs

wind

as a meaning)

~¦RZ

merciful

B}OZ

an unsubstantiated guess

BÕ}¦RZ

merciful

B}¥OZ

meteorites/shooting stars

BUZ

soft/gentle/maneuverable/easily

~¦OZ

cursed/expelled

~¢{BRZ

their packsaddles

XZ

returned

LIRZ

widened/broadened/(its vastness/its

AXZ

support/help

expanse)

LXZ

have been returned/returned

|ÆRZÄ

packsaddle

L
Å XÆ XÊ ZÅ

I returned

ª{RØZ

travel/jouney/trip

BXXZ

we returned

£Ê{RÄZ

his packsaddle

£XXZ - ¤BXXZ

we returned him

~RZ

had mercy upon/he had mercy

¤BXXZ - £XXZ

we returned him

upon

uXZ

followed closely behind/rode

BÕ}ÆRZÅ

mercy/relation/kindness

B}RZ

merciful (p)

L}RZ

I had mercy upon

ª}RZ - L}RZ a mercy/mercy
L}RZ - ª}RZ a mercy/mercy

maneuverable

behind/rode in back (m)

B}XZ

a blockage/a barrier/a joint/
continuance

B¡XZ

its return/returning it

A¥XZ

they are returned/they were
returned

zÓK}Ä RÆ ZÄ

your (s/m) mercy

¤¥XZ

they returned it

BÓK}Ä RÆ ZÄ

our mercy

B¡¥XÅZ

return it (p)

£Ê KÊ }Ä RÆ ZÄ

his mercy

x
Æ `Æ ZØ

provision/rain/everything of

£ÒK}Ä RÆ ZÄ

his mercy

£Å KÒ }Æ RÊ ZÄ

you (s/m) -- mercy upon

§K}RZ

my mercy

BÄ}RÄ ZÄ

had mercy upon us

benefit or value/means of
livelihood

Bv`Z

provision/a rain/everything of
benefit or value/a means of
livelihood

~¢}RZ - ~¡B}RZ we had mercy upon them

~ÓyvÒ `Ä ZÄ

he provided for you (p)

~¡B}RZ - ~¢}RZ we had mercy upon them

~ÓyvÒ `Æ ZØ

your (p) provision

Z
BÔv`Ø ZÅ

~yv`Z - ~yBv`Z we provided for you (p)
¤Bv`Z

messengers/use of word is
(s/m/f/p)

we were provided for

we provided for him

~¢v`Z - ~¡Bv`Z we provided for them
~yBv`Z - ~yv`Z we provided for you (p)
~¡Bv`Z - ~¢v`Z we provided for them

¼Ò ¥ÅaZÄ

two messengers

¼Õ ¥aZ

a messenger/messenger

~y{¥aZ

your (p) messenger

B{¥aZ

our messenger

£{¥aZ

his messenger

§v`Z

he provided for me

B¢{¥aZ

its messenger/her messenger

£Êv`Æ ZØ

his provision

~¢{¥aZ

their messenger

B¢v`Z

her provision/its provision

~¢Òv`Ä ZÄ

LB¦aAZ - L¦aZ anchors/firm (heavy) fixture/

he provided for them

~¢Óv`Æ ZØ

their provision

AXcZ

correct guidance/right guidance

á¢v`Z

their (f) provision

¤XcZ

his correct guidance/his right

A¥vØ`ZÅ

they were provided for

mountains/ships/landings (f)

guidance

L{aZ - L¼BaZ messages

X¦cZ

correctly guided/rightly guided

£K{aZ - £K¼BaZ his messages

AXeZ

watching/observing/ambushcade

ª{BaZ

message

£K{BaZ

his message

|aZ

messengers

½aZ

messengers

L¼BaZ - L{aZ messages
£K¼BaZ - £K{aZ his messages

(ambushing place)/
meteorologically/observation

A¥gZ

they accepted/they approved/
accepted (p)/approved

á¥gZ - áA¥gZ acceptance/approval/satisfaction
B¥gZ - BA¥gZ an acceptance/an approval/a
satisfaction

£¥gZ - £A¥gZ his acceptance/his approval/his

z{aZ

your (s/m) messengers

~y{aZ

your (p) messengers

áA¥gZ - á¥gZ acceptance/approval/satisfaction

B{aZ

our messengers

BA¥gZ - B¥gZ an acceptance/an approval/a

£{aZ

his messenger

~¢{aZ

their messengers

§{aZ

my messengers

|¥aZ

a messenger/messenger/

satisfaction

satisfaction

£A¥gZ - £¥gZ his acceptance/his approval/his
satisfaction

§gZ

accepted/became content/
approved/became satisfied/pleased

Z
B¦gZ

accepted/approved/pleased/

m¦sZ

raiser/honourer

satisfied

xZ

parchment/thin skin for writing on/

L¦gZ

I accepted/I approved

~K¦gZ

you (p) accepted/you became
content/you approved/you became
satisfied

white pages

JBvZ

the necks (freeing of slaves or
captives)

ªIvZ

a neck/a person/a slave

JiZ

soft/moist/humid/damp/ripe

asleep/lying down (p)

BIiZ

X¥vZ

ripe/soft/moist (dates)

observer/watcher/guard/observing/

B¢K¦BkZ

J¦vZ

its protection/its keep/its

watching/guarding

observation

observing/watching/guarding

BIkZ

BI¦vZ

terror/fright

stirrups (saddles' foohold)/camels

XkZ

JByØZ

thunder

BkAZ - BkZ

observe us

á¥kAZ - á¥kZ protecting/keeping/observing
B¡Æ¥k
Ä ZÄ

they tend it/they protect it

BIoZ

desiring/wishing

á¥IoAZ - á¥IoZ desiring/wishing (p)
AXoZ

easily/comfortably

BKsZ - BKBsZ

debris/fragments/rubble/broken
pieces

BKBsZ - BKsZ

ridden or loaded/riders

B}ByZ

piled/accumulated/heaped

BIyZ

they (b) rode/they embarked/they
boarded

BBIyZ

riding (p)

z
Ä IÄ yÚ ZÄ

he put you (s/m) together/he
assembled you/he constructed
you/he composed you/he
compounded you

A¥IyZ

they rode/they embarked/they
boarded

debris/fragments/rubble/broken
pieces

A`yZ

low voice/whisper/faint sound

NsZ

obscenity/indecency/(intercourse)

BlyZ

bowing

msZ

he raised/he honoured/rose/raised

~¢I¥yZ

their riding/their embarking/their

LÄlsÊ ZÅ

it is raised/it was rised

BlsZ

we raised

~yRB}Z

your (p) spears/your lances

£sZ - ¤BlsZ

we raised him

áB}Z

pomegranate

¤BlsZ - £lsZ

we raised him

A`}Z

signalling/pointing

£lsZ

he rose him

áBg}Z

Ramadan the ninth month of the

B¢lsZ

he rose it

boarding

lunar or Islamic calender, it is
between Shaban and Shaw'wal and

Z
is the fasting month for Moslems

a Soul/a Spirit

§}Z

BR¥Z

threw

Our soul/Our spirit

L
Ä ¦Æ }Ä ZÄ

BR¥Z

you (s/m) threw

His Soul/His Spirit

~¦}Z

£R¥Z

decayed/decomposed

My Soul/My Spirit

BI¡Z

§R¥Z

with awe/terrified/monkishly/

áKX¥AZ - áKX¥Z you (p/f) seduced/you enticed/you

monastically

BBI¡Z

~¢I¡Z - ~¢BI¡Z their monks
ª¦BI¡Z

wanted -- to do/you made sinful
advances/you solicited

monks

§KX¥AZ - §KX¥Z she seduced me/she enticed me/
she wanted me to do/she made
sinful advances (towards) me/she
solicited me

monkhood/monasticism/monkery/
abstaining from worldy pleasures

ªI¡Z

terror/fright

~¢BI¡Z - ~¢I¡Z their monks
i¡Z

groups/tribes

z
Ä iÓ ¡Æ ZÄ

your (s/m) tribe/your group

Bw¡Z

burden/oppression/obscenities/sin/

£ÔKXÄ ¥Ä AZ - £KX¥Z

him/she wanted him to do/she
made sinful advances (towards)
him/she solicited him

£Å KÓ XÆ ¥Ä AZ - £KX¥Z I seduced him/I enticed
him/I wanted him to do/I made
sinful advances (towards) him/I
solicited him

ignorance/foolishness

A¥¡Z

strolling/walking slowly/easily/
quickly/briskly

á¦¡Z

accountable/in hold/in pawn

ª¦¡Z

accountable/in hold/in pawn

B¢RA¥Z

its going/its departure/(its passing)

¤¥X¥AZ - ¤¥X¥Z they seduced him/they enticed/
they wanted him to do/they made
sinful advances (towards) him/they
solicited him

§aA¥Z - §a¥Z anchors/firmly (heavy) fixtures/

§a¥Z - §aA¥Z anchors/firmly (heavy) fixtures/
mountains/ships/landings

XyA¥Z

still/fixed in place

T¥ÅZ

a Soul/a Spirit/Soul/Spirit (could
be Angel Gabriel)

bXw{A T¥ÅZ

£{{A TÆ¥ZÄ

she seduced him/she enticed

mountains/ships/landings

LBg¥Z

lands with varieties of greenery
and plants/lands with plenty of
water/gardens/meadows

ªg¥Z

land with a variety of greenery and
plants/land with plenty of water/a
garden/a meadow

the Holy Soul/the Holy Spirit/the
Sanctimonious Soul/the
Sanctimonious Spirit

AX¦¥Z

God's happiness/God's rest/God's

b¥Z - b¥»Z heads of everything /tops of

mercy

slowly/gently

everything/beginnings

Z
b¥Z - ~y{A¥}C - b¥»Z heads/tops/beginnings of
your monies/beginnings of your
properties/(capital money begun
with)

~ya¥Z - ~ya¥»Z your (p) heads
~¢a¥Z - ~¢a¥»Z their heads/their tops
u¥Z - u¥»Z merciful/compassionate
zB¦Z - z¦Z - zB¦»Z

your (s/m) dream

§¦Z - ¨B¦»Z

my dream

J¦Z

doubt/suspicion

ªI¦Z

doubt/suspicion

~¢I¦Z

their doubt/their suspicion

S¦Z

a wind/a breeze/a smell

BR¦Z

a wind/a breeze

áBR¦Z

frangrant plants/basil

~yR¦Z

your (p) wind/your breeze/your
smell

Bc¦Z

feathers/riches/wealths/possessions

m¦Z

high hill/elevated ground/road
forked or split in a mountain/
beginning or best of --

<
£KXA`

it increased him

~¢KXA`

it increased them

~yXA`

increased you (p)/he increased you
(p)

X¦XR{A ZI`

the huge pieces of iron

AZI`

pieces/shrewdly/opinionatively/
mentally

AZ¥I`

a Book (Prophet David's scripture)

ªOBO`

a clear and transparent piece of
glass/a clear and transparent glass
container

AZO`

preventing/deterring/driving
away/ousting

¤XA`

increased him/increased it

~¡XA`

increased them/he increased them

~y¥XA`

they increased you (p)

T`R`

was removed/was hurriedly pushed

~¡¥XA`

they increased them/increased

BtR`

marching slowly/creeping

uZU`

ornament/decoration/gold/beauty

|¥w{A uZU`

the gilded speech/the speech

them

rA`

deviated/turned away/deviate/turn
away

LoA`

deviated/turned away (f)

A¥oA`

they deviated/they turned away (p)

L{A` B}s - L{A` so it was still/so it was
continuing/so it was remaining

BK{A`

they (b) vanished/they were
removed/they ceased to exist/they
were terminated

á
Ù A`

©ZO`

prevention/deterrant/ousting/cry to
drive out

beautified by lies

BsZU`

ornament/decoration/gold/beauty

B¢sZU`

its ornament/its decoration/its
beauty

X`

increase (s/m)

~¢X` - ~¡BX` we increased them
~¡BX` - ~¢X` we increased them

an adulteror/a fornicator/a doer of

§X`

you (s/m) increase me

sexual intercourse between people
unmarried or not married to
eachother (s/m)

§IAZ`

carpets/rugs

~KZ`

you (p) visited

ª¦A`

an adultress/a fornicatress (s/f)

nÆZ`Ä

a plant/a crop

x¡A`

vanishing/perishing/being

BkZ`

plants/crops

destroyed/annulled/being erased

BvZ`

blind/blue/glaring/whitened eyes

n¥Z`

plants/crops

~k`

he claimed/he purported/he stated

XI`

foam

AXI`

foam

ZI`

Books

doubtfully/he alleged/he pretended

<
L}k`

you stated doubtfully/you
alleged/you pretended

~K}k`

you (p) claimed/you purported/you
stated doubtfully/you alleged/you
pretended

~¦k`

a leader/a grantor

Z¦s`

deep exhalation/deep sighing/
sound of blazing or roaring fire

AZ¦s`

nominated/be prepared)/purified/
corrected/became righteous/
commended (p)

you (s/m) claimed/you purported/

deep exhalation/deep sighing/

B¦y`

(s/m)

ª¦y`

deadly food

§y` - By`

be purified/be corrected/be

©¥y` - ©By`

~K{`

remained

¼A`{`

B¡By` - B¢y`

©By` - ©¥y`

earthquake/shake/tremble/
movement

B¢{A`{`

its shaking/its trembling/its
moving/its earthquake

ª{`{`

shaking/trembling/moving

charity/purification/correction/

A¥{`{`

they were shaken/they were

purified it/corrected it/made it

shook/trembled/moved/earthquake
(f)

trembled/they were moved

Bt{`

parts of the night/hours where day
and night meet

ªt{`

in close proximity/near/close

§Òt{Ô `Å

approachment/advancement/
nearment/degree/rank

Zachrias/Zacharey/Zakareya (a
messenger)

Bw{`

slippery/slithery

purified it/corrected it/made it

~K{{`

you (p) slipped/you fell/you sinned

righteous/(commended it/prepared
it)

|¥{`

pure water/fresh water

AZ}`

groups/companies/squads/gangs

AZ¦Z¢}`

anger/severe cold

½¦IO`

ginger/wine

A¥Ó`Ø

weigh/measure (p)

~¦`

outsider falsely claiming to belong

charity/purification/correction/
money or property paid in God's
path/an Islamic order on all
Moslems

By` - §y`

shakingly/tremblingly/movingly/an

L{`{Å`

righteous/(commended it/prepared
it)

B¦Zy`

you (p) still/you continued/you

righteous/be commended/(be
nominated/be prepared)/purified/
corrected/became righteous/
commended (p)
money or property paid in God's
path/an Islamic order on all
Moslems

B¢y` - B¡By`

a pure/a correct/a righteous/a
commended (s/f)

sound of blazing or roaring fire

~¥v`

pure/correct/righteous/commended

be purified/be corrected/be
righteous/be commended/(be

to a people/a known mean, low or

<
evil person

©Z¡`

flower/splendor/beauty/blossom/
delight

x¡`

vanished/perished/destroyed/
annulled/erased

Bv¥¡`

vanishing/perishing/being
destroyed/annulled/being erased
vanishment/removal/cessation/

B¥K¦`

olives

termiantion

ª¥K¦`

an olive/(olive-like/olivaceous)

Q¥`

husband/wife/spouse/pair

X¦`

Zeyd - name of a man taken in by

BO¥`

a husband/a spouse

áBO¥`

a pair/a couple/a male and

|A¥`

Prophet Mohamed (adopted) as a
child

q¦`

deviation/turning away from truth

were made in pairs/were made in

á
Ä ¦Ì `Ä

he decorated/he beautified

couples

á
Ä ¦Ð `Å

was decorated/was beautified

ªO¥`

wife

BÌ¦`Ä

we decorated/we beautified

zO¥`

your (s/m) wife/your spouse

B¢¦` - B¡B¦`

we decorated it/we beautified

female/two kinds

LOØ¥`Å

B¢yO¥` - B¢yBO¥` we made you (s/m) marry her

it

~¢O¥` - ~¡BO¥` we got them married

ª¦Ø`

decoration/beauty/ornament

B¢yBO¥` - B¢yO¥` we made you (s/m) marry her

~yK¦`

your (p) decoration/your beauty/

~¡BO¥` - ~¢O¥` we got them married
£O¥`

his wife/his spouse

B¢O¥`

her spouse/her husband/her wife/its

your ornament

£K¦`

ornament

B¢K¦`

spouse/its husband/its wife

á¦O¥`
AÕZ¥`

falsehood/falsely/untruth

©XB¦`

an increase

B¢K¦`

its oil

its decoration/its beauty/its
ornament/her decoration/her
beauty/ber ornament

a pair/a couple/two opposites i.e.)
male and female

his decoration/his beauty/his

á¢K¦`

their (f) decoration/their
beauty/their ornament

B¡B¦` - B¢¦`

we decorated it/we beautified
it

£Ò¦Ì `Ä

he decorated it/he beautified it

acceptable/easily swallowed

>
~y¦KFa - ~y¦KB®a I will come to you (p)
¨¥Fa - ¨¥B®a I will take shelter/I will retire to/I
will take refuge

Bp®Ba

acceptable/easily swallowed

x®Ba

a driver/(herder/pusher)

|®Ba

asker/questioner/beggar/asking/
questioning/begging

LpIa - LBpIBa complete/long/wide/plentiful/rings
or hooks that attach helmets
(armour) (p/f)

LBR®Ba - LR®a travellors/tourists for
knowledge/fasting and secluded in
mosques worshipping (devout)
(p/f)

pleasant tasting/allowable/

xIBa

racing/surpassing/preceding

A¥wIBa

you (p) race eachother/you surpass

|Ä ®Ê a
Å

was asked/was questioned

|®aA - |®a

ask/question

á¥wIa - á¥wIBa racing/surpassing/preceding (p)

L{®Åa

was asked/was questioned (f)

á¦wIa - á¦wIBa racing/surpassing/preceding (p)

á¡¥}K{®a

you (p) asked them (f)/you

A¥{KDa

questioned them

~y¦KB®a - ~y¦KFa I will come to you (p)

they were asked/they were

AXOBa

questioned

á¦XOa - á¦XOBa prostrating (p)

A¥{®Åa

A¥{®aA - A¥{®a you (p) ask/you question
Ba

it became bad/it became evil/it
became harmful/it is bad/it is evil/it
is harmful/it was bad/it was evil/it
was harmful/bad/evil/harmful

LBa

it was bad/it was evil/it was
harmful

ªI®Ba

(f) camel in pre-Islamic paganism
which gave birth to ten female
litters and is left to roam and feed
freely and is forbidden from use

LR®a - LBR®Ba travellors/toursits for
knowledge/fasting and secluded in
mosques worshipping (devout)
(p/f)

q®Ba

pleasant tasting/allowable/

eachother/you precede eachother

ZRa - ZRBa

I will read/I will recite

prostrating (s)

a magician/a sorceror

áAZRa - áAZRBa two magicians/two sorcerors
BKXBa

our masters/our rulers/our leader

~¢aXBa

their sixth

ZBa

he walked/he moved/he rode

JZBa

clear/open/going on his
way/flowing/running

A¥kZBa

quicken/speed/rush/be faster (p)

á¦vZa - á¦vZBa stealing/robbing (p)
£w¡ZDa

I will burden him

~y¦ZDa

I (s/m) will show you (p)/I will
make you understand

ZtpKaDa

I will ask for forgiveness

>
I will send away/I will divert/I will

z
Ä {ÒDÒa
Ä

asked you (s/m)/questioned you

return/I will misguide/I will
spend/I will push

B¢{Da

asked it/questioned it

~¢{Da

asked them/questioned them

suffer/I will burn him

A¥{Da

they asked/they questioned

ªkBa

an hour/hour

á¥X}a - á¥X}Ba astonished/confused/singing/

B¢{sBa

its lowest/its bottom

uZeDa

£¦{eDa

I will roast him/I will make him

á¦{ta - á¦{sBa lowly/mean (p)

arrogant/enraged/continuous/
persistent

AZ}a - AZ}Ba

conversing at night

xBa

shin/leg/hardship/severity

I will inform you (s/m)

BivBa

z®IDa

dropping/falling

I will descend --

B¢¦vBa

|Ø`Ô DÓa

her two shins/her two legs

negligent/inattentive/distracted/

ByBa

á¥¡Ba

still/motionless

|Da

asked/questioned/demanded/
begged

z
Ä KÓ {Ô Da

¨¥Ba

á¡¥}K{Da

¨¥B®a - ¨¥Fa I will take shelter/I will retire to/I
will take refuge

HIa

you (p) asked/you questioned/you

Yemen that existed about 1000
B.C.

BKBIa

rest/sleep/tranquil

him/you demanded (of) him/you
begged him

BIIa

a reason/a cause/a motive/a

you (p) asked them (f)/you

~¢KIa

you (s/m) asked them/you
questioned them

á¥}{a - á¥}{Ba safe/secure (p)
§w{Da

Sheba/Saba/a city and nation in

you (p) asked him/you questioned

questioned them/you demanded
(of) them/you begged them

~¢K{Da

he straightened/he levelled/he
equalized/he made equal/he made
levelled

demanded/you begged

¤¥}K{Da

I will show you (p)/I make you
understand

I asked you (p)/I questioned you/I
demanded (of) you/I begged you/I
ask you/I question you/I demand
(of) you/I beg you

~ÓK{Ô Da

~y¦Z¥Da

I asked you (s/m)/I questioned
you/I demanded (of) you/I begged
you

~yÓK{Ô Da

forgetful/careless/easily
manipulated

I will throw/I will throw away

connection
their Sabbath/their Saturday/their
day of rest and worship

S
Æ IÐ a
Ä

praise/glory

S
Ä IÌ a
Ä

praised/glorified

BRIa

tending to the livelihood/sleeping
and resting/floating/flotation

>
áRIa - áBRIa praise/glory
zRIa - zBRIa your (s/m) praise/your glory
£RIa - £BRIa his praise/his glory
áBRIa - áRIa praise/glory
zBRIa - zRIa your (s/m) praise/your glory
£BRIa - £RIa his praise/his glory
£Å RÆ IÐ a
Ä

praise him/glorify him

A¥RÐIa

praise/glorify

A¥RÌIa

they praised/they glorified

¤¥RÐIa

praise him/glorify him

iIa

grandchildren/branch

mIa

seven

BlIa

seven

ªlIa

seven (f)

á¥lIa

seventy

á¦lIa

seventy

LBpIBa - LpIa complete/long/wide/plentiful/rings
or hooks that attach helmets
(armour) (p/f)

á¦wIBa - á¦wIa racing/surpassing/preceding
|Ia

ways/roads/paths/means/methods

½Ia

ways/roads/paths/means/methods

B{Ia

our ways/our roads/our paths/our
means/our methods

|¦Ia

path

½¦Ia

a way/a road/a path/a means/a
method

z{¦Ia

your (s/m) way/your road/your
path/your means/your method

B{¦Ia

our way/our road/our path/our
means/our method

£{¦Ia

his way/his road/his path/his
means/his method/its way/its
road/its path/its means/its method

~¢{¦Ia

their way/their road/their path/their
means/their method

§{¦Ia

my way/my road/my path/my
means/my method
six

§XOKa

you (s/m) will find me

á¥XOKa

you (p) will find

(f)

áÆ¥k
Ä XÆ KÓ a
Ä

you (p) will be called

preceded you (p)/gone before

á¢¥ZyYKa

you (p) will mention them (f)/you

preceded/gone before/went ahead

BÕwIa

racing/surpassing/preceding

LwIa

preceded/gone before/went ahead

will remember them

you/went ahead of you

A¥wIa

way/road/path/sake/a way/a road/a

ªKa

xIa

~ywIa

(p)/preceded us

they raced/they went ahead/they

AZKa

a cover/a veil/a protection/a
shelter/(a screen)

won

á¥wIBa - á¥wIa racing/surpassing/preceding (p)

áÍXZÄ KÓ a
Ä

you (p) will be returned

B¥wIa

á¥IÒ{pÔ KÓ a
Ä

you (p) will be defeated/you will

they went ahead of us/they
preceded us/went ahead of us

be conquered/you will be
overcome

>
JÒKyÔ KÓ a
Ä

submit/he made -- serve
involuntarily

will be written/will be dictated/will
be ordered

á¦Ka

sixty

AXOa

prostrating

A¥XOa

they prostrated (bowing the
forehead on the ground with
humbleness and humility)

BZUa

enslaved/we utilized/we made -submit/we made -- serve
involuntarily

B¢ZUa - B¡BZUa we manipulated it/we subjugated
it/we enslaved it/we utilized it/we
made it submit/we made it serve
involuntarily

á¦XOBa - á¦XOa prostrating (p)
LZOa

filled and overflowed (f)

§ÄOa
Ä

quietened/became silenced/became

B¡BZUa - B¢ZUa we manipulated it/we subjugated
it/we enslaved it/we utilized it/we
made it submit/we made it serve
involuntarily

covered/it quietened/it became
silenced/it became covered

|¦Oa

stones of dry and hardened mud

B¡ZUa

(Persian origin)

á¦Oa

JBRa

clouds

BIBRa

clouds

ZBÌRa

magician/sorceror

ZÆRa
Ê

magic/sorcery

ZRBa - ZRa

a magician/a sorceror

áAZRBa - áAZRa two magicians/two sorcerors
~¡ZRa

their magic/their sorcery

A¥ZÊRa
Å

they were bewitched/they were
enchanted

A¥ZÄRa
Ä

they bewitched/they enchanted

x¦Ra

far distance/far and remote

ZÄ UÊ a
Ä

he humilliated/he mocked/he made

ZÄ UÌ a
Ä

he manipulated it/he subjugated
it/he enslaved it/he utilized it/he
made it submit/he made it serve
involuntarily

Sijjin/permanent/strong/publicly/
openly/a device used to keep a
beaten prisoner in place

we manipulated/we subjugated/we

A¥ZÊUa
Ä

they humilliated/they mocked/they
made fun of/they rediculed/they
undermined/humilliated/mocked/
made fun of/reduced/rediculed/
undermined (p)

BÕ¦Ì ZØ UÆ a
Ê

humilliating/mocking/making
fun/rediculing/undermining/
manipulating

BÕ¦Ì ZØ UÆ a
Å

humilliating/mocking/making fun/
rediculing/undermining/
manipulating

iUa

he hated/he became angry/he
became dissatisfied

AXa

a barrier/an obsticle between two
--/a mountain/a barrier between
two -- with a controlled opening

fun of/he rediculed/he undermined

ZXÊa

Sedr/a lote-tree (fruit)

he manipulated/he subjugated/he

§¢K}{A ©ZXa

Sedrata Elmontaha/the lote-tree at

enslaved/he utilized/he made --

>
the ultimate end/the lote-tree at the
absolute end

~yÍZa
Ê

your (p) secret

AX}Za

continuous

disregarded/(unaccounted with)

~¡Za

their secret

AX¦Xa

accurate/truthful

AZ¥Za

delight/happiness

AZa

secretly

B¦Za

a stream/a small river/a clearance

BIAZa

a mirage

¨
Ç XÅa

ignored/unattended to/neglected/

|¦IZa - |¦IAZa shirts/clothes
~¢{¦IAZa

their shirts/their clothes

BOZa -BOAZa a lamp/a container with a
flammable fluid and a wick to be
ignited

BRAZa

divorcing/releasing/freeing/
divorce/release/freeing

B¢vXAZa

its elevated surrounding ash/its
elevated surrounding smoke/its
tent/its awning/its canvas roof
(Persian origin)

BkAZa

quickening/speeding/rushing

BIZa

sneaking away

of a burden/a generosity/a
humanity/a leadership

m¦Za

quick/speedy/rushed/fast

LRÞia
Å

it was outspread/it was levelled/it
was surfaced/it is outspread/it is
levelled/it is surfaced

ªla

a wealth/an abundance

£Kla

his wealth/his abundance

A¥XÊla
Å

were made happy/were made
fortunate

ZlÅa

madness/inferno/frenzy

LZla

was ignited/was kindled/was
inflamed/was blazed

A¥la

tended to/they hastened/they
moved quickly/they walked
quickly/strived/endeavoured/
tended to/hastened to/moved
quickly/walked quickly (p)

|¦IAZa - |¦IZa shirts/clothes
BOAZa - BOZa a lamp/a container with a
flammable fluid and a wick to be
ignited

á¡¥RZa

you (p) divorce them (f)/you

§Äla
Ä

release them/you free them/divorce
them/release them/free them

ZZa
AZZa

royal beds/sofas/beds/sofas/head
rests

xZa

he stole/he robbed

á¦vZBa - á¦vZa stealing/robbing (p)

strived/endeavoured/tended to/
hastened to/moved quickly/walked
quickly/he strived/he endeavoured/
he tended to/he hastened/he moved
quickly/he walked quickly

royal beds/sofas/beds/sofas/head
rests

they strived/they endeavoured/they

B¦la

striving/endeavouring/hastening/
moving quickly/walking quickly

X¦la

happy/fortunate

AZ¦la

blazing/inflaming (fire)

>
~y¦la

your (p) striving/your endeavour/

iwa

your hastiness/your quick
movement/your quick walking

£¦la

his striving/his endeavour/his
hastiness/his quick movement/his
quick walking

it was confused/it was erred/it was
wronged/it was bewildered/it was
regretted

A¥iwa

they fell/they dropped/they
erred/they wronged

BÕtÔwa
Ä

a roof/a ceiling

BÕtÓwa
Å

roofs/ceilings

£wa - ¤Bwa

we drove it

their striving/their endeavour/their

¤Bwa - £wa

we drove it

hastiness/their quick movement/
their quick walking

~¡Bwa - ~¢wa

he gave them drink/he made them

ª¡Bta

ignorance/stupidity/foolishness

A¥wa

Zta

journey/trip/voyage

B¢¦wa - B¡B¦wa its drink/its drinking

AZta

a journey/a trip/a voyage

L¦wa

you (s/m) watered/you gave drink

©Zta

messengers/writers/scribers/

~¦wa

sick/ill/weak/sickly

B¢¦la

its striving/its endeavour/its
hastiness/its quick movement/its
quick walking

~¢¦la

mediators/reconcilliators

BZta

our journey/our trip/our voyage

á¦{sBa - á¦{ta lowly/mean (p)
£ta

drink
they were made to drink

B¡B¦wa - B¢¦wa its drink/its drinking
¨Zya - ¨ZBya intoxicated/loss of mind's normal
control/loss of judgement/loosing
mind's normal control/loosing
judgement

made -- ignorant/made -- stupid/
made -- foolish/(fooled)

B¢ta

ignorantly/stupidly/foolishly

Lya

quietened/stilled/silenced

B¢ta

ignorant/stupid/foolish (p)

AZya

intoxication/loss of mind's normal

ª¦ta

ship/boat

B¢¦ta

ignorant/stupid/foolish

B¢¦ta

our ignorant/our stupid/our foolish
(s/m)

~¢wa - ~¡Bwa

he gave them drink/he made them
drink

ª¦Bwa

drinking place/cup/drink
giving/(water carrying)

Zwa

Sakr/Hell/one of Hell's names

control/loss of judgement

LÄZyÞ a
Å

got closed and confused

L¥}{A ©Zya

the death's intensity/the death's
agony/the death's pang

~¢KZya

their intoxication/their loss of
mind's normal control/their loss of
judgement

¨ZBya - ¨Zya intoxicated/loss of mind's normal
control/loss of judgement/loosing
mind's normal control/loosing
judgement

>
á
Ä yÒ a
Ä

resided/settled/quietened/became

£Bi{a - £i{a his authority/his power/his

motionless/became secured

control

ÅÅáyÒ a
Ä

tranquility/security

Bya

tranquility/security/residence

~Kya

you (p) resided

u{a

preceded/passed/lent

BÕ¦Þya
Ê

a knife

Bt{a

an advance/a past/(a precedent)

ª¦Êya
Ä

tranquility/calm/satisfaction

~y¥w{a

they harmed you (p)/they stabbed

£K¦Êya
Ä

his tranquility/his calm/his
ask/question (s/m)

½a{a - ½a½a chains/successions
ª{{a - ª{½a

control

you
satisfaction

|a

£¦Bi{a - £¦i{a my authority/my power/my

descendent/gene/extract/strain/

z{a

he entered/he followed/he passed/
he threaded

~yy{a

made you (p) enter/made you
follow

£y{a - ¤By{a we entered it

progeny

~{a - ~½a

¤By{a - £y{a we entered it

a greeting/safety/security/peace

B}{a - B}½a

ª{½a - ª{{a

greeting/safety/security/peace/

½¦Ia{a

progeny

peaceful/safe/secure

~Ä {Úa
Ä

(saved)/delivered/secured

Salsabeelan/fresh, smooth, and

~Ú{a
Å

a ladder

~½a - ~{a

a greeting/safety/security/peace

BÕ}Ò{a
Ä

sumitted/surrendered/peaceful/

pleasant water fountain

½a½a - ½a{a chains/successions
ª{a{a

descendent/gene/extract/strain/

a chain

ái{a - áBi{a a proof/an evidence/an authority/a
power/a control/a sovreignty

Bi{a - BBi{a a proof/an evidence/an authority/a
power/a control/a sovreignty

£i{a - £Bi{a his authority/his power/his

secure/without blemish

BÕ}Ú{a
Å

a ladder

B}½a - B}{a

greeting/safety/security/peace

~K}{a

your (p) handed over/you delivered

áB}¦{a - á}{a Solomon/a prophet and king, he

control

was son of Prophet David, and
known as "wise and judicious
Solomon" from 970 - 935 A.D.

£¦i{a - £¦Bi{a my authority/my power/my
control

áBi{a - ái{a a proof/an evidence/an authority/a
power/a control/a sovreignty

BBi{a - Bi{a a proof/an evidence/an authority/a
power/a control/a sovreignty

A¥}Þ{a
Ä

greet (p)

á¥}{Ba - á¥}{a safe/secure (p)
~¢{a

ask them/question them

>
~¦{a

sound/safe/(clear)

á}¦{a - áB}¦{a Solomon/a prophet and king, he
was son of Prophet David, and
known as "wise and judicious
Solomon" from 970 - 935 A.D.

~a

(needle's) eye/(needle's) threading
hole

B}a

sky/space (over and around the
earth)

á¥l}a - á¥kB}a often hearing/often listening (p)
~y}a - ~yB}a

he named you (p) as/he indentified
you as

áB}Åa

fat/fleshy (p)

LA¥}a - L¥}a - LA¥B}a skies/the spaces (p)
(cover and around the earth)

á¥X}Ba - á¥X}a astonished/confused/singing/
arrogant/enraged/continuous/
persistent

AZ}Ba - AZ}a

conversing at night

m}a

heard/listened/answered

Bl}a

hearing/listening/a sense of hearing

Ll}a

she heard/she listened/it heard

~Kl}a

you (p) heard/you listened

¤¥}Kl}a

you (p) heard it/you listened (to)
it/you heard him/you listened (to)
him

~yÄl}Æ a
Ä

your (p) hearing/your listening/

~¢l}a

sense of hearing

A¥l}a

we heard/we listened/hear/listen

£Å lÄ }Ê a

he heard it/he heard him

£Ê lÊ }Æ a
Ä

his hearing/his listening/his sense
of hearing

they heard/they listened

á¥kB}a - á¥l}a often hearing/often listening
~yBÌ}a - ~y}a he named you (p)/he identified
you

B¢y}a

its height/its thickness

LA¥B}a - LA¥}a - L¥}a skies/spaces (p) (over and
aournd the earth)

L¥a} - LA¥B}a - LA¥}a

skies/spaces (p) (over and

aournd the earth)

~¥}a

severe hot wind/severe burning
wind/severe heat/severe burning

~¡¥Í}a
Ä

they named them/they identified
them/name them/identify them (p)

B¦}a

equivalent/equivalent in height/
equivalent in position

B¡¥}K¦}a

you (p) named it

B¢K¦}a

I named her

m¦}a

hearing/listening

Bl¦}a

hearing/listening

á¦}a

fat/fleshy

BÒa
Ä

shine/light/flash

|IBa

ears/spikes of wheat, corn, barley,
etc.

|Ia

ear/spike of wheat, corn, barley,
etc.

your sense of hearing

BÆl}Ê a
Ä

their hearing/their listening/their

L{Ia - L½Ia ears/spikes of wheat, corn, barley,
etc.

L½Ia - L{Ia ears/spikes of wheat, corn, barly,
etc.

ª{Ia

ear/spike of wheat, corn, barley,

>
£Ê {Ia

etc.

~¢IYla

we will torture them

its ear/its spike of wheat, corn,

B¡X¦la

we will return it

rZta

we will finish/we will end/we will

barley, etc.

ªÒa
Ê

drowsines/slumber/light sleep
(alpha stage, just before sleep)

|Kwa

we will kill

z®ZÔwÓ a
Ä

we will make you (s/m) read

way/a manner/a nature

|¥wa

we will say

law/way/manner/nature/a law/a

JKya

we will write/we will dictate/we

ªÒa
Ä

year/years

La - ªÒa
Å

law/way/manner/nature/a law/a

ªa - La

complete/(we will free ourselves)

will order/we will decree

way/a manner/a nature

¨`Oa

we will reward (good or bad)/we

§w{Óa
Ä

we will throw/we will throw away

will reimburse/we will substitute/
we will replace/we will
compensate

~¢lK}a

we will give them long life/we will

~¢{UXa

we will enter them

bXa

certain type of silk or brocade/
sarcenet

n
Å XÆ Ò a
Ä

we will call

X¥Za - X¥AZa we will entice/we will want -- to

laws/ways/manners/natures

Zja

we will look/we will see/we will
watch

~¢¦K»a

we will give them/we will bring
them
years

B¢{¥¢a

its plains/its flat and level lands

do/we will solicit

¥a

bad/evil/harm/corruption

we will show them/we will make

A¥a

bad/evil/harm

them understand

~yKA¥a

your (p) shameful genital private

X¥AZa - X¥Za we will entice/we will want -- to

X¦`a

we will increase

~¢OZXKaa

we will lead them gradually/we

£Ä}a
Ê Ò a
Ä

áa

á¦a

do/we will solicit

~¢¦Za

made them enjoy

parts to be covered

B}¢KA¥a

parts to be covered

will graduate them step by step/we
will deceive them/we will bring
them closer

©¥a

we will brand him by fire/we will

A¥a

we will strengthen/we will support

~yl¦ia

we will obey you (p)

shameful genital private part to be
covered

mark him

Xca

their (b)'s shameful genital private

equal/alike/middle/straight/
straightness/equality

BkA¥a

Sowa'an/a female statue idolized
by the Hothail tribe of Arabs in
pre-Islam

>
z¥a - zAÌ¥a
Ä

he straightened you (s/m)

£KB®¦a

¤¥a - ¤A¥a

he straightened him

~¢KF¦a - ~¢KB®¦a their sins/their crimes

B¡¥a - B¡A¥a

he straightened her/he straightened

L®¦a

his sins/his crimes

became bad/became evil/became
harmed

it/straightened her/straightened it

X¥a

blacks

ª®¦a

sin/crime/a sin/a crime

Z¥a

chapters of the Koran

£Å ®Ò ¦Ð a
Ä

its bad/its evil/its harm

©Z¥a

a chapter of the Koran/chapter of

~yKB®¦a - ~yKF¦a your (p) sins/your crimes

the Koran

~¢KB®¦a - ~¢KF¦a their sins/their crimes

share/severity/intensity/interwoven

©ZB¦a

i¥a

whip

u¥a

will/shall

£v¥a

its stem

zA¥a - z¥a

he straightened you (s/m)

|Ä ¥Ì a
Ä

enticed/lured/tempted/seduced/
tolerated

L{¥a

enticed/lured/tempted/seduced/

moving/riding

£{iI¦a

he straightened him

B¡A¥a - B¡¥a

he straightened her/he straightened

¨`O¦a

equally distanced/just/middle

B¦¥a

straight/upright/even/normal/
regular/correct/average/sound/level

he will reward (good or bad)/he
will reimburse/he will substitute/he
will replace/he will compensate

á¥`O¦a

they will be rewarded (good or
bad)/they will be reimbursed/they
will be substituted/they will be
replaced/they will be compensated

~¢¦`O¦a

it/straightened her/straightened it

¨¥a

he will waste it/he will annull it/he
will cancell it

tolerated

¤A¥a - ¤¥a

a caravan/people often walking/

he will reward (good or bad)
them/he will reimburse them/he
will substitute them/he will replace
them/he will compensate them

|lO¦a

he will make/he will create/he will
put/he will manipulate

£K¦¥a

I straightened him

z
Ä {Ò»Æ a
Å

your (s/m) request/your question

§a

felt bad/felt evil/felt harmed/he felt

iIR¦a

he will invalidate/he will waste

bad/he felt evil/he felt harm

á¥t{R¦a

they will swear/they will take oath

~¢{ÊUXÆ ¦Å a
Ä

he will make them enter

á¥{ÅUXÆ ¦Ä a
Ä

they will enter

AX¦a

a master/a ruler/a leader

B®¦a

bad/evil/harmful

LB®¦a

sins/crimes

~yKF¦a - ~yKB®¦a your (p) sins/your crimes
BKB®¦a

our sins/our crimes

B¢ÅIÚ OÄ ¦Å a
Ä

will be made to avoid
it/will be distanced from it

>
B¡X¦a

her master/her ruler/her leader

§w¦a - x¦a

he will protect/he will preserve

ZyY¦a

will mention/will remember/will

|¥w¦a

he will say/will say

praise/will glorify

á¥{¥w¦a

they will say

walking/moving/riding/

á¥Zty¦a

will disbelieve (p)

á¥y¦a

will be/will become

|¦a

flowage/flood/torrent

~¡B}¦a

their marks/their identifications/

AÕZÆ¦a
Ä

manipulation/movement

LZÐ¦a
Å

it was made to walk/it was made to
move/it was made to ride/it was
manipulated/were made to walk/
were made to move/were made to
ride/were manipulated

B¢KZ¦a

its way/its manner/its character/its
form

~¢}RZ¦a

he will have mercy upon them

A¥Z¦a

walk/move/ride (p)

¨ÄZ¦Ä a
Ä

he will see/he will understand

~y¦Z¦a

he will show you (p)/he makes you
understand

á¥{e¦a

they will roast/they will suffer/they
will burn

§{e¦a

he will roast/he will suffer/he will
burn

J¦e¦a

will strike/will hit/will mark/will
be struck/will be marked

~¢I¦e¦a

will strike them/will hit them/will
mark them

á¥sÌ¥iÒ ¦Å a
Ä

they will be encircled/
they will be surrounded

~{l¦a

he will know/will know

á¥}{l¦a

they will know

ZtÔp¦Å a
Ä

will be forgiven

á¥I{p¦a

they will defeat/they will conquer/

their expressions
they will overcome

x¦a

are driven/(are herded/are pushed)

B¦a

Sinai/a body of mostly desert in
Egypt, it connects Africa and Asia
and is between the Mediterranean

>
and Red Seas

~¢{B¦a

will take them/will receive them/
will obtain them

á¦¦a Z¥i - á¦¦a Seneen/could be a
mountain in Sinai

§¦X¢¦a - á¦X¢¦a he will guide me
á¦X¢¦a - §¦X¢¦a he will guide me
~¢¦X¢¦a

he will guide them

~`Æ¢¦Å Ä

will be defeated/will be beaten/will
be overcome/will be killed

B¦K»¦a

he will give us/he will bring us

business/their state/their concern

@

X¡Bc

a witness/a testifier/present

AX¢c - AX¡Bc

a witness/a testifier

á¥X¢c - á¥X¡Bc witnessing/testifying/present (p)
L®c

you (s/m) willed/you wanted

á¦X¢c - á¦X¡Bc witnessing/testifying/present (p)

~K®c

you (p) willed/you wanted

~¡Z¥Bc

B}K®c

you (b) willed/you wanted

B®c

we willed/we wanted

Bc

willed/wanted/he willed/he wanted

ªeUc - ªeUBc staring at/gazing at/affixing to
~¢yZBc

share them/be a partner with them

§iBc - §iBc side/shore/bank
ZkBc

poet/a poet

á¦ltc - á¦lsBc mediators
A¥vBc

they defied/they made animosity/
they revolted/they disobeyed/
defied/made animosity/revolted/
disobeyed (p)

ZyBc

thanking/grateful

AZyBc

thankful/grateful

discuss with them/consult with
them/deliberate with them

£Ä IÐ c
Å

resembled/simulated/was
ambiguous/was vague/was
doubtful/was unclear/was obscure

§
Ç KÚ c
Ä

different/various/separate

ZÄ OÄ c
Ä

quarelled/disputed/argued

ÅÅZOÄ c
Ä

trees

©ZOc - LZOc a tree/tree
LZOc - ©ZOc a tree/tree
B¢KZOc

its tree

B¡ZOc

its trees

Sc

miser/careful/stingy/miserliness/
carefulness/stinginess

B}¢}¥Rc

their (b)'s fat/their grease

á¥Zyc - á¥ZyBc thankful/grateful (p)

ªeUBc - ªeUc staring at/gazing at/affixing to

á¦Zyc - á¦ZyBc thankful/grateful (p)

XAXc

strong/(severe) (p)

£K{yBc

his nature/his disposition/his

AXAXc

strong (p)

likeness

BXXc

we strengthened/we supported

LU}c - LBU}Bc high/lofty/towering (p)

X¦Xc

strong/(severe)

áDc

a matter/an affair/a business/a

AX¦Xc

strong/(severe)

state/a concern/a great matter/a
great affair/a great business/a great
state/a great concern

Zc

bad/evil/harm/worse/more evil/
more harmful/worst

z®Bc

your (s/m) hater and enemy

AZc

bad/evil/harm

~¢ÒDÔ c
Ä

their matter/their affair/their

JAZc

a drink

@
BIAZc

a drink/thurst

¤Zc

its bad/its evil/its harm

zIAZc

your (s/m) drink

A¥Zc

they bought/they volunteered

£IAZc

its drink

J
Ä ZÄ c
Ä

drank

¤¥Zc

they bought him

JÆZc
Å

a share of water/drink/drinking

z¦Zc

a partner (with God)

T
Ä ZÄ c
Ä

delighted/expanded/pleased/

¤Dic - £®ic

its sprout/its shoot/its buds/its

explained

nZc

he explained/he showed

BÕkÌZc
Å

raised high/sailing openly/clearly
God's decreed way of life/God's
decreed way/God's decreed
method/God's decreed law and
order

A¥kZc

leaves

£®ic - ¤Dic

its sprout/its shoot/its buds/its
leaves

showing

ªkZc

(themselves)

ZÔic
Ê

towards/direction of

¤Zic

towards it/its direction

Biic

exceeding the limit/exceeding the
bounds of justice/being unjust/
excess of the limit/excess of the
bounds of justice

they explained/they showed/
explained/showed (p)

§iBc - §ic side/shore/bank

B¦vZc

easterly/eastern

Z®lc - Z®Blc

methods/ways of worship

ª¦vZc

eastern

JÄlc
Å

branches/groups/off shoots/heads

zZc

a share/a partnership (with God)

Z®Blc - Zlc

methods/ways of worship

BI¥lc

nations/communities/peoples of

A»yZc - ByZc partners (with God)
~yByZc

your (p) partners (with God)

~¡ByZc

their partners (with God)

§®ByZc - ¨ByZc my partners (with God)
~y®ByZc

your (p) partners (with God)

~¢®ByZc

their partners (with God)

one language

J¦lc

Shu'aib/a messenger for the nation
of Madya/Madyan

BI¦lc

Shu'aiban/Shu'aib/a messenger for
the nation of Madya/Madyan

B¢tpc

¨ByZc - §®ByZc my partners (with God)

he affected her deeply/he deeply
empassioned her

~y»ByZc

your (p) partners (with God)

|pc

work/occupation/function

B»ByZc

our partners (with God)

BK{pc

-- kept us busy/-- preoccupied us/--

~¡»ByZc

their partners (with God)

ByZc - A»yZc partners (with God)

distracted us/-- diverted us

Btc

edge/brink

Btc

a cure/a recovery/healing

@
A»ltc - Bltc mediators

á¦ZyBc - á¦Zyc thankful/grateful (p)

~yBltc

£{yc

its likeness/its similarity/its nature

B»ltc - B»Bltc our mediators

Z¥yc

thankful (e)/grateful (e)/thanked

ªltc - ªkBtc mediation

AÕZ¥Óyc
Ä

thankful/grateful

~¢Kltc - ~¢KkBtc their mediation

AÕZ¥Óyc
Å

thankfulness/gratefulness

á¦Ktc

~¢{®B}c

their lefts

~¢KkBtc - ~¢Kltc their mediation

|B}c

left

á¦lsBc - á¦ltc mediators

LBU}Bc - LU}c high/lofty/towering (p)

m¦tc

Ba}c

a sun

Bltc - A»ltc mediators

áFc - áB®c

hatred and animosity

B»Bltc - B»ltc our mediators

áB®c - áFc

hatred and animosity

Bwc

JB¢c

a light from a fire source/a star/a

your (p) mediators

two lips

a mediator

splitting/cracking/cutting open/
opening

xBwc

defiance/animosity/revolt/

planet/a flame

BIB¢c

disobedience/dissention

§vBwc

a light from a fire source/a star/a
planet/a flame

my defiance/my animosity/my

LX¢c - LAXB¢c testimonies/certifications

revolt/my disobedience/my
dissention

B}¢KX¢c - B}¢KAXB¢c

Bwwc

we split/we cracked/we cut open

A¥wc

~¢KX¢c - ~¢KXB¢c their testimony/their

were miserable/were unhappy

BK¥wc

our misery/our unhappiness

§wc

miserable/unhappy

B¦wc

miserable/unhappy

zc

doubt/suspicion

X¢c

testified/witnessed

Zyc

he thanked/he became grateful/

AX¡Bc - AX¢c

a witness/a testifier

AX¢c

witnessing/testifying/present/those

their (b)'s testimony/their

certification
certification

©X¢c - ©XB¢c

a testimony/a witness/a
certification/a certificate

BI¢c

all lights from a fire source/stars/
planets/flames

thanked/became grateful

AZyc

thanking/grateful/gratefulness

~KZyc

you (p) thanked/you became
grateful

á¥ZyBc - á¥Zyc thankful/grateful (p)

killed in God's sake (martyrs)/
witnesses/testifiers/present

~yAX¢c

your (p) witnesses/your testifiers

LAXB¢c - LX¢c testimonies/certifications

@
~ÓKXÆ ¢Ø c
Ä

you (p) witnessed/your

B®¦c

testified/you witness/you testify

á¦i¦c - á¦iB¦c devils

~¢KXB¢c - ~¢KX¢c their testimony/their

a thing

certification

B}¢KXB¢c - B}¢KX¢c their (b)'s testimony/their
certification

©XB¢c - ©X¢c
BX¢c

a testimony/a witness/a
certification/a certificate

~¢¦i¦c - ~¢¦iB¦c their devils

we witnessed/we testified/we

BI¦c

witness/we testify

A¥XØ¢c
Ä

they witnessed/they testified

á¥X¡Bc - á¥X¢c witnessing/testifying/present
á¦X¡Bc - á¦X¢c witnessing/testifying/present (p)
Z¢c

(lunar) month

AZ¢c

(lunar) months

á¦Z¢c

two (lunar) months

©¥¢c

a lust/a desire/a craving

X¥¢c

witnesses/testifiers/witnessing/

white or grey haired (aged)

BI¦c bCZ{A |}KcA - BI¦c hair turned white or grey
(an expression)

ªI¦c

white or grey hair/(old aged)

ª¦c

mark/different colours/blemish/
fault/(one coloured)

V¦c

old aged/cautious/serious/mountain
person/well to do/master/teacher/
foreman/knowledgeable/husband

BU¦c

old aged/cautious/serious/mountain
person/well to do/master/teacher/
foreman/knowledgeable/husband

testifying

AX¥Å¢c
Ê

witnessing/testifying/present (p)

ái¦c - áBi¦c devil

X¦¢c

honest/witness/honest testifier/

Bi¦c - BBi¦c a devil

witnessing/testifying

áBi¦c - ái¦c devil

AX¦¢c

a witness/a testifier/present

á¦X¦¢c

two witnesses/two testifiers

x¦¢c

lound inhalation/loud breathing
in/loud noise/(roaring)

BBi¦c - Bi¦c a devil
á¦iB¦c - á¦i¦c devils
~¢¦iB¦c - ~¢¦i¦c their devils

loud inhalation/loud breathing

mÄ¦c
Ê

groups/parties/followers/supporters

in/loud noise/(roaring)

Bl¦c

groups/parties/followers/supporters

jA¥c

a smokeless flame/a blazing heat

ªl¦c

a group/a party/a follower/a

¨Z¥c

consultation/advice/deliberation

§c

thing/a thing/something

Bw¦¢c

supporter

£Kl¦c

his group/his party/his follower/his
supporter

@
BU¥¦c

old aged/cautious/serious/mountain
people/well to do/masters/
teachers/foremen/knowledgeable/
husbands (p)

§{Be - |Be

B

entering into fire/roasting/
suffering/burning

S{Be

correct deeds/righteous deeds/
correct/righteous

AZIBe

patient

S{e - S{Be

Saleh/messenger of Thamud

©ZIBe

patient (s/f)

BR{e - BR{Be

correct deeds/righteous deeds/

A¥ZIBe

you (p) compete in patience

á¥ZIe - á¥ZIBe patient (p)
ªIRe - ªIRBe a wife/a companion/a friend
£KIRe - £KIRBe his wife/his companion/his friend

correct/righteous

BR{e - BR{Be

Saleh/messenger of Thamud

LBR{Be

correct deeds/righteous deeds/
righteous (p/f)

á¦R{e - á¦RÊ{Be correct/righteous (p)

~yIRBe

your (p) companion/your friend

á¦R{Be - áÆ¦RÄ {Be correct/righteous (b)

£Ê IØ RÊ Be

his companion/his friend

A¥{Be

~¢IRBe

their companion/their friend

B}¢IRBe

accompany them (b)/befriend them

§IRe¦ - §IRBe B¦ - §IRBe my two companions/my

they are entering/they are roasting/
they are suffering/they are burning

|Be - §{Be

entering into fire/roasting/
suffering/burning

two friends

á¥K}e - á¥K}Be are silent (p)

xXBe

truthful

BÎIe

pouring/flowing

BvXBe

truthful (s/m)

TBIe

morning/daybreak

á¦vXe - á¦vXBe truthful (p)

ZBIe

patient/endurer

á¦}Ze - á¦}ZBe cutting off/shearing off/

BIIe

we poured/we flowed

BRIe

mornings/daybreaks

~¢ÄRIÌ e
Ä

came to them in the morning

ZÄ IÄ e
Ä

became patient

AZIe

patience

á¥Zpe - á¥ZoBe submissive/subservient/menial/

~KZIe

you (p) became patient

yielding/low/lowly/humiliated (p)

zZIe

your (s/m) patience

yielding/low/lowly/humiliated (p)

BZIe

we were patient

Lte - LBsBe expanded and motionless wings in

A¥ZIe

they were patient/were patient (p)/

(harvesting) (p)

ªwle - ªwkBe a fire falling from the sky
accompanied by thundrous noise/
death/a destructive torture/a cry of
torture

á¦Zpe - á¦ZoBe submissive/subservient/menial/

a row

they became patient

B
á¥ZIBe - á¥ZIe patient (p)

zZXe

your (s/m) chest/(your innermost)

qIe

dye/dip/immersion/colour/faith/

¤ZXe

his chest/(his innermost)

religion/characteristic/
(chromosome)

¨ZXe

my chest/(my innermost)

uXe

turned away from/avoided/

ªpIe

dye/dip/immersion/colour/faith/

discouraged/dissuaded

religion/characteristic/
(chromosome)

xÆXe
Ê

truth

A¥ÍIe
Å

pour (p)

x
Ä XÄ e
Ä

was truthful/is truthful/were

B¦Ie

a boy/a child/an infant

ªIRBe - ªIRe a wife/a companion/a friend
£KIRBe - £KIRe his wife/his companion/his friend
uRe

written leaves/written sheets/
written pages/(books/scriptures)

BtRe

written leaves/written sheets/

truthful/truthful/he confirmed/
confirmed

x
Ä XÌ e
Ä

he gave charity/gave charity

BvXe

truthfully

LvXe - LBvXe charities
~yKvXe - ~yKBvXe your (p) charities

written pages/(books/scriptures)

á¢KvXe - á¢KBvXe their (f) dowries

©ZUe

rock/a rock

L
Ä vÔ XÌ e

you (s/m) confimed

XÌ e
Ä

he objected/he prevented/he

L
Æ vÒ XÌ e
Ä

she was truthful

obstructed

LBvXe - LvXe charities

he was objected (against)/he

ªvXe

XÌ e
Å

prevented/he obstructed

ÅÍXe
Ä

objection/prevention/obstruction

~KXXe

you (p) objected/you prevented/
you obstructed

charity

~yKBvXe - ~yKvXe your (p) charities
BKvXe

you (s/m) were truthful to us

á¢KBvXe - á¢KvXe their (f) dowries

~yXXe - ~yBXXe we objected (against) you (p)/we

~yvÄXe
Ä

was truthful to you (p)

prevented you/we obstructed you/
we object (against) you/we prevent
you/we obstruct you

BvXe

he was truthful to us

~yBXXe - ~yXXewe objected (against) you (p)/we
prevented you/we obstructed you/
we object (against) you/we prevent
you/we obstruct you

AZXe

~¢vXe - ~¡BvXe we were truthful to them
~¡BvXe - ~¢vXe we were truthful to them
~¢vXe

their truthfulness

A¥vXe

they were truthful/were truthful (p)

a chest (innermost)/area from neck

á¦vXBe - á¦vXe truthful (p)

to stomach

B¡Xe

it objected her/it prevented her/it

B
obstructed her

A¥XÅe

they were objected/they were
prevented/they were obstructed

A¥XÄe

objectionably/preventfully/

blowing/severely cold/frosty/
whistling/roaring

iAZe - iZe

they objected/they prevented/they
obstructed/objected/prevented/
obstructed (p)

AX¥Xe

AZeZe

road/way/a road/a way (Greak
origin)

BiAZe - BiZe a road/a way (Greak origin)
§iAZe - §iZe my road/my way

obstructingly

§kZe

lying flat/mad

Z¥Xe

chests/(innermosts)

uZe

he sent away/he diverted/he

~yZ¥Xe

your (p) chests/(your innermosts)

~¡Z¥Xe

their chests/(their innermosts)

~y¥Xe

they objected (against) you
(p)/they prevented you/they
obstructed you

X¦Xe
Bw¦Xe

always very truthful

ªw¦Xe

always very truthful (f)

~yw¦Xe

your (p) friend

ÅÍZe
Ê

severe cold/frost

iZe - iAZe

road/way/a road/a way (Greak
origin)

BiZe - BiAZe a road/a way (Greak origin)
your (s/m) road/your way

§iZe - §iAZe my road/my way
©Ze

an outcry/a frown

TZe

a palace/a tall palace/a towering
building/tower

BRZe

a palace/a tall palace/a towering
building/tower

ZeZe

BsZe

blowing/severely cold/frosty/
whistling/roaring

sending away/diversion/return/
misguidance/pushing

LsZe

was sent away/was diverted/was
returned/was misguided/was spent/
was pushed

pus/pussy/white or yellow
discharge from infection

ziAZe

returned/he misguided/he spent/he
pushed

~ysZe

he sent you (p) away/he diverted
you/he returned you/he misguided
you/he pushed you away

BÔsZÌ e
Ä

we detailed linguistically/we
elaborated linguistically/we
returned/we sold/we changed/we
exchanged/we purified/we
directed/we laid out

BÔsZÄ e
Ä

we sent away/we diverted/we
returned/we misuguided/we
spent/we pushed

£sZe - ¤BÔsZÌ e
Ä we detailed it linguistically/
we elaborated it linguistically/we
changed it/we exchanged it/we
purified it/we directed it/we laid it
out

¤BÔsZÌ e
Ä - £sZe we detailed it linguistically/
we elaborated it linguistically/we
changed it/we exchanged it/we
purified it/we directed it/we laid it

B
out

á¦}ZBe - á¦}Ze cutting off/shearing off/
(harvesting) (p)

V¦Ze

cries for help/screams for help/
aiders (saviours)/cries for help or
aiders (saviours)

ZtÅe

yellow/brass/gold/empty

AZte

yellow (f)

Btete

even/level/arranged

áA¥te

a smooth rock

T¥te

forgiveness/forgiver/generous

AXle

severe

|Ð e

pray/call God's blessing for

Bwle

fainting from thundrous noise/

©¥{e - ©½e

prayers

thunderstruck

ªwkBe - ªwle a fire falling from the sky
accompanied by thundrous noise/
death/a destructive torture/a cry of
torture

AX¥lÄe

severity/hardship

AX¦le

dust

ZBpe

humilliation/lowliness/lowness/
inferiority/humility/subservience

Lpe

zK¥{e - zK½e your (s/m) prayers
£K½e

his prayers/its prayers

~¢K½e

their prayers

§K½e

my prayers

¤¥IÒ{e
Ä

they crucified him/they placed him
on a cross/they pulled his body
limbs to hang him from

S{e

inclined to/listened to

á¥ZoBe - á¥Zpe submissive/subservient/menial/

reconcilliated/was righteous

S{Be - S{e

yielding/low/lowly/humiliated (p)

correct deeds/righteous deeds/
correct/righteous

yielding/low/lowly/humiilated (p)

á¦ZoBe - á¦Zpe submissive/subservient/menial/

was correct/was repaired/was

S{Be - S{e

Saleh/messenger of Thamud

BR{e

a correction/a repairment/a

Z¦pe

small/little

AZ¦pe

a small/a little/a young

BR{Be - BR{e

correct deeds/righteous deeds

©Z¦pe

small/little (f)

BR{Be - BR{e

Saleh/messenger of Thamud

Bte

a row/a line/arranged

á¦ÊR{ÊBe - á¦R{e correct/righteous (p)

TBÚte

forgiver/generous

áÆ¦RÄ {ÊBe - á¦R{e correct/righteous (b)

LBsBe - Lte expanded and motionless wings in

reconcilliation

AX{e

hard/smooth

a row

|e{e - |Be{e dry mud/clay

SÔte
Ä

forgiveness

|Be{e - |e{e dry mud/clay

BRte

forgiveness/pardon/avoidance/

A¥Û{e
Ä

condonation/disregard

L¥{e - LA¥{e prayers

pray/call for God's blessings (p)

B
~¢K¥{e - ~¢KA¥{e their prayers

L¥e

voice/sound/noise

LA¥{e - L¥{e prayers

zK¥e

your (s/m) voice/your sound/your

©½e - ©¥{e

prayers

zK½e - zK¥{e your (s/m) prayers
~¢KA¥{e - ~¢K¥{e their prayers
¤Å ¥Æ {Òe
Ä

enter him in fire/roast him/make
him suffer/burn him

§
Ä {Úe
Ä

he prayed

B¦{e

roasting/suffering/burning

~e

deaf (not hearing) (p)

B}e

deafly (not hearing)/deaf

A¥Æ}e
Ä

they became deaf/they deafened

noise

á¥K}Be - á¥K}e are silent (p)

©Z¥e

a picture/a shape/a form

mÔe
Å

~yÄZ¥Ì e
Ä

he pictured you/he shaped you/he

making/doing/performing/

formed you

producing/manufacturing/creating

Ble

making/doing/performing/

~yÄZ¥Ä e
Å

forms

producing/manufacturing/work/
performance/production/
manufacture

~yBZ¥e

ªle

a trade/a skill/a craft

B}¥e

A¥le

they made/they did/they

áA¥e

your (p) pictures/your shapes/your
we pictured you (p)/we shaped
you/we formed you
a fast/refraining from all bad deeds,
speech, food, and drink

performed/they produced/they
manufactured

m}A¥e - m}¥e elevated and secluded monasteries/

off shoots from a single root/many

~¢¦eB¦e

mountain peaks

-- from one root

AZ¢e

relations through marriage

BIA¥e

right/correct

nA¥e

a measure/a cup/(a staff)

uA¥e

lined in a row/arranged in a row

m}¥e - m}A¥e elevated and secluded monastaries/
mountain peaks

their fortresses/their citadels/their
castles/their strongholds

~B¦e

fasting/refraining from eating,
drinking, smoking, bad deeds, sex,
speaking badly, etc. from dawn to
sunset

B}B¦e

fasting/refraining from eating,
drinking, smoking, bad deeds, sex,
speaking badly, etc. from dawn to

B
sunset

X¦e

hunt/fishing/trapping

ªR¦e

a loud strong cry/a torture raid/loud
strong cry/torture raid

D
x®Bg

narrow/tighten/sadden/distress/

AZg

harm

AZg

calamity/disastrous distress

AZAZg

harming/seeking harm

J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä

striked/moved/migrated/palpitated/
fired at/stung/inclined to/resided
/knocked/blew/rung/sieged/erected
/imposed/multiplied/disregarded/
beat/ gave/disregarded/ignored/
mixed/stamped/bombed/pushed/
sharpened/moved/sweat/increased
pain/signaled with hand/start/kept
up prayers/prolonged the night/
caught cold/was wind struck/held
in place/quarantined/prevented
from hearing/past/spent/striked
(labour)/stopped/went/migrated/
mixed/fluffed (wool)/strengthened/
imposed/hurt/repeated/sewed/
compelled/forced/imposed/
stamped/separated/distanced/
spoiled/ travelled/pushed/stamped
and shaped/ moved erratically/
strived for earnings/molded/cast/
smelt/formed/formulated/traded/
printed/constructed/built/tore/
became cowardly

narrowing/tightening /saddening/
distressing

ByRBg

laughing/wondering

ªyRBg

laughing

BkZY ~¢I xBg - xBg he was impatient with
them/he was unable to do or
accomplish what ought to be
done/(he became uptight/he
became troubled) (anexpression)

LvBg

it narrowed/it tightened/narrowed/
tightened

|Bg

misguided

¼Õ Bg

misguided

á¦{Bg

misguided (p)

Z}Bg

lean/skinny/thin

BÕRIg

panting/shallow, rapid and loud
breathing/blackening due to
fire/changing colour

B¢Rg - B¡BRg its sunrise/its daybreak/its

J
Ä ZØ g
Å

migrated/is palpitated/is fired at/is
stung/is inclined to/is resided/is
knocked/is blown/is sieged/is
erected.../was given/was
struck/was moved/was
migrated/was palpitated/was fired
at/was stung/ was inclined to/was
resided/was knocked/was blown/
was sieged/was erected ... (refer to

forenoon/its day light/its sun/its
evidence

B¡BRg - B¢Rg its sunrise/its daybreak/its
forenoon/its day light/its sun/its
evidence

§
Ç RÄ g
Å

at sunrise/at daybreak/at forenoon/
at day light

AÕXg

adversaries/opposition/opponents

Zg

harm

is given/is struck/is moved/is

J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )
BÕIZg

moving/resideing/beating/

D
travelling/erecting multiplying/
striking/palpitating/firing
at/stinging/inclining to... (refer to

¤Zg

its harm/his harm

m¦Zg

Daregh/gland (excretion) note:
translated as bitter thorn, however
word originally means animal's
udder or mammary gland

J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )
LIZÅg

it was struck/it was beaten/it was
stamped/it was complelled/it was
forced/it was imposed/it was
erected/it was moved/it was
pushed/it was beaten/it was stuck/it
migrated/it palpitated ... (refer to

J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )
~KIZg

you (p) moved/you migrated/you
travelled/you resided/you mixed/
you went/you palpitated/you fired
at/you stung/you inclined to/you
knocked/you blew/you rung/you
sieged... (refer to J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )

BIZg

we gave/we beat/we struck/we
moved/we migrated/we palpitated/
we fired at/we stung/we inclined
to/we resided/we knocked/we
blew/we rung/we sieged/we
erected ... (refer to J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )

A¥IZg

they moved/they migrated/they
resided/they gave/they multiplied/
they passed/they spent/they went/
they mixed/they strengthened/they
hurt/they compelled/they forced/

¤¥IZg

Btlg - BsBlg

weak (p)

u
Ä lÅ g
Ä

was weakened/were weakened/
weakened

u
Ë lÆ g
Ä

weakness

u
Ä lÆ g
Ê

doubled

ÅÅulÆ g
Ê

doubled

BÕtÆlg
Ä

weakness

BÕtÆlg
Ê

double

BÕsBlg - Btlg

weak (p)

Btlg

weak (p)

A¥tlg

weaken (p)

á¦tlÊg

two doubles

Bt¦lg

weak

BMpg

a handful of grass (dry or moist)/a
handful

|Ì g
Ä

misguided/wasted/nullified/lost/
become misguided/become wasted/
become nullified/become lost

|{g - |½g

misguidance

they imposed... (refer to J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )

|{g - ¼½g

misguidance

they gave it/they beat it/they struck

ª{{g - ª{½g

misguidance

it/they moved it/they migrated it/
they palpitated it/they fired at it/
they stung it/they inclined to it/
they knocked it/they blew at it/they
rung it/they sieged it/they erected it

~¢K{{g - ~¢K{½g their misguidance

... (refer to J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )

z{{g - z{½g your (s/m) misguidance
|½g - |{g

misguidance

¼½g - ½{g

misguidance

D
L{{Äg

I became misguided

ª{½g - ª{{g

misguidance

~¢K{½g - ~¢K{{g their misguidance
z{½g - z{{g your (s/m) misguidance
B{{g

we were misguided

£{g

misguided him

A¥{g

they were misguided/misguided (p)

Byg

narrow/tight/weak

B¦g

light/shining/illumination

Z¦g

harm/pain/starvation

¨`¦g

unjust

his guests (s or p)

u¦g

£t¦g

guests (s or p)

§t¦g

my guests (s or p)

xÆ¦g
Ä

narrowness/tightness/sadness/
hardship/distress

BÕwÐ¦g
Ä

narrow/tight/sad/distressed

E

ªvBi

power/ability/energy

|Bi

became long/lasted long

L¥{Bi

Saul/Talut/thought to be the first
king of Israel

Z®Bi - Z®i

bird

~yZ®Bi - ~yZ®i your (p) omen/(your fate/your

BvBIi

stages/layers/covers/plates

~KIi

you (p) became good/you became

future)

¤Z®Bi - ¤Z®i

his omen/his anger/his speed/his

beautiful/you became pure

mÄ IÄ iÒ

luck/his blessing/his action

~¡Z®Bi - ~¡Z®i their omen/their anger/their speed/

he sealed

mÄ IØ iÓ

their luck/their blessing/their action

Z®i - Z®Bi

¤Z®i - ¤Z®Bi

was stamped/was covered/was
closed/was sealed/were stamped/
were covered/were closed/were
sealed

bird

~yZ®i - ~yZ®Bi your (p) omen/(your fate/your

he stamped/he covered/he closed/

future)

xIi

a stage/a layer/a cover/a plate

his omen/his anger/his speed/his

BwIi

a stage/a layer/a cover/a plate

luck/his blessing/his action

áIi

they (f) allowed/they permitted

B¢Ri - B¡BRi

spread and extended it/threw it/

~¡Z®i - ~¡Z®Bi their omen/their anger/their speed/
their luck/their blessing/their action

pushed it/distanced it/destroyed it

á¦l®Bi

obedient (p)

u®Bi

a circler/a walker

ªt®Bi

a group of people

x®AZi

stages/layers

áBKt®Bi

two groups

~Å¢KÛ XÆ ZÒi

I expelled them/I drove them

á¦Kt®Bi

two groups

JBi

became good/became beautiful/
became pure/became permitted/
became allowed

~kBi

an eater/a taster

ªkBi

obedience

á¥oBi

tyrannizing/exceeding the limit/

B¡BRi - B¢Ri

spread and extended it/threw it/
pushed it/distanced it/destroyed it

away/I forced them out

uZi

an end/an edge/an eye/an eye lid

BsZi

an end/an edge

zsZi

your (s/m) eye/your eye lid/your
blink

~¢sZi

their eyes/their eye lids/their
blinks/their ends/their edges

arrogant (p)

§
Æ sÒ ZÄ iÒ

two ends/two edges

á¦pi - á¦oBi tyrannizing/exceeding the

B¦Zi

soft/tender

x¦Zi

a way/a path/a method/a religious

limit/arrogant (p)

E
approach/a habit/a creed (p)

Bw¦Zi

a way/a path/a method/a religious

arrogance

~¢B¦pi - ~¢¦pi their tyranny/their exceeding

approach/a habit/a creed (p)

ªw¦Zi
b i - bi

the limit/their arrogance

a way/a path/a method/a religious

BÒwtÒ iÒ

they (b) started and continued

approach/a habit/a creed (p)

½ti

a child/children

T S/Arabic letters found in verse

BI{i

seeking/wanting

SÔ{iÒ

Acacia (thorny fruit tree with gum

27:1

~ b i - ~ai T S M/Arabic letters found in
verses 26:1 and 28:1

- Arabic)/bananas

m{i

date palm's first fruit of the

~Bli

feeding/food

B}Bli

food/a food

z}Bli

your (s/m) food

~y}Bli

your (p) food

£}Bli

its food/his food

~K}li

you (p) ate/you tasted

you (p) divorced/you freed

£}li

~Kw{i

its taste

you (p) divorced them (f)/you freed

A¥}li

á¡¥}Kw{i

they ate/they tasted

Bli

defaming/stabbing

áyw{i

he divorced you (p/f)/he freed you

A¥li

they defamed/they stabbed

B¢w{i

he divorced her (s/f)/he freed her

A¥pi

they tyrannized/they exceeded the

n¥{i

appears/ascent/rising

limit

La}i

were blotted out/were eliminated/

§
Ä pÒ iÒ

B¦pi - BB¦pi

season/a cover enveloping the date
palm's fertilizing seed

Ll{i

ascended/it appeared

B¢l{i

its first fruit of the season/its cover
enveloping the fertilizing seed

them

exceeded the limit/it became

were effaced/were wiped out

violent/he became violent/it
became elevated/(overflowed)/he
tyrannized/he became arrogant

Ba}i

tyranny/exceeding the limit/

Bl}i

arrogance
the limit/their arrogance

á¦oBi - á¦pi tryrannizing/exceeding the limit/

we wiped out/we effaced/we
exterminated/we blotted out/we
uprooted/we destroyed
wishing/desiring/hoping/coveting/
wishfully/desirous/hopefully/
covetous

~¢¦pi - ~¢B¦pi their tyranny/their exceeding

BB¦pi - B¦pi

rose/ascended/appeared/it rose/it

£i

T H/Arabic letters found in verse
20:1/(could be a name)

arrogant (p)

Z¢i

purify/clean/wash

tyranny/exceeding the limit/

AZÐ¢iÒ

you (b) purify/you clean/you wash

E
zZ¢i

he purified you/he cleaned you/he
washed you mentally and
physically

AZ¥¢i

pure/clean

á¥s¥i - á¥sA¥i circling around/walking around
§I¥i

goodness/enjoyment/beauty
/pureness

Z¥i

mountain

Bk¥i

voluntarily

á¥sA¥i - á¥s¥i circling around/walking around
¼¥i

LBI¦i - LI¦i

ªI¦i

Tuwan/name of a valley/hidden/
concealed/folded within/wrapped
within/coiled

½¦¥i

long

BI¦i

good/beautiful/tasty/pure/
good/beautiful/tasty/pure/
enjoyable/goodnesses/allowed/
permitted (p/f)

~yKI¦i - ~yKBI¦i your (p) good/your beautiful/your

good/beautiful/tasty/pure/
enjoyable/allowed/permitted (f)

~yKBI¦i - ~yKI¦i your (p) good/your beautiful/your
pure/your enjoyable/your allowed/
your permitted

á¦I¦i

good/beautiful/pure/enjoyable/
allowed/permitted (p)

enjoyable/allowed/permitted

LI¦i - LBI¦i

good/beautiful/tasty/pure/
enjoyable/goodnesses/allowed/
permitted (p/f)

wealth/capability/grace/
generosity/height/length

¨¥i

pure/your enjoyable/your allowed/
your permitted

Z¦i

birds/bird

AZ¦i

flying/birds

á¦i

mud/clay/sand and dust mixed with
water

BÕ¦i

mud/clay/sand and dust mixed with
water

j
~{Bj

unjust/oppressive

ª}{j - ª}{Bj

unjust/oppressor/oppressive (s/f)

½{j - ¼½j

shades

£{½j

its shades/its shadows

B¢{{j - B¢{½j

its shades/its shadows

~¢{j - ~¢{½j their shades/their shadows/their
glory/their might

~½j

darkness

|{j

shades

¼½j - ½{j

shades

L
Ä {Ô jÒ

you (s/m) continue/you remain

(p)

ª{j

shade

Z¢j - Z¡Bj

apparent/visible

B{{j

we shadowed/we overshadowed

AZ¢j - AZ¡Bj

apparent/visible

B¢{½j - B¢{{j

its shades/its shadows

©Z¢j - ©ZÊ¡Bj

aparent/visible (s/f)

~¢{½j - ~¢{{j their shades/their shadows/their

¤Z¢j - ¤Z¡Bj

its appearance/its visibility/its

á¥}{j - á¥}{Bj unjust/oppressors/oppressive
(p)

§}{Bj

unjust/oppressive

á¦}{j - á¦}{Bj unjust/oppressors/oppressive

exterior

A¥Z¢j - A¥ZÄ¡Bj they cooperated/they

glory/their might

~Ô{jÓ

injustice/oppression

~Ä {ÒjÒ

caused injustice/oppressed/he
caused injustice/he caused
oppression

supported/they helped

~¡¥Z¢j - ~¡¥ZÄ¡Bj they cooperated (with)
them/they supported them/they
helped them/cooperated -- them/
supported -- them/helped -- them
(p)

á¦Z¢j - á¦Z¡Bj appearing/conquering/
overcoming/defeating (p)

~ylj

your (p) moving/your marching/

~Ä {ÊjÓ

was caused injustice to/was
oppressed

B}{j

unjustly/oppressively/injustice/
oppression

L}{j - LB}{j darknesses
LÄ}{ÒjÒ

caused injustice/caused oppression/
caused injustice to/caused
oppression to

your departure/your travel

ZtÓj

(finger) nails/claws

LÆ}{ÒjÒ

|Ì jÒ

continued/became/remained

LB}{j - L}{j darknesses

|Æ jÊ

shade

ª}{Bj - ª}{j

unjust/oppressor/oppressive

½
Õ jÊ

shade

~K}{j

you (p) caused injustice/you

|½j

shades

I caused injustice/I oppressed

oppressed

j
z}{j

he caused injustice to you

áj

(s/m)/oppressed you

BÆ}{ÒjÒ
BÆ}{ÊjÓ

~¢}{j - ~¡B}{j we caused injustice to them/
we oppressed them

~¡B}{j - ~¢}{j we caused injustice to them/
we oppressed them
injustice caused to him/oppression
caused to him/his injustice/his
oppression

~¢Ä}{ÒjÒ

~¢}Ô{jÓ

their injustice/their oppression

A¥}Ò{jÒ

they caused injustice/they caused

B}¥{j

BÕÒj
Bj

we thought/we assumed/we
supposed/we doubted/we suspected

Lj

I thought/I assumed/I supposed/I
doubted/I suspected

~Kj

you (p) thought/you assumed/you
supposed/you doubted/you
suspected/-- think/-- assume/-suppose/-- doubt/-- suspect

~yj

your (p) thought/your assumption/
your supposition/your doubt/your
suspicion

£j

they were caused injustice to/they

A¥j

his thought/his assumption/his
supposition/his doubt/his suspicion
they thought/they assumed/they
supposed/they doubted/they
suspected

often unjust and oppressive

á¥}{Bj - á¥}{j unjust/oppressors/oppressive

thought/assumption/supposition/
doubt/suspicion

oppression/were unjust/were
oppressive (p)
were oppressed

they (b) thought/they assumed/they
supposed/they doubted/they
suspected

he caused injustice to them/cause
injustice to them/cause oppression
to them

A¥}Ê{jÓ

BÚjÒ

we were caused injustice to/were
were caused oppression to

£}{j

doubted/suspected/assumption/
supposition/doubt/suspcion

we caused injustice to/we
oppressed

thought/assumed/supposed/

Z¢j

appeared/became visible/is visible

(p)

Z¡Bj - Z¢j

apparent/visible

they caused injustice to us/they

AZÊ¡Bj - AZ¢j

apparent/visible

©Z¡Bj - ©Z¢j

apparent/visible (s/f)

(p)

zZ¢j

your (s/m) back

B¢{j

its shade

¤Z¢j

its back/its surface/its top/his back/

|¦{j

shading

½
Õ ¦{j

continuous shade/permanent shade

D}j

thirst

B¥}{j

oppressed us

á¦}{Bj - á¦}{j unjust/oppressors/oppressive

his surface/his top

¤Z¡Bj - ¤Z¢j

its appearance/its visibility/its
exterior

j
A¥ZÄ¡Bj - A¥Z¢j they cooperated/they supported/
they helped

B¦Z¢j

forgotten behind their back

á¦Z¡Bj - á¦Z¢j appearing/conquering/
overcoming/defeating (p)

~yZ¥¢j

your (p) backs

B¡Z¢j

its back/its surface/its top/her back/
her surface/her top

~¡¥ZÄ¡Bj - ~¡¥Z¢j they cooperated (with)

¤Z¥¢j

them/they supported (with)
them/they helped them/cooperated
-- them/supported -- them/helped -them

B¡Z¥¢j

its backs/its surfaces/its tops

~¡Z¥¢j

their backs

its backs/its surfaces/its tops

B}¡Z¥¢j

their (b)'s backs

Z¦¢j

a supporter/a helper

AZ¦¢j

supporting/helping/a supporter/a
helper

wind

n

ªteBk

stormy wind/violent wind/turbulent
wind

~eBk

protector/shelteror/preventor

á¥X®Bk

returning (p)

JvBk

punished

½®Bk

having dependants/having many

ªIwk - ªIvBk

end/turn/(result)

children/poor

~KIvBk

you (p) rewarded/you punished

worshipping

B}¢KIvBk

their (b)'s end/(their result)

LXIk - LAXIBk worshippers/worshipping (f)

ZvBk

infertile

á¥XIk - á¥XIBk worshippers/worshipping (p)

AZvBk

infertile

á¦XIk - á¦XIBk worshipping (p)

BtyBk

devoting/dedicating/occupying

XIBk

¨ZIBk

crossing/passing (p)

ª¦KBk

violent/arrogant/exceeding the

with

á¥tyk - á¥tyBk devoting/dedicating/occupying
with (p)

limit

XÄ BÄk

transgressing/violating/breaking/
transgressed/violated/broke/
returned/it returned

XË Bk
ÅÅXBk
AÕXBk
á¥XBk

á¦tyk - á¦tyBk devoting/dedicating/occupying
with (p)

~{k - ~Ê{Bk

knower/learner

Aad/an ancient tribe that could

á¦}{k - á¦}Ê{Bk knowing

have been in Hegaz

B¦{Bk

high and mighty (s/m)

have been in Hegaz

ª¦{Bk

elevated/dignified

Aad/an ancient tribe that could

á¦{Bk

high and mighty (p)

have been in Hegaz

B¢¦{k - B¢¦{Bk

its high/its highiest/its elevated

transgressing/violating/breaking

~¢¦{k - ~¢¦{Bk their high/their highiest/their

Aad/an ancient tribe that could

(p)

elevated/their tops (covers them)

~K¦XBk

you (p) made animosity with

~Bk

year/a year/-- years

hZBk

obstructing cloud

B}Bk

a year/years

BÕgZBk

an obstructing cloud

|}k - |}Bk

maker/doer/worker/making/

á¡¥ZcBk

you (p) mix (with) them (f)/you
associate (with) them/you befriend
them

ueBk

stormy wind/violent wind/turbulent

doing/working

ª{}Bk

making/doing/working

á¥{}k - á¥{}Bk making/doing/working (p)

n
~¢}Bk

their year

á¦}Bk

two years

X¢k - X¡Bk

he promised/he made a contract/he
pledged/he recommended/he
knew/he protected/he entrusted/it
promised/it made a contract/it
pledged/it recommended/it knew/it
protected/it entrusted

LX¢k - L
Ä X¡Bk you (s/m) promised/you made a
contract/you pledged/you
recommended/you knew/you
protected/you entrusted

~KX¢k - ~KX¡Bk you (p) promised/you made a
contract/you pledged/you
recommended/you knew/you
protectected/you entrusted

A¥X¢k - A¥X¡Bk they promised/they made a
contract/they pledged/they
recommended/they knew/they
protected/they entrusted

XIk - XBIk

worshippers/God's slaves, all

BXIk - BXBIk

servants

¤XBIk

his worshippers/his slaves/his
servants

XÊ BIk - ¨XBIk

my worshippers/my slaves/my
servants

BMIk

playfully and mockingly/making
something useless in vanity

XÄ IÄ k
Ä

worshippers (enslaved/served/
devoted/obeyed/became humble)

XÆIk
Ä

slave/human/a slave/a human/a
worshipper/worshippers

AÕXIk

a worshipper/a slave/a human/a
servant

LXIk

you (s/m) enslaved

LAXIBk - LXIk worshippers/worshipping (p/f)
~KXIk

you (p) worshipped

BXIk

we worshipped

BXBIk - BXIk

our worshippers/our slaves/our

creations including mankind

¨XBIk - XÊ BIk

our worshippers/our slaves/our

servants

my worshippers/my slaves/my

~¢XIk - ~¡BXIk we worshipped them

servants

~¡BXIk - ~¢XIk we worshipped them

AXBIk

worshippers/God's slaves/servants

©XBIk

worshipping/worship

~yKXBIk

your (p) worshipping/your worship

£KXBIk

worshipping him/his worshipping

~¢KXBIk

their worshipping/their worship

á¦XIBk - á¦XIk worshippers/worshipping (p)

§KXBIk

worshipping me

©ZIk

an example/a warning/a caution

zXBIk

your (s/m) worshippers/your

bIk

he frowned/he knit or contracted

¤XIk

á¥XIBk - á¥XIk worshippers/worshipping (p)
áÆ¦XÄ IÆ k
Ä

your (p) worshippers/your
slaves/your servants

two worshippers/two slaves/two
servants

slaves/your servants

~yXBIk

his worshipper/his slave/his servant

his brows

¨ZwIk

master/superior quality nothing
above/bewildering perfection,

n
strength, beauty and
intelligence/finest carpets

¼¥Ok

Ba¥Ik

severe/(gloomy)

astonishing/surpirsing/amazing

LKk

J¦Ok

it became arrogant/it disobeyed

counting

|Kk

AXk

hard/rough/rude

animosity

¥Æ KÓ k
Å

©¥Xk - ©¥AXk

arrogance/disobedience

numbered/counted/term/counting/

AÆ¥KÒ k
Ä

©XÊk

they became arrogant/they became
disobedient/arrogance/
disobedience

BÕ¦Kk

arrogant/disobedient/exceeding the
limit/arrogance/disobedience/
excess of the limit

hurrying/hastening/rushing/urging
(e)

numbering/numbers/counts

©XÅk

tools/outfit

~KXk

you (p) returned

~¢KXk

their number/their count

XXk

numerous/number

X¦Kk

prepared/made ready

AXXk

numerous

ZÄ MÊ k
Å

was stumbled upon/happened

¤XXk

he counted it repeatedly

B¢aXk

its lentils

|Xk

ransome/redemption/equal/justice/

upon/(was found)

JBOk

astounding/surprising/amazing

uBOk

weak/bony/skinny/starved (p)

BIOk

astonishment/surprise/amazement/

¼Xk

justly/equally/equitably

astonishing/surprising/amazing/
marvelous

áXk

eternal residence

you (s/m) wondered/you were

BXk

we returned

astonished/you were surprised

~¡ÌXk
Ä

he counted them

you (p) wondered/you were

~Å¡XÆ k
Ê

promise them

astonished/you were surpirsed

¥Æ XÅ k
Ä

enemy/an enemy

AÕ¥ÆXk

transgression/violation/breaking/

LIOk
~KIOk
A¥IOk

they were wondering/they were
astonished/they were surprised

|Ok

hurry/hasten/speed

½Ok

a (m) calf

L{Ok

I hurried/I hastened/I rushed

B{Ok

we hurried/we hastened/we rushed

`¥Ok

old/weak

A`¥Ok

old/weak (p)

equality

transgressing/violating/breaking

AÚ¥ÅXk
Ä

an enemy

á¥Xk - áA¥Xk transgression/violation/breaking/
aggression

B¥Xk - BA¥Xk transgressively/violatingly/
breakingly

©¥AXk - ©¥Xk

animosity

n
~y¥Xk

your wooden structure

your (p) enemy

áA¥Xk - á¥Xk transgression/violation/breaking/

£cZk

house/his palace/his shaded
building/his wooden structure

aggression

BA¥Xk - B¥Xk transgressively/violatingly/
breakingly

his throne/his royal bed/his tent/his

B¢cZk

her throne/her royal bed/her tent/
her house/her palace/her shaded
building/her wooden structure

¤¥Xk

his enemy

~¡¥Xk

their enemy

h
Ä ZÄ k
Ä

displayed/exhibited/showed

¨¥Xk

my enemy

h
Ä ZØ k
Å

was displayed/was exhibited/was

JAYk

torture/a torture

§IAYk - J
Ê AYk

my torture

BIAYk

a torture

£IAYk

his torutre

B¢IAYk

its torture/her torture

B}¢IAYk

their (b)'s torture

J
Ê AYk - §IAYk

my torture

ªgZÅk

subject/target

JÔYk
Ä

fresh water or food/delightful water

~KÆgZÄ k
Ä

you (p) displayed/you exhibited/

shown

hÆZk
Ä

essentials/vanities/transient item

BÕgÄZk
Ä

tortured/he tortured

B¢IYk - B¡BIYk we tortured her/we tortured it
B¡BIYk - B¢IYk we tortured her/we tortured it
LYk

I seeked protection

AZYk

an excuse/a fault or sin/removed

enjoyable accessories/nonessentials/vanities/transient items

BÕgÆZk
Ä

a display/an exhibition/a
presentation

you showed

or food/sweet water or food

J
Ä YÚ k
Ä

enjoyable/accessories/non-

BgÄZk
Ä

we displayed/we exhibited/we
showed/we presented

B¢ÅgZÆ k
Ä

its width/its broadness/its expanse/
her width/her broadness/he
expanse

~¢ÄgZÄ k
Ä

he displayed them/he exhibited/
them/he showed them/he presented
them

from sin/exaggerated and exerted

BÕIÅZk
Å

humorous/(amusing)

§IZk

Arabic/an Arab

B¦IZk

an Arabic

uZk

he made known/he made -- known

dZk

throne/royal bed/tent/house/palace/

BsZk

kindness/known/good

shaded building/wooden structure

zcZk

your (s/f) throne/your royal bed/
your palace/your shaded building/

A¥gØZk
Å

they were displayed/they were
exhibited/they were shown

tranditionally/knowledgeable/
horses' mane/cock's crown/sand
dunes/successsively/elevated

n
points

LsZk - LBsZk Arafat/a mountain/heights/elevated
places/known places in the Holy
Land

LBsZk - LsZk Arafat/a mountain/heights/elevated
places/known places in the Holy
Land

B¢sZk

he made it known

A¥sZk

they knew

B¢c¥Zk

its ceilings/its structures/its
branches/its grape vines

dignified/honoured/undefeatable/
all capable/of no equal/dear

A`¦`k

glorious/mighty/powerful/
dignified/honoured/undefeatable/
all capable/of no equal/dear

á¦`k

groups of people/relations/relating
(p)

Zak

difficulty/hardship/poverty/strained
circumstances/difficult/hard/poor/
strained circumstances

AZak

difficult/hard/poor/strained
circustances

h¦Zk

wide/plenty/broad/expanse

AÎ`k
Ê

glory/might/power/dignity/honour

©`k

glory/might/power/dignity/honour

~¡¥}KZ`k

you (p) supported them/you aided

blak

them/you gave them victory

x b n - xak Een S k/Arabic letters found in

¤¥Z`k

you (s/m) separated/you isolated/
you set aside/you removed/you
dismissed

~`k
~Æ`k
Ä

passed/moved/lightened

verse 42:2

|ak

honey/molasses/treacle

§Äak
Ä

maybe/perhaps/(hopefully)

~K¦ak

maybe you (p)/perhaps you/(you
hope)

Z¦ak

difficult/hard/poor/stressful/
distressing

decided/determined/became
serious

difficulty/hardship/poverty/strained
circumstances/inability to pay/
debts/distress

they supported him/they aided
him/they gave him victory/
supported him/aided him/gave him
victory (p)

L{`k

©Zak

AZ¦ak

difficult/hard/poor/stressful/
distressing

decisiveness/determination/
seriousness/patience

Bck

evening/first darkness/dinnertime

B}`k

decisiveness/determination

Zck

ten

L}`k

you (s/m) decided/you determined

AZck

ten

A¥}`k

they decided/they determined

©Zck

ten (f)

§Ê`Ì k
Ä

overwhelmed me (s/m)

á¥Zck

twenty

Z¦`k

Ezra/one of the Israelites' leaders

B¦ck

evening/first darkness/dinnertime

`¦`k

glorious/mighty/powerful/

ª¦ck

an evening/first darkness/

n
zKZ¦ck

dinnertime

A¥gk

they bit

your (s/m) father's near relations/

á¦gk

bits/divisions/lies/enchantments

Bik

giving/handing/granting/a gift/a

your father's tribe

~yKZ¦ck

your (p) father's near relation/your
father's tribe

~¢KZ¦ck

their father's near relations/their
father's tribe

grant

B»Bik

our giving/our handing/our
granting

£tik

his sides/bending his neck

zBek

your (s/m) stick/your cane

§Bek

he disobeyed me

¤Bek

his stick/his cane

¨Bek

my stick/my cane

ªIek

a group/a band/a company

bones

Btek

B}jk - B}Bjk

violently/turbulently

his bones

A¥Åek

£}Bjk

they disobeyed

bones

z¥ek

B}Bjk - B}jk

they disobeyed you (s/m)

you (s/m) preach to them/you

§Æ¥e
Ä k
Ä

~¢jk

they disobeyed me

§ek

he disobeyed

~¦jk

great

BÕ¦eÄk

disobedient

B}¦jk

great

BÕ¦eÊk

disboedient

§tk - Btk

he forgave/he pardoned

J¦ek

very hot/(difficult)

L¦Ztk

a conner/a wicked/a shrewd/a

L
Å ¦ek

I disobeyed

L
Ä ¦ek

you (s/m) disobeyed

~K¦ek

you (p) disobeyed

AÎ¥tÓ k
Ä

often forgiving/often pardoning

£K¦ek

I disobeyed him

A¥tÄk

they cure/they forgave/they

B¦ek

we disobeyed

~¢Í¦e
Ê k
Ê

their sticks/their canes

BÆ¥tÒ k
Ä

we forgave/we pardoned

AXgk

support/help/assistance

§
Ä tÊ k
Å

was forgiven/was pardoned/

zXgk

your (s/m) upper arm (elbow to

violently objecting (expression)

shoulder)/your support/your
help/your assistance

L{Þik
Å

were abandoned/were left
unsupervised/were left without
protection/were left without a
guard or a caretaker/(miscarried)

advise them/you warn them

manipulator from human Jinn or
devil (wrongly translated as devil
or demon)

pardoned

forgiven/pardoned

Btk - §
Ä tk

he forgave/he pardoned/forgave/
pardoned

n
JBwk

punishment

§IBwk - J
Ê Bwk

my punishment

BÕIÔwk
Å

an end/(a result)

anything that catches and sticks/
sperm/semen

ªw{k

blood clots/leeches (little black
blood sucking worms)/mud/
anything that catches and sticks/
sperm/semen

B¢Iwk - B¡BIwk its end/its turn/(its result)
J
Ê Bwk - §IBwk

my punishment

ªIvBk - ªIwk

end/turn/(result)

£Iwk

his sons/his sons' sons/(his

~Ô{k
Ê

knowledge/knowledge of anything
through facts

~Ä {Úk
Ä

taught/instructed/informed/he

grandchildren)/his descendents

taught/he instructed/he informed

B¡BIwk - B¢Iwk its end/its turn/(its result)

~Ä {Êk
Ä

knew/he knew

§Iwk

end/turn/(result)

~Ê{Bk - ~{k

knower/learned

£¦Iwk

his two heels

~Ú½k - ~{k

all knower

LXwk

-- tightened/-- determined/--

B}{k

knowledge/knowledge of anything

intended

through facts

©Xwk

knot/contract/difficulty

A»}{k - B}{k

~KXwk

you (p) tightened/you

L}{k - LB}{k signs/identification marks

determined/you intended

L
Ä }Æ {Êk
Ä

you (s/m) knew

L
Å }Æ {Êk
Ä

I know

infertile/sterile/strong and no good

LÄ}{Êk
Ä

knew (p)

in it

L
Ä }Æ {Þk
Å

you (s/m) were taught/you were

¤¥{wk

they reasoned it/they understood
it/they comprehended it

~¦wk
B}¦wk

instructed/you were informed

infertile

á¥tyBk - á¥tyk devoting/dedicating/occupying
with (p)

learned ones/knowledgeable (p)

LB}{k - L}{k signs/identification marks
zK}{k

I taught you (s/m)/I instructed

á¦tyBk - á¦tyk devoting/dedicating/occupying

you/I informed you

with (p)

~ÓK}Æ {Êk
Ä

you (p) knew

½
Òk
Ä

became high, mighty and dignified

~ÓK}Æ {Úk
Ä

you (p) taught/you instructed/you

~{k - ~Ú½k

all knower

L}{k - LB}½k signs/identification marks
ª¦½k

openly/publicly/announcingly

x{k

blood clots/leeches (little black
blood sucking worms)/mud/

informed

~KÆ}{Þk
Å

you (p) were taught/you were
instructed/you were informed

á¡¥}K}{k

you (p) knew them (f)/you knew of
the females

n
BK}{k
§K}{k

you (s/m) taught us/you instructed

AÌ¥{Ók
Å

height, might and dignity

us/you informed us

AÆ¥{Òk
Ä

they became high, mighty and

you (s/m) taught me/you instructed

dignified (p)/they made high,
mighty and dignified/they rose
over/they took over (p)

me/you informed me

£K}{k

you (s/m) knew it/you know it

z}{k

he taught you (s/m)/he instructed
you/he informed you

~y}{k
BÆ}{Þk
Å
BÆ}{Êk
Ä

on/upon/above/at/(from)/on
condition/over (prep.)

he taught you (p)/he instructed

§
Æ {Êk
Ä

high/elevated

you/he informed you

§
Ì {Òk
Ä

on me

we were taught/we were

BÕ¦Ê{k
Ä

high and mighty/dignified

instructed/we were informed

z¦{k

on you (s/m/f)

we knew

~y¦{k

on you (p)

~¦{k

knowledgeable

B}¦{k

knowledgeable

B¦{k

on us

£¦{k

on it/on him/at it/at him

B¢¦{k

on it/on her

£}{k - ¤B}{k we taught him/we instructed
him/we informed him/we -- teach
him/we -- instruct him/we -inform him

¤B}{k - £}{k we taught him/we instructed
him/we informed him/we -- teach
him/we -- instruct him/we -inform him

§}{k

§
Ä {Òk
Ä

B¢Ä¦{ÊBk - B¢¦{k its high/its highiest/its

he taught me/he instructed me/he

elevated

informed me

~¢¦{k

£Ä}{Ô k
Ê

his knowledge

~¢¦{Bk - ~¢¦{k their high/their highiest/their

£Å }Ä {Êk
Ä

he knew it

£Å }Ä {Úk
Ä

he taught him/he instructed him/he

B}¢¦{k

on them (b)

informed him

á¢¦{k

on them (f)

B¢}{k

its knowledge

á¥¦{k

eley'yoon/highiest places/people of

~¢}{k

their knowledge

A¥}{k

they knew (p)

á¦¦{k

eley'yeen/height/elevation

B}{k - A»}{k

learned ones/knowledgeable

B} ák - B}k

from what/of what/about what/on

§}{k

my knowledge

á¦}Ê{Bk - á¦}{k knowing (p)

on them

elevated/their tops

dignity, honour and wealth

what

zK}k - zKB}k

your (s/m) paternal aunts/(sisters of
the father)

n
~yK}k - ~yKB}k your (p) paternal aunts/(sisters of
the father)

©ZB}k

£{}k
~¢{}k

~yKB}k - ~yK}k your (p) paternal aunts/(sisters of
the father)

X}k

pillars/posts/supports/columns

AZ}k

a lifetime

A¥{}k
§{}k

¤Z}k

his lifetime/its lifetime

B¡¥Z}k

they inhabited it/they built it/they
populated it/they lived long (in) it

z}k

A¥}k

they became blinded/they became
confused/they became
puzzled/they became misguided/
they blinded/ they confused/they
puzzled/they misguided

á¥}k

are blinded/are confused/are
puzzled/are misguided/blinded/
confused/puzzled/misguided (p)

§
Ä }Ê k
Ä

blinded/confused/puzzled/
misguided/he blinded/he confused/
he puzzled/he misguided

your (s/m) paternal uncle/(brother
of the father)

my making/my doing/my work/my
deed

could be Mariam's father and Jesus'
grandfather
your (s/m) lifetime

they made/they did/they worked

á¥{}Bk - á¥{}k making/doing/working (p)

áZ}k - áAZ}k Amran/Imran/one of the righteous/

zZ}k

their making/their doing/their
work/their deed

your (s/m) paternal aunts/(sisters of
the father)

his making/his doing/his
working/his deed

inhabiting/building/tending
to/visiting

zKB}k - zK}k

work/your deed

§Ç}k
Ä

blindness/confusion/puzzlement/

|Ä }Ê k
Ä

made/did/worked

|Ä }Ä k
Ä

making/doing/work

ÅÅ|}Ä k
Ä

deed

|}Bk - |}k

maker/doer/worker/making/

B¦}k

blind (p)

doing/working

BB¦}k

blindly/confusedly/puzzlingly/

misguidance

ÅÅ§}Æ k
Å

blind/confused/puzzled/misguided
(p)

½
Õ }k

a making/a doing/a work/a deed

L{}k

it made/it did/it worked/she

x¦}k

deep/far/long/profound

made/she did/she worked

á¦}k

blind/confused/puzzled/misguided

misguidedly (p)

~K{}k

you (p) made/you did/you worked

£ÔK{Ò}Ê k
Ä

made it/did it/worked it

ák

from/of/on/about

z{}k

your (s/m) making/your doing/your

BÚk
Ä

from us/of us/on us/about us

work/your deed

Jk

grapes/fruits of the vine

~y{}k

your (p) making/your doing/your

(p)

n
BIk

grapes

~ÛKÊ k
Ä

you (p) suffered (from) exertion/
you suffered from burden/you
suffered from hardship/you
suffered from harm/you suffered
from corruption

Xk

at (prep. of place)

zXk

at you (s/m)/by you/near you/with

recommended/knew/protected/
entrusted/he promised/he made a
contract/he pledged/he
recommended/he knew/he
protected/he entrusted

XÆ¢k
Ä

security/an honesty/an era/a time/a
will/a treaty/a testament/an oath

£{{A X¢k

you/when you (prep. of place and
time)

~yXk

at you (p) (prep. of place)

BXk

at us (prep. of place)

¤Xk

at him (prep. of place)

B¡Xk

at it/at her (prep. of palce)

~¡Xk

at them (prep. of place)

¨Xk

at me (prep. of place)

£wk

his neck

zwk

your (s/m) neck

zk

from you (s/m)/of you/on
from you (p)/at you

£k

from it/of it/on it/about it/from

X¡Bk - X¢k

AX¢k

~¢k

from them/of them/on them/about

LX¡Bk - LX¢k you (s/m) promised/you made a
contract/you pledged/you
recommended/you knew/you
protected/you entrusted

~KX¡Bk - ~KX¢k you (p) promised/you made a
contract/you pledged/you
recommended/you knew/you
protected/you entrusted

BX¢k

from them (b)/of them/on them/
about them

X¦k

stubborn/obstinant

AX¦k

stubborn/obstinant

XÄ ¢Ä k
Ä

promised/made a contract/pledged/

we promised/we made a contract/
we pledged/we recommended/we
knew/we protected/we entrusted

them

B}¢k

a promise/a contract/a pledge/a
treaty/an oath

from it/of it/on it/about it/from
her/of her/on her/about her

he promised/he made a contract/he
pledged/he recommended/he
knew/he protected/he entrusted/it
promised/it made a contract/it
pleged/it recommended/it knew/it
protected/it entrusted

her/of her/on her

B¢k

God's promise/God's guaranatee/
God's safety/God's security/God's
honesty/God's era/God's time/
God's will/God's treaty/God's
testament/God's oath

you/about you

~yk

a promise/a contract/a safety/a

¤X¢k

his promise/his making a contract/
his pledging/his recommending/his
knowing/his protecting/his
entrusting

~¡X¢k

their promise/their making a

n
contract/their pledging/their
recommending/their knowing/their
protecting/their entrusting

A¥X¡Bk - A¥X¢k they promised/they made a
contract/they pledged/they
recommended/they knew/they
protected/they entrusted

¨X¢k

certainty/that of

á¦Êk

big beautiful eyes

zB¦k

your (s/m) two eyes

BÕ¦k

an eye/a water spring/a water well

my promise/my making a
contract/my pledge/my
recommendation/my knowing/my
protecting/my entrusting

áA¥k

middle aged

Q¥k

a bent/a crookedness/an
indirectness

BÕO¥k

bent/crookedness/indirectness

LZ¥k - LAZ¥k shameful genital parts/(protective
times)

LAZ¥k - LZ¥k shameful genital parts/(protective
times)

©Z¥k

weekly defended/faulty/defective/
(exposed/feared for)

Jv¥k

was punished/he was punished

~KIv¥k

you (p) were punished/you were
rewarded

AX¦k

a repeat/a feast/a festival

§a¦k

Jesus/a prophet for the Israelites
who came with the Bible or New
Testament (Christianity)/Son of
Mary and grandson of Imran
(Greek origin)

ªc¦k

life/quality of life

ª{¦k

need/necessity/poverty

áÆ¦k
Ä

eye/eye sight/eye pupil/well/water

áB¦k

two water springs/two water wells

well/water spring/sureness/

¤B¦k

his two eyes

n
B¢¦k

her eye/her sight

§¦k

my eye/my sight/my watchfulness/
my protection

z¦¦k

your (s/m) two eyes

á¦¦k

two eyes

á¥¦k

water springs/water wells

BÕ¥¦k

water springs/water wells

H
ªI®Bo

an absence/a hidden/an invisible

á¦I®Bo

absent (p)

xaBo

intense dark night/moon

B¡¥Xo

its going early

Zo

has deceived/has tempted

BIAZo

a crow (black bird)

J¦IAZo

very black (e)

B}AZo

destruction/torture/obligated/
burden/passionately attaching/
(continuous)

LIZo

it departed/it declined/it set

organs to sustain life

ª¦IZo

western (f)

ZsBo

forgiving/forgiver

~yKZo

has deceived you (p)/has tempted

½to - ½sBo

ignoring/neglecting/disregarding

ª¦co - ª¦cBo cover/disaster/failure of human

(p)

you

~¢KZo

á¥{to - á¥{sBo ignoring/neglecting/disregarding
(p)

them

uZo

á¦{to - á¦{sBo ignoring/neglecting/disregarding
(p)

J{Bo

has deceived them/has tempted
chambers/elevated (stages)/
elevated (places)

BsZo

defeator/conqueror

chambers/elevated (stages)/
elevated (places)

á¥I{o - á¥I{Bo defeating/conquering (p)

ªsZo

a scoop

á¦¥o - á¦¥Bo misguiding/failing/enticing/

BvZo

exaggerating/absorbing (violently)/
drowning/sinking

luring/seducing

ª¦Bo

an end/utmost

©ZIo

dust

BMo

rotten/spoiled/pussy/purposeless/

zZo

has deceived you (s/m)/has
tempted you

~yZo

deceived you (p)/tempted you

useless/(thin and dry)

~¡Zo

deceived them/tempted them

AXo

tormorrow/(in the) future

B¢I¥Zo

its departure/its decline/its setting

BAXo

our breakfast/our lunch

Z¥Zo

deceit/temptation

BvXo

plentifully/abundantly

AZ¥Zo

deceit/temptation

AÎ¥XÅ o
Ó

early morning/between dawn and

B¢{`o

her yarn/her spun thread/its yarn/its
spun thread

sunrise

AÆ¥XÄ o
Ò

they went early

L¥Xo

you (s/m) went early

¨Î`o
Ó

invading/raiding/fighting/looting/
invaders/raiders/fighters/looters

H
xBao

cold/decayed/rotten

zAZto

your (s/m) forgiveness

BvBao

cold/decayed/rotten

½sBo - ½to

ignoring/neglecting/disregarding

xao

darkness

ª{to

negligence/disregard

á¦{ao

Ghesleenen/washing residue/

á¥{sBo - á¥{to ignoring/neglecting/disregarding

apparently a Koranic word,
dictionaries say it could be refuse
of Hell's occupants' flesh, skin, and
blood

©¥co - ©¥Bco a cover
©¥Bco - ©¥co a cover
§co

covered/became darkened/became

(p)

á¦{sBo - á¦{to ignoring/neglecting/disregarding
(p)

Z¥to

forgiving/a forgiver/a forgiving

AZ¥to

a forgiving/a forgiver

|Ì o
Ò

he cheated/he defrauded/he
deceived

unconscious/covers/becomes
darkened/becomes unconscious

|Ñ o
Ê

hatred/spite/animosity/grudge

ª¦cBo - ª¦co cover/disaster/failure of human

½
Úo
Ê

hatred/spite/animosity/grudge

j½Êo

hard/strong/thick/rough/rude/

organs to sustain life

~¢Ä¦c
Êo
Ò

covered them/darkened them/made

coarse

~{o - ~½o

a slave/a servant/a boy

B}{o - B}½o

a slave/a servant/a boy

J{o

defeated

crowding/narrowing

BI{o

dense/luxurious

J
Ä g
Ä o
Ò

he became angry/he angered

LÄI{Òo
Ò

defeated/overcame/conquered

J
Æ g
Ä o
Ò

anger

LÄI{Êo
Ó

was defeated/was overcome/was

them unconscious/afflicted them/
came upon them

BIeo

forcefully/unjustly/violently

ªeo

choking/lumping in the throat/

áIgo - áBIgo angry
áBIgo - áIgo angry

conquered

~¢I{o

their defeat

A¥I{o

defeated/conquered/overcame (p)

A¥Igo

they became angry

§Igo

my anger

Bio

a cover/a concealment

zBio

your (s/m) cover/your concealment

AZBto

an often forgiving/forgiver

u{o

covered/uncomprehending

Zto

forgave

Lw{o

she closed/she shut

á¥I{Bo - á¥I{o defeating/conquering (p)
L{o

chained or tied

ªj{o

hardness/strength/thickness/
roughness/rudeness/coarseness

H
~½o - ~{o

a slave/a servant/a boy

AZ¥o

deep/deeply sunk/bottomed

B}½o - B}{o

a slave/a servant/a boy

|¥o

destruction/intoxication/evil/

áB}{o

slaves/servants/boys

j¦{o

hard/strong/thick/rough/rude/
coarse

Bj¦{o

hard/strong/thick/rough/rude/
coarse

~o

grief/sadness/depression

B}o

grief/sadness/depression

ªÌ}o
Ó

covered/(covert)/ambiguous/vague

corruption/hangover/assassination

¨¥o

misguided/failed/became
misguided/became failed

á¦¥Bo - á¦¥o misguiding/failing/enticing/

LZ}o - LAZ}o intensities/intoxications/hatreds/
luring/seducing (p)

floods/covers

LAZ}o - LZ}o intensities/intoxications/hatreds/

B¦¥o

failed/we were enticed/we were
lured/we were seduced

floods/covers

©Z}o

a hatred/an intoxication/an
ignorance/a misguideness/a
submersion/a cover/a crowd/an
intensity

~¢KZ}o

their hatred/their intoxication/their
ignorance/their misguidness/their
sumbersion/their cover/their
crowd/their intensity

~o

sheep/goats

~K}o

you (p) won/you gained/you
obtained by spoils of war

we were misguided/we were

B¦o

misguidance/failure/enticement/
lurement/seduction/an end/an
utmost

LI¦o - LIB¦o

low hidden area/grave

ªIB¦o

low hidden area/grave

J¦o

unseen/absent/hidden/covered/
invisible/supernatural

LIB¦o - LI¦o

low hidden area/grave

£Ê IØ ¦Æ o
Ò

his unseen/his absent/his hidden/
his cover/his invisibility/his
supernaturalness

§}o

my sheep and goats

§o

rich

N¦o

rain

B¦o

rich

Z¦o

not/except/instead/equal/changed/

dA¥o

covers/darknesses/pericardiums

fA¥o

no/other/another/different than/
other than/without (prep.)

(membraneous sacs enclosing the
heart muscle)

~yZ¦o

other than you (p)

diver

¤Z¦o

other than him/other than it

H
B¡Z¦o

other than her/other than it

¨Z¦o

other than me

h¦o

reduced/went deep/receded

j¦o

anger/rage

K

A¥pKIBs

so ask/so wish/so desire (p)

A¥MlIBs

so you (p) send/so send (p)

A¥IDs

so they refused/so they hated

§IDs

so he refused/so he hated/so --

L
Ê Fs - LB®s

so give/so bring

~¢ÊKFs - ~¢KB®s

so give them/so bring them

á¦IDs

so they refused/so they hated

LKFs - LKB®s

so she gave/so she brought/so it

§KDs - LDs

so come/so bring

gave/so it brought

LB®s - LFs

so give/so bring

~¢KDs - ~¡BKÒDs

so it came to them/so he came

A¥KFs - A¥KB®s

so give/so bring

~¡BKFs - ~¢KB®s so he gave them

refused/so -- hated

to them/so they got

~¡¥KFs - ~¡¥KB®s so give them/so bring them

~¢KB®s - ~¡BKFs so he gave them

á¡¥KFs - á¡¥KB®s so give them (f)/so bring them

nBIKBs

so following

BÆ¦KÒ Fs - B¦KB®s

mIKDs

so he followed

áAZUFs - áAZUB®s so two others

mÆ IØ KÚ Bs

so follow

B}¡¥YFs - B}¡¥YB®s so harm them (b)

BlIKDs

so we made -- follow

á}Fs - á}B®s

§lIKBs

so follow me

L}Fs - L}B®s so believed (f)

£lIKDs

so -- followed him

B}Fs - B}B®s

so we believed

B¢ÆlIØ K× Bs

so follow it

A¥}Fs - A¥}B®s so they believed/so believed

~¢lIKDs

so it followed them/so he followed

so we gave/so we brought

so believed

(p)

them/so -- followed them

~y¥B®s - ~yA¥Fs - ~yA¥B®s so he sheltered you (p)

A¥lÄIKÚ Bs

so they followed

~yA¥B®s - ~yA¥Fs - ~y¥B®s so he sheltered you (p)

A¥lØIKÚ Bs

so follow (p)

¨¥Fs - ¨¥B®s

so he sheltered (you)

§¥lIKBs

so follow me

ª®s

group/a group

¤¥lÄIKÚ Bs

so they followed him/so they

~yK®s

your (p) group

á¦K®s

two group

¤¥lØIKÚ Bs

so follow it/so follow him

LBs

it returned/it returned what was

~¡¥lIKBs

so they followed them

previously taken by force

LKDs

so she came

they returned/they returned what

LKB®s - LKFs

so she gave/so she brought/so it

A»Bs - ¥Bs

was previously taken by force

followed it

gave/so it brought

K
YUKBs

so he took/so he received/so it

L
Ê Ds - §KDs

so come/so bring

took/so it received

so you (b) come to

LYUKBs

B¦KDs

so she took

so you (b) come to him

~¡¥}KYUKBs

¤B¦KDs

so you (p) took them/so you

B¦KB®s - B¦KFs

so we gave/so we brought

received them

¤YUKBs

so take him

¤¥YUKBs

so take him (p)

A¥wKBs

so fear and obey (p)

§¥wKBs - á¥wKBs so fear and obey me

~yIMDs - ~yIBMDs so you (p) were flooded/so you
were filled/so you were
rewarded/so you were replaced/so
you were compensated

~¢IMDs - ~¢IBMDs so he flooded them/so he filled
them/so he rewarded them/so he
replaced them/so he compensated
them

á¥wKBs - §¥wKBs so fear and obey me
~yKBs

passed you (p) permanently/missed
you permanently

B¡¥{KBs

~¢IBMDs - ~¢IMDs so he flooded them/so he filled
them/so he rewarded them/so he
replaced them/so he compensated
them

so you (p) read it/so you recite it/so
you follow it

á¢}KDs

so he completed them (f)

A¥}KDs

so you (p) complete/so complete
(p)

BÊKDÔ sÒ

A¥KIMBs

be affirmed/so be established (p)

~yIBMDs - ~yIMDs so you (p) were flooded/so you

so you (s/m) come to us/so you

were filled/so you were
rewarded/so you were replaced/so
you were compensated

bring to us

~¡BKDs - ~¢KDs

so came to them/so they got

~¢KB®s - ~¢KFs

so give them/so bring them

AÆ¥KÒDsÒ

so they did/so they came/so they

áZMDs

so come/so bring (p)

A¥KB®s - A¥KFs

so give/so bring (p)

B¥KDs

so you (p) come to us/so you
bring to us

£IKOBs - ¤BIKOBs so he chose him/so he purified
him/so -- chose him/so -- purified
him

¤BIKOBs - £IKOBs so he chose him/so he purified
him/so -- chose him/so -- purified
him

~¡¥KB®s - ~¡¥KFs so give them/so bring them
á¡¥KÔDsÒ

so come to them (f)

A¥IKOBs

á¡¥KB®s - á¡¥KFs so give them (f)/so bring them
§ÒKDÒs

so he came/so he destroyed

so they (f) erupted and spread/so
they stirred and arose/so they
agitated/so they enraged/so they
plowed

passed by

A¥ÓKDÔ s

so be courageous/so be steadfast/so

so you (p) avoid/so you distance
yourselves

¤¥IKOBs

so you (p) avoid it/so you distance

K
yourselves from it

so I judge/so I rule

AZOBs

~yRDs

debaucher/corruptor

so judge/so rule

¤ÆZOÊ DÔ sÒ

~yRBs

so protect him/so defend him

so he revived/so he gave life

¤ÅZOÆ DÒs

B¦RDs

so his reward/so his wage/so his

~y¦RDs - ~yB¦RDs so he revived you (p)

fee

|lOBs

so make/so create/so put/so
manipulate

A¥X{OBs

so you (p) whip/so you lash

~¡¥X{OBs

so you (p) whip them/so you lash
them/so whip them/so lash them

A¥l}OBs

iIRDs

£¦¦RDs - ¤B¦¦RDs - ¤B¦RDs so we revived
him/so we revived it

B¦¦RDs

him/so we revived it

¤B¦RDs - ¤B¦¦RDs - £¦¦RDs

you incline towards

uBUDs

so I fear

so he wasted/so he invalidated/so

i{KUBs

so -- mixed/so -- mingled/so --

LvZKRBs

so it burnt

|}KRBs

so it carried/so it lifted/so it bore

~¡ZYRBs

so be warned of them/so be
cautious of them/so be fearing of
them

¤¥ZYRBs
~¡¥ZYRBs

so we revived

him/so we revived it

so you (s/m) side/so you lean/so

associated

he failed

A¥ZYRBs

so we revived

¤B¦RDs - £¦¦RDs - ¤B¦¦RDs so we revived

so you (p) gather/so you collect/so
you unify

SOBs

~yB¦RDs - ~y¦RDs so he revived you (p)

u
Ä {ÒKÒ UBs

so -- differed/so -- disagreed/so -disputed

u
Ä {ÊKÓ UÆ Bs

so it was differed/so it was
disagreed/so it was disputed

A¥t{KUBs

so they differed/so they
disagreed/so they disputed

so be warned/so be cautious/so be
fearing

~ÓyKÓ YÄUDs

so I punished them/so I took them

so be warned of him/so be cautious

~yÔKYÒ UÄ BÒsÒ

so it took you/so it punished you

of him/so be fearing of him

~Å¢KÒYUÄ Ds

so -- punished them/so -- took

so be warned of them/so be

them

cautious of them/so be fearing of
them

£YUDs - ¤BYUDs so we took him/so we received

á
Äa
Ä RÆ DÒsÒ

so he did good

~¢YUDs - ~¡BYUDs so we took them/so we

ªcRBs

an enormous deed/an atrocious
deed/an ugly deed/an ugly saying/
adultry/fornication/homosexuality/
incest

him/so we punished him
recevied them/so we punished
them

¤BYUDs - £YUDs so we took him/so we received
him/so we punished him

K
~¡BYUDs - ~¢YUDs so we took them/so we
recevied them/so we punished
them

¤YUDs

A¥ZXBs

~KZXBs - ~KCZAXBs so you (p) enraged in pushing and
disputing/(accusations amongst
yourselves)/so you (p) pushed
away/so you drove away/so you
repelled

so he took them/so he received
them/so he punished them/so -took them/so -- received them/so -punished them

so you (p) push away/so you drive
away/so you repell/(so you
prevent)

so he took him/so he received him/
so he punished him

~¡YUDs

repelled

nXBs

so call (s/m)

so he brought out/so he made

A¥kXBs

so call (p)

appear/so he made emerge

¤¥kXBs

so call him/so call it

QZUBs

so get out/so appear/so emerge

~¡¥kXBs

so call them

BOZUDs

so we brought out/so we made

A¥lsXBs

so you (p) pay

appear/so we made emerge

§{XDs

so he lowered/so he dropped/so he

áAZUB®s - áAZUFs so two others
Q
Ä ZÄ UÆ DÒsÒ

~¢OZUDs - ~¡BOZUDs so we brought them out

let down/so he pushed down

~¡BOZUDs - ~¢OZUDs so we brought them out

AYHs

B}¢OZÆUDÒsÒ

so he brought them (b) out

B¢vYDs - B¢vAYDs so he made it taste/so he made it

~¡¥cUBs

so fear them

m{UBs

so take off

~yKt{UÒDsÒ

so I broke the promise to you (p)

~Kt{UDs

so you (p) broke

so if/so where/so when/so then

experience

~¢vAYDs

so he made them taste/so he made
them experience

~y¥UHs - ~yA¥UHs so your (p) brothers

B¢vAYDs - B¢vYDs so he made it taste/so he made it
experience

A¥ZyYBs

~yA¥UHs - ~y¥UHs so your (p) brothers
A¥{UXÓDs

so they were made to enter

A¥{UXBs

so enter (p)

B¡¥{UXBs

so enter it (p)

§{UXBs

so enter (s/f)

~KCZAXBs - ~KZXBs so you (p) engaged in pushing and
disputing/(accusations amongst
yourselves)/so you (p) pushed
away/so you drove away/so you

so mention/so remember/so recite/
so praise/so glorify (p)

§¥ZyYBs

so mention me/so remember me/so
recite me/so praise me/so glorify
me

á
Ä YÚ DÒsÒ

so -- announced/so -- made known/
so he announced/so he made
known/so he informed

á
Æ YÊ DÔ sÒ

so permit/so allow

A¥ÒYDÔ s

so be announced to/so be made

K
knowing/so be informed

J¡YBs

A¥{ÄaZÒDsÒ

so go/so go away/so take away

BI¡YBs

§¥{aZDs - á¥{aZDs so send me

so you (b) go/so you go away/so

hZBs

old aged animal

BoZs - BoZBs

empty

JoZBs

so wish/so desire

á¡¥vØZBs

separate from them (f)

¤AZDs - ¤ZDs

so he showed him/so he made him

you take away

B}¡¥YB®s - B}¡¥YFs so harm them (b)
ZBs

boiled over/gushed

XAZDs

so he wanted/so he willed/so he
intended

A¥XAZDs
¤ZDs - ¤AZDs

understand

so they wanted/so they willed/so
they intended

§¥I¡ZBs - á
Ø ¥I¡ZBs so be awed of me/so be
terrified of me/so be monkish of
me/so be monastic of me

so he showed him/so he made him
understand

XKZBs

so he returned

AXKZBs

so they (b) returned

JwKZBs

so observe/so expect/so lie in wait

~¢IwKZBs

so observe them/so expect them/so
watch them

mOZBs

so return

BlOZBs

so return us

A¥lOZBs

so you (p) return/so return (p)

LXZDs

so I wanted/so I willed/so I

á
Ø ¥I¡ZBs - §¥I¡ZBs so be awed of me/so be
terrified of me/so be monkish of
me/so be monastic of me

á¦¡Zs - á¦¡ZBs actively/discontentedly/skillfully/
cleverly/beautifully (p)

§¥ZDs

so we wanted/so we willed/so we

`Bs

won/succeeded/triumphed/was
saved

¤Z`B®s - ¤Z`Fs so it surrounded and strengthened
it

B}¢{`Ds

intended

¤BXZDs - £XZDs

so you (p) show me/so you make
me understand/so show me/so
make me understand (p)

intended

BXZDs

so they sent

so he made them (b) slip/so he
made them fall/so he made them
sin

so we wanted him/so we willed
him/so we intended him

|®as - |®aBs

~¡¥v`ZBs

so provide for them

£{®as - £{®aBs so ask him/so question him

|Æ a
Ê ZDs

so send

A¥{®as - A¥{®aBs so you (p) ask/so you question/so

|Ä a
Ä ZÒDs

so he sent

B{aZDs

so we sent

£{aZDs

so send him

so ask/so question

ask (p)/so question

~¡¥{®as - ~¡¥{®aBs so you (p) ask them/so you
question them

á¡¥{®as - á¡¥{®aBs so you (p) ask them (f)/so you

K
question them

z¥YDKaBs - z¥Y®KaBs so they asked for permission
from you (s/m)/so they asked for
pardon from you

z¥Y®KaBs - z¥YDKaBs so they asked for permission
from you (s/m)/so they asked for
pardon from you

A¥}BwKaBs - A¥}wKaBs so they became straight/so they
became direct

B}¦wKaBs

so be straight/so be direct (b)

A¥}¦wKaBs

so be straight/so be direct (p)

A¥ZIyKaBs

so they became arrogant

~KlK}KaBs

so you (p) lived long/so you

A¥ZcIKaBs

so be announced good news to (p)

A¥wÄIKÒ aBs

so they raced/so they surpassed/so

A¥lK}KaBs

so they lived long/so they enjoyed

they preceded

za}KaBs

so you (s/m) hold fast/so you

A¥wØIKÒ aBs

enjoyed

so you (p) race/so you surpass/so

grasp/so you cling to/so you
seize/so hold fast/so grasp/so cling
to/so seize

you precede

~KIOKaBs

so you (p) answered/so you replied

BIOKaBs

so we answered/so we replied

uUKaBs

so he took -- lightly/so he
misled/so he fooled

A¥X¢cKaBs

so call a witness (p)

YlKaBs

so seek protection (s/m)

~elKaBs

so he protected (himself) from evil/
so he sheltered (himself) from evil/
so he held fast/so he prevented
(himself) from evil

£MBpKaBs - £MpKaBs so -- seeked him for help/so --

m}KaBs

so hear/so listen

A¥l}KaBs

so hear/so listen (p)

¨¥KaBs

so he straightened/so he levelled/so
it straightened/so it levelled

XOaBs

on the ground with humbleness and
humility)

A¥XOaBs

so you (p) prostrate

B¡ZaDs

so he kept it secret

xaBs

a debaucher/a dissoluter/a
disobeyer of God's orders i.e)
corruption, seduction, leading
away from God's orders

asked him for help

A¥ZtpKaBs

so they asked for forgiveness

j{pKaBs

so it hardened/so it strengthened/so
it thickened/so it roughened

~¢KtKaBs

~wKaBs

BwaBs

so be straight/so be direct (s/m)

A¥wKaBs - A¥}BwKaBs so they became straight/so they
became direct

debaucher/dissoluter/disobeyer of
God's orders i.e) corruption,
seduction, leading away from
God's orders

so you (s/m) ask --'s opinion/so
you take --'s decision/so you take
--'s solution

so prostrate (bow with the forehead

iwaBs

so drop/so make to fall

á¦was - á¦waBs debauchers/dissoluters/disobeyers
of God's orders i.e.) corrupting,
seducing, leading away from virtue

K
(p)

¤¥}y¦waDs - ¤¥}yB¦waDs so we gave it to you
(p) to drink/so we made you drink
it

¤¥}yB¦waDs - ¤¥}y¦waDs so we gave it to you

marked it

~¢IBeDs

marked them

SIeDs

LRIeDs

it/so we tranquilled it/so we settled
it

¤ByaDs - £yaDs so we resided it/so we inhabited
it/so we tranquililled it/so we
settled it

z{aBs

A¥l}aBs

~KRIeDs
A¥RIeDs

so they became/so they became in
the morning

ZIeBs

so hear/so listen/so obey (p)

A¥ZIeBs

á¥l}aBs - §¥l}aBs so hear me (s/m)/so listen

so you (p) became/so you became
in the morning

you pass/so you thread/so enter/so
follow/so pass/so thread

me

so she became/so she became in
the morning/so it became/so it
became in the morning

so you (s/m) enter/so you follow/so

§¥l}aBs - á¥l}aBs so hear me (s/m)/so listen (to)

so -- became/so -- became in the
morning/so it became/so it became
in the morning/so he became/so he
became in the morning

(p) to drink/so we made you drink
it

£yaDs - ¤ByaDs so we resided it/so we inhabited

so struck them/so hit them/so

so you (s/m) be patient/so be
patient
so you (p) be patient/so be patient

JReDs - JBReDs so owners/so company/so friends
JBReDs - JReDs so owners/so company/so friends

(to) me

nXeBs

so uncover/so declare openly

LZBcDs

so she pointed/so she indicated

xÊXe
Ì DÒs

so I will give charity

A¥XÄ¢c
Æ Bs

so witness/so testify

A¥XBieBs

so you (p) hunt/so you fish/so

A¥XØ¢c
Æ DÒs

so call a witness (p)

~yIBeDs

so it struck you (p)/so it hit you/so
it marked you/so he struck you/so
he hit you/so he marked you

~yKIeDs - ~yKIBeDs so struck you (p)/so hit you/so
marked you

~yKIBeDs - ~yKIeDs so struck you (p)/so hit you/so
marked you

£IBeDs

so it struck it/so it hit it/so it
marked it

B¢IBeDs

so it struck it/so it hit it/so it

hunt/so fish (p)

SteBs

so you (s/m) forgive/so you
pardon/so turn away/so
disregard/so forgive/so pardon

S{eDs

so he corrected/so he repaired/so
he reconcilliated

A¥R{eBs

so you (p) correct/so you repair/so
you reconcilliate

~¢}eDs

so he made them deaf (not hearing)

JZgBs

so strike/so beat/so move/so
migrate/so palpitate/so fire at/so

K
sting/so incline to/so reside/so
knock/so blow/so ring/so siege/so

A¥{`KkBs

you isolate yourselves/so you set
aside yourselves/so you remove
yourselves/so you dismiss
yourselves/so you withdraw
yourselves

erect/so impose ... (refer to J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )

A¥IZgBs

so strike/so beat/so move/so knock/
so blow/so ring/so sharpen/so mix/
so stamp/so push/so give/so
migrate/so palpitate/so fire at/so
sting/so incline to ... (p) (refer to

§¥{`KkBs - á¥{`KkBs so separate yourselves from
me/so isolate yourselves from
me/so set aside yourselves from
me/so remove yourselves from
me/so dismiss yourselves from
me/so withdraw yourselves from
me

J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )
B¥{gDs

so they misguided us

¤¥kBiDs

so they obeyed him

ZiBs

creator/bringer to being/originator

~BliHs

so feeding

m{iDs

so I look/so I see

m{iBs

so he looked/so he saw

A¥Z¢ÚiBs

so be purified/so be cleaned/so be

so you (p) separate yourselves/so

á¥{`KkBs - §¥{`KkBs so separate yourselves from
me/so isolate yourselves from
me/so set aside yourselves from
me/so remove yourselves from
me/so dismiss yourselves from
me/so withdraw yourselves from
me

washed mentally and physically (p)

XIkBs

so worship

¤¥{KkBs

so pull or drag him violently (p)

§XIkBs

so worship me

A¥{XkBs

so be just/so be equitable (p)

¤XIkBs

so worship him

~¢IYkDs

so I torture them

A¥XIkBs

so worship (p)

hØZk
Æ Ds

so you (s/m) object/so you

§¥XIkBs - á
Ø ¥XIkBs so worship me
á
Ø ¥XIkBs - §¥XIkBs so worship me
¤¥XIkBs

so worship him

A¥ZIKkBs

so be warned/so be cautioned (p)

A¥XKkBs

so transgress/so violate/so
break/(so revenge) (p)

BsZKkBs
A¥sZKkBs

oppose/so you turn away

h
Ä ZÄ k
Æ Ds

so he objected/so he opposed/so he
turned away/so -- objected/so -opposed/so -- turned away

A¥gÄZkDs

so they opposed/so they objected/
so they turned away

A¥gØZkDs

so you (p) oppose/so you object/so
you turn away

so we confessed/so we
acknowledge

ukBs

so forgive/so pardon (s/m)

so they confessed/so they

A¥tkBs

so forgive/so pardon (p)

acknowledged

~¢IwkDs

so -- followed them/so --

K
succeeded them

|kBs

making/doing

~{kBs

so know (s/m)

A¥}{kBs

so know (p)

so we failed you/so we enticed
you/so we lured you/so we seduced
you

~yB¦¥oDs - ~y¦¥oDs so we misguided you (p)/
so we failed you/so we enticed
you/so we lured you/so we seduced
you

á¥{ls - á¥{kBs making/doing (p)
á¦{ls - á¦{kBs

making/doing (p)

|}kBs

so make/so do/so work

§¥¦kDs

so you (p) help me/so you support
me/so you assist me

£vZoDs - ¤BvZoDs so we drowned him/so we sunk
him

~¢vZoBs - ~¡BvZoDs so we drowned them/so we
sunk them

¤BvZoDs - £vZoDs so we drowned him/so we sunk
him

~¢vZoDs - ~¢vZoDs so we drowned them/so we
sunk them

B¦ZoDs

so we urged/so we attracted/so we
excited to stir up

A¥{aoBs

so wash with water/so purify with
water and remove dirt (p)

~¢¦coDs - ~¡B¦coDs so we covered them/so we
darkened them/so we made them
unconscious/so we afflicted them/
so we came upon them

~¡B¦coDs - ~¢¦coDs so we covered them/so we
darkened them/so we made them
unconscious/so we afflicted them/
so we came upon them

SKsBs

so you (s/m) judge/so you open/so
you teach and inform/so you
defeat/so you disclose

xZsBs

so separate

A¥RasBs

so widen/so make space (p)

A¥{lsBs

so make/so do (p)

`¥sDs

so I win/so I succeed/so I
triumph/so I be saved

£}BvDs

so he raised it/so he rose it/so he
kept it/so he took care of it

¤ZIvDs

so he caused him to be burried in a
grave/so he made a grave for him

|IvDs

so he approached/so he came/so -approached/so -- came

L{IvDs

so she approached/so she came

A¥{IvDs

so they approached/so they came to

A¥{KvBs

so you (p) fight/so you kill/so
fight/so kill

£¦sYvBs

so throw him/so hurl him

A¥»ZvBs - A¥ZvBs so read (p)
©ZvBs

a disaster/a calamity

A¥ZvBs - A¥»ZvBs so read (p)

ZtoBs

so forgive

so narrarate/so relay/so inform

§oDs

fevBs

so he enriched/so he satisfied/so he

hvBs

so pass judgment/so order/so

sufficed

~y¦¥oDs - ~yB¦¥oDs so we misguided you (p)/

execute/so carry out/so
accomplish/so destroy/so end

K
A¥livBs

so you (p) cut off/so you cut to
pieces/so you separate/so you
sever/so you amputate

mvBs
A¥XlvBs

so you (p) sit/so you remain

~vDs

so stand/so keep up/so start/so call
for/so take care of

A¥}¦vDs

so you (s/m) started/so you kept

£}wK{Bs

so -- swallowd him/so -swallowed him quickly

§wK{Bs

so he received/so he met/so he
found/so it received/so it met/so it
found/so -- received/so -- met/so -found

LB¦{BK{Bs - L¦{K{Bs so the reading/so the reciting/so
the following (p/f)

up/so you stood/so you called
for/so you took care of

A¥a}K{Bs

so stand/so keep up/so start/so call

L¦ZO{Bs - LB¦ZBO{Bs so the flowing/so the running/so

for/so take care of

BIKyBs

so -- unintentionally found and
picked him up

clear/pure/bright colour/pure bright
yellow

L}vDs

£iwK{Bs

the passing/so the orbitting/so the
ships/so the suns/so the stars

so write us/so dictate us/so order
us/so decree us

¤¥IKyBs

so write it (p)

L
Ä ZMyDs

so you (s/m) increased

A¥ZMyDs

so they increased (so they made

so feel/so seek (p)

LB¦ZBO{Bs - L¦ZO{Bs so the flowing/so the running/so
the passing/so the orbitting/so the
ships/so the suns/so the stars

L{}R{Bs - L½}BR{Bs so the clouds carrying rain/so
the carryers/so the loaders/so the
lifters/ so the burdeneres/so the
endurers (p/f)

too much)

£}ZyDs

so he honoured him

½yDs

so they (b) ate

~yR{Bs

£{yDs

so it ate him/so -- ate him

L½}BR{Bs - L{}R{Bs so the clouds carrying rain/so

ª¢yBs

fruits

the carryers/so the loaders/so the
lifters/so the burdeneres/so the
endurers (p/f)

á¥¢ys - á¥¢yBs enjoying/joyful/humorous/(eating
fruit) (p)

á¦¢ys - á¦¢yBs enjoying/joyful/humorous/(eating
fruit) (p)

áÀBs - á®{Bs

so now

á®{Bs - áÀBs

so now

~y¢{Hs - ~y¡¼Hs so your (p) God
L¦{K{Bs - LB¦{BK{Bs so the reading/so the reciting/so
the following (p/f)

so the judgement/so the rule

á¦Y{Bs

so those who

LZO`{Bs - LAZOA`{Bs so the preventing/so the
deterring/so the driving away/so
the ousting (p/f)

LAZOA`{Bs - LZO`{Bs so the preventing/so the
deterring/so the driving away/so
the ousting (p/f)

LwIa{Bs - LBwIBa{Bs so the racing/so the surpassing/
so the preceding (p/f)

K
LBwIBa{Bs - LwIa{Bs so the racing/so the
surpassing/so the preceding (p/f)

LR{e{Bs - LBR{Be{Bs so the correct females/so the

§Òw{Ds

so he threw away/so he threw

§
Ä wÊ {ÓDs

so were thrown/so were thrown
away/so they were thrown/so they
were thrown away

righteous females

LBR{Be{Bs - LR{e{Bs so the correct females/so the

¤B¦w{Ds

righteous females

Ltel{Bs - LBteBl{Bs so the stormy winds/so the
violent winds/so the turbulent
winds

LBteBl{Bs - Ltel{Bs so the stormy winds/so the
violent winds/so the turbulent
winds

u{Ds

so he united/so he joined/so he
made friendship/so he put love/so
he made familliarity/so he made
association

LvZt{Bs - LBvZBt{Bs so the separators of right and
wrong (p/f)/so the separated
clouds/so the female camel in
labour

LBvZBt{Bs - LvZt{Bs so the separators of right and
wrong (p/f)/so the separated
clouds/so the female camel in
labour

x{Bs

splitter/cracker/cleaver/bringer of
day break/creator

B¢w{Bs - B¡Bw{Ds

so he threw it away/so he threw her
away

£w{Ds

so throw it/so throw it away

B¡Bw{Ds - B¢w{Ds so he threw it away/so he threw
her away

A¥Ów{Ô DÒs

so throw

AÆ¥wÒ {Ô ÄÓDs

so they threw/so they threw away

¤¥w{Ds

so throw it/so throw him

so you (b) throw him/so you throw
him away

£¦w{Ds

so throw him/so throw him away/
so throw it away (f)

£{{Bs

so God

~{ áHs - ~{Hs

so if -- do not/so then -- do not

LZIX}Bs - LAZIX}{Bs so the regulators/so the
arrangers/so the planners

LAZIX}{Bs - LZIX}{Bs so the regulators/so the
arrangers/so the planners

LZ¦p}{Bs - LAZ¦p}{Bs so the raiders/so the fast
attacking horses

LAZ¦p}{Bs - LZ¦p}{Bs so the raiders/so the fast
attacking horses

L}aw}{Bs - LB}aw}{Bs so the apportioners/so the
dividers/so the distributers

LB}aw}{Bs - L}aw}{Bs so the apportioners/so the
dividers/so the distributers

L¦w{}{Bs - LB¦w{}{Bs so the throwing/so the
throwing away (f)

©B¦w{}{Bs - L¦{w}{Bs so the throwing/so the
throwing away (f)

L¦Z¥}{Bs - LB¦Z¥}{Bs so the strikers/so the igniters
(of fire) (f)/so the agitators/so the
troublers/so the movers from side
to side quickly/so the swayers

LB¦Z¥}{Bs - L¦Z}{Bs so the strikers/so the igniters
(of fire) (f)/so the agitators/so the
troublers/so the movers from side
to side quickly/so the swayers

K
ZB{Bs
~y¡¼Hs - ~y¢{Hs
B¢}¢{Ds

so the fire/could be Hell/so the

£}Ds

so his mother/so his origin

mark/so the opinion

á}B®s - á}Fs

so believed

B}B®s - B}Fs

so we believed

so your (p) God
so he put inside it/so he implanted
in it/so he made inborn in it/so he
inspired in it/so he transmitted into
it/so he made for it its instinct

L}B®s - L}Fs so -- believed (f)
á}Bs

so bless/(so do kind acts)

A¥}B®s - A¥}Fs so they believed/so believed

~¥¦{Bs

so the day/so today

B}Hs

so when/so either/so or

á
Æ HØsÒ

so if

B}Ds

so but/so as for/so as to

á
Ì HØsÒ

so then/so that (prep.)

£KB}Ds

so he made him die

áBs

vanishing/being destroyed/

á¡¥RK}Bs

so test them (f)/so examine

them/so

£lK}Ds
zBa}Hs

(p)

perishing

BHs

so we are/so we

so I give him long life/so I make

~y®IDs

so I inform you (p)

him enjoy

BKIDs

so we sprouted/so we grew

so holding/so grasping/so clinging/

LaOIBs

so it flowed/so it gushed/so it

check them (p)

so seizing/so refraining

A¥Ra}Bs

so rub/so wipe/so pet

á¡¥ya}Bs

so hold them (f)/so grasp them/so

sprouted

YIBs

so you (s/m) disregard/so you
reject/so you cast off/so you throw
away

seize them

A¥c}Bs

so you (p) walk/so walk

L
Ä Ds

so you (s/m)/so you are

ZÊi}Æ DÒs

so you (s/m) rain

L
Ê Ds

so you (s/f)/so you are

áy}Ds

so he gave others high position

LYIKBs

so she distantly isolated herself/so

(over them)/so he gave others
strength (over them)/so he gave
others security (over them)/so he
gave others affirmation (over
them)/so he gave others mastery
(over them)/so he gave others
power (over them)/so he gave
others establishment (over them)

L¦{}Ds

she isolated herself aside

A¥ZcKBs

so spread/so spread out/so extend
(p)

ZÊeKÒ Ô Bs

so give (me) vicotry/so give (me)
aid

A¥ZjKBs

so wait/so look/so see/so watch/so
expect (p)

so I extended -- in time/so I

B}wKBs

so we revenged/so we punished

extended -- in life/so I extended -in enjoyment/so I delayed

~KDs

so you (p)/so you are/so you were

K
A¥¢KBs

so end/so terminate/so stop (p)

§¢KBs

so he ended/so he terminated/so he

BDcDs

we started/so we brought up/so we
developed/so we rose/so we
formed

stopped

£ODs - ¤BODs

so he saved him/so he rescued
him

¤BODs - £ODs

BZcDs

him

A¥`cBs

rescued you

£¦ODs - ¤B¦ODs so we saved him/so we
rescued him

~¢¦ODs - ~¡B¦ODs so we saved them/so
we rescued them

~yB¦ODs - ~y¦ODs so we saved you (p)/so we
rescued you

¤B¦ODs - £¦ODs so we saved him/so we
rescued him

ZYDs

so warn/so give notice

~yKZYDs

so I warned you (p)/so I gave you
notice

|`Ds

so he descended

B{`Ds

so we descended

JÄeBs

work hard/so fatigue

BZeBs

so give us victory/so give us aid

Bw{iBs

so they (b) left/so they went/so
they set out

A¥w{iBs

V{aBs

ZjBs

¤BaDs - £aDs so he made him forget
~¡BaDs - ~¢aDs so he made them forget

so look/so see/so watch/so wonder
about/so perceive/so consider
about/so wait for

A¥ZjBs

so look/so see/so watch/so wonder
about/so think about/so perceive/so
consider/so wait (p)

§ZjBs

so give me time/so wait for me/so
delay me

¨ZjBs

so look/so see/so watch/so wonder
about/so perceive/so think about/so
consider/so wait (s/f)

LZOtBs

so -- bursted/so -- flowed/so -overflowed

so he skinned of/so he uncovered/
so he peeled off/so he pulled off/so
he ended/so he passed/so he
replaced/so he detached/so he
separated/so he broke away

so they left/so they went/so they
set out

£aDs - ¤BaDs so he made him forget
~¢aDs - ~¡BaDs so he made them forget

so rise from your (p) place/so get
up from you place

~¡B¦ODs - ~¢¦ODs so we saved them/so
we rescued them

so we revived/so we resurrected/so
we spread/so we spread out/so we
extended/so we unfolded/so we
publicized

so he saved him/so he rescued

~y¦ODs - ~yB¦ODs so we saved you (p)/so we

so we created/so we originated/so

VtBs

so I blow

A¥YtBs

so penetrate/so pierce/so break
through/so pass through (p)

A¥ZtBs

so you (p) rush/so you hasten/so
you go forth/so you go away

K
A¥wtDs

so spend (p)

x{tBs

so it broke in half/so it split
open/so it cracked

~yYwDs

so he rescued you (p)/so he saved

~¢y{¡Ds - ~¡By{¡Ds so we perished them/so
we made them die/so we destroyed
them

~¡By{¡Ds - ~¢y{¡Ds so we perished them/so
we made them die/so we destroyed
them

you (p)

A¥I{wBs

so they turned/so they returned/so
they turned around/so they turned
over

zHs

so that you (s/m) are/so that you
(s/m)

A¥yÊ{¡Æ DÓs

so they were perished/so they were
made to die/so they were destroyed

A¥Å¥DÔ s - A¥Ds

so you (p) take shelter/so
you retire to/so you take refuge

A¥RyBs

so you (p) marry

¨Z¥Ds - ¨ZA¥Ds so I hide/so I conceal

á¡¥RyBs

so you (p) marry them (f)

~y¥B®s - ~yA¥B®s - ~yA¥Fs so he sheltered you (p)/so

~yHs

so that you (p) are/so you truly are

B}Hs

so but (prep.)

£Hs

so that he truly is/so that it truly is

B¢Hs

so that it truly is/so that she truly

he gave you refuge

is/so that it truly/so that she truly

ZB¢Bs

so it collapsed/so it fell down

~¢Hs

so then they are/so they truly are

§Hs

so that I/I/I am/that I am

§ÚDs

so how/so where/so when

¤Bs

his mouth

iI¡Bs

so drop/so fall/so descend/so
enter/so reduce/so decline

ZO¡Bs

so -- felt inner horror/so -- felt
inner fear

§R¥Ds

so he inspired/so he transmitted/so
he revealed/so he signalled

B¦R¥Ds

so we inspired/so we
transmitted/so we revealed/so we
signalled

~¡XZ¥Ds

so he made them near/so he made
them approach/so he made them
come/so he made them arrive/so he
made them reach

¨ZAÄ¥DÓs - ¨Z¥Ds so I hide/so I conceal
§k¥Ds

so he gathered and protected/so he
comprehended/so he perceived/so
he understood/so he accepted

so desert/so abandon/so forsake/so
leave/so distance

u
Ê ¥Æ Ds

so fulfill/so complete

A¥s¥Ds

so fulfill/so complete (p)

it wasted it

Xv¥Ds

so ignite/so lite/so kindle

so we perished/so made die/so we

z®{¥Ds - z®¼¥Ds so those/so these/so those are/so

~¡¥X¡Bs

so guide them

£Ky{¡Ds

so it perished it/so it destroyed it/so

By{¡Ds

bO¥Ds

destroyed

these are

K
z®¼¥Ds - z®{¥Ds so those/so these/so those are/so

¤CZIs

these are

§Ò{¥Æ DÒs

so a warning/so a threat/so woe

him

ZcIs

i.e.) "Hell to you"

A¥Ds - A¥Å¥DÔ s

so you (p) take shelter/so
so he sheltered (you)

¥Bs - AÅ»BÒs

they returned/they returned what
was previously taken by force

so announced good news/so
announce good news

¤BZcIs

you retire to/so you take refuge

¨¥B®s - ¨¥Fs

so he acquitted him/so he cured

so we announced good news to
him

B¢ZcIs - B¡BZcIs so we announced good news to
her

B¡BZcIs - B¢ZcIs so we announced good news to
her

¨Ds

so which

§¦Hs - ¨B¦Hs

so (only) me

¤ZcIs

so announce good news to him

BX¦Ds

so we supported

~¡ZcIs

so announce good news to them

áÆ¦DÒs

so where

LZeIs

so she saw/so she looked/so she

B}¦Ds

so wherever

so your (s/m) eye sight

¨B¦Hs - §¦Hs

zZeIs

so (only) me

so with injustice/so with

b®Is

~{jIs

so how bad/so what bad

A¥BIs - ¥BIs

so they resided/so they settled/so

NlIs

so he sent

they returned

AXlIs

so a destruction/so a death/so a

knew/so she watched

áYHIs

so with permission/so with pardon

A¥BIs - A»BIs

so they resided/so they settled/so

oppression

curse

zK`lIs

they returned

¨DIs

so with which

á¢l¦BIs

so pledge to them (f)/so promise

so with your (s/m) glory/so with
your might/so with your power/so
with your dignity/so with your
honour

§pIs

so he oppressed/so he transgressed

áp{Is

so they (f) reached

so he started/so he began/so he

B}Is - ~Is

so with what/so because (of)

created/so he initiated

so with what/so because (of)

LXIs

~Is - B}Is

so -- appeared

so -- was astonished/so -- was

|XIs

L¢Is

so -- exchanged/so -- replaced/so --

them/so contract to them/so swear
to them (f) loyalty

CXIs

substituted/so -- changed

z{YIs

so with that

confused/so -- was shocked/so -was silenced/so -- paled

~¡X¢Is - ~¡AX¢Is so with their guideness

K
~¡AX¢Is - ~¡X¢Is so with their guideness

A¥RKs

they opened

£¦{k JBKs - JBKs so forgave (on him)/so he forgave

LIUKs

so -- become humble/so -- become

(on him)

tranquil/so -- become secure/so -become safe

á¥KDKs

so you (p) come

~¢¦KDKs

so comes to them/so brings to them

¤¥OZUKs

so you (p) bring it out

|yDKs

so she eats/so it eats/so -- eat

§cUKs

so you (s/m) fear

B¢Ks - B¡BKs

her youth/her adolescent/her

£tiUKs

so -- snatches him/so -- snatches

slave/her servant

it/so -- snatch him/so -- snatch it

zZBIKs

so blessed

§{XKs

so he lowered/so he dropped

~Ä a
Ì IÄ KÒ sÒ

so he smiled

B¡¥ZYKs

so you (p) leave her/so you leave it

~¢K¢IKs

so it amazes them/so it surprises

ZyYÓKsÒ

so she reminds

them

¤ZKs - ¤AZKs

so you (s/m) see him/so you

A¥¦IKs

explanation (p)

Z¦MKs

A¥eIZKs
©ZKs

an intermission

¨XZKs

so you (s/m) fall/so you be

he opened/he taught and informed/

destroyed/so you ruin/so you
perish

he eased/he disclosed/he judged

S
Æ KÔ sÒ

an opening/a victory/teaching and

so you (p) wait/so you remain/so
you stop/so wait/so remain/so stop

so it plows/so it erupts and
spreads/so it stirs and arises/so it
agitates/so it enrages

SKÒs

understand him

so seek clarification/so seek

§gZKs

information/disclosure

so you (s/m) accept/so you
approve/so you be satisfied

BRKs

an opening/a victory

£yZKs

so it left it

LRKÒs

taught and informed/defeated/

¤AZKs - ¤ZKs

so you (s/m) see him/so you

disclosed/judged

understand him

LÄRKÊ sÓ

was opened/were opened/opened

¨ZKs

so you (s/m) see/so you understand

Z¦ZRKs

so freeing/so liberating

|Ø`KÒ sÒ

so it slips/so it falls/so it sins/so --

A¥aaRKs

so you (p) feel/so you seek
information/so feel (p)/so seek
information

BRKs

we opened/we taught and
informed/we eased/we disclosed/
we judged

slips/so -- falls/so -- sins

á¥I¦OKaKs

so you (p) answer/so you reply

£IcKs - £IBcKs so it looked alike/so it resembled/
so it became similar

£IBcKs - £IcKs so it looked alike/so it resembled/
so it became similar

K
§wcKs
SIeKs
A¥RIeKs

be unhappy

|ÐIwÓ KÒ sÒ

was accepted

so it becomes/so it becomes in the

|ÌIwÒ KÒ sÒ

so accept

morning

B¢Ò{IÌ wÒ KÒ sÒ

so he accepted her

so you (p) become/so you become

A¥liwKs

so they cut off/so they cut to

in the morning

~yI¦eKs

|¥BiKs

so -- lengthened

~¡XÅZiÔ KÒ sÒ

so you (s/m) expell them/so you
drive them away/so you force them
out
so he stood on his toes and
extended his hands to take --/so he
was handed over/so he took and
gave (in conversation)

§{lKs - §{BlKs

pieces/so they separated/so they
severed

so strikes you (p)/so hits you/so
marks you/so -- strikes you/so -hits you/so -- marks you

§iBlKs

cowardly/so you become careless

so you (s/m) be miserable/so you

so high, mighty, exalted and
dignified/so heightened/so elevated

XlwKs

so you (s/m) sit/so you remain

á¥ZtyKs

so you (p) disbelieve

áyKs

so was/so be/so to be/so were

á¥yKs

so you (s/m) be/so you will be/so it
be/so it will be

B¥yKs

so you (b) become/so you be/so
you will be

á¥¥yKs

so you (p) be/so you become

¨Ø¥yÓKsÒ

so their -- will be burned by an
iron

§Òw{Ô KÓ sÒ

so you (s/m) will be thrown/so you

á¦{BlKs

so come (p/f)

B¢¥sZlKs

so you (p) know it/so you know her

§Úw{ÒKÒ sÒ

so he received

BalKs

so destruction/so evil/so harm/so

z{Ks

so that/so that is/so those are

~Ks

so completed

dignified/so heightened/so elevated

A¥ZB}Ks

so they argued/so they discussed

so you (s/m) cause -- to flow/so

A¥lK}Ks

so live long/so enjoy (p)

you cause -- to overflow/so you
cause -- to burst

|M}Ks

so he resembled/so he simulated/so

xZtÓKsÒ

so it separates

~yaa}Ks

so -- touches you (p)

½ctKs

so you (b) weaken and become

z
Äa
Í }Ä KÒ sÒ

so -- touches you (p)

cowardly/so you become careless/
so you become falling

A¥}Ks

so you (p) wish/so you desire/so

misery

§{BlKs - §{lKs
ZÐOtÒ KÓ sÒ

A¥{ctKs

so high, mighty, exalted and

so you (p) fail/so you become
weakened/so you become

will be thrown away

he looked alike/so he represented

wish/so desire (p)

BÚKs

we tested/we charmed/we

K
misguided/we seduced/we
scandalized/we infatuated/we
allured/we misled/we betrayed/we
tortured

A¥XBKs

~KÔKÒ sÒ

misguided/you seduced/you
scandalized/you infatuated/you
allured/you misled/you betrayed/
you tortured

so they called eachother

A¥k`Ks - A¥k`BKs so they disputed/so they

~KÔKÊ sÓ

quarelled/so they argued

zKs - zBKs

£Ks - ¤BKs

~¢®IKs

so you (s/m) inform them

ªKs

test/charm/misguidance/seduction/
scandal/infatuation/allurement/
misleading/betrayal/telling false
tales/torture/a test/a charm/a
misguidance/a seduction/a
scandal/an infatuation/an
allurement/a betrayal

z
Ä KÓ Ò KÔ sÊ

your (s/m) test/your charm/your
misguidance/your seduction/your
scandal/your infatuation/your
allurement/your misleading/your
betrayal/your telling false tales

~yÒKÒ KÔ sÊ

£KKs

your (p) test/your charm/your
misguidance/your seduction/your
scandal/your infatuation/your
allurement/your misleading/your
betrayal/your telling false tales/
your torture

testing him/charming him/
misguiding him/seducing him/
scandalizing him/infatuating him/
alluring him/misleading him/
betraying him/telling him false
tales/torturing him

we tested him/we charmed him/we
misguided him/we seduced him/we
scandalized him/we infatuated
him/we allured him/we misled
him/we tortured him

you (p) were tested/you were
charmed/you were misuided/you
were seduced/you were
scandalized/you were infatuated/
you were allured/you were misled/
you were betrayed/you were told
false tales/you were tortured

we tested you (s/m)/we charmed
you/we misguided/we seduced
you/we scandalized you/we
infatuated you/we allured you/we
misled you/we betrayed you/we
tortured you

you (p) tested/you charmed/you

~¢KKs

their test/their charm/their
misguidance/their seduction/their
scandal/their infatuation/their
allure/their misleading/their
betrayal/their telling false tales/
their toruture

A¥k`BKs - A¥k`Ks so they (p) disputed/so they
quarelled/so they argued

VtÓKsÒ

so you (s/m) blow

£ltKs

so -- benefits him/so -- becomes
useful to him

A¥I{wKs

so you (p) turn/so you return/so
you turn around/so you turn over

zBÚKÒ sÒ - zKs

we tested you (s/m)/we
charmed you/we misguided you/we
seduced you/we scandalized you/
we infatuated you/we allured you/
we misled you/we betrayed you/we
tortured you

K
¤BÚKÒ sÒ - £Ks

we tested him/we
charmed him/we misguided him/
we seduced him/we scandalized
him/we infatuated him/we allured
him/we misled him/we betrayed
him/we tortured him

A¥ÒKsÒ

they tested/they charmed/they
misguided/they seduced/they
scandalized/they infatuated/they
allured/they misled/they betrayed/
they tortured

A¥ÊKsÓ

they were tested/they were
charmed/they were misguided/they
were seduced/they were
scandalized/they were infatuated/
they were allured/they were
misled/they were betrayed/they
were tortured

B¡BKs - B¢Ks

§
Ç Ks

between puberty and adulthood)/a
slave/a servant

~yK¦Ks - ~yKB¦Ks your (p) young women/your
adolescents (p/f)

áB¦Ks

A¥ZOB¢ÓKsÒ

so you (p) emigrate

XÌO¢Ä KÒ sÒ

so wake up/so wake up and pray/so

two youths/two adolescents/two
slaves/two servants

ª¦Ks

youths/adolescents/slaves/servants

~yKB¦Ks - ~yK¦Ks your (p) young women/your
adolescents (p/f)

½¦Ks

a cleft in a seed/a twine/a wick

A¥}}¦Ks

so you (p) wipe your hands and
face with dust (for prayer)

A¥KIMs

so you (p) affirm/so you
encourage/so you be courageous/so
you confirm/so you establish/so
you strengthen

her youth/her adolscent/her
slave/her servant

a youth/an adolescent (aged

~¢iIMs

so he hindered them/so he blocked
them/so he delayed them/so he
slowed them down

sleep

~Ms

so there

A¥I¥Ks

so repent (p)

Ps

wide road between two mountains/

|y¥Ks

so you (s/m) rely/so you depend/so

A¥{y¥Ks

mountain path

you trust in/so you surrender to

BOs

so he came

so you (p) rely/so you depend/so

£KBOs

so she came to them/so it came to
them

you trust in/so you surrender to

|¥Ks

so turn away

B¡BOs

so -- came to it

AÆ¥{Ú¥Ä KÒ sÒ

so they turned away

B¡¥BOs

so they came to her/so they came

§Ú{¥Ä KÒ sÒ

so he turned away/so -- turned

BÕ¥KÓs

to it

away

~¡¥»BOs - ~¡¥BOs so they came to them

testfully/charmfully/misguidingly/

BOBOs

seductively/scandalizingly/
infatuatingly/alluringly

wide roads between two
mountains/wide mountain paths

A¥aBOs

so they went through corrupting/so

K
we created it/so we put it/so we
manipulated it

they went through destroying/(so
they went through raveging)

~¡¥BOs - ~¡¥»BOs so they came to them
LZOs

burst/overflowed

BZOs

we caused to flow/we overflowed/

B¡B{lOs - B¢{lOs so we made it/so we created
it/so we put it/so we manipulated
it/so we made her/so we
created/her/so we put her/so we
manipulated her

we caused to burst

A`Os

so a reward (good or bad)/so a

á¡B{lOs - á¢{lOs so we created them (f)/so we

reimbursement/so a substitution/so
a replacement/so a compensation

¤»A`Os

so his reward (good or bad)/so his

made them/so we put them/so we
manipulated them

£{lOs

reimbursement/so his substitution/
so his replacement/so his
compensation

|lOs

so he made/so he created/so he

so he put him/so he manipulated
him/so he made it/so he created
it/so he put it/so he manipulated it

~¢{lOs

put/so he manipulated

~K{lOs

£{lOs - ¤B{lOs so we made him/so we created
him/so we put him/so we
manipulated him/so we made it/so
we created it/so we put it/so we
manipulated it

B¢{lOs - B¡B{lOs so we made it/so we created
it/so we put it/so we manipulated
it/so we made her/so we created
her/so we put her/so we
manipulated her

~¡B{lOs

so we made them/so we created
them/so we put them/so we
manipulated them

á¢{lOs - á¡B{lOs so we created them (f)/so we
made them/so we put them/so we
manipulated them

¤B{lOs - £{lOs so we made him/so we created
him/so we put him/so we
manipulated him/so we made it/so

so he made them/so he created
them/so he put them/so he
manipulated them

so you (p) made/so you created/so
you put/so you manipulated

so he made him/so he created him/

mÄ }Ä OÄ s

so he gathered/so he collected

mÄ }Ê OÅ s

so -- were gathered/so -- were
collected

~¢l}Os - ~¡Bl}Os so we gathered them/so we
collected them

~¡Bl}Os - ~¢l}Os so we gathered them/so we
collecte them

B¡Z¥Os

its debauchery/its corruption

©¥Os

an open space/an opening between
two things

B¢IaBRs - B¡BIaBRs so we counted (with) it/so we
calculated (with) it

B¡BIaBRs - B¢IaBRs so we counted (with) it/so we
calculated (with) it

xBRs

so surrounded/so encircled/so
deserved/so afflicted/so -- were
surrounded/so -- were deserved/so
-- were afflicted

K
LiIRs

so failed/so wasted/so -- failed/so

zIZ QAZUs - QAZUs so your lord's royalty/so your
lord's retainer/so your lord's
expense/so your lord's tribute/so
your lord's maintenance (fee)/so
your lord's tax/so your lord's duty

-- wasted

NÐXRÄ sÒ

so tell/so inform

£IaRs

so enough for him

ªcRBs - ªcRs enormous deed/atrocious deed/ugly
deed/ugly saying/adultry/
fornication/homosexuality/incest

ZcRs

so he gathered

xRs

so -- deserved/so -- corrected/so
became correct/so became true/so
became real/so became truthful/so
became deserved/so became
dutiful/so became factful/so
became rightful/so became

B}¡BKBUs

in/so we eliminated light/so we
eclipsed/so we made disapper/so
we punctured/so we weakened/so
we humilliated and burdened -- by
hatred

x
Ä {ÒUÄ sÒ

so he created

Bw{Us

so we created

A¥Û{UÄ sÒ

so free

Z¥Us

proud/arrogant

AZ¥Us

proud/arrogant

AXs

ransome/compensation

(peace upon you)

A¥{UXs

so they entered

so they (b/f) betrayed them (b/m)/

BkXs

so he called

so they (b/f) were unfaithful to
them (b/m)

~¡¥kXs

so they called them

BKyXs

so they (b) were hammered down/

so his judgment/so his rule/so its/
so she loaded him/so she burdened

so greet/so say "salamo alaykom"

so take/so receive (s/m)

B¡YUs

so take it/so receive it

¤¥YUs

so take him/so receive him/so
punish him/so take it/so receive
it/so punish it
so take them/so receive them/so
punish them

ZÌ UÄ sÒ

so we sunk down/so we made cave

so succeeded/so followed

YUs

~¡¥YUs

BtaUs

u{Us

him/so she carried him/so she
conceived him/so she was pregnant
(with) him

A¥¦Rs

emerged

so we feared

judgment/so its rule

£K{}Rs

so he got out/so he appeared/so he

B¦cUs

Æ RÄ )
certain... (refer to x
£}yRs

QZUs

so -- fell down

so they were destroyed/so they
were levelled/so they were
flattened/so they were pushed
down/so they were crushed/so they
were pressured

B}¢{Xs - B}¡¼Xs so -- lured them (b)/so -pushed/so -- attracted and lowered
them

K
B}¡¼Xs - B}¢{Xs so -- lured them (b)/so -pushed/so -- attracted and
lowered them

~X}Xs

~y{AYs - ~y{Ys

so this/so this one/so that/so that
one

áy{Ys

so -- became angry/so -- destroyed

so that/so that one/so this/so this
one

B¢Z}Xs - B¡BZ}Xs so we destroyed it

zYs

so those/so these are

~¢Z}Xs - ~¡BZ}Xs so we destroyed them

¥Ys

so of (prep. of ownership)

B¡BZ}Xs - B¢Z}Xs so we destroyed it

A¥v¥Ys

so you (p) taste/so you experience/

~¡BZ}Xs - ~¢Z}Xs so we destroyed them
ªÄ¦XÆ sÊ

a ransome/a compensation/ransom/
compensation

ªÌ¦XÊ sÒ

so a compensation for a murder

so taste/so experience (p)

¤¥v¥Ys

experience it

¤EZs - ¤AZs

we ransomed him/we
substituted him/we ransomed it/we
substituted it

¤B¦Xs - £¦Xs

LvAYs

LAZÓs

very sweet/very fresh

BKAZs

very sweet/very fresh

we ransomed him/we

¨XZs - ¨ÄXAÄZsÒ singularly/one by one

substituted him/we ransomed it/we
substituted it

AZAZs

so she tasted/so she experienced/so

BcZs - BcAZs

spreads/spread/a bed

rAZs

so he conned his way to/so he

it tasted/so it experienced

A¥vAYs

so they tasted/so they experienced

~y{Ys - ~y{AYs

so this/so this one/so that/so that

B¡¥RIYs

so he saw him/so he understood
him/so he saw it/so he understood
it

victim's family

£¦Xs - ¤B¦Xs

so you (p) taste it/so you

escaping/fleeing/running away/
escape/flee

became tricky/so be became
shrewd/(so he became indirect)

one

xAZs

separation

so they slaughtered it/so they cut

¤AZs - ¤EZs

so he saw him/so he understood

its throat

§ZYs

so leave me

~¡ZYs

so leave them

¤¥ZYs

so you (p) leave him/so you leave
it

him/so he saw it/so he understood
it

¤¥CZs

so they saw him/so they
understood him/so they saw it/so
they understood it

B¡¥ZYs

so you (p) leave her/so you leave it

LZs

it escaped/it fled/it ran away

ZyYs

so you (s/m) remind/so remind

NZs

fully and partially digested food in

z{Ys

so that/so this

the tripe/(feces/excrement)

¼BOZs

so walking

K
LOÅZs

opened/split open/widened/gapped

BcAZs - BcZs

due to defect/punctured

mOZs

B¢cZs - B¡BcZs we spread it out

so he returned

A¥lOZs

B¡BcZs - B¢cZs we spread it out

so they returned

hZs

zlOZs - zBlOZs so we returned you (s/m)
zBlOZs - zlOZs so we returned you (s/m)
|OZs

so a man

B¢OZs

her genital parts between her legs

T
Ä ZØ sÒ

became happy/became rejoiced/

they became happy/they became
rejoiced/they became delighted

á¥RZs

á¦RZs

commanded/he specified/he
imposed/he stipulated

~KgZs
BgZs

you (p) specified/you imposed/you

B¢gZs - B¡BgZs we made it a duty/we ordered
it/we commanded it/we specified
it/we imposed it/we stipulated it

B¡BgZs - B¢gZs we made it a duty/we ordered
it/we commanded it/we specified
it/we imposed it/we stipulated it

they are delighted/happy/rejoiced/
delighted (p)

BiZs

they are happy/they are rejoiced/

LiZs

singularly/alone/one

A¥XZs

so they returned

¤¥XZs

so you (p) return it/so you return

neglecting/abusing/wasteful/
hastened/excessive of the limit
I neglected/I abused/I wasted/I
hastened/I exceeded the limit

~KiZs

you (p) neglected/you abused/you
wasted/you hastened/you exceeded
the limit

£XXZs - ¤BXXZs so we returned him
¤BXXZs - £XXZs so we returned him

we made a duty/we ordered/we
commanded/we specified/we
imposed/we stipulated

they are happy/they are rejoiced/

they are delighted/happy/rejoiced/
delighted (p)

AÕXZs

he made a duty/he ordered/he

stipulated

became delighted/happy/rejoiced/
delighted/he became happy/he
became rejoiced/he became
delighted

A¥RZs

spreads/a spread/a bed

BiZs

we neglected/we abused/we
wasted/we hastened/we exceeded
the limit/we neglect/we abuse/we
waste/we hasten/we exceed the
limit

him

¨ÄXAÄZsÒ - ¨XZs

singularly/one by one

B¢kZs

is branch/its top/its highiest

~KZZs

you (p) escaped/you fled/you ran

á¥kZs

Pharaoh/title of ancient Egyptian

away

dÅZsÓ

spreads/beds

BcZs

spreads/beds

kings, which translates to "great
house"/every tyrant and aggressor

BoZBs - BoZs

empty

K
LoZs

you (s/m) finished/you ended/you

áBw¦Zs

two groups/two parties/two flocks

completed

so it increased them

xZs

~¢KXA`s

part/piece

so increased them/so -- increased

BvZs

~¡XA`s

separation/separating

BBvZs

a separator of right and wrong/a

~¡¥XA`s

so they increased them

proof/an evidence/a separation/a
distinction

¤X`s

so you (s/m) increase him/so

LvZs

you (s/m) separated

ªvZs

n
Ä `Ð sÓ

a group/a party/a flock

BvZs

we separated

£vZs - ¤BvZs

we distinguished it

n
Æ `Ä sÒ

fright/terror/panic

¤BvZs - £vZs

we distinguished it

A¥k`s

they were frightened/they were

A¥vZs

they separated

so we separated/so we dispersed

á¡Zs - áB¡Zs

B{¦`s

so a secured pawn

so he decorated/so he beautified

áB¡Zs - á¡Zs

á¦`s

so a secured pawn

A¥¦`s

so they decorated/so they
beautified

openings/open splits/gaps due to

£{®aBs - £{®as so ask him/so question him

their genital parts between their
their (f) genital parts between their
(f) legs

TÆ¥ZÄ sÒ

panic stricken/were awakened in
shock

|®aBs - |®as

legs

á¢O¥Zs

were frightened/were terrified/were

skillfully/cleverly/beautifully
defects/punctures

~¢O¥Zs

inrcrease him

terrified/they were panic stricken

á¦¡ZBs - á¦¡Zs actively/discontentedly/
Q¥Zs

them

so a happiness/so a rest/so a gentle
breeze/so a mercy

B¦Zs

strange and confusing

ªg¦Zs

a religious duty/a divine precept/an
order/a command/a specification/
an imposition/a stipulation

x¦Zs

a group/a party/a flock

Bw¦Zs

a group/a party/a flock

so ask/so question

A¥{®aBs - A¥{®as so you (p) ask/so you question/so
ask/so question (p)

~¡¥{®aBs - ~¡¥{®as so you (p) ask them/so you
question them

á¡¥{®aBs - á¡¥{®as so you (p) ask them (f)/so you
question them

Bas

so it became bad/so it became evil/
so it became harmful/so it is bad/so
it is evil/so it is harmful/so it was
bad/so it was evil/so it was harmful

XBas

corruption/disorder/disrepair/
decomposition/invalidation/
deprivity/rotten/voidance/break
down

K
AXBas

a corruption/a disorder/a disrepair/

BZUas

subjugated/so we enslaved/so we
utilized/so we made -- submit/so
we made -- serve involuntarily

a decomposition/an invalidation/a
deprivation/rotting/a voidance/a
break down

B¢IKyDas

so I will write it/so I will dictate

LXas

so it flowed/so it ran/so it
dissolved/so it melted

~¡Bas

so he drew lots with (gambled)/so
he paled/so he frowned

SIas

so praise/so glorify

áRIas - áBRIas so praise/so glory
áBRIas - áRIas so praise/so glory
£RIas

so praise him/so glorify him

ZeIKas

so you (s/m) will see/so you will
look/so you will understand

á¥ZÓyYÔ KÒ a
Äs

x
Äa
Ä sÒ

xÆasÊ

debauchery/dissolution/
disobedience of God's orders i.e.)
corruption, seduction, leading
away from virtue

so you (p) will remember/so you
so you (p) will be

debauched/dissoluted/disobedience
of God's orders i.e.) corruption,
seduction, leading away from
virtue

will mention/so you will recite

á¥ZÒyYÔ KÓ a
Ä sÒ

she corrupted/she disordered/she
decomposed/she invalidated/she
deprived/she rotted/she voided/she
broke down/it corrupted/it
disordered/it decomposed/it
invalidated/it deprived/it rotted/it
voided/it broke down/corrupted/
disordered/disrepaired/
decompose/invalidated/deprived/
rotted/voided/broke down

it/so I will order it/so I will decree
it

L{Bas

so we manipulated/so we

BÕwas

mentioned/so you will be
remembered

debauchery/dissolution/
disobedience of God's orders i.e.)
corruption, seduction, leading
away from virtue

mgZKas

so -- will breast feed

á¥}{lKas

so you (p) will know

£was - ¤Bwas so we drove it

XOas

so he prostrated)/so -- prostrated

¤Bwas - £was so we drove it

(bowing with forehead on the
ground with humbleness and
humility)

A¥XOas

á¥waBs - á¥was debauchers/dissoluters/disobeyers
of God's orders i.e.) corrupters,
seducers, leaders away from virture
(p)

so distance/so remoteness/so
wearing out/so destruction/so
squashing

they debauched/they dissoluted/
they disobeyed God's orders i.e.)
corrupted, seduced, led away from
virtue

so they prostrated (bowing with
forehead on the ground with
humbleness and humility)

BwRas

A¥wÄasÒ

§Òwa
Ä sÒ

so he watered/so he gave drink

K
á¦waBs - á¦was debauchers/dissoluters/disobeyers

~½as
£y{as

A¥Z¦as

so walk/so move/so ride (p)

of God's orders i.e.) corrupters,
seducers, leaders away from virture
(p)

¨Z¦as

so he will see

á¥}{l¦as

so they will know

so a greeting/so a safety/so a

á¥{¥w¦as

so they will say

security/so peace

~¢y¦ty¦as

so he will suffice you (p) against

so he made it enter/so he made it
follow/so he made it pass/so he
made it thread

A¥}{as

so greet (p)

¤Za¦as

so we will ease him

x¥as

debauchery/dissolution/
disobedience of God's orders i.e.)
corruption, seduction, leading
away from virtue

them/(he will protect you against
them)

á¥gp¦as

so they will shake -- in
woderment/so they will shiver -- in
wonderment

B¢¥wt¦as

so they will spend it

£¦K»¦as

so he will give him/so he will bring
him

á¥IZcs - á¥IZBcs so -- are drinking/so they are

z¥as - zA¥as so he straightened you (s/m)

drinking

B¡¥as - B¡A¥as so he straightened her/so he

A¥Xcs

so strengthen (p)

straightened it

A¥IZcs

so they drank

á¡¥as - á¡A¥as so he straightened them (f)
u¥as

á¥IZBcs - á¥IZcs so -- are drinking/so they are

so -- will/so -- shall

zA¥as - z¥as so he straightened you (s/m)
B¡A¥as - B¡¥as so he straightened her/so he
straightened it

drinking

XZcs

so expell/so separate/so frighten
away

~K{cs

you (p) weakened and became
cowardly/you became careless/you
failed

á¡A¥as - á¡¥as so he straightened them (f)
¨¥as

so he straightened

~¢¦KD¦as

so -- will come to them

~¡ZcR¦as

so he will gather them

¼Bes

separation

A¥R¦as

so walk as you (p) pray or

£{Bes

his weaning (for a baby)/his

worship/so go as you pray or
worship/so travel as you pray or
worship/so walk/so go/so travel (p)

~¢{UX¦as

so he will make them to enter/so he
will enter them

©XB¢cs

so a testimony/so a witness/so a
certification/so a certificate

stopping breast feeding/his
separation

Jes

so he poured/so -- poured

BIIes

so we poured/so we make -- flow

K
clarified it

ZIes

so patience

A¥ZIes

so they were patient

§{es

so he prayed

LvXes

so she was truthful

~B¦es

so fasting/so refraining from

~¡Xes

so he objected (against) them/so he
prevented them/so he obstructed
them

A¥Xes

so they objected/so they prevented/
so they obstructed

uZes

so he sent away/so he diverted/so
he returned/so he misguided/so he
spent/so he pushed

£K{¦es

his closest tribe/his relations

ªgs

silver

LyRgs

so she laughed/so she wondered

JÆZg
Ä sÒ

so hitting/so striking/so (cutting)/

noise/so -- died/so -- was
thunderstruck

so moving/so migrating/so
palpitating/so firing at/so
stinging/so inclining to/so
knocking/so blowing/so beating/so
disregarding/so stamping/ so
compelling/so forcing/so imposing

so she hit/so she struck (an act of

... (refer to J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )

á¡Zes

so take them (f) close to you (s/m)

xles

so -- fainted from thunderous

Lyes

eating, driking, smoking, bad
deeds, sex, speaking badly, etc.
from dawn to sunset

wonderment and surprise)

|Ð e
Ä sÒ

so pray

|Ä e
Ä sÒ

he separated/he parted/he went

J
Ä ZØ g
Å sÒ

partition

was struck/so it was erected/so it
was imposed/so it was separated/so
it was distanced/so it was pushed/
so it was compelled/so it was
sieged/so it was stamped/so it was
moved/so it was beat/so it was

he detailed/he explained/he

struck ... (refer to J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )

away

|Æ e
Æ sÒ
|Ä e
Ì sÒ

judgment/decision/separation/

clarified

LÒ{e
Ä sÒ

separated/parted/went out

L{ÐesÓ

were detailed/were explained/were

B{Ìes

so it was given/so it was hit/so it

BIZgs

so we gave/so we stamped/so we

clarified/are detailed/are explained/
are clarified

prevented from hearing/so we beat/
so we struck/so we moved/so we
migrated/so we palpitated/so we
fired at/so we stung/so we inclined

we detailed/we explained/we

to/so we resided... (refer to J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )

clarified

£{es - ¤B{es we detailed it/we explained it/we
clarified it

¤B{es - £{es we detailed it/we explained it/we

|ÆgsÒ

grace/favour/blessing

|Ä g
Ì sÒ

he preferred/he favoured

½gs

grace/favour/increase/blessing

K
~yK{gs

I preferred you (p)/I favoured you

~y{gs

he preferred you (p)/he favoured
you

being/he originated me

á¡Zis

he created them (b/f)/be brought
them into being/he originated them

BÔ{g
Ì sÒ

we preferred/we favoured

~Blis

so feeding

BÒ{g
Ì sÒ

he preferred us/he favoured us

xtis

so he started and continued

|is

so light rain/so drizzle/so dew

á¡¥w{is

so you (p) divorce them (f)/so you

~¢{gs - ~¡B{gs we preferred them/we
favoured them

free them/so divorce them/so free
them

~¡B{gs - ~¢{gs we preferred them/we
favoured them

£{gs

his grace/his favour/his blessing

A¥{ÐgsÓ

they were prefered/they were

uBis

Z¢is

so purify/so clean/so wash

Z¥is

splits/cracks/cleaves

so they were misguided/so they

Lk¥is

so -- volunteered/so -- consented

became misguided

Bjs

rough/rude/crude

so circled/so walked into/so

L{js

so -- continued/so -- became/so --

walked around

|Bis

so became long/so lasted long

mIis

so -- was stamped/so -- was
covered/so -- was closed/so -- was
sealed/so -- is stamped/so -- is
covered/so -- is closed/so -- is
sealed

Zis

created/brought into being/
originated/he created/he brought
into being/he originated

©Zis - LZis

creation/nature/religion/manner

LZis - ©Zis

creation/nature/religion/manner

~yZis

he created you (p)/he brought you
into life/he originated you

BZis

he created us/he brought us into
being/he originated us

§Zis

so we wiped out/so we eliminated/
so we took

favoured/were preferred/were
favoured (p)

A¥Û{gÒs

Ba}is

he created me/he brought me into

remained

~K{js

so you (p) continued/so you
remained

A¥}{js

so they caused injustice to/so they
caused oppression/so they
oppressed

A¥{js

so they continued/so they remained

ájs

so thought/so assumed/so
supposed/so doubted/so suspected

A¥js

so they thought/so they assumed/so
they supposed/so they doubted/so
they suspected

~KIvBls

so you (p) rewarded/so you
punished

A¥IvBls

so you (p) reward/so you punish/so
reward/so punish (p)

|Bls

maker/doer/making/doing (e)

K
A¥Kls
ÅÅJOls

so they became arrogant/so they

L
Æ {ÒlÄ sÒ

she made/she did

became disobedient

zK{ls

your (s/m) one deed/your act/your

so wonderment/so astonishment/so

doing

surpirse/(so strangeness)

~K{ls

you (p) made/you did

so he hurried/so he hastened/so he

£Å KÓ {ls

I made it/I did it

B¢K{ls

I made it/I did it

~{ls

so he knew

their number

A¥}{ls

so they knew

so he straightened you (s/m)/so he

á{ls

they (f) made/they did

balanced you/so he adjusted you

B{ls

we made/we did

~¢sZls

so he knew them

£{ls

he made it/he did it

B``ls

so we strengthened/so we

A¥{ls

they made/they did

|Ols

rushed

©Xls

so numbered/so counted

á¢KXls

so their (f) term/so their count/so

z{Xls

supported

á¥{kBs - á¥{ls making/doing (p)

§als

so maybe/so perhaps/(so hopefully)

A¥els

so they disobeyed

§els

so he disobeyed/so -- disobeyed

§
Ä {ls

on on

á¡¥jls

so you (p) preach to them (f)/so

§
Ì {ÄlsÒ

so on me

you advise them/so you warn them

B¥tls

so we forgave/so we pardoned

Zwls

so he wounded/so he slaughtered/

A¥Zwls

they made it/they did it/they have
done it

á¦{kBs - á¦{ls making/doing (p)
B¢¦{ls

so on her/so on it

so he cut/so he made infertile

~¢¦{ls

so on them

so they wounded/so they

á¢¦{ls

so on them (f)

A¥}ls

so they became blinded/so they

slaughtered/so they cut/so they
made infertile

B¡¥Zwls

¤¥{ls

became confused/so they became
puzzled/so they became misguided

so they wounded it/so they
slaughtered it/so they cut it/so they
made it infertile

L¦}ls

so -- was blinding/so -- was
confusing/so -- was puzzling/so -was misguiding

|Ä lÄ sÒ

made/did/done

|Ä lÊ sÓ

was done/is done

Xls

so at (prep. of place)

|ÆlsÊ

making/doing

BZtps

so we forgave

L
Ä {Ô lÄ sÒ

you (s/m) made/you did

B¢cps - B¡Bcps so -- covered it/so -- darkened it/so

K
-- made it unconscious/so -afflicted it/so -- came upon it

A¥wats

dissoluted/so they disobeyed God's
orders i.e.) corruption, seduction,
leading away from virtue

B¡Bcps - B¢cps so -- covered it/so -- darkened it/so
-- made it unconscious/so -afflicted it/so -- came upon it

~¢¦cps

A¥IÊ{pÓ s

B¢}¢ts - B¡B}¢ts so we made -- (f) understand

so -- covered them/so -- darkened
them/so -- made them unconscious/
so -- afflicted them/so -- came
upon them

so they debauched/so they

it/so we made -- know it/so we
made -- comprehend it/so we made
-- realize it

B¡B}¢ts - B¢}¢ts so we made -- (f) understand

so they were defeated/so they were

it/so we made -- know it/so we
made -- comprehend it/so we made
-- realize it

conquered/so they were overcome

¤¥Û{pÊ s

so chain him/so tie him (p)

¨¥ps

so he was misguided/so he failed

§ts

so in/so into

BRKts

so we opened/so we taught and

|Kws - |KBws

so you (s/m) fight/so you kill

½Kws - ½ÊKBÒwsÒ

so you (b) fight/so you kill

informed/so we eased/so we
disclosed/so we judged

B}¢wKts - B}¡BwKts so we cracked them (b)/so we
split them/so we ruptured them

B}¡BwKts - B}¢wKts so we cracked them (b)/so we
split them/so we ruptured them

A¥{Kws - A¥{KBws so you (p) fight/so you kill/so
fight/so kill

|Bws

so he said

A¥{Bws

so they said

L
Å g
Æ IÄ wÒ s

so I grasped/so I clutched/so I

ª¦Xts

so a ransom/so a compensation

LZZts

so I escaped/so I fled/so I ran away

so was killed/so was fought

A¥Zts

|Ä KÊ wÓ s

so you (p) escape/so you flee/so

|KBws - |Kws

so you (s/m) fight/so you kill

½KBws - ½Kws

so you (p) fight/so you kill

£{Kws

so he killed him

gathered/so I shrunk

you run away

Bw¦Zts

so a group/so a party/so a flock

n`ts

so he was frightened/so he was
terrified/so he was panic
stricken/so -- is -- frightened/so -is -- terrified/so -- is -- panic
stricken

xats

so he debauched/so he
dissoluted/so he disobeyed God's
orders i.e.) corruption, seduction,
leading away from virtue

A¥{KBws - A¥{Kws so you (p) fight/so you kill/so
fight/so kill

Xws

so had/so had been (prep.)

ZXws

so he tightened/so he strained/so he
predestined/so he evaluated/so he
estimated

BZXws

so we evaluated and measured
precisely/so we affixed firmly

K
¤ÄZXÌ ws

follow/so we sent behind

so he predestined it/so he evaluated

|ws

so say (s/m)

LÔ{wÓ s

so I said

B{ws

so we said

½¦{ws

so a few/so a small/so a little

B¢sYws - B¡BsYws so we threw it/so we hurled it

Bws

so protect us/so make us avoid

B¡BsYws - B¢sYws so we threw it/so we hurled it

¼¥ws

so say (b/m)/so you (b/m) say

AZws

poor/needy/deprived/stricken by

A¥{¥ws

so say (p)

harship/grieving (p)

Z¦ws

poor/needy/deprived/stricken by

it/so he estimated it/so he evaluated
him/so he evaluated him/so he
predestined him

A¥}Xws

so advance/so introduce/so present/
so precede/so undertake

¤CZws

so he read it

£IZws

so he neared him/so he approached
him/so he neared it/so he
approached it

Laws

so -- became cruel/so -- became
hardened/so -- became merciless

á¢gws - á¡Bgws so he ordered them (f)/so he
passed judgement (on) them/so he
executed them/so he carried out
(on) them/so he accomplished
them

á¡Bgws - á¢gws so he ordered them (f)/so he
passed judgement (on) them/so he
executed them/so he carried out
(on) them/so he accomplished
them

§gws

so he destroyed/so he ended/so he

hardship/grieving

AZ¦ws

hardship/grieving

~¡¥IKBys

so write with them

áBys

so -- were/so it was

LBys

so it was/so it is/so it became

B}Dys

so as if/so as though

A¥Bys

so they were/so they are

á¦Dys

so how many

LIys

so -- was overturned/so -- was
made up-side-down/so -- was
thrown face down/so -- was forced

ZIys
A¥IyIys

A¥lws
B¦tws

~yZMys

so he increased you (p)

JYys

so he lied/so he denied/so he

so you (p) fall/so you land/so you
come
so we sent after/so we made to

so they were thrown down/so they
were thrown up-side-down/so they
were thrown over eachother/so
they were gathered together

so it was cut off/so it was cut to
pieces/so it was separated/so it was
severed/so it cut off/so it cut to
pieces/so it separated/so it severed

so make great/so dignify/so
enlarge/so exalt/so revere

killed

miws

poor/needy/deprived/stricken by

falsified

LÄIYÚ yÒ s

so she lied/so she denied/so she
falsified

K
L
Ä IÆ YÚ ys

you falsified

BIYys

(eating fruit) (p)

so you (s/m) lied/so you denied/so

§¥X¦ys - á
Ø ¥X¦ys so you (p) plot against me/so
you conspire against me/so you
deceive against me/so you cheat
against me/so you fight against me/
so you embattle against me/so you
wish harm for me/so you
manipulate against me

so we lied/so we denied/so we
falsified

A¥IYys

so they lied/so they denied/so they
falsified

¤¥IYys

so they denied him/so they falsified
him/so they made him a liar

B}¡¥IYys

á
Ø ¥X¦ys - §¥X¦ys so you (p) plot against me/so
you conspire against me/so you
deceive against me/so you cheat
against me/so you fight against me/
so you embattle against me/so you
wish harm for me/so you
manipulate against me

so they denied them (b)/so they
falsified them/so they made them
liars

z{Yys

so as that/so like that

Zys

he thought

¤¥}K¡Zys

so you (p) hated it

u¦ys

so how

B¥ays

so we dressed/so we clothed

½s

so do not/so no/so -- not/so let

Btcys

so we removed/so we uncovered/

not/so -- does not/so let -- not/
emphasis (e) that does not change
meaning of a sentence if removed

(so we relieved)

uys

so he prevented/so he stopped

ZyY{{s - ZyY{½s so to the male

£KZBtys

so its cover/so its substitution

B½s

LZtys

so she disbelieved/so it disbelieved

A¥Ztys

so they disbelieved

b®I{s

so how bad/so what bad (e)

§tys

so enough/so sufficient

NI{s

so he stayed/so he waited/so he

½
Ü yÓ sÒ

so all/so each/so every

½
Ò yÓ s

so you (b) eat

A¥{ys

so eat (p)

¤¥{ys

so you (p) eat it

§{ys

so eat (s/f)

z{Y{s

so to that/so for that

ª¢yBs - ª¢ys

fruits

u¥a{s

so -- will/so -- shall (e)

~¢KsZl{s

so you (s/m) would have known

á¥¢yBs - á¥¢ys enjoying/joyful/humorous/(eating

or thing)

remained

LMI{s

so you (s/m) stayed/so you waited/
so you remained

~wK{s

so -- should stand/so -- should keep
up (p)

them

fruit) (p)

á¦¢yBs - á¦¢ys enjoying/joyful/humorous/

so and so (expression for a person

z{l{s

so maybe you (s/m)/so perhaps you

K
ªÓ l{s

so --'s curse/so --'s torture

á®I{s

so we will inform (e)

~y¥{KBw{s

so they would have fought you

z¦{¥{s

so we will appoint you (s/m/e)/so

(p)/so they would have killed you

we will enable you (s/m/e)

z
Æ {ÒsÒ

orbit/circuit

£{s

so for him/so to him

|y{s

so for each

B¢{s

so for her/so for it

~y{s

so for you (p)

~¢{s

so for them

ZyY½s - ZyÒY{{s so to the male

B}¢{s

so to them (b/f)

£{{s

á¢{s

so for them (f)

¥{s

so if only

¼¥{s

so if only/so where it not for/so had

so to God

á¦X{¥{{s - á¦X{A¥{{s so to the parents/so to the
(b) parents

á¦X{A¥{{s - á¦X{¥{{s so to the parents/so to the

it not been for/so except for/so but
for/so unless (prep.)

(b) parents

~{s

so why/so -- did not

LD¦{s

so -- should come

BÌ}{s

so when

~yKD¦{s

so he comes to you (p/e)

¤¥a}{s

so they touched it/so they touched

BKD¦{s

so he comes to us (e)/so he brings

and felt it

to us/so he should come to us/so he
should bring to us

á{s

so -- will never/so -- will not

z¦KD{s

so we will come to you (s/m)

~¢¦KD{s

so we will come to them

áw¦Y{s

so we will make -- taste/so we will

|yD¦{s

so -- should eat

make -- experience (e)

áyKI¦{s

so they will cut (e)

so we will make him live

A¥wK¦{s

so they fear and obey (e)

bsBK¦{s

so -- should compete/so -- should

£¦¦R{s

á{Da{s - á{®a{s so we will ask/so we will
question (e)

á{®a{s - á{Da{s so we will ask/so we will
question (e)

~l{s

so blessed/so praised (e)

£at{s

so to his self/so for his self/so to
himself/so for himself

áew{s

so we will narrarate/so we will
relay/so we will inform

A¥KD¦{s

so they come (e)/so they give/so
they should come/so they should
give

rival

|y¥K¦{s

so should rely/so should depend/so
should trust in/so should surrender
to/so should -- rely/so should -depend/so should -- trust in/so
should -- surrender to

ZYR¦{s

so -- should be warned/so -- should
be cautious/so -- should be afraid

K
so they should ascend/so they

|Kw¦{s - |KBw¦{s so -- will fight/so -- will kill

should climb/so they should seek

|KBw¦{s - |Kw¦{s so -- will fight/so -- will kill

help for -- with tremendous power

so should write (e)

b¦{s

JKy¦{s

so -- is not

so he should disbelieve

A¥YDKa¦{s

Zty¦{s

so they should ask for permission/

A¥¥y¦{s

so they are to be/so they will be

£w{¦{s

so -- will throw him/so -- will

A¥wKZ¦{s

so they should ask for pardon

A¥I¦OKa¦{s

so they should answer/so they
should reply

utlKa¦{s

so he should refrain/so he should
restrict/so he should be chaste/so
he should be pure (e)

bsBK¦{s

so -- should compete/so -- should
rival

nX¦{s

so he should call

¤¥v¥Y¦{s

so they will taste it/so they will

throw him away

XX}¦{s

spread/so he should extend/so he
should spread

|{}¦{s

so they pray (e)

£}e¦{s

so he should fast it/so he should
refrain from eating, drinking,
smoking, bad deeds, sex, speaking
badly, etc. from dawn to sunset

so -- should dictate/so -- should
read aloud for another to write

Zj¦{s

so he looks/so he sees/so he
watches/so he waits (e)/so he
should look/so he should see/so he
should watch/so he should wait/so
-- should look/so -- should see/so -should watch/so -- should wait

experience it

A¥{e¦{s

so he will extend (e)/so he will

xt¦{s

so -- should spend

X»¦{s

so -- should discharge (e)/so -should fulfill (pay/give)

A¥yRg¦{s

so they will laugh (e)

á}»¦{s

so he should believe

A¥XIl¦{s

so they worship (e)/so they should

B}s

so but/so what/so why/so -- did
not/so how/so -- was not/so -- are
not/so -- does not/so -- were not/so
none/so -- is not

worship

á}{l¦{s

so -- knows (e)

|}l¦{s

so he makes (e)/so he does/so he
works/so -- make (e)/so -- do/so -work/so -- should make/so -should do/so -- should work

~K{` B}s

so you (p) are still continuing

AYB}s

so what

|B}s

so what/so how/so why
so -- are filling

áZ¦p¦{s

so they will change (p/f/e)

A¥RZt¦{s

á¥®{B}s

so they should be happy/so they

~¡¥D}s - ~¡A¥D}s so their shelter/so their

should be rejoiced/so they should
be delighted

refuge

~¡A¥D}s - ~¡¥D}s so their shelter/so their

K
refuge

mK}s - nBK}s

so long life/so enjoyment

nBK}s - mK}s

so long life/so enjoyment

~¢lK}s - ~¡BlK}s so we gave them long life/so
we made them enjoy

~¡BlK}s - ~¢lK}s so we gave them long life/so
we made them enjoy

á¡¥lK}s

so give them (f) alimony

£{ÒM}Ä s

so his example/so his proverb

B¥R}s

so we wiped out/so we erased/so
we eliminated

LZ}s

so she passed

ZwKa}s

so a settled/so an established/so an
affixed

Ny}s

©ZjBs

so wondering/so thinking about/so
perceiving/so considering/so
waiting

B¢KYIs
£Is - ¤BYIs

£¦v½}s - £¦w{}s so you (s/m) are receiving
him/so you are meeting him/so you
are finding him

á
Ì }Ä sÒ

so -- blessed

á
Æ }Ä sÒ

so who

á
Æ }Ê sÒ

so -- is from

|Ð¢}s

so delay/so give time/so be gentle

B¡XBs - B¡AXBs so he called her
B¡AXBs - B¡XBs so he called her
£KXBs

so -- called him

A¥XBs

so they called

¨XBs

so he called/so he cried

so we discarded him/so we
rejected him/so we cast him off/so
we threw him away

~¢YIs - ~¡BYIs so we discarded them/so we
rejected them/so we casted them
off/so we threw them away

~¡BYIs - ~¢YIs so we discarded them/so we
rejected them/so we casted them
off/so we threw them away

¤BYIs - £YIs so we discarded him/so we
rejected him/so we cast him off/so
we threw him away

stayed
him/so you are meeting him/so you
are finding him

so I discarded it/so I rejected it/so I
cast it off/so I threw it away

so it waited/so it remained/so it

£¦w{}s - £¦v½}s so you (s/m) are receiving

so looking/so seeing/so watching/

¤¥YIs

so they discarded it/so they
rejected it/so they threw it away

CZIKs

so we declare innocence/so we
separate/so we purify

mIKs

so we follow

|lOs

so we make/so we create/so we
put/so we manipulate

§Os - §Os

so we save/so we rescue

z¦Os - zB¦Os so we saved you (s/m)/so we
resuced you

£¦Os - ¤B¦Os so we saved him/so we
rescued him

zB¦Os - z¦Os so we saved you (s/m)/so we
resuced you

¤B¦Os - £¦Os so we saved him/so we
rescued him

K
ZYs

so we leave

J¢s

so grant/so present

B¡ÌXZs

so we return it

¨XÄ¢s

so he guided

|Å`Ó s

so a place of descent

¨
Ä XÊ ¢Å sÒ

so he was guided

A¥as

so they forgot

AY¢s

so that/so this

§as

so he forgot

~¢¦X¢s - ~¡B¦X¢s so we guided them

B¢K¦as

so you (s/m) forgot it/so you forgot

~¡B¦X¢s - ~¢¦X¢s so we guided them

her

~¡¥}`¢s

~¢¦as

so he forgot them

ues

so half

Zjs

so he looked/so he saw/so he
watched/so he thought about/so he
wondered about/so he
considered/so he perceived

so they defeated them/so they
broke them/so they overcame
them/so they killed them

|¢s

so do/so did/so are/so is/so does/so
is there

~¢s

so they are/so they

¥¢s

so he is/so it is
so she is/so it is

©Zjs

so a glance/so a consideration

|js

§¢s

so we continue/so we remain

~ls

©XR¥s - ©XRA¥s so one (f)

so -- is blessed/so -- is praised/so

xA¥s

blessed/so praised

recovery/awakening/momentary
delay in muscular movement
during milking/final gasp before
death

BÌ}lÄ s

so blessed/so praised

|}ls

so we make/so we do/so we work

BUts

so we blew

£y¥s - £yA¥s

fruits

|lts

so we make/so we do

L¥s

passing/missing/gap between

B¢lts

so benefited it/so -- benefited it

group/crowd/band

A¥IÚws

Q¥s

so they went/so they searched/so

BO¥s

a group/a crowd/a band

XO¥s

so he found
so they (b) found

fingers/(escape)

they investigated/so they made
holes/so they patched

á¥ys

so we be/so we become

AXO¥s

§Os - §Os

so we save/so we rescue

B¢XO¥s - B¡BXO¥s so we found it/so we found her

~y®Is

so we inform you (p)

B¡BXO¥s - B¢XO¥s so we found it/so we found her

~¢®Is

so we inform them (e)

©XRA¥s - ©XR¥s so one (f)

§Os - §Os so we save/so we rescue

JZÄ¥sÒ

so by --'s lord/so with --'s lord

K
zIZ¥s

so with your (s/m) lord/so by your

§{¥s - |Ð ¥Ä sÒ

so you (s/m) turn/so turn

lord

so you (p) turn

~¡Z¥s

A¥{¥s

their promptness

so you (s/m) turn/so turn

A`¥s

|Ð ¥Ä sÒ - §{¥s

a winning/a success/a triumph/a

B¢}¥s

its garlic/its legumes

J¡¥s

so he granted

|¦¥s

so calamity/so scandal/so grief/so

salvation

áia¥s

so they (f) were in the middle

b¥a¥s

so -- inspired and talked to/so -gave evil suggestions and
temptations/(so -- whispered evil
influences)

u¥s

so fulfill/so complete

£s¥s - ¤Bs¥s

so he fulfilled him/so he completed
him

¤Bs¥s - £s¥s

so he fulfilled him/so he completed
him

x¥s

above/up/more/over/on

¤BvÄ¥sÒ

so he protected him/so he
preserved him

distress/so misfortune/so torture/so
Hell/so woe (expression of
upcoming punishment)

XA»s

heart/could be the mind

zXA»s

your (s/m) heart/could be your
mind

§s

b»¦s - b¥®¦s so he is despairing/so he is
hopeless

~¢K¦D¦s

so it comes to them

~yYUD¦s

so -- takes you (p)/so you will be
taken/so you will be received/so
you will be punished

~¢v¥s - ~¡Bv¥s so he protected them/so he
preserved them

mv¥s

so fell/so affixed/so expected/so

in/into/is in (prep.)

£iaI¦s

so he spreads it/so he extends it/so
he widens it/so he opens it

landed/so happened/so affirmed/so
took place

á¥lIK¦s

so they follow

~yv¥s

above you (p)/over you/on you

á¥}{lK¦s

so they learn/so they are being

£v¥s

above it/over it/on it

B¢v¥s

above it/over it/on it

~¢v¥s

above them/over them/on them

instructed/so they are being
informed

£{lO¦s

so he puts him/so he manipulates
him/so he makes it/so he creates it/
so he puts it/so he manipulates it

~¡Bv¥s - ~¢v¥s so he protected them/so he
preserved them

á¢v¥s

above them (f)/over them/on them

¤Ä`yÒ ¥Ä sÒ

so he struck him with his fist

£yA¥s - £y¥s

fruits

so he makes him/so he creates him/

~ytR¦s

so he asks you (p) persistantly/so
he honours you/so he receives
you/so he welcomes you

|R¦s

so -- takes place/so -- descends

K
á¥t{R¦s

so they swear

§waÅ¦s

so he gives drink

A¥{RÅ¦s

so they permit/so they allow

A¥ltc¦s

so they mediate

§Ø¦RÅ¦s - §R¦s

so he revives/so he makes

A¥RIe¦s

so they become/so they become in

alive

§R¦s - §Ø¦RÆ ¦Å s

so he revives/so he makes

the morning

J{eÅ¦s

alive

QZU¦s
~¢{UX¦s

on a cross/so he be pulled by his
limbs to hang from

so -- gets out/so -- comes out/so -appears/so -- emerges

J¦e¦s

so he strikes/so he hits/so he
marks/so it strikes/so it hits/so it
marks

so he makes them to enter/so he
enters them/so -- enters them

so he be crucified/so he be placed

so it nullifies it/so it invalidates

£tlg¦s - £tkBg¦s so he doubles it/so he multiplies it

it/so it eliminates it

£tkBg¦s - £tlg¦s so he doubles it/so he multiplies it

so they grease/so they cheat/so

|g¦s

so he misguides

they decieve/so they flatter with
hypocrisy (often mistranslated)

z{g¦s

so he misguides you (s/m)/so it

B¡ZY¦s

so he leaves it/so he leaves her

J¡Y¦s

m}i¦s

so it goes/so it goes away/so it

£p}X¦s
á¥¡X¦s

misguides you
so he wishes/so he desires/so he
hopes/so he covets

eliminates/so it wipes off

so they (f) continue/so they remain

|aZ¦s

á{{j¦s

so he sends

so they apologize/so they excuse

£}yZ¦s

á¥ZYKl¦s

so he piles it/so he accumulates
it/so he heaps it

A¥Ia¦s

§¦RKa¦s - §RKa¦s so he feels ashamed/so he feels
shy

§RKa¦s - §¦RKa¦s so he feels ashamed/so he feels

á¥ZUa¦s

£IYl¦s

so they insult/so they blaspheme/so
they curse/so they swear at/so they
abuse/so they defame

~yKRa¦s

themselves/so they find excuses
so he tortures him/so -- tortures
him

~¢IYl¦s

so he tortures them

á¥}{l¦s

so they know

~yvZp¦s

so he drowns you (p)/so he sinks
you

shy

Ztp¦s

so he forgives

so he destroys you (p)/so he

|KwÅ¦s

so he is killed/so he is being killed

uproots you

á¥{ÓKwÔ ¦Ä s

so they fight/so they kill

so they humiliate/so they mock/so

á¥{ÒKwÔ ¦Å sÒ

so they be fought/so they

they make fun of/so they
redicule/so they undermine

be killed

áB}aw¦s

so they (b) swear/so they make

K
oath

|¥w¦s

so he says

A¥{¥w¦s

so they say

á¥{¥w¦s

so they say

uÊcy¦s

so he removes/so he uncovers/(so

Zj¦s

watches/so he waits/so he thinks
about/so he wonders about/so he
considers/so he percieves

A¥Zj¦s

in you (p)/in between you

á¥y¦s

so it will be/so it is/so he becomes/
so it becomes/so he will be/so he is

A¥X¦y¦s

so they plot/so they conspire/so
they decieve/so they cheat/so they
fight/so they embattle/so they wish
harm for others/so they manipulate

so they look/so they see/so they
watch/so they wait/so they think
about/so they wonder about/so they
perceive

he relieves)

~y¦s

so he looks/so he sees/so he

A¥I{w¦s

so they turn/so they return/so they
turn around/so they turn over

£¦s

in it/in him/is in it/is in him

B¢¦s

in it/in her

~¢¦s

in them

B} §s - ~¦s

in what

á¢¦s

in them (f)

B} §s - B}¦s

in what

§R¥¦s

so he inspires/so he transmits/so he

L}¦s

so he dies/so it dies

za}¦s

so he holds/so he grasps/so he

Ny}¦s

reveals/so he signals

~¢¦s¥¦s

so he fulfills (to) them/so he
completes (to) them

seizes

Y®}¥¦s

so that day

so he waits/so he remains/so he

YU»¦s

so will be taken

stays/so he resides/so it waits/so it
remains/so it stays/so it resides

A¥K¥}¦s

so they die

á¥{¦}¦s

so they bend/so they lean/so they

sway/so they incline

B¦s

in (between) us

~y®I¦s

so he informs you (p)

~¢®I¦s

so he informs them

~wK¦s

so he revenges/so he punishes

Va¦s

so he erases/so he nullifies/so he
abolishes

b¥®¦s - b»¦s so he is despairing/so he is
hopeless

K

A¥}»¦s

so they believe

~y¥{Kv - ~y¥{KBv they fought you (p)/they killed

N

you/fought you/killed you

~¡¥{Kv - ~¡¥{ÊKBv you (p) fight them/you kill
them/fight them/kill them

x

K/Arabic letter found in verse 50:1

|®Bv

a speaker

B¢{®Bv

saying it

á¥{®Bv

speaking/saying/relaxing or
sleeping during midday/drinking
milk at midday/relaxing (p)

~®Bv

standing/keeping up/starting/
calling for/getting up/taking care
of/getting up

ª}®Bv

standing/keeping up/starting/
calling for/getting up/taking care of

á¥}®Bv

standing/keeping up/starting/
calling for/getting up/taking care of
(p)

á¦}®Bv

standing/keeping up/starting/
calling for/getting up/taking care of
(p)

JBv

short measure of length (between

á¦ZXv - á¦ZXBv capable/able/overpowering/
powerful (p)/we are capable/we are
able/we are overpowering/we are
powerful

á¥ZXv - á¥ZXBv capable/able/overpowering/
powerful (p)

ªkZBv

resurrection/disaster/calamity

á¥Zv - á¥ZBv

Qaroon/Korah/a very wealthy man
from Hebrew tribes and an enemy
to Prophet Moses

B}¢}aBv

accepting/acceptor

|Kv - |KBv

fought/killed

~y{Kv - ~y{KBv

fought you (p)/killed you

~¢{Kv - ~¢{KBv

fought them/killed them

A¥{Kv - A¥{ÒKBv

they fought/they killed

A¥{Kv - A¥{ÊKBv

fight/kill (p)/you (p) fight/you kill

he swore to them (b)/he made oath
to them

ª¦aBv

cruel/hard/merciless

AXeBv

easy and light

LZev - LAZeBv confining/limiting/restricting (p/f)
BteBv

a severe wind that breaks
everything in its path

hBv

passing judgment/ordering/
executing/carrying out/
accomplishing/destroying/ending

the middle and end of a bow)

|IBv

capable/able/overpowering/
powerful

standing/keeping up/starting/
calling for/getting up/taking care of
(p)

B}®Bv

ZXBv

ªliBv

cutting off/cutting to pieces/
separating/deciding

BkBv

a plain and safe land lower than its
surrounding mountains and hills

AXkBv

sitting

á¥XkBv - á¥XkBv sitting/remaining (p)
|v - |Bv

he said/said

N
¼Bv

they (b/m) said

ªgIv

a handful/a grasp

L{Bv

she said

£KgIv

his handhold/his grasp/his

BK{Bv

they (b/f) said

B¢{Bv

said it

A¥{Bv

they said

~Bv

stood/kept up/rose/started/called

ownership

£gIv - ¤BgIv we grasped it/we held it/we
gathered it/we shrunk it/we
eliminated it

¤BgIv - £gIv we grasped it/we held it/we

for (prayer)/got up/took care of

A¥}Bv

gathered it/we shrunk it/we
eliminated it

they stood/they stood still/they
kept up/they started/they got up/
they called for (prayer)/they took
care of

Lv - LBv

obeying humbly/holding the
prayer/prolonging the
prayer/worshipping humbly (s/m)

BÕKBv

was obeying humbly/holding the
prayer/prolonging the prayer/
worshipping humbly

LKv - LBKBv

obeying humbly/holding the

prayer/prolonging the prayer/
worshipping humbly (p/f)

á¥Kv - á¥KBv obeying humbly/holding the
prayer/prolonging the prayer/
worshipping humbly (p)

á¦Kv - á¦KBv

obeying humbly/holding the

prayer/prolonging the prayer/
worshipping humbly (p)

á¥Z¢v - á¥Z¡Bv defeating/conquering/mighty/
strong (p)

|ÆIvÒ

before

|Ù IÅ vÓ

front

|Ä IÄ vÊ

towards/facing/power

½Iv

in front/facing front

ª{Iv

direction

zK{Iv

your (s/m) direction

£K{Iv

its front/its facing

~¢K{Iv

their direction

z{ÆIvÒ

before you (s/m)

z
Ä {ÒIÄ vÊ

facing you/in front of you/towards
you

~y{Iv

before you (p)

B{Iv

before us

£Ò{IÆ vÒ

before him/before it

£Ê{IÄ vÊ

its direction/its front

B¢{Iv

before her/before it

|®BIv

groups/tribes

~¢{Iv

before them

¤ZIv

his grave/his burial place

§{Iv

before me

bIv

a flame/a torch/flame/torch

½
Õ ¦Iv

grantor/facing/from front

BgIv

grasping/holding/gathering/

£{¦Iv

his group/his tribe

shrinking/eliminating/elimination

|BKv

fighting/killing

N
¼Õ BKv

a fight

B¢®BMv

its long cucumber

ZKv

smoke/dust (p)

XÆ vÒ

had/had been/have/perhaps/

©ZKv

smoke/dust (s)

|Ä KÊ vÓ

was killed (s/m)/killed (s/m)/were
killed

maybe/enough (e)/emphasis of
more or less

XÌ vÓ

was ripped/was cut

|ÔKvÒ

killing/fighting/murdering

LÌXv

she ripped/she cut

|KBv - |Kv

fought/killed

BRXv

fire striking/sparking/decaying/

LÔ{KÒ v

you (s/m) killed

fragments/pieces

LÒ{KÊ vÓ

AXXv

she was killed/it was killed

he tightened/he strained/he

~KÔ{KÒ vÒ

ZÄ XÄ vÒ

you (p) killed

~KÔ{KÊ vÓ

you (p) were killed

~¡¥}K{Kv

you (p) killed them

~y{KBv - ~y{Kv

fought you (p)/killed you

BÔ{KÊ vÓ

we were killed

BÔ{KÒ vÒ

we killed

ulcerating

evaluated/he estimated/he
predestined/predestined/estimated

ZÆ XÄ vÒ

a predestiny/a predestined/an
estimation

ZÄ XÊ vÓ

was predestined/was evaluated/was
evaluated

ZÄ XÌ vÒ

~y¥{KBv - ~y¥{Kv they fought you (p)/they killed

he predestined/he evaluated/he
estimated/predestined/evaluated/
estimated

you/fought you/killed you (p)

£{ÒKvÒ

he killed him

ZÐXvÒ

predestine/evaluate/measure (s/m)

~¢Ò{KÒ vÒ

he killed them

AÕZXv

a quantity/a value/a predestiny

~¢Ò{KÔ vÒ

their killing/killing them

BZXv

we predestined/we evaluated/we

~¢{KBv - ~¢{Kv

fought them/killed them

A¥{ÒKvÒ

they killed

A¥{ÊKvÓ

they were killed/been killed (p)

B¢ZXv - B¡BZXv we predestined her

A¥{ÒKBv - A¥{Kv

they fought/they killed

B¡BZXv - B¢ZXv we predestined her

A¥{ÊKBv - A¥{Kv

fight/kill/you (p) fight/you kill

¤Å ZÅ XÄ vÒ

his capability/his ability/his power

¤¥{Kv

they killed him

¤ÄZXÌ v

he predestined it/he evaluated it/he

estimated

¤BZXv

it/we estimated it

~¡¥{KBv - ~¡¥{Kv you (p) fight them/you kill
AZ¥Kv

we predestined it/we evaluated

estimated it

them/fight them/kill them

¤Ê ZØ XÆ vÒ

his -- value/his -- estimation

miserly/stingy/stingily

A¥ZXv

they evaluated/they estimated

N
á¥ZXBv - á¥ZXv capable/able/overpowering/

AZ¦Xv

poweful (p)

B¡¥ZXv

powerful

they predestined it/they evaluated

~¦Xv

old/old time

it/they estimated it

uYv

he threw/he hurled

áEZv - áAZv

Koran (Islamic sacred book of life,

á¦ZXBv - á¦ZXv capable/able/overpowering/
powerful/we are able/we are
overpowering/we are powerful

~ÌXv

advanced/introduced/presented

~Æ XÄ vÒ

foot in goodness and knowledge/
foothold in goodness and
knowledge

xXe ~Xv

law and religion)/reading/recitation
(silent or aloud)

BAZv - BEZv - BZv a Koran (an Islamic sacred
book of life, law and religion)/
reading/recitation (silent or aloud)

£EZv - £AZv its reading/its gathering and

a foothold (of) truth/(a hold of

collection/its recitation (silent or
aloud)

truth)

LÄ}XÌ vÒ

L
Å }Æ XÌ vÒ

advanced/introduced/presented/

LCZv

you (s/m) read

preceded/undertook/she advanced/
she introduced/she presented/she
preceded/she undertook

ZAZv

bottom/decision/a settlement/an

I advanced/I introduced/I
presented/I preceded/I undertook

~K}ÌXv

you (p) advanced/you introduced/
you presented/you preceded/you
undertook

¤¥}K}Xv

establishment/an affixation

AÕZAZv

B}ÊXvÒ

we came/we returned/we tended to

A¥}ÌXv

they advanced/they introduced/
they presented/they preceded/they
undertook

a settlement/an establishment/an
affixation/a decision

b¦iAZv

papers/parchments

áAZv - áEZv

Koran (Islamic sacred book of life,
law and religion)/reading/recitation
(silent or aloud)

you (p) advanced it/you introduced
it/you presented it/you preceded
it/you undertook it

A¥}ÐXvÒ

capable/able/overpowering/

BAZv - BZv - BEZv a Koran (an Islamic sacred
book of life, law and religion)/
reading/recitation (silent or aloud)

£CZv - ¤BCZv

we read it

¤BCZs - £CZv

we read it

£AZv - £EZv its reading/its gathering and

advance/introduce/present/precede/

collection/its recitation (silent or
aloud)

undertake (p)

Z¥Xv

pots

BIZv

they (b) approached/they neared

Z¦Xv

capable/able/overpowering/

LIZv - LBIZv

approachments to God/(actions/

powerful

offerings) (f)

N
BIZv - BBIZv

offering)

LBIZv - LIZv

£IZv - ¤BIÌZv

¤BIZv - £IZv

¨ÐZvÒ

be delighted/be satisfied/be
pleased/be cooled (s/f)

offering)

¨
Ä ZÓv

villages/urban cities

we neared him/we

¨ØZvÓ

is read

approached him/we neared it/we
approached it

J¦Zv

near/close

BI¦Zv

near/close

ª¦Zv

village/urban city/a village/an

we neared him/we approached

§IZv

relations/near

©Zv - LZv

a delight/a satisfaction/a pleasure/a

TZv

peoples of eras/generations/
centuries

an approachment to God/(action/

him/we neared it/we approached it

LZv - ©Zv

B¥Zv

approachments to God/(actions/
offerings) (f)

ªIZv

cycles

an approachment to God/(action/

urban city

zK¦Zv

your (s/m) village/your urban city

coolnes

~yK¦Zv

your (p) village/your urban city

a delight/a satisfaction/a pleasure/a

BK¦Zv

our village/our urban city

coolness

d¦Zv

Koreish/an Arabian or bedouin

a wound/an ulcer/a wound by a

tribe/Prophet Mohamed's tribe

weapon (pain)

á¦Zv

companion/mate/spouse/friend

©XZv

apes/monkeys

B¦Zv

a companion/a mate/a spouse/a

BgZv

a loan/an advance

bBiZv

paper/parchment

á
Ù Zv

people of one era/generation/
century

á
Ä Zv

£¦Zv

Qaroon/Korah/a very wealthy man
from Hebrew tribes and an enemy
to Prophet Moses

his companion/his mate/his spouse/
his friend

LÄavÒ

became cruel/became hardened/
became merciless

join/continue/connect/unite/rest
quietly/dwell/be serious/be
respected/be stable/be wise (p/f)

á¥ZBv - á¥Zv

friend/a connection/joining

~av

an oath

ª}av

apportionment/division

B}av

we apportioned/we divided/we
fated

©¥aÓv

cruelty/hardship/mercilessness

century

©Z¥av

cruelty/merciless might/a lion

BZv

companions/mates/spouses/friends

á¦a¦av

priests/clergymen

¥Zv

periods/periods of time/menstrual

f
Ì vÒ

he narrarated/he relayed/he

BZv

people of one era/generation/

N
informed

fBev

equal revenge/punishment equal to

ended

§
Äg
Ä vÒ

crime

Xev

executed/he carried out/he
accomplished/he destroyed/he
ended/it passed judgment/it
ordered/it executed/it carried out/it
accomplished/it destroyed/it ended

intention/right direction/objective/
goal

Zev

he passed judgment/he ordered/he

a castle/a palace/a mansion

LAZeBv - LZev confining/limiting/restricting (p/f)

L
Å ¦Æ g
Ä vÒ

I accomplished/I carried out

feÊv

stories

LÄ¦g
Ê vÓ

was accomplished/was carried out/

BeeÒv

following/tracking

~¢eeÊv

their narraration/their information

Beev

we narrarated/we relayed/we
informed

was ended/is accomplished/is
carried out/is ended/were
accomplished/were carried out/
were ended

L
Ä ¦Æ g
Ä vÒ

~¢eev - ~¡Beev we narrarated (to) them/we
relayed (to) them/we informed
them

executed/you carried out/you
ended

~K¦gv

~¡Beev - ~¢eev we narrarated (to) them/we
relayed (to) them/we informed
them

B}ev

B¦gv

B¦ev

far/remote

£¦ÌevÓ

track him/follow him (s/f)

B¢gv - B¡Bgv

he accomplished it

BIgv

all trees and vegetation when it
regrows for animal consumption
i.e.) clover

B¡Bgv - B¢gv

he accomplished it

A¥gv

they carried out/they

AZiv

was passed judgment/was ordered/
was executed/was carried out/was
accomplished/was destroyed/was

molten copper/brass/iron/regions/in
geometry: circumferences/
diagonals/diameters/chords/angels
of planets

áAZiv

oily fluid from some trees i.e.) pine
trees, it is very flammable/(tar)

miv

parts/portions

Bliv

parts/portions

LlÞivÓ

was cut off/was cut to pieces/was
separated/were cut off/were cut to
pieces/were separated

accomplished/they ended

§
Äg
Ê vÓ

we ordered/we passed judgment/
we executed/we carried out/we
accomplished/we destroyed/we
ended/we completed/we informed

returned disappointed
castles/palaces/mansions

you (p) accomplished/you carried
out/you ended

we broke/we destroyed/we

AZ¥ev

you (s/m) judged/you ordered/you

~Kliv

you (p) cut off/you cut to pieces/
you separated/you severed/you
separated/you separate/you sever

N
áliv

they (f) cut off/they cut to pieces/

zI{v

they separated/they amputated

Bliv

we cut off/we cut to pieces/we

centre/your core

£I{v

separated/we severed

~¢liv - ~¡Bliv we cut them/we separated them/

we divided them

Z¦}iv

B¢I{v

BÚivÊ

our share/our prize voucher/our
accounting book/our hour of the
night

her heart/her mind/her centre/her
core/its heart/its mind/its centre/its
core

A¥I{v

they turned/they turned around/
they turned over/they changed

thin layer between the date and its
pit/pellicle/thin membrane-like
layer from anything

his heart/his mind/his centre/his
core

we divided them

~¡Bliv - ~¢liv we cut them/we separated them/

your (s/m) heart/your mind/you

§I{v

my heart/my mind/my centre/my
core

á¦I{v

two hearts/two minds/two
centres/two cores

L
Å {v

I said/said

L
Ä {v

you (s/m) said

~K{v

you (p) said

reluctant to participate

£K{v

I said it

they sat/they remained behind/they

á
Ä {v

they (f) said

became reluctant to participate

B{v

we said (p)

á¥XkBv - á¥Xlv sitting/remaining (p)

J¥{v

hearts/minds/centres/cores

X¦lv

~yI¥{v

your (p) hearts/your minds/your

B¢s¥iv

its fruit harvests/its pickings/its
gatherings

Xlv
A¥Xlv

sat/remained behind/became

a seated companion/protecting/
guarding

X¥lv

sitting/remaining

AX¥lv

sitting

~¡¥tv

stop them/arrest them/suspend
them/prevent them/make them
stand

B¦tv

we sent after/we made to follow

|Æ vÓ

say

|Ì vÒ

little/lessened

|Bv - |v

he said/said

J{v

a heart/a mind/a centre/a core

centres/your cores

B}yI¥{v

your (b)'s hearts/your minds/your
centres/your cores

BI¥{v

our hearts/our minds/our
centres/our cores

~¢I¥{v

their hearts/their minds/their
centres/their cores

á¢I¥{v

their (f) hearts/their minds/their
centres/their cores

§Ò{vÒ

hate/hit on the head

|¦{v

little/few/small/seldom

N
½¦{v

a small/a little/a few

i¥v

ª{¦{v

small/little/few

á¥Z¡Bv - á¥Z¢v defeating/conquering/mighty/

á¥{¦{v

few/little (p)

~v

stand/keep up/take care of/get

~¢v

protect them

up/start (s/m)

AÅ¥v

protect

you (p) stood/you kept up/you

Z¦ZA¥v

clear glass/mirrors/glass jugs or

~K}v

started/you called for/you got
up/you took care of

AZ}v

despaired (p)

strong (p)

bottles used for drinks or perfumes

AZ¦ZA¥v

a moon/a secondary body

clear glass/mirrors/glass jugs or
bottles used for drinks or perfumes

revolving around a larger planet

AZ¦Zi}v

BÕ}AÌ¥vÒ

a difficult day/evil

£e¦}v

á¥}¥v - á¥}A¥v taking care of matters/strong to

his shirt/his dress

BÊv

protect us/make us avoid

LBv - Lv

obeying humbly/holding the
prayer/prolonging the
prayer/worshipping humbly

LBKBv - LKv

á¥KBv - á¥Kv obeying humbly/holding the
prayer/prolonging the prayer/
worshipping humbly (p)

á¦KBv - á¦Kv

obeying humbly/holding the

prayer/prolonging the prayer/
worshipping humbly (p)

ZBiv

a measure used as a ton/plenty/a
measure changing according to
time and place

AZBiv

take care of matters of
livelihood/(guardians)

á¦}¥v - á¦}A¥v just/upright/standing/straight
(p)

©¥v
~yK¥v

A¥iv

they despaired

áA¥v

branches with bunches of dates

your (p) power/your strength
(mental, physical and natural)

~K{K¥v

you (p) were fought/you were
killed

A¥{K¥v

they were fought/they were killed

áÆ¦a
Ä ¥Æ vÒ

two arms' (length)/two bows'
(length)

|¥v

a saying/saying/a word/an opinion
and belief/a statement/a declaration

¼¥v

a saying/words/an opionion and
belief/a statement/a declaration

a measure used as a ton/plenty/a
measure changing according to
time and place

strong/strength/power (mentally,
physically and naturally)

obeying humbly/holding the
prayer/prolonging the
prayer/worshipping humbly (p/f)

just/upright/standing straight

z{¥v

your (s/m) saying/your word/your
opinion and belief

~y{¥v

your (p) saying/your word/your
opinion and belief/your
statement/your declaration

N
B{¥v

£{¥v

our saying/our word/our opinion

¨¥v

powerful/strong (God's name)

and belief/our statement/our
declaration

B¦¥v

powerful/strong

~B¦Êv

getting up/standing

B}¦v - B}B¦v

standing/keeping up/starting/

his saying/his word/his opinion and
belief

B¢{¥v

calling for/getting up/taking care

her saying/her word/her opinion
and belief/its saying/its word/its
opinion and belief

~¢{¥v

their saying/their word/their
opinion and belief

A¥{¥v

say (p)

§
Ø {¥Óv

say (f)

§
Ø {Æ¥vÒ

my saying/my speaking/my word/
my speach/my opinion and belief

~¥v

nation/a nation (residents of an
area)

§}¥v - ~Ø ¥v

my nation

B}¥v

a nation

z}¥v

your (s/m) nation

B}y}¥v

your (b)'s nation

B}¥v

our nation

£}¥v

his nation

B¢}¥v

her nation

~¢}¥v

their nation

B}¢}¥v

their (b)'s nation

A¥}¥v

stand/keep up/call for/get up (p)

á¥}A¥v - á¥}¥v taking care of matters/strong
to take care of matters of
livelihood/(guardians)

~Ø ¥v - §}¥v

my nation

á¦}A¥v - á¦}¥v just/upright/standing straight
(p)

of/(maintenance)

Bg¦v

we predestined/we led/we assigned

|Ä ¦Êv

said/is said/was said

½¦v

a saying/a word/an opinion and
belief/a statement/a declaration

N
£{¥v - £{¦Êv

his saying/his word

BÕ}Ð¦vÒ

a straight/a valuable/straight/taking
care of

BÕ}Ä¦vÊ

a straight/a valuable/straight/taking
care of/guarding/self sufficient

B}B¦v - B}¦v

standing/keeping up/starting/
calling for/getting up/taking care
of/(maintenance)

ª}Ð¦vÒ

straight/valuable (f)

BaDy

z

a cup/a container to drink from/
wine

ucBy

removal/remover/uncover/
uncoverer/(relief/reliever)

JKBy

writer/one able to write

BIKBy

a writer/one able to write

á¥IKy - á¥IKBy writing/dictating/ordering/
decreeing (p)

á¦IKy - á¦IKBy

writing/dictating/ordering/
decreeing (p)

XRDy

as anyone/as any/as one

XBy

was about to/was almost/he was

Ltcy - LBtcBy removals/removers/uncovers/
uncoverers/(reliefs/relievers) (p/f)

ªtcBy

removal/uncover/a remover/an
uncoverer (relief (s/f)

A¥tcBy

removing/uncovering/(relieving)
(p)

á¦}jy - á¦}jBy holding/quieting/suppresssing (p)
ªsBy

all

about to/he was almost

ZsBy

disbeliever/disbelieving

LXBy

she was about to/she almost

©ZsBy

disbelieving/disbeliever (f)

TXBy

exerting/labouring/toiling

á¥Zty - á¥ZsBy disbelieving/disbelievers

A¥XBy

they were about to/they were

á¦Zty - á¦ZsBy disbelieving/disbelievers

almost

AZ¥sBy

lying/denying/faslsifying/liar/

~{k¾By - ~½k¾By like the signs/like the

JYBy

denier/falsifier

BIYy - BIYBy
ªIYBy

identification marks/like the
banners/like the mountains

lying/denying/falsifying/a liar/a
denier/a falsifier

§M¾By

a lie (f)/a deniance/a falsehood/
denying/falsifying/lying/falsifying

á¥IYy - á¥IYBy they are lying/they are denying/
they are falsifying (p)

á¦IYy - á¦IYBy they are lying/they are denying/
they are falsifying/lying/denying/
falsifying (p)

á¥¡Zy - á¥¡ZBy hating (p)

cup/container to drink from/wine/a
cup/a container to drink from

as to the female/like the
female/equal to the female

~l¾By - ~Bl¾By as the camels/as the livestock
~Bl¾By - ~l¾By as the camels/as the livestock
§}k¾By

as the blind

§K{By

as who/as that/as which/like
who/like that/like which (f)

|BIO{By

as the mountains/as the elevated
grounds higher than hills/as the
creations/as the moulds

á¦¡Zy - á¦¡ZBy hating (p)
bDy

camphor (tree)

JA¥O{By

as the trough/as the tub/as the large
bowl filled with water

z
©ZBOR{By

á¥R{y - á¥R{By gloomy/grim/stern/exposing and
grinding (their) teeth in agony (p)

áB¡X{By

the committing crimes/as the
sinning (p)

as the stones

ªw{l}{By

nor divorced and free to remarry/
like the suspended neither married
nor divorced and free to remarry (a
wife abused, abandoned and
neglected) (s/f)

as the paint/as the red skin/as the
painted with oil

¨Y{By

as who/as which/as that/as what/as
whom/like who/like which/like
that/like what/like whom

á¦Y{By

as those who/like those who

~¦}Z{By

as the decayed/as the decomposed/

á¦Xat}{By

as the harvested land/as the sandy
area/as the isolated sandy area/as
the bad/as the spoiled/like the
harvested land/like the sandy
area/like the isolated sandy
area/like the bad/like the spoiled

X¥i{By

as the huge mountain

|{j{By

as the shades

á¥OZl{By

as the palm trees' branch/as the

as the corrupting/as the
disordering/as the decomposing/as
the invalidating/as the depriving/as
the rotting/as the voiding/as the
breaking down/like the corrupting/
like the disordering/like the
decomposing/like the invalidating/
like the depriving/like the rotting/
like the voiding/like the breaking
down (p)

like the decayed/like the
decomposed

~¦Ze{By

as the suspended neither married

|¢}{By

as the dead's pus/as the melted
metals/as the refined tar/as the
refined oil/as the poison/as the
ember

~¡¥Ó{By

they measured for them/they
weighed for them

date bunch/like the palm trees'
branch/like the date bunch

ª{}By

complete (f)

á¢l{By

like the wool/like the dyed wool

|BM}Dy

as similar/as equal/alike/like

u{Dy

as a thousand

ZBOt{By

as the debauchers/as the
corrupters/like the debauchers/like
the corrupters

similar/like equal (p)

áÆ¦{}By

complete (b)

áBy

was/is/done/became/were/
happened/found/will do/will
become/will happen/will
find/doing/becoming/happening/
finding

ZBUt{By

as the pottery/as the earthenware

dAZt{By

as the butterflies/like the butterflies

Zew{By

as the castle/as the palace/as the

áDy

as if/as though

mansion

BBy

was/were (b)

as the criminals/as the sinners/as

LBy

was/is/to be/became/done/

á¦}ZO}{By

z
happened/found/will do/will
become/will happen/will
find/doing/becoming/happening/
finding/were

destroyed/they were returned with
rage

XIy

centre/interior/side/majority of
anything/hardship

BKBy

they (b) were/they are

z
Ä Dy

as though you (s/m)

z
Ê Dy

as though you (s/f)

ZÐIyÒ

make great/magnify/enlarge

B}Dy

as if/as though

ÅÅZIÆ yÊ

arrogancy/greatness/great

£Dy

as if it/as though it/as if he/as
though he

B¢Dy

as if it/as though it/as if she/as
though she

~¢Dy

as if they/as if they are

á¢Dy

as though they (f) are/as if they are

A¥By

they were to/they were/they

became big (m)/became a burden/
became old

sin/disbelief and sharing (with
God)

BAZIy

our eldest/our greaters/our bigger
ones/our teachers and chiefs

LZIy

became big (f)/became a
burden/became old

became/they were done/they
happened/they found

á¡By

ZÄ IÄ yÒ

¤ÆZIÐ y

him/exalt him/revere him

¤ZIÓy

his arrogance/his greatness/his
great sin/his disbelief and sharing
(in God)

a fortune teller/a highly ranked
priest or rabbi/an altar priest

greaten him/magnify him/enlarge

iaBIy - iaIy

as -- spreading/as -- extending/as --

á¦Dy

how many

Z®BIy - Z®Iy

great sins/big sins/magnified

Z¦Iy

old/big/great/large

sins/great crimes/big crimes/
magnified crimes

AZ¦Iy

old/big/great/large/an old/a big/a

great sins/big sins/magnified

©Z¦Iy

big (f)/a burden/old/great

~¡Z¦Iy

their oldest/their biggest/their

Z®Iy - Z®BIy

sins/great crimes/big crimes/
magnified crimes

AZBIy

great/a large

greatest/their largest/their teacher
and leader

a great crime/a big crime/a
maginifed crime

iaIy - iaBIy

widening/as -- opening

as -- spreading/as -- extending/as --

JKy - JBKy

scripture/a written literature/a
letter/a message/a decree/a rite/a
destiny/a fate/a term/a judgment

widening/as -- opening

LIy

were humilliated/were destroyed/
were returned with rage

A¥KIy

they were humilliated/they were

a book/a holy book/a holy

BIKy - BIBKy

a book/a holy book/a holy
scripture/a written literature/a

z
letter/a message/a decree/a rite/a
destiny/a fate/a term/a judgment

zIKy - zIBKy

your (s/m) book/your message/
your decree/your rite/your destiny/
your fate/your judgment

BIKy - BIBKy

his book/his decree/his rite/his
destiny/his fate/his judgment

B¢IKy - B¢IBKy

her book/her decree/her rite/her
destiny/her fate/her judgment/its
book/its decree/its rite/its destiny/
its fate/its judgment

~¢IKy - ~¢IBKy

my book/my decree/my rite/my

L
Æ IÄ KÒ yÒ
zIBKy - zIKy

J
Ä KÊ yÓ

BIKy

J
Æ KÓ yÓ

BIBKy - BIKy

JBKy - JKy

B¢IKy - B¡BIKy we wrote it/we dictated it/we
ordered it/we decreed it

B¡BIKy - B¢IKy we wrote it/we dictated it/we
ordered it/we decreed it

£IKy

BIBKy - BIKy

a book/a holy book/a holy

his books/his holy books/his holy
scriptures/his messages/his
decrees/his rites/his judgments

£IBKy - £IKy

his book/his decree/his rite/his
destiny/his fate/his judgment

B¢IBKy - B¢IKy

her book/her decree/her rite/her
destiny/her fate/her judgment/its
book/its decree/its rite/its
destiny/its fate/its judgment

~¢IBKy - ~¢IKy

their book/their decree/their
rite/their destiny/their fate/their
judgment

a book/a holy book/a holy
scripture/a written literature/a
letter/a message/a decree/a rite/a
destiny/a fate/a term/a judgment

our book/our message/our decree/
our rite/our destiny/our fate/our
judgment

books/holy books/holy
scriptures/written literature/
messages/decrees/rites/judgments

we wrote/we dicated/we
ordered/we decreed

it is written/it is dictated/it is
ordered/it is decreed/it was
written/it was dictated/it was
ordered/it was decreed

your (s/m) book/your message/
your decree/your rite/your
destiny/your fate/your judgment

he wrote/he dictated/he ordered/he
decreed

-- wrote/-- dictated/-- ordered/-decreed

destiny/my fate/my judgment

J
Ä KÒ yÒ

you wrote/you dictated/you
ordered/you decreed

their book/their decree/their
rite/their destiny/their fate/their
judgment

£¦IKy - £¦IBKy

L
Ä IÆ KÒ yÒ

our book/our holy book/our holy
scripture/our written literature/our
letter/our message/our decree/our
rite/our destiny/our fate/our
term/our judgment

£IKy - £IBKy

scripture/a written literature/a
letter/a message/a decree/a rite/a
destiny/a fate/a term/a judgment

á¥IKBy - á¥IKy writing/dictating/ordering/
decreeing (p)

á¦IKBy - á¦IKy

writing/dictating/ordering/
decreeing (p)

z
£¦IBKy - £¦IKy

my book/my decree/my rite/my

JAYy

liar/denier/falsifier

destiny/my fate/my judgment

lying/denying/falsifying

~Ky

BIAYy

hid/concealed

lied/denied/falsified

ZÄ MÓ yÒ

J
Ä YÒ yÒ

became much/became plenty/

J
Ä YÚ yÒ

lied/denied/falsified

J
Ä YÞ yÓ

was lied/was denied/was falsified

JYBy - JYy

lying/denying/falsifying/liar/

became many/became abundant/
increased

LZMy

became much/became plenty/
became many/became increased/
became abundant

deniar/falsifier

BIYy

lying/denying/falsifying/lies/

©ZMy

plentifulness/many/much

~yKZMy

your (p) plentifulness

BI¦My

a heap/a pile of sand

Z¦My

much/plenty

AZ¦My

much/plenty

©Z¦My

much/many (f)

á¥Z¦My

many (p)

we denied/we lied/we falsified

Z¢Oy

BIYy

as publicizing/as declaring/as

A¥IÚYyÒ

they lied/they denied/they falsified

A¥IÞYyÓ

they were lied to/they were denied/

denials/falsifications

BIYBy - BIYy

lying/denying/falsifying/a liar/a
denier/a falsifier

LÄIYÚ yÒ

had denied/had lied/had falsified

LÄIYÞ yÓ

were lied to/were denied

~KIYy

you (p) lied/you denied/you
falsified

loudness/like publicizing/like
declaring/like loudness

JRy

as --'s love/as --'s like

ª¦cUy

as --'s fear

£w{Uy

like his creation/as his creation

~yKt¦Uy

as your (p) fear/as your fearing/as

(they were rejected)

z¥IYy

they lied (to) you (s/m)/they denied
you/they falsified you

your fright

JCXy

as --'s affairs/as --'s habits

L
Ä XÆ yÊ

you (s/m) were about to/you almost

BRXy

exertion/labour/toil

BkXy

as calling

BXy

we plotted/we conspired/we
deceived/we cheated/we fought/we
embattled/we manipulated

~y¥IYy

they denied you (p)/they lied (to)
you/they falsified you

á¥IYBy - á¥IYy they are lying/they are denying/
they are falsifying

§¥IÚYy - á¥IYy they denied me/they lied (to)
me/they falsified me/they made me
a liar/they made me a falsifier

á
Ø ¥IYy - §¥IYy they denied me/they lied (to)
me/they falsified me/they made me
a liar/they made me a falsifier

¤¥IYy

they denied him/they lied (to)

z
£IYy

him/they falsified him

A¥¡Zy

his lies/his deniance/his

á¥¡ZBy - á¥¡Zy hating (p)

falsification

á¦IYBy - á¦IYy they are lying/they are denying/
they are falsifying/lying/denying/
falsifying (p)

~yZyYy

as you (p) mentioin/as you
remember/as your mentioning/as
your remembering

z{Yy

as that/like that/that is it/that is

á¦¡ZBy - á¦¡Zy hating (p)
~¦Zy

honoured/generous/kind/
hospitable/forgivers (p)

B}AZy

honoured/generous/kind/
hospitable/forgivers/generously/
kindly/hospitably/forgivingly (p)

JZy

grief, hardship and suffering

©Zy

a return/a repeat/a second time/a

B}¦Zy
nZ`y

as a plant/as a crop

B¡XBay

its slump/its depression/its
slackening

§{Bay

lazy (p)

Jay

he earned/he won/he gained/he
gathered/he acquired/he carried

BIay

LIay

~KIay

as ashes/like ashes

L}ÌZy

you (s/m) honoured/you respected/

you (p) earned/you won/you
gained/you gathered/you
acquired/you carried

knowledge

XB}Zy

it earned/it won/it gained/it
gathered/it acquired/it carried/
earned/won/gained/gathered/
acquired/carried

two times/two returns/two repeats/
his throne/his seat/his chair/his

they (b) earned/they won/they
gained/they gathered/they
acquired/they carried

two repititions

£¦aZy

an honoured/a generous/a kind/a
hospitable/a gracious

repitition

á¦KZy

honoured/generous/kind/
hospitable/forgiving/noble

how/thus

~AZy

they hated

A¥Iay

they earned/they won/they gained/
they gathered/they acquired/they
carried

(you prefered)

B}Zy

we honoured

as a mirage

¤Ä ZØ yÒ

JAZay

hated/he hated

pieces/piece/covered/eclipsed

¤Ä ZÌ yÒ

BtaÊy

made -- hated

their dressing/their clothing

ÅÅ¤ZÆ yÓ

~¢KÄ¥a
Æ yÊ

hatred

their (f) dressing/their clothing

B¡Zy

á¢K¥ay

compellingly/forcefully/

©ZOcy

as a tree

LiÊcyÓ

was skimmed/was scraped off/was

involuntarily

á¡¥}K¡Zy

you (p) hated them (f)

uncovered/is skimmed/is scraped

z
off/is uncovered

ucy

he removed/he uncovered/(he

stopped

BKBty

relieved)/removal/uncovering/
(relief)

L
Ä tÔ c
Ä yÒ

encompassing/containing internally
and externally (applies to
everything living and dead)

you (s/m) removed/you uncovered/

ZBÚtyÓ

disbelievers/disbelieving

(you relieved)

ZBÚtyÒ

(insisting) disbeliever

she removed/she uncovered/(she

AÕZBtÓy

disbelievers

AÕZBÚtyÒ

(insisting) disbeliever

uncoverers/(relieves/relievers) (p/f)

©ZBÚty

cover/substitution

we removed/we uncovered/(we

ZÔtyÓ

disbelief

relieved)

ZÄ tÒ yÒ

disbelieved/he disbelieved

as owner/as company/as friend/as

ZÄ tÚ yÒ

he covered/he substituted

--'s owner/as --'s company/as --'s
friend

ZÆ tÞ yÒ

cover/substitute

J¦ey

as a cloud carrying rain/as rain

ZÄ tÊ yÓ

was disbelieved with/was denied

§iy

as --'s folding/as --'s rolling/as --'s

AZty

disbelief/disbelieving

áAZty

cover/substitution (denial)

L
Å Zty

I disbelieved

L
Æ ZÄ tÒ yÒ

disbelieved

~KZty

you (p) disbelieved

BZty

we disbelieved

¤Zty

his disbelief

~¡Zty

their disbelief

A¥Zty

they disbelieved/disbelieved (p)

L
Æ tÒ c
Ä yÒ

relieved)

LBtcBy - Ltcy removals/removers/uncovers/
Btcy
JRBey

coiling/as --'s shrinking/as --'s
weakening

L}{jy - LB}{jy as darknesses/like darknesses
LB}{jy - L}{jy as darknesses/like darknesses
á¦}jBy - á¦}jy holding/quieting/suppressing (p)
~¦jy

holding (his) breath/held/
quietened/suppressed

hZly

like --'s width/like --'s
broadness/like --'s expanse/as --'s
width/as --'s broadness/as --'s
expanse

uely

as husk/as chaff/as external
covering of seeds/as leaves/like
husk/like chaff/as external
covering of seeds

§{py

as -- 's boiling

u
Ì y

he prevented/he stopped/prevented/

á¥ZsBy - á¥Zty disbelieving/disbelievers (p)
á¦ZsBy - á¦Zty disbelieving/disbelievers (p)
L
Å tty

I prevented/I stopped

|ty

portion/equal/double

B¢Ò{tÚ yÒ

he sponsored her/he supported
her/he maintained her

z
á¦{ty

two portions/two equals/two

á¥R{By - á¥R{y gloomy/grim/stern/exposing and

doubles

AÕ¥ÔtyÓ

equal/match

A¥ÛtyÓ

you (p) prevent/you stop

Z¥ty

(insistant) disbeliever/(insisting)

grinding (their) teeth in agony (p)

ª{½y - ª{{y

father/tiredness/weakness

~Ä {ÞyÓ

(insistant) disbeliever/(insisting)
disbelief

§ty

enough/sufficient/stopped (from)/
prevented (from)

it was conversed/it was spoken/it
was talked/was conversed to/was
spoken to/was talked to

disbelief

AZ¥ty

a person without a child or

~Ä {ÚyÒ

he conversed/he spoke/he talked/
conversed/spoke/talked

~½y - ~{y

speech/conversation/languages

½¦ty

a sponsor/a supporter/a maintainer

B} |y - B}{y

whenever

z¦ty - zB¦ty

we suffice you (s/m)/we make you

L}{y - LB}{y

words/expressions

sufficient against/(we protected
you)

zB¦ty - z¦ty

£K}{y - £KB}{y his words/his expressions
ª}{y - L}{y

we suffice you (s/m)/we make you
sufficient against/(we protected
you)

£¦ty

his two palms

|Æ yÓ

all/every/each

ÅÍ|yÒ

tired/weak/(tiresome/burdensome)

B}{y - B} |y

whenever

½
Õ yÓ

each/all

½Óy

you (b) eat

½
Ú yÒ

no, but (prep.)

ª{{y - ª{½y

a person without a child or

a word/an expression/words/
speech/sermon

LB}{y - L}{y

words/expressions

L}{y - ª}{y

a word/an expression/words/
speech/sermon

father/tiredness/weakness

~{y - ~½y

speech/conversation/languages

B}¡½y

each of them (b)/(b) of them

~¢I{y

their dog

BK{y

each of them (b/f)

~K{y

you (p) measured/you weighed

BK}{y

our words/our expressions/our
speech

£KB}{y - £K}{y his words/his expressions/its
words/its expressions

S}{y

a --'s twinkling/as --'s quick
glance/like --'s twinkling/like --'s
quick glance/as a twinkling/like a
twinkling/like a quick glance

£Ä}{Úy

he conversed (with) him/he spoke
(to) him/he talked (to) him

~¢}{y

he conversed (with) them/he spoke
(to) them/he talked (to) them

£{y

all of it

B¢{y

all of her/all of it/all of them

~¢{y

all of them

z
á¢{y

all of them (f)

L
Å y

I was/I am

A¥{y

eat (p)

~Ky

you (p) were/you are/you have

§{y

eat (f)

~y

how many (question)/how much
(question)/many (answer)/much
(answer)

B}y

as/like

B}y

as water (a compound of two parts

been/you had

áKy

you (p/f) were/you were to

`y

a treasure/a buried treasure

~K`y

you (p) treasured/you accumulated/
you hoarded/you buried treasure

B}¡`Êy

hydrogen and one part oxygen)

|M}y

£{M}y

treasure

as (the) example/as (the) proverb/

bty

as -- self/like -- self

like (the) example/like (the)
proverb

`¥ÓyÊ

treasures/buried treasures

as similar to it/as equal to it/as

ZjKR}{A ~¦c¢y - ~¦c¢y as the dried and broken
plants (used by) the livestock
pen/as the dried and broken plants
(used by) the enclosure builder

alike to it

©¥yc}y - ©Byc}y as a niche/as a recess in a wall to
place an object in/as an object to
place a light in or on/like a niche/
like a recess in a wall to place an
object in/like an object to place a
light in or on

©Byc}y - ©¥yc}y as a niche/as a recess in a wall to
place an object in/as an object to
place a light in or on/like a niche/
like a recess in a wall to place an
object in/like an object to place a
light in or on

á}y

their (b)'s treasure/their buried

~¢t¢y

their home carved in the mountain/
their cave/their shelter

½¢y

aged approximately between 30 to
50 years old

f n ¨ ¤ z - bl¦¢y K H Y EN S/C Arabic letters
found in verse 19:1

ª®¦¢y

as a shape/as a form/like a shape/
like a form

JkA¥y

full grown breasts

as who/as whom/like who/like

LZ¥y

its light was coiled and gathered

whom

like

a turban/its light is coiled and
gathered like a turban/rotated/
rounded/fell down/dug out/
weakened/disappeared/rolled

á
Æ yÓ

be/were/were to/are

á
Ì yÓ

they (f) were

By

we were/we are/we have been

A¥¥y

be/become (p)

L
Ä y

you (s/m) were/you are

Jy¥y

a star/a planet

L
Ê y

you (s/f) were/you are

BIy¥y

a star/a planet

§¥y

be/become (f)

z
§y

that/in order that/to/with an effort/
with the aim for/for that/for/so that

¼ §y

so that -- not/in order that -- not/to
not (prep.)

X¦y

plot/conspiracy/deceit/cheatery/
fight/battle/wishing harm for
another/manipulation/a plot/a
conspiracy/a fight/a battle/a
manipulation

AX¦y

a plot/conspiracy/deceit/cheatery/a
fight/a battle/wishing harm for
another/a manipulation

~yX¦y

your (p) plotting/your conspiring/
your deceiving/your cheating/your
fighting/you battling/you wishing
harm for another/your
manipulation

áyX¦y

your (p/f) plotting/your conspiring/
your deceiving/your cheating/your
fighting/you battling/you wishing
harm for another/your
manipulation

¤X¦y

his plotting/his conspiring/his
deceiving/his cheating/his
fighting/his embattling/his wishing
harm for another/his manipulation

~¡X¦y

their plotting/their conspiring/their
deceiving/their cheating/their
fighting/their embattling/their
wishing harm for another/their
manipulation

á¡X¦y

their (f) plotting/their conspiring/
their deceiving/their fighting/their
embattling/their wishing harm for
another/their manipulation

§¥X¦y - á¥X¦y you (p) plot (against) me/you
conspire (against) me/you deceive

me/you cheat me/you fight me/you
embattle (against) me/you wish
harm for me/you manipulate me

á¥X¦y - §¥X¦y you (p) plot (against) me/you
conspire (against) me/you deceive
me/you cheat me/you fight me/you
embattle (against) me/you wish

z

harm for me/you manipulate me

¨X¦y

my plotting/my conspiring/my
deceiving/my cheating/my
fighting/my embattling/my wishing
harm for another/my manipulation

u¦y

how

|¦y

measurement/weight/measuring/
weighing

|

L¾ - LÀ

is coming (e)

~KlIK¼

you (s/m) would have followed

~yBlIK¼

we would have followed you (p/e)

z¥lIK¼

they would have followed you

áÂ - á®{

if (e)

¼¾ - ½®{

for not/for that -- not/for that

LYUK{ - LYUK¼ you (s/m) would have taken

not/for that do not/for that no

á
Ì YÒ UÊ KÚ ¾Ò

¼

no/do not/does not/nor/(let) not/are
not/will not/not/would not/(e)
(emphasis that does not change the
meaning of the sentence if
removed)

|A`¦ ¼

£YUK¼ - ¤BYUK¼ we would have taken him/we
would have taken it (e)

¤BYUK¼ - £YUK¼ we would have taken him/we
would have taken it (e)

z¥YUK¼

they would have taken you (s/m/e)

still/remain/continue

~K¾

to complete

B¡¥KÀ- B¡¥K¾

they would have given it (e)

~¢®BI¾ - ~¢®BIÀ to their fathers
they would have asked/they would
have wished/they would have
desired

á¦MI{ - á¦MI¼

I will take (e)

still is/remains/continues/are

~¢®BIÀ - ~¢®BI¾ to their fathers
A¥pKI¼

(p/e)

staying/remaining/waiting (p)

B¡¥K¾ - B¡¥KÀ they would have given it (e)
ª¦KÀ - ª¦K¾

is coming (e)

ª¦K¾ - ª¦KÀ

is coming (e)

B¦KÀ - B¦K¾

we would have given/we

~¦¡ZIÂ - ~¦¡AZIÂÄ Abraham (e)
~¦¡ZIØÂ - ~¦¡AZIØÂ to Abraham
~¦¡AZIÂÄ - ~¦¡ZIÂÄ Abraham (e)
~¦¡AZIØÂ - ~¦¡ZIØÂ to Abraham

would have brought (e)

B¦K¾ - B¦KÀ

would have brought (e)

~¢¦K¾ - ~¡B¦KÀ we gave them/we
brought them (e)

£I¼

to his son

~¢¦K¾- ~¢¦KÀ

£¦¥I¾

to his parents

~¢¦KÀ - ~¢Ú¦Ä KÊ ¾

§I¾

to my father

áÐ¦IÄ ¾Ó

to clarify/to show/to explain (s/m)

£¦I¾

for his father/to his father

L¼

it is not

fB} á¦R L¼ - L¼ it is not the time, time for
escape (an expression)

we would have given/we

I will come to them (e)
I will come to
them (e)

~¡B¦K¾ - ~¢¦K¾ we gave them/we
brought them (e)

~ÔMÂØ

to a sin/to a crime

XO¾

I find (e)

áXO¾

I will find (e)

|
ZO¾

reward/wage/fee (e)

AZO¾

a reward/a wage/a fee (e)

z{lO¾

I will make you (s/m)/I will create
you/I will put you/I will
manipulate you (e)

zBvY¾

we would have made you (s/m)
taste/we would have made you
experience

JBKZ¼

would have doubted/would have
become suspicious

|O¾

to a term/to a time

z}OZ¾

áyKR¾

I will possess/I will take over (e)

~¢y¦Z¾ - ~¢yB¦Z¾ we would have shown

XR¾

to anyone/to any/to one

B}¡XR¾

to one of them (b)

¨XRÂ

one (e)

|RÓ¾

to permit/to allow

~Kt{KU¼

you (p) would have differed/you
would have disagreed/you would
have disputed

BYU¾

BA¥UÂ

we would have taken/we would

I will stone you (s/m/e)

them to you (p)/we would have let
you (s/m) see them

~¢yB¦Z¾ - ~¢y¦Z¾ we would have shown
them to you (p)/we would have let
you (s/m) see them

J`¼

very sticky and hardened

zO¥`¾ - zOA¥`¾ to your (s/m) wives/to your
spouses

~¢O¥`¾ - ~¢OA¥`¾ to their wives/to their
husbands/to their spouses

have received/we would have
punished/we took/we received/we
punished (e)

zOA¥`¾ - zO¥`¾ to your (s/m) wives/to your

to our brothers

~¢OA¥`¾ - ~¢O¥`¾ to their wives/to their

spouses

~¢¥UÂ - ~¢A¥UÂ to their brothers

husbands/to their spouses

~¢¥UÂ - ~¢A¥UÂ to their brothers

~yX¦`¾

I will increase you (p/e)

§U¾

to my brother

á¦Ä`¾Ó

I will decorate/I will beautify (e)

£¦U¾

to his brother

~¢l}a¾

he would have made them hear/he

~¢{UX¾ - ~¡B{UX¾ we would have entered
them

~yÚ{ÒUÊ XÆ ¾Ó

I will enter you (p/e)

~¢Ú{ÒUÊ XÆ ¾Ó

I will enter them (e)

would have made them listen

£jÒ¾

suppose he/I doubt he/I suspect he

zjÒ¾

£ÚRÄ IØ YÔ ¾

á¦Il{ - á¦Ik¼ playing/amusing/enjoying/
joking/mocking (p)

I will slaughter it/I will
cut its throat (e)

I think you (s/m/e)/I assume you/I
suppose you/I doubt you/I suspect
you

~¡B{UX¾ - ~¢{UX¾ we would have entered
them

I think he (e)/I assume he/I

|XkÒ¾

to be just/to be equitable

|
A¥ÍXk
Ä ¾Ò

they would have prepared (e)

~¡ZMyÒ¾Ê

to most of them

£IYkÓ¾

I will torture him/I will torture it

Zty¾

to disbelieve

(e)

áZtyÓ¾Ä

I cover/I substitute (e)

he would have caused exertion to

A¥{y¾

they would have eaten

~yKk¾

you (p)/he would have caused
burden to you/he would have
caused hardship to you/he would
have caused harm to you/he would
have caused corruption to you

áI{Ôo¾Ò

I will defeat/I will conquer/I will

á¥{yÀ - á¥{y¾ eating exaggerated/gluttons
á¥{y¾ - á¥{yÀ eating exaggerated/gluttons
á¥y¾

I will be (e)

áX¦y¾

I will plot/I will conspire/I will
deceive/I will cheat/I will fight/I
will embattle/I will manipulate (e)

overcome

~¢¦¥o¾

I will misguide them/I will fail
them/I will entice them/I will lure
them/I will seduce them (e)

ª¦p{ - ª¦o¼
LXKs¼

for not/for that -- not/for that
not/for that do not/for that no

nonsence/senseless talk/useless

§
Ì {ÂÄ

to me (e)

talk/(obscene word)

§{Â

to (e)

she would have ransomed/she

©ZB}Ò¾Ä

incessantly commanding/urging/

would have compensated/it would
have ransomed/it would have
compensated

A¥XKs¼

½®{ - ¼¾

they would have ransomed/they
would have compensated

demanding (e)

~¢K}¾ - ~¢KBB}¾Ê to their deposits/to
their securities/to their trusts

ª}Ò¾Ä

an owned female slave (e)

z{Kv¾Ê

to kill you (s/m)

Z}¾

to --'s order/to --'s command

z{KvÒ¾

I will kill you (s/m/e)

£KCZ}¼

to his woman/for his woman

JZvÒ¾Ê

to nearer/to closer

~¢Z}¾ - ~¢Z}À I will order them/I will

áliv¾

I will cut off/I will cut to pieces/I
will separate/I will sever/I will
amputate (e)

áXlv¾

I will sit/I will remain/I will be

command them (e)

~¢Z}À - ~¢Z}¾ I will order them/I will
command them (e)

~Ka}{ - ~Ka}¼ you (p) touched repeatedly/you
touched and felt repeatedly/you
seeked repeatedly (could mean
sexual intercourse)

concerned and prepared/I will
beset/(I will position myself)

£¦v¼

receiving him/meeting him/finding
him/receiving it/meeting it/finding
it

~Kya}Ò¾Ä

you (p) would have held/you
would have clung/you would have
seized (e)

|
á¿}¾

I will fill (e)

J¡¾

to grant/to present

á
Ä }Ê ¾Ò Ä

became safe/became secure/

|¡¾

to --'s family/to --'s relation/to --'s
people

became trusting (e)

á}¾ - á}À

would have believed

á}À - á}¾

would have believed

~¢KBB}ÀÊ - ~¢K}¾ to their deposits/to their

£{¡Ò¾Ê

people

ª¦¡¼

I will make them wish/I will make
them desire (e)

are being distracted/are being
preoccupied/are being forgetful/are
being diverted

securities/to their trusts

~¢¦}¾

to his family/to his relation/to his

¤¥¾ - ¤A¥¾

groaner/moaner/complainer
(e)

á¾

to that (e)

I will be given (e)

á®{ - áÂ

á¦K¥Ó¾

if (e)

they would have put/they would

L¾

A¥lg¥¾

you are (e)

ZeK¼

he got victory (e)/he would have

have raised/they would have
spoiled

gotten victory

|Ì¥¾Ò Ê

~K¾

you (p) are (e)

~¢{¥¾ - ~¡¼¥¾ to their first/to their

~yZYÓ¾Ê

to warn you (p)/to give you notice

|`¾

he would have descended (e)

B{¥Ò¾Ê

~yat¾

to your (p) selves/for your selves

~¡¼¥¾ - ~¢{¥¾ to their first/to their

~¢at¾

to their selves/for their selves

A¥gt¼

they would have broken (away)/
they would have scattered/they
would have separated

~y}l¾ - ~y}BlÒ¾Ê to your (p) camels/to
your livestock/for your camels/for
your livestock

~y}Bl¾ - ~y}l¾ to your (p) camels/to your
livestock/for your camels/for your
livestock

£}l¾

to his blessings/to his
goodnesses/to his comfort and
ease/to his praises/ for his
blessings/for his goodnesses/for his
comfort and ease/for his praises

to beginning

begining
to our beginning/to our first

beginning

§{¥Ó¾Ê

to (owner) of (prep. of ownership)

¤A¥¾ - ¤¥¾

groaner/moaner/complainer
(e)

¨¾

to which

L¦¾ - LB¦À

signs/verses/evidences (e)

BK¦¾ - BKB¦À

to our signs/to our verses/to
our evidences

LB¦À - L¦¾

signs/verses/evidences (e)

ª¦¾ - ª¦À

a sign/a verse/an evidence

ª¦À - ª¦¾

a sign/a verse/an evidence

BKB¦À - BK¦¾

to our signs/to our verses/to
our evidences

|
u{¦Â - u½¦Â to --'s unification/to --'s joining/to
--'s friendship/to --'s love/to --'s
familiarity/to --'s association/to
unify/to join/to familiarize/to
associate

u½¦Â - u{¦Â to --'s unification/to --'s joining/to
--'s friendship/to --'s love/to --'s
familiarity/to --'s association/to
unify/to join/to familiarize/to
associate

~yB}Æ¦¾Ò

to your (p) rights/to your sides/to

BMI{

we stayed/we remained/we waited

A¥MI{

they stayed/they remained/they
waited/they stay/they remain/they
wait

á¦MI¼ - á¦MI{

staying/waiting/remaining (p)

AÕXÄI{Ó

mane/interlocked/interwoven/stuck
together/stuck on condensed/
matted or felted together/plenty/
clouded on/rained on

`ZÄI{Ò

would have emerged/would have
appeared/(would have went out)

your hands/to your oaths

b®I{

how bad/what bad (e)

bÆI{Ò

confusion/mixture/cover/obscurity

bBI{

a cover/a dress/husbands/wives/

|¦IaI{

with a way/with a road/with a path/
with a means/with a method (e)

mixture/dress/mixtures

BaBI{

a cover/a dress

ZcIÊ{

to a human

~¢aBI{

their cover/their dress

á¦ÄZc
Ä IÄ {Ê

to two humans

B}¢aBI{

their (b)'s cover/their dress

BMlI{

we would have sent

XBeZ}{BIÒ{

with the watch/with the

hlI{

to some/to part/for some/for part

observation/with the ambuscade
(ambush place)/with the lookout/
with the observatory (e)/at the
watch/at the observation/at the
ambushcade/at the lookout/at the
observatory (e)

á¢K{¥lI{

to their (f) husbands/to their

~B}HIÒ{

with a leader/with a clear road/with

spouses

A¥pIÒ{

would have transgressed/they
would have corrupted (e)

X{IÊ{

did he stay/did he wait/did he

Bp{I{ - Bo½IÒ{

did you (s/m) stay/did you wait/did
you remain/you stayed/you
waited/you remained

an information/a communication
(e)

remain

L
Ä MÔ IÄ {Ò

to a country/to a land/to a city/to a
town/to a place

an example (e)

N
Ò IØ {Ò

they would have oppressed/they

Bo½I{ - Bp{I{

an information/a communication
(e)

áI{

milk

L
Å MÔ IØ {Ò

I stayed/I waited/I remained

BI{

milk

~KMI{

you (p) stayed/you remained/you

§ÄI{Ê

to sons

waited

|
£¦IÊ{

to his sons (and daughters)

~¢XOK{

you (s/m) will find them (e)

b¥I{

clothes/shields

¨ZOK{

to flow/to run/to pass/to orbit/for --

~¢K¥¦I{

to their houses/to their homes/for
their houses/for their homes

L¦IÒ{

house/home (e)

§KDK{ - LDK{

should come (e)

§KDK{

to bring -- to me/to come to me (e)

á¥KDKÒ{

you (p) come/you do/you commit/

flow/for -- run/for -- pass/for -orbit

¨Ä`OÆ KÓ {

to be rewarded (good or bad)/to be
reimbursed/to be substituted/to be
replaced/to be compensated

¤¥IaRK{

to think it/to suppose it/to count
it/to calculate it (p)

coming/doing/committing (e)

~yeRK{

to fortify you (p)/to protect you

LDK{ - §KDK{

should come (e)

~yRK{

to judge/to rule

~y¦KDK{

it comes to you (p/e)

~¢{}RK{

to carry them/to bear them

B¡¥YUDK{

to take it/to receive it (p)

LYUK¼ - LYUK{ you (s/m) would have taken (e)

A¥yZBK{

to leave (p)

QZUK{

to bring -- out

BysDK{

to turn us away

BOZUK{

to bring us out

A¥{yDK{

to eat (p)

A¥OZUK{

to bring out (p)

A¥pKIÒK{Ê

to ask/to wish/to desire (p)

á{UXÓK{

enter (p/e)/you (p) will enter (e)

¨XIK{

to show/to uncover

~¡¥kXK{

to call them (e)/call them (e)

ZcIK{

to announce good news

©ZyYKÒ{

a reminder (e)

áMlIÓK{Ò

you (p) will be sent/you will be

A¥I¡YK{

to go/to go away/to take away/to

resurrected/you will be revived (e)

A¥p{IK{

to reach (p)

á¥{IÓK{Ò

you (p) will be tested (e)

á¦IK{

to clarify/to show/to explain (s/m)

£¦IÓK{Ò

should clarify it/to show it/to

eliminate/to wipe out (p)

§¦XK{ - á¦XZKÊ{ to make me fall/to make me
be destroyed/to make me ruin/to
make me perish (e)

á¦XZK{ - §¦XZKÊ{ to make me fall/to make me
be destroyed/to make me ruin/to
make me perish (e)

explain it (e)

A¥wKK{

to fear and obey (p/e)

A¥{KK{

to read/to recite (p)

A¥{¥KK{

to turn away (p)

áXOK{

you (s/m) will find (e)

A¥gZK{

you (p) accept/you approve/to
accept/to approve (p)

§gZK{

to accept/to approve/to please
(s/m)

áIyZK{

you (p) will ride/you will embark/

|
you will board (e)

tighten/to harden/to strain (p)

A¥IyZK{

to ride/to embark/to board (p)

á®}iK{

to assure/to tranquillise/to secure

B¡¥IyZK{

to ride it/to embark (on) it/to board

A¥sZBlÒK{Ê

to know eachother

it (p)

A¥XKlK{

to transgress/to violate/to break (p)

you (p) would see/you

|OlK{

to hurry/to hasten/to rush

A¥gZlK{

to object/to oppose/to turn away

á
Ì ¥Å ZÄ KÒ {Ò

would understand (e)

B¢Ú¥Å ZÄ KÒ {Ò

you (p) will see it/you
will understand it (e)

|¥`K{

to (make) -- vanish/to (make) -- be
removed/to (make) -- cease to
exist/to (make) -- terminate (e)

á{DaÓK{ - á{®aK{ you (p) will be asked/you will
be questioned

(p)

~¢sZlK{

you (s/m) will know them (e)

~{lKÒ{

you (s/m) know (e)

~{lKÊ{

to know

á}{lK{

you (p) will know (e)

A¥}{lK{

to know (p)

á{lK{

you (p) will become high and

á¦IKaK{

to clarify/to show/to explain (s/m)

BZRaK{

to bewitch us/to enchant us

A¥yaK{

to be tranquil/to be settled/to be

áX¥lK{

you (p) return (e)

quiet/to become motionless/to
become secure

xZpÓK{Ê

to drown/to sink

to enter/to follow/to pass/to thread

ZtpK{

to forgive

(p)

A¥ZKtK{

to fabricate/to cut and split (p)

you (p) will hear/you will listen (e)

¨ZKtK{

to fabricate/to cut and split (s/m)

A¥¥KaK{ - A¥KaK{ to sit on/to tend to/to straighten (p)

áXatKÒ{

you (p) will corrupt/you will

A¥y{aK{
ál}aK{

mighty (e)

A¥KaK{ - A¥¥KaK{ to sit on/to tend to/to straighten (p)
zZcK{

disorder/you will disrepair/you will
decompose/you will invalidate/you
will deprive/you will rot/you will
void/you will break down (e)

to share (with God)/to make
partners (with God)

§wcK{

to be miserable/to be unhappy

§{KwK{

to kill me

á¥X¢cK{

witnessing/testifying (p/e)

¤CZwK{

to read it

§peK{

to -- incline/to -- to listen to/to

á¥{¥wK{

you (p) say (e)/you are saying (e)

A¥ZIyK{

to greaten/to magnify/to enlarge (p)

á¥ZtyKÒ{

you disbelieve (p/e)

A¥{}yK{

to complete (p)

incline to/to listen to

meÓK{Ê

to be made/to be done/to be
produced/to be manufactured/to be
performed

A¥wÐ¦g
Ä KÓ {Ê

to (make) narrow/to

|
áyK{

be/to be (e)

á¥yK{

to be

á¥yK{

you (p) will be (e)

A¥¥yK{

to be (p)

BKt{K{

to turn us away/to turn us
around/to turn our faces away/(to
divert us)

C¥K{ - ¥K{ - A¥K{ burdensome weight
that is carried with great difficulty
in a leaning position and could
cause one to fall from it (e)

A¥K{ - ¥K{ - C¥K{ burdensome weight
that is carried with great difficulty
in a leaning position and could
cause one to fall from it (e)

made to receive/made to meet/

A¥XK¢K{

to be guided (p)

made to find (e)

¨ÊX¢KÒ{

you (s/m) guide (e)

á¥Z}K{

you (p) pass (e)

A¥{¥K{

they would have turned away

áa}K{

will touch (e)

á}»K{

to believe (e)

A¥}»K{

to believe (p)

~¡BO{

would have come to them

§
Ä wÒ {ÒKÓ {Ò

~Kk`K{ - ~Kk`BK{ you would have disputed/you
would have quarreled/you would
have argued

~¢®IK{

you (p) will inform them (e)

á»IK{

you (p) will be informed (e)

ZYK{

to warn/to give notice

~Kk`BK{ - ~Kk`K{ you would have disputed/you

á¥{lO{ - á¥{kBO{ we are making/we are creating/
we are putting/we are
manipulating/making/creating/
putting/manipulating (p/e)

L¥{BOÊ{

to Goliath (a tyrant king killed by
Prophet David)

would have quarreled/you would
have argued

|¦ZIO{

to Gabriel

|¦`K{

descent (e)

ªO{

a body of much water/a wide body

£ZeK{

you (p) will give him victory/you
will give him aid/you will give it
victory/you will give it aid

ZjK{

|lO{

~y{lO{

that is carried with great difficulty
in a leaning position and could
cause one to fall from it (e)

he would have made you (p)/he
would have created you/he would
have put you/he would have
manipulated you

to spend (p)

A¥K{ - C¥K{ - ¥K{ burdensome weight

he would have made/he would
have created/he would have put/he
would have manipulated

should look/should see/should
watch/should think about/should
wonder about/should consider/
should perceive

A¥wtK{

of water

BÒ{lÄ OÄ {

he would have made us/he would
have created us/he would have put
us/he would have manipulated us

£{lO{ - ¤B{lO{ we would have made it/we

|
would have created it/we would
have put it/we would have
manipulated it/we would have
made him/we would have created
him/we would have put him/we
would have manipulated him

¤B{lO{ - £{lO{ we would have made it/we
would have created it/we would
have put it/we would have
manipulated it/we would have
made him/we would have created
him/we would have put him/we
would have manipulated him

£{lO{

he would have made him/he would
have created him/he would have
put him/he would have
manipulated him/he would have
made it/he would have created it/he
would have put it/he would have
manipulated it

~¢{lO{

~¡X¥{O{

he would have made them/he

§O{

body of water

á¥jtR{ - á¥jsBR{ protectors/observers/guards/
safekeepers/protecting/observing/
guarding/safekeeping (p/e)

á¦jtR{ - á¦jsBR{ protectors/observers/guards/
safekeepers/protecting/observing/
guarding/safekeeping (p/e)

JRÊ{

for love/for like/to love/to like

iIR{

would have been wasted/would
have been invalidated/would have
failed

£{{A X¥XR{

to God's limits/to God's
boundaries/to God's orders

N¦XR{

to an information/to a speech

©ZaR{

grief/sorrow/eagerness/sadness/
weakness/uncover (e)

áaR{

goodness/beauty/good/beautiful (e)

would have created them/he would
have put them/he woud have
manipulated them

á¥jsBR{ - á¥jtR{ protecting/observing/guarding/

to their skins

á¦jsBR{ - á¦jtR{ protecting/observing/guarding/

safekeeping/protectors/observers/
guards/safekeepers (p/e)

á¥{kBO{ - á¥{lO{ we are making/we are creating/
we are putting/we are manipulating
(e)

~¢l}O{

wide roaring and noisy mixing

safekeeping/protectors/observers/
guards/safekeepers (p/e)

xR{

fact/right (e)

he would have gathered them/he
would have collected them

correct/true/real/deserved/duty/

~yR{

to judgment/to rule/for judgement/

m¦}O{

all/all together/whole (e)

£IO{

to his side

£}yR{

to his judgment/to his rule

~¢O{

to Hell/for Hellplace of

~¢}yR{

to their judgment/to their rule

punishment (of Hebrew origin)

~¦{R{

clement/patient, powerful and

A¥O{

for rule

capable (e)

they persisted, excessed, and
insisted

~ÆR{Ò

flesh/meat

|
BÕ}R{

a flesh/a meat/flesh/meat

áR{

words/grammatical mistakes/
mistakes in language/intonement/
meanings understood by the
listener from the words used

B¢}¥R{

its flesh/its meat

§KB¦R{

to my life/for my life

X¥¥AX{ - X¥AX{

to David/a prophet and second king
of the Jews between 1010 - 970
B.C. and father to Prophet
Solomon

X¥AX{ - X¥¥AX{

to David/a prophet and second king
of the Jews between 1010 - 970
B.C. and father to Prophet
Solomon

á¥ZaU{ - á¥ZaBU{ losers (p/e)

z¥{X{

--'s nearing sundown/setting

á¦®iU{ - á¦®iBU{ sinners/mistaken/erroneous/

áX{

at/by/near

wrong (p/e)

at us/by us/near us

Z¦IU{

BX{

expert/experienced (e)

at you (s/m)/by you/near you

BOZU{

zX{

we would have gotten out/we

£X{

at him/by him/near him

§ÞXÅ {Ò

at me/by me/near me

¨
Ì XÄ {Ò

at me/by me/near me

would have appeared/we would
have emerged

ª`U{

to --'s safe keepers

á¥ZaBU{ - á¥ZaU{ losers (p/e)

AÄX{Ò - ¨ÄX{Ò

uaU{

he would have sunkdown/he would

B¦X{

at us/by us/near us

have made to come in/he would
have eliminated light/he would
have eclipsed/he would have made
disappear/he would have
punctured/he would have
weakened/he would have
humilliated and burdened by -hatred

£¦X{

at him/by him/near him

~¢¦X{

at them/by them/near them

A¥w®AY{

tasting/experiencing (p/e)

á¥w®AY{

tasting/experiencing (p/e)

©Y{

delight/pleasure/enjoyment

ZyYÒ{

remembrance/reminder/a

á¦®iBU{ - á¦®iU{ sinners/mistaken/erroneous/
wrong (p/e)

at/by/near

remembrance/a reminder (e)

¨
Ø ZyYÊ{

to mention me/to remember me/for

x{UÒ{

creation (e)

x{UÊ{

to --'s creation

AÎX{Ó

harsh dispute/violent dispute

¨
Ä XÄ {Ò - AÒXÄ {Ò

at /by/near

ZAX{

house/home/country/tribe/

¨
Ä ZyYÒ{

a remembrance/a reminder (e)

yard/place (e)

BZ¥yY{

to our males

my remembrance/for my reminder
/for my praise/for my glorification/
for my mention/for mentioning
me/for remembering me/for
praising me/for glorifying me

|
z{Y{

for that

u¥Z{ - u¥»Z{ compassionate/merciful (e)

zIY{

to your (s/m/f) crime/for your

B}A`{

necessity/obligatioin/adherement

crime

§t{`Ò{

an approachment/an advancement/

~¢I¥Y{

for their crimes

J¡Y{

would have gone/would have gone

zO¥`{

away/would have taken away/
would have eliminated/would have
wiped out

ZRa{ - ZRBa{ magician/sorceror/a magician/a

¥Y{

of (e) (prep. of ownership)

¨Y{

of (e) (prep. of ownership)

a nearment/a degree/a rank (e)
to your (s/m) wife/to your spouse

sorceror (e)

áZRa{ - áAZRBa{ two magicians/two sorcerors (e)
á¥vZa{ - á¥vZBa{ stealing/robbing (p/e)
áBa{

tongue/language/speech

BBa{

tongue/a tongue/speech

zBa{

your (s/m) tongue

have understood it

§Ba{

my tongue/my speech

JZ{

to lord/to master/to owner

DIaÊ{

to Sheba/to Seba/for Sheba/to

zIZ{

to your (s/m) lord

£IZ{

to his lord

B¢IZÊ{

to her lord/to its lord

|OZ{

to a man

u¥»Z{ - u¥Z{ merciful/compassionate (e)
zXAZ{

returning you (s/m/e)

£K¦CZÒ{

you would have seen it/you would

z}OZ{ - zB}OZ{ we would have stoned you (s/m)
zB}OZ{ - z}OZ{ we would have stoned you (s/m)

Seba (a city and nation that existed
in Yemen 1000 B.C.)

HIa{

to Sheba/to Seba/for Sheba/to
Seba (a city and nation that existed
in Yemen 1000 B.C.)

L
Ä a{

you (s/m) are not

L
Å a{

I am not

ª}RZÒ{

mercy (e)

~Ka{

you (p) are not

BvÆ`ZØ {Ò

our provision (e)

áKa{

you (p/f) are not

~¢{aZ{

to their messengers

ZRa{

magic/sorcery (e)

|¥aZÒ{

messenger (e)

ZRBa{ - ZRa{ magician/sorceror/a magician/a

£{¥aZÊ{

to his messenger

£{¥aZÒ{

áAZRBa{ - áZRa{ two magicians/two sorcerors (e)

his messenger (e)

á¥vZBa{ - á¥vZa{ stealing/robbing (p/e)

sorceror (e)

¤BlsZ{ - £lsZ{ we would have risen him
£lsZ{ - ¤BlsZ{ we would have risen him
z¦vZ{

to your (s/m) ascent/to your climb

m¦Za{

quick/speedy/rushing/fast (e)

£¦la{

for his striving/for his endevour/for
his hastiness/for his quick

|

B¢¦la{

~¢i{a{

movement/for his quick walking/to
his striving/to his endevour/to his
hastiness/to his quick movement/to
his quick walking

§cÊ{

to a thing/for a thing

§cÒ{

a thing (e)

for its striving/for its endevour/for

xXBe{

its hastiness/for its quick
movement/for its quick walking

á¥vXe{ - á¥vXBe{ are truthful/truthful (p/e)

he would have empowered them/he

A¥{Be{

would have given them mastery/he
would have given them control

£IRe{ - £IRBe{ to his companion/to his friend
is truthful/is true (e)

entering into the fire/roasting/
suffering/burning (e)

£IRBe{ - £IRe{ to his companion/to his friend

á}¦{a{ - áB}¦{a{ to Soliman/for Soliman

á¥vXBe{ - á¥vXe{ are truthful/truthful (p/e)

áB}¦{a{ - á}¦{a{ to Soliman/for Soliman

L¥e{

sound (e)

m¦}a{

hearing/listening (e)

á¥{Bg{

misguided (e)

ªÅa{Ê

for --'s law/for --'s way/for --'s

Ba}i{

we would have wiped out/we

manner/for --'s nature

BKa{

would have effaced/we would have
exterminated/we would have
blotted out/we would have
uprooted/we would have destroyed

for our law/for our way/for our
manner/for our nature

u¥a{

will/shall (e)

ZkBcÊ{

to a poet

§Kc{

different/various/separate (e)

X¦Xc{

strong (severe) (e)

Zc{

bad/evil/harm (e)

~{j{

ª}YZc{

a small group/a portion (e)

á¦}{Bj{ - á¦}{j{ unjust/oppressors/oppressive

B®ByZc{

to our partners (with God)

~¢®ByZc{

to their partners (with God)

BKX¢c{ - BKXB¢cÒ{ our testimony/our certification

u¦i{

kind/courteous/soothing/polite

Bt¦i{

kind/courteous/soothing/polite

á¦}{j{ - á¦}{Bj{ unjust/oppressors/oppressive
(p/e)

(p/e)

~¥{j{

unjust/oppressive (e)

A¥{j{

they would have continued/they
would have remained

(e)

BKXB¢c{ - BKX¢c{ our testimony/our certification

§j{

BI¥c{

blazing/burning/flaming/intense
blaze without smoke

(e)

X¦¢c{

injustice/oppression (e)

an honest witness/a testifier/

A¥XBl{

they would have returned

witnessing/testifying (e)

|Bl{

height and might (e)

a mixture/treason/cheating/a

Jl{

playing/amusement/enjoyment/

fault/heat (e)

|
jokes/mockery

B{l{

maybe we/perhaps we

playing/amusing/enjoyment/

£{l{

maybe he/perhaps he

~¢{l{

maybe they/perhaps they

our servants

§Þ{lÄ {Ò

maybe I/perhaps I

£KXBIl{

to his worshippers

§
Ä {ÒlÄ {Ò

on/upon/above/at/on condition/

¤XBIl{

to his worshippers/to his slaves/to

BIl{

jokes/mockery

BXBIl{

¨XBIl{

to our worshippers/to our slaves/to

over (e)

his servants

~¦{l{

knowldgeable (e)

to my worshippers/to my slaves/to

zZ}l{

to your (s/m) life/to your age (an
oath)

my servants

XIl{

a slave (e)

©ZIl{

an example/a warning/a caution (e)

á¦Ik¼ - á¦Il{ playing/amusing/enjoying/
joking/ mocking

|Ä OÌ lÄ {Ò

he would have hurried/he would
have hastened/he would have
rushed/hurry/hasten/rush

á¢KXl{

to their term (p/f)

JAYl{

torture (e)

BÆIYÚ lÄ {Ò

we would have tortured

~¢ÄIYÚ lÄ {Ò

he would have tortured

~y{}l{

to your (p) making/to your doing/to
your work/to your deed

á
Ä lÄ {Ò

he cursed/he humilliated/he
expelled

á
Ä lÊ {Ó

have been cursed/have been
humilliated

BÚlÄ {

we cursed/we humilliated/we
expelled

BÕÆl{Ò

a curse/a humilliation/an expulsion

~¢l{ - ~¡Bl{ we cursed them/we
humilliated them/we expelled them

them

¥tl{

often forgiving/pardoning (e)

|Ì l{

maybe/perhaps

½
Ò lÄ {Ò

high, mighty and dignified (e)/

L
Æ Ò lÄ {Ò

it cursed/it humilliated

ªl{ - Ll{

curse/torture

Ll{ - ªl{

curse/torture

~ÛKÊ lÄ {Ò

you (p) would have suffered
exertion/you would have suffered
burden/you would have suffered
hardship/you would have suffered
harm/you would have suffered
corruption

would have heightened/would have
elevated

z{l{

maybe you/perhaps you (s/m)

~y{l{

maybe you (p)/perhaps you

~{l{

knowledge/knowledge of anything

§Kl{

my curse/my torture

through facts (e)

£l{

he cursed him/he humilliated him/

£}{l{

would have known it (e)

he expelled him

|
~¢l{
~¡BÚl{ - ~¢l{

talk/(obscene words)

he cursed them/he humilliated
them/he expelled them

Z¦p{

we cursed them/we

á¥wat{ - á¥waBt{ debauchers/dissoluters/

humilliated them/we expelled them

A¥Êl{Ó

á¥j®Bp{

disobeyers of God's orders i.e.)
corruptors, seducers, leaders away
from virtue (e)

they were cursed/they were
humilliated/they were expelled/
were cursed/were humilliated/were
expelled (p)

á¦wat{ - á¦waBt{ debauchers/dissoluters/
disobeyers of God's orders i.e.)
corruptors, seducers, leaders away
from virtue (e)

angering/enraging (p/e)

á¥{tp{ - á¥{sBp{ ignoring/neglecting/
disregarding (p/e)

á¦{tp{ - á¦{sBp{ ignoring/neglecting/

á¥{lt{ - á¥{kBt{ making/doing (e)
£Kt{ - ¤Å BKÒt{Ê

for tomorrow/for (the) future

ZBtp{

often forgiving/forgiver (e)

BRKt{

á¦{sBp{ - á¦{tp{ ignoring/neglecting/
disregarding (p/e)

Z¥tp{

forgiving/forgiver (e)

¤BK{s - £Kt{

á¦}½Óp{Ê - á¦}{p{ to two slaves/to two

to his youth/to his adolescent/to his
slave/to his servant

£¦Kt{ - £B¦Kt{ to his youths/to his
adolescents/ to his slaves/to his
servants

á¦}{p{ - á¦}½Óp{Ê to two slaves/to two
servants/to two boys

we would have opened/we would
have taught and informed/we
would have eased/we would have
disclosed/we would have judged

á¥{sBp{ - á¥{tp{ ignoring/neglecting/
disregarding (e)

to his youth/to his
adolescent/to his slave/to his
servant

disregarding (p/e)

XË pÒ {Ê

to other than

£B¦Kt{ - £¦Kt{ to his youths/to his
adolescents/to his slaves/to his
servants

servants/ to two boys

§p{

rich (e)

ÅÅTZt{

is happy/is rejoiced/is delighted (e)

¥Å pÔ {Ò

nonesence/senseless talk/useless

á¥kZt{

to Pharaoh (title for ancient

talk

AÕ¥Ôp{Ò

Egyptian kings which translates to
"great house")/every tyrant
aggressor

nonesence/senseless talk/useless
talk

J¥pÓ{

exhaustion

ÅÍ¨¥Ø pÒ {Ò

a misguider/a failure/an
enticer/a lurer/a seducer (e)

ª¦o¼ - ª¦p{

nonesence/senseless talk/useless

~¢O¥Zt{

to their genital parts between their
legs

Bw¦Zt{

a group/a party/a flock (e)

LXat{

it would have corrupted/it would

|
have disordered/it would have
disrepaired/it would have
decomposed/it would have
invalidated/it would have
deprived/it would have rotted/it
would have voided/it would have
broken down

BKXat{

they (b) would have been
disordered/they would have been
disrepaired/they would have been
decomposed/they would have been
invalidated/they would have been
deprived/they would have been
rotten/they would have voided/they
would have broken down/they
would have corrupted

xat{

debauchery/dissolution/
disobedience of God's orders i.e.)
corrupting, seduction, leading
away from virtue (e)

á¥waBt{ - á¥wat{ debauchers/dissoluters/
disobeyers of God's orders i.e.)
corruptors, seducers, leaders away
from virtue (e)

á¦waBt{ - á¦wat{ debauchers/dissoluters/
disobeyers of God's orders i.e.)
corruptors, seducers, leaders away
from virtue (e)

~K{ct{

¨Bw{ - Bw{

meeting

BBw{

meeting us

£®Bw{

meeting him/meeting it

ZXBw{

capable/able/overpowering/
powerful (e)

á¥ZXw{ - á¥ZXBw{ capable/able/overpowering/
powerful (p/e)

|Bw{

would have said

A¥{Bw{

they would have said

~¢w{ - ~¡BÚw{

he made them meet/he
made them find

Bw{ - ¨Bw{

meeting

|BKw{

to fighting/to killing

Xw{

had/had been/have/would have (e)

á¥ZXBw{ - á¥ZXw{ capable/able/overpowering/
powerful (p)

Z¦Xw{

áEZw{ - áAZw{ a Koran (e) (the Islamic book of
life and religion)

áAZw{ - áEZw{ a Koran (e) (the Islamic book of
life and religion)

~aw{

an oath (e)

§
Äg
Ê wÓ {Ò

would have been executed/would
have carried out/would have
accomplished/would have
destroyed/would have ended/would
have judged/would have ordered
(e)

to his grace/to his favour/to his

á¥{kBt{ - á¥{lt{ making/doing (e)
in (e)

capable/able/overpowering/
powerful (e)

blessing/for his grace/for his
favour/for his blessing

§t{

mixed groups/mixed crowds/huge
gatherings

you (p) would have weakened and
become cowardly/you would have
become careless/you would have
failed

£{gt{

Bt¦t{

Bliw{

we would have cut off/we would
have cut to pieces/we would have

|
separated/we would have severed

would have been/would be

B{w{

áBy{

we would have said

big/a burden/old/great (s/f/e)

~yI¥{w{

©Z¦Iy{

to your (p) hearts/to your centres/to

~yZ¦Iy{

your (p) oldest/your biggest/your

your cores

á}w{ - áB}w{

from the righteous)

áB}w{ - á}w{

greatest/your largest/your teacher
and leader (e)

Lukman (a messenger of God and

JKy{ - JBKyÒ{

Lukman (a messenger of God

scripture/a written literature/a
message/a decree/a rite/a destiny/a
fate/a term/a judgement (e)

and from the righteous)

~¡Bw{ - ~¢w{

he made them meet/he made them
find

A¥w{

they met/they found

~y¥w{

they met you (p)/they found you

|¥wÒ{

saying/word/opinion and belief/

JBKy{ - JKy{

to their saying/to their word/to
their opinion and belief/to their
statement/to their declaration

a book/a holy book/a holy
scripture/a written literature/a
message/a decree/a rite/a destiny/a
fate/a term/a judgement (e)

á¥IYBy{ - á¥IYy{ lying/denying/falsifying/liars/

statement/declaration (e)

~¢{¥w{

a book/a holy book/a holy

deniers/falsifiers (p/e)

BÆZtÚ yÒ {Ò

we would have covered/we would
have substituted

á¥ZsBy{ - á¥Zty{ disbelievers/disbelieving (e)

~¥w{

to a nation

z}¥w{

to your (s/m) nation

B}y}¥w{

to your (b)'s nation

£}¥w{

to his nation

~¢}¥w{

to their nation

L}{y{ - LB}{y{ to --'s words/to --'s expressions

¨¥w{

powerful/strong (e)

£K}{y{ - £KB}{y{ to his words/to his expressions

BÄ¦wÊ {Ò

they (b) met/they found

LB}y{ - L}{y{ to --'s words/to --'s expressions

~K¦w{

you (p) met/you found

£KB}{y{ - £K}{y{ to his words/to his expressions

B¦w{

we met/we found

~y{

for you (p)/to you

z{

to you/for you (s/m)

B}y{

to you (b)

áy{

but only/but/however

By{

we would have been/we were/we

á¥IYy{ - á¥IYBy{ lying/denying/falsifying/liars/
deniers/falsifiers (p/e)

á¥¡ZBy{

Z¥ty{

disbelief (e)

|y{

to all/to every/to each/for all/for
every/for each

are/we would be/however we/but
we/but only we/but/however I

hating (p/e)

á¥Zty{ - á¥ZsBy{ disbelievers/disbelieving (e)

(insisting) disbeliever/(insisting)

L
Ä y{

I would have been/I was/I am (e)

|
~Ky{

you (p) would have been (e)

~yy{

but you (p) only/but you/however
you/but you are

£y{
~¢y{

BaI{{

have covered/we would have
mixed (e)

but he only/but he/however he/but

ZcI{{

to the human/to the skin

he is

¨¥wK{{

to the fear and obedience of God

but only they/but they/however

§K{{

to who/to that/to which/for who/for

they

X¥y{

we would have dressed/we would

ungrateful for God's blessings/

that/for which (f)

|IO{{

disobedient/blaming God (e)

to the mountain/to the elevated
ground higher than a hill/to the
creation/to the mould

§y{

but I only/but I/however I

½¦y{ - ¼ §y{

so that -- not/in order that -- not/to

á¦IÄO{{

to the foreheads

not (e) (prep.)

A¥O{{

they would have persisted,

¼ §y{ - ½¦y{

excessed and insisted

so that -- not/in order that -- not/to
not (e) (prep.)

©ZU¿{ - ©ZUÁ{ to the end/to the other/the end/(the

JZR{{

to the battle/to the war/to the fight

§aRÒ{{

the best/the most beautiful/the
goodness (e)

other life) (e)

©ZUÁ{ - ©ZU¿{ to the end/to the other/the end/(the
other life) (e)

á¦ZU¿{ - á¦ZUÁ{ to the ends/to the lasts/to the
others

á¦ZUÁ{ - á¦ZU¿{ to the ends/to the lasts/to the
others

~{aÃ{ - ~½aÃ{ to the Islam/to the submission
(to God)/to the surrender (to God)

~½aÃ{ - ~{aÃ{ to the Islam/to the submission
(to God)/to the surrender (to God)

áaÃ{ - áBaÃ{ to the human/to the mankind
áBaÃ{ - áaÃ{ to the human/to the mankind
á}¦Ã{ - áB}¦Ã{ to the faith/to the belief
áB}¦Ã{ - á}¦Ã{ to the faith/to the belief
N
Ò IØ {Ò{Ò

he would have stayed/he would
have waited/he would have
remained

xR{{

the correct/the true/the real/the
truth/the deserved/the duty/the fact/
the right/the certain/the definite/the
just/the imminent/the share/became
correct/became true/became
real/became truth/became
deserved/became duty/became fact/
became right/became certain/
became definite/became just/
became imminent/became a share
(e)/to the correct/to the true/to the
real/to the truth/to the deserved/to
the duty/to the fact/to the right/to
the certain/to the definite/to the
just/to the imminent/to the share

á¦¦ZA¥R{{ - á¦ZA¥R{{ to the faithful and pure
friends/to the victoriors/to the
deciples, Jesus' supporters

á¦ZA¥R{{ - á¦¦ZA¥R{{ to the faithful and pure
friends/to the victoriors/to the

|
deciples, Jesus' supporters

§R{{

á}RZ{{ - áB}RZ{{ to the merciful

the the live/to the alive

á¦®BU{{

áB}RZ{{ - á}RZ{{ to the merciful

to the betrayers/to the unfaithfuls

|aZ{{

to the messengers

|¥aZ{{

to the messenger

LM¦IU{{ - LBM¦IU{{ to the cheaters/to the malicious/
to the wicked (p/f)

LBM¦IU{{ - LM¦IU{{ to the cheaters/to the malicious/
to the wicked (p/f)

á¦M¦IU{{

B¦Z{{ - B¦»Z{{ to the dream
©¥y`{{ - ©By`{{ to the purification/to the
correction/to the monies or
properties paid in God's path (an
Islamic order on all Moslems)

to the cheaters/to the malicious/to
the wicked (p)

Q¥ZU{{

to the getting out/to the exit

Z¦U{{

to the good/to the better/to the

©By`{{ - ©¥y`{{ to the purification/to the
correction/to the monies or
properties paid in God's path (an
Islamic order on all Moslems)

generosity/to the honour/to the
wealth

ZAÌX{{

the home/the house/the country/the

|®Ba{{

beggar/to the asking/to the
questioning/to the begging/for the
asker/for the questioner/for the
beggar

tribe/the yard/the place (e)

á¦X{{

to the religion

á¦ZyY{{ - á¦ZyAY{{ to the mentioning/to the
remembering/to the reciting/to the
praising/to the glorifying (p)

ZÔyYÊ {{
ZÒyYÒ {{

á¦{®Ba{{

ªkBa{{

to the male

á¦ZyAY{{ - á¦ZyY{{ to the mentioning/to the

who/what/which/whom (e)

¨Y{{Ê

to who/to what/to which/to whom

á¦Y{Ê{

to who/to those/to which/to those
(p)

á¦Y{Ò{

those (e)

B¦»Z{{ - B¦Z{{ to the dream
|BOZ{{

to the men

to the resurrection/to the time of
resurrection/to the hour

LRa{{

remembering/to the reciting/to the
praising/to the glorifying (p)

¨Y{Ò{

to the askers/to the questioners/to
the beggars/to the asking/to the
questioning/to the begging (p)

to the remembrance/to the
reminder

to the asker/to the questioner/to the

to the forbidden/to the possessions
through cheatery/to the scandal/to
the wickedness

~{a{{

to the peace/to the security/to the
safety/to the submission/to the
surrender

m}a{{

to the hearing/to the listening/for
the hearing/for the listening

©ZB¦a{{

to the caravan/to the people often
walking/to the moving/to the riding

á¦IZc{{ - á¦IZBc{{ to the drinking (p)/to the

|
drinkers

á¦IZBc{{ - á¦IZc{{ to the drinking (p)/to the

á¦I¦i{{

pure/to the enjoyable/to the
allowed/to the permitted (p)

drinkers

b}c{{

to the sun (the center of our solar

á¦}{j{{ - á¦}{Bj{{ to the unjust/to the

system)

©X¢c{{ -- ©XB¢c{{ to the testimony/to the

oppressors/to the oppressive

á¦}{Bj{{ - á¦}{j{{ to the unjust/to the
oppressors/to the oppressive

witnessing/to the certification

©XB¢c{{ - ©X¢c{{ to the testimony/to the witnessing/

á¦XIl{{ - á¦XIBl{{ to the worshipping/

to the certification

¨¥c{{

worshippers (p)

to the extremities/to the body parts/

á¦}{Bl{{

to the outer layer of skin

á¦}{l{{ - á¦}{Bl{{ to the creations all

á¦i¦c{{ - á¦iB¦c{{ to the devils/for the devils
ái¦c{{ - áBi¦c{{ to the devil
áBi¦c{{ - ái¦c{{ to the devil
á¦iB¦c{{ - á¦i¦c{{ to the devils/for the devils
á¦ZIe{{ - á¦ZIBe{{ to the patient (p)
á¦ZIBe{{ - á¦ZIe{{ to the patient (p)
©½e{{ - ©¥{e{{ to the prayers
á¦t®Bi{{

XBIl{{

á¦XIBl{{ - á¦XIl{{ to the worshipping/
worshippers (p)

X¦Il{{

to the good/to the beautiful/to the
pure/to the enjoyable/to the
allowed/to the permitted (p/f)

to the worshippers/to the slaves/to
the servants

¨Zal{{

to the difficulty/to the hardship/to
the poverty/to the strained
circumstances/to the distress

á¦}{Bl{{ - á¦}{l{{ to the creations all
together/(to the universes)

á¦¥Bp{{

to the misguided/to the failed/to the
enticed/to the lured/to the seduced
(e)/for the misguiders/for the
failing/for the enticing/for the
luring/for the seducing

á¦oBi{{ - á¦pi{{ to the tyronnizing/to the
exceeding the limit/to the
arrogant/for the tyronnizing/for the
exceeding the limit/for the
arrogant/for the tyrants

to the worshippers/to God's
slaves/to the servants

á¦pi{{ - á¦oBi{{ to the tyronnizing/to the
exceeding the limit/to the
arrogant/for the tyronnizing/for the
exceeding the limit/for the
arrogant/for the tyrants

to the knowing

together/(to the universes)

to the circlers/to the walkers
around/for the circlers/for the
walkers around (p)

LBI¦i{{

to the good/to the beautiful/to the

J¦p{{

to the unseen/to the absent/to the
hidden/to the covered/to the
invisible/to the supernatural

AZwt{{

to the poor/to the needy/to the
deprived/to the stricken by
hardship (p)

|
ª¦aw{{ - ª¦aBw{{ to the cruel/to the hard/to the

á¦sZa}{{

merciless

|BKw{{

to the fighting/to the killing

Z}w{{

to the moon (the secondary body

the ignorers/to the mistakers/to the
wasters/to the exceeders of the
limit/to the extravagators/for the
spoilers/for the neglectors/for the
ignorers/for the mistakers/for the
wasters/for the exceeders of the
limit/for the extravagators

revolving around a larger planet)

ª¦aBw{{ - ª¦aw{{ to the cruel/to the hard/to the
merciless

JYy{{

to the lie/to the deniance/to the
falsehood

á¥Zty{{ - á¥ZsBy{{ to the disbelieving/to the

á¦}{a}{{
á¦yZc}{{

to the books/to the scriptures

Zty{{

to the disbelief

to the sharers (with God)/to the
takers of partners (with God)/to the
sharing (with God)/to the taking
partners (with God)

á¦Zty{{ - á¦ZsBy{{ to the dibelieving/to the
JKy{{

to the Moslems/to the submitters/to
the surrenderers

disbelievers
disbelievers

to the spoilers/to the neglectors/to

á¦{e}{{

to the praying (p)

á¦tti}{{

to the ones giving insufficient or
difficient measures/to the
miserly/to the trifling/to the
scrimpers

á¥ZsBy{{ - á¥Zty{{ to the disbelieving/to the
disbelievers

á¦ZsBy{{ - á¦Zty{{ to the disbelieving/to the

Lw{i}{{ - LBw{i}{{ to the divorced/to the freed/to

disbelievers

the divorcees (p/f)

á¦ZIyK}{{

to the arrogant (p)

á¦wK}{{

to the fearing and obeying/for the
fearing and obeying

á¦}a¥K}{{

the divorcees (p/f)

á¦¥w}{{

to the criminals/to the sinners/to
the committing crimes/to the
committing sins

to the drought or baren land
stricken/to the hungry/to the
starving (p)

to the observing/to the srcutinizing/
to the watching of sings or
marks/to the marked and
beautified/to the handsome (p)

á¦}ZO}{{

LBw{i}{{ - Lw{i}{{ to the divorced/to the freed/to

á¦IYy}{{

to the liars/to the deniers/to the
falsifiers/to the lying/to the
denying/to the falsifying (p)

¿}{{

to the group/to the assembly/to the
nobles

LaR}{{ - LBaR}{{ to the good doers (f)

ªy®{}{{ - ªy®½}{{ to the angels

LBaR}{{ - LaR}{{ to the good doers (f)

ªy®½}{{ - ªy®{}{{ to the angels

á¦aR}{{

to the good doers (p)

á¦v¥}{{

á¦tÚ{U}{{

to the remaining behind (p)

L}»}{{ - LB}»}{{ to the believing/to the

for the sure/for the certain

|
believers (f)

LB}»}{{ - L}»}{{ to the believing/to the

did not (e)

BÎ}{Ò

believers (f)

á¦}»}{{

to the believers

bB{{

to the people/for the people

á¦Zj{{ - á¦ZjB{{ to the lookers/to the seers/to

(e) of previous word/
accumulatively/gatheringly/
collectively

á¦{KI}{

testing (p/e)

á¥M¥lI}{

are being resurrected/are being
revived/being resurrected/being
revived (p/e)

the watchers to the wonderers/to
the perceivers/to the thinkers/to the
considerers/to the waiters

á¦a{I}{

confused/dumbfounded (e)

§I{{

to the prophet

§ÊÚ K}Ó{

you (p/f) blamed me/

Ba{{

to the women

á¦ZjB{{ - á¦Zj{{ to the lookers/to the seers/to
the watchers to the wonderers/to
the perceivers/to the thinkers/to the
considerers/to the waiters

£{{

to God/for God

¨X¢{Ò{

the guidance (e)

á¦X{¥{{ - á¦X{A¥{{ to the (b) parents/for the
parents

á¦X{A¥{{ - á¦X{¥{{ to the (b) parents/for the
parents

§}K¦{{ - §}BK¦{{ to the orphans/to the minors

you reprimanded me

|M}{

similar to/equal to/alike to

£{M}{

to similar to it/to equal to it/to alike
to it

ªI¥M}{

compensation (e)

á¥k¥}O}{

are being gathered/are being
collected (e)

á¥O}{

mad/insane (e)

á¥I¥OR}{

prevented (p/e)/being prevented

á¥ZgR}{

they are made to be present/they
are made to attend (e)/being made
to be present/being made to attend
(e)

that lose their father

§}BK¦{{ - §}K¦{{ to the orphans/to the minors

a reward/a replacement/a

that lose their father

§¦R}{ - §R}{ reviving (e)

¨ÄZa¦{{

to the ease/to the prosperity

ªi¦R}{

~Æ {

did not (prop.)

~Ä {Ê

why/for what/for what reason/for

BÌ}{Ò

is surrounding/is encircling/is
enveloping/is comprehending/is
aware/is maneuvering to
outsmart/is taking care of (e)

what purpose/wherefore

§R}{ - §¦R}{ reviving (e)

till now -- did not/except/unless/

á¥OZU}{

then/did not

BÒ}Ò{

what/that what (e)

BÒ}Ê{

to what/for what/because of/when/

are brought out/will be brought
out/brought out (p/e)

á¥yZX}{

being caught up/being overtaken/

|
(p/e)

being reached (p/e)

á¦X}{

to Madyan (an ancient city that

m}{

with (e)

could have been on the Red Sea)

á¥{¥`l}{

they are being separated/they are

á¥¦X}{

endebted (p/e)

á¥X¥XZ}{

returning (p/e)

á¥{aZ}{

sent/messengers (e)

~yl}{

with you (p/e)

©`}Ó{

backbiter/defamer/blamer/fault

á¥}Zp}{

are in burdensome debt/are in

being isolated/they are being set
aside/they are being removed (e)

destruction/are in torture/are in
monetary harm/are in loss

finder

á¦yBa}Ê{

to poorest of poor/to poor

©Ztp}{

a forgiveness (e)

to a settlement/to an establishment/

¼¥lt}{

made/done (e)

to an affixation

Lw}{

hatred/abhorrence (e)

~Ka}¼ - ~Ka}{ you (p) touched repeatedly/you

Zy}{

cheatery/deceit/scheming (e)

touched and felt repeatedly/you
seeked repeatedly (could mean
intercourse)

L
Ä ®Ô {Ê}Å {Ò

you (s/m) would have been filled

á
Æ }Ä {Ò

whom (e)/who (e)

a mosque/a place of worshipping

á
Æ }Ä {Ê

to whom/to who

God (e)

á
Æ }Ê {Ò

for who/from (e)

~¡¥O}{

saving them/rescuing them (e)

á¥I{w}{

turning/returning/turning around/

oppressed

ZwKaÅ}{Ê

XOa}Ò{

~¢Ua}{ - ~¡BUa}{ we would have
transformed them to worse
shape/we would have
metamorphosed them

~¡BUa}{ - ~¢Ua}{ we would have
transformed them to worse
shape/we would have
metamorphosed them

á¥sZa}{

turning over (e)

~y}{

from you (e)

á¥XK¢}{

guided (p/e)

~¢y{Æ¢}Ä {Ê

to their perishment/to
their death/ to their destruction/for
their perishment/for their death/for
their destruction

spoilers/ignorers/mistakers/
wasters/exceeders of the
limit/extravagators (e)

~yÌa}{

would have touched you

BÆa}Ä {Ò

we touched

á¥yZc}{

shareres (with God)/takers of
partners (with God)/sharing (with
God)/taking partners (with God)

á¥la¥}{

we are extending/we are
containing/we are spreading/we are
widening over/we are enriching
(e)

§a¥}{

to Moses (prophet of Juduaism)

~¡Xk¥Ä}{Ê

their appointment (e)

|
~¡¥s¥}{

soft/you were tender

we are fulfilling (for) them/we are
completing (for) them

áYUK{

we will take (e)

á}»}Ê{

to a believer

L
Æ IÐ MÒ Ó {

to make firm/to make steadfast/to

á¥K¦}{

dying (p/e)

Lw¦}{ - LBw¦}{ to appointed time/to appointed
time or place

make courageous/to strengthen/to
affirm

á¦`O{

will reimburse/we will
substitute/we will replace/we will
compensate (e)

BKw¦}{ - BKBw¦}{ to our appointed time/to our
appointed time or place

LBw¦}{ - Lw¦}{ to appointed time/to appointed

~¢¦`O{

time or place
appointed time or place
for us

á¥Re{ - á¥ReB{ faithful/sincere (p/e)
á¥Iy{ - á¥IyB{ are deviating/are avoiding/are

z{lO{

to make you (s/m)/to create you/to
put you/to manipulate you

£{lO{

siding away (e)

YIÓ{

we will reward them (good or
bad)/we will reimburse them/we
will substitute them/we will
replace them/we will compensate
them (e)

BKBw¦}{ - BKw¦}{ to our appointed time/to our
B{

we will reward (good or bad)/we

to make it/to create it/to put it/to
manipulate it/to make him/to create
him/to put him/to manipulate him

he would have been discarded/he
would have been rejected/he would
have been casted off/he would
have been thrown away

B¢{lO{

~y¥{I{

we test you/we will test you (e)

£vZR{

we will burn him (e)

~¡¥{I{

to test them

~¢ZcR{

we will gather them (e)

~¢®¥I{

we reside them/we settle them/we

~¢ZgR{

we will present them (e)/we will

establish them/we assign them/we
return them (e)

to make it/to create it/to put it/to
manipulate it/to make her/to create
her/to put her/to manipulate her

bring them

|}R{

we carry/we bear/we lift/we

§I{

to a prophet

£K¦I{

we will attack him suddenly at

áR{

we are/we (e)

night (e)

§¦R{ - §R{

to revive

§R{ - §¦R{

to revive

QZU{

to bring out/to make appear/to

£¦I{

to clarify it/to show it/to explain it

L{

you (s/m) became lenient/you
became flexible/you became soft/
you became tender/you were
lenient/you were flexible/you were

endure/we burden (e)

make emerge

áOZU{

we will bring out/we will go out (e)

|
zOZU{
~yOZU{

we will bring you (s/m) out/we will

B{Ì`Ò {Ò

drive you out (e)

á{Da{ - á{®a{ we will ask/we will question

we will bring you (p) out/we will
drive you out (e)

~¢OZU{
~¢{UX{

we will enter them (e)

áI¡Y{

we will go/we will go away/we
will take away/we will eliminate/
we will wipe off (e)/we go/we go
away/we take away/we eliminate/
we wipe off (e)

~¢w¦Y{

zZ{ - zAZ{

B¡Z{ - B¡AZ{

á{®a{ - á{Da{ we will ask/we will question
(e)

~¢{®a{ - ~¢{Da{ we will ask them/we
will question them (e)

BÕlta{

we will pull and strike (e)

~yya{

we will make you (p) reside/we
will make you inhabit (e)

~{aÓ{Ê

Moslem (p)

áZIe{

we see you (s/m/e)/we understand

á¥ReB{ - á¥Re{ faithful/sincere (p/e)

you/we -- seeing you/we -understanding you (s/m/e)

ávXe{

we will give charity (e)

uZe{

to send away/to divert/to return/to

we see it/we understand it/we
we will stone you (p/e)

|aZ{

to send (p)

á{aZ{

we will send (e)

zAZ{ - zZ{

we see you (s/m/e)/we understand
you/we -- seeing you/we -understanding you (s/m/e)
we see it/we understand it/we

we will be patient (e)

misguide/to spend/to push

zj{

we suspect you (s/m/e)

XIl{

to worship (p)

~{lÊ{

to know (p)

~{lÒ{

we know (e)

£}Þ{lÄ Ó {

to teach it/to instruct it/
to inform it/to teach him/to instruct
him/to inform him

see her/we understand her (e)

~l{

blessed/praised (e)

to show you (s/m)/to make you

z¦Zp{

we will urge you (s/m)/we will
attract you/we will excite to stir
you

understand (e)

£¦Z{

to submit/to surrender/to become

make them experience (e)

~y}OZ{

z¦Z{

will question them (e)

we will make them taste/we will

see her/we understand her (e)

B¡AZ{ - B¡Z{

~¢{Da{ - ~¢{®a{ we will ask them/we

we will make them taste/we will
make them experience (e)

~¢w¦Y{

(e)

we will bring them out/we will
drive them out (e)

we would have descended

to show him/to make him
understand

~¢Kt{

to test them/to charm them/to
misguide them/to seduce them/to

|

Xt{

bt{

scandalize them/to infatuate
them/to allure them/to mislead
them/to betray them/to torture
them

~yÚZÄ e
Å Ô Ò {Ò
ZjÔÒ {Ê

to see/to look/to watch/to wait (p)

would have been depleted/would

¨XK¢{

to be guided (p)

have been run out/would have been
exhausted (e)

~¢¦X¢Ò{

we guide them (e)

áy{¢{

we will perish/we will make die/we

to a self - invisible energy of
creatures, other than body energy
(wrongly referred to as: "as soul
and spirit")

we will give you (p)
victory/we will give you aid (e)

will destroy (e)

¤Z¥{

to his light

á}»{

we will believe (e)

to corrupt/to disorder/to

£{

for him/for it/to him/to it

disrepair/to decompose/to
invalidate/to deprive/to rot/to
void/to break down (p)

B¢{

for her/for it

¨XB¢{ - XÊ B¢{

guiding/is guiding (e)

£at{

to his self/for his self

XÊ B¢{ - ¨XB¢{

guiding/is guiding (e)

§at{

to my self/for my self

J¢{

flame of smokeless fire/smokelike

á{¥w{

we will say (e)

Xat{

á¥IyB{ - á¥Iy{ are deviating/are avoiding/are

rising dust

J¢{ §IC - J¢{ father of the flame of a smokeless
fire/father of the smokelike rising
dust (he was historically known as
Prophet Mohammad's uncle)

siding away (p/e)

á
Ì ZÄ tÞ yÒ Ó {

we cover (e)/we
substitute/ we will cover/we will
substitute (e)

~yX¢{ - ~yAX¢Ò{ he would have guided you (p)

á¥y{

we will be/we will become (e)

~yAX¢{ - ~yX¢{ he would have guided you (p)

~®IÒ{

we will inform them (e)

L}X¢{

£¦ÊOÔ Ó {Ò

we will save him/we
will rescue him (e)

á
Ìk
Ä `Ø Ô Ò {Ò

£ÚtÒ a
Ê Ô Ò {Ò

we will remove/we

would have been torn down (e)

¨XÄ¢{Ò

he would have guided

¨XÅ¢{Ò

guideness (e)

will take away/we will pull/we will
pull away (e)

~y¦X¢{ - ~yB¦X¢{ we would have guide you

we will uproot and

~¢¦X¢{ - ~¡B¦X¢{ we would have guided

disperse it/we will crush it/we will
explode it/we will destroy it (e)

ZÅeÔ Ò {Ò

would have been demolished/

we will give victory/we will give
aid/we give victory/we give aid (e)

(p)
them

~y¦X¢{ - ~y¦X¢{ we would have guided you
(p)

|
~¡B¦X¢{ - ~¢¦X¢{ we would have guided

and wide made of any material

them

XRA¥Ò{ - XR¥{

one (e)

AY¢{

to that/to this/to those/to these

i¥{

Lot/messenger of God he is

~¢{

for them/to them

B}¢{

to them (b)

LÌ}¢{

interested/resoved/started/began (e)

á¢{

for them (f)

¥Ä ¢Å {

he/it/he is/it is (e)

¥Æ¢{Ò

playthings/amusement/fun/games/

B¢Kv¥{

to its time

diversion/(attractions)

SvA¥{ - Sv¥{

pollinators/pollinating (p)

mvA¥{ - mv¥{

happening/landing/falling/affixing/

AÕ¥Æ¢{Ò

a plaything/an amusement/fun/a
game/a diversion/(an attraction)

¼»¢{

to those/to these

§¢{

she is/it is/she/it (e)

¥{

if/even if/if only/if that/except

ªRA¥{

changing form due to fire/
shrinking/dehydrating/destroying

Prophet Abraham's nephew, Lot's
nation were committing
homosexuality in Sodom

BÕi¥{

Lot/messenger of God he is
Prophet Abraham's nephew, Lot's
nation were committing
homosexuality in Sodom

expecting/placing/affirming (e)

B¢Klv¥{

to its happening/to its landing/to its
falling/to its affixation/to its
expectation/to its affirmation/to its
placement

¼¥{

if only/were it not for/had it not
been for/except for/but for/unless/
was it not for/it not

XR¥{ - XRA¥{

one (e)

AÕYA¥{

taking refuge/taking shelter/

¨X{A¥{ - ¨X{¥{ to my parents

refusing and seeking help/evasion/
dodging

z¦X{A¥{ - z¦X{¥{ to your (s/m) parents

Sv¥{ - SvA¥{

pollinators/pollinating (p)

£¦X{A¥{ - £¦X{¥{ to his parents

mv¥{ - mvA¥{

happening/landing/falling/affixing/

A¥Û{¥{

they would have turned away

expecting/placing/affirming (e)

L¦Ú{¥{

you (s/m) would have turned away

£¦{¥{

to his guardian/to his patron/to his

¨X{¥{ - ¨X{A¥{ to my parents
z¦X{¥{ - z¦X{A¥{ to your (s/m) parents
£¦X{¥{ - £¦X{A¥{ to his parents
A¥XO¥{

they would have found

£O¥{

for --'s sake/for--'s face

T¥{

a tablet/a board/a plate/a sheet/a
plank/a surface of anything long

lover/to his friend/to his victorior/
to his supporter/to his neighbour/to
his ally/to his follower/to his
in-law/for his guardian/for his
patron/for his lover/for his
friend/for his victorior /for his
supporter/for his neighbour /for his
ally/for his follower/for his

|
in-law/to its guardian/to its patron/
to its lover/to its friend/to its
victorior/to its supporter/to its
neighbour/to its ally/to its follower/
to its in-law/for its guardian/for its
patron/for its lover/for its friend/for
its victorior/for its supporter/for its
neighbour/for its ally/for its
follower/for its in-law

§{B¦{

nights

§{KI¦{

to test

~y¦{KI¦{

to test you (p)

~¢{XI¦{

he will exchange them/he will

¨XI¦{

to show

B}Æ¥{Ò

if only/where it not for

á®iI¦{

slow/delay (e)/will slow/will

ª}¥{

a blame/a reprimand

A¥}¥{

you (p) blame/you reprimand

B¢¥{

its colour

A¥¥{

they twisted/they turned/they bent

»{»{

pearls

A»{»{

pearls

§{

for me

b¥»¦{ - b»¦{ - b¥®¦{ despairing/hopeless (e)
BÕ¦{

distortion

~¢¦KD¦{

will come to them/he will come to
them/it will come to them (e)

§¦KD¦{

replace them/he will substitute
them/he will change them

delay/will linger (p/e)

áMlI¦{

he will send/he will resurrect/he
will revive (e)

§pI¦Ò{

oppress/transgress/corrupt (e)

A¥yI¦{

they will weep/their eyes will
water from sadness (e)/they should
weep/their eyes should water from
sadness

q{I¦{

to reach (s/m)

A¥{I¦{

to test

~yÚ¥Ä {Ô IÆ ¦Ä {

to test you (p)

~y¥{I¦{

he tests you (p/e)/he will test you
(p/e)

comes to me/brings to me/it comes
to me/it brings to me (e)

§¥{I¦{

to test me

YUD¦{

to take/to receive

§{I¦{

to test

A¥YUD¦{

they should take/they should

á¦I¦{

to clarify/to show/to explain

receive

á¦I¦{

to clarify/to show/to explain

to take him/to receive him/to

L¦{

if only

A¥ZIK¦{

to destroy/to ruin/to break/they will

¤¥YUD¦{

punish him

áYDÅ¦{

to be permitted/to be allowed

A¥{yD¦{

to eat (p)

á¥{yD¦Ò{

eat/they eat (p/e)

YUK¦{

for -- to take

|B¦{

nights

ZyYK¦{

to mention/to remember/to recite/to

destroy/they will ruin/they will
break (p/e)

praise/to glorify

|
A¥{BaK¦{

eachother

A¥¢wtK¦{

substitute you/to replace you/to
compensate you

to ask eachother/to question
to learn/to understand/to

~¢¦`O¦{

reimburse them/to substitute
them/to replace them/to
compensate them

comprehend/to have knowledge

§wK¦{ - xK¦{

to fear and obey/should fear and
obey

xK¦{ - §wK¦{
ui{K¦{

|lO¦{

to fear and obey/should fear and
obey

to reward them (good or bad)/to

to make/to create/to put/to
manipulate

~yl}O¦{

should be kind/should be

he will gather you (p)/he will
collect you (e)

courteous/should be
soothing/should be polite

~y¥OBR¦{

~K¦{

to complete (e)

A¥lK}K¦{

áiIRÅ¦{Ò

to live long/to enjoy (p)

BK¦{

if only we

á`R¦{

to sadden/to make grievous

§K¦{

if only I/I wish I would have

z`R¦Ò{

saddens you (s/m)/makes you

B¢K¦{

if only she/if only it

A¥I¥K¦{

to repent (p)

LIM¦{

to affirm/to encourage/to
confirm/to establish/to
strengthen/to make steadfast/to
make courageous

z¥KIM¦{

with you/to dispute with you

grievous (e)

§`R¦{
xR¦{

dispute with you

~y¥{XBO¦{ - ~y¥{XO¦{ to argue with you (p)/to
dispute with you

to reward (good or bad)/to
reimburse/to substitute/to
replace/to compensate

z¦`O¦{

to reward (good or bad) you
(s/m)/to reimburse you/to

to be correct/to be true/to be real/to
be truthful/to be deserved/to be
dutiful/to be factful/to be right/to
be certain/to be definite/to be
just/to be imminent/become
correct/become true/become
real/become truthful/
become deserved/become factful/
become right/become certain/
become definite/become just/
become imminent (e)

~y¥{XO¦{ - ~y¥{XBO¦{ to argue with you (p)/to

¨`O¦{

saddens me/makes me (s/m)
grievous (e)

hold you fast/(to confine you )

they should find

will be wasted/will be invalidated/
will be failed (e)

to affix you (s/m)/to affirm you/to

A¥XO¦{

to argue with you (p)/to quarrel

~yR¦{

to judge/to rule/should judge/
should rule

át{R¦{

they swear/they take oath (e)

á{}R¦{

they carry/they lift/they raise/they
burden/they endure/they will
carry/they will lift/they will raise/

|
they will burden/they will endure
(e)

A¥{}R¦{

to carry/to load/to lift/to burden/to
endure (p)

~yOZU¦{

to bring you (p) out/to make you
appear/to make you emerge

áOZU¦{

they will get out/-- will bring out
(e)

A¥v¥Y¦{

to taste/to experience (p)

~yw¦Y¦{

to make you (p) taste/to make you
experience

~¢w¦Y¦{

to make them taste/to make them
experience

iIZ¦{

to bond/to encourage/to
strengthen/to brace

A¥IZ¦{ - ¥IZ¦{

to grow/to increase

out

¥IZ¦{ - A¥IZ¦{

to grow/to increase

¨`U¦{

to shame/to scandalize/to disgrace

~¡¥XZ¦{

to make them fall/to make them be

dU¦Ò{

should fear

A¥ZIX¦{

to consider/to regulate/to plan/(in

z¥OZU¦{

to bring you (s/m) out/to drive you

order that) they consider/(in
order that) they regulate/(in order
that) they plan (e)

destroyed/to make them ruin/to
make them perish

~¢v`Z¦{

he will provide for them (e)

~y¥gZ¦{

to please you (p)/to satisfy you (e)

¤¥gZ¦{

to accept it/to approve it

A¥gRX¦{

to nullify (p)

A¥Z¦{

to see/to understand (p)

|UX¦{

to make to enter/to enter

~y¦Z¦{

to show you (p)/to make you

~¢{UX¦{

he will make them to enter/he will
enter them (e)

A¥{UX¦{

enter/they will enter (p/e)

nX¦{

he should call (e)

ZY¦{

to leave

ZyY¦{

to mention/to remember/to
praise/to glorify

A¥ÅZyÓ YÔ ¦Ä {Ê

J¡Y¦{

x¥Y¦{

£¦Z¦{

to show him/to make him
understand

B}¢¦Z¦{

to show them (b)/to make them
understand

A¥XAX`¦{

to increase (p)

z¥{`¦{

to look sharply at you (s/m) with
hatred and anger/to make you
stumble or slip (e)

to mention/to remember/
to recite/to praise/to glorify

A¥ZÒyYÚ ¦Ä {Ê

understand

áX¦`Ä¦{Ò

they increase (e)/increase (e)

to recite/to praise/to glorify

b¦{

not/is not

to take away/to eliminate/to wipe

|Da¦{ - |®a¦{

to ask/to question

off/to make -- go/to make -- go
away

á{Da¦{ - á{®a¦{ they will be asked/they will be

to taste/to experience (s/m)

A¥{Da¦{ - A¥{Ò®aØ¦{ they should ask/they

to mention/to remember/

questioned (e)

|
should question/they ask (e)/they
question (e)

A¥a¦{

they are not (p)

A¥ZKc¦{

to buy/to volunteer (themselves)

cause evil/they will cause harm

X¢c¦Ê{

should witness/should testify

to ask/to question

A¥X¢c¦{

to witness/to testify (p)

áRIe¦{

they become/they become in the

A¥¥a¦{ - A¥®a¦{ they will cause bad/they will
|®a¦{ - |Da¦{

á{®a¦{ - á{Da¦{ they will be asked/they will be

morning (e)

questioned (e)

A¥{®a¦{ - A¥{Da¦{ they should ask/they should
question/they ask (e)/they question
(e)

La¦{

is not/are not

~yYDKa¦{

-- should ask for your (p)
permission/-- should ask for your
pardon

A¥tUKa¦{

to hide (p)

~¢t{UKa¦{

he makes them successors (e)/to

A¥Xe¦{

to object/to prevent/to obstruct (p)

~¢¥Xe¦Ò{

they object (against) them/they
prevent them/they obstruct them
(e)

B¢}Ze¦{

off/(they will harvest it) (e)

A¥Rte¦{

they should forgive/they should
pardon

áIZg¦{

they (p/f) move/they hold in place/

should refrain/should restrict/

they sew/they push/(they lower)/
they beat/they strike (e) ... ( refer to

should be chaste/should be pure (e)

J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )

make them successsors

utlKa¦{

they will cut it off/they will shear it

to harrass you (s/m)/to disturb

|g¦{

to misguide

you/to annoy you/to scare to drive
you away (p)

B{g¦{

to misguide us

A¥{g¦Ê{

to misguide

á¥{g¦Ò{

they misguide (e)/misguide (p/e)

imprisoned (e)

m¦g¦{

to lose/to waste/to destroy

£Oa¦Ò{

they imprison him (e)

nBi¦{

to be obeyed

áya¦{

to be tranquil/to settle/to secure

§pi¦{

tyrannizes/exceeds the limit (e)

(p)

A¥®ti¦{

to extinguish/to put out (p)

to be tranquil/to be settled/to be

~yl{i¦{

to show you (p)/to inform you

secure

á®}i¦{

to assure/to tranquillize/to secure

~yZ¢i¦{

to purify you (p)/to clean you/to

z¥`tKa¦{

áw¦Ka¦{

to be sure/to be certain

áOaÅ¦{

he be imprisoned/he will be

A¥ya¦{
á¥}aÅ¦{Ò

they name (e)

A¥®a¦{ - A¥¥a¦{ they will cause bad/they will
cause evil/they will cause harm

wash you mentally and physically

A¥s¥i¦{

they should circle/they should walk

|
around/they should walk in/they
should walk in (the) direction of
(p/e)

~¢}{j¦{

invalidate/to deprive/ to rot/to
void/to break down

A¥Xat¦{

to cause injustice to them/to

disrepair/to decompose/to
invalidate/to deprive/ to rot/to
void/to break down (p)

oppress them

¤Z¢j¦{

to make it apparent/to make it
visible/to make it overcome/to
make it rise

A¥XIl¦{

to worship (p)

§¥XIl¦{ - á
Ø ¥XIl¦{ to worship me
á
Ø ¥XIl¦{ - §¥XIl¦{ to worship me
¤`Ol¦{

to disable him/to frsutrate him

~¢IYl¦{

to torture them

A¥tl¦{

they forgive/they pardon (e)/they

A¥¢wt¦{

to understand/to learn/to know (p)

A¥sZKw¦{

to commit/to perpetrate/to do (p)

z¥{Kw¦{

to kill you (s/m)

B¥IZw¦{

to near us/to approach us

h
Ø w¦{

to pass judgment/to order/to
execute/to carry out/to accomplish/
to destroy/to end

A¥gw¦{

to know (s/m)/to him to know

~{l¦Ò{

knows (e)

~Ò{lÆ ¦Å {

to be known

á}{l¦{

he knows/-- knows/-- know (e)

A¥}{l¦{

to know (p)

á¥}{l¦Ò{

they know (e)

Ztp¦{

to forgive (s/m)

j¦p¦{

to anger/to enrage

A¥XKt¦{

to ransom/to compensate

z¥Kt¦Ò{

test you (s/m)/charm you/misguide
you/seduce you/scandalize you/
infatuate you/allure you/mislead
you/betray you/tell false tales (to)
you/torture you (e)

they should pass judgment/they
should order/they should execute/
they should carry out/they should
accomplish/they should destroy/
they should end

should forgive/they should pardon

~Ò{lÆ ¦Ä {

to corrupt/to disorder/to

§ÊgwÔ ¦Ä {

to execute/to carry out/to
accomplish/to end/to order

§ÄgwÔ ¦Å {

to be executed/to be carried out/to
be accomplished/to be ended/to be
ordered

miw¦{

to cut off/to cut to pieces/to
separate/to sever/he should cut
off/he should cut to pieces/he
should separate/he should sever

|¥w¦{

to say

á{¥w¦{

they say (e)

A¥{¥w¦Ò{

they will say (e)/will say (p/e)/they
should say

ZOt¦{

to debauch/to corrupt

A¥{¥w¦Ê{

to say

Xat¦{

to corrupt/to disorder/to

á¥{¥w¦{

say/saying (p/e)/they will say

disrepair/to decompose/to

(e)/he says (e)/we will say (e)

|
~¥w¦{

to stand/to keep up/to stay in/to
start/to call to prayer/to get up/to
take care of

A¥}¥w¦Ò{

they stand/they keep up/they start/
they call for/they take care of (e)

A¥}¦w¦Ê{

to stand/to keep up/to start/to call

|{}¦{

should dictate/should read aloud
for another to write

`¦}¦{

to distinguish/to separate

BÕÐ¦{

lenient/soft/flexible/tender/smooth

áYIÔ¦Å {Ò

he will be discarded/he will be
rejected/he will be cast off/he will
be thrown away (e)

for/to take care of (p)

JKy¦{

should write (s)

á¥}Ky¦{

hide/conceal (p/e)

ZÞtyÒ ¦Å {Ê

to cover/to substitute

ZY¦{

to warn/to give notice

A¥Zty¦{

to disbelieve/disbelieve (p/e)

~yZY¦{

to warn you (p)/to give you notice

á¥y¦{

to be

A¥ZÓYÔ ¦Ä {

to warn/to give notice (p)

BÕ¥y¦{

will be (e)

A¥ZÒYÔ ¦Å {

to be warned/to be given notice (p)

BÒ¥y¦{

to be (b)

áZe¦{

he will give victory/he will give

á¥y¦{

will be/will become/they will
be/they will become (e)

A¥¥y¦{

to be (p)

½
Õ ¦{

at night/nightly

A¥aI{¦{

to confuse/to mix/to cover/to dress

ªË ¦Ê{

a palm tree/a soft/a flexible/a
smooth/a lenient/a tender (s/f)

aid (e)

£Ze¦{

he will give him victory/he will
give him aid (e)

A¥Zt¦{

to rush/to hasten/to go forth/to go
away (p)

(p)

ª{¦{

night/nights

B¢{¦{

its night

fÐR}Ä ¦Å {Ê

to purify/to clarify/to cleanse

xR}¦{

to annihilate/to wipe off/to destroy/
to nullify

áa}¦{

will touch (e)

~ya}¦{

will touch you (p/e)

A¥Zy}¦{

to cheat/to deceive/to scheme (p)

áy}¦{

to highly position/to strengthen/to
secure/to affirm/to master/to
empower/to establish (e)

xtÅ¦{Ê

(is) to spend

~¢¦X¢¦{

to guide them

|
z{¢¦{

to perish/to die/to make die/to
destroy

A¥®iA¥¦{

to agree with/to collude/to connive
(p)

á¥R¥¦Ò{

they inspire/they transmit/they
reveal/they signal (e)

ua¥¦Ê{

to Joseph (son of Prophet Jacob
and from the righteous)

ua¥¦Ò{

Joseph (son of Prophet Jacob and
from the righteous) (e)

A¥s¥¦{¥ - A¥Ós¥Å ¦Ô{ and they should fulfill/
they should complete

~¢Ú¦Ês¥Ä ¦Å {Ò

he will fulfill
them/he will complete them (e)

~¢¦s¥Å¦{Ê

to fulfill them/to complete (to)
them

á{¥¦{

they will turn away (e)

~¥¦{

to a day/to -- day/to a -- day/to a -time

áY»¦{

to be permitted/to be allowed

b¥»¦{ - b¥®¦{ - b»¦{ despairing/hopeless (e)
á}»¦Ò{

they will believe (e)

A¥}»¦Ê{

to believe/they should believe (e)

b¥®¦{ - b»¦{ - b¥»¦{ despairing/hopeless (e)

blackened smoke

~
JF} - JB®}

return

BIF} - BIB®}

a return

JZF} - JZB®} needs/purposes
B}

as long as/none/what/why/how/any
are not/did not/nothing/have
not/no/do not/is not/was not/would
not/a/! (expression of wonderment)

XZB}

rebellious/mutinous/evil/giant
tyrant

L¥Z} - L¥ZB} Maroota (name of an angel)
á¥My} - á¥MyB} are waiting/are remaining/are
staying/are residing (p)

á¦My} - á¦MyB} are waiting/are remaining/are
staying/are residing (p)

|¥yD}

eaten

|B}

property/possession/wealth

AY¢{B} - AY¡ |B} what to that (what is the matter)

£{{A Bc B}

what God willed/what God wanted

¼Õ B}

property/possession/wealth

B}

water/a compound of two parts

z{} - zÊ{B}

owner/possessor

hydrogen and one part oxygen

á¥y{B}

owning/possessing (p)

£{B}

his property/his possession/his

zB}

your (s/m/f) water

~yB}

your (p) water

B¡B}

its water/her water

§IF} - J
Ê F}

my return

JB®} - JF}

return

£}D}

his safety/his security

BÕIB®} - BIF}

a return

á¥}D}

safe/secure/trusted

J
Ê F} - §IF}

my return

~¢KlB}

protecting them/making them

LB}

died/he died

A¥KB}

they died/died (p)

B¦KD}

is coming (e)

Q¥OD}

Magog/Gog/an infamous corruptor,
history books contradict eachother
on his, its or their origin

wealth

§{B} - £¦{B}

my property/my possession/
my wealth

invincible

~y¥D} - ~yA¥D} your (p) shelter/your refuge
¤¥D} - ¤A¥D}

his shelter/his refuge

~¡¥D} - ~¡A¥D} their shelter/their refuge
~yA¥D} - ~y¥D} your (p) shelter/your refuge
¤A¥D} - ¤¥D}

his shelter/his refuge

AYB}

what

~¡A¥D} - ~¡¥D} their shelter/their refuge

áYD}

announcer/caller

~y»B}

your (p) water

B¡»B}

her water/its water

JZB®} - JZF} needs/purposes
QZB}

flaming, blazing torch mixed with

~
zZI} - zZBI}

blessed

ByZI} - ByZBI}

blessed

ªyZI} - ªyZBI} blessed/a blessed (s/f)

clear evidence/protection

á¥ZeI}

seeing/knowing/understanding (p)

á¥{iI}

wasters/annullers/cancellers/
falsifiers

~y¦{KI}

testing you (p)

they are being kept far away

ªM¥MI}

á¥XlI}

scattered/distributed/ravished/

á¥M¥lI}

are being resurrected/are being

violently carried away (f)

|XI}

exchanger/replacer/substitutor/
changer

£¦XI}

showing it (e)

á¥»ZI} - á¥ZI} are being made innocent/are

revived (p)

á¦M¥lI}

are being resurrected/are being
revived (p)

á¥a{I}

they are confused/they are
dumbfounded/confused/
dumbfounded (p)

being made pure

zZBI} - zZI}

blessed

~¢p{I}

their capacity/their limit

ByZBI} - ByZI}

blessed

ª¦I}

built/constructed

C¥I} - ¥I}

a return/a residence/a settlement/an

ªyZBI} - ªyZI} blessed/a blessed (s/f)
á¥}ZI}

establishment/an assignment

are conspiring and determining/are
confirming and affirming/are
planning and assuring

á¥ZI} - á¥»ZI} are being made innocent/are

¥I} - C¥I}

a return/a residence/a settlement/an
establishment/an assignment

á¦I}

clear/evident/shown/explained

being made pure

L¦I} - LB¦I} evident (p)

outspread/outstretched/widened/

ª¦I}

evident

announcer of good news/an

L}

died/you (s/m) died

announcer of good news

§IBK} - JBK}

my repentance

LZcI} - LAZcIÅ} announcers of good news (f)

BIBK}

repentantly/repentance

LAZcI} - LZcI} announcers of good news (f)

JBK} - §IBK}

my repentance

á¦ZcIÅ}

announcers of good news/

nBK}

long life/enjoyment/alimony

announcing good news (p)

BlK} - BkBK}

a long life/an enjoyment/alimony/

áBKi¥aI}

opened (b)

AZcIÅ}

AZeI}

seeing/understanding/to see/
(enabling to see/clearly lit)

©ZeI}

manifest/clearly visible to the eye
and understanding/clear
sightedness/to see/to understand/

belongings/effects/goods

BlK} - BkBK}

our belongings/our effects/our
goods

~¢lK} - ~¢kBK} their belongings/their effects/
their goods

~
ZIK}

arrogant

destroyed/ruined/broken

LOZIK} - LBOZIK} showing off beauty/showing off
decoration (p/f)

LBOZIK} - LOZIK} showing off beauty/showing off
decoration (p/f)

á¥lIK}

are being followed (p)

á¦lIBKK}

following eachother (b)

~KK}

you (p) died

uBOK}

deviating/leaning away from
righteousness/injustice

£IcK} - £IBcK} looks alike/resembles/is similar/
looking alike/rsembling/similar

£IcK} - B¢IBcK} looking alike/resembling/similar
L¢IcK} - LB¢IBcK} looking alike/resembling/are
similar/are vague/are ambiguous/
are obscure/are doubtful/are
unclear (p)

á¥aycK} - á¥ayBcK}

adversaries/ill mannered/

quarrelsome (p)

£IBcK} - £IcK} looks alike/resembles/is similar/

LZ¥OK} - LAZ¥BOK} neighbouring eachother (p)

ooking alike/rsembling/similar

LAZ¥BOK} - LZ¥OK} neighbouring eachother (p)

B¢IBcK} - B¢IcK} looking alike/resembling/similar

BsZRK}

LB¢IBcK} - L¢IcK} looking alike/resembling/are

swerving/altering/changing/

similar/are vague/are ambiguous/
are obscure/are doubtful/are
unclear (p)

inclining/tilting/deviating

A`¦RK}

twisting/inclining/leaning/
enjoining/abandoning
position/being defeated

á¥ayBcK} - á¥aycK} adversaries/ill mannered/
quarrelsome (p)

YUK}

taking (s/m)

LAYUK}

taking (p/f)

¨YUK}

taking (p)

BIyAZK}

overlapping/riding one another

ªIZK}

poverty

L
Å lK}

I gave -- a long life/I made -- enjoy

fIZK}

waiting/remaining/stopping

~¢KlK}

you (s/m) gave them a long life/

á¥eIZK}

waiting/remaining/stopping (p)

B¡¥sZK}

its luxuriated, ungrateful and

AX}lK}

intentionally/purposely

arrogant

BlK}

we gave long life/we made enjoy

luxuriated, ungrateful and arrogant

BkBK} - BlK}

our belongings/our effects/our

á¦sZK}

(p)

B¢¦sZK}

its luxuriated, ungrateful and
arrogant

~¢¦sZK}

their luxuriated, ungrateful and

BkXeK}

splitting/separating/cracking

nBK} - mK}

long life/enjoyment/alimony

BkBK} - BlK}

a long life/an enjoyment/alimony/
belongings/effects/goods

you made them enjoy

goods

£lK} - ¤BlK} we gave him a long life/we
made him enjoy

~¢lK} - ~¡BlK} we gave them long life/we

~
made them enjoy

¤BlK} - £lK} we gave him a long life/we

compensation

§BM}

made him enjoy

~¡BlK} - ~¢lK} we gave them long life/we

power/capacity/doubles of twos

AZ¥IM}

made them enjoy

~¢kBK} - ~¢lK} their belongings/their effects/

doubles/bends/Koranic verses/
destroyed/cursed/failure/expelled/
confined/restricted

|BwM}

a weight/weight

their goods

heavy/burdened/loaded

á¡¥lK}

ª{wM}

give them (f) alimony

heavy/burdened/loaded (p)

ªvZtK}

á¥{wM}

separated/separate

example/proverb

á¥vZtK}

|ÒM}Ä

separated/separate (p)

|ÔM}Ê

similar/equal/alike

½
Õ M}

an example/a proverb

~y{MÊ}

similar to you (p)/equal to you/

á¦{IwK} - á¦{IBwK} facing eachother
á¦{IBwK} - á¦{IwK} facing eachother
~yI{wK}

your (p) turning/your turning
around/your turning over/places of
your (p) turning

á¥wK}

fearing and obeying (God) (p)

á¦wK}

fearing and obeying (God) (p)

DyK} - B®yK}

a recliner/a support/a cushion

á¥®yK}

leaning on/reclining on/resting on
(p)

á¦®yK}

alike to you

B{MÊ}

similar to us/equal to us/alike to us

£{ÔM}Ê

similar to him/equal to him/alike to
him/similar to it/equal to it/alike to
it

£{ÒM}Ä

example/its proverb

B¢{MÊ}

similar to her/equal to her/alike to
her/similar to it/equal to it/alike to
it

leaning on/reclining on/resting
on/leaning/reclining/resting (p)

his example/his proverb/its

B®yK} - DyK}

a recliner/a support/a cushion

~¢{ÒM}Ä

their example/their proverb

ZIyK}

arrogant

~¢{ÔM}Ê

similar to them/equal to them/alike

~Æ KÛ }Å

you (p) died

~ÊK}Å

completing

BÔK}Å

we died

z¦s¥K}

I am making you (s/m) die

§K}

when/at what time

á¦K}

solid/tough/strong/sturdy

ªIBM}

a reward/a replacement/a

to them

á¢{MÊ}

similar to them (f)/equal to
them/alike to them

B¢¦{MÊ}

similar to it twice/equal to it
twice/alike to it twice

~¢¦{MÊ}

their two equals/(twice as much as
them)

§M}

two two/twos

~
~y¥M} - ~yA¥M} your (p) homes/your residences/
¤¥M} - ¤A¥M}
¨A¥M}

your dwellings

ªIR}

love affection

his home/his residence/his

ZgKR}

present/attending

dwelling

AZ¥OR}

obstructed/fortified/in custody/in

my residence/my home/my
dwelling

ªI¥M}

guardianship/forbidden

NXR}

reward/replacement/compensation

~yA¥M} - ~y¥M} your (p) homes/your residences/
¤A¥M} - ¤¥M}

prayers' niches/sanctuaries

initiated/informed/told/caused/
originated/invented

AZ¥YR}

is cautioned/is warned/is feared of

your dwellings

AZZR}

freed/liberated

his home/his residence/his

~ZR}

is forbidden/is prohibited

BÕ}ZR}

forbidden/prohibited

ª}ZR}

forbidden/prohibited (f)

á¥}¥ZR}

are deprived (p)

dwelling

¨Ä¥MÔ }Ä

home/residence/dwelling

á¥l}KO}

gathering/uniting (p)

Y¥YO}

cut/broken/(interrupted)

B¡ZO} - B¡AZO} its channel/its passage/its course/its

J¦ZBR} - J¦ZR} centres of the assemblies/centres
of houses/prayers' directions/
prayers' niches/sanctuaries

orbit

B}ZOÅ}

a criminal/a sinner

good doer

á¥}ZO}

áaR}

criminals/sinners/committing/

á¥aR}

good doers

á¦aR}

good doers

crimes/committing sins (p)

AZ¥aR}

grieving/sad/weak/uncovered

its criminals/its sinners

©Z¥cR}

gathered

crimes/committing sins (p)

á¦}ZO}
B¢¦}ZO}

criminals/sinners/committing

B¡AZO} - B¡ZO} its channel/its passage/its course/its

LeR} - LBeR} chaste (protecting/preserving)/
marrying (p/f)

orbit

m}O}

place of meeting/(point of joint)

n¥}O}

being gathered/being collected

á¥O}

mad/insane

J¦O}

answering/replying (s/m)

X¦O}

glorious/praiseworthy/exalted/

LBeR} - LeR} chaste (protecting/preserving)/
marrying (p/f)

ªeR}

fortified/protected/invincible

á¦eR}

marrying/remaining chaste
(protecting/preserving)

honoured/eminent/magnified

J¦ZR} - J¦ZBR} centres of the assemblies/centres
of houses/prayers' directions/

AZgR}

present/brought

á¥ZgR}

they are made to be present/they
are made to attend/being made to

~
maneuvering to outsmart/he is
protecting/he is taking care of

be present/being made to attend

AZ¥jR}

forbidden/prohibited/restrained

j¥tR}

protected/guarded

|BKU}

conceited/arrogant (p)

BÕj¥tR}

protected/guarded

¼Õ BKU}

a conceited/an arrogant

xR}

nullifies/erases/destroys

u{KU}

different

Bt{KU}

different

á¥t{KU}

differing/disagreeing/disputing/

L}yR} - LB}yR} perfected/tightened/confirmed (p)
LB}yR} - L}yR} perfected/tightened/confirmed (p)
ª}yR}

perfected/tightened/confirmed (s/f)

á¦w{R}

shaving/removing/pulling (hair) (e)

£Ú{RÄ}

its place/its destination

B¢{R}

its place/its destination

§
Ø {ÞRÊ }Å

allowing/permitting/you (p) are

different (p)

á¦t{KU}

differing/disagreeing/disputing/
different (p)

~¥KU}

sealed/stamped/closed/completed/
sealed off/shut off

¼¥YU}

abandoned/deserted/forsaken/
failed/letting down

making it permitted/you are
making it allowed

ÅÅQZØ UÆ }Å

bringing out/way out

Mohammad/God' prophet/praising/

Q
Ä ZÄ UÆ }Å

exit

commending/good natured

a way out/an exit

X¥}R}

BÕOZU}

thanked/praised

are brought out/will be brought

AÕX¥}R}

á¥OZU}

praised/gracious/thanked

~¡B¦R}

their life

¨B¦R}

my life

f¦R}

escape/diversion

©ZgU}

green

Be¦R}

an escape/a diversion

X¥gU}

bent over/thornless/ripe

h¦R}

menses/menstruation (monthly

á¥X{U}

immortal/etenal/everlasting (p)

discharge from the female uterus)

Be{U}

faithful/loyal/devoted

he is surrounding/he is

á¥e{U}

faithful/loyal/devoted (p)

encircling/he is enveloping/he is
comprehending/he is aware/he is
maneuvering to outsmart/he is
protecting/he is taking care of

á¦e{U}

faithful/loyal/devoted (p)

uÊ{UÆ }Å

breaking/disputing/differing

ªwÚ{UÄ }Å

evened/smoothened/kneadable

he is surrounding/he is encircling/

x¥{U}

created

ªe}U}

hunger

X}R}

i¦RÅ}

BÕi¦R}

he is enveloping/he is
comprehending/he is aware/he is

out/being brought out (p)

¨`U}

he is shaming/he is scandalizing/he
is disgracing

~
extended/spread/he extended/he

á¦IYIY}

hesitating/wavering (p)

spread

submissive/obedient/compliant (p)

AÕX}

á¦kY}

extension/spreading

a reminder

AÕXAX}

ZÞyYÅ}

ink/writing liquid

mentioned/remembered

LXÅ}

AZ¥yY}

was extended/was spread

blamed/made lowly/defamed

©X}

~¥}Y}

period/time/term

blamed/made lowly/defamed

~¢KX}

B}¥}Y}

their period/their time/their term

he passed/passed/passing/passage

AZ¥RX}

Z}

expelled/driven away/forced out

argument/discussion

|UX}

AZ}

entrance/an entrance

times

½UX}

LZ} - LAZ}

entrance/an entrance

reptitition/many times

AÕXXÄ}

AZAZ}

an extension/a spread/spreading

AZIX}

B}oZ} - B}oAZ} an escape/a way/a shelter

giving his back

times

á¦ZIX}

LAZ} - LZ}

giving -- backs (p)

©ZÄ}

once/time/one time

©ZÊ}

strength/good strong character/

XÌ }

B¢XX} - B¡BXX} we extended it/we spread it
~¢XX} - ~¡BXX} we extended them/we spread
them

B¡BXX} - B¢XX} we extended it/we spread it
~¡BXX} - ~¢XX} we extended them/we spread
them

power/wisdom/will

JBKZ}

doubtful/suspicious

áBKZ}

two times/twice

BwtKZ}

a help/a support/a companion/a
friend/a convenience/a benefit

AZAZX}

flowing/pouring abundantly

ZyX}

remembering/a rememberer

áBK}B¡X}

(b) blackish green and fragrant

á¦KZ}

two times/twice

á¥¡X}

greasing/cheating/deceiving/

QZ}

mixed/set loose

flattering with hypocrisy (p) (often
mistranslated)

~ylOZ}

your (p) return/your returning

~¢lOZ}

their return

A¥OZ}

promising/hoped for

have been by the Red Sea

á¥OZ}

delayed/postponed (p)

endebted (p)

BRZ}

lively and joyful/showing

Z¦X}

extended/long

áÄ¦XÆ }Ä

Madya/an ancient city that could

á¦¦X}

B}»Y} - B}¥Y} expelled/degraded/humilliated

á¥IÊwKÒ ZÆ }Å

observing/expecting/guarding/
watching/lying in wait (p)

superiority/happiness and
overconfidence

~
BIRZ}

spaciousness/broadness/vastness/

§KBgZ}

expanse/welcome

my acceptances/my approvals/my
satisfactions

XZ}

returner/return/(protection)

LgZ}

I became sick/I became diseased

AXZ}

a return

ªlgZ}

breast feeder/wet nurse

BÌXZÄ }Ä

our return

§
Äg
Ä Z}

sick/diseased (p)

á¦sXZ}

following/riding closely behind (p)

B¦gZ}

accepted/approved

A¥XÄZ}Ä

they were accustomed to

ª¦gZ}

accepted/approved (f)

rebelling/they were accustomed to
mutiny/they were accustomed to
exceeding the limit/they were
accustomed to being arrogant

B¢kZ} - B¡BkZ} its pasture

returning/returned/being returned

BwsZ}

convenience/benefit/help

B¢aZ} - B¡BaZ} its anchor/its firm fixture/its landing

ªk¥sZ}

raised (f)

|aZ}

sender/is sent

BXvZ}

our place of sleep

½aZ}

sent

~¥vZ}

written/branded/inscribed

ª{aZ}

sending (f)

~¥yZ}

piled/accumulated/heaped

A¥{aZ}

sending (p)

A¥Z}

passed (p)/they passed

á¥{ÄaZÆ }Å

sent/being sent

L¥ZB} - L¥Z} Maroota (name of an angel)

á¦{ÊaZÆ }Å

senders/sending (p)

B®¦Z} B®¦¡ - B®¦Z} wholesome/tasty

X¥XZ}

B¡BaZ} - B¢aZ} its anchor/its firm fixture/its
landing

AXcZ}

a correct/a right guide

AXBeZ}

a lookout/an observatory/a

B¡BkZ} - B¢kZ} its pasture
B}oAZ} - B}oZ} an escape/a way/a shelter

J¦Z}

doubtful/suspicous

ª¦Z}

doubt

P¦Z}

confusing/mixing/disturbing/
confused/mixed/disturbed

watching post/an observing post/an
ambuscade (ambush place)

X¦Z}

rebellious/mutinous/evil (e)

lookout/observatory/watching

AX¦Z}

rebellious/mutinous/evil (e)

post/observing post

Bg¦Z}

sick/diseased

f¥eZ}

sticking together and well arranged

~¦Z}

Mary/Jesus' mother and daughter

hZ}

sickness/disease

BgZ}

sickness/disease

LBgZ}

acceptances/approvals/satisfactions

XeZ}

of Amran, she is one of the
righteous women

£OA`}

its mixture/its blend

~
B¢OA`}

its mixture/its blend

ªO`} - ©BO`}

little/few/poor or bad

©BO`} - ªO`}

little/few/poor or bad

ZOX`}

prevention/deterrence/restraint/

©ZcIKa}
á¦ZeIKa}

~¢v`} - ~¡Bv`} we tore them/we tore them to
pieces/we scattered them/we
dispersed them

~¡Bv`} - ~¢v`} we tore them/we tore them to
pieces/we scattered them/we
dispersed them

X¦`}

an increase

b}

touched/madness/touch

¼»a} - ¼¥®a} questioned

hidden

á¦t{UKa}

made successors/successors (p)

á¥}{aKa}

submitting/surrendering (p)

á¥tlgKa}

weakened/being weakened (p)

ZiKa}

written/inscribed/drafted

AZ¦iKa}

spread and scattered/fast/frequent
lightning

|IwKa}

approaching/coming

ZwKa}

settlement/establishment/
affixation/(time)/settled/established
/affixed

AZwKa}

God

(p/f)

settled/established/affixed/a
settlement/an establishment/an
affixation

touch/desperate need/close relation

LRta} - LBRsBa} fornicating/committing adultery

they were seeing/they were

uUKa}

questioned (p)

XOa} - XOBa} mosques/places of worshipping
bBa}

announced good news to/cheerful/

knowing/they were understanding/
seeing/knowing/understanding (p)

you (p) were torn/you were torn to
pieces/you were scattered/you were
dispersed

á¥{¥®a}

feeling/seeing (p)
rejoiced

prediction

~Kv`Å}

á¦a®Ka} - á¦aDKa} perceiving/hearing and

B¡ZwKa}

its settlement/its establishment/its
affixation

~¦wKa}

straight/direct/balanced

B}¦wKa}

straight/direct/balanced

áya} - áyBa} residences

AZIyKa}

arrogantly

~yya} - ~yyBa} your (p) residences

á¥ZIyKa}

arrogant (p)

~¢ya} - ~¢yBa} their residences

á¦ZIyKa}

arrogant/arrogantly (p)

á¦ya} - á¦yBa} poorest of poor/poor oppressed

Z}Ka}

continuous

á¥ya}Ka}

holding/grasping/seizing/refraining

á¦Rta} - á¦RsBa} fornicating/committing adultery
(p)

(p)

á¦aDKa} - á¦a®Ka} perceiving/hearing and
feeling/seeing (p)

(p)

~¢l}Ka}

their hearer/their listener

~
á¥l}Ka}

hearing/listening (p)

©ZtKa}

frightened/running away/hastening

£Ka}

touched him

á¥®`¢Ka} - á¥`¢Ka} are mocking/are making

á¥sZa}

mistakers/wasters/exceeders of the
limit/extravagators

á¦sZa}

spoilers/neglectors/ignorers/
mistakers/wasters/exceeders of the
limit/extravagators

fun (p)

á¥`¢Ka} - á¥®`¢Ka} are mocking/are making

spoilers/neglectors/ignorers/

AZ¥Za}

delighted/happy

fun (p)

written/inscribed/drafted

~¢Ka}

Z¥ia}

touched them

written/inscribed/drafted

nX¥Ka}

AZ¥ia}

depository/storage place/womb

hunger/starvation/famine

B¢kX¥Ka}

ªIpa}

its depository/its storage place/its

LBRsBa} - LRta} fornicating/committing adultery

womb

AZ¥Ka}

hidden/covered/(invisible)

XOa}

mosque/place of worshipping God

XOBa} - XOa} mosques/places of worshipping

(p/f)

á¦RsBa} - á¦Rta} fornicating/committing adultery
(p)

©Zta}

God

AXOa}
BRa}

lit and shining/unveiled/uncovered/
appearing

a mosque/a place of worshipping

BR¥ta}

shed/poured

God

za}

musk/fragrance

rubbing/wiping/petting/anointing/

~ya}

touched you (p)

greasing/cutting

AZ¥Ra}

bewitched/enchanted

áyBa} - áya} residences

á¥Z¥Ra}

bewitched/enchanted (p)

~¢ya}

LZUa} - LAZUa} manipulated/subjugated/
enslaved/utillized/made to submit/
made to serve involuntarily

LAZUa} - LZUa} manipulated/subjugated/
enslaved/utillized/made to submit/
made to serve involuntarily

Xa}
uZa}

their residence

~¢yBa} - ~¢ya} their residences
J¥ya}

poured/poured continuously

ª¥ya}

resided in/inhabited

á¦ya}

poorest of poor/poor oppressed

á¦yBa} - á¦ya} poorest of poor/poor oppressed
(p)

a palm fibre tightly woven rope/an
iron ring

B¦ya}

a poorest of poor/a poor oppressed

spoiler/neglector/ignorer/mistaker/

B}Ê{a
Æ }Å

a Moslem/a submitter/a surrenderer

waster/exceeder of the limit/
extravagator

L}{a} - LB}{a} Moslems/submitters/surrenderers
(p/f)

~
ªÄ}{Êa
Æ }Å

submitting/surrendering/Moslem

á¦vZc}

at sun rise (p)

ªÄ}{Úa
Ä }Å

flawless/handed over/delivered

zZc}

sharer (with God)/taker of partners
(with God)/sharing (with God)/
taking partners (with God) (s/m)

LB}{a} - L}{a} Moslems/submitters/surrenderers
(p/f)

á¥}{a}

submitters/surrenderers/Moslems

á¦Ê}{ÊaÅ}

Moslems/submitters/surrenderers

áÆ¦}Ä {ÊaÅ}

two Moslems

m}a}

making -- hear/making -- listen

§
Ä }Ì a
Ê }Å

named/identified/(specified)

Ba}

touched us/touch us

©Xa}

supported

á¥a}

smoothened/rotted

§Êa
Ì }Ä

touched me (s/m)/touch me

£a}

touched him

~¢a}

touched them

AX¥a}

blackened (s)

©X¥a}

blackened (p)

ª}¥a}

is marked/is identified/is

a sharer (with God)/a taker of
partners (with God) (s/f)

distinguished/marked/identified/
distinguished

á¦}¥a}

ªyZc}

marked/identified/distinguished (p)

á¥yZc}

sharers (with God)/takers of
partners (with God)/sharing (with
God)/taking partners (with God)
(p)

á¦yZc}

sharers (with God)/takers of
partners (with God)/sharing (with
God)/taking partners (with God)
(p)

á¥wtc}

afraid/scared/guarding/cautious/
pittying/compassionate/kind/are
afraid/are scared/are guarding/are
cautious/are pittying/are
compassionate/are kind (p)

á¦wtc}

afraid/scared/guarding/cautious/
kind/compassionate/sympathetic
(p)

AZ¥yc}

thanked

X¢c}

an assembly

X¥¢c}

a witnessed/a -- witnessed/a

¼¥®a} - ¼»a} questioned

witness (against)

BÌc}

walking gossiper/one walks a lot

AX¥¢c}

being witnessed

JZBc}

drinking places

A¥c}

they walked

xZc} - xZBc} sun rises/easts

XÌ¦c
É }Å

built/erected/plastered/raised

B¢IKc}

looking alike/resembling/similar

©X¦c}

built/erected/plastered/raised

á¥yZKc}

sharing (p)

z
Ä ¦Ø c
Æ }Ä

your (s/m) walking

~¢IZc}

their drinking place

mBe}

factories/places of fabrication,

xZBc} - xZc} sun rises/easts

science and industrial development

~
TBIe}

a light/a lamp

|g}

a misguider/misguiding

á¦RIe}

by the morning/by the daybreak/in

§g}

passed/expired/departed/

the morning/in the daybreak (p)

proceeded/completed

xÐXe
Ä }Å

confirming

BÕvXe}

confirming/confirmingly

Ze}

city/border/region/Egypt (note:

nBi}

obeyed

some translations use Egypt only)

Zi}

rain

a city a border/a region (note: some

AZi}

rain

translations use Egypt only)

m{Ôi}

place and time of appearance/

AZe}

B¦g}

passing/expiring/departing/
proceeding/completing

BsZe}

a diversion/a return

Bs¥Ze}

sent away/diverted/returned/pushed

á¥l{i}

knowing/seeking/looking (p)

AZte}

yellow/yellowish

á®}i}

assured/tranquillized/secured

ªs¥te}

lined/arranged

ª®}i}

assured/tranquillized/secured

§te}

purified/cleared/strained

á¦®}i}

assured/tranquillized/secured (p)

á¥R{e}

correcting/repairing/reconcilliating

©Z¢i}

purified/cleaned/washed mentally

ascent/rising/begining

(p)

§{e}

a prayer place

ªI¦e}

disaster/everything hated/a disaster

B¢I¦e}

is striking her/is hitting her/is
marking her

and physically

zZ¢i}

purifying you (s/m)/cleaning you/
washing you mentally and
physically

L¦¥i} - LB¦¥i} folded/rolled/coiled/dead/shrunk/
weakened

AZ¦e}

an end/a destination

~yZ¦e}

your (p) end/your destination

~¢lOBg}

their places of lying down/(their

B}{j}

darkened

beds)

á¥}{j}

darkened/in darkness/are unjust (p)

harming

~¥{j}

wronged/oppressed

B}¥{j}

caused injustice to/oppressed/

ZBg}

ªtlg} - ªtkBg} doubled
Lg}

weakened

passed/expired/departed/
proceeded/completed

ªtkBg} - ªtlg} doubled
ªpg}

LB¦¥i} - L¦¥i} folded/rolled/coiled/dead/shrunk/

a piece of something chewable of
flesh or other

unjustly/oppressively

m}

with

XBl}

return/end/paradise/final place/a
return/an end/a paradise/a final
place

~
YBl}

protection/refuge/I seek protection

¤Z¦YBl}

his apologies/his excuses

á¦`Ol} - á¦`OBl} disabling/frustrating (p)
QZBl}

stairs/elevators/lifts/hoists

BcBl}

life/livelihood/sustenance/time and
place of livelihood

d¦l} - d¦Bl} livelihoods/sustenances i.e.) good,

u¥Zl}

kindness/known/good tradition/
goodness/generosity/charity

Bs¥Zl}

kindness/known/good tradition/
goodness/generosity/charity/a
kind/a known/a good tradition/a
charity

ªs¥Zl}

known (s/f)

|`l}

in a separation/in an isolation/

air, clothes, etc.

apart/aside

XIl}

place of worship (temple)

ZBcl}

one tenth

XKl}

transgressor/violator/breaker

Zcl}

race/group/society/company

¨`Ol}

disabling/frustrating

ª¦el}

disobedience

á¦`Ol}

disabling/frustrating (p)

ª{il}

abandoned/inactive/unsupervised/

á¦`OBl} - á¦`Ol} disabling/frustrating (p)
X¥Xl}

counted/prepared

LX¥Xl} - LAX¥Xl} counted/numbered
©X¥Xl}

unguarded

Jwl}

(revisor)/controller/driver

LIwl} - LBIwl} successive angels/glorifications/

counted/numbered

LAX¥Xl} - LX¥Xl} counted/numbered

successor/punisher/ender

praises (p/f)

LBIwl} - LIwl} successive angels/glorifications/

~¢IYl}

torturing them

B¡¥IYl}

torturing it

zl}

with you (s/m)

á¦IYl}

torturing (p)

~yl}

with you (p)

©ZYl}

an apology/an excuse

B}yl}

with you (b)

~¢KZYl}

their apology/their excuse

Bs¥yl}

designated/dedicated/confined/

©Zl}

harm/sin/crime/war's severity/

á¦gZl}

decided

~{l}

taught/instructed/informed

objecting/opposing/turning away

~¥{l}

known

(p)

L}¥{l} - LB}¥{l} known (p/f)

objecting/opposing/turning away

LB}¥{l} - L}¥{l} known (p/f)

(p)

Z}l}

long lived/aged

Bl}

with us

scabies (a skin disease)

á¥gZl}

praises (p/f)

Lc¥Zl} - LBc¥Zl} trellised (having trellises)
LBc¥Zl} - Lc¥Zl} trellised (having trellises)

~
£l}

with him/with it

J¥{p}

defeated/conquered/overcome

B¢l}

with her/with it

ª{¥{p}

chained or tied (tight-fisted)

~¢l}

with them

á¥p}

enriching/satisfying/sufficing/

§l}

with me

d¦Bl} - d¦l} livelihoods/sustenances i.e.) food,
air, clothes, etc.

ªc¦l}

SKBt}

keys/waterways/stores/treasures/
safes

£RKBt}

its keys/its waterways/its
treasures/its safes

A`Bt}

a winning/a success/a triumph/a
salvation

their life/their livelihood/their
sustenance i.e.) food, air, clothes,
etc.

á¦l}

changing

its life/its livelihood/its sustenance
i.e.) food, air, clothes, etc.

~¢Kc¦l}

AZ¦p}

life/livelihood/sustenance i.e.)
food, air, clothes, etc.

B¢Kc¦l}

availing/(helping) (p)

ªRKt}

opened

ZKt}

a fabricator/a cuttor and splittor

flowing easily and plentifully

(s/m)

LZp} - LAZBp} caves/depressions in the ground

á¥ZKt}

fabricators/cuttors and splittors

B¢IZp} - B¢IZBp} its departures/its declines/its

¨ZKt}

fabricated/cut and split

sunsets

BIgp} - BIgBp} angry/angrily

L¦ZKt} - LB¦ZKt} fabricated/cut and split (p/f)
LB¦ZKt} - L¦ZKt} fabricated/cut and split (p/f)

~Bp}

winnings/gains/spoils of war

neglected/abused/wasted/hastened

|aKp}

á¥iZt}

washing place/water

specified/imposed/stipulated

JZp}

Bg¥Zt}

sunset/west/western

á¥Xat}

corrupting/disordering/

B¢IZBp} - B¢IZp} its departures/its declines/its

disrepairing/decomposing/
invalidating/depriving/
rotting/voiding/breaking down (p)

sunsets

LAZBp} - LZp} caves/depressions in the ground
á¥vZp}

are being drowned/are being

á¦Xat}

corrupting/disordering/
disrepairing/ decomposing/
invalidating/depriving/
rotting/voiding/breaking down (p)

sunken/drowning/sinking (p)

~Zp}

burdensome debt

B}Zp}

an obligated burden/a destruction/a

½et}

torture/a monetary harm/a loss

L{et} - L½et} detailed/explained/clarified (p)

BIgBp} - BIgp} angry/angrily
©Ztp}

forgiveness/a forgiveness

detailed/explained/clarified

L½et} - L{et} detailed/explained/clarified (p)
¼¥lt}

is made/is done/was made/was

~
done

middle range (s/f)

XkBw}

seats/sitting places/(positions)

~yKw}

your (p) abhorrence/your hatred

X¦{Bw}

keys/safes/(management and

¤ZAXw}

its value/its estimation/its measure

control) (Greek origin)

AZ¥Xw}

is predestined/is evaluated/is

~BwÄ}

place/place and time/position/
status/residency/assembly/ground
to stand on (footing)

B}Bw}

a place/a place and time/a position/
residence

estimated

ªIZw}

a relation/a near/a close

á¦Zw}

tied to eachother/overpowering/
connecting/joining

~¥aw}

apportioned/divided/(specified)

used to beat and humilliate

á¦Zew}

doing the utmost/shortening

z}Bw}

your (s/m) place/your position

LZ¥ew} - LAZ¥ew} confined/limited/restricted

B}¢}Bw}

their (b)'s place/their positioin

§}Bw}

my place/my position

ªg¥Iw}

handed over/recieved

BKwÅ}

abhorrence/hatred/forbidden

m}w} - m}Bw}

sticks/bars curved at the top and

AZXKw}

n¥iw}

is cut off/is cut to pieces/it
separated/is severed

ªk¥iw}

cut off/cut to pieces/separated/
severed (f)

powerful (e)

Xlw}

a seat/a sitting place/(a position)

capable/able/overpowering/

XkBw} - Xlw}

seats/sitting places/(positions)

á¥R}w}

being forced to raise their heads

we are capable/we are able/we are

while lowering their eyes from
humility

overpowering/we are powerful (e)

á¥XKw}

passed judgment/ordered/
executed/carried out/accomplished/
destroyed/ended

capable/able/overpowering/

powerful (e)

á¥ZXKw}

B¦gw}

bursting/plunging/rushing/
storming/forcing into

ZXKw}

LAZ¥ew} - LZ¥ew} confined/limited/restricted
(p/f)

marriage of one's step-mother
(father's wife)

~RKw}

(p/f)

we are following/we are imitating
(their) example

m}Bw} - m}w}

sticks/bars curved at the top and
used to beat and humilliate

á¥sZKw}

committing/perpetrating/doing (p)

raising -- humilliated and humbly

á¦ZKw}

§lw}

accompanying/joining (p)

providing

XeKw}

BK¦w}

economizing/moderate/in the

½¦w}

place of resting or sleeping at

middle range

©XeKw}

economizing/moderate/in the

midday

~
~¦w}

continuing/place/time/keeping

AÕZy}

up/continuous/places/keeps us

By}

scheme/cheating/deceiving/
scheming

whistling by mouth and the sound
emanates from the mouth

a cheatery/a deciet/cunning/a

¤¥}KZy}

you (p) cheated it/you deceived
it/you schemed it

áBy}

place/position/in place

BBy}

a place/a position

~ÌZyÒ }Å

honoured/making him honourable

~yKBy}

your (p) capacity/your place/your

ª}ÌZyÒ }Å

honoured (f)

position

á¥}ÌZyÒ }Å

honoured (p)

their capacity/their place/their

BÆZyÒ }Ä

we cheated/we deceived/we

~¢KBy}

position/(their transformation)

~yBy}

your (p) place/your position

£By}

his place/his position/its place/its
position

BÎIyÒ }Å

~¡ØZyÔ }Ä

Mecca/city in middle of Higaz and
birthplace of Prophet Mohammad,
it is 80 K.M. east of the Red Sea,
and was annexed by the Saud
family in 1924 A.D.

BI¥Ky}

written

N
Ë yÔ }Å

slow deliberation/comprehension/

A¥Zy}

~¥jy}

held/quietened/suppressed

á¦I{y}

training for hunting and retrieving

BÚyÚ }

we highly positioned/we
strengthened/we secured/we
affirmed/we mastered/we
empowered/we established

~yy} - ~yBy} we highly positioned you (p)/
we strengthened you/we secured
you/we affirmed you/we mastered
you/we empowered you/we
established you

á¥MyB} - á¥My} are waiting/are remaining/are
staying/are residing (p)
staying/are residing (p)

á¦IYy}

liars/deniers/falsifiers

J¥Yy}

denied/falsified

ZÄ yÒ }Ä

he cheated/he deceived/he
schemed/cheated/deceived/
schemed

ZÔy}Ä

cheatery/deceit/scheming/schemes

they cheated/they deceived/they
schemed/cheated/deceived/
schemed

slowly/patience

á¦MyB} - á¦My} are waiting/are remaining/are

their cheatery/their deceit/their
schemes

up-side-down/facing down/turned
down/forced

ªy}

schemed

~¢y} - ~¡By} we highly positioned them/
we strengthened them/we secured
them/we affirmed them/we
mastered them/we empowered
them/we established them

~yBy} - ~yy}

we highly positioned you (p)/
we strengthened you/we secured
you/we affirmed you/we mastered
you/we empowered you/we

~
established you

~¡By} - ~¢y} we highly positioned them/

meeting you/it is finding you

£®{} - £¦Ã}

his nobles/his groups/his

we strengthened them/we secured
them/we affirmed them/we
mastered them/we empowered
them/we established them

ª{}

religion/faith

AXRK{}

a shelter/a refuge

á¥y}

protected/covered

~yK{}

your (p) religion/your faith

§ÊyÚ }

he highly positioned me/he

BK{}

our religion/our faith

strengthened me/he secured me/he
affirmed me/he mastered me/he
empowered me/he established me

~¢K{}

their religion/their faith

DO{} - B®O{}

a refuge/a shelter/refuge/shelter

B®O{} - DO{}

a refuge/a shelter/refuge/shelter

S{}

salty/salt

á¦¥l{}

cursed/humilliated/expelled (p)

á¦y}

highly positioned/firm/established/
distinguished/influential/solid and
strong/safe and secure

|}

a fill/a fill up

L®{Å}

filled

ªy®½} - ªy®{}

angels - a creation whose sole
function is to serve God

£Ky®½} - £Ky®{} his angels
£¦Ã} - £®{}

his group/his assembly/his
nobles

~¢®{}

their group/their assembly/their
nobles

ª®{} - ªy®½}

angels - a creation whose sole
function is to serve God

£Ky®{} - £Ky®½} his angels
§v½} - x{} - x½} receiving/meeting
A¥w{} - A¥v½}

they are receiving/they are
meeting/they are finding

¤¥w{} - ¤¥v½} you are receiving it/you are

assembly

§v½} - x½} - x{} receiving/meeting
A¥v½} - A¥w{}

they are receiving/they are
meeting/they are finding

á¥w{}

are throwing/are throwing away

¤¥v½} - ¤¥w{} you are receiving it/you are
meeting it/you are finding it

~y¦v½} - ~y¦w{} it is receiving you (p)/it is
meeting you/it is finding you

zÔ{}Å

ownership/kingdon/possession and
free will

zÊ{}Ä

king/angel/owner/possessor

z
Ä {Ò}Ä

owned

z{B} - z{}

owner/possessor

ByÔ{}Å

an ownership/a kingdom/a
possession and free will

ByÊ{}Ä

a king/an angel

x½} - x{} - §v½Å} receiving/meeting

Ly{}

owned/possessed

~y¦w{} - ~y¦v½} it is receiving you (p)/it is

~Ky{}

you (p) owned/you possessed

meeting it/you are finding it

~
£y{}
L¥y{}

his ownership/his kingdom/his

By¥{}}

owned

possession and free will

á}}

from whom/from what/from

ownership/kingdom of the creation

who/than whom/than what/than
who

all together/might and power

ªk¥}}

á¦y{}

two angels

By¥{}

kings

B}¥{}

blameworthy/blamed

á¦}¥{}

blameworthy/blamed (p)

from/than/of (prep.)

B¦{}

á
Æ }Ê

a long time/a life time

who/whom/which (prep.)

z¦{}

á
Æ }Ä

king/owner/possessor/God's name

á
Ì }Ä

blessed

BÜ}

bragging/reminding repiticiously

prevented/prohibited/forbidden/
stopped (f)

á¥}}

obligated/endebted/interrupted/
weakened

(e)

~¦{}

blameworthy/blamed (p)

B}}

from what/than what

~¢KB}}

their death/their time of death

§KB}}

my death/my time of death

©XX}}

extended/spread

~yX}}

extending you (p)/spreading you

X¥X}}

expanded/spread

¨XB}

a caller

AX¥X}}

extended/(expanded)/spread

B¦XB}

a caller

©X¥X}}

extended/spread

|`B}

places of descent/sequences/

XZ}}

smoothened and spread/soft/
flexible

x`}}

©¥} - ©B}

Manat - could be an idol statue or a
rock between Mecca and Medina
which was worshipped before
Islam

descents

~yaa} - ~yyaB} your (p) rituals or methods of
worship/your familliar places/your
God's rites/your offerings

tearer/tearer to pieces/scatterer/
disperser/tearing/tearing to pieces/
scattering

za}}

of kind acts done which leads to
resentment/blessing/(releasing war
prisoners)

ByaB}

our rituals or methods of
worship/our familliar places/our
God's rites/our offerings

witholder/grasper/seizer/refrainer

Lya}} - LBya}} witholders/graspers/seizers/

fB}

escape/shelter

refrainers (p/f)

nB}

miser/often preventing/often

LBya}} - Lya}} witholders/graspers/seizers/
refrainers (p/f)

BZi}}

raining on us

prohibiting/often forbidding/often
shopping

~
mt} - msB}

giving notice

benefits/uses

|Ì`Ò }Å

descent/descended

showing belief)

¼`}

a place of descent

B¢IyB}

its sides/its directions/its elevations

B¢{`}

descending it

z}B}

your (s/m) sleep/your dream/your

á¥{`}

we are descending

place of sleep

á¦{Ø`}

sent descending

your (p) sleep/your dream/your

á¦{Ä`}

sent descending

£KDa}

his shephard's staff/his stick

Bya}

a ritual or method of worship/a

á¥wt} - á¥wsB} hypocrites (disbelievers

~y}B}

place of sleep

B¢}B}

its sleep/its dream/its place of sleep

BMI}

scattered/distributed/ravished/

familliar place/a place for
slaughtering offerings

violently carried away

ZcK}

spread/spread out/extended

ZeK}

victorious

AÕZeK}

victorious

á¦ZeK}

victorious (p)

á¥ZjK}

waiting/expecting/watching (p)

á¥}wK}

we are revenging/we are

~yyaB} - ~yya} your (p) rituals or methods of
worship/your familliar places/your
God's rites/your offerings

B¦a} B¦a - B¦a} forgotten (and long)
forgotten

punishing/we are revenging/we are
punishing

B¢¢K} - B¡B¢K} its ultimate end/its absolute
end

B¡B¢K} - B¢¢K} its ultimate end/its absolute
end

©Zc}

spread/spread out/extended/
publicized/unfolded

Z¥c}

spread/spread out/extended/
publicized/unfolded

AZ¥c}

spread/spread out/extended/
publicized/unfolded

AZ¥e}

victorious

X¥g}

neatly piled/neatly piled over

á¥¢K}

ending/terminating/stopping (p)

AZ¥M}

scattered/spread/sprinkled

z¥O}

saving you (s/m)/rescuing you

xi}

speech (language)/logic

ZY}

warner/giver of notice/a warner/a

á¥Zj}

we are looked at/we are seen/we

eachother/well arranged/well
arranged to eachother

giver of notice

are watched/we are considered/we
are delayed

á¥ZY}

warners/givers of notice

á¦ZÒY}

warned/given notice

á¦ZÒjÔ }Å

given time/delayed/waited for (p)

á¦ZÊY}

warners/givers of notice/warning/

mÄ Ò }Ä

prevented/prohibited/forbid/
stopped

~
mÄ Ê }Å

á¥ZÒyÔ }Å

unknown (p)/disguised/changed

~y}

from you (p)/than you

BÚÒ }Ä

we blessed

you/forbid you/stopped you

B¢}

than her/than it/from her/from it

prevented us/prohobited us/forbid

BOB¢}

a clear/an easy/a plain way/a road

us/stopped us

~¢}

than them/from them

prevented them/prohibited them/

B}¢}

from them (b)

Z}¢}

pouring/pouring strongly/flowing

forbidden/was stopped/is
prevented/is prohibited/is
forbidden/is stopped

zl}

prevented you (s/m)/prohibited

Bl}
~¢l}

forbid them/stopped them

Zit}

is split/is cracked/is cleaved

á¦yt}

broken to pieces/separated/
loosened/untied (p)

msB} - mt}

benefits/uses

Zlw}

extracted/dead

J{w}

place of turn/place of return

BI{w}

a place of turn/a place of return

á¥I{w}

we are turning/we are returning/we
are turning around/we are turning
over

f¥w}

strongly

á¢}

from them (f)

Bk¥}

often preventing/often prohibiting/
often forbidding/often stopping

©B} - ©¥}

z}

from you (s/m)/than you

Zy}

defiance of God and His orders/
awfulness/obscenity

§Þ}Ê

from me/than me

§
Æ Ê }Ä

sperm/semen/fertilizing fluid/cell
of males

J¦}

BI¦}

á¦I¦}

they are ignorant of/they
are ignorant about/they are
denying/denying (p)/ignoring
(p)/you (p) are ignorant of/you are

returning to God/repenting/
obeying/representing (p)

awful/obscene/denying (s/f)

á¥ÅZyÊ Ô }Å

returning to God/repenting/
obeying/returner to God/repentent/
obedient/representing/
representative

defiant of God and His orders/
defiant of God and His orders/

returning to God/repenting/
obeying/returner to God/repentent/
obedient/representing

awful/obscene/denying (s/m)

©Zy}

Manat - could be an idol statue or a
rock between Mecca and Medina
which was worshipped before
Islam

reduced/decreased/lessened/
deminished

AÕZy}

ignorant about/you are denying

was prevented/was prohibited/was

Z¦}

luminous/giving light/enlighting

AZ¦}

luminous/giving light/enlighting

ZOB¢}

emigrating

~
AZOB¢}

emigrating

LZO¢} - LAZOB¢} emigrants/emigrating (p/f)

½¦¢}

heaped/piled/poured/dumped sand
or dust

XB¢}

a bed/a crib/a low ground

B}¦¢}

guarding/protecting/watching over

AX¢} - AXB¢}

level/paved/prepared/spread

á¦¢}

humilliating/disgracing/degrading

BÕB¢}

humilliated/disgraced/degraded

XK¢}

is guided

á¥XK¢}

are guided (p)

á¦XK¢}

guided (p)

LAZOB¢} - LZO¢} emigrants/emigrating (p/f)
AZ¥O¢}

deserted/abandoned/forsaken/
left/distanced

AX¢}

level/paved/prepared/spread

AXB¢} - AX¢}

level/paved/prepared/spread

LX¢}

I prepared

~¥`¢}

defeated/broken/overcome/killed

á¦li¢}

coming rushing in fear/humilliated/

despised/humilliated/disgraced/
degraded

B¦¢}

humilliating

½®¥}

a shelter/a refuge/a safe place

ZUA¥}

audibly cutting through/shearing
through (the water)

£¦`¥} - £¦`A¥} his weights/his
measurements

£lgA¥}

its places

áiA¥}

homelands/battlfields

B¡¥lvA¥Å}

falling in it/landing in it/expected
in it (p)

L¦v¥} - L¦vA¥} appointed times/appointed times

humble (p)

z{¢Å}

perishing/making die/destroying

z{Æ¢}Ä

destruction/perishment/death

~¢y{¢}

perishing them/making them

or places

§{¥} - §{A¥} owners and masters/slaves/
freed slaves/lovers/friends/allies/
neighbours/sons/uncles/cousins/
nieces/in-laws/near/followers/
guardianships/relatives/(inheritors)

die/destroying them

A¥y{¢}

we are perishing/we are making

~y¦{¥} - ~y¦{A¥} your (p) owners and

die/we are destroying

B¡¥y{¢}

masters/your slaves/your lovers/
your friends/your allies/your
neighbours/your partners/your
sons/your uncles/your cousins/your
nieces/your in-laws/your near/your
followers/your guardianships/your
relatives/(your inheritors)

we are perishing it/we are making
it die/we are destroying it

§y{¢}

we are perishing/we are making to
die/we are destroying

~¢{¢}

delay them/give them time/be
gentle with them

B}¢}

whatever/what so ever/no matter
what

humilliation/desgracing/degrading/

BwI¥}

a barrier/an appointment/a shutoff/a destruction (place)

~
L¥}

death/end of life

~¡Xk¥}

their appointment

BK¥}

death/lifelessness

¨Xk¥}

my appointment

BKK¥}

our death/our lifelessness

ªjk¥}

a sermon/an advice/a warning

~yK¥}

your (p) death/your lifelessness

AZ¥s¥}

complete/full/abundantly/

£K¥}

its death/its lifelessness/his death/

B¢K¥}

plentifully/abundant/plentiful

his lifelessness

á¥v¥}

are sure/are certain

its death/its lifelessness/her death/

á¦v¥}

sure/certain (p)

her lifelessness

BK¥v¥}

appointed times/appointed times or

A¥K¥}

die (p)

BwM¥}

a promise/a covenant

~¢wM¥}

their promise/their covenant

Q¥}

waves/surves

©X¥}

love/affection/friendship

AZ¥}

agitation/trouble/quick movement

places

á¥s¥v¥}

made to be suspended/made to be
prevented/made to stand (p)

L¦vA¥} - L¦v¥} appointed times/appointed times
or places

~y{¥} - ~y¼¥} your (p) owner/your master/

from side to side/sway

á¥`¥}

weighed/measured/balanced

your friend/your ally/your near

B{¥} - B¼¥}

£¦`A¥} - £¦`¥} his weights/his
measurements

§a¥}

Moses/prophet of Judiasm

f¥}

bequeather

ªk¥g¥}

put/laid/raised (f)

£¥g¥}

folded/tightly woven/tightly woven
with jewels

B®i¥}

a foothold

Xk¥}

an appointment

AXk¥}

an appointment

©Xk¥}

a promise

zXk¥}

your (s/m) appointment

~yXk¥}

your (p) appointment

¤Xk¥}

his appointment/his promise

made to stop/made to be arrested/

our owner/our master/our
friend/our ally/our near

£{¥} - ¤¼¥}

his owner/his master/his
friend/his ally/his near

~¢{¥} - ~¡¼¥} their owner/their master/
their friend/their ally/their near

~y¼¥} - ~y{¥} your (p) owner/your master/
your friend/your ally/your near

B¼¥} - B{¥}

our owner/our master/our
friend/our ally/our near

¤¼¥} - £{¥}

his owner/his master/his
friend/ his ally/his near

~¡¼¥} - ~¢{¥} their owner/master/their
friend/their ally/their near

X¥{¥}

a child/a new born

£{ X¥{¥}

a born to him/a father

~
§{¥}

owner/master/slave/freed slave/

ªK¦}

lover/friend/ally/neighbour/partner/
son/uncle/cousin/niece/in-law/near/
follower

§{A¥} - §{¥}

dead/a dead (animal's) death
caused by suffocation or
strangulation/type and time of
death/death (f)

owners/masters/slaves/freed

á¥K¦}

dying (p)

slaves/lovers/friends/allies/
neighbours/sons/uncles/cousins/
nieces/in-laws/near/followers/
guardianships/relatives/(inheritors)

xM¦} - xBM¦}

promise/covenant/a promise/a

~y¦{¥} - ~y¦{¥} your (p) owners/your
masters/your slaves/your lovers/
your friends/your allies/your
neighbours/your partners/your
sons/your uncles/your cousins/your
nieces/your in-laws/your near/your
followers/your guardianships/your
relatives/(your inheritors)

covenant

BwM¦} - BvBM¦}

a promise/a covenant

~ywM¦} - ~yvBM¦} your (p) promise/your
covenant

£wM¦} - £vBM¦}

its entrustment/its tightness/its
affirmation

~¢wM¦} - ~¢vBM¦} their promise/their covenant
xBM¦} - xM¦}

promise/covenant/a promise/a
covenant

B¢¦{¥}

turning towards it

BvBM¦} - BwM¦}

á¡¥}

weakening/enfeebling

~yvBM¦} - ~ywM¦} your (p) promise/your

½O»}

delayed

áY»}

an announcer/an informer

©Xe»}

stationary/residing/locking/

a promise/a covenant

covenant

£vBM¦} - £wM¦}

its entrustment/its tightness/its
affirmation

securing

~¢vBM¦} - ~¢wM¦} their promise/their covenant

á}»}

believing/believer

NZ¦} - NAZ¦}

inheritance

B}»}

believing/a believer

NAZ¦} - NZ¦}

inheritance

L}»} - LB}»} believing/believers (p/f)

©Za¦}

easiness/prosperity

ª}»}

AZ¥a¦}

easy/little

LB}»} - L}»} believing/believers (p/f)

XBl¦}

an appointment

á¥}»}

believing/believers (p)

Lw¦} - LBw¦}

appointed time/appointed time or

á¦Ê}Ê »}

believers/believing (p)

áÆ¦Ò }Ê »}

two believers

L¦}

dead/dying

BK¦}

dead/lifeless

believing/believer/a believer (s/f)

place

BKw¦} - BKBw¦}

an appointed time/an appointed

~

time or place

~¢Kw¦} - ~¢KBw¦} their appointed time/their
appointed time or place

LBw¦} - Lw¦}

appointed time/appointed time or
place

BKBw¦} - BKw¦}

an appointed time/an appointed
time or place

~¢KBw¦} - ~¢Kw¦} their appointed time/their
appointed time or place

|y¦} - |By¦}

Meekala/(Michael) (the name of an
angel)

|By¦} - |y¦}

Meekala/(Michael) (the name of an
angel)

½
Õ ¦}

bending/leaning/swaying/inclining

ª{¦}

a bend/a lean/a sway/an inclination

á
á

N/Arabic letter found in verse 68:1

¨D - B®

he went away

£¦XB

his caller

ZB

fire

AZB

a fire

¤¥yaB

they are practicing the rituals or
methods of worship/they are
practicing God's rites/they are
going to familliar places/they are
giving offerings

á¥}®B - á¥}® sleeping/slumbering/quiet and
still (p)

á¥}® - á¥}®B sleeping/slumbering/quiet and
still (p)

§KD - L
Ê D

we come/we bring

L
Ê D - §KD

we come/we bring

~y¦KD

we come to you (p)/we bring to

ª®cB

what happens and starts/first hours
of the night/beginning of day

ªIeB

fatigued/exhausted

SeB

adviser/counsellor/(guider)

á¥Re - á¥ReB faithful/sincere (p)

you

ZeB

victorior/saviour/supporter

Q
Ä B

saved/rescued

AZeB

a victorior/a saviour/a supporter

~K¦O - ~K¦OB

you (p) interchanged

á¦Ze - á¦ZeB victoriors/saviours/supporters

pleasureable conversation with

ª¦eB

a forehead/a forehead's hair

YUD

we take/we receive/we punish

©ZgB

beautiful and good/(bright/

BAXB

he called us/he cried (to) us

¤X - ¤AXB

he called him

blooming)

©ZjB

wondering/thinking about/
perceiving/considering/waiting

B}¡XB - B}¡AXB he called them (b)
á¦}X - á¦}XB regretful/sorrowful/

á¦Zj - á¦ZjB lookers/seers/watchers/

remorseful

wonderers/ perceivors/thinkers/
considerers/waitors/wondering/
perceiving/thinking/considering/
waiting (p)

B}¡AXB - B}¡XB he called them (b)
A¥XB

called (p)/they called

¨ÄXB

called/cried

~K¦XB

you (p) called/you cried

~y¦XB

your (p) gathering/your assembly/

ª}kB

we called

£¦X - ¤B¦XB

we called him

blessed/comfortable and eased/
happy/praised/smooth (f)

A¥wt - A¥wsB

your club

B¦XB

looking/seeing/watching/

they exercised hypocrisy/exercised
hypocrisy (p)

ª{sB

done above the call of duty/
grandson/spoils/gifts/increase over

á
requirement or share

we create it of nothing

ªvB

B¡CZI

a female camel/female camel

we leave/we quit

A¥ayB

QZI

putting down (p)

we leave/we depart

|yD

TZI

we eat

we announce good news to you

B® - ¨D

zZcI

he went far

BDI - B®I

inform us

diI

we destroy violently

B¡DI - B¢®I

he informed her/he informed it

NlI

we send/we resurrect/we revive

~¢®I

inform them

§pI - qI

we ask/we wish/we desire/asking/

A»I - ¨HI - DÄIÒ information/news

(s/m)

wishing/desiring (p)

qI - §pI

we ask/we wish/we desire/asking/

LÒDIÌ Ò

she informed

LBÄI

a plant/plant/plants

BÕKBI

plants/growth

B}yKÔDIÌ Ò

I informed you (b)

£KBI

its plants

~y¥{I

we test you (p)

BDÌIÒ

informed us

~¡¥{I

we test them

§ÒDIÌ Ò

he informed me/informed me

¨HI - DI - A»ÄIÒ news/information

¤ÒDIÄ Ò

its information/its news

§¥®I - §»I inform me

B¢®I - B¡DÌIÒ

he informed her/he

§I

prophet/a prophet

informed it

Æ §ÐI

informs/inform

their information/their news

BÎ¦I

a prophet (a human messenger

~¡DÄIÒ

wishing/desiring (p)

A¥{I

we test/we find it foolish/we
recognize/we be concerned/we
justify

A»I - DI - ¨HÄIÒ information/news

from God)

§pKI

we ask/we wish/we desire

á¦I

we clarify/we show/we explain

£¦{KI

we test him

~¢¦I

their prophet (a human messenger

|¢KI

we curse eachother/we pray

mIK

we follow

we exhange/we replace/we

~ylIK

we follow you (p)

substitute/we change

£lIK

we follow him/we follow it

discarded/rejected/cast off/threw

~¢lØIKÔ Ó

we make them followed (by)

away

C¥IK

we reside/we settle/we establish/we

humbly

|XI
YI
¤YI

from God)

broke it/threw it out

assign

á
`¥BOK

we overlook/we forgive/we pardon

JO

we answer/we reply

YUK

we take

XO

we find

¤YUK

we take him

¨`O

we reward (good or bad)/we

uiUÒKÓ

we be snatched

fIZK

we wait/we remain/we stop

zZK

we leave/(we discard)

£yZK

we leave it/we leave him

|IwK

we accept

BwK

we shook off/we rose/we

reimburse/we substitute/we
replace/we compensate

¨`BO - ¨`O we reward (good or bad)/we
reimburse/we substitute/we
replace/we compensate

£¦`O

reimburse him/we substitute
him/we replace him/we
compensate him

spread/we split/we tore/we shook

~{yK

we converse/we speak/we talk

B¡Bw{K

we receive it/we meet it/we find

bÄOÒ

we read/we recite/we follow

¤¥{K

we read it/we recite it

B¡¥{K

we read it/we recite it

|`K

we descend

z¦s¥K

we make you (s/m) die

|y¥K

we rely/we depend/we trust in/we
surrender to

LIM

we make firm/we make steadfast/
we make courageous/we strengthen

BÄOÒ

was saved/was rescued

¨`O - ¨`BO we reward (good or bad)/we
reimburse/we substitute/we
replace/we compensate

~yO - ~yBO

he saved you (p)/he rescued you

BO - BBO

he saved us/he rescued us/saved
us/rescued us

~¢O - ~¡BO

he saved them/he rescued them

dirt/filth/impurity/pollution/
contamination (note: word occurs
only once in the Koran and is used

it/we receive her/we meet her/we
find her

¥{K - A¥{K

we reward him (good or bad)/we

in reference to á¦yZc}{A those that
take partners with God or sharer
with God)

|lO

we make/we create/we put/we
manipulate

B¢{lO

we make it/we create it/we put it/
we manipulate it/we make her/we
create her/we manipulate her

~¢{lO

we make them/we create them/we
put them/we manipulate them

B}¢{lO

we make them (b)/we create them/
we put them/we manipulate them

~yBO - ~yO

he saved you (p)/he rescued you

m}O

we gather/we collect/we unite

BÐO

save us/rescue us

BBÌO - BO

he saved us/he rescued us/
saved us/rescued us

§O

save me/rescue me

á
~¡BÌOÒ - ~¢O

he saved them/he rescued

~¡B¦O - ~¢¦O we saved them/we rescued

them

L¥O

you (s/m) were saved/you were

them

B}¡B¦O - B}¢¦O we saved them (b)/we

rescued

~y¥O - ~yA¥O your (p) confidential talk/your

rescued them (b)

bBR

secret conversation

~¡¥O - ~¡A¥O their confidential talk/their

flameless smoke/fire

£ÄIRÆ Ò

secret conversation

~yA¥O - ~y¥O your (p) confidential talk/your
secret conversation

~¡A¥O - ~¡¥O their confidential talk/their
secret conversation

¨¥O

P - §O - §O we save/we rescue
BÎ¦OÊ Ò

conversed secretly/secretly
conversing

~K¦OB - ~K¦O

you (p) interchanged
pleasureable conversation with

B¦ÌO

we saved/we rescued

~y¦O - ~yB¦O we saved you (p)/we rescued
you

£¦O - ¤B¦O we saved him/we rescued
him

~¢¦O - ~¡B¦O we saved them/we rescued
them

his vow or duty upon himself/his
term or time/his death/his
dangerous risk

bR

unlucky/miserable/difficult/
harmful

LBaR

unlucky/miserable/difficult/
harmful (p)

confidential talk/secret
conversation/confidentially
talking/secretly conversing

copper/sparks of molten iron/

ZcR

we gather

¤ZcR

we gather him

~¡ZcR

we gather them

jtR

we protect/we observe/we guard/
we safekeep

ª{ÆRÊ

precisely/specified personally/a
dowry

áR

we/we are

§¦R - §R

we revive/we make life

B¦R

we live

§R - §¦R

we revive/we make life

uBU

we fear/fear (p)

~KU

we seal/we stamp/we seal off/we

B}¢¦O - B}¡B¦O we saved them (b)/we

shut off

rescued them

©ZÊUÒ

decayed/rotten/decomposed

~yB¦O - ~y¦O we saved you (p)/we rescued

QZUÓ

we bring out/we make appear/we

you

¤B¦O - £¦O we saved him/we rescued
him

make emerge

~yOZU

we bring you (p) out/we make you
appear/we make you emerge

á
¨Ä`UÆ Ò
uaU

we be shamed/we be scandalized/

¤AXB - ¤X

he called him

we be disgraced

B¦X

gathering/assemly/club

we sink down/we make cave in/we

¤B¦XB - £¦X

we called him

ZÔYÒ

make a duty on oneself/vow/a

eliminate light/we eclipse/we make
disappear/we puncture/we
weaken/we humilliate and burden
by hatred

duty/a vow (on oneself)

ZÆ YÒ Ò

we leave (discard)

§cU

we fear

¨ZY - ZØ YÓ

my warnings/my notices

§tU

we hide

AÕZY

warningly/giving notice/warning

|U

palm trees

½U

palm trees

£t{ÆUÓ

we break it

~yw{U

we create you (p)

h¥U

plunging into/getting into/engaging

L
Å ZY

I made a duty/I made a vow (on
myself)

~KZY

you (p) made a duty/you made a
vow (on yourselves)

in conversation (p)

~¢s¥U

we frighten them

|¦ÊUÒ

palm trees

AX

a call/a cry/calling/crying

B¢{¥AX

we rotate it/we alternate it/we

~¡ZÒYÒ

we leave them

ZØ Y - ¨ZY

my warnings/my notices

£vYÓ

we make him taste/we make him
experience

change it

~y{UX

/notice

zZyY

remember you/we praise you

|Y

we make you (p) to enter/we enter
you (p)

we mention you (s/m)/we
we humilliate/we disgrace
(ourselves)

áI¡Y

we will go/we will go away/we

B¢{UX

we enter it/entering it (p)

~¢{UX

we enter them

¨ZX

we know

nX

we call

A¥kX

we call/calling (p)

my warning/my notice

¤¥kX

¨Z¦Y - ZØ ¦Y

we call him/we call it

warning/notice/warner/giver of

~y{X

AÕZ¦Y

we guide you (p)/we lead you (p)

will take away

~¡Z¥YÓ

their duties/their vows (on
themselves)

Z¦ÊYÒ

warner/giver of notice/a warner/a
giver of notice/a warning/a notice

notice/a warning/a notice/a
warner/a giver of notice

á¦}XB - á¦}X regretful/sorrowful/
remorseful (p)

ZØ ¦Y - ¨Z¦Y

my warning/my notice

á
£w¦Y
~¢w¦Y

we make him taste/we make him

XAX`

we be increased

experience

n
Ä `Ä Ò

he removed/he pulled

we make them taste/we make them

Bk`

we removed/we took away/we

experience

zZ - zAZ

we see you (s/m)/we understand
you

¤Z - ¤AZ

we see him/we understand him/we
see it/we understand it

pulled away

B¢k` - B¡Bk` we removed it/we took it away/
we pulled it/we pulled it away

B¡Bk` - B¢k` we removed it/we took it away/
we pulled it/we pulled it away

zIZ

we bring you (s/m) up

an urge to spoil/an urge to do evil

NZ

rÆ`Ò

we inherit

spoiled/urged to evil/he spoiled/he

£MZ

r
Ò `Ä Ò

we inherit him/we make him

urged to evil

inherit

descended/was descended

XZÓ

|Ä `Ð Ó

we be returned

he descended/it descended

zv`Z

|Ä `Ì Ò

we provide for you (s/m)

it descended

~yv`Z

|Ä `Ä Ò

we provide for you (p)

a place of descent/descenders/

~¢v`Z

¼Õ `Å Ó

we provide for them (p)

|aZ

we send

msZ

we raise

L{`

descended (f)

¤AZ - ¤Z

we see him/we understand him/we

ª{Æ`Ò

one descent

see it/we understand it

B{`

we descended

¨ÄZÒ

we see/we understand

¤B{`

we descended it

¨ØZÓ

we show/we make understood

£{`

he descended it

X¦Z

we want/we will/we intend

~¢{Å`Ó

their places of descent

z¦Z

we show you (s/m)

~yX¦`

we increase you (p)

z¦Z

we show you (s/m)/we make you

|DaÓ - |®aÓ

we be asked/we be questioned

understand

z{Da - z{®a we question you (s/m)/we ask you

we show them/we make them

~y®Ba

your (p) women/(your wives)

~¢®Ba

their women/(their wives)

pulling away (p/e)

á¢®Ba

their (f) women

we increase

Ba

women

~¢¦Z

understand

ªkA`
X`

removing/taking away/pulling/

blessed food/prepared guest
house/places/times

á
~yBa

your (p) women

iwa

we drop/we make to fall

BBa

our women

§wa

we water/we irrigate/we give drink

~¡Ba

their women

~y¦wa

we make you (p) drink

nZBa

we quicken/we speed/we rush/we

£¦wa

we give him drink/we give it drink

fasten

za

rituals or methods of worship/

|®aÓ - |DaÓ

we be asked/we be questioned

z{®a - z{Da we ask you (s/m)/we question you
~y»Ba

your (p) women

BÕIÄaÒ

relationship/kinship

SIa

we praise/we glorify

zRIa

we praise you (s/m)/we glorify you

xIKa

we race/we surpass/we precede/
racing/surpassing/preceding (p)

Y¥RKa

we dominate/we drive fast/we
defeat

familliar places/God's rites/
offerings

§Êya
Å Ó

my rituals or methods of worship/
my familliar places/my God's rites/
my offerings

V{a

we skin off/we uncover/we peel
off/we end/we pass/we replace/we
detach/we separate/we breakaway

£y{a

we enter it/we insert it

£Ê {Êa

his offspring/his descendants/his
children

§¦RKa - §RKa we shame/we keep alive

mÄ}a
Æ Ò

we hear/we listen

§RKa - §¦RKa we shame/we keep alive

mÊ}a
Æ Ó

we make -- hearing/we make --

á¦lKa

we seek seek help/we seek

A¥a

they forgot

transcribing/duplicating/printing/

©¥a

women

writing letter by letter

x¥a

we drive/(we herd/we push)

its transcription/its duplicate/its

¤¥a

they forgot him/they fogot it/forgot

support/we seek assistance from

VaKa
B¢KUa

listening

print

ZÄUa
Æ Ò

him (p)/forgot it

we humilliate/we mock/we make

~¡¥a

they forgot them

fun of/we redicule/we undermine

we straighten

AZa

¨Ð¥a
Ä Ó

Nasran/the name of statue idolized

we make you (p) equal

Bta

~y¦¥a

uprooting and dispersing/crushing/

§
Äa
Ä

he forgot

BÄ¦a
Ê Ò

they (b) forgot

BÎ¦a
Ê Ò

frequently forgetting

explosion/destruction

LtÊaÓ

were uprooted and dispersed/were
crushed/were exploded/were
destroyed

B¦a} B¦a - B¦a forgotten (and long)

á
forgotten

hardship/fatigue/disease

L
Ä ¦ÊaÒ

BIe

you (s/m) forgot

was erected and raised/was affixed/

L
Å ¦Æ a
Ä Ò

LIeÓ

I forgot

~K¦a

you (p) forgot

Z¦aÓ

we make walk/we make move/we

ZIe

we be patient

make ride/we manipulate

LÆRe
Ä Ò

I advised

we forgot

A¥Re

were faithful/were sincere (p)/they

B¦a

~y¦a - ~yB¦a we forgot you (p)
~yB¦a - ~y¦a we forgot you (p)

it was erected and raised/it was
affixed

were faithful/they were sincere

á¥ReB - á¥Re faithful/sincere (p)

Dc

we will/we want/we intend

§RÆeÓ

my advice

Bc

we will/we want/we intend

Ze

victory/aid

¨ZKc

we buy/we volunteer (ourselves)

AZe

a victory/an aid/aiding

AZc

spreading/spreading out/extending

uZe

we elaborate (we explain in detail)

LZc

were spread/were spread out/were

liguistically
extended/were unfolded/were
pulicized

TZc

we delight/we expand/we

~yZe

he gave you (p) victory/he gave
you aid/giving you victory/giving
you aid

B¦AZe

a Christian/a follower of Christ

we share (with God)/we make

BZÆeÒ

our victory/our aid

partners (with God)

£Ze - ¤BZe we saved him/we aided him

actively/lively/energetically/

~¢Ze - ~¡BZe we gave them victory

briskly/tying/pulling

X¢c

¤BZe - £Ze we saved him/we aided him

we witness/we testify

AZ¥c

~¡BZe - ~¢Ze we gave them victory

revival/resurrection

A`¥c

¤ZÄeÒ

quarrell/dispise/disobedience/

please/we explain

zZcÓ
Bic

indifference

á¡`¥c

aid

~¡ÄZe
Ä Ò

their (f) quarrel/their dispise/their

JÄeÒ

hardship/fatigue/disease

JÅeÓ

monuments/slaughter places

he gave them victory/he gave them
aid/gave them victory/gave them
aid

disobedience/their indifference

¨Ze - ¨ZBe Christians/followers of Christ

he gave him victory/he gave him

~¡ÄZe
Æ Ò

their victory/their aid/giving them
victory/aiding them

A¥ZÄeÒ

saved/aided/gave victory (p)

á
¤¥Ze

~¡¥Ze

they gave him victory/they gave

©Zg

beauty and goodness (brightness)

him aid/gave him victory/gave him
aid (p)

~¡Zig

we force them

mg

we put/we lay/we raise

X¦g

neatly piled/neatly piled over

they gave them victory/they gave
them aid

eachother/well arranged/well
arranged to eachother

¨ZBe - ¨Ze Christians/followers of Christ
á¦ZeB - á¦Ze victorious/saviours/supporters

m¦g

we loose/we waste/we destroy

mIi

we stamp/we cover/we close/we

ue

half

£te

its half/its middle

£{eÒ

we roast him/we make him

~li

we feed/feeding

suffer/we burn him

~y}li

we feed you (p)

we roast him/we make him

ªti

a drop/a male's or female's

£¦{eÓ

suffer/we burn him

~¢¦{e

we roast them/we make them
suffer/we burn them

BR¥e

clear/sincere/honest (e)

J¦ÊeÓ

we strike/we hit/we mark

J¦ÊeÒ

a share/a luck/a fortune

BÕI¦eÒ

a share/a luck/a fortune

zI¦eÒ

your (s/m) share/your luck/your

seal

secretion/little water

b}i

exterminate/we blot out/we
uproot/we destroy

m}i

~¢I¦eÒ

their share/their luck/their fortune

Z¦e

victorior/saviour/supporter

AZ¦e

a victorior/a saviour/a supporter/a

covet

¨¥i

flowing/gushing/spouting/spurting

we obey/obey (p)

ZÄ jÒ Ò

looked/saw/watched/thought about/
wondered about/considered/
perceived/he looked/he saw/he
watched/he thought about/he
wondered about/he considered/he
perceived

ZÆ jÒ Ò

vision/sight

we give it/we beat it/we erect it/we

©Zj

a glance/a consideration

Ä ZÄ g
Ä )
multiply it ... (refer to J

áj

we think/we assume/we suppose/

(b/f)

LOg

we fold/we roll/we coil/we shrink/

m¦i

victorious/a saving/a supportive

B¢IZg

we wish/we desire/we hope/we

we cause death/we weaken
fortune

áBKUBg

we wipe out/we efface/we

were done/were cooked/(were
burnt)

we doubt/we suspect

zj

we suspect you (s/m)

~yj

we suspect you (p)

á
£OBl

his ewes/his female sheep

BÌ}lÊ Ê

blessed/praised

BaBl

slumbering/dozing/sleeping

B}l

a blessing/a goodness/a comfort

lightly/lethargic/being heavy and
weak

XIl

we worship (p)

~¡XIl

we worship them

ªOl

ewe/ewes/female sheep

zKOl

your (s/m) ewe/your female sheep

`OlÓ

we disable/we frustrate

¤`Ol

we disable him/we frustrate him

XÆ lÅ Ò

we return

XÍ lÅ Ò

we count

~¡ÍXlÒ

we count them

~¡ÅXlÊ Ò

we promise them

JÞYl

we torture

£IYl

we torture him

A¥t - u
Å l

we forgive/we pardon

u
Å l - A¥tl

we forgive/we pardon

|wl

we reason/we understand/we

and ease/a happiness/a praise

ª}l - L}l

blessing/goodness/comfort and
ease/praise/a blessing/a goodness/a
comfort and ease/a praise

L}l - ª}l

blessing/goodness/comfort and
ease/praise/a blessing/a goodness/a
comfort and ease/a praise

zK}l

your (s/m) blessing/your comfort
and ease/your praise/your
happiness

£K}l

his blessing/his comfort and
ease/his happiness/his praise

§K}l

my blessing/my comfort and
ease/my happiness/my
goodeness/my praise

~yZ}l

we grant you (p) long life

¤Z}l

we grant him long life

|}l

we make/we do/we work/we -making/we -- doing/we -- working

£Å }Ä lÌ Ò

comprehend/reasoning/
understanding/comprehending

he blessed him/he comforted and
eased him/he praised him/he gave
him happiness

~{l

we know

~¢}{l

we know them

á{ÆlÓ

we declare/we publicize/we

X¥l

we return

announce

~yX¦l

we return you (p)/we repeat you

your (s/m) two shoes/your two foot

¤X¦l

we return him/we repeat him/we

z
Ä ¦Æ {ÒlÆ Ò

£Ê }Ê lÄ Ê

comfort and ease/his praise

protections

~ÄlÒ

yes

~Ä lÆ Ê

blessed/praised/best blessed and
praised

his blessings/his goodnesses/his

return it/we repeat it

~¦l

blessing/goodness/comfort and
ease/happiness/praise

B}¦l

blessing/goodness/comfort and

á
ease/happiness/praise

we prefer/we favour

ZXBp

|gt

we leave out

benefit/usefulness

~¢vZp

Blt

we drown them/we sink them

-- benefited

Ztp

Llt

we forgive

we make/we do/making/doing (p)

XBt

|lt

depletion/running out/exhaustion

his benefit/his usefulness/its

Btw - BvBt

£lt

hypocrisy

V
Ä tÒ Ò

he blew

B}¢lt

V
Ä tÊ Ó

blown/was blown

~¢Kwt - ~¢KBwt their expenses/their

LUt

I blew

ªUt

a blow/a smell/a breath (of air)

ªwt

an expense/an expenditure

LXt

have been depleted/have run

BÕwÒtÒ

a tunnel/a subterranean passage

out/have been exhausted

~¢KBwt - ~¢Kwt their expenses/their

benefit/its usefulness
their (b)'s benefit/their usefulness

expenditures

expenditures

ZÄ tÒ Ò

rushed/exhausted/went forth

ÅÅZtÒ Ò

a group/a group from three to ten

Xwt

we loose/we miss/we fail to find

AÕZt

a family/a tribe/a group/a group

£wt

we understand it/we know it/we
learn it/we understand him/we
know him

from three to ten

xZt

we separate/we distinguish/we
differentiate

bt

AZ¥t

running away with aversion/
hastening away with aversion/
distancing with aversion

a self - invisible energy of
creatures, other than body energy,
wrongly refered to as: 'soul' and
'spirit'

running away with aversion/
hastening away with aversion/
distancing with aversion

self - invisible energy of creatures,
other than body energy, wrongly
refered to as: 'soul' and 'spirit'

BÕat

Z¥tÓ

~ya¥t

your (p) selves - invisible energy
of creatures, other than body
energy, wrongly refered to as:
'soul' and 'spirit'

zat

your (s/m) self

£at

his self/himself/its self

AZ¦t

a group/a supportive tribe/a family

B¢at

her self/its self

|Kw - |KBw

we fight/we kill

§at

my self

BÕIw

piercing/penetration/making a hole

Lct

grazed at night/spread/swollen

bIKw

we learn/we benefit

|et

we detail/we explain/we clarify

|KBw - |Kw

we fight/we kill

á
ZÊXwÔ Ò

able/we become overpowering/we
become powerful

bXw

them/we turn them over

we become capable/we become

A¥}w

they revenge/they hate/they
punish/they criticize

we (continue to admit your)

|¥w

we say

holiness/we (continue to admit
your) sanctity/we (continue to
admit your) glory

BI¦w

heads/chiefs/representatives

AZ¦w

a peck in a seed/a stone

uYw

we throw/we hurl

h
Æ ¦Ð wÒ Ó

we predestine/we lead/we assign

ZÍ wÊ Ó

we settle/we establish/we affix/(we

~¦w

we stand/we keep up/we take care
of/(we evaluate)

decide)

ZÄ wÊ Ó

was blown

z

we were

¤»Zw

we read it

BRBy

marriage

f
Í wÓ Ò

we narrarate/we relay/we inform

|By

severe exemplary punishment

f
Ù wÔ Ò

reduction/decrease/deminished/

½y - ¼By

severe exemplary punishment

(deficiency/shortage)

JKy

we write/we dictate/we order

few

we narrarate/we relay/we inform

|Ky

we take by measure/we take by

~¢eew

we narrarate about them/we relay

£ew

about them/we inform about them

~Ky

we hide/we conceal

we narrarate it/we relay it/we

Ny

breaks/breaches/violates

A¥My

they broke/they breached/they

inform it

LgwÒ

weight

unbound/broke/destroyed/

violated/broke/breached/violated
(p)

breached/undid (f)

~¢gw

their breaking/their unbinding/their
destruction/their breaching

Blw

dust/splashing mud or water/
spreading death/bottoms/
overcoming hatred/gathering/
raising sound or voice

Xlw
J{w

married

~KRy

you (p) married

AXy

very little/useless/weak

JYy

we lie/we deny/we falsify/lying/
denying/falsifying

sitting/remaining (in position)/we

Zy

awful/obscene/severe

sit/we remain (in positon)

AZy

in difiance of God and His orders/

we turn/we turn around/we turn
over

~¢I{w

Sy

we turn them around/we turn

awful/obscene/severe

~¡ZÊyÒ

he became ignorant of them/he
became ignorant about them/they

á
became difficult for him/he did not
recognize them/he denied them

A¥ZÞyÒ

you (p) change/you disguise

A¥aÊyÓ

they were turned up-side-down/
they were put down/they were
replaced

B¡¥ay

we dress it/we clothe it

fy

returned/withdrew/he returned/he

we expell them

xZB}

small pillows/small cushions

~¢lK}

we give them long life/we make
them enjoy

X}

we extend/we spread

~¡X}

we extend them/we spread them

áy}

we highly position/we strengthen/
we secure/we affirm/we master/we
empower/we establish

withdrew

ZÓtyÔ Ò

we disblieve

an ant

ZÞtyÒ Ó

ª{}

we cover/we substitute

we extend in time/we extend in

¼By - ½y

§{}

severe exemplary punishment

u{y

we order with hardship/we

life/we extend in enjoyment/we
delay

burden/we impose

á}

we bless

~{y

we converse/we speak/we talk

~yl}

we prevent you (p)/we protect

áy

we were/we be/we are/we are

you/we forbid you/we stop you

being

L¥}

we die

á¥y

we be/we become

L¦}

we make die

ZÆ ¦y

becoming (claiming) ignorance of/

Z¦}

we bring food and supplies

becoming (claiming) ignorance
about/defiance/become (a claimer)
of ignorance/denier

~y®I

we inform you (p)

my severity/my change/(my

§O - P - §O we save/we rescue

anger/my hate)/my complete sign/
my subtlety/my sagacity/my
cunning

z¦O

we save you (s/m)/we rescue you

|`

we descend

£{`

we descend it

¨Z¦y - ZØ ¦y

ZØ ¦y - ¨Z¦y

my severity/my change/(my
anger/my hate)/my complete sign/
my subtlety/my sagacity/my
cunning

Jl{

we were playing/we were amusing/
we were enjoying/we were
joking/we were mocking

~¢l{

we curse them/we humilliate them/

§O - §O - P we save/we rescue

~ya - ~yBa we forget you (p)
~¢a - ~¡Ba we forget them
Va

we erase/we nullify/we abolish

~yBa - ~ya we forget you (p)
B¢a

we make it forgotten

á
~¡Ba - ~¢a we forget them
~y®c

we inspire/we transmit/we reveal/
we signal

we create you (p)/we originate
you/we start you/we bring you
up/we develope you/we raise
you/we form you

B¡`c

§ÊR¥
B¢¦R¥

we inspire it/we transmit it/we
reveal it/we signal it

£¦R¥

we raise and assemble it over

we inspire it/we transmit it/we
reveal it/we signal it

eachother

they were called

Zj

A¥X¥

we look/we see/we watch

was called/was cried

B¢ew

¨
Ä XÊ ¥

we reduce it/we decrease it/we

Z¥

light

AÕZ¥

a light

NZ¥

we make inherit/we make --

lessen it

£ay

we reverse him/(we make him
senile)

z¢

inherit

we forbid you (s/m)/we prevent
you

~yZ¥

your (p) light

AZB¢

daytime

BZ¥

our light

~y¢ - ~yB¢

he forbid you (p)/he prevented

¤Z¥

his light

you

~¡Z¥

their light

B}yB¢

he forbid you (b)/he prevented you

§s¥ - u
Ê ¥

we fulfill/we complete

¨X¢

we guide

u
Ê ¥ - §s¥

we fulfill/we complete

Z¢

river/waterway/rivers/waterways

AZ¢

a river/a waterway

~yB¢ - ~y¢

he forbid you (p)/he prevented
you

z{¢

we perish/we make die/we destroy

AÆ¥¢Ä Ò

they forbid/they prevented

A¥Å¢Ó

they were forbidden/they were
prevented/were forbidden/were
prevented (p)

§¢

he forbid/he prevented

L
Å ¦¢

I was forbidden/I was prevented

T¥

Noah/a prophet

BR¥

Noah/a prophet

á

£{¥

we appoint him/we enable him

§{¥

we appoint/we enable

~¥

sleep/slumber/quietness and
stillness

~y}¥

your (p) sleep

£K»

we give him/we bring him/we give
it/we bring it

B¢K»

we give her/we bring her/we give
it/we bring it

£¦K»

we give him/we bring him/we give
it/we bring it

§ÒK»Ó

we be given/we be brought

zZM»

we prefer you (s/m)/we choose you

¤ZU»

we delay it

á}»

believe/we believe

zZa¦

we ease you (s/m)

½
Õ ¦

taking/receiving/obtaining

BI¡

_¤
A¥KB¡

bring/give (p)

á¦K¡ - á¦KB¡

these two/those two (f)

ZOB¡

emigrated

áZOB¡

they (f) emigrated/emigrated (f)

A¥ZOB¡

they emigrated/emigrated (p)

XB¡

a guide/guide

áX¡ - áAX¡ - §XB¡ he guided me
A¥XB¡

repented/guided/Jews (p)

¨XB¡

guide

B¦XB¡

guiding

ZB¡

cracking/falling/weakly

L¥Z¡ - L¥ZB¡ Haroota (name of an angel)
á¥Z¡ - á¥ZB¡ Aaron/a prophet and a brother to

dust/tiny dust particles seen in
bright light

á¦KB¡ - á¦K¡

these two/those two (f)

AZO¡

desertion/abandonment/
forsakenness/departure/distance

AÎX¡

demolition and breaking down into
pieces violently with noise

~yX¡ - ~yAX¡

he guided you (p)

áX¡ - §XB¡ - áAX¡ he guided me
BX¡ - BAX¡

he guided us/guided us

áX¡ - §X¡ - §AX¡ he guided me
¤X¡ - ¤AX¡

he guided him

B¡X¡ - B¡AXÅ¡

its guidance

~¡X¡ - ~¡AXÄ¡

he guided them

~¡X¡ - ~¡AXÅ¡

their guidance

¨
Æ AXÅ¡

my guidness

~yAX¡ - ~yX¡

he guided you (p)

Prophet Moses

§X¡ - §AX¡ - áX¡ he guided me

z{B¡

perishing/dying/destroying

BÆX¡Å

we repented/we guided (p)

á}¡ - áB}B¡

Haman/name of minster of Firon

BAX¡ - BX¡

he guided us/guided us

(Pharoah)

áX¡ - §AX¡ - §X¡ he guided me

©X}B¡

quiet/calm/dead/lifeless/droughted

¤AX¡ - ¤X¡

he guided him

~KC B¡ - ~KD¡

here you (p) are (cautionary)

B¡AXÅ¡ - B¡X¡

its guidance

B¢¡ - B¡B¡

here here

~¡AXÄ¡ - ~¡X¡

he guided them

B¡B¡ - B¢¡

here here

~¡AXÅ¡ - ~¡X¡

their guidance

ª¦¥B¡

Hell/an abyss/falling/destruction

A¥XÅ¡

they were guided

¼»¡ - ¼»B¡ those/these

¨ÄX¡Ä

he guided/guided

~»B¡

take/(here take this)

¨ÄX¡Å

guidance

J¡

grant/present

¨
Æ XÆ ¡Ä

offering/present

_¤
BÕ¦ÆX¡Ä

offering/an offering/a present

BK¦X¡

you (s/m) guided us

B¦X¡

we guided

~y¦X¡ - ~yB¦X¡ we guided you (p)

Bk¥{¡

worrisome/frightened/impatient/
sad/cowardly

~Æ ¡Å

they/them/they are/those are

~Ì ¡Ä

he intended/he resolved/he started/
he began/intended/resolved/
started/began

£¦X¡ - ¤B¦X¡ we guided him
~¢¦X¡ - ~¡B¦X¡ we guided them

B}Å¡

they (b)/they (b) are

B}¢¦X¡ - B}¡B¦X¡ we guided them (b)

`B}¡

backbiter/fault finder/spurer/urger/

~yB¦X¡ - ~y¦X¡ we guided you (p)
¤B¦X¡ - £¦X¡

driver/suggester/pusher/devilish
whisperer/backbiting/fault finding/
spurring/urging/driving/suggesting/
pushing/devilish whispering

we guided him

~¡B¦X¡ - ~¢¦X¡ we guided them
B}¡B¦X¡ - B}¢¦X¡ we guided them (b)
AY¡

that/this/these/those

áY¡ - áAY¡

these two/those two (f)

áAY¡ - áY¡

these two/those two (f)

¤Y¡

this/that/these/those

BÕIZ¡

escaping/fleeing

L¥ZB¡ - L¥Z¡ Haroota (name of an angel)

L}¡

she intended/she resolved/she
started/she began/intended/
resolved/started/began

L`}¡ - LA`}¡ spurs/urges/drives/suggestions/
pushes/devil's whispers

©`}¡

backbiter/fault finder/spurer/urger/
driver/suggester/pusher/devilish
whisperer

LA`}¡ - L`}¡ spurs/urges/drives/suggestions/

á¥ZB¡ - á¥Z¡ Aaron/a prophet and a brother to

pushes/devil's whispers

Prophet Moses

Ba}¡

whispering/quiet or subdued voices

AÕ¥Å`¡Å

mockingly/making fun

áB}B¡ - á}¡

Haman/name of a minster of Firon

¨Ð`¡Å

shake/move (s/f)

B}¦c¡

dried and broken plants/dried and

(Pharaoh)

A¥}¡

they started/they began/they
intended

broken trees

B}g¡

injustice/anger/humilliation

~¦g¡

slender/digestable/(fine)

|¡

do/did/are/is/does/is there/have --

they got interested/they resolved/

á
Ì ¡Å

they/them/they are/those are (p/f)

z{B¡

at that place and time

been/(particle of interrogation)

B®¦¡

pleasureable/wholesome/tasty

z{¡

perished/died

B¡B¡ - B¢¡

here here

~Ì {Ó¡Ä

come/bring

¥¡

he/him/it/he is/it is

_¤
A¥¡

emptinesss/atmosphere/air

¤¥¡ - ¤A¥¡

his self attraction for desire/his
love and lust/his love of good and
bad/his deviation from propriety

X¥¡

Hood (name of the prophet of the
nation of Aad)

AÕX¥¡

Hood (name of the prophet of the
nation of Aad)

AÕX¥¡

a Jew/Jews/Jewish

á
Ù ¥Æ ¡Ä

humilliation/disgrace/weakness/
hardship/contemption/disdain

eagle catches its prey)/desire/
fall/drop

¼»B¡ - ¼»¡ those/these

B¥¡

quietly/tranquilly/gently/kindly

§¡

¤A¥¡ - ¤¥¡

his self attraction for desire/his

z{ L¦¡ - L¦¡ come/come here

love and lust/his love of good and
bad/his deviation from propriety

¨¥¡

fell/dropped/tumbled/destroyed/
died/pounced down (as a flying

she/it/she is/it is

á¦¡

easy/weak/humble/light

B¦¡

easy/light

£¦¡

it is (e)

LB¢¦¡

how far/how impossible (an
expression of impossibility or
mocking)

§¦¡

prepare/make possible

Bla¥ - BlaA¥

¥

rich/extended/spread/wideover/abundant

ªla¥ - ªlaA¥ spread/extended/spacious/wide/
enriched/abundant (f)

¥

and/by (an oath)/prefix that could

JeA¥

permanent/continuous/lasting

change the tense or meaning of
some words (if you are unable to
locate a word where the first letter

BIeA¥

permanent/continuous/lasting

is ¥ , then look under the first

~yXk¥ - ~yBXkA¥ we promised you (p)

letter after the ¥)

ª¦k¥ - ª¦kA¥

|IA¥

heavy rain

~ywMA¥

he trusted you (p)/he tied you/he
affirmed you

ªtOA¥

palpitating/pounding/rushing

XR¥ - XRA¥

one

AXR¥ - AXRA¥

one

©XR¥ - ©XRA¥

one (f)

¨XA¥ - XA¥

valley

XA¥ - ¨XA¥

valley

B¦XA¥

a valley

NZA¥

heir

á¦MZA¥

heirs

B¡XZA¥

nearing it/approaching it/coming

~¡XZA¥

BXk¥ - BXkA¥ we promised

comprehending/perceiving/
understanding/gathering/accepting

§vA¥ - xA¥

protector/preserver

mv¥ - mvA¥

falling/affixing/expecting/landing/
happening/affirming/placing

xA¥ - §vA¥

protector/preserver

|A¥

a guardian/a patron/a lover/a
friend/a victorior/a supporter/a
neighbour/an ally/a follower/an
in-law

X{A¥

a father

©X{¥ - ©X{A¥

a mother

zKX{¥ - zKX{A¥ your (s/m) mother
¤X{A¥

his father

¨X{¥ - ¨X{A¥

my parents

(to) it

z¦X{¥ - z¦X{A¥ your (s/m) parents

their courageous/their brave/their

áG¥

although/even if

tall/(their scout/their water boy)

ª¦¡A¥

cracked/split/weak

|BI¥

severity/bad consequences/evil

á¥XZ¥ - á¥XZA¥ nearing/approaching/coming/
arriving/reaching (p)

©Z`A¥

sinner/loader/burdener (s/f)

ma¥ - maA¥

rich/extended/spread/wideover/abundant

results

½¦I¥

severe/bad consequences/
detrimental

£vBM¥

his tie/his chain/(his restraint)/his

¥
LIO¥

tying/his chaining/(his restraining)

¤¥O¥

faces/fronts

it became an obligation/it became a

B¡¥O¥

faces/fronts

~y¡¥O¥

your (p) faces/your fronts

vow on oneself/it fell down and
died

XÄ OÄ ¥Ä

he found

~¢¡¥O¥

their faces/their fronts

XÄ OÊ ¥Å

is found

§¢O¥

my face/my front

LXO¥

I found

B¢¦O¥

noble

~KXO¥

you (p) found

XRA¥ - XR¥

one

~¡¥}KXO¥

you (p) found them

AXRA¥ - AXR¥

one

B¢KXO¥

I found her

©XRA¥ - ©XR¥

one (f)

zXÄO¥Ä

he found you (s/m)

¤XR¥

alone

~yXÆO¥Å

your (p) wealth/your capability/

§ÆR¥Ä

inspiration/transmission/revelation/
signal/message

your love/your happiness

B¦R¥

BÆXOÄ ¥

we found

¤BXO¥

we found him

B¡XO¥

he found it

alone/lonely/of no equal

A¥XO¥

AX¦R¥

they found

our inspiration/our transmission/

L{O¥

BØ¦RÆ ¥Ä

became afraid/became
apprehensive

inspiration/transmission/revelation/
signal/message/inspiring/
transmitting/revealing/signalling

our revelation/our signal

£¦R¥

its inspiration/its transmission/its

ª{O¥

afraid/apprehensive

á¥{O¥

are afraid/are apprehensive

X¥

wished/loved

£O¥

face/front/direction

AÎX¥Å

love/affection

L¢O¥

I aimed/I turned

AÎX¥Ä

Waddan (believed by some to be

ª¢O¥

a direction/a front

z¢O¥

your (s/m) face/your front/your

L
Æ XÌ ¥Ä

wished/loved

direction

zkX¥

leave you (s/m)/desert you/quieten

revelation/its signal

an idol statue worshipped)

you

£¢O¥

his face/his front/his direction

B¢¢O¥

her face/her front/her direction/its

A¥ÍX¥

they wished/they loved

face/its front/its direction

X¥X¥

loving/affectionate

my face/my front/my direction

AZ¥

behind/beyond

§¢O¥

¥
¤AZ¥

behind him/beyond him/behind

zZ`¥

your (s/m) sin/your load/your
weight/your burden

it/beyond it

~yAZ¥

behind you (p)/beyond you

B`¥

a weight/a measure

~¡AZ¥

behind them/beyond them

A¥Ø` ¥Ä

and weigh/and measure

~¡¥`¥

they weighed for them/they

§¦®Z¥ - §®AZ¥ - ¨AZ¥ behind me/beyond me
~y®AZ¥

behind you (p)/beyond you

£®AZ¥

behind him/beyond him/behind

measured for them

AZ¦`¥

administrator/an advisor/a burden
carrier

it/beyond it

~¢®AZ¥

behind them/beyond them

¨AZ¥ - §®Z¥ - §®AZ¥ behind me/beyond me

a minister/a supporter/an

|DaG¥ - |®a¥

and ask/and question

~¢{®aA¥ - ~¢{®a¥ and you (s/m) ask them/and

N
Ò ZØ ¥Ä

inherited/he inherited/inherit

ªÒMZÄ ¥Ä

heirs

£MZ¥

inherited him

A¥{®a¥

and ask/and question/and beg (p)

A¥MZ¥

they inherited

ia¥

middle/centre/amidst

XZ¥

he neared/he approached/he

Bia¥

a middle/a moderate/a reasonable/

came/he arrived/he reached

AXZ¥

successively in groups

©XZ¥

red/a rose/a blossom/saffron

á¥XZA¥ - á¥XZ¥ nearing/approaching/coming/
arriving/reaching (p)

B¡¥XZ¥

straight

ma¥

xZ¥

leaves/papers/pieces of paper

ªvZ¥

a leaf/a paper/a piece of paper

¨Z¥¥ - ¨Z¥

was hidden/was concealed

ZÆ`¥Ø

sin/load/weight/burden

ZÄ `Ä ¥Ä

shelter/protective mountain/hiding
place
a sin/a load/a weight/a burden

extended/contained/spread/
widened over/enriched

maA¥ - ma¥

rich/extended/spread/wideover/abundant

BlaA¥ - Bla¥

they neared it/they approached it/
they came (to) it/they arrived (to)
it/they reached it

AZ`¥

you (s/m) ask question them/and
ask them/and question them

rich/extended/spread/wideover/abundant

L
Æ lÄ a
Ä ¥Ä

extended/contained/spread/
widened over/enriched

L
Ä lÆ a
Ê ¥Ä

you (s/m) extended/you contained/
you spread/you widened over/you
enriched

ªlaA¥ - ªla¥ spread/extended/spacious/wide/
enriched/abundant

B¢la¥

its endurance/its capacity/its
capability/its ability

xa¥

carried/gathered/loaded

¥
~ye¥ - ~yBe¥ he directed you (p)/he commanded

Blg¥

we put/we laid/we raised

you/he entrusted you/he
recommended you/he influenced
you/he bid you/he bequeathed (for)
you

B¢Älg
Ä ¥Ä

he put it/he laid it/he raised it/he

B®i¥

stepping/pressure/violent taking

their description/their

AZi¥

a need/a wish/a desire

categorization

Bk¥

bag/container/vessel/receptacle

XÄ k
Ä ¥Ä

he promised/promised

XÆ k
Æ ¥Ä

a promise/promise

XÄ k
Ê ¥Å

was promised/were promised

AXk¥

a promise

~yKXk¥

I promised you (p)

BKXk¥

you (s/m) promised us

~¢KXk¥

you (s/m) promised them

zXk¥

your (s/m) promise

~yXk¥

he promised you (p)

BÆXk
Ä ¥Ä

we promised

a connector (f)/a female camel that

BÄXk
Ä ¥Ä

he promised us

gave birth seven times and was left
to roam and not be slaughtered/a
wide and far stretch of land

BÆXk
Ê ¥Å

we -- (been) promised/we were

~¢te¥

~yBe¥ - ~ye¥ he directed you (p)/he commanded
you/he entrusted you/he
recommended you/he influenced
you/he bid you/he bequeathed (for)
you

B{e¥

we reached/we connected/we
joined

§e¥

directed/commanded/enrtrusted/
recommended/influenced/bid/
bequeathed

ª¦e¥

a bequest/a will/a direction/a
command/an entrustment/a
recommendation/an influence/a bid

ª{¦e¥

B¦e¥

we directed/we commanded/we
entrusted/we recommended/we
influenced/we bid/we bequeathed

mÄ g
Ä ¥

he put/he laid/he raised/put/laid/
raised

mÄ g
Ê ¥Å

was put/was laid/was raised

Llg¥

she gave birth

£Klg¥

she gave birth to him

B¢ÔKlÄ g
Ä ¥Ä

she gave birth to her

B¢ÓKlÆ g
Ä ¥Ä

I gave birth to her

humbled it/he humilliated it

promised

BXkA¥ - BXk¥ we promised
¤BXk¥

we promised him

~¡BXk¥

we promised them

~yBXkA¥ - ~yXk¥ we promised you (p)
¤Xk¥

his promise

B¡Xk¥

he promised it

~¡Xk¥

he promised them

¤¥Xk¥

they promised him

ª¦kA¥ - ª¦k¥

comprehending/perceiving/
understanding/gathering/accepting

¥
¨X¦k¥ - X¦k¥ my threat

X¥v¥

fuel

death/fulfillment/completion/

B¡X¥v¥

its fuel

sufficiency

|Þy¥Å

was entrusted/was empowered/was

X¦k¥ - ¨X¦k¥ my threat
©Bs¥

them

BvBs¥

suiting/fitting/agreeing

AXs¥

a delegation of dignitaries

§s¥

fulfill/complete/fulfilled/completed

L¦s¥

was fulfilled/was completed

AZBv¥

a glory/a dignity/an honour/a

appointed a keeper

B{y¥

appointed a keeper

|¦y¥

~¢v¥ - ~¡Bv¥

½¦y¥

a guardian/a protector/a keeper/a
trustee/a fulfiller/a blessor

protected us/preserved us/he

~¢{¥ - ~¡¼¥

protected us/he preserved us

~¢K¦{¥ - ~¢K¦¼¥ their guardianship/their

he protected them/he preserved

turned them away

patronage/their love/their
friendship/their victory/their
support/their neighbouring/their
alliance/their following

them

Jv¥

guardian/protector/keeper/trustee/
blessor/fulfiller

respect

Bv¥ - BBv¥

we entrusted/we empowered/we

at the time of/darkness/spread/
sunset/moon eclipsed/penetrated
through body of pores i.e.) eyes
and shoulders/came/approached

XÄ {Ò¥Ä

Zv¥

weight/burden/heaviness/deafness

XÄ {Ê¥Å

he was born

AZv¥

deafness/weight/heaviness/a heavy

XÆ {Ò¥Ä

a child (a male of female)/children

weight

AÕX{¥

a child (a son)/children

fell/fallen/affixed/expected/landed/

áX{¥ - áAX{¥

children/new borns/boys

falling/affixing/expecting/landing/

L
Å XÆ {Ê¥Å

I was born

happening/affirming/placing

©X{A¥ - ©X{¥

a mother

fell/fallen/affixed/expected/landed/

zKX{A¥ - zKX{¥ your (s/m) mother

happened/affirmed/took place (f)

áAX{¥ - áX{¥

children/new borns/boys

were stopped/were arrested/were

~¢X{¥

gave birth to them

¤X{¥

his child/his children

mv¥

happened/affirmed/place

mvA¥ - mv¥
ªlv¥
A¥tv¥

suspended/were prevented/stood
(p)

BBv¥ - Bv¥
~¡Bv¥ - ~¢v¥

brought into being

protected us/preserved us/he

¨X{A¥ - ¨X{¥

protected us/he preserved us

~¡¼¥ - ~¢{¥

he protected them/he preserved

he gave birth/he procreated/be

my parents
turned them away

¥
A¥{¥

they turned away

§
Æ {Ê¥Ä

guardian/patron/victorior/
supporter/ally/follower/neighbour/
in-law

§Ú{¥Ä

he turned away

§
Ð {¥ - §{¥

my guardian/my patron/my
lover/my friend/my victorior/my
supporter/my neighbour/my
ally/my follower/my in-law

B¦{¥

~¢¦{¥

their guardian/their patron/their
lover/their friend/their
victorior/their supporter/their
neigbbour/their ally/their
follower/their in-law

B}¢¦{¥

their (b)'s guardian/their patron/
their lover/their friend/their
victorior /their supporter/their
neigbbour /their ally/their
follower/their in-law

a guardian/a patron/a lover/a
friend/a victorior/a supporter/a
neighbour/an ally/a follower/an
in-law

~K¦{¥

victorior/its supporter/its
neighbour/its ally/its follower/its
in-law

§
Ì {¥ - §¦{¥

my guardian/my patron/my

you (p) turned away

~¢K¦¼¥ - ~¢K¦{¥ their guardianship/their
patronage/their love/their
friendship/their victory/their
support/their neighbouring/their
alliance/their following

ªO¦{¥

lover/my friend/my victorior/my
supporter/my neighbour/my ally/
my follower/my in-law

a close and dependable friend/
(sharing) innermost thoughts or
feelings

BÕOBÌ¡¥

AX¦{¥

a child/a new born

J¡¥

granted

~y¦{¥

your (p) guardian/your patron/your

LI¡¥

she presented

lover/your friend/your victorior/
your supporter/your neighbour/
your ally/your follower/your in-law

BI¡¥

we granted

á
Ä ¡Ä ¥Ä

they weakened/they enfeebled/

B¦{¥

£¦{¥

illuminating

weakened/enfeebled/weakness/
feebleness

our guardian/our patron/our lover/
our friend/our victorior/our
supporter/our neighbour/our
ally/our follower/our in-law
his guardian/his patron/his lover/
his friend/his victorior/his
supporter/his neighbour/his ally/his
follower/his in-law/its guardian/its
patron/its lover/its friend/its

glowing/incandescence/

B¡¥

weakness/feebleness

A¥¡¥

they weakened/they enfeebled

áDy ¨¥ - áDy¦¥ woe as if!/as though!/know!/ah
know!/(an expression of
wonderment)

£Dy ¨¥ - £Dy¦¥ woe as if he!/as though

¥
he!/know he!/ah know he!

|¦¥

calamity/scandal/grief/distress/
misfortune/woe/Hell/torture
(expression of upcoming
punishment)

z{¦¥

your (s/m) calamity/your scandal/
your grief/your distress/your
misfortune/your woe/your Hell/
your torture (expression of
upcoming punishment)

~y{¦¥

your (p) calamity/your scandal/
your grief/your distress/your
misfortune/your woe/your Hell/
your torture (expression of
upcoming punishment)

¨

eachother to kill/they order
eachother/they command eachother

zKD¦

comes to you (s/m)/come to you

~yKD¦

comes to you (p)/come to you

~XE B¦ - ~XB®¦

you Adam

|KD¦

slacken/fall short/relax

b®¦

despair/be hopeless

£KD¦

comes to him

áa®¦

became infertile/became despaired/

~¢KD¦

comes to them

became hopeless (p/f)

A¥KD¦

they come/they give

they despaired/they became

z¥KD¦

they come to you (s/m)

hopeless

~y¥KD¦

they come to you (p)

¤X¥»¦ - ¤X¥®¦

tires him/burdens him

á¥KD¦

they come/they do

Ba»¦ - Ba¥®¦

despairing/hopeless

z¥KD¦

they come to you (s/m)/they bring

B¦

oh/you (prep. for calling the near

A¥a®¦

to you

or far, and wonderment)

B¥KD¦

they come to us

L¦{¦ - L¦{ B¦

oh if only

§¥KD¦

they come to me

§ÄIDÔ ¦ - JD¦

refuse/hate/refuses/hates

LD¦ - §KD¦

comes/it comes/it comes with/it

BBIC B¦ - BBID¦

you our father

§KIC B¦ - LIC B¦ - LID¦ you my father
~¦¡AZIG B¦ - ~¦¡ZIH¦ you Abraham
bIB¦

dry/(hard)

LaIB¦ - LBaIB¦ dry (p/f)
LBaIB¦ - LaIB¦ dry (p/f)
b¦{IG B¦ - b¦{IH¦ you Satan/you evil creature
(who orders by bad and is against
God)

§}C áIA B¦ - ~»IB¦ you son of my mother
JD¦ - §ID¦

refuse/hate/refuses/hates

§KD¦ - LD¦

comes/it comes/it comes with/it
does/it commits/he comes/he
comes with/he does/he commits

á¥Z}KD¦

they conspire/they plot with

does/it commits/he comes/he
comes with/he does/he commits

B¢¦KD¦ - B¢B¦KD¦ they (b) come (to) it/they
do it/they commit it

z¦KD¦

comes to you (s/m)

~y¦KD¦

comes to you (p)/brings to you

B}y¦KD¦

comes to you (b)

á¦KD¦

they (f) come/they do/they commit

B¦KD¦

comes to us/brings to us/he comes/
he brings to us

z¦KD¦

they come to you

~y¦KD¦

comes to you (p)

B¢B¦KD¦ - B¢¦KD¦ they (b) come (to) it/they
do it/they commit it

§¦KD¦

brings to me/comes to me

¨
£¦KD¦

comes to him/comes to it

B¢¦KD¦

comes to her/comes to it

~¢¦KD¦

comes to them

Q¥OD¦

Yagog/an infamous corruptor,

pain/feeling ache (p)

~y¥{D¦

(p)/they fall short in (causing) -- to
you/they relax in (causing) -- to
you

history books contradict eachother
about his, its or their origin

Z}D¦

LUD¦

you --'s sister

~yZ}D¦

YUD¦

he takes/he receives/take/receive

¤YUD¦

he takes him/he receives him

~¡YUD¦

he takes them/he receives them/he
punishes them

they slacken in (causing) -- to you

he orders/he commands/order/
command/ordering/commanding
he orders you (p)/he commands
you

~¡Z}D¦

he orders them/he commands
them/it orders them/it commands
them

á¥Z}D¦

they order/they command/order/

A¥YUD¦

they take/they receive

á¥YUD¦

they take/they receive

á}D¦

trust/secure

B¢¥YUD¦

they take it/they receive it

A¥}D¦

they be trusted from/they be

¤¥YUD¦

they take it/they receive it

AY B¦ - AYB¦

you of (prep. of ownership)

áYD¦

he permits/he allows/permits/

command (p)

secured from/they be trusted
by/they be secured by

~y¥}D¦

secured by you/they be trusted
from you/they be secured from you

allows

hZC B¦ - hZD¦ you ground/you earth/you land/you

áD¦ ~{C - áD¦

Planet Earth

§taC B¦ - §taD¦ oh, my sorrow/you my sorrow

they be trusted by you (p)/they be

did not time near/is it not
time

|¡C B¦ - |¡D¦

you relations/you tribe/you

á¥ysD¦

they lie/they falsify

|yD¦

he eats/eats

§{¥D¦

you (owners) of

á½yD¦

they (b) eat/eating (b)

b®¦¦ - b®¦B¦

despairs/becomes hopeless

á{yD¦

they (f) eat

B¢K¦C B¦ - B¢K¦D¦ you, you (s/f) (prep. for

£{yD¦

eats him/eats it

A¥{yD¦

they eat/eat (p)

á¥{yD¦

they eat/eat (p)

á¢{yD¦

they eat them (f)/eat them (f)

á¥}{D¦

they feel pain/they ache/feeling

people/you family

calling)

£¦C B¦ - £¦D¦

you (that)

B¢¦C B¦ - B¢¦D¦

you, you (that)/you, you
(those) (s/m)

zl¦BI¦

they (f) pledge to you (s/m)
loyalty/they promise to you

¨
loyalty/they contract to you
loyalty/they swear to you loyalty

á¥l¦BI¦

exchanges

B{XI¦

they pledge loyalty/they promise
loyalty/they contract loyalty/they
swear loyalty

z¥l¦BI¦

(for) us/he substitutes (for) us/he
changes (for) us

£{XI¦

they pledge to you (s/m)/they
asks/wishes/desires

á¥pKI¦

they ask/they wish/they desire/
ask/wish/desire/asking/wishing/
desiring (p)

qØ KI¦ - §pKI¦

asks/wishes/desires

NI¦

he scatters/he distributes/he
ravishes/he violently carries away

he exchanges (for) him/he replaces
(for) him/he susbstitutes (for)
him/he changes (for) him

promise to you

§pKI¦ - qØ KI¦

he exchanges (for) us/he replaces

B}¢{XI¦

he exchanges (for) them (b)/he
replaces (for) them/he substitutes
(for) them/he changes (for) them

A¥{XI¦

they exchange/they replace/they
substitute/they change

£¥{XI¦

they exchange it/they replace
it/they substitute it

NRI¦

digging/searching

B¡XI¦

bUI¦

reduces/cheats/causes injustice

CXI¦ - XI¦ - A»XI¦ he starts/he begins/he creates/

á¥aUIÅ¦

they be reduced/they be cheated/

he shows it

he initiates/starts/begins/creates/
initiates

they be caused injustice to

á¥XI¦

they show

|UI¦

is stingy/is miser

¨XIÅ¦

he starts/he begins/he creates/he

á¥{UI¦

they are being stingy/they are
being miser/are being stingy/are
being miser (p)

A»XI¦ - CXI¦ - XI¦ he starts/he begins/he creates/
he initiates/starts/begins/creates/
initiates

A»XI¦ - XI¦ - CXI¦ he starts/he begins/he creates/
he initiates/starts/begins/creates/
initiates

|ÐXIÄ ¦Å

exchanges/replaces/substitutes/he
replaces/he substitutes/become
exchanged/become replaced/
become substituted

|ÌXIÄ ¦Å

is to be exchanged/is to be
replaced/is to be substituted/he

initiates/it starts/it begins/it
initiates/start/begin/create/initiate

á¦XI¦

they (f) show

BÕaÄI¦Ä

dry/(hard)

ieI¦ - iaI¦

he spreads/he extends/he widens/he
opens

A¥iaI¦

they spread/they extend/they
widen/they open

ZcI¦

he announces good news/it
announces good news

z
Ä ZcI¦

he announces good news to you
(s/m)

z
Ê ZcI¦

he announces good news to you
(s/f)

¨
~¡ZcI¦

¨ZcI B¦ - ¨ZcI¦ oh good news
ZeI¦

are being revived

he announces good news to them

á¥pI¦

oppress/they transgress/they
corrupt/oppress/transgress/corrupt
(p)

he sees/he looks/he understands/
sees/looks/understands

A¥ZeI¦

they see/they know

á¥ZeI¦

they see/they look/they understand/
seeing/looking/understanding

~¢¥ZÌeIÅ¦
iaI¦ - ieI¦

á¥ciI¦

B¢¥pI¦

it

áB¦pI¦

they corrupt (on or against
eachother)
remains/lasts/continues

violently

á¥yI¦

they weep/their eyes water from
sadness/weeping/their eyes
watering from sadness

they destroy violently/they attack
wastes/annuls/cancells

NlÆI¦Ä

he sends/he resurrects/he revives

NlÆI¦Å

is sent/is resurrected/is revived/he
is sent/he is resurrected/he is
revived/he be sent/he be
resurrected/he be revived/send/
resurrect/revive
he sends you (s/m)/he resurrects

b{IÅ¦

he sends you (p)/he resurrects you

q{I¦

he reaches/it reaches/reaches

Bp{I¦

they (b) reach

áp{I¦

reaches (e)

A¥p{I¦

they reach (mature)

á¥pÞ{I¦

they communicate/they
deliver/they inform/communicate/
deliver/inform

~y¥{I¦

tests you (p)

he sends them/he resurrects them/

§
Ä {ÒIÆ ¦Ä

wears out/wear out

he revives them

§ÊIÄ B¦ - §ÊIÄ ¦Ä

(p)/he revives you

A¥MlIÅ¦

§
Æ Ò IÅ B¦ - §
Æ Ò IÅ ¦Ä

you my sons (and
daughters)/you my son

they be sent/they be resurrected/
they be revived/they are being
sent/they are being resurrected/they

you sons and
daughters

they be sent/they be
resurrected/they be revived

á¥MlI¦

become confused/become
dumbfounded

you/he revives you

~¢MlI¦

they (b) oppress/they transgress/

§wI¦

|iI¦

~yMlI¦

they ask it/they wish it/they desire

he destroys violently/he attacks

violently

zMÅlI¦

they ask (for) you (p)/they wish
(for) you/they desire (for) you

he spreads/he extends/he widens/he
opens

diI¦

~y¥pI¦

they make them see/they
make them understand

they ask/they wish/they desire/they

Z¥I¦

destroys/perishes/fails

á¥KÐ¦IÄ ¦Å

spend the night (p)/they

¨
scheme at night

á¦I¦

á¥KtUK¦ - á¥KsBUK¦ they converse quietly/they

he clarifies/he shows/he explains/

converse inaudibly/they mutter/
conversing quietly/conversing
inaudibly/muttering (p)

clarify/show/explain

B¢¦I¦

he clarifies it/he shows it/he
explains it

ZUDK¦

delay/lag behind

§}K¦ - §}BK¦

orphans/minors that lose their
father

£iIUK¦

hits him severely/strikes him
severely/touches him/(insights
him/dominates him)

YUK¦

takes/take/he takes

JK¦

repents/repent

B¡YUK¦

he takes it

|ÐXIK¦

exchanges/replaces/substitutes/

A¥YUK¦

they take/take (p)

changes

á¥YUK¦

they take/take (p)

mØIKÚ ¦Ä

he follows/follows/follow (p)

z¥YUK¦

they take you (s/m)

mÄIKÚ ¦Å

be followed/he be followed

¤¥YUK¦

they take it

B¢lIK¦

following it/following her

uiUKÅ¦

being snatched

~¢lIK¦

follows them/follow them

~ytiUK¦

snatches you (p)

A¥lIK¦

follow (p)

á¥KsBUK¦ - á¥KtUK¦ they converse quietly/they

~y¥lIK¦

they follow you (p)/follow you (p)

á¥lIK¦

they follow/follow (p)

~y¥lIK¦

they follow you (p)

C¥IK¦ - ¥IK¦

he resides/he settles/he
establishes/he assigns/install/
appoint/accomodate

¥IK¦ - C¥IK¦

A¥t{UK¦
á¥Z¦UK¦

they prefer/they choose

á¥ZIXK¦

they consider/they ponder/they
deliberate

ZyYK¦

becomes explained/appears
he swallows it little by little

B¢IOK¦

avoids it/distances himself from it

á¥OBRK¦

they argue/they quarrel/they
dispute

A¥}yBRÒK¦Ä

to be judged/to be ruled (p)

he mentions/he remembers/he
recites/praises/glorifies/mentions/
remembers/recites/mention/
remember/recite/praise/glorify

becomes clear/becomes shown/

£kZOK¦

be delayed (p)/they be delayed/they
delay

he resides/he settles/he
establishes/he assigns/install/
appoint/accomodate

á¦IK¦

converse inaudibly/they mutter/
conversing quietly/conversing
inaudibly/muttering (p)

á¥ZyYK¦

they mention/they remember/they
recite/they praise/they glorify

BlOAZK¦

they (b) return (to eachother)/they
repeat (to eachother)

fIZK¦

waits/remains/stops/he waits/he

¨
remains/he stops

á¥sZBlK¦

they get to know eachother/getting

áeIZK¦

they (f) wait/they remain/they stop

á¥eIZK¦

wait/remain/stop (p)

XÌ lÄ KÒ ¦Ä

transgresses/violates/breaks

á¥XXZK¦

they hesitate/hesitating (p)

á¥}{lK¦

they learn/they are being

JvZK¦

observing/guarding/expecting/
lying in wait

zZKÅ¦

be left/he be left

~yÄZKÊ ¦Ä

he reduce you (p)/he cause
injustice or harm to you (p)

to know eachother

instructed/they are being informed

á¥`}BpK¦

they signal to eachother/they wink
to eachother/(they mock and make
fun evilly)

Z¦pK¦

change

A¥yZK¦

they be left

ZOtK¦

bursts/flows

§y`K¦

he purifies/he corrects/he is

BvZtK¦

they (b) separate

á¥vZtK¦

they separate

|gtK¦

claim more preference/claim more

righteous/(he prepares)/purifies
himself)/corrects (himself)

á¥{BaK¦

they ask/they question eachother/

favour/makes himself more
prefered/makes himself more
favoured

asking eachother/questioning
eachother (p)
sneak away/slip away/leave hiding

á¥ZitK¦

split/crack/cleave (f)

(p)

they think

£aK¦

A¥ZytK¦

change/rot

they think/thinking (p)

á¥kZgK¦

á¥ZytK¦

they become humble and

A»¦tK¦

turns/turns around/follows/-- seeks

á¥{{aK¦

humilliate themselves

A¥Z¢iK¦

they purify themselves mentally
and physically/they clean
themselves mentally and
physically/they wash themselves
mentally and physically

á¥Z¢iK¦

they purify themselves mentally
and physically/they clean
themselves mentally and
physically/they wash themselves
mentally and physically/purifying
themselves mentally and
physically/cleaning themselves
mentally and physically/washing
themselves mentally and physically

(p)

§wK¦ - xK¦

fear and obey (avoids)/fears and
obeys

|IwK¦

he accepts

|ÌIwÒ KÒ ¦Å

get accepted/be accepted

~XwK¦

to advance/to introduce/to present/
to precede/to undertake

£wK¦

fears and obeys him

á¥wK¦

they fear and obey/fear and obey/
fearing and obeying (p)

xK¦ - §wK¦

fear and obey (avoids)/fears and
obeys

¨
á¥®yK¦

they lean on/they recline on/they

á¥OK¦ - á¥OBK¦ they interchange pleasureable

rest on

á¥ZIyK¦

are being arrogant (p)

~{yK¦

he converses/he speaks/he talks/it
converses/it speaks/it talks

á¥}{yK¦

they converse/they speak/they talk

conversation

á¥k`K¦ - á¥k`BK¦ they dispute/they quarrel/
they argue/they pull eachother/they
take eachother/they give eachother

á¥¡BK¦

eachother/forbidding eachother/
preventing eachother

á¥}¥{K¦ - á¥}¥½K¦ blaming eachother/
reprimanding eachother

§w{K¦

receive/meet/find

A¥{K¦ - ¥{K¦

he reads/he recites/he follows

¥{K¦ - A¥{K¦

he reads/he recites/he follows

á¥}¥½K¦ - á¥}¥{K¦ blaming eachother/
reprimanding eachother

they forbid eachother/they prevent

á¥OBK¦ - á¥OK¦ they interchange pleasureable
conversation

á¥k`BK¦ - á¥k`K¦ they dispute/they quarrel/
they argue/they pull eachother/they
take eachother/they give eachother

|`K¦

descend/descends

á¥{K¦

they read/they recite/read/recite (p)

¨Z¥K¦ - ¨ZA¥K¦ he hides/he conceals

£¥{K¦

they read it/they recite it/they

J¥K¦

follow it

¤¥{K¦
§{KÅ¦

repents

§{k J¥K¦ - J¥K¦ forgives (on)

he reads it/he recites it/he follows

A¥I¥K¦

they repent

it

á¥I¥K¦

they repent

is read/is recited/is being read/is

¨ZA¥K¦ - ¨Z¥K¦ he hides/he conceals

being recited

~ys¥K¦ - ~yBs¥K¦ makes you (p) die/he makes

~K¦

he completes/to complete

BaB}K¦

they (b) touch eachother

§i}K¦

á¢s¥K¦ - á¡Bs¥K¦ makes them die (f)

walking stretched with arms

~yBs¥K¦ - ~ys¥K¦ makes you (p) die/he makes

you die

moving in a conceited manner
(marching arrogantly)

you die

A¥lK}K¦

they live long/they enjoy

á¡Bs¥K¦ - á¢s¥K¦ makes them die (f)

á¥lK}K¦

they live long/they enjoy/live long/

á¥s¥KÅ¦

are made to die

enjoy (p)

~¢¥s¥K¦

make them die/they make them die

£¥}K¦

they wish it/they desire it

§s¥K¦

make die/made to die/makes -- die

¤¥}K¦

they wish it/they desire it

|y¥K¦

rely/depend/trust in/surrender to/

§}BK¦ - §}K¦

orphans/minors that lose their
father

relies/depends/trusts it/surrenders
to

¨
á¥{y¥K¦

they rely/they depend/they trust

|XO¦ - |XBO¦

in/they surrender to

B{XO¦ - B{XBO¦ arugues with us/disputes with

aruges/disputes/aruge/dispute

§{¥K¦ - |¥K¦

follows/turns away

~¢{¥K¦

follows them

A¥{¥K¦

they turn away

á¥{¥K¦

they turn away/follow (p)

£¥{¥K¦

they follow him/follow him (p)

|¥K¦ - §{¥K¦

follows/turns away

B}¦K¦

an orphan/a minor that loses his or

ZBO¦

her father

á¥Z®O¦ - á¥ZDO¦ they pray/they cry aloud and

á¦}¦K¦
á¥¢¦K¦

they stray/they wander/they be lost

LIMÅ¦

affirms/encourages/confirms/
establishes/strengthens/makes
steadfast/makes courageous/he
affirms/he encourages/he confirms/
he establishes/he strengthens/he
makes steadfast/he makes
courageous
he hardens/he exceeds in killing/he
weakens/(he tyronnizes)

JZM¦

Yethrib/could be the ancient name
of Medina, the city of refuge for
prophet Mohammad and his
followers, it was annixed by the
Saud Family in 1932 A.D.

~y¥twM¦

they defeat you (p)/they overtake
you/they catch up with you

á¥M¦

á¥{XO¦ - á¥{XBO¦ they argue/they dispute/argue/
dispute (p)

z¥{XO¦ - z¥{XBO¦ they argue with you (s/m)/
they dispute with you/arguing with
you/disputing with you/argue with
you/dispute with you
be protected/be defended

humbly

two orphans/two minors that lose
their father

áUM¦

us

they fold/they bend/they double/
they twist/(they hide)

X¢O¦ - X¡BO¦

strains/he struggles/he does his
utmost/he exerts/he strains

A¥X¢O¦ - A¥X¡BO¦ they struggle/they do their
utmost/they exert/they strain

á¥X¢O¦ - á¥X¡BO¦ they struggle/they do their
utmost/they exert/they strain

z¥Z¥BO¦

they become a neighbour to you
(s/m)/they take a place near you

JÊO¦Å

answers/relies/answer/reply

|BIOB¦ - |BIO¦

you mountains/you elevated

grounds higher than hills/you
creations/you moulds

§IOÅ¦

is being gathered

§IKO¦

he chooses/he purifies

z¦IKO¦

he chooses you (s/m)/he purifies
you

á¥IKO¦

they avoid/they distance
themselves/avoid/distance
themselves

á¥ZDO¦ - á¥Z®O¦ they pray/they cry aloud and
humbly

struggles/does utmost/exerts/

XRO¦

disbelieves and denies/denies truth

¨
even with knowlege of it

á¥XRO¦

¤`O¦ - ¤A`O¦

they disbelieve and deny/they deny
truth even with knowledge of it/
disbelieving and denying/denying
truth even with knowledge of if/
disbelieve and deny/deny truth
even with knowledge of it (p)

XO¦

finds/find/he finds

zXO¦

he finds you (s/m)/he find you

|XBO¦ - |XO¦

aruges/disputes/aruge/dispute

reimbursed/he be substituted/he be
replaced/he be compensated/he
rewards him/he reimburses him/he
substitutes him/he replaces him/he
compensates him

¤A`O¦ - ¤`O¦

á¥`O¦

z¥{XBO¦ - z¥{XO¦ they argue with you (s/m)/
they dispute with you/arguing with
you/disputing with you/argue with
you/dispute with you

B{XBO¦ - B{XO¦ aruges with us/disputes with us
¤XO¦

he finds it/he finds him

A¥XO¦

find (p)

á¥XO¦

they find/find (p)

£¥XO¦

they find him/they find it

~yZO¦

he protects you (p)/he defends you

~y}ZO¦

they make you (p) commit a crime/
they make you commit a sin/make
you commit a crime/make you
commit a sin

¤ZO¦

pulling him/dragging him

¨ZO¦

it flows/it runs/it passes/it orbits/he

¨Ø`OÆ ¦Ä

he rewards (good or bad)/he
reimburses/he substitutes/he
replaces/he compensates/reward/
reimburse/substitute/replace/
compensate

¨Ä`OÆ ¦Å

will be rewarded (good or bad)/will
be reimbursed/will be substitued/
will be replaced/will be
compensated

`O¦ - ¨`O¦

he is being rewarded (good or
bad)/he is being reimbursed/he is
being substituted/he is being
replaced/he is being compensated

~¢¦`O¦

he rewards them (good or bad)/he
reimburses them/he substitutes
them/he replaces them/he
compensates them

he is being rewarded (good or
bad)/he is being reimbursed/he is
being substituted/he is being
replaced/he is being compensated

they are being rewarded (good or
bad)/they are being reimbursed/
they are being substituted/they are
being replaced/they are being
compensated

flows/he runs/he passes/he orbits

¨Ä`OÆ ¦Å - `O¦

he be rewarded (good or bad)/he be
reimbursed/he be substituted/he be
replaced/he be compensated/he
rewards him/he reimburses him/he
substitutes him/he replaces him/he
compensates him

á¥{XBO¦ - á¥{XO¦ they argue/they dispute/argue/
dispute (p)

he be rewarded (good or bad)/he be

|lO¦

he makes/he creates/he puts/he
manipulates/make/create/put/
manipulate/he make/he create/he
put/he manipulate

¨
~y{lO¦
§{lO¦

puts you/he manipulates you

§Z¦O¦

protect me/defend me

he makes me/he creates me/he puts

~y¥OBR¦

they argue with you (p)/they

me/he manipulates me/he make
me/he create me/he put me/he
manipulate me

£{lO¦

á¥{lO¦
¤¥{lO¦

á¥OBR¦

dispute/argue/quarrel/dispute (p)

XXBR¦

angers

á¥XBR¦

anger (p)

they make/they create/they put/

á¥IZBR¦

they embattle/they war/they fight

they manipulate

JaBRÅ¦

he will be counted (with)/he will

they make him/they put him/they

be calculated (with)

~yIaBR¦

uncovers it/shines it/reveals it/

iBR¦

they bolt uncontrollably/they run

m}O¦

he gathers/he collects

~yl}O¦

he gathers you (p)/he collects you

á¥l}O¦

they gather/they collect/they
accumulate

A¥X¡BO¦ - A¥X¢O¦ they struggle/they do their
utmost/they exert/they strain

á¥X¡BO¦ - á¥X¢O¦ they struggle/they do their

á¥jsBR¦

¤Z¥BR¦

he is discussing with him/he is
debating with him

JR¦

he loves/he likes/love/like

~yIIR¦

he loves you (p)/he likes you

á¥ZIRÅ¦

being rejoiceful/being delighted

£aIR¦

prevents him/witholds him/detains
him/imprisons him/prevents it/
witholds it/detains it/imprisons it

they are being lowly/they are being
ignorant/they are ignoring/they are
rough/they are foolish

they protect/they observe/they
guard/they safekeep/protecting/
observing/guarding/safekeeping (p)

utmost/they exert/they strain

á¥{¢O¦

be surrounded/be encircled/be
enveloped/be comprehended/be
aware/be maneuvered to outsmart/
be protected/be taken care of

struggles/does utmost/exerts/
strains/he struggles/he does his
utmost/he exerts/he strains

he counts (with) you (p)/he
calculates (with) you

away uncontrollably

X¡BO¦ - X¢O¦

they argue/they quarrel/they

it/he manipulates it/he makes
him/he creates him/he puts him/he
manipulates him

glosses it/makes it appear

á¥R}O¦

quarrel with you/they dispute with
you

he makes it/he creates it/he puts

make it/they put it

B¢¦Þ{OÄ ¦Å

defends

he makes you (p)/he creates you/he

~¢IR¦

he loves them/he likes them

á¥IR¦

they love/they like

J¦O¦

answers/replies

~y¥IR¦

they love you (p)/they like you

Z¦O¦

he protects/he defends/protects/

£¥IR¦

they love him/they like him

¨
sadden them

~¢¥IR¦

they love them/they like them

JaKR¦

he thinks/he supposes

á¥`R¦

they be sad/they be grieving

A¥IaKR¦

they think/they suppose

JaR¦

he thinks/he supposes/he counts/he

á¥IaKR¦

they (are) thinking/they (are)

calculates
supposing/thinking/supposing (p)

NXR¦

ZYR¦

á
Ì IaR¦

count/they calculate (e)/think/
suppose/count/calculate (p/e)

initiates/informs/tells/causes/
originates/invents/he initiates/he
informs/he tells/he causes/he
originates/he invents/it initiates/it
informs/it tells/it causes/it
originates/it invents

£IaR¦

he warns/he cautions/he fears/are

á¥IaR¦

he warns you (p)/he cautions you

á¥ZYR¦

they be warned/they be cautioned/
they be afraid/they were warning/
they were cautioning/they were
fearing of/warning/cautioning/
fearing (p)

á¥sZR¦

they alter/they distort/they change/
they swerve/they falsify/they
twist/they dislocate

£¥sZR¦

they alter it/they distort it/they
change it/they swerve it/they
falsify it/they twist it/they dislocate
it

~ZR¦

he forbids/he prohibits/it forbids/it

~¢IaR¦

they forbid/they prohibit

£¥}ZR¦

they forbid it/they prohibit it

á
Ì `R¦

they (f) be sad/they be grieving

z`R¦

to sadden you/to make you
grievous/be saddened/be grievous

~¢`R¦

saddens them/make them grievous/

he thinks them/he supposes them/
he counts them/he calculates them
they think/they suppose/they
count/they calculate

á¥XaR¦

they envy/they envy with jealousy/
they are jealous

BKZaR B¦ - BKZaR¦ oh our grief/oh our sorrow
§KZaR B¦ - §KZaR¦ oh my grief/oh my sadness/oh my
weakness/oh my uncover

á¥aR¦

they do good

ZcRÅ¦

be gathered

~¡ZcR¦

he gathers them

A¥ZcR¦

be gathered (p)/they be gathered

á¥ZcRÅ¦

be gathered/they be gathered/are
being gathered (p)

hR¦

urges/insights/influences/urge/
insight/influence

prohibits

á¥}ZR¦

he thinks it/he supposes it/he
counts it/he calculates it

afraid/are warned/are cautious

~yZYR¦

they think/they suppose/they

ágR¦

menstruate/they (f) menstruate/
they discharge monthly from their
uteruses

§¥ZgR¦ - á
Ø ¥ZgR¦ they attend me/they come to
me

á
Ø ¥ZgR¦ - §¥ZgR¦ they attend me/they come to
me

¨
~y}iR¦

you/destroy you/crumble you (e)

ájtR¦
£¥jtR¦

they (f) protect/they observe/they

|ÊR¦Å

he permits/he allows

guard/they safekeep

á¥t{R¦

they swear/they take oath/

xR¦

swearing/taking oath (p)

they protect him/they observe
him/they guard him/they safekeep
him

A¥jtR¦

placed on/deserved/settled/resided/
places/serves/settles/resides

break you (p)/smash you/shatter

|{R¦

takes place/descends/becomes
permitted/becomes allowed

they protect/they observe/they

á¥Û{R¦

they be permitted/they be allowed

guard/they safekeep

áÆ¥{ÚRÄ ¦Å

they be bejewelled/they

makes correct/makes true/makes
real/makes truth/makes deserved/
makes duty/makes fact/makes
right/makes certain/makes
definite/makes just/becomes
correct/becomes true/becomes
real/becomes truth/becomes
deserved/becomes duty/becomes
fact/becomes right/becomes
certain/becomes definite/becomes
just/becomes imminent/he corrects/
he makes true/he makes real/he
makes truth/he makes deserved/he
makes duty/he makes fact/he
makes right/he makes certain/he
makes definite/he makes just/he
makes imminent

~ÓyRÅ ¦Ä

perfect/tighten/confirm/judge/rule

~Å yÊ RÆ ¦Å

perfects/tightens/confirms/judges/

be ornamented/they be decorated

£¥{R¦

they permit it/they allow it

A¥X}R¦

they be praised/they be
commended/they be thanked

|}RÄ¦

carried/bear/raise/lift/burden/
endure/carries/bears/raises/lifts/
burdens/endures

|Æ }Ä RÆ ¦Å

be carried/be born/be raised/be
lifted/be burdened

B¢{}R¦

they carry it (f)/they lift it/they bear
it/they be burdened (by) it/they
endure it

á¥{}R¦

they carry/they load/they lift/they
burden/they endure/carrying/
loading/lifting/burdening/enduring
(p)

B¡¥{}R¦

rules

they carry it/they load it/they lift
it/they bear it/they endure it

áB}yR¦

they (b) judge/they rule

~¥}R¦

black smoke/blackness/smoke

z¥}ÞyR¦

they appoint you (s/m) to judge/

§}R¦

be heated

they appoint you to rule

Z¥R¦

return

|¥R¦

came in between/intervened/comes

á¥}yR¦

they judge/they rule

z¥}ÞyR¦

they ask you to judge/they ask you
to rule

|ÊR¦Ä

permitted/allowed/permits/allows/

between/intervenes

§Ø¦RÅ¦ - §R¦

he revives/he makes alive/

¨
revives/makes alive

§Ä¦RÆ ¦Ä - §R¦

á¥kXU¦ - á¥kXBU¦ they deceive/decieve (p)

live/lives

he fears/he fear

§Ä¦RÆ ¦Ä - §R¦

uBU¦

John (name of a

BsBU¦

they (b) fear

£sBU¦

he fears him/fears him

they comprehend/they envelope/

A¥sBU¦

they fear

they encircle/they are aware/they
protect/they take care of/they
maneuver to outsmart

á¥sBU¦

they fear/fear (p)

á¥t{BU¦

they differ/they disagree/they

messenger, he is from the
righteous)

A¥i¦R¦

á¥i¦R¦

they comprehend/they envelope/
they encircle/they are aware/they
protect/they take care of/they
maneuver to outsmart

u¦R¦

misjudge/be unfair/be inequitable

x¦R¦

afflicts/surrounds/encircles/afflict/

dispute

ZBKU¦

he chooses

á¥BKU¦

betray/become unfaithful (p)

fKU¦

he singles out/he specializes/he
specifies

á¥}eKU¦

surround/encircle

zÐ¦RÄ ¦Å
z¥¦R¦

argue/disputing/controverting/
arguing (p)

greet you (s/m)/say 'salamo
alaykom' (peace on you)

á¥t{KU¦

greet you (s/m)/say 'salamo
he revives/he makes alive/lives/

they differ/they disagree/they
dispute/differing/disagreeing/
disputing (p)

alaykom' (peace on you)

§R¦ - §¦RÅ¦

they dispute/they controvert/they

~KU¦

he seals/he stamps/he seals off/he
shuts off

revives/makes alive/live

§R¦ - §Ä¦RÆ ¦Ä

live/lives

á¥kXU¦

§R¦ - §Ä¦RÆ ¦Ä

John (name of a

á¥kXBU¦ - á¥kXU¦ they deceive/deceive (p)

messenger, he is from the
righteous)

~y¦¦R¦

he revives you (p)/he makes you

z¥kXU¦

they deceive you (s/m)

~y{YU¦

he abandons you (p)/he deserts
you/he forsakes you/he fails
you/he lets you down

alive

§¦¦R¦ - á
Ø ¦¦R¦ revives me/makes me

á¥IZU¦

alive

B¢¦¦R¦

QÅZUÆ ¦Ä

revives her/makes her alive/revives
it/makes it alive

they destroy/they demolish/they
ruin/they devastate/they waste/they
spoil

á
Ø ¦¦R¦ - §¦¦R¦ revives me/makes me
alive

they deceive/deceive (p)

gets out/appears/emerges/it gets
out/it appears/it emerges/brings out

QØZUÆ ¦Å

he brings out/he appears/he

¨
emerges/brings out/appears/
emerges

á¥ZÊaUÆ ¦Å

~yBOZUÅ¦

they (b) bring you (p) out

~yOZUÅ¦

uaU¦

he brings you (p) out/he makes you

they reduce/they decrease/(they
cheat/they short-change)
he sinks down/he makes cave in/he
eliminates light/he eclipses/he
makes disapper/he punctures/he
weakens/he humilliates and
burdens by -- hatred

appear/he makes you emerge

áOZUÄ¦

they (f) get out

B}ÓyÚ OÄ ZØ UÆ ¦Å

bring you (b) out

~¢OZUÅ¦

§cU¦ - dU¦

he brings them out/it brings them

B¢cU¦ - B¡BcU¦ fears it

out

fears/he fears/fear

they get out/they appear/they

B¡BcU¦ - B¢cU¦ fears it

emerge

á¥cU¦

they fear/fear (p)

they bring you (s/m) out/bring you

£¥cU¦

they fear him

out (p)

fears/he fears/fear

~y¥OZUÅ¦

dU¦ - §cU¦

they bring you (p) out

they (b) stick/they tried hard to

á¥OÅZUÆ ¦Ä

áBteU¦

they get out/they appear/they

A¥OZUÄ¦
z¥OZUÅ¦

make do with what they do not
have/stick (b)/(b) tried to make do
with what they do not have

emerge

á¥OØZUÆ ¦Å

they bring out/they drive out

á¥OÄZUÆ ¦Å

they are brought out/they are

á¥}ÐeUÊ ¦Ä

disputing with eachother/
controverting with eachother/
arguing with eachother

driven out

~¢¥OZÆU¦Å

they bring them out

snatches

á¥eZU¦

uiU¦

lying/speculating (p)

he reduces/he lightens/reduce/

A¥ZU¦

uÞtUÄ ¦Å

they fall down

á¥ZU¦

they fall down

~¡`U¦

he shames them/he scandalizes

¨`UÅ¦
£¦`U¦

is reduced/is lightened/be reduced/
be lightened

á¥tUÄ¦

they hide/hiding (p)

he shames/he scandalizes/he

áÆ¥tÒ UÅ¦

they -- hidden

disgraces

á¦tU¦

they (f) hide

he shames him/he scandalizes

|UÄ¦

becomes free/alone (to)

X{U¦

he be immortal/he be etrernal/he be

he shames them/he scandalizes
them/he disgraces them

ZÅ a
Ä UÆ ¦Ä

u
Å tÚ UÄ ¦Å

them/he disgraces them

him/he disgraces him

~¢¦`U¦

lighten

lose/are misguided and perish

everlasting

u{U¦

he breaks/break

¨
£t{U¦

he reverses it/he replaces it

|Ä UÄ XÅ¦

will be made to enter

á¥tÓ{UÆ ¦Ä

they succeed/they follow

|Å UÊ XÆ ¦Å

he makes to enter/she makes -- to

xÓ{UÄ¦

he creates/creates/create

xÒ{UÆ ¦Å

was created

~y{UX¦

to make you (p) enter/to enter you

~yw{U¦

he creates you (p)

B{UX¦

he makes us enter/to enter us

A¥w{U¦

they create/create (p)

B¢{UX¦

enter it (p)

á¥w{UÄ¦

they create

£{UXÅ¦

he enters him/he makes him (to)

á¥w{UÅ¦

they are being created

A¥g¥U¦

they plunge into/they get into/they

enter

engage in coversation/plunge into/
get into/engage in conversation

á¥g¥U¦

enter

they plunge into/they get into/they
engage in conversation/(they give
personal interpretation beyond
Koranic text)

u¥U¦

he frightens

z¥s¥U¦

they frighten you (s/m)

|¦U¦

is imagined/is believed

X¦

hand/a hand/fingertip to shoulder

AX¦

two hands

msX¦ - msAX¦

he defends/he repells

zAX¦

your (s/m) hands

¤AX¦

his two hands

~¢{UXÅ¦

he makes them to enter/he enters
them

á¥{UXÄ¦

they enter/entering (p)

B¢¥{UX¦

they enter it

B¡¥{UX¦

they enter it/enter it (p)

á¥ZX¦

they push away/they drive away/
they repell

A»ZX¦ - CZX¦

pushes away/drives away/repells/
(prevents)

B¢¥aZX¦

they study it/they memorize it/they
read it

zZX¦

he comprehends/he catches up/he
overtakes/he reaches

~yyZX¦

catches up (with) you (p)/overtakes
you/reaches you

£yZX¦

X¥¥AX B¦ - X¥AX¦ you David (a prophet and

catches up (with) him/overtakes
him/reaches him

second king of the Jews between
1010 - 970 B.C. and father of
Prophet Soliman)

CZX¦ - A»ZX¦

makes you (s/m) know/informs you

ZIX¦

z¦ZX¦

he plans/he regulates

he burries it/he hides it/he conceals

A¥ZIX¦

£aX¦

they consider/they regulate/they

(prevents)

it/he pushes it/he plots against it/he
conspires against it

plan

|ÅUXÄ¦

he enters/enter

pushes away/drives away/repells/

n
Í XÅ ¦Ä

turns down/repells/pushes away

¨
slaughters/he cuts throats

violently and roughly

n
Å XÆ ¦Ä

calls/requests/prays

á¥ÅRIÐ Y¦

they slaughter/they cut throats

BkÆX¦Ä

call us/he call us

zZY¦

he leaves you (s/m)

A¥kX¦ - ¥kX¦

he calls/he -- calling/calls/he -- call

~¡ZY¦

he leaves them

¥kX¦ - A¥kX¦

he calls/he -- calling/calls/he -- call

á¥ZY¦

they leave

z¥kX¦

calls you (s/m)

~y»ZY¦

he creates you (p)/he seeds you

~y¥kX¦

calls you (p)/he calls you

ZÚyYÒ ¦Ä

mentions/remembers/praises/

á¥ÍkXÄ ¦Å

they be repelled/they be pushed
away violently and roughly

á¥kÆX¦Ä

they call/call (p)/calling (p)

áÅ¥kÆX¦Å

they are being called/they are being

glorifies/he mentions/he
remembers/he praises/he glorifies

ZÒyYÔ ¦Å

is mentioned/is remembered/is
praised/is glorified/be mentioned/
be remembered/be praised/be
glorified

called repeatedly

á¥kÌX¦

they wish/they desire

~¡ZyY¦

mentions them/mentioning them

B¥kX¦

they call us

A¥ZyY¦

they mention/they remember/they

§¥kX¦

they call me

£¥kX¦

they call it/they call him

¤¥kX¦

calls him/calling him

~¡¥kX¦

calling them

§
Äk
Ä XÆ ¦Å

is being called

msAX¦ - msX¦

he defends/he repells

zX¦

your (s/m) hand

á¦X¦

they (f) near

¤X¦

his hand

¨X¦

hand/my hands/my hand

á¥¦X¦

take a religion/adopt a religion (p)

£¦X¦

his hands/its hands

B¢¦X¦

her hands/its hands

AYB¦ - AY¦

you (owner) of

SÐIY¦

slaughters/cuts throat/he

recite/they praise/they glorify

á¥ZÓyYÔ ¦Ä

mention/remember/recite/praise/
glorify (p)

á¥ZÚyYÚ ¦Ä

they mention/they
remember/they recite/they
praise/they glorify/mentioning/
remembering/reciting/praising/
glorifiying (p)

JÄ¡YÔ ¦Ä

he goes/he goes away/he takes
away/he eliminates/he wipes off/it
goes/it goes away/it takes away

J
Ä ¡Ê YÔ ¦Å

it eliminates/it wipes off/he takes
away/he eliminates/he wipes off/he
makes -- go/he makes -- go away

BI¡Y¦

they (b) go/they go away/they take
away/they eliminate/they wipe off

~yI¡Y¦

he eliminate you (p)/he wipes you
off/he makes you go/he makes you
go away

¨
á
Ä IÆ ¡Ê YÔ ¦Å

á
Ì IÄ ¡Ê YÅ¦

they (p/f) send away/

A¥IBKZ¦

they doubt/they be suspicious

they make -- to go away/they take
away/they eliminate/they wipe
off/-- takes away/-- eliminates/-wipes off

XKZ¦

returns/return

XÆ XÊ KÒ ZÆ ¦Ä

returns (e)

mKZ¦

eat, drink and play/enjoy and

they (p/f) send away/
they make -- to go away/they take
away/they eliminate/they wipe
off/-- takes away/-- eliminates/-wipes off (e)

A¥I¡Y¦

they go/they go away/go/go away

comfort/he eats, drinks and plays/
he enjoys and comforts

NZ¦

inherits

§MZ¦

inherits me

B¢MZ¦

inherits her/inherits it/inherit
her/inherit it

(p)

A¥v¥Y¦

they taste/they experience

á¥MZ¦

they inherit/inheriting/inherit (p)

á¥v¥Y¦

they taste/they experience

mÄOZÆ ¦Ä

he returns/it returns/return

x¦Y¦

he makes -- taste/he makes --

mÄOZÆ ¦Å

he is returned/it is returned

experience

á¥lÄOZÆ ¦Å

they will be returned/they be

á¥»AZ¦ - á¥AZ¦ they pretend/they show off/

returned/they -- being returned

pretending/showing off (p)

á¥lOÆZ¦Ä

they return/return (p)

is wanted/is willed/is intended/is

~y¥}OZ¦

they stone you (p)

being wanted/is being willed/is
being intended

A¥OZ¦

hopes/expects/hoping/expecting

zZ¦ - zAZ¦

he see you (s/m)

á¥OZ¦

they hope/they expect/hoping/

~yZ¦ - ~yAZ¦

he sees you (p)/see you

B¡Z¦ - B¡AZ¦

he sees it/he sees her

XAZÅ¦

á¥AZ¦ - á¥»AZ¦ they pretend/they show off/
pretending/showing off (p)

A¥IZ¦ - ¥IZ¦

it grows/it increases/it grow/it

expecting/hope/expect (p)

~RZ¦

he has mercy

~y}RZ¦

he has mercy upon you (p)

B}RZ¦

he has mercy upon us

XÆ ZØ ¦Å

wants/wills/intends/he wants/he
wills/he intends

increase

¥IZ¦ - A¥IZ¦

it grows/it increases/it grow/it

XÍ ZÄ ¦Å

is returned/he be returned/he is
returned

increase

§ØIZÆ ¦Å

he grows/he increases/it grows/it
increases

JBKZ¦

be doubtful/be suspicious/become
doubtful/become suspicious

he returned/it returned/be returned/

zXZ¦

he wants you (s/m)/he wills you/he
intends you

§XZ¦ - á
Ø XZ¦

he wants me/he wills me/he

¨
intends me

á
Ø XZ¦ - §XZ¦

A¥IvZ¦

he wants me/he wills me/he

they observe/they guard/(they
respect)/observe/guard/(respect)
(p)

intends me

~y¥ÍXZÅ ¦Ä

they return you (p)

á¥IvZ¦

á¥XZÅ¦

they be returned

~y¥XZÄ¦

they return you (p)

zAZ¦ - zZ¦

he sees you (s/m)

x`Z¦

he provides for

á¥IyZ¦

they ride/they embark/they board

~yv`Z¦

he provides for you (p)

á¥gyZ¦

running/(fleeing) (p)

£v`Z¦

he provides for him

á¥lyZ¦

they bow (bend their upper body

B¢vZ¦

he provides for her/he provides for

they observe/they guard/(they
respect)

forward and lower their heads)
it

~yAZ¦ - ~yZ¦

he sees you (p)/see you

á¥v`ZÅ¦

being provided for (p)

§}Z¦ - ~Ø Z¦

he blames and accuses

|ÊaZÆ ¦Å

he sends

á¥}Z¦

blame and accuse (p)

|ÄaZÆ ¦Å

is sent

~Ø Z¦ - §}Z¦

he blames and accuses

á¥XcZÄ¦

they be correctly guided/they be

¤Z¦

sees him/sees it

rightly guided

B¡AZ¦ - B¡Z¦

he sees her/he sees it

álgZÅ¦

they (f) breast feed

á¥I¡Z¦

they are awed/they are terrified/

£ÄgZ¦

he accepts it/he approves it

~y¥ÅgZÅ¦

they please you (p)/they satisfy you

x¡Z¦

burdens/depresses/oppresses

£¥ÅgZÆ ¦Ä

they accept it/they approve it

B}¢w¡ZÅ¦

he burdens them (b)/he depresses

¤¥gZÅ¦

they please him/they satisfy him

they see/they understand

§gZÄ¦

A¥Z¦

he accepts/he approves/he accept/

á¥Z¦

they see/they understand

£¥Z¦

they see it/they understand it/they

them/he oppresses them

he approve

á¦gZÄ¦

they (f) accept/they approve

ák JoZ¦

wishes/desires/shunns/turns away

see him/they understand him
(from)

A¥IoZ¦

they are monastic/they are monkish

they wish/they desire/wish/desire
(p)

msZ¦

raise/raises/he raises/he honours

£lsZ¦

he raises him/he raises it/raise him

B¢¥Z¦

they see it/they see her/seeing
it/seeing her

~¢¥Z¦

they see them

¨ÄZ¦Ä

see/understand/he see/he
understand/sees/understands

¨ÄZ¦Å

be seen

¨
X¦Z¦

Zakareya (a messenger)

he wants/he wills/he intends/wants/
wills/intends/wanting/willing/
intending

AX¦Z¦

they (b) want/they will/they intend

áAX¦Z¦

they (b) want/they will/they intend

A¥X¦Z¦

they want/they will/they intend

á¥X¦Z¦

they want/they will/they intend

~y¦Z¦

he shows you/he makes you

á¥Ûy`Ä ¦Å

they claim righteousness/they
claim correctness/(they nominate/
they prepare)

§Òy`Ä ¦Å

he shows them to you (p)

~¢y¦Z¦

he shows them to you (s/m)

~¢¦Z¦

he shows them/he makes them

§Úy`Ì ¦Ä

it still/it continues/it remains/they
still/they continue

á¥{A`¦

they still/they continue/they remain

§ÊO`Æ ¦Å

drives/pushes/eases gently

XAX`¦

(to) increase

¤X`¦

-- increase him

~yX`¦

he increases you (p)

~¡X`¦

he increases them/it increases

~y¦y`¦

~¢¦y`¦

á¥}k`¦

they claim/they purport/they state

á¥`¦

deviates/turns away/make --

á¦`¦

hurrying/hastening (p)

B¦Zy` B¦ - B¦Zy`¦ you Zacharias/you Zacharey/you

they (f) commit adultery/they
fornicate/they have sexual
intercourse between unmarried or
people not married to eachother

~¢O¥`¦

he gets them married/he make
them pairs/he make them couples

X¦`¦

he increases/he increase/it
increases/it increase/increase

~¡X¦`¦

he increases them/it increases
them/increase them

deviate/make -- turn away

á¥s`¦

they commit adultery/they
fornicate/they have sexual
intercourse between unmarried or
people not married to eachother

doubtfully/they allege/they pretend

r`¦

he purifies them/he corrects them/
he makes them righteous/(he
nominates them/he prepares them)

they carry/they load/they bear/they
sin/shelter/refuge/impenetrable
mountain/protection

he purifies you (p)/he corrects
you/he commends you/(he
nominates you/he prepares you)

them/increase them

á¥ÅZ`Ø ¦Ä

be purified/be corrected/be made
righteous/be commended/(be
nominated)/he purifies (himself)/he
corrects (himself)/he makes
(himself) righteous/he commends
(himself)

understand

|A`¦

he purifies/he corrects/he
commends/(he nominates/he
prepares)

understand/shows you/makes you
understand

~¡¥}y¦Z¦

they commend/they claim purity/

á¥X¦`¦

they increase/they exceed

q¦`¦

deviate/turn away from truth

¨
|DÆa¦Ä - |®a¦

questions

|DÆa¦Å - |®a¦

questioned

he asks/he questions/asks/

z{®a¦ - z{Da¦ they ask you (s/m)/they question
you

he be asked/he be questioned/
to be asked/to be questioned/be
asked/be questioned

z{Da¦ - z{®a¦ they ask you (s/m)/they question

~y{®a¦ - ~y{Da¦ asks you (p)/questions you/ask
you/question you (p)

B¡¥}y{®a¦ - B¡¥}y{Da¦ he asks you (p) for it/he

you

~y{Da¦ - ~y{®a¦ asks you (p)/questions you/ask
you/question you (p)

B¡¥}y{Da¦ - B¡¥}y{®a¦ he asks you (p) for it/he

£{Da¦ - £{®a¦

asks him/begs him

A¥{®a¦ - A¥{Da¦ they ask/they question
á¥{®a¦ - á¥{DaÄ¦ they ask/they question/they

asks him/begs him

á¥{®a¦ - á¥{DaÅ¦ being asked/being

á¥{DaÄ¦ - á¥{®aÄ¦ they ask/they question/they
beg

á¥{DaÅ¦ - á¥{®aÅ¦ being asked/being
questioned/being begged/they be
asked/they be questioned (p)

z¥{Da¦ - z¥{®a¦ they ask you (s/m)/they
question you
get bored/get tired

á¥}Da¦ - á¥}®a¦ get bored/get tired (p)
á¥kZa¦ - á¥kZBa¦ they quicken/they speed/they
rush/they fasten/quicken/
speed/rush/quickening/speeding/
rushing/fast (p)

á¥vBaÅ¦

£{®a¦ - £{Da¦

questions you for it/he demands
you for it/he begs you for it

A¥{Da¦ - A¥{®a¦ they ask/they question

~Da¦ - ~®a¦

questions you for it/he demands
you for it/he begs you for it

are being driven/(are being herded/
are being pushed)/they are being
driven/(they are being herded/they
are being pushed)

|®a¦ - |DaÄ¦

he asks/he questions/asks/questions

|®a¦ - |DaÅ¦

he be asked/he be questioned/to be
asked/to be questioned/be asked/be

beg
questioned/being begged/they be
asked/they be questioned (p)

z¥{®a¦ - z¥{Da¦ they ask you (s/m)/they
question you

~®a¦ - ~Da¦

get bored/bet tired

á¥}®a¦ - á¥}Da¦ get bored/get tired (p)
á¥KIa¦

they observe the Sabbath by resting
and worshipping

SIa¦

he praises/he glorifies/it praises/it
glorifies/praise/glorify/praises/
glorifies

áRIa¦

they praise/they glorify

á¥RÄIa
Æ ¦Ä

they float/floating (p)

á¥RÐIa
Ä ¦Å

they praise/they glorify

£¥RIa¦

they praise him/they glorify him

B¥wIa¦

they precede us/they go before
us/they race us/they surpass us

£¥wIa¦

they precede him/they go before
him/they race him/they surpass
him

¨
áYDKa¦ - áY®Ka¦ ask for permission/ask for pardon
zYDKa¦ - zY®Ka¦ ask for your (s/m) permission/
ask for your pardon

z¥YDKa¦ - z¥Y®Ka¦ they ask for permission

á¥ZUDKa¦

á¥ZaRKa¦

they grieve/they sadden/they
weaken/they uncover

§¦RKa¦ - §
Ø RKa¦ he shames/he keeps alive/shame
á¥¦RKa¦

they shame/they keep alive

from you (s/m)/they ask for pardon
from you/ask for your permission/
ask for your pardon (p)

§
Ø RKa¦ - §¦RKa¦ he shames/he keeps alive/shame
BOZUKa¦

they (b) bring out

they delay/they lag behind/delay/

ztUKa¦

take you (s/m) lightly/mislead
you/fool you

lag behind (p)

áY®Ka¦ - áYDKa¦ ask for permission/ask for pardon

á¥tUKa¦

they hide

zY®Ka¦ - zYDKa¦ ask for your (s/m) permission/ask

u{UKa¦

makes a successor

~yt{UKa¦

he makes you (p) successors

á¥ZUaKa¦

they humilliate/they mock/they

for your pardon

z¥Y®Ka¦ - z¥YDKa¦ they ask for permission
from you (s/m)/they ask for pardon
from you/ask for your permission/
ask for your pardon (p)

¤¥YDKa¦

they ask for permission from him/
they ask for pardon from him/they
ask for his permission/they ask for
his pardon

|XIKa¦
á¥ZcIKa¦

make fun of/they redicule/they
undermine

£UZeKa¦

he cries out for his help/he screams
for his help

ulgKa¦

he weakens

á¥tlgKaÅ¦

were being weakened (p)

he exchanges/he replaces/he

miKa¦

is able

substitutes/he changes

m¦iKa¦

is able/are able

á¥l¦iKa¦

they are able/being able (p)

A¥IKlKaÄ¦

they offer reconcilliation/they offer

they be announced good news
to/they be chearful/they rejoice/
they are chearful/they are rejoicing/
they are announcing good news

á¥MKa¦

they exempt/they make exception

J¦OKa¦

answer/reply/answers/replies/he

appeasement/(they try to make up)

á¥IKlKaÅ¦

reconcilliation/they be allowed to
offer appeasement/(they be
allowed to make up) (p)

answers/he replies

A¥I¦OKa¦

they answer/they reply

á¥I¦OKa¦

they answer/they reply

á¥IRKa¦

they love -- more/they like -more/(they prefer)/love -- more/
like -- more/(prefer) (p)

they be allowed to offer

|OlKa¦

hurries/hastens/rushes/urges/
hurry/hasten/rush/urge

á¥{OlKa¦

they hurry/they hasten/they rush/
they urge/hurrying/hastening/
rushing/urging (p)

¨
z¥{OlKa¦
áttlKa¦

they hurry you (s/m)/they hasten

m}Ka¦

hears/listens

you/they rush you/they urge you

á¥l}Ka¦

they hear/they listen/hear/listen (p)

they (f) refrain/they restrict/they be

z¥®IKa¦

they ask you (s/m) to inform them

£¥iIKa¦

conclude it/discover it/(understand

chaste/they be pure

áBM¦pKa¦

they (b) seek help/they ask for help

A¥M¦pKa¦

they seek help/they ask for

it) (p)
help/(they ask for rain)

á¥cpKa¦

they cover themselves/they darken
themselves

ZtpKa¦
A¥ZtpKa¦

they ask for forgiveness

á¥ZtpKa¦

they ask for forgiveness/asking for
forgiveness (p)

£¥ZtpKa¦

they ask him for forgiveness

á¥RKtKa¦

they open/they teach and inform/

he marries her

uyKa¦

refuses/rejects/is arrogant/is
disdainful

á¥®`¢Ka¦ - á¥`¢Ka¦ they mock/they make fun
of/were mocking/were making fun
of/mocking/making fun (p)

á¥`¢Ka¦ - á¥®`¢Ka¦ they mock/they make fun
of/were mocking/were making fun
of/mocking/making fun (p)

C`¢ÒKa
Æ ¦Å

is mocked/is made fun of/is being

¨`¢Ka¦

mocks/makes fun of

á¥s¥Ka¦

they fulfill/they complete

they ask for your (s/m) opinion/

á¥¥Ka¦ - á¥Ka¦ they become equal/they become

mocked/is being made fun of

alike/become equal/become alike
(p)

á¥Ka¦ - á¥¥Ka¦ they become equal/they become

harrasses them/disturbs them/
annoys them/scares to drive them
away

á¥}XwKa¦

B¢RyKa¦

they defeat/they disclose/they
judge/opening/teaching and
informing/defeating/disclosing/
judging (p)
they ask for your decision/they ask
for your clarification/they ask for
your solution

~¡`tKa¦

they rescue it/they save it

he asks for forgiveness/asks for
forgiveness

z¥KtKa¦

¤¥YwKa¦

they advance/they introduce/they
present/they precede/they
undertake

alike/become equal/become alike
(p)

¨¥Ka¦

become equal/become alike

áB¦¥Ka¦

they (b) become equal/they become
alike

XOa¦

prostrates (bowing with the

~¦wKa¦

to be straight/to be direct

ZIyKa¦

becomes arrogant

á¥ZIyKa¦

are being arrogant/be arrogant/they

áAXOa¦

they (b) prostrate

be arrogant (p)

A¥XOa¦

they prostrate

forehead on the ground with
humblenesss and humility)

¨
á¥XOa¦

they prostrate

á¥ÍZa
Ê ¦Å

they keep secret

á¥ZOa¦

they overflow/they burn and

á¥Zia¦

they write/they inscribe/they draft

refuel/they turn reddish

violently attack and assault (p)

áOÆa¦Å

á¥Óia
Æ ¦Ä

he be imprisoned

they strive/they endevour/they tend

á¥IRaÅ¦

á¥la¦

they be dragged on the ground

ZUÆa¦Ä

humilliates/mocks/makes fun
of/redicules/undermines

á¥ZUa¦

to/they hasten/they move quickly/
they walk quickly

§la¦

to/he hastens/he moves quickly/he
walks quickly/it strives/it
endevours/it tends to/it hastens/it
moves quickly/it walks quickly/
striving/endeavouring/tending/
hastening/moving quickly/walking
quickly

they humilliate/they mock/they
make fun of/they redicule/they
undermine

á¥iUa¦

they hate/they become angry/they
become dissatisfied/hating/
becoming angry/becoming
dissatisfied (p)

ZÐa¦Ä

he eased/he made flexible/make
flexible/ease

ZØ a
Æ ¦Ä

goes/departs

AÕZÆa¦Å

ease/flexibility/easily/flexibly

zta¦

sheds

á¥Ówa
Æ ¦Ä

they water/they irrigate/they give
drink

áÆ¥wÒ aÅ¦

uZa¦
A¥sZa¦

they are being given water/they are
being given drink/they be given
drink

á¥kZBa¦ - á¥kZa¦ they quicken/they speed/they
rush/they fasten/quicken/speed/
rush (p)

he strives/he endevours/he tends

§Òwa
Æ ¦Å

be given drink/be irrigated/he be
given drink/being given drink/
being irrigated

spoil/neglect/ignore/mistake/
waste/exceed the limit/extravagate

§Êwa
Æ ¦Ä

they spoil/they neglect/they ignore/

§¦wa¦ - á
Ø ¦wa¦ he gives me drink

they waste/they exceed the limit/
they extravagate

á
Ø ¦wa¦ - §¦wa¦ he gives me drink

gives drink/irrigates

xZa¦

he steals/he robs

áyaÅ¦

he quietens/he stops/he makes still

ávZa¦

they (f) steal/they rob

~¢I{a¦

ravishes them/takes by force from

BZÌa¦Ä

we eased/we made -- flexible

them/robs them violently

£Za¦ - ¤BZa¦ we eased it/we made it flexible

i{a¦

gives control/he makes -overcome

¤BZa¦ - £Za¦ we eased it/we made it flexible
¤ZÌa¦Ä

he eased it/he made it flexible/he
eased him

he empowers/he gives mastery/he

z{a¦

he enters/he follows/he passes/he
threads

¨
£y{a¦

you move/he makes you ride/he
manipulates you

enters him/follows him/passes
him/threads him/he enters him/he
follows him/he passes him/he
threads him

A¥Z¦a¦

they walk/they move/they ride

£p¦a¦

to accept its taste/to swallow it

~Ê{a
Æ ¦Å

submits/surrenders

A¥}Þ{a
Ä ¦Å

they submit/they surrender

Hc¦ - Dc¦

he wills/he wants/he intends

á¥}{a¦

they submit/they surrender

Dc¦ - Hc¦

he wills/he wants/he intends

Bc¦

he wills/he wants/he intends

B}a B¦ - B}a¦ you sky/you space/you cover
around the earth

¨Z}Ba B¦ - ¨Z}a¦ you Samerey/you Elsamerey
(name of a man from the Sameera
or Somra tribes of the Israelites)

mÄ}a
Æ ¦Ä

hear/listen/he hears/he listens

mÊ}a
Æ ¦Å

he makes (to) hear/he makes (to)

á¥»Bc¦ - á¥Bc¦ they will/they want/they intend
x
Ì BcÅ¦

defies/makes animosity with/
revolts/disobeys/splits away

xvBc¦

defies/makes animosity with/
revolts/disobeys/splits away

listen/he makes -- hear/he makes -listen

B¢l}a¦

easily

á¥Bc¦ - á¥»Bc¦ they will/they want/they intend
á¥ZKc¦

they buy/they volunteer
(themselves)

he hears her/he listens (to) it/he
hears her/he listens (to) her

¨ZKc¦

he buys/buys

A¥l}a¦

they hear/they listen

á¥¢Kc¦

they lust/they desire/they crave

á¥Ål}Ä a
Æ ¦

they hear/they listen/hearing/

JZc¦

drinks/drink

listening (p)

á¥IZc¦

drink (p)

TZc¦

he delights/he expands/he pleases/

á¥Ål}Ì a
Ì ¦Ä
~y¥l}a¦

they hear/they listen (e)
they hear you (p)/they listen (to)
you

á}a¦

fatten/(nourish)

~¢}¥Åa¦

he burdens them/he humilliates

he explains

zØZc
Æ ¦Å

partners (with God)

zÄZc
Æ ¦Å

they burden you (p)/they humilliate
you/they impose upon you/they
mark you

Z¦aÄ¦

easy/little/small

AÕZ¦a¦

easy/little/small

~yZÐ¦aÅ¦

he makes you (p) walk/he makes

to be shared with/to be made a
partner with/he be shared with/he
be made a partner with

them/he imposes upon them

~y¥}¥a¦

he shares (with God)/he makes

áyZcÅ¦

they (f) share (with God)/they
make partners (with God)

á¥yZc¦

they share (with God)/they make
partners (with God)

á¥Zc¦

buy/volunteer (themselves) (p)

¨
¨Zc¦

he buys/he volunteers (himself)

~yÅZlÊ c
Æ ¦Å

make you (p) feel/make you
know/makes you feel/makes you
know/makes you sense

á
Ì ZÄ lc¦
á¥Zlc¦

witness

¤X¢c¦

witness it

á¥X¢c¦

they witness/they testify/witness/
testify (p)

make -- feel/make -- know/make --

¨¥c¦

roasts/grills

sense (e)

J
Í e
Ä ¦Å

is being poured

they feel/they know/they sense/

SIeÅ¦

he becomes/he becomes in the

feeling/knowing/sensing/they -feeling/they -- knowing/they -sensing (p)

J¦lc B¦ - L¦lc¦ you Shu'aiba (name of a
messenger from the nation of
Madya or Madyan)

morning/it becomes/it becomes in
the morning

ZIe¦

is patient (s/m/f)

A¥ZIe¦

are patient (p)/they be patient

~yIe¦

strikes you (p)/hits you/marks you

§tc¦ - u
Ê c¦

he cures/he makes recover/he heals

B¢Ie¦

strikes it/hits it/marks it

mtc¦

mediates

á¥IReÅ¦

they be accompanied/they be

á¥ltc¦

they mediate

u
Ê c¦ - §tc¦

he cures/he makes recover/he heals

§¦tc¦ - á
Ø ¦tc¦ he cures me/he makes me
recover/he heals me

befriended/being accompanied/
being befriended (p)

§IRBeB¦ - §IRe B¦ - §IRe¦

you my two

companions/you my two friends

ZÄ XÊ e
Æ ¦Å

proceed/arise/return from the water

recover/he heals me

ZÅ XÅ e
Æ ¦Ä

proceed/arise/return from the water

xÚwc
Ì ¦Å

splits/cracks/cuts open

á¥kXe¦

they uncover/they delcare openly/

§wc¦

becomes miserable/becomes

á
Ø ¦tc¦ - §¦tc¦ he cures me/he makes me

unhappy

ZÓyc
Æ ¦Ä

á¥Zyc¦

XÄ¢c
Æ ¦Ä

he thanks/he becomes grateful/

get headache/get split/get separated
(p)

á¥sXe¦

they discourage/they dissuade

thanks/is grateful/he thanks/he is
grateful

§vXe¦

he confirms me/he believes me

they thank/they be grateful/they are

A¥vÌXeÄ¦

they give charity/(they forgive)

grateful/thanking/being grateful
thank/be grateful (p)

á¥vXeÅ¦

they believe/they confirm/believe/

he witnesses/he testifies/witnesses/

~yXe¦

confirm (p)

testifies

XØ¢c
Æ ¦Å

they turn away from/they avoid/

he calls a witness/he makes -- a

be prevents you (p)/he obstrtucts
you/prevent you/obstruct you

zXe¦

objects you/prevents you/obstructs

¨
you (e)

~yXe¦

object you/prevent you/obstruct
you (e)

á¥Xe¦

crosses/they have their body limbs
pulled apart to hang from

S{eÅ¦

he corrects/he repairs/he
reconcilliates/correct/repair/
reconcilliate

they object/they prevent/they
obstruct/objecting/preventing/
obstructing/object/prevent/obstruct
(p)

S{BeB¦ - S{Be¦ - S{e¦ you Saleh (name of the

ZÍ e
Ê ¦Å

he persists/he insists

BR{e¦

uÄZeÅ¦

is sent away/is diverted/is returned/
is misguided/is spent/is pushed

£sZe¦

á¥R{e¦

A¥Ze¦

they persist/they insist

á¥Ze¦

they persist/they insist/
persisting/insisting (p)

á¥UZie¦

they cry out/they scream for help

§tie¦

he chooses/he purifies

XÆ lÄ e
Æ ¦

ascends/rises/climbs

XÌle
Ì ¦Ä

ascends with hardship/rises with

B¡½Æe¦ - B¢{e¦ he roasts (in) it/he suffers (in)
it/he burns (in) it/it roasts (in) it/it
suffers (in) it/it burns (in) it

A¥Û{e
Ä ¦Å

they pray

A¥{Êe¦Ä

they reach

á¥Û{e
Ä ¦Å

they pray/bless and compliment (p)

á¥{Êe¦Ä

reach/connect/enjoin/are kind/are
giving (p)

B¢Æ¥{Òe
Æ ¦Ä
§Þ{e
Ä ¦Å

á¥teÄ¦

they describe/they categorize

|Å e
Ê ¦Ä

reaches/reach

§Ò{e
Æ ¦Ä

they be crucified/they be placed on

it roasts/it suffers/it burns/he
roasts/ he suffers/he burns/roasts/
suffers/burns

me¦

he makes/he does/he performs/he
produces/he manufactures

á¥le¦

they make/they do/they perform/
they produce/they manufacture/
making/doing/performing/
producing/manufacturing (p)

B¢{e¦ - B¡½Æe¦Ä he roasts (in) it/he suffers (in)
it/he burns (in) it/it roasts (in) it/it
suffers (in) it/it burns (in) it

he is praying/he prays/he blesses
and compliments

they faint from thundrous noise/
they die/they get thunderstruck

A¥IÚ{e
Ä ¦Å

they roast (from) it/they
suffer (from) it/they burn (from) it

hardship/climbs with hardship

á¥wleÅ¦

they correct/they repair/they
reconcilliate

they be sent away/they be diverted/
they be returned/they be
misguided/they be spent/they be
pushed

they (b) correct/they repair/they
reconcilliate

he sends it away/he diverts it/he
returns it/it misguides it/he spends
it/he pushes it

á¥sÄZe
Æ ¦Å

messenger of Thamud)

Z¢eÅ¦

is being melted/is being annointed/
is being smeared/is being greased

¨
~yZ¥e¦

he pictures you (p)/he shapes

á¥kZg¦

you/he forms you

J¦eÅ¦

they become humble and
humilliate themselves

he strikes/he hits/he marks/it

BZg¦

he harms us

strikes/it hits/it marks

he harms you (s/m)

~yI¦eÅ¦

zZg¦

strikes you (p)/hits you/marks you

he harms you (p)/harms you

BI¦e¦

~yZg¦

strikes us/hits us/marks us

he harms them/harms them

~¢I¦e¦

~¡Zg¦

strikes them/hits them/marks them

they harm

ZBg¦

A¥Zg¦

be harmed

z¥Zg¦

they harm you (s/m)

~y¥Zg¦

they harm you (p)

á¥Zg¦

they harm/harm (p)

z¥Zg¦

they harm you (s/m)

¤Zg¦

he harms it/he harms him/harm

ulg¦ - uÊkBg¦ he doubles/he multiplies
ulg¦ - uÄkBg¦ be doubled/be multiplied
£tlg¦ - £tkBg¦ he doubles it/he multiplies it
B¢tlg¦ - B¢tkBg¦ he doubles it/he multiplies it
á¥®¡Bg¦

they equal/they resemble/they liken

á¥yRg¦

they laugh/they wonder/

mg¦

laughing/wondering/are
laughing/are wondering (p)

uÊkBg¦ - ulg¦ he doubles/he multiplies

ZÅg¦Ä

he harms/harm

JZg¦

he gives (refer to J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )

áIZg¦

they (f)/beat/they strike/they move/
they knock/they impose
(refer to J
Ä ZÄ g
Ä )

á¥IZg¦

they strike/they beat/they knock/
they sting/they blow/they ring/they
move/they travel/they migrate/they
mix/they multiply/they strengthen/
they erect/they reside/they beat/
they strike/they move/striking/
beating/knocking/stinging/
blowing/ringing/moving/travelling/
migrating/mixing/multiplying/
strengthening/erecting/residing/
beating/striking/moving

Ä ZÄ g
Ä ) (p)
(refer to J

him
he puts/he lays/he raises

uÄkBg¦ - ulg¦ be doubled/be multiplied
£tkBg¦ - £tlg¦ he doubles it/he multiplies it
B¢tkBg¦ - B¢tlg¦ he doubles it/he multiplies it
álg¦

they (f) give birth/they put/they lay/
they raise/they drop/they throw out

|Êg¦Ä

he misguides/misguides/get
misguided/become misguided/is
misguided

|Êg¦Å

he misguides/misguides

|Í g
Ä ¦Å

get misguided/become misguided

|{g¦

he misguides/misguides

£{{g¦

he misguides him

£{g¦

he misguides him/misguides him

~¢{g¦

he misguides them/misguide them

A¥{g¦

they misguide

¨
z¥{g¦

they misguide you (s/m)

á¥{g¦

misguide (p)/they misguide

~y¥{g¦

they misguide you (p)

~¢¥{g¦

they misguide them

§g¦

to lighten/shines/to illuminate

m¦g¦

he looses/he wastes/he destroys/
loose/waste/destroy

B}¡¥t¦g¦

m}i¦

x¦g¦

narrows/tightens

á¥®Òi¦Ä

they step on/they set foot on

nBi¦

be obeyed

uBi¦

circled around/walked around/
being circled around/being walked
around
he stamps/he covers/he closes/he
seals

he wishes/he desires/he hopes/he
covets

á¥l}i¦

they covet/they wish/they desire/
they hope/coveting/wishing/
desiring/hoping (p)

ZÐ¢iÒ ¦Å

to purify mentally and physically/
to clean mentally and physically/to
wash mentally and physically

have them (b) as guests/aid them
(b)/help them (b)

mIi¦

polluted them/doubted them/made
them bleed

~yZÐ¢iÒ ¦Å

he purifies you (p) mentally and
physically/he cleans you mentally
and physically/he washes you
mentally and physically

áZÅ¢iÔ ¦Ä

they (f) be purified/they be
cleaned/they be washed

u¥i¦

circles/walks around/circled/
walked around/circle/walk around

á¥s¥i¦

they circle/they walk around/circle/
walk around (p)

mi¦

obeys

~ÊliÔ ¦Å

he feeds

~ÄliÅ¦

he is fed

§}li¦

feeds me

m¦i¦

obey/follow/consent

£}ÄliÔ ¦Ä

he eats it/he tastes it

~yl¦i¦

obeys you (p)

B¢}li¦

eats it/tastes it

á¥l¦i¦

they obey

á
Ä ¥}ÊliÔ ¦Å

they feed

£¥w¦i¦

they endure it/they tolerate it/they

Z¦i¦

flies

A¥ZÌ¦iÚ ¦Ä

they get a bad omen/
(they have a bad omen)

§¥}li¦ - á
Ø ¥}li¦ they feed me
á
Ø ¥}li¦ - §¥}li¦ they feed me
§pi¦

he tyrannizes/he exceeds the limit

A¥®ti¦

they extinguish/they put out

£I{i¦

he seeks it/he wants it

á¢M}i¦

touched them/corrupted them/

bear it

A¥Z¡Bj¦

they cooperate/they support/they
help/cooperate/support/help (p)

á¥Z¢j¦ - á¥Z¡Bj¦ declare their wives as
forbidden for them as their mothers
are (forbidden form of pre-Islamic
divorce) (p)

¨
~{j¦

he causes injustice to/he oppresses/

¨XBIk B¦ - XBIl¦ - ¨XBIl¦ - XIl¦ you my

cause injustice/oppress (p)

á¥}Ê{jÄ¦

they cause injustice/they cause
oppression/causing injustice/
causing oppression

á¥}Ò{jÅ¦

they are being caused injustice
to/they are being oppressed

áj¦

thinks/assumes/supposes/doubts/

Z¢Ôj¦Å

they worship (p)

á¥XÅIlÆ ¦Ä

they worship (p)/worshipping (p)

á¥XÄIlÅ¦

they are worshipped/they are being
worshipped
they worship me

B¡¥XIl¦

they worship it

they think/they assume/they

DIl¦ - A»Il¦

care/(no significance)/bother

suppose/they doubt/they suspect/
thinking/supposing/doubting/
suspecting/think/assume/suppose/
doubt/suspect (p)

á¥XKl¦

they transgress/they violate/they

makes -- aparent/makes -- visible/
(spread/inform)/he make -apparent/he make -- visible/(he
know)/he reveal

A¥Z¢j¦

A¥XIl¦

§¥XIl¦

suspects/thinking/assuming/
supposing/doubting/suspecting

á¥j¦

worshippers/you my slaves/you my
servants

break/transgressing/violating/
breaking (p)

á¥ZYKl¦

(themselves)/they find excuses

~y¥{`Kl¦

they conquer/they overcome/they
they mount/they ascend

á¥Z¡Bj¦ - á¥Z¢j¦ declare their wives as
forbidden for them as their mothers
are (forbidden form of pre-Islamic
divorce) (p)

¤¥Z¢j¦

A»Il¦ - DIl¦

~eKl¦

he holds fast/he takes protection/he
takes shelter

JOl¦

it pleases/it marvells

they mount it/they ascend it/they

zIOl¦

pleases you (s/m)/marvells you

overcome it/they defeat it/they
conquer it

á¥`Ol¦

they disable/they frustrate

care/(no significance)/bother

|OlÅ¦

he hurries/he hastens/he rushes

Xl¦

he promises

~yXl¦

he promises you (p)/-- promise you

á¥{XÆl¦Ä

they make equal/they are being

¨XBIk B¦ - XBIl¦ - XIl¦ - ¨XBIl¦ you my
worshippers/you my slaves/you my
servants

XIÆl¦Ä

they separate themselves from you
(p)/they isolate themselves from
you/they set themselves aside from
you/they remove themselves from
you/they dismiss themselves from
you/they withdraw themselves
from you

defeat/they see and know of

á¥Z¢j¦

they apologize/they excuse

he worships/worship/worshipping
(p)

just/they are being equitable/
making equals/they are making

¨
shown

equals (p)

~¡Xl¦

he promises them/promise them

uZl¦

be known

á¥XÆl¦Ä

they transgress/they violate/they

ásZl¦

they (f) be known

break

they know

JYl¦

A¥sZl¦

he tortures/is tortured/tortures

they know

~yIYl¦

á¥sZl¦

he tortures you (p)

they know him/they know it

BIYl¦

£¥sZl¦

he tortures us

they know it

£IYl¦

B¢¥sZl¦

he tortures him

they know them

~¢IYl¦

~¢¥sZl¦

he tortures them

they know them

QZl¦

~¡¥sZl¦

ascends/climbs/limps/hobbles/

J
Å `Å l¦

far, hidden and distant/is far,

zigzags/bends/leans to one side/
inclines/curves

á¥OZl¦

they ascend/they climb/they limp/
they hobble/they zigzag/they bend/
they lean to one side/they incline/
they curve/ascending/climbing/
limping/hobbling/zigzagging/
bending/leaning to one side/
inclining/curving (p)

á¥cZl¦

hØZlÆ ¦Ä
hÄZlÆ ¦Å

ignores/blinds/weakness --'s vision

§el¦ - f
Ø l¦ disobeys
they press/they squeeze

z}el¦

protects you (s/m)/shelters you

~y}el¦

protects you (p)/shelters you

they build trellises or wooden

§}el¦

protects me/shelters me

buildings/they raise and support/
they reside/they inhabit/they cling/
they hold onto (p)/building trellises
or wooden buildings/raising and
supporting/residing/inhabiting/
clinging/holding onto (p)

á¥el¦

they disobey

f
Ø l¦ - §el¦

disobeys

z¦el¦

they disobey you (s/m)

hl¦

bites

he objects/he opposes/he turns

A¥iÆl¦Ä

they give/they hand over

away/objects/opposes/turns away

A¥iÆl¦Å

they be given/they be handed/they

being displayed/being

they object/they oppose/they turn
away (p)

á¥gÄZl¦

d
Å lÆ ¦Ä
á¥Zel¦

exhibited/being shown/be
displayed/be exhibited/be shown

A¥gZl¦

hidden and distant/be far, hidden
and distant

they are being displayed/they are
being exhibited/they are being

be granted

z¦il¦

give you (s/m)/hand you/grant you

~yjl¦

he preaches to you (p)/he advises
you/he warns you

~jl¦

magnify/make great/magnifies/
makes great/he magnifies/he makes

¨
£jl¦

great

£Ä}{ÒlÆ ¦Ä

he knows it/know it

he preaches to him/he advises

B¢}{l¦

he know it/he knows her/know

him/he warns him

~¢jl¦

he preaches to them/he advises
them/he warns them

it/knows her

~¢}Þ{lÄ ¦Å

he teaches them/he
instructs them/he informs them

¥tl¦ - ul¦

he forgives/he pardons

ul¦ - ¥tl¦

he forgives/he pardons

A¥tl¦

they forgive/they pardon/forgives/

A¥}{l¦

they know/know (p)

pardons/he forgives/he pardons

á¥}Þ{lÄ ¦Å

they teach/they instruct/

á¥tl¦

they (f) forgive/they pardon

Jwl¦

he follow/he succeed/he track

B¢{wl¦

he reasons it/he understands it/he
comprehends it/it reasons it/it
understands it/it comprehends it

á¥{wl¦

J¥wl¦

he knows them/knows
them

they inform

á¥}Ò{lÆ ¦Ä

they know/knowing/they -knowing (p)

á¥{l¦

they declare/they publicize/they
announce

they reason/they understand/they

ZÅ}lÆ ¦Ä

inhabits/builds/tends to/visits

comprehend/reasoning/
understanding/comprehending/
reason/understand/comprehend (p)

ZÐ}lÄ ¦Å

be granted long life

A¥Z}l¦

they inhabit/they build/they tend
to/they visit

Jacob (name of a prophet and son
of Prophet Isaac and grandson of
Prophet Abraham 19:49, he could
be Israel)

á¥tyl¦

~¢Ä}{ÒlÆ ¦Ä

occupying themselves/adhering to

|}l¦

makes/does/works

á¥{}l¦

they make/they do/they work/
making/doing/working (p)

á¥¢}l¦

(p)

being confused/being puzzled/
being hesitant (p)

~{l¦

he knows/know/knows

A¥X¥l¦

they return

áB}Þ{lÄ ¦Å

they (b) teach/they instruct/they

á¥X¥l¦

they return

á¥Y¥l¦

they seek protection

x¥l¦

Ya'ooka (the name given to a

inform

z}{l¦

he teaches you (s/m)/he instructs
you/he informs you

~y}{l¦

he teaches you (p)/he instructs
you/he informs you

£}Þ{lÄ ¦Å

he teaches it/he instructs it/he
informs it/he teaches him/he
instructs him/he informs him

statue idolized)

§¦l¦ - §l¦

he fail/he be incapable/he wear
out/he fatigue

X¦lÅ¦

returns/repeats/he returns/he
repeats/return/repeat

¨
~yX¦l¦

he returns you (p)/he repeats you

BX¦l¦

he returns us/he repeats us

¤X¦l¦

he returns him/he repeats him/he
returns it/he repeats it

~y¥X¦lÅ¦

¤Bcp¦ - £cp¦

unconscious/afflict him/come upon
him/cover it/darken it/make it
unconscious/afflict it/come upon it

B¡Bcp¦ - B¢cp¦ covers it/darkens it/makes it

they return you (p)

unconscious/afflicts it/comes upon
it/it covers it/it darkens it/it makes
it unconscious/it afflicts it/it comes
upon it

§a¦k B¦ - §a¦l¦ you Jesus (a prophet for the
Israelites who came with the Bible
or the New Testament, the son of
Mary, and grandson of Amran)
(Greek origin)

§l¦ - §¦l¦

~¡Bcp¦ - ~¢cp¦ covers them/darkens them/makes
them unconscious/afflicts them/
comes upon them

he fail/he be incapable/he wear
out/he fatigue

NBp¦

be rained upon

A¥MBp¦

they be helped/they be aided/be

§cp¦

he leave out/leave out

JKp¦

speak badly of one in his absence/

he covers/he darkens/he makes
unconscious/he afflicts/he comes
upon/it covers/it darkens/it makes
unconscious/it afflicts/it comes
upon/covers/darkens/becomes
unconscious/afflicts/comes upon

answered/be rained upon (p)

ZXBp¦

cover him/darken him/make him

~y¦ÐcpÒ ¦Å

covers you (p)/darkens you/makes
you unconscious/afflicts you/
comes upon you

backbite

zZZp¦

deceives you (s/m)/tempts you (e)

zZp¦

deceive you (s/m)/tempt you (e)

~yZp¦

deceives you (p)/tempts you/

A¥gp¦

lower/diminish/humble (p)

deceive you/tempt you (e)

á¥gp¦

lower/diminish/humble (p)

ZtÔp¦Ä

he forgives/he pardons/forgive

ZtÔp¦Å

be forgiven/is forgiven/will be

£cp¦ - ¤Bcp¦

cover him/darken him/make him
unconscious/afflict him/come upon
him/cover it/darken it/make it
unconscious/afflict it/come upon it

B¢cp¦ - B¡Bcp¦ covers it/darkens it/makes it
unconscious/afflicts it/comes upon
it/it covers it/it darkens it/it makes
it unconscious/it afflicts it/it comes
upon it

~¢cp¦ - ~¡Bcp¦ covers them/darkens them/makes
them unconscious/afflicts them/
comes upon them

ággp¦

they (f) lower/they diminish/they
humble

forgiven

A¥ZtpÄ¦

they forgive/forgive (p)

á¥Ztp¦

they forgive

|p¦

to cheat/to defraud/to deceive

J{p¦

he defeats/he conquers/he
overcomes

A¥I{p¦

they will defeat/they will conquer/

¨
they will overcome

á¥I{pÅ¦

ZKtÅ¦

they be defeated/they be
conquered/they be overcome

|{p¦

cheats/defrauds/deceives

§{p¦

boils

áp¦

enriches/suffices

~¢p¦

enriches them

A¥Óp¦Å

they enrich/they avail/enrich/avail

to be weakened/to be subsided/to
be luke warm

á¥ZÓKt¦

they weaken/they subside/they
abate

á¥ZÒKtÄ¦

they are fabricating/they are cutting
and splitting/they were
fabricating/they were cutting and
splitting/they fabricate/they cut and
split/fabricate/cut and split (p)

(p)

¨ZKtÅ¦

to be fabricated/to be cut and split

AÆ¥Ò pÔ ¦Ä

they inhabit

¨ZÒKtÔ ¦Ä

he fabricates/he cuts and splits/

§p¦

enrich/suffice (prepare)/he
enriches/he suffices/it enriches/it
suffices/he enrich/he suffice/it
enrich/it suffice

B¦p¦

fabricate/cut and split

£¦ZKt¦

split it (e)

~yKt¦

they (b) enrich/they avail/they
enriches you (p)/suffices you

£¦p¦

enriches him/suffices him/
(preoccupies him)

~¢¦p¦

he enriches them/he suffices them

N¥p¦

Yaghootha (the name given to an

~yKt¦

dive (p)

~y¦¥p¦

he misguides you (p)/he fails you/

~¢Kt¦

he entices you/he lures you/he
seduces you

Z¦p¦

changes/change

A¥Z¦p¦

they change

j¦p¦

angers/enrages

SKt¦

he opens/he teaches and informs/he
defeats/he discloses/he judges

¨XKt¦

he ransomes/he compensates

he tests you (p)/he charms you/he
misguides you/he seduces you/he
scandalizes you/he infatuates you/
he allures you/he misleads you/he
betrays you/he tells false tales
(about) you/he tortures you (e)

idolized statue)

á¥e¥p¦

they test you (p)/they charm you/
they misguide you/they seduce
you/they scandalize you/they
infatuate you/they allure you/they
mislead you/they betray you/they
torture you

suffice/(they replace)

~y¦p¦

they (f) fabricate it/they cut and

he tests them/he charms them/he
misguides them/he seduces them/
he scandalizes them/he infatuates
them/he allures them/he misleads
them/he betrays them/he tells false
tales (about) them/he tortures them

á¥ÒKtÅ¦

they are being tested/they are being
charmed/they are being misguided/
they are being seduced/they are
being scandalized/they are being
infatuated/they are being allured/

¨
they are being misled/they are
being betrayed/they are being told
false tales/they are being tortured

z¥Kt¦

B¢¥ZOt¦

á¥Xat¦

á¥wat¦

they cause it to flow/they overflow
escapes/flees/runs away

TZt¦

becomes happy/rejoices/delights/
become happy/rejoice/delight

A¥RZt¦
á¥RZt¦

they debauch/they dissolute/they
disobey God's orders i.e.) corrupt,
seduce, lead away from virtue/
debauching/dissoluting/disobeying
God's orders i.e.) corrupting,
seducing, leading away from virtue
(p)

it/they burst it

Zt¦

they corrupt/they disorder/they
disrepair/they decompose/they
invalidate/they deprive/they rot/
they void/they break down/
corrupting/disordering/
disrepairing/decomposing/
invalidating/depriving/rotting/
voiding/breaking down (p)

he decrees for you (p)/he decides
for you/he clarifies for you/he
solves for you

he corrupts/he disorders/he
disrepairs/he decomposes/he
invalidates/he deprives/he rots/he
voids/he breaks down/drought

they test you (s/m)/they charm
you/they misguide you/they seduce
you/they scandalize you/they
infatuate you/they allure you/they
mislead you/they betray you/they
tell false tales (about) you/they
torture you

~y¦Kt¦

Xat¦

they become happy/they rejoice/

|Æ e
Ê tÔ ¦Ä

he separates/he judges/he decides

they delight

|ÐetÒ ¦Å

he details/he explains/he clarifies

they become happy/they rejoice/

|ÄltÔ ¦Ä

he makes/he does/does/make/do

|ÄltÔ ¦Å

is being made/is being done/will be

they delight

iZt¦

he hastens/he abuses

á¥iZt¦

they neglect/they abuse/they waste/

made/will be done
they hasten/they exceed the limit

á¥kZs B¦ - á¥kZt¦ you Pharaoh (title for ancient
Egyptian kings which translates to
"Great House")/tyrant/aggressor

xÄZtÔ ¦Å

is separated

A¥vÐZtÒ ¦Å

they separate/they distinguish/they
differentiate

á¥vÄZtÔ ¦Ä

they are afraid/they are separating

á¥vÐZtÒ ¦Å

they separate

Sat¦

he widens/he makes space

£{lt¦

makes it/does it

A¥{lt¦

they make/they do

á¥{lt¦

they make/they do/making/doing
(p)

A¥¢wt¦

they understand/they know/they
learn

á¥¢wt¦

understand/know/learn/
understanding/knowing/learning/
they understand/they know/they
learn (p)

¤¥¢wt¦

they understand it/they know it/

¨
S{tÅ¦

they learn it

|KBw¦ - |Kw¦

fights/kills

he makes -- succeed/he makes --

áÔ{KÓ wÔ ¦Ä

they (f) kill

A¥{ÒKwÔ ¦Å

they be killed

win

S{Ôt¦Ä

succeed/win

á¥R{t¦

they succeed/they win

|Kw¦ - |KBw¦

fights/kills

A¥{Kw¦ - A¥{KBw¦ they fight/they kill
~y¥{Kw¦ - ~y¥{KBw¦ they fight you (p)/they kill
you/fight you/kill you

á¥{Kw¦ - á¥{KBw¦ they fight/they kill/fight/kill/
fighting/killing (p)

~y¥{Kw¦ - ~y¥{KBw¦ they fight you (p)/they kill

A¥{KBw¦ - A¥{Kw¦ they fight/they kill
z¥{Kw¦

they kill you (s/m)/kill you

~y¥{KBw¦ - ~y¥{Kw¦ they fight you (p)/they kill
you/fight you/kill you

á¥{KwÄ¦

they kill

á¥{ÒKwÔ ¦Å

they are being killed

á¥{KBw¦ - á¥{Kw¦ they fight/they kill/fight/kill/
fighting/killing (p)

you

§¥{Kw¦ - á¥{Kw¦ they kill me

|BwÅ¦

is said/will be said

~y¥{KBw¦ - ~y¥{Kw¦ they fight you (p)/they kill

hIw¦

grasps/holds/folds/tightens/gathers/

áÆgIØ wÔ ¦Ä

á¥gIwÄ¦

you

shrinks/eliminates

§¥{Kw¦

they (f) hold/they grasp/they

á¥{Kw¦ - §¥{Kw¦ they kill me

gather/they stretch/they shrink/they
speed

ZÊXwÔ ¦Ä

|IÔw¦Å

be accepted/be received

|ØIwÔ ¦Ä

he accepts/he receives

á½KKw¦

(b) fighting eachother/(b) killing
eachother

uZKw¦

commits/perpetrates/does

á¥sZKw¦

they commit/they perpetrate/they

he is capable/he is able/he is
overpowering/he is powerful/is
capable/is able/is overpowering/is
powerful

they grasp/they tighten/they hold/
they fold firmly/they fold/they
shrink

they kill me/kill me (p)

ZÐXwÒ ¦Å

he tightens/he strains/he
predestines/he evaluates/he
estimates

á¥ZXw¦

they be capable/they be able/they
be overpowering/they be powerful

~XÔw¦Ä

he precedes/he goes before/he goes
ahead

do

A¥ZKw¦

tighten/restrict and economize (p)

|KwÅ¦

is killed/is being killed

|ÓKwÔ ¦Ä

he kills

uYw¦

throws/hurls

á¥sYwÄ¦

they throw/they hurl

á¥sÒYwÔ ¦Å

they be thrown/they be hurled

á¥CZw¦ - á»Zw¦ - á¥¥Zw¦ they read/read (p)

¨
á»Zw¦ - á¥¥Zw¦ - á¥CZw¦ they read/read (p)
A¥IZw¦

they near/they approach

á¥CZw¦ - á¥¥Zw¦ - á»Zw¦ they read/read (p)
hZw¦

lends/advances

~awÅ¦

they swear/they make oath/he

squashes and cucumbers

|Ów¦Ä

says

J{w¦

he turns/he turns around/he turns
over

~y{{w¦

he lessens you (p) to them/he
reduces you to them

swears/he makes oath

be sure/be certain

á¥}aw¦

áw¦

apportioning/dividing/making fate

obeys humbly/holds the prayer/

fw¦

Lw¦

he narrarates/he relays/he informs/

prolongs the prayer/worships
humbly

narrarates/relays/inform

á¥Zew¦
á¥ew¦

they lag behind/they fall behind/

iw¦

he despairs/despairs

they fall short/they neglect

á¥iw¦

they despair

they narrarate/they relay/they

|¥w¦

he says/say/says

¼¥w¦

they (b) say

A¥{¥w¦

they say

á¥{¥w¦

they say/say/they are saying/saying

inform

hw¦

he passes judgment/he orders/he
executes/he carries out/he
accomplishes/he destroys/he
ends/pass judgment/order/
execute/carry out/accomplish/
destroy/end

á¥gw¦

(p)

~¥w¦

he starts/he calls to prayer/he gets
up/he takes care of/stand/keep up/
stay in/start/call to prayer/get
up/take care of

they pass judgment/they order/they
execute/they carry out/they
accomplish/they destroy/they end

§
Ä gÔw¦Å

be carried out/be executed/be
accomplished/be destroyed

§
Ø gw¦

he passes judgment/he orders/he
executes/he carries out/he
accomplishes/he destroys/he ends

miw¦

cuts off/cuts to pieces/separates/
severs

á¥liw¦

they cut off/they cut to pieces/they
separate/they sever/they cross/
(they pass)/cut off/cut to pieces/
separate/sever/cross (passing) (p)

á¦iw¦

a plant without a stem i.e.)

he stands/he keeps up/he stays in/

§}¥v B¦ - ~Ø ¥w¦ you (my) nation
áB}¥w¦

they (b) stand/they keep up/they
stay in/they start/they call to
prayer/they get up/they take care of

B}¥v B¦ - B}¥w¦ you our nation
á¥}¥w¦

they are standing/they are keeping
up/they are appearing/they are
staying in/they are starting/they are
calling to prayer/they are getting
up/they stand/they keep up/they
appear/they stay in/they start/they
call to prayer/they get up

¨
B}¦w¦
A¥}¦w¦

they (b) keep up/they start/they

£¥}Ky¦

they hide it/they conceal it

take care of/they call for

Xy¦

is about to/is almost

they stand/they keep up/they start/

JÞYyÒ ¦Å

he lies/he denies/he falsifies/lies/

they call for/they take care of

á¥}¦w¦

they stand/they keep up/they start/
they call for/they take care of/
stand/keep up/start/call for/take
care of (p)

á¦w¦

sure/certain

BÕ¦w¦

surely/certainly

z¦

was/were/is/be/been

XBy¦

is about to/is almost/are about

denies/falsifies/lie/deny/falsify

zIYy¦

makes you falsify

zIYy¦ B}s - zIYy¦ so what makes you (s/m) lie/so
what makes you deny/so what
makes you falsify

z¥IYy¦

they are about to/they are almost

á¥IYBy¦

they are lying/they are denying/
they are falsifying (e)

~¢KIy¦

á¥IYy¦

ZÅIyÔ ¦Ä
A¥ZÄIyÔ ¦Ä

§¥IYy¦ -Øá¥IYy¦ they lie (about) me/they deny
me/they falsify me

z¥IYy¦

they lie (about) you (s/m)/they
deny you/they falsify you

á
Ø ¥IYy¦ - §¥IYy¦ they lie (about) me/they deny
me/they falsify me

becomes big/becomes a burden/
becomes old/enlarges

they lie/they deny/they falsify/
lying/denying/falsifying (p)

he humilliates them/he destroys
them/he returns them with rage

they lie (about) you (s/m)/they
deny you/they falsify you

to/are almost

á¥XBy¦

makes you lie/makes you deny/

á
Ì ¢Å ¡Æ ZØ yÔ ¦Å

compells them (f)/
forces them

they become big/they become a
burden/they become old

á¥¡ZÔy¦Ä

they hate

JKy¦

writes/to write

Jay¦

he earns/he wins/he gains/he

á¥IKy¦

they write/they dictate/they order/
write/dictate/order/writing/
dictating/ordering (p)

~Ky¦

he hides/he conceals

á}Ky¦

they (f) hide/they conceal

B¢}Ky¦

he hides it/he conceals it/hides

gathers/he acquires/he carries

£Iay¦

gathers is/he acquires it/he carries
it

á¥Iay¦

they hide/they conceal/they -hiding/they -- concealing/hide/
conceal (p)

they earn/they win/they gain/they
gather/they acquire/they carry/
earn/win/gain/gather/acquire/carry/
earning/winning/gaining/gathering/
acquiring/carrying (p)

it/conceals it

á¥}Ky¦

he earns it/he wins it/he gains it/he

uÊcyÔ ¦Ä

he removes/he uncovers/(he
relieves)

¨
uÄcyÔ ¦Å

them/he talks to them/it converses
to them/it speaks to them/it talks to
them

being removed/being uncovered/
(being relieved)

u
Ê yÔ ¦Ä

enough/sufficient

guards you (p)/protects you

u
Ì yÓ ¦Ä

~y»Ò{yÔ ¦Ä

he prevents/he stops

was/were/is/be/been/be (f)

ZtÔy¦Ä

á
Ì y¦

disbelieve/disbelieves

they treasure/they accumulate/they

ZÒtyÔ ¦Å

á¥`y¦

being disbelieved

ZÞtyÒ ¦Å

he covers/he substitutes

A¥ZtyÄ¦

they disbelieve

á¥Zty¦

they disbelieve/they are
disbelieving/disbelieving (p)

¤¥ZtyÄ¦

they be denied it/they be
substituted it/(they loose it)

|ty¦

sponsors/supports/maintains

£{ty¦

sponsors him/supports him/
maintains him

£¥{ty¦

they sponsor him/they support

hoard/they bury treasure/treasure/
accumulate/hoard/bury treasure (p)

ZÐ¥yÒ ¦Å

makes -- enter

á¥y¦
B¥y¦

are (b)/they (b) are

A¥¥y¦

they be/to be/were/are/will
be/being (p)

á¥¥y¦

they will be/they will become

á¥X¦y¦

they plot/they conspire/they
deceive/they cheat/they fight/they
embattle/they wish harm for
others/they manipulate

enough for them/sufficient for
them

be/will be/is/to be/becomes/
become

him/they maintain him

~¢ty¦

he rotates/he rounds/he rolls/he

A¥w{¦ - A¥v½¦

they receive/they meet/they

A¥ÛtyÓ ¦Ä

they prevent/they stop

á¥ÛtyÓ ¦Ä

they prevent/they stop

A¥MI{¦

stay/remain/wait (p)

~y¦ty¦

enough for you (p)/sufficient for

á¥MI{¦

they stay/they remain/they wait

you

~yÄaIØ {Ô ¦Ä

he mixes you (p)/he covers you/he

uÞ{yÒ ¦Å

order with hardship/burden/impose

~{y¦

he converse/he speaks/he talks

B}{y¦

he converses to us/he speaks to

£}{y¦

dresses you/he confuses you

A¥aI{¦

they confuse/they mix/they cover/
they dress/confuse/mix/cover/dress
(p)

us/he talks to us/converses to
us/speaks to us/talks to us

á¥aI{¦

they dress/they wear/they cover

he converses to him/he speaks to

LtK{¦

turn -- away/turn --'s face/turn --

him/he talks to him/converse to
him/speak to him/talk to him

~¢}{y¦

find

he converses to them/he speaks to

around/faces/turns around

£iwK{¦

unintentionally finds and picks him

¨
up

áB¦wK{¦

B¢w{¦ - B¡BÚw{Ò¦Å

they (b) receive/they meet/they

he receives it/he meets
it/he finds it/receives it/meets
it/finds it

find

~yÔK{Ê¦Ä

he reduce you (p)/he deminish you

¤Bw{Ä¦ - £w{¦

he meets it/he finds it

P{¦

enters/penetrates

B¡BÚw{Ò¦Å - B¢w{¦

he receives it/he meets

á¥XR{¦

deviate, insult and defame God/

it/he finds it/receives it/meets
it/finds it

apostatise/argue/doubt in God/
allow the forbidden (p)

A¥w{¦

they throw/they throw away

A¥wR{¦

catch up/join/follow (p)

A¥v½¦ - A¥w{¦

they recieve/they meet/they

X{¦

give birth/procreate/bring into
being

A¥X{¦

á¥Il{¦

they play/they amuse/they enjoy/
they joke/they mock/playing/
amusing/enjoying/joking/mocking
(p)

áÄl{Ô ¦Ä

he curses/he humilliates/he expells/
curses/humilliates/expells

~¢l{¦

curses them/humilliates them/
expells them/curse them/humilliate
them/expell them

jt{¦

emits/vocalizes/utters

§Êw{Ä¦ - x{¦

he meets/he finds/he throws/

attentively

£¥wÔ{¦Ä

they meet it/they find it/they meet
him/they find him

x{¦ - §Òw{Ä¦

he meets/he finds/he throws/
he throws away

x{¦ - §wÒ{¦Å

be thrown/be thrown away/is
being thrown

z`}{¦

backbite you (s/m)/defame
you/blame you/find fault in you

á¥`}{¦

backbite/defame/blame/find fault
(p)

N¢{¦

it pants/it gasps for breath with its
tongue hanging out

~¢¢{¦
i¥{ B¦ - i¥{¦

distracts them/preoccupies them/
you Lot (a messenger of God
and nephew of Prophet Abraham,
Lot's nation were guilty of
committing homosexuality in
Sodom)

be thrown/be thrown away/is
being thrown

£w{¦ - ¤Bw{Ä¦

they throw away/they listen

makes them forget/diverts them
he throws away

§Òw{Å¦ - x{¦

á¥Ów{Å¦

they play/they amuse/they enjoy/
they joke/they mock/play/amuse/
joke/mock (p)

they will receive/they
will meet/they will find

he plays/he amuses/he enjoys/he
jokes/he mocks

A¥Il{¦

áÆ¥wÚ {Ò¦Å

they give birth/they procreate/they
bring into being

Jl{¦

find

he meets it/he finds it

á¥¥{¦ - á¥{¦

they twist/they turn/they

¨
bend/they curve/they do not wait or
stop/they make matters difficult/
they distort

~y¥{¦

oh if only

BK¦{ B¦ - BK¦{¦ oh if only we
§K¦{ B¦ - §K¦{¦ oh I wish I would have/oh
if only I

B¢K¦{ B¦ - B¢K¦{¦ oh if only she/oh if only it
á¥ZB}¦

they argue/they discuss

á¥ZK}¦

doubting/arguing (p)

~ylK}¦

he gives you (p) long life/he makes

á¥lÚK}Ä ¦Å

xR}¦

A¥R}¦

they extend them/they spread
them/extend them/spread them

á¥ZÅ}¦Ä

they pass

~¦Z} B¦ - ~¦Z}¦ you Mary (Jesus's mother
and daughter to Amran, she is one
of the righteous women)

zaa}¦

touches you (s/m)

~yaa}¦

touches you (p)

§aa}¦

touched me

~¢aa}¦

touches them/touch them

za}¦

touches you (s/m)/he holds/he
grasps/he seizes

á¢ya}¦

holds them (f)/grasps them/seizes
them

á¥ya}¦

they hold fast/they grasp/hold
fast/grasp (p)

you enjoy

Ba}¦

touches us/touch us

they -- being made to live

£a}¦

touches it/touch it

~¢a}¦

touches them

eliminates

á¥c}¦

they walk/walking (p)/walk (p)

nullifies/erases/destroys/he

§c}¦

he walks/walks

long/they -- being made to enjoy

S}¦

~¢¥X}¦

they twist/they turn/they
bend/they curve/they do not wait or
stop/they make matters difficult/
they distort

L¦{ B¦ - L¦{¦

he extends them/he spreads them

followed you (p) evilly/neared you
evilly/follow you evilly/near you
evilly

á¥{¦ - á¥¥{¦

~¡X}¦

he wipes out/he erases/he

annihilates/he wipes off/he
destroys/he annulls

Zcl} B¦ - Zcl}¦ you race/you group/you society/

they wipe out/they erase/they

Zy}¦

you company

eliminate/wipes out/erases/
eliminates

XX}¦

he extends/he spreads

~yXX}¦

he extends you (p)/he spreads you

~yX}¦

he extends you (p)/he spreads you

¤X}¦

extends it/spreads it

cheats/deceives/schemes/he cheats/
he deceives/he schemes/cheat/
deceive/scheme

á¥Zy}¦

they cheat/they decieve/they
scheme/they -- cheating/they -deceiving

§{}¦ - |Ø }Å¦

dictates/reads aloud for
another to write/to dictate/to read

¨
aloud for another to write

z¦}¦

your (s/m) right (hand)

he owns/he possesses/it owns/it

á¥D¦ - á¥®¦

they go far

m¦I¦ - m¦IB¦

water springs/wells

name)/you owner/you possesser

¨XB¦ - XÊ BÅ¦

he calls/calls

they own/they possess/they --

áÆ¥XÄ BÅ¦

they are being called

owning/they -- possessing

z¥XB¦

call (p) you (s/m)

dictates/reads aloud for

~¢¥XB¦

they call them

another to write/to dictate/to read
aloud for another to write

XÊ B¦ - ¨XBÅ¦

he calls/calls

á}¦

blesses

~¢¦XB¦

he calls them

á¥l}¦

they prevent/they protect/they

zk`¦ - zk`B¦ they dispute with you/they

z{}¦

possesses/own/possess

z{B} B¦ - z{}¦ you Malek (could be an angel's
á¥y{}¦
|Ø }¦ - §{}¦

quarrel with you/they argue with
you (e)

forbid/they stop/they become miser

á¥}¦

they brag/they remind repiticiously
of kind acts done, which leads to
resentment/they do a favour and
remind of it

§Ò}Æ ¦Å

he takes/he receives/he obtains/it
takes/it receives/it obtains

£{B¦

semen/sperm being ejaculated/
sperm being discharged

~¢¦}¦

|B¦

-- takes him/-- receives him/(-reaches him)

~¢{B¦

he makes them wish/he makes

take them/receive them/obtain
them/takes them/receives
them/obtains them/(they get)

them desire

á¥X¢}¦

they are preparing/they are paving

A¥{B¦

they take/they receive/they obtain

L¥}¦

he dies/it dies/dies/die

á¥{B¦

they take/they obtain/(they

á¥K¥}¦

they die/die (p)

Q¥}¦

trouble/agitate/wave/(interlock)

reach/they win)

á¥®B¦ - á¥D¦ they go far
z®I¦

informs you (s/m)

prophet of Judiasm)

~y®I¦

informs you (p)/he informs you

L¦}¦

he makes die/makes die

~¢®I¦

informs them/inform them/he

~yK¦}¦

he makes you (p) die

§K¦}¦

he makes me die/makes me die

`¦}¦

he distinguishes/he separates

LI¦

he sprouts/he grows

á¦}¦

right (side)/right (hand)/blessing

§pI¦

should/ought

§a¥} B¦ - §a¥}¦ you Moses (name of the

informs them

DIÅ¦

get informed/he get informed/
informs

¨
Bk¥I¦

a water spring/a well

ZB B¦ - Z¦

you fire

A»ÌIÒ ¦Å

be informed

n`¦

he removes/he takes away/he

m¦IB¦ - m¦I¦

water springs/wells

á¥ZeK¦

they become victorious/they get

pulls/he pulls away

zk`B¦ - zk`¦ they dispute with you (s/m)/they
quarrel with you/they argue with
you

victory/they get aid

ZjK¦

he waits/he looks/he sees/he
watches

á¥ZjK¦

they wait/they look/they see/they
watch/they wonder/they think
about/they perceive/they consider

§¢K¦ - £Ê K¦

r`¦

spoils/urges to evil

zo`¦

urges you (s/m) to do evil/urges
you to spoil (e)

á¥s`Ô¦Å

they be drained/they be emptied/
they be exhausted/they be drunk/
they be made to lose their minds/
they be bled

ends/terminates/stops/he
end/he terminate/he stop

A¥¢K¦

they end/they terminate/they stop

descends/descend

á¥¢K¦

|`Ô¦Ä

they end/they terminate/they stop

be descended/it be made to

£Ê K¦ - §¢K¦

|Ì`Ò ¦Å

ends/terminates/stops/he

descend/he be made descend

end/he terminate/he stop

to descend/he descend/he descends

§OÔ¦Å

|Ð`Ò ¦Å

he saves/he rescues

you --'s women

~y¦O¦

Ba¦

he saves you (p)/he rescues you

he uproots and disperses it/he

£¦O¦

B¢ta¦

he saves him/he rescues him

á¥KR¦

they carve out/they carve/they

ZYÔ¦Å
~yZY¦

cut/they hew/carving out/carving/
cutting/hewing (p)

á¥{a¦

he warns/he gives notice/it warns/it

§a¦

he forgets/it forgets/forget

gives notice

z¦a¦

he makes you (s/m) forget

he warns you (p)/he gives you

A»c¦ - DÌcÒ ¦Å

being brought up/being

notice

A¥ZY¦

they warn/they give notice

á¥ZYÔ¦Å

being warned/being given notice/

~y¥ZY¦

crushes it/he explodes it/he
destroys it
they drop down/they rush down/
they separate/they come apart

grown/being developed/being
originated/being risen/being
started/being formed/being created

they are being warned/they are
being given notice

Zc¦

they warn you (p)/they give notice

á¥ZcÅ¦

reviving/resurrecting (p)

to you

Dc¦ - A»c¦

being brought up/being grown/

he spreads/he spreads out/he
extends/he unfolds

¨

§cÔ¦Å

being developed/being originated/
being risen/being started/being
formed/being created

A¥Zj¦

he creates/he originates/he starts/he

á¥ZjÔ¦Ä

brings up/he develops/he raises/he
forms

Ze¦

he gives victory/he gives aid

zZe¦

he gives you (s/m) victory/he gives
you aid

~yZe¦

wait/they think about/they wonder
about/they perceive
they look/they see/they watch/they
wait/they think about/they wonder
about/they perceive/looking/
seeing/watching/waiting/thinking
about/wondering about/perceiving

á¥ZjÔ¦Å

they be given time/they be thought
about/they be looked at/they be
seen/they be watched/they be
waited for/they be wondered about

he gives you (p) victory/he gives
you aid/gives you victory/gives
you aid

they look/they see/they watch/they

BZe¦

gives us victory/gives us aid

xl¦

cries/craws

§Ze¦

gives me victory/gives me aid

£l¦

its ripeness/its redness/its

¤Ze¦

he gives him victory/he gives him

ripening/its reddening
aid

VtÅ¦

is being blown/be blown

á¥ZeÄ¦

they give victory/they give aid

Xt¦

depletes/runs out/exhausts

á¥ZÄeÔ ¦Å

they be given victory/they be given

A¥ÍgtÒ Ô ¦Ä

they break (away)/they

~y¥Ze¦
£¥Ze¦

scatter/ they separate

aid/be given victory/be given aid
(p)

mt¦

benefits/benefit

they give you (p) victory/they give

zlt¦

benefits you (s/m)

you aid

~ylt¦

benefits you (p)/benefit you

they give him victory/they give

Blt¦

benefits us/benefit us/he benefits

him aid/give him victory/give him
aid (p)

us/he benefit us

£lt¦

benefits him/benefit him

them aid

~¢lt¦

benefits them/beneficial (to) them

xi¦

speaks/clarifies/speak/clarify

~y¥lt¦

they benefit you (p)

á¥wi¦

they speak/speaking/speak (p)

xt¦

he spends/spends

§Ba{ x{i¦

my tongue is free/my speech is

A¥wt¦

they spend/spend (p)

free/my speech is fluent/my speech
is eloquent

á¥wt¦

they spend/spend (p)

B¢¥wt¦

they spend it/spend it (p)

A¥tÔ¦Å

they be expelled/they be exiled/

~¢¥Ze¦

Zj¦

they give them victory/they give

looks/sees/watches/waits/look/
see/watch/wait

¨
they be banished

á¥Xw¦

break (p)

á¥YÒwÅ¦

they be rescued/they be saved

§¥Yw¦ - á
Ø ¥Yw¦ they rescue me/they save
me

á
Ø ¥Yw¦ - §¥Yw¦ they rescue me/they save

~y¢¦ - ~yB¢¦

prevents you/forbid you/prevent
you

~¢¢¦ - ~¡B¢¦ forbids them/prevents
them/forbid them/prevent them

~yB¢¦ - ~y¢¦

be reduced/be decreased/be
lessened/(be shortened)

~y¥ew¦

they reduce you (p)/they decrease
you/they lessen you

he forbids you (p)/he
prevents you/forbid you/prevent
you

me

fÒwÔ ¦Å

he forbids you (p)/he

~¡B¢¦ - ~¢¢¦ forbids them/prevents
them/forbid them/prevent them

áÆ¥¢Ä Ô ¦Ä

they forbid/they
prevent/forbid/ prevent/forbidding/
preventing (p)

h
Ì wÒ Ô ¦Ä

to fall down/to be wrecked

á¥gw¦

they break/they unbind/they

§¢¦

forbids/prevents

destroy/they undo

T¥ B¦ - T¥¦

you Noah (name of a prophet)

he turns/he returns/he turns around/

J¦¦

returns to God/repents/obeys/

J{w¦

he turns over/turns/returns/turns
around/turns over/turn/return/turn
around/turn over

represents

ZOB¢¦

emigrates

they turn/they return/they turn

A¥ZOB¢¦

they emigrate/emigrate (p)

around/they turn over

he grants/he presents

Ny¦

J¢¦

he breaks/he breaches/he violates

drops/falls/reduces/declines

á¥My¦

iI¢¦

they break/they breach/they

A¥XK¢¦

they be guided

á¥XK¢¦

they be guided/guided/being

á¥I{w¦

violate/breaking/breaching/
violating (p)

Sy¦

he marries/marry

áRy¦

they (f) marry

B¢Ry¦

marries her

ZÊyÔ ¦Å

becomes (claims) ignorance of/

¨XK¢¦

he guides

á¥lO¢¦

they sleep/they settle/they quieten

¨X¢¦ - X¢¦

he guides/he guide

§X¢¦

he guides me/guide me

á¥X¢¦

guides/guiding/they guide (p)

they become (claim) ignorance of

B¥X¢¦

guiding us (p)

it/they become (claim) ignorance
about it/they deny it

¨X¢¦

he guides/it guides/guides/

becomes (claims) ignorance about/
denies/he denies

B¢¥Zy¦

guided/be guided (p)

guided/is being guided/guide/he be

¨
guided

he prepares/he makes possible

XÊ ¢¦ - ¨X¢¦

§¦¢¦

he guides/he guide

they love/they show affection/(they

z¦X¢¦

á¥XA¥¦

he guides you (s/m)

~y¦X¢¦

guides you (p)/he guides you

§¦X¢¦ - á
Ø ¦X¢¦ he guides me
á
Ø ¦X¢¦ - §¦X¢¦ he guides me

befriend)

¨Z¥¦ - ¨ZA¥¦

hides/conceals

á¢wI¥¦

he perishes them (f)/he destroys
them

£¦X¢¦

he guides him

xÊM¥¦

trusts/ties/chains/affirms

~¢¦X¢¦

he guides them/guide them

xÒM¥Å¦

be tied/be chained/be affirmed

á¥kZ¢¦

rushing distubedly/rushing

£¢O¥¦

he aims him/he turns him/he aims

hysterically/madly (p)

á¥ZB¡ B¦ - á¥Z¢¦ you Aaron (name of a
prophet and a brother to Prophet
Moses)

z{¢Ä¦

T¥¦
§ÊR¥¦
§ÄR¥¦

destroys us

á¥y{¢Å¦

they perish/they make die/they

loves/wishes/loves

NÄZ¥¦

to be inherited/be inherited

B¢MØZ¥¦

he makes -- inherit it

minister of Firon (Pharaoh)

¨ZA¥¦ - ¨Z¥¦

hides/conceals

you Hood (name of a prophet

á¥k`¥¦

are being restrained/are being held

humilliates/disgraces/degrades

of the nation of Aad)

BÕ¦X¥¢¦

a Jew

P¦¢¦

dries and yellows/excites/

back/are being checked in place/are
being apportioned/are being
prepared for war/are doing
good/are being inspired/are being
influenced/are being attracted/are
being seduced

agitates/disturbs

á¥}¦¢¦

he wishes/he loves/it wishes/it
they wish/they love

áB}B¡ B¦ - á¢¦ you Haman (name of a
X¥¡ B¦ - X¥¢¦

X¥¦
A¥X¥¦

destroy

á¢¦

is inspired/is transmitted/is
revealed/is signalled/is being
inspired/is being transmitted/is
being signalled

be made to perish/be made to
he perishes us/he makes us die/he

he inspires/he transmits/he reveals/
he signals

die/be destroyed

By{¢¦

was inspired/was transmitted/was
revealed/was signalled

he perishes/he makes die/he
destroys

zÒ{¢Æ ¦Å

it/he turns it/(he directs him)

they wander about confused/being
extremely thirsty (p)/they madly
love

ua¥¦

Joseph (name of the son of
Messenger Jacob, and from the

¨
righteous)

b¥a¥¦

inspires and talks to/gives evil
suggestions and temptations/
(whispers evil influences)

|Äe¥Å¦
§Êe¥¦

fulfilled/are completed

~¢¦s¥¦

(to) them
is protected

he directs/he commands/he

XÒv¥¦

is being ingnited/is being lit/is

being

kindled

á¥Xv¥¦

they ignite/they light/they kindle/

is directed/is commanded/is

they kindled

mv¥¦

they (f) direct/they command/they

they are being promised/being
promised (p)

jk¥¦

is being preached/is being advised/
is being warned

á¥jk¥¦

they are being preached/they are

he makes -- fall/he makes -- land/
he makes -- come/he makes -happen/he makes -- affirm/he
makes -- affix/he makes -- (in)
place

he directs you (p)/he commands

á¥v¥¦

they are sure/they certain/they be
sure/they be certain/be sure/be
certain/are being sure/are being
certain/sure/certain (p)

entrust/they recommend/they
influence/they bid/they bequeath

á¥Xk¥¦

he fulfills (to) them/he completes

x
Ä ¥¦

you/he entrusts you/he
recommends you/he influences
you/he bids you/he bequeathes you

á¦e¥¦

is fulfilled/is completed/are

reached/be connected/be joined

entrusted/is recommended/is
influenced/is bid/is bequeathed

~y¦e¥¦

§s¥Å¦

is reached/is connected/is joined/be

entrusts/he recommends/he
influences/he bids/he bequeathes

§Äe¥¦

complete (p)

P{¥¦

he makes -- to enter/he makes -penetrate

XÒ{¥¦

was born/was procreated/was
brought into being

~¢{¥¦

turns away (from) them

~y¥{¥¦

they turn away (from) you (p)

they comprehend/they perceive/

á¥{¥¦

they turn away

they understand/they gather/they
accept

~¥¦

day/a day/24 hour day/time

u
Ì ¥Ä ¦Å

is fulfilled/is completed

ªs`¾A ~¥¦

the Day of the Resurrection

á¥gs¥¦

running/hurrying/hastening/

NlI{A ~¥¦

the Revival Day/the Resurrection

being advised/they are being
warned

á¥k¥¦

rushing/spreading a mat for sitting
(p)

x
Æ sÚ ¥Ä ¦Å

reconcilliates/inspires/harmonizes

á¥s¥¦

they fulfill/they complete/fulfill/

between sunrise and sunset/time

Day

áIBpK{A ~¥¦

Day of the Hoarding for
Future/Day of the Hiding/Day of
the Forgetfulness/Day of the

¨
Mistaking/Day of the Cheating/
Day of the Weak/Day of the
Mental Slowness/Day of the not
Recognizing/the Resurrection Day

Day

BÕ}¥¦

a day/a time

~y}¥¦

your (p) day/your time

Resurrection Day

~¢}¥¦

their day/their time

the Gathering Day/the

á¦}¥¦

two days

b¥¦

Jonah/Yones (name of a prophet)

¨XBK{A ~¥¦ - XBK{A ~¥¦ the Calling Day/the

Resurrection Day
the Friday/sixth day of the week/
the Gathering Day

JBaR{A ~¥¦

BK{¦¥ B¦ - BK{¦¥¦ oh our calamity/oh our
scandal/oh our grief/oh our
distress/oh our misfortune/oh woe
to us/oh our hell/oh our torture
(expression of upcoming
punishment)

the Account Day/the Resurrection
Day

©ZaR{A ~¥¦

the Grief's Day/the Sorrow's
Day/the Resurrection Day

ZcR{A ~¥¦

the gathering day/the crowding

§K{¦¥ B¦ - §K{¦¥¦ oh my calamity/oh my
scandal/oh my grief/oh my
distress/oh my misfortune/woe to
me/oh my hell/oh my torture
(expression of upcoming
punishment)

day/Resurrection Day

Q¥ZU{A ~¥¦

the Exit Day/the Resurrection Day

á¦X{A ~¥¦

the Judgement Day/the Religion's
Day/the Resurrection Day

ª¦`{A ~¥¦

the decoration day/they beauty

B{¦¥ B¦ - B{¦¥¦ oh our calamity/oh our

day/the ornament day/(day of
festivity)

áBvZt{A ~¥¦

the Judgment Day/the Decision
Day/the Separation Day/the
Partition Day/the Resurrection Day

ª}¦w{A ~¥¦ - ª}B¦w{A ~¥¦ the Resurrection Day
X¥k¥}{A ~¥¦

scandal/oh our grief/oh our
distress/oh our misfortune/oh woe
to us/oh our hell/oh our torture
(expression of upcoming
punishment)

the Separation of Right and Wrong
Day/the Proof Day/the Evidence
Day/the Resurrection Day

|et{A ~¥¦

the Promised Day/the Resurrection

YUA»¦

he punishes/he takes/he receives

~yYUA»¦

he punishes you/he takes you/he
receives you/punish you/take
you/receive you (p)

§K»¦ - L
Ä »¦

Day of the Threat/the Resurrection

is given/is brought to/was given/
was brought to/he be given/he be
brought

Day

X¦k¥{A ~¥¦

Day of the Time/the Resurrection
that day

Resurrection Day

ªl}O{A ~¥¦

Lv¥{A ~¥¦
YË ®}¥¦

§v½K{A ~¥¦ - x½K{A ~¥¦ the Meeting Day/the

m}O{A ~¥¦

Day

§K»¦ - L
Ê »¦

he gives/he brings/give/bring/

¨
brought

~yK»¦

he gives you (p)/he brings you

A¥K»¦

they give/they bring

á¥K»¦

they are given/they give/they

mildly/harm (p)

¨Y»¦

mildly/harming

áÆ¦YÒ »¦

they (f) be harmed mildly/they be
harmed

bring/give/bring (p)

L»¦ - §
Ø K»¦

harms mildly/harms/harming

he gives/he bring/give/bring/
brought

L»¦ - §ÒK»¦

is given/is brought to/was given/
was brought to/he be given/he be
brought

§¦K»¦ - á
Ø ¦K»¦ he gives me/he brings me
á
Ø ¦K»¦ - §¦K»¦ he gives me/he brings me
£¦K»¦

he gives it/he brings it/he gives
him/he brings him

~¢¦K»¦

he gives them/he brings them/give
them/bring them

ZM»¦

to be tracked/to be traced/to have
influence (to be followed/to be
copied)

á¥ZM»¦

they prefer/they choose

~¢atC §{k á¥ZM»¦ they prefer (the immigrants)

Ba¥®¦ - Ba»¦

despairing/hopeless

zs»Å¦

he be lied to/he be turned away/

over themselves

YU»¦

being taken/is taken

ZÐU»¦

he delay

ZÌU»¦

to be delayed/be delayed

~yZU»¦

he delays you (p)

~¡ZU»¦

he delays them

¤Ê XÐ »Ä {Å¦

he discharges it/he fulfills it/(he
pays/he gives)/discharge/
fulfill/(pay/give)

áY»Å¦

be permitted/be allowed

á¥Y»¦

they harm mildly/they harm/harm

being turned away

á¥ys»¦

they be lied to/they be turned
away/being lied to/being turned
away (p)

uÞ{»¦

he unites/he joins

á¥{Æ»¦Å

they swear away/swear away (p)

á¥Z}»Å¦

they are ordered/they are
commanded/they are being
ordered/they are being commanded

á
Æ }Ê »¦

believes/he believes/believing

á
Ì }Ê »¦

they (f) believe

¨
A¥}»¦

they believe/believe (p)

á¥}»¦

they believe/believe/believing (p)

¤X¥®¦ - ¤X¥»¦

tires him/burdens him

XÐ¦»¦

he supports

b®¦B¦ - b®¦¦

despairs/becomes hopless

§¦R¦ B¦ - §¦R¦¦ you John (name of a
messenger and from the righteous)
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